*INDIA*

† Gurubai Karmarkar of Bombay (d.1932) the second Indian woman to graduate from the Women’s Medical College of Pennsylvania (1886). She focused mainly on the poorest members of the Indian caste system †
LITERATURE COMPOSED BY AUTHORS WHOSE BIRTH YEAR MAY BE CONFIDENTLY PLACED AT A RELIABLY
ESTIMATED TIME WITHIN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, AND SORTED HERE IN APPROXIMATE CHRONOLOGY.
*
† Only one exception has been made to this general rule, and that concerns the Hindu saint Sadasva Brahmendra (1650-1750). It
proved impossible to discover a more specific time frame for his life then a 100 year approximation; but at any event, his songs
form a natural commencement to the unfolding of Indian literature; which is why he opens the story under Rabindrinth Tagore †
EARLY 19TH CENTURY

(Page 11)—262.23 If Fortune Has Brought You My Way At Last\fn{by Jogeswari (early 19th century)} West Bengal
State?, India (F) -1
(12)—262.23a Knock Knock Knock\fn{by Bhabani aka Bhaba Rani (early 19th century)} Ghatal, Paschim Medinipur
District, West Bengal State, India (F) -1
LATE 1840s

(12)—264.28 Quotations of Golap Sundari Devi aka Golap-ma\fn{by Golap-ma (late 1840s-1924)} north Calcutta,
West Bengal State, India (F) 1
BEFORE 1857

(14)—262.37 1. Mumbaitil Parathanasamajsambandi Striyanchya Sabheta Eka Baine Vachlela
Nibandha\fn{by an anonymous female author (before 1857)} Belgaum?, Belgaum District, Karnataka State, India (F)
1\fn{This edition of the speech “was read by a woman at the meeting of women organized by the Prarthana Samaj, Bombay, and printed
1

in the Subodh Patrika of 7 August 1881.” It survived, however, because it was “reprinted [from apparently an otherwise unknown source,
perhaps the original manuscript:H] by Baba Padmanji (1831-1906), the first Marathi novelist, as [an appendix] to his novel Yamuna
Paryatan (Yamuna’s Journey), 1857.”}
(15)—262.38 1. Hindu Vidwanchi Dukhit Stithi: Eka Vidhwa Baine Varnileli\fn{by an anonymous female author
(before 1857)} Belgaum?, Belgaum District, Karnataka State, India (F) 3\fn{ This edition of the speech “first appeared in The
Gospel in All Lands, April 1889.” It survived, however, because it was “reprinted [from apparently an otherwise unknown source, perhaps
the original manuscript:H] by Baba Padmanji (1831-1906), the first Marathi novelist, as [an appendix] to his novel Yamuna Paryatan
(Yamuna’s Journey), 1857.”}
ABOUT 1857

(17)—263.12 An Account Of My Life And My Home-Making\fn{by Manntaraveetil Lakshmy Amma (c.1857- )}
Vettatunad, Malappuram District, Kerala State, India (F) 5\fn{ J. Devika, in her edition of this work in Her-Self: Gender and
Early Writings of Malayalee Women, says of M. L. Amma: “This author is not otherwise known. I have not been able to trace her, though
she does provide some detail of her family and other whereabouts in this article.”W }
BEFORE 1864/1865

(22)—278.67 Excerpt from Bamaganer Rachana\fn{by Madhumati Ganguli (before 1864- )} West Bengal State?,
India (F) -1
*
(22)—278.68c Excerpt from A Letter To The Editor\fn{by Saudamini Debi (before 1865- )} West Bengal State?,
India (F) -1
ABOUT 1870

(22)—263.48 To The Women Of Orissa\fn{by Abanti Rao (c.1870- )} in the region of the Kingdom of Utkal,
Orissa, India (F) 2
BEFORE 1871/1872

(24)—278.68 Excerpt from “Bamarachana”\fn{by “a lady” (before 1871- )} West Bengal State? India (F) -1
*
(24)—262.132 A Letter from Jagadishwari Devi to Somprakash\fn{by Kusumkumari Devi (before 1872- )}
Calcutta?, Calcutta District, West Bengal State, India (F) 1
BEFORE 1874/1875/1876

(26)—278.68d Excerpt from “Bamarachana”\fn{by Rajbala Debi (before 1874-1972)} West Bengal State?, India (F) -1
*
(26)—278.67c Excerpt from “Narijanma Ki Adharma”\fn{by Srimati Mayasundari (before 1875- )} Calcutta, Calcutta
District, West Bengal State, India (F) -1
*
(27)—264.101 1. The Bulbul And The Cotton-tree 2. The Cat Which Could Not Be Killed 3. The Jackal And The
Kite 4. Barber Hím And The Tigers 5. The Man Who Went To Seek His Fate 6. The Upright King 7. Some Of The
Doings Of Shekh Faríd: Seven Folktales\fn{by Ayah Dunkní (before 1876- )} “a young woman”, Calcutta, Calcutta
District, West Bengal State, India (F) 10
BEFORE 1878/1879

(37)—264.111 1. The King’s Son And The Wazir’s Daughter 2. The Fakír Nánaksá Saves The Merchant’s
Life 3. The Bed 4. The Fan Prince 5. The Clever Wife: Five Folktales\fn{by Ayah Múniyá (before 1879- )} “a very
old, white-haired woman [with] great-grandchildren”, Patna, Patna District, Bihar State, India (F) 12
(49)—264.123 1. The Mouse 2. A Wonderful Story: Two Folktales\fn{by Karím (before 1879- )} Lucknow,
Lucknow District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 6
2

ABOUT 1880?

(54)—71.72 Excerpt from Education Of Women In Modern India: “Child Education”\fn{by Kitty Shiva Rao
(c.1880?- )} India (F) 4
(59)—72.32 Excerpt from The Orient Pearls: “The Hierling Husband”\fn{by Shovona Devi (c.1880?- )}West
Bengal?, India (F) 2
(61)—71.76 Indian Muslim Women: A Perspective\fn{by Sakinatul Fatima Wazir Hasan (c.1880?- )} Baragaon,
Varanasi District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 2
BEFORE 1883

(62)—250.73 Maternity And Welfare Work In India\fn{by Mrs. Hamid Ali (before 1883- )} Bombay?, Maharashtra
State, India (F) 2
(64)—250.75 Further Openings For Social Work\fn{by Miss Tara Tilak (before 1883- )} Bombay, Maharashtra
State, India (F) 4
(69)—250.49 Seva Sadan And Other Social Work In Bombay\fn{by Miss Engineer (before 1883- )} Bombay?,
Maharashtra India (F) 2
(71)—250.55 Some Impressions Of Indian Women’s Colleges\fn{by Mrs. Mithan Choksi (before 1883- )} Bombay?,
Maharashtra State, India (F) 5
(76)—250.60 Indian Painting\fn{by Shrimati Leelavati (before 1883)} Bangalore, Bangalore Urban District, Karnataka
State, India (F) 4
BEFORE 1884

(83)—111.42 1. The Faithful Prince 2. The Bear’s Bad Bargain 3. The Close Alliance: Three Folktales\fn{by
Habib, a Muslim cooly (before 1884- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 7
(90)—111.50 Princess Aubergine: A Folktale\fn{an old woman (before 1884- )}\fn{A note says that the “narrator was not a
Punjabi, but of Pûrbiâ origin”} “Pûrbiâ” might therefore refer to Dera Purbia Village, Muzaffarnagar District, or Purbia
Purwa Village, Shravasti District (i.e., to some place), both of which are in Uttar Pradesh, India. (F) 3\fn{ It might
(and I think this is far more likely) refer to a sub-caste by this name, whose membership is associated with metal fabrication and
agriculture. However, this caste is apparently very widespread in Uttar Pradesh, so there seems no problem in assigning the state of her
birth to Uttar Pradesh:H}
(93)—111.53 Fatteh Khan, The Valiant Weaver: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed Muslim informant (before 1884- )} Sopur,

Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 2
(96)—111.58 1. The Snake-Woman And King Ali Mardan 2. The Legend Of Gwashbari, The Glacier-Hearted
Queen: Two Folktales\fn{by Pandit Nana Beo (before 1884- )} Khru, nr. Srinagar, Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State,
India (M) 2
(98)—111.60 The Wrestlers: A Folktale\fn{by a Muslim cook (before 1884- )} Banda, Banda District, Uttar Pradesh,
India (M) 2
BEFORE 1886/1887

(100)—263.104 A Letter\fn{by Dr. Gurubai Karmarkar (before 1886-1931} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 1
*
(101)—139.82 1. The Seven-Legged Beast 2. The Tale Of A Princess 3. The Wicked Stepmother 4. The Unjust
King And Wicked Goldsmith 5. How The Wicked Sons Were Duped 6. The Robbers Killed 7. Karm Ya Dharm 8.
A King And His Treacherous Wazir: Eight Folktales\fn{by Pandit Shiva Bayu (before 1887- )} Renawari, Srinagar
Valley, Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 10
(111)—139.92 1. The Cruel Merchant 2. All For A Pansa 3. The Brave Princess 4. The Three Princes 5. A Stupid
Husband And His Clever Wife 6. The Jackal-King 7. The Jogi’s Daughter: Seven Folktales\fn{by Makund Bayu
(before 1887- )} Suthu, Srinigar Valley, Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 13
(124)—139.105 1. The Crow-Girl 2. The Base Friend 3. The Philosopher’s Stone 4. The Day-Thief And The
Night-Thief 5. Stupid Peasant I 6. Stupid Peasant II 7. Gagar Wol And His Servant Ratun I 8. Gagar Wol And His
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Servant Ratun II 9. Gagar Wol And His Servant Ratun III: Nine Folktales\fn{by Lal Chand (before 1887- )}
Khunamuh, Wular District, Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 6
(131)—139.116 1. Good King Hatam 2. The Charmed Ring 3. The Cunning Goldsmith 4. The Clever Parrot 5.
Four Wicked Sons And Their Luck: Five Folktales\fn{by Qadir (before 1887- )} Amira Kadal, Srinagar Valley,
Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir Sate, India (M) 11
(142)—139.123 1. Three Blind Men 2. The Two Brothers 3. Kaya Band And Zuhra Khotan: Three
Folktales\fn{by Shiva Ram (before 1887- )} Banah Mahal, Srinagar Valley, Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India
(M) 8
(150)—139.130 1. The Clever Jackal 2. The Black And White Beards: Two Folktales\fn{by Wasah Kol (before 1887)} Kahipura, Kruhen Barony, Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 2
(152)—139.134 1. A Lach Of Rupees For A Bit Of Advice 2. The Wicked Queens: Two Folktales\fn{by Chadh Ram
(before 1887- )} Habah Kadal, Srinigar Valley, Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 5
(157)—139.139 1. The Man From Shiraz 2. The Sagacious Governor 3. Who Is The Mother Of The Colt? 4. Who
Is The Man Who Is To Be Trusted?: Four Folktales\fn{by Mihtar Sher Singh, Officiating Governor of Srinigar (before 1887)} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 2
(159)—139.141 1. The Cat Who Became A Queen 2. A Stupid Boy: Two Folktales\fn{by Panditani Razi (before 1887)} Srinigar, Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (F) 4
(161)—140.3 The Ogress Queen: A Folktale\fn{by Amand Ram (before 1887- )} Sunah Mashid, Srinigar Valley,
Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 3
(164)—140.12 Shabrang, Prince And Thief: A Folktale\fn{by “an old shepherd” (before 1887- )} Krendih, nr.
Bijbihara, Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 7
ABOUT 1888

(171)—118.89 Teja And Teji\fn{My title}: A Folktale\fn{by Srimati Jnanadasundaari Jhirad (c.1888- )} North
Lakhimpur, Lakhimpur District, Assam State, India (F) 3
1890?/ABOUT 1890?

(174)—71.86 Excerpt from The Jagierdar Of Palna\fn{by Nalini Turkhud (1890?- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State,
India (F) 5
(178)—33.51 Excerpt from Learn A Lesson, Baluti\fn{by Indira Sahasrabuddhe (c.1890- )} Maharashtra State, India
(F) 2
BEFORE 1891/1892

(181)—78.67e Excerpt from Bangali Striloker Bartaman Abaqstha\fn{by an otherwise anonymous lady (bfore 1891- )}
West Bengal State?, India (F) -1
*
(181)—112.52 1. The Tricks Of Shekh Chilli I 2. The Tricks Of Shekh Chilli II 3. The Tricks Of Shekh Chilli III
4. Shek Chilli And His Gram Field: Four Folktales\fn{by Una Briscoe (before 1892- )} Bulandshahr, Bulandshahr
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 2
(182)—111.95 1. The Banya Boy And His Four Wives 2. The Brahman’s Sons And The Gusain 3. The Master
Thief: Three Folktales\fn{by Lachman Ahir (before 1892- )} Mirzapur, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 6
(188)—111.100 1 The Soldier And The Jinn 2. The Muslim Who Forgot God Over Charity\fn{My titles}: Two
Folktales\fn{by Rahmat (before 1892)} Mirzapur, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 4
(192)—111.104 1. The Four Princes And The Four Fairies 2. The Crow And The Sparrow 3. The Magic Ring Of
The Lord Solomon 4. The Pranks Of Hop-o’-my-thumb 5. Princess Pomegranate 6. The Tasks Of The WitchQueen 7. The King And The Evil Spirit: Seven Folktales\fn{by Maulavi Karmud-din Ahmad (before 1892- )} Mirzapur,
Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 8
(200)—112.48 1. How The Ahir Got The Better Of The Demon And Acquired A Wife 2. The Princess Who Got
The Gift Of Patience: Two Folktales\fn{by “an old Muslim cook-woman” (before 1892- )} Mirzapur, Mirzapur District,
Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 2
4

(202)—112.50 The Golden-Haired Rani And The Jogi: A Folktale\fn{by Mansukhi (before 1892- )} Mirzapur,
Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 2
BEFORE 1893

(203)—112.53 The White Witch: A Folktale\fn{by Ida Casabon (before 1893- )} Aligarh, Aligarh District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (F) 1
(204)—112.54 1. How Silly A Woman Can Be 2. The Valiant Weaver Bird: Two Folktales\fn{by Waziran (before
1893- )} Mirzapur?, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 4
(208)—112.58 How The King’s Son Got His Bride:\fn{My title:H} A Folktale\fn{by Annie Solomon (before 1893- )}
Mirzapur, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India 1
(209)—112.59 The Jackal And The Alligator:\fn{My title:H} A Folktale\fn{by Irene Briscoe (before 1893- )}
Bulandshahr, Bulandshahr District, Uttar Pradesh, India -1
(210)—111.112 1. How The Jackal Got The Weaver Married 2. How The Manjhi Won His Wife 3. The Brahman
And Mother Ganges 4. The Tiger, The Brahman, And The Covetous Goldsmith 5. The Frog And The Snake 6. Mr.
Good And Mr. Evil 7. The Manjhi Girl And The Bamboo 8. The Goat And The Tiger 9. The Piety Of The
Brahman 10. The Brahman And The Snake 11. The Wit Of The Four Brothers 12. The Raja And The Sadhu 13.
The Princess Of Karnalpur 14. The Princess Who Would Not Speak 15. The Wise Raja Of Harabangpur 16. The
Virtue Of Raja Rupa Angad 17. The Virtue Of Faith 18. How Bhagwan Gave A Lesson To Narad 19. The Kali
Yuga 20. How The Raja Got His Deserts 21. Akbar And His Son-in-law 22. The Raja And The Bear 23. The Tale
Of The Two Queens 24. The Defeated Pandit 25. The Parrot’s Reproof: Twenty-five Folktales\fn{by Akbar Shah
(before 1893- )} Manhasa Village, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 15
(226)—111.127 1. The Rival Queens 2. The Two-Horned Raja 3. The Sadhu Who Sold Advice 4. The Magic
Swan 5. Fate Restored: Five folktales\fn{by Ramanandan Lal (before 1893- )} Kon Village, Mirzapur District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) 4
(230)—112.3 1. The Four Fools I 2. The Four Fools II 3. The Story Of A Banya’s Son: Three Folktales\fn{by Lala
Rajbahadur Lal (before 1893- )} Mirzapur, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh State, India (M) 3
(232)—112.8 1. How The Qazi’s Wife Became A Widow 2. The Prince Who Became A Kol 3. The Tale Of
Tismar Khan 4. The Amir And The Singer 5. The Amir And The Kathak 6. The Physician And His Son 7. The
Judgment Of Solomon 8. The Thief And The Confectioner 9. The Magic Boat 10. How The Raja Went To The
Heaven Of Bhagwan 11. The Raja And The Swans 12. The Death Of Sheikh Chilli 13. The Cunning Of The
Bania: Thirteen Folktales\fn{by Mukand Lal (before 1893- )} Mirzapur, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M)
7
(239)—112.14 1. How The Soldier’s Wife Foiled Her Lovers 2. The Best Thing In The World 3. The Parrot And
The Guru 4. The Piety Of Raja Raghu 5. The Sadhu And The Princess 6. The Thakur And The Goldsmith 7. The
Dhobi And His Ass: Seven Folktales\fn{by Bachau Kasera (before 1893- )} Mirzapur, Mirzapur District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) 4
(243)—112.18 1. The Mischievous Boy 2. Mr. Know-all 3. The Fool And The Alphabet 4. The Weaver And The
Jackal 5. Hari Raja And Moti Rani 6. Eating And The Evil Eye 7. The Good Old Times 8. A Tale Of Akbar And
Birbal 9. The Old Man’s Wisdom: Nine Folktales\fn{by Pandit Janardan Joshi (before 1893- )} Kumaun Division,
Uttarakhand State, India (M) 3
(246)—112.69 The Sepoy’s Son: A Folktale\fn{by Ilahi Bakhsh (before 1893- )} Nadehra, Hamirpur District,
Himachal Pradesh, India (M) 1½
(247)—112.74 The Cow And The Tigress: A Folktale\fn{by Faqir Chand (before 1893- )} Pilibhit, Pilibhit District,
Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1
BEFORE 1894

(249)—112.79 The Half-Married Daughter Of The Gardener: A Folktale\fn{by H. Finch (before 1894- )} Meuna,
Shahjahanpur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1½
(249)—112.81 The Prodigal Son: A Folktale\fn{by Gopal Chand (before 1894- )} Dhirpara, Agra District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) -1
BEFORE 1895

5

(249)—112.29 1. The Boy And The Monkey 2. The Brahman’s Luck 3. The Boy And The Merchant 4. The Wise
And The Foolish Brothers: Four Folktales\fn{by Iqbal Husein (before 1895- )} Bhuili, Mirzapur District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) 2
(252)—112.31 1. The Prince And His Animal Friends 2. The Raja And The Hansas: Two Folktales\fn{by Ram
Govind Panre (before 1895- )} Ghurhupatti, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 2
(254)—112.33 1. The Adopted Girl 2. Entertaining Angels Unawares 3. The Height Of Virtue: Three
Folktales\fn{by Ram Ganesh Dube (before 1895- )} Aksauli, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 2
Pradesh, India (M) 1
(256)—112.85 The Metamorphosis Of Raja Vikramaditya: A Folktale\fn{by Devi Datt Dube (before 1895- )} Hariya,
Basti District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1½
(257)—112.88 The Tale Of Rani Kamlapati: A Folktale\fn{by Saladat Khan (before 1895- )} Wellesleyganj, Mirzapur
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1½
(259)—112.93 The Reading Of Hearts: A Folktale\fn{by Shyam Lal (before 1895- )} Etah, Etah District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) -1
(259)—112.98 The Fate Of The Shrewish Wife: A Folktale\fn{by Manna Sinh Awasthi (before 1895- )} Faizullapur,
Cawnpore District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) -1
(260)—112.101 The Tale Of The Thakur And The Barber: A Folktale\fn{by Menhdi Lal (before 1895- )} Bara-Banki
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1½
BEFORE 1896/1897

(261)—112.38 1. How The Prince Won His Bride 2. The Ahir And The Cow Of Plenty 3. The Young Brahman
And His Wife: Three Folktales\fn{told by Bhawani Din Panre (before 1896- )} Faizabad, Faizabad District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) 2
(264)—112.45 1. The Magic Fish 2. The Banker’s Wife: Two Folktales\fn{by Lakshman Prasad (before 1896- )}
Jalesatah District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1
(265)—112.60 The Bard And His Wife: A Folktale\fn{by Mrs. Ramai Kharwar (before 1896- )} Dudhi, Mirzapur
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) –1
(266)—112.107 The Pince Who Was Honored By The Lord Of The Snakes: A Folktale\fn{by Yubraj Sinh Barhai
(before 1896)} Dhanpur, Bijnor District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 3
(270)—112.110 The Clever Brahman Girl: A Folktale\fn{by Motiram Pandit (before 1896)} Robertsganj, Mirzapur
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1
(271)—112.112 The Pandit And His Children: A Folktale\fn{by Chedi Sinh (before 1896- )} Pratapgarh, Pratapgarh
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1
(272)—112.114 Women Rule The World: A Folktale\fn{by Manna Lal (before 1896- )} Akbarpur, Cawnpur District,
Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1
(273)—113.7 The Quest Of Managori: A Folktale\fn{by Naurang Sinh (before 1896- )} Fatehpur, Fatehpur District,
Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 3
(276)—113.12 Sujan Chand And Nitikala: A Folktale\fn{by Baldeo Sinh (before 1896- )} Sayyidnagar, Jalaun
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1
(277)—113.13 Half A Lie: A Folktale\fn{by Thakur Pohap Sinh (before 1896- )} Kota Village, Baudaun District,
Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1
(278)—113.14 Raja Bhoj And His Rani: A Folktale\fn{by Nathu Mal (before 1896- )} Saharanpur, Saharanpur
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1½
(279)—113.24 Sulaiman The Wood-Cutter: A Folktale\fn{by Shaikh Muhammad Kasim (before 1896- )} Sandila,
Hardoi District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1
*
(280)—263.10 The Demerits Of Female Education: A Refutation\fn{by N. A. Amma (before 1897- )} Kerala State,
India (F) 1½
LATE 19TH CENTURY

(282)—263.61 Excerpt from Basanti: “Chapter 13”\fn{by Pratibha Kar (late 19th century- )} Orissa State, India (F) 3
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(284)—263.64 The Vigil\fn{by Suprabha Kar (late 19th century- )} Orissa State, India (F) 2½
(287)—263.112 Excerpt from Single Is The Wheel\fn{by Manorama Ramkrishna Modak (late 19th century- )} India (F)
13
BEFORE 1906

(299)—263.12 An Account Of My Life And My Home-Making\fn{by Manntaraveetil Lakshmy Amma (before 1906- )}
Vettatunad, Malappuram District, Kerala State, India (F) 5
(303)—272.144 The Cause Of a Lawsuit Between The Owl And The Kite: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female
informant (before 1906)} Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1\fn{ Alice Elizabeth Dracott
(Simla Village Tales: Or, Folktales from the Himalayas. London, John Murray, 1906) says in the preface to her anthology from which these
tales were abstracted: “All the tales were taken down in pencil, just as they were told, and as nearly as possible in the words of the
narrators, who were village women belonging to the agricultural class of Hindus in the Simla district.” Their varied length of narration, the
fact that three people were collecting them (the author, her husband and her sister, all of whom were fluent in Punjabi), and the variety of
their subject matter and expostulation, has led me to the conclusion that we have here to do with at the very least a large number of
individual interviewed sources (although to say more than this seems to be impossible, since, in conformity with many collections
undertaken at this time, it was though unnecessary to credit any of these tales with the names of their individual informants). A.E.D. says
further that her sister “kindly undertook to complete, from the same sources where I had got them, my collection of folktales,” A.E.D.
herself having been “obliged to leave India suddenly owing to a nervous breakdown after the terrible earthquake which visited the Punjab
in April 1905.” She is not more specific, however; and in the apparently deliberate absence of more specific information—particularly
when coupled with the effusive praise she gives to the “beauty, wit and wisdom” of Himalayan folklore, delivered by “the honest rugged
hill-folk of Northern India” who “on cold winter nights … gather together to hear these oft-repeated tales”—I have chosen to believe that
the deliberate universal omission of source credits was done at the request of the sources themselves for absolutely necessary reasons of
privacy in a crowded Indian village filled with largely illiterate people prone to gossip, and not some sort of predetermined racism on the
part of A.E.D., her husband, or her sister. “From their cradle under the shade of ancient deodars, beside the rocks, forests and streams of the
mighty Himalayan mountains, have I sought these tales to place them upon the great Bookshelf of the World” she concludes. All this has
led me to believe that each tale should be individually credited; and so I have done:H }
(304)—272.144b The Dead Man’s Ring: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla

Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
(304)—272.145b The Real Mother: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 2
(306)—272.146 The Princess Soorthe: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) ½
(306)—272.147 The Snake’s Bride: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
(307)—272.148 The Power Of Fate: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 3
(310)—272.150 The Old Witch Who Lived In A Forest: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )}
Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
(311)—272.151 Kulloo, A Faithful Dog: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
(311)—272.121 The Story Of Ghose: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1½
(313)—272.154 The Vizier’s Son And The Rajah’s Son: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )}
Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
(313)—272.155 The Raja’s Son And The Vizier’s Son: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )}
Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
(314)—272.155 Bey Huslo: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
(315)—272.156 The Story Of Panch Mar Khan: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
(316)—272.157 The Rabbit And The Barber: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
(316)—272.157b Rupa And Bisuntha: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1½
(317)—272.158 Sheik Chilli : A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
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(318)—272.159 Sheik Chilli: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1½
(319)—272.160 The Monkey, The Tiger, And The Princess: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906)} Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1½
(320)—272.161 The Jackal And The Iguana: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
(321)—272.162 The Story Of The Black Cow: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
(322)—272.163 The Brahmin And The Wild Geese: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )}
Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
(323)—272.164 The Four-gifted Princess: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
(324)—272.165 The Man Who Went To Seek His Fortune: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906)} Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
(324)—272.166 Three Wise Men And The King’s Daughter: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before
1906- )} Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
(325)—272.167 Barbil’s Son: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
(326)—272.167b The Tiger And The Rats: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
(327)—272.169b The Legend Of Naldera Temple: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )}
Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
(327)—272.170 The Bunniah’s Wife And The Thief: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )}
Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) (327)—272.170b Who Stole The Ruby?: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
(328)—272.171 The Story Of Vickramadit: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1½
(330)—272.172 The Weaver: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 2
(331)—a272.174 The Dog Who Was A Rajah: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
(332)—272.175 The Fourth Wife Is The Wisest: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1½
(333)—272.176 The Origin Of A River: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
(334)—272.177b The Story Of A Pearl: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
(334)—272.177c The Bunniah’s Ghost: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
(335)—272.178 Bickermanji The Inquisitive: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 2
(337)—272.180 The Brahmin’s Daughter: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
(337)—272.181 Abul Hussain: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 2
(339)—272.183 The Magician And The Merchant: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )}
Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1½
(341)—272.184 The Snake And The Frog: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
(342)—272.185b The Story Of Puran: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 2
(344)—272.187 Tabaristan: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
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(344)—272.188b The Enchanted Bird, Music, And Stream: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before
1906- )} Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 3½
(347)—272.192 The Dog Temple: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
(348)—272.193 The Beautiful Milkmaid: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
(349)—272.194 A Legend Of Sardana: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
(349)—272.19b The Anar Pari, Or Pomegranate Fairy: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before
1906- )} Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 3
BEFORE 1907/1908/1910

(352)—263.17 Are Women Weak?\fn{by K. P. M. (before 1907- )} northern Kerala State, India (F) 3
(355)—231.29 On The Use Of Footwear By Women In Ancient India\fn{by Jagadishwari Devi (before 1908- )} West
Bengal State? [Benares? (10/11/12:H], India (F) 1
(356)—263.11 Manly Duty\fn{by K. Lakshmy Amma (before 1910- )} Kerala State, India (F) 1½
BEFORE 1915

(357)—263.24 “Modern Women And Their Husbands”: A Rejoinder\fn{by Mrs. K. Kannan Menon (before 1915-“she
died quite young, in the 1920s”)} Thalassery, Kannur District, Kerala State, India (F) 2
(359)—263.27 Womanliness\fn{by Sarojini (before 1915- )} Kerala State, India (F) 3\fn{The editor of this volumes says
that “this is probably a pen name” of Mrs. K. Kannan Menon (263.24); but he nevertheless publishes it here as by a separate author, and I
have retained his original supposition:H}
BEFORE THE 1920s

(362)—109.1 Four Friends: A Folktale\fn{told to a Brahman male by his aunt (before the 1920s- )} Karimpur Village,
Mainpuri District, Uttar Pradesh, India.(F) 2
(364)—109.3 The Farmer And The Barber: A Folktale\fn{told by an elderly Brahman housewife (before the 1920s- )}
Karimpur Village, Mainpuri District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 1
(365)—109.4 A Jackal And A Fox: A Folktale\fn{told by the mother of a Brahman male (before the 1920s- )} Karimpur
Village, Mainpuri District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 1
(366)—109.5 A Jackal And A Crocodile: A Folktale\fn{told by an unnamed Brahman housewife (before the 1920s- )}
Karimpur Village, Mainpuri District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 1
BEFORE 1921/1923/1924

(367)—263.30 Excerpt from Women And Freedom\fn{by B. Pachi Amma (before 1921- )} India (F) 2\fn{As with the
item at 263.27, the editor says that “it is likely that this name was a pseudonym” for somebody else; but he nevertheless publishes it here as
by a separate author:H}
(369)—263.32 Malayalee Marriage Modified\fn{by K. Padmavaty Amma (before 1923- )} Kerala State, India (F) 3
(372)—263.38 An Appeal To The Hindu Women Of Kerala\fn{by Vatakkecharuvil P. K. Kalyani (before 1924- )}
Kerala State, India (F) 1
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† Vishnu, resting on Sheshnag, the King of the Snakes, with Lakshmi, his Wife, Carved on a Brass Conch.†

† The Shankh Chakra Nama Symbol of Vishnu, Representng the Origin of the Universe from God, the
Single Source; and the Unlimited Power of the Universal Mind that Forms the Entire Cosmos †

† VishvanathaTemple (constructed c. 950-999) Chaatarpur, Chaatarpur District, Madhya Pradesh, India †
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†Vishnu, He Who Dreamed the Universe Into Reality, the All-Pervasive, the Preserver, Protector and
Sustainer of the World, He Who Supports Heaven and Earth; Destroyer of Vitra, Symbol of Evil; “viṣṇur
viṣvater vā vyaśnoter vā, one who enters everywhere … atha yad viṣito bhavati tad viṣnurbhavati, that which
is free from fetters and bondages is Vishnu”, so the Vedanga scholar Yaska (lived mid-1 st century BC) in his
etymology Nirukta; Medhatithi (c.1000 AD): “one who is everything and inside everything” †
EARLY 19th CENTURY

262.23 If Fortune Has Brought You My Way At Last\fn{by Jogeswari (early 19th century)} West Bengal State?, India
(F) -1
If fortune has brought you my way at last,
Sit a while, my lord, I implore you
And allow me to lay bare my heart.
*
You brought me to this cloister of love
And now I can see you no more.
You have deserted my chapel forever.
*
I am a faithful wife,
I do not care for any but my lord.
11

But it’s not for you to turn and look at me
For you possess me heart and soul.
You have thrown the jewel away that was your home
And now you go around playing with tinsel.
*
Neither spring nor monsoon brings you back.
You have trampled on the hopes
Of an honest woman’s heart
And showered your attention on the whore.
This empire of yours shall fall, my lord,
You know not how to love.
262.23a Knock Knock Knock\fn{by Bhabani aka Bhaba Rani (early 19th century)} Ghatal, Paschim Medinipur District,
West Bengal State, India (F) -1
Hark!
It’s desire that calls me
Out into the dark.
I shan’t look around,
Nor care if there’s sound,
To call me a sinner would be trite.
There’s someone at the door
In the middle of the night,
What a fright!
*
Ram’s real sweet,
Shyam’s the same;
It’s only my husband who’s sour,
Too boring to suffer for an hour
Except when we’re having a fight.
There’s someone at the door
In the middle of the night,
What a fright!
*
Shyam’s uncle’s father-in-law
Is one hell of a man;
Jadu’s cousin’s brother-in-law:
Now he’s my latest fan.
Ma Mitter’s got hysterical,
Oh what an awful sight!
There’s someone at the door
In the middle of the night,
What a fright!
LATE 1840s

264.28 Quotations of Golap Sundari Devi aka Golap-ma\fn{by Golap-ma (late 1840s-1924)} north Calcutta, West
Bengal State, India (F) 1
When I first went to the Master\fn{ Sri Ramakrishna (1836-1886), Hindu mystic} I was tormented with grief for my
daughter, Chandi. Yogin took me to him. He touched my head and removed all grief from my heart. It was
amazing. In a moment my mind became calm and serene. I immediately laughed like a jnani.\fn{A person endowed
with spiritual knowledge} I felt that I had come to this world to act in a play. Who is whose mother and who is whose
12

daughter? In my childhood I had played with cloth dolls, and after that I played with flesh and blood dolls. This
world is nothing but a play with dolls, so why should I cry for my daughter? It is a glorious thing to cry for God.
Such was the power of the Master! (353-354)\fn{ These are the page numbers of the book from which the quotations were
extracted:H}
*
No, no. Mother loves me very much and regards me as her own daughter. She calls me by my first name. (355)
*
It seemed to me that as soon as the Master put food in his mouth the snake-shaped Kundalini Shakti within him
was aroused and snatched at the food and devoured it. The Master asked me, “Well, can you tell me who is eating
—myself—or someone else?” I told the Master what I had seen. He was pleased to hear it and said: “You are
right! You are right! You are fortunate that you have seen it and understood it.” Then he smiled. (355-356)
*
By the Master’s grace I saw the living form of my Chosen Deity. After my first meeting with the Master I used
to see for a while a little boy resembling the Master moving with me. (356)
*
This joy is too much for me. Perhaps I shall die of it. Tell me, friends, how shall I be able to live? I did not feel
such a thrill even when Chandi, my daughter, used to visit the house accompanied by liveried footmen, with
armed guards lining both sides of the street. Oh! Now I have no trace of my grief at her death. I was afraid he\fn
{Sri Ramakrishna} would not come. Then I thought that, if that happened, I should throw into the Ganga all the
things I had arranged for his reception and entertainment. I should not speak to him any more. If he visited a
place, I should go there, look at him from a distance, and then come away … What are you doing? … I am so
happy to see you all here … (357)
*
Manomohan’s mother remarked the other day that since the Master is such a perfect example of renunciation,
it does not look well that you adorn yourself with so many ornaments. (358)
*
What a wonder! At that time if anybody would complain against me to the Master, he would tell me in a
dream: “This person said this against you. You said that woman [mentioning her name] loves you very much, but
she also said this about you.” The whole night I would see the Master in my dream, so the criticisms of people
would not enter my ears. (359-360)
*
Good God! Why can give her this white cloth? (360)
*
Is this a wooden image that you should infuse consciousness into it with all your gesticulations and
pranayama?\fn{Breathing exercises} Don’t you have any sense that the Mother is perspiring and feeling
uncomfortable? (361)
*
Mother says that the Master is always with you. You have many more things to accomplish for the welfare of
the world. ((361)
*
Maharaj, have you no sense whatsoever? The Mother has just got off the train, tired and worn out by the
burning sun. If you make such a fuss about prostrating, how can I restrain the others? … My words beat a retreat,
Girish Babu, before your grotesque devotion. You have come here to see the Mother, and she is so tired. Without
giving her a chance to rest you are here to torture her! (362)
*
Look here, along with your prayer for help, why don’t you take the name of Radha and Krishna? It will be
good for those who hear the Lord’s name and for you who chant it. What a pity that you are only harping on your
blindness! (364)
*
Yogin died in the bright fortnight, and I shall go in the dark one. (365)
*
It seems to me that this body will not last long. Quite often I see a girl, wearing an ochre cloth and a rudraksha
garland and carrying a trident, come out of my body. Then I look at this body and it seems to be dead. (365)
*
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I do not want liberation. I want you. (365)
*
Beggars who come to us demand pice\fn{The smallest unit of Indian money} and won’t go without getting it. Yogin
is at the root of all this. (153)
BEFORE 1857

262.37 1. Mumbaitil Parathanasamajsambandi Striyanchya Sabheta Eka Baine Vachlela Nibandha\fn{by an
anonymous female author (before 1857)} Belgaum?, Belgaum District, Karnataka State, India (F) 1\fn{ This edition of the
speech “was read by a woman at the meeting of women organized by the Prarthana Samaj, Bombay, and printed in the Subodh Patrika of
7 August 1881.” It survived, however, because it was “reprinted [from apparently an otherwise unknown source, perhaps the original
manuscript:H] by Baba Padmanji (1831-1906), the first Marathi novelist, as [an appendix] to his novel Yamuna Paryatan (Yamuna’s
Journey), 1857.”}
See how terrible is this custom of not allowing widows to remarry. Women have to suffer great misery because
of this. Besides, incidents like infanticide are extremely common, for widows are tremendously scared of the
social stigma. I confess that I am not competent enough to talk about all the miseries of the Hindu women, yet I
would like to talk about a few that I have been thinking about these days.
The woman whose husband dies is considered to be totally inauspicious and polluting. We consider it an ill
omen to see her face first thing in the morning. So the poor thing is forbidden to walk around in the house. After
the husband’s death, her hair is shaved off and widowhood is permanently stamped upon her, even if she is just
fifteen years old. She has to spend her whole life thus. She cannot wear pretty saris, or ornaments, she cannot mix
with people, cannot attend religious ceremonies, and has to spend all her time sitting in a corner. Even after
enduring all of this, however, she is not loved by anyone. Even her parents seem to consider her like grit in the
eye, and they say,
“Why was this wicked girl born in the first place? And if she was born, why didn’t she die after birth? If our
son-in-law had been alive, we would have given him our second daughter.”
Now, dear sisters, please try and imagine what [that] woman must feel when her own parents wish their
daughter dead and the son-in-law alive. The poor soul must be eating her heart out, thinking,
“Why was I ever born? What’s the point of being alive? I’m not yet fifteen—and look at what a terrible
condition I am in! No good clothes to wear, no mixing with people, no permission even to talk with anyone! Even
my parents hate me. People frown when they see me. What’s the point of having been born? It would be far
better to die than live like this.”
We all know that these are only a few of the hardships a widow has to endure. There are many more. No
amount of writing could cover them all.
Isn’t it a great injustice that if one wife dies, the man can marry another, and if that wife also dies, then he
can marry a third one? He can eat, drink, laugh, roam around, and has no restriction whatever of any type. He
is entitled to every pleasure, but the poor widow isn’t allowed even one of them.
When God created them, he created them as equals. Can it be called God’s justice that one is allowed
every freedom while the other is forbidden to have any? This great injustice is really a result of the ignorance
of our people.
My dear ladies, don’t you damage your own cause yourselves. I have already told you about the miseries
of widows. So, now, if you see any widows around, encourage them to re marry, and if some widows are
getting married, don’t create problems for them. Try to help them as much as you can. Just watch and see
how things will change for the better after widow remarriages take place. Infanticide will decrease and the
lives of women won’t be wasted.
Now, when the wife of an old man dies, he marries a young, ten-year-old girl, and often by the time she
grows up, he dies. Obviously this is a widowhood that her parents actually invite for her. It is not her
unchangeable fate. Marrying young girls to old men results in an in creasing number of young widows. As
opposed to this, if we have the custom of widow remarriage, the number of young widows will go down and
there will be several other advantages.
So my sisters, my last request to you is this. Let us all help this cause as much as we can.
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262.38 1. Hindu Vidwanchi Dukhit Stithi: Eka Vidhwa Baine Varnileli\fn{by an anonymous female author (before
1857)} Belgaum?, Belgaum District, Karnataka State, India (F) 3\fn{ This edition of the speech “first appeared in The Gospel
in All Lands, April 1889.” It survived, however, because it was “reprinted [from apparently an otherwise unknown source, perhaps the
original manuscript:H] by Baba Padmanji (1831-1906), the first Marathi novelist, as [an appendix] to his novel Yamuna Paryatan
(Yamuna’s Journey), 1857.”}
There are four major castes among the Hindus and I was born into the caste known as Kayastha, which is the
third in the hierarchy and most infamous for its maltreatment of widows.
Widows anywhere have to suffer, but the customs in our caste are too terrible. The people in the Punjab don’t
treat their widows so strictly. But we do not belong to the Punjab. Originally we migrated from the northwest and
settled there. And since ours is a well-to-do, why, even wealthy, caste, our regulations in this regard are extremely
strict.
Once the husband dies, the torture of his wife begins, as if the mes sengers of the death god Yama themselves
have come to take away her soul. None of her relatives will touch her to take her ornaments off her body. That
task is assigned to three women from the barber caste. Their number varies from three to six. No sooner does the
husband breathe his last than those female fiends literally jump all over her and violently tear all the ornaments
from her nose, ears, etc. In that rush, the delicate bones of the nose and ears are sometimes broken. Some times
while plucking the ornaments from her hair, tufts of hair are also plucked off. If she is wearing any gold or silver
ornaments, these cruel women never have the patience to take them off one by one; they pin her hands down on
the ground and try to break the bangles with a large stone. And many a time her hands are severely wounded in
the process. Why, these callous women torture even a six- or seven-year-old girl, who doesn’t even know what a
husband means when she becomes a widow!
At such times grief crashes down on the poor woman from all sides. On the one hand she has to endure the
grief of the husband’s death, and on the other hand, no one comes near her to console her. On the contrary, those
who had loved her from her childhood, and had brought her up tenderly, even they shower curses on her. In our
caste, it is the custom that all the women accompany men when the corpse is carried for cremation. Everyone has
to walk even though they are wealthy and have carriages. The men-folk walk in front and women follow them,
clad in veils.
And the poor widow follows them all. She is supported by the barber women. There has to be a distance of two
hundred feet between her and the rest of the women because it is believed by our people that if her shadow falls
over a married woman, she too will become a widow. It doesn’t affect the barber women, who torture her,
however, in the same fashion. Because of this stupid superstition, even a relative whose heart melts at the sight of
her doesn’t dare to look at her.
But people are not satisfied even when they have tortured her so much. They brand her heart further as if with
red-hot irons. Several men keep on shouting in that procession, asking people to stay away from her, and the
barber women literally drag her along throughout the walk.
The place for cremation is usually on the bank of a river or a lake. When the procession reaches the site, the
widow is pushed into the water. She has to lie there till the corpse is burned to ashes and all the people have had
their bath and dried their clothes. When people are ready to go home, they pull her out of the water. Whether the
water is cold as ice or the sun scorches down fiercely, she has to stay there until everyone has finished. Nobody
takes pity on her.
Even on the way back home, she is dragged along throughout. Because of such things, women prefer to burn
themselves on their husband’s funeral pyre. If the poor woman falls ill on such occasions, nobody even thinks of
giving her medicine.
Once, before I became a widow myself, I had been in one such funeral procession. The place of cremation was
nearly six miles away. It was summer. It was three o’clock in the afternoon by the time we reached home after
having completed all the rites. I will never forget how the scorching heat of the sun was literally burning us on our
way. We used to halt at regular intervals to rest a while and drink water.
But that poor widow did not dare to ask for water. Had she asked for it, she would have lost her honor. The
women with her could have given her some, but they felt no pity for her. Finally she collapsed unconscious. But
even then her torturers continued to drag her throughout the road. On top of it, they kept nagging at her, saying,
“Are you the only widow in the world? What’s the point of weeping now! Your husband is gone forever!”
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Later on, when this poor forsaken woman did not even have the strength to crawl, she was tied up into a
bundle as if of rags, and then dragged off. This woman was one of our relatives; but none of us dared go anywhere
near her. Had anyone done so, she would have been showered with curses.
But even then, one woman somehow managed to take her water in a glass. On seeing her the widow ran to her
like a wild beast. I cannot even bear to describe her behavior then. First of all, she gulped down the water, which
revived her a bit. Then she fell at the feet of the woman who had given her the water and said,
“Sister, I’ll never forget what you have done for me. You are like a god to me. You have given my life back to
me. But please go away quickly. If anybody comes to know of what you have done, both of us will have to pay
for it. I, at least, will not let this out.”
It is the custom that a widow should eat only once a day for a year after her husband’s death; apart from that,
she also has to fast completely on several days. Other relatives also eat only once a day. But only for fifteen days.
After returning from the cremation ground, she has to sit on the ground in a corner, without changing her clothes,
whether dry or wet. Nobody, apart from the barber women, visits her. If her own relatives are poor, even they
don’t come to see her. She has to sit alone. Oh, cruel corner, all of us widows know you so thoroughly well. And
we never remember you unless we are grieved.
A woman whose husband is dead is like a living corpse. She has no rights in the home. In spite of her grief, her
relatives brand her with frightening words and gestures. Though she is all alone there and not allowed to speak to
anyone, her relatives go to her and pierce her with sharp words. Her mother says,
“What a mean creature! I don’t think there is anyone more vile than she. It would have been better if she were
never born!” Her mother-in-law says,
“This horrible snake bit my son and killed him. He died, but why is this worthless woman still alive?”
There are even other widows among the women who speak cruelly to her! They feel that if they don’t speak so,
people, and God too, would think that they actually pitied her. The sister-in-law says,
“I will not cast even a glance at this luckless, ill-fated creature! I will not even speak a word to her.” Those
who come to console the relatives of the dead say to the mother of the dead man,
“Mother, this monstrous woman has ruined your house. She must be cursed. It’s only because of her that you
have been thrown into the ocean of grief!” And to the widow they say,
“Now, what do you want to live for?” If she wails aloud, they say,
“What a shameless woman! How callous! She cries because she wants a husband.”
Thus, she has to spend those thirteen days of grief in that alcove. What an unendurable state! No one can
understand how painful it is unless she experiences it.
On the eleventh day, the Brahmin comes. He comes like a policeman to arrest a convict. And then he
authoritatively demands money or oil and so on. The widow has to pay him even if she is very poor; if she cannot
pay immediately, she has to promise him that she will pay in future. Even if the widow is exceedingly poor, she
has to pay at least thirteen rupees. Other Brahmins demand other things. They demand more if the family is a rich
one. Sometimes the widows have to work as servants doing household jobs, to earn money to pay these Brahmins
their dues.
Thus, there is nothing in our fate but suffering from birth to death. When our husbands are alive, we are their
slaves; when they die, our fate is even worse.
The thirteenth day is the most fateful, the worst day for the widow. Though on this day she is allowed to
change the clothes she has been wearing since her husband’s death and have a bath, people continue to condemn
her. Her relatives gather around her and place some money before her. This is supposed to be for her keep. They
curse her a million times while doing so. If the money gathered is a large sum, one of her relatives takes it into his
possession and doles it out to her in small installments.
Then the Brahmin comes again to demand money. The Brahmin and the barber women have to be paid again
when the widow’s head is shaved. After six weeks, she is again given the very clothes she had been wearing for
the first thirteen days. When she sees those clothes again, she shudders from head to toe, as if she has been
widowed again. Then she is sent on a pilgrimage to the Holy Ganges, and those clothes are thrown into the river
after she has taken a holy dip in it.
After one year, if the widow is staying with her parents, she may be allowed to wear some ornaments. If asked
about the reason, the parents say,
“How long can our daughter continue not wearing ornaments? How can we bear to see her sit like that before
us, wearing none, when we ourselves wear so many?”
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Those widows who have lost their parents, however, have a terrible fate. They have to remain as slaves to their
brothers’ wives or even sons. People feel there is no need to employ a servant if there is a widow in the house. If
the widow has a sister-in-law (her brother’s wife), she has to suffer harassment at her hands. They constantly
quarrel. Her fate isn’t any different in her husband’s family. Her mother-in-law and her sister-in-law hate her and
often beat her. If she decides to separate and live independently because of the frequent quarrels, her honor is
maligned. If she has any children, she has to toil hard for their upkeep. And when they grow up and get married,
she becomes a slave to their wives.
If a widow does not have any children, her relatives make her adopt a male child. He becomes heir to her
property. And when he grows up and gets married, he is ruled by his wife and provides his adopted mother only
with food and clothing. The widow has no right whatsoever to any property she may have. In such a condi tion, it
is better for her if she earns her own living by working for others as a domestic servant.
In our caste, a woman does not have a right over even a piece of her father’s property. It all goes to his
relatives. Similarly, widows do not get a share in their husband’s property either. They can claim only that which
someone is kind enough to offer them. If they get any cash, they know neither how to keep it safe nor how to
spend it.
If a woman dies when her husband is still alive, her body is decorated with or naments and new clothes, and
then cremated. But when a widow dies, her body is just wrapped up in plain white cloth and cremated. It is
reasoned that if a widow goes to the other world in ornaments and new clothes, her husband will not accept her
there.
Thousands of widows die after a husband’s death. But far more have to suffer worse fates throughout their life
if they stay alive. Once, a widow who was a relative of mine died in front of me. She had fallen ill before her
husband died. When he died, she was so weak that she could not even be dragged to her husband’s cremation. She
had a burning fever.
Then her mother-in-law dragged her down from the cot onto the ground and ordered the servant to pour
bucketfuls of cold water over her. After some eight hours, she died. But nobody came to see how she was when
she was dying of the cold. After she died, however, they started praising her, saying that she had died for the love
of her husband.
Another woman jumped from the roof of her house and committed suicide when she heard that her husband
had died away from home. I and many of her other friends knew that this woman had never gotten along well
with her husband. They used to quarrel often. Yet people praised her for committing suicide.
If all these tales are put together, it would make a large book. The British government put a ban on the custom
of sati, but as a result of that several women who could have died a cruel but quick death when their husbands
died now have to face an agonizingly slow death.
ABOUT 1857

263.12 An Account Of My Life And My Home-Making\fn{by Manntaraveetil Lakshmy Amma (c.1857- )} Vettatunad,
Malappuram District, Kerala State, India (F) 5\fn{ J. Devika, in her edition of this work in Her-Self: Gender and Early Writings
of Malayalee Women, says of M. L. Amma: “This author is not otherwise known. I have not been able to trace her, though she does provide
some detail of her family and other whereabouts in this article.”:W }

My ancestral home is in Vettatunad, in the Ponnani taluk of British Malabar. Though I was born in a
matrilineal family, the system followed in my family since old times may be said to be somewhat like patriliny. In
our family, women live with their husbands, usually, and only those who are unfortunate to lose them early return
to live in their own home.\fn{Note: The author seems very keen to indicate that her family does not practice polyandry or widowremarriage frowned upon by Nair reformism, which was committed to “sexual discipline”} Our taravad\fn{Joint family, also indicative of
a common homestead} is endowed with all the rank and honor that a Nair family could possibly claim, and besides,

we have properties that yield above 5000 rupees a year, after all expenses. By the grace of God, our taravad is
known in the locality never to have produced too many heirs with no virtue.
However, Nairs who do well enough to rise above poverty usually go crazy over jati-pride and rank, and
decide that they will have none but Brahmins and kings for sambandham.\fn{Note: Refers to the sanctioned sexual
relations among the matrilineal caste, which lingered well into the mid-twentieth century. In sambandham, the woman was not transferred
to the husband’s property/kin group, and the children of the union belonged to the mother’s family, even when women did live with their
husbands along with the children of the union. The woman often never left her natal home, nor did the husband gain full sexual or material
rights over her. As implied here, sambandham often implied hypergamy, [the act or practice of marrying a spouse of higher caste or status
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than oneself:W]}

All the men and women are toiling in right earnest to become ejamananmar\fn{Landlords} and
netyarammamar and kunhammamar\fn{Both titles indicate high status acquired through hypergamy, as wives of men of royal or
aristocratic lineages}, and making additions in deeds granting kanam, pattam or panayam\fn{All different sorts of
tenancies} to keezhdudiyanmar\fn{Under-tenants ] that indicates high rank and status—so that their positions as
aristocrats or landlords are assured. I would like to reveal, sorrowfully or happily, that not even an infant in
our taravad has had the singular fortune of securing this easily attained and valuable source of wealth.
Besides, even the neighbors are aggrieved that merciless God has not blessed even a single lad in our family
with a job of at least a guard in the amsham\fn{Sub-division of a taluk}, which would have been quite enough for
him to be widely known as a lucky fellow! Furthermore, a scandal of a long duration that is still talked about is
that members of the Manntara family whisper two mantras into the ears of their infants right on the day they
are named: “reduce your expenses” and “increase your income”.
Moreover, disapprobation of us for being buffoons who unnecessarily pour out money like water to educate
our children, who would regardless have “to clear the wild growth, till the land and scrub the pots” is not
entirely absent. Whatever anyone might say, the women and men in our taravad have not yet abandoned the
habit of scrubbing pots, cutting bushes and ploughing the land once they become adults.
On reaching the age of sixty, it is common for senior men to give up tilling the land and hoeing the garden and to
live happily in their own homes with their wives. Those who do not have a wife would spend their time lounging in
the outhouses and dining at the taravad. It has also been decided that if there are women unfortunate enough not to
have husbands, the taravad should grant them a definite sum of money calculated to cover the expenses of clothing,
bathing oil, ornamentation and other personal needs. If women obtain any personal property from their husbands,
that accrues to the taravad after their deaths. After their studies are over the men are allowed to enter into
sambandham with a suitable woman of a well-disposed family of the same caste, with due respect to their own
wishes and the wishes of their parents and elders. They are assigned some lands from the taravad and a dwelling
place, and told to take a share of the income enough for their needs, entrusting the rest to the taravad. At any time,
a man well liked by most of the members of the taravad functions as general administrator, and the others live by
helping and obeying him. This is the system in our taravad.
Now, if I don’t say a little bit about the place where I live now, that is, my husband’s home, the readers
won’t be able to make sense when I talk about my everyday routine. But I shan’t take too long either.
My husband’s home is around six katams\fn{The equivalent of ten miles} north of our locality, in Ernad.
“Kottappurattu Kizhakkedattu” is their name. Their family and ours have been related to each other for a long
time. Though the two families are somewhat similar in rank, honor, wealth and in mode of management,
recently, some members have begun to get slightly crazy over English education and government jobs, and thus
there are one or two B.A. holders, who have got into suitable jobs. Some of the younger ones are also getting
higher education.
Seeing them do this, we too did likewise, sending two young ones from our family to study English. But
what happened was that Kuttikrishnan, the son of my elyamma\fn{Younger maternal aunt} fell ill soon after
passing the B.A. exam, and his younger brother, Sankarankutty, didn’t pass the Matriculation, even after four
attempts. Therefore, our senior men-folk decided that it wouldn’t be safe to wander far beyond our ancestral
profession of farming, and the madness didn’t grow much worse.
The practice of introducing all children to letters at the age of five, and educating girls till the age of sixteen
and boys till they turn twenty has been the norm in our taravad since olden times. A scholarly and sensible
asan\fn{Teacher} is made to live with us for this purpose, and he is paid well.
My father too belonged to the above-mentioned Kizhakkedattu house. His name was Rarappunni Nair, and he
was well-liked and well known. But unfortunately, neither myself, my brother Appu nor sister Kalyanikutty could
enjoy his affections for very long; it is pointless to regret now. He passed away unexpectedly in the terrible
smallpox epidemic, which spread in the northern areas including Ernad and Valluvanad in 1059.\fn{1883-84} He
was thirty-two at that time.
Some astrologers have said that his horoscope contained the dwitramshadyogam. Well, I have no clue
about what that is. It is world-famous that our valiammaman\fn{Great-granduncle. In matrilineal families one’s
mother’s/grandmother’s brother, usually older brother, occupied the senior most position, and indeed had more control over one than
either the father or grandfather } who passed away in 1075\fn{ 1899-1900}, was a very famous master of astrology,
knowing all about the past, the present and the future. His sister, our muttassi\fn{Great-grandmother} who is still

with us, has told us many times that he would always say that he would die only after seeing a thousand full
moons, and it happened just like that—he passed away at the age of eighty-four. Until his death, he would stay
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all prepared whenever there was a birth due in the family. Thus, on hearing the time at which my mother had
delivered her third child, he got up from his seat and, not uttering a word to anyone, walked some distance up
and down, his hand upon his head and sighing in between. I heard that he then retired to his room, saying:
“Sad indeed! What is fated cannot be stalled. Only the tall and healthy coconut tree will be struck by
lightning.”
Be that as it may, my father died the day after Kalyanikutty’s first birthday. I was five when acchan\fn
{Father} died and Appu, three. My mother was only twenty-seven. But as is the practice in our taravad, she did
not take another husband.
The scholar-valiammaman, I mentioned earlier, was far fonder of my father than of any other person having a
sambandham in our family. He had a special soft spot for him. More so because mother is the daughter of his own
sister’s daughter. Because of all this, after the death of our father, he kept me and my brother Appu close to him,
and brought us up under his direct supervision. He was also particularly attentive to my mother’s needs and well
being.
My valiammaman was the senior-most member in the taravad. In his youth, he had been very mindful of
learning. After being educated locally, he went away at the beginning of his youth without telling anyone,
traveling in distant lands for some ten or fifteen years, returning to become a great advaitin and an ascetic. Yet, as
is often seen among some of these types, he didn’t want solitude, didn’t cook for himself, didn’t practice bizarre
ascetic practices or meditation, and didn’t wear an ascetic’s garments. Common worldly people would not have
the kind of skill he had of being amiable to the world.
As I mentioned earlier, he usually sat in the upper-storey of the outhouse on the south side of the taravad.
Appu and I were his ever-present attendants. We also slept in his room at night. The grand old man would wake
unfailingly at four, at dawn. We would also be woken up then. Our faces washed, we would be made to repeat
the holy chants. We would also finish brushing our teeth and other ablutions before dawn. The teacher would
then come and call us to our lessons. We studied in the lower storey of that very outhouse, lessons going on till
about nine. Then valiammaman would call us to bathe and pray. He didn’t fancy going out without us. After
prayers we would eat beside him, and then climb up to the upper storey of the outhouse. After lunch, the
teacher would call us again, and we would go downstairs to study.
Like this, we learnt to read and write quite well by the age of ten or twelve and gained some depth in Sanskrit
too. In mid-afternoon, valiammaman himself would teach us a little bit of the kavyams, the natakams; he would
make us read Malayalam works like the Ramayanam, Bharatam, Bhagavatam Krishnagatha and so on, and
make us tell the meanings. He would read out sections which we could not manage with elegance and devotion,
and explain the meaning to us.
Though a great scholar in Sanskrit, he harbored great respect for and interest in Malayalam works. He found
the contempt displayed by some self-claimed Sanskrit pundits towards Malayalam works quite insufferable. He
thought Ezhuttachan’s\fn{Thunchaththu Ramanujan Ezhuthachan was an Indian poet from around the 16 th century. He is known as
“the father of the Malayalam language”—the principal language of the Indian state of Kerala:W } works to be most enlightening,
and Krishnagatha to be most entertaining. He would repeat at least ten times a day that “rooms without light,
and minds without the puranas are no good”. He was indeed the man who had seen the unseen sides of the arts
of curing children’s ailments and making antidotes for poisons. Many have been astounded by his tricks.
But for this, everything must be brought to him, under him, as he says. [Without this] even if the call came
from the palace of the Maharaja, he would not step out. He had said that an ascetic had taught these two subjects
to him. Though he tried to show us many of his special skills, it had only the effect of pouring water upon sand.
But even the simple things that he taught us stand us in good stead now.
I know not how to express my respect for and gratitude to him, now that I know through experience the
wisdom of the advice he gave me many times, that nothing is so important for a woman as the knowledge of cures
for children’s illnesses. Tears prick me, I shiver with feelings; they do not cease to stir me even today, as I
recollect the story of my childhood, which passed under the care and guidance of that great soul.
*
The days of my childhood passed thus, and were nearly over. My fortunes underwent a great change at my
eighteenth year. If the full fruition of a woman’s life lies in her obtaining a husband worthy of her in birth, form,
age, learning, wealth and so on, I have, indeed, reached the pinnacle of good fortune. For women who are
unfortunate by birth, what greater fortune can accrue, other than having someone to share with affection and trust
in all their thoughts and musings?
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Suffice to say that from that day onwards, I attained the status of a home-maker. From then on, except for Onam
or any other special occasion, I don’t usually come to the home of my birth.
I’ve already described the ways in my husband’s taravad somewhat. He is the fifth among men there.\fn{I.e., fifth
oldest man in the taravad} At that time, he was twenty-seven years old. Though he isn’t very handsome—fair and
chubby like a poovan banana—he has a very pleasant face, medium complexion and a tall, strong, healthy body. He
had been studying for a B.A; but because of some incidental hitches, he couldn’t appear for the exam for some years,
and then the matter has lain like that ever since. But because of his remarkable intellect and diligence in reading
books, ordinary B.A holders daren’t say anything to him off-hand.
Though he holds the English in high regard for their industriousness, he does have some contempt for the crafty
tricks some of them play, and scorns some of our English-crazy young men who fall prey to these tricks and their
tomfoolery. For this reason, some such people aren’t shy of calling him “green-eyed” or “uncivilized”.
However, many cultured men well versed in English often visit us to listen to his sound and sober arguments
and enjoy his company, and stay on for a day or two. [He argues:]
“Is it not our foolishness that we imitate the Englishmen in certain matters in which differences in
situations and practices have been wrought by difference in community, religion and nationality? Is there a
single one among them who will imitate us in such things? We inhabit a country, which is a very hot part of
the world; it is bad for us to always wear hats and shirts like the white people who live in very cold areas.
Because white folk have only hats, shirts, socks, etc., and not clothes similar to ours, when they say
“dressing”, it refers to donning these garments. Since “dressing” seems to refer to wearing hats, shirts, etc.,
and not to our practice, even when we are well-dressed in our own manner, it is as if our clothes were not
clothes, and their garments alone would count as such. If this besotted condition which lets them get away
with such an interpretation is not idiocy, then what is it?
“In a land in which a great number of trees, plants and creepers provide us with leaves, flowers and roots that
nourish and strengthen our bodies, why waste money and energy to plant near the house, creepers and plants that
do not have any such use? Is it not more profitable and pleasurable to foster creepers like jasmines and flowering
plants like tulsi and rose, and plantains, brinjal plants, yams and other plants, and fruit-bearing creepers such as
bitter-gourd, snake-gourd, beans, pumpkin, etc., and trees like lemon, mango, pomegranate and so on, instead of
these?”
It is questions such as these that earn him the dislike of the sophisticated set. However, we live on one of the
agricultural properties owned by his taravad. Our house is a small one with a nalukettu\fn{Inner courtyard} and a
west-facing upper storey. The front compound is a rather spacious, even ground. It is a decent garden, filled with
coconut palms, mango trees, jackfruit trees, plants like plantain and brinjal and seasonal creepers like pumpkin,
and is always green and pretty with flowers and fruits of various sorts, with not a bit of land gone waste. Around it
there are fields rich in yield and sown three times a year.
The area of almost one or one and a half-square miles are under his supervision. He has also the necessary
labor and cattle and cows for its maintenance. Except for festive occasions like Onam and Vishu every day is a
working day. When I came here, a cook and a sweeper were the sole inhabitants. Once I came, I was given charge
of everything, the complete responsibility of domestic tasks, keeping things safe, locking up the valuables and so
on. I could see that because he had to go out and concentrate on the farming, he was getting lax about other
things. So I had to be particularly alert about these.
Just my luck that in a short while, he began to be very pleased with my doings and ways, and trusted me well!
With this, I began to be even more vigilant about my tasks. Some four years passed thus, the tree of our
matrimony blossomed for the first time, and we had a little boy, the very essence of our mutual love. When he was
about three, merciful God once again caused a pleasing little vine to sprout, as the reflection of our affection for,
and trust in each other. The makam star in the coming month of Kumbham\fn{February-March} is her fifth birthday.
We live bathing all our five senses with ecstasy, at the sight of these two little ones.
*
Now, I shall stop after describing briefly my daily routine, which my dear friends may not savour much,
though it is extremely palatable to me.
My routine, which I got used to partly under my valiammaman’s influence, and which I altered according to
my needs after my coming here, is like this: I wake up early at four, at dawn. At once, I ready the necessaries for
chewing betel leaves, place it on the betel plate, and come downstairs. Then I sweep the nalukettu, the eastern part
of the house, and the front veranda, and light a lamp towards the entrance of the nalukettu. Soon afterwards, I
wash my face and feet, and churn the curds singing my prayers in between. Then, I sweep the house, the front
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compound, and plaster the verandas with cow-dung paste. After the curds are churned, I go to the kitchen, put out
last night’s pots and pans to be washed, sweep and plaster the floor. I wash one small pot by myself, and make some
gruel in it with pounded rice.
By then, it will be nearly six-thirty. By the time the gruel is done, he will be up and outside, gone off to send the
laborers to their work. He will then come into the nalukettu after his morning ablutions. There won’t be too many side
dishes to go with the gruel. I fry and store for five or six days whatever tasty tubers we have around the season—
plantains, jackfruit, yams. That will usually do. And then, maybe, two toasted pappadams and tender mango pickle. He
can’t do without freshly churned butter too. When he eats, he must have Kuttikrishnan and Kalyanikutty on his two
sides—otherwise he won't be at ease.
By the time he finishes the gruel and washes his hands, I will be upstairs, readying the betel leaves—I would keep
one in the hand, to be chewed then and the rest to be taken to the fields, I put in the madichellam\fn{Box, tied around the
waist}. After chewing betel-leaves, he takes his olakkuda,\fn{Cadjan-leaf umbrella} puts on his slippers and goes out. On
his way out of the nalukettu he never fails to throw back a quick glance. I don’t have to tell you that I’ve to stand in the
nalukettu, ready, so that the glance could be aimed only at my face.
By now, it would be almost seven or seven-thirty. Then my job is to chop everything necessary for lunch. The
side dishes are all prepared from whatever grows in our garden. Usually, there will be one sour side dish, and two
non-sour ones. There must be sambar and mulakushyam, or kalan, olan, mezhukupuratti.\fn{All typically Malayalee
dishes that go with rice } Chukkuvellam\fn{Spiced warm water} is a must too. I have to keep a special eye on these two.
Then, a measure of good, ripened rice, washed well, without stones and grains of paddy, cooked not too soft, not
too hard—just right—and that would be perfect! We can’t also do without pickles, freshly churned buttermilk and
cleaned salt. That’s the spread for lunch.
Once all the items for cooking lunch are ready, I go and take a bath and start to milk the cows. We always have
four or five cows to milk. Sometimes, there will be buffaloes to milk also. But that’s just too much to handle and so
the servant does it.
By then it would be nearly eleven o’clock. He will have returned from the fields by then. I will be present on
the veranda, ready with a mug of water to wash his feet, and betel leaves for him to chew. He rests a bit after
washing his feet, chewing the betel leaves, and brushing his teeth, and in between, he tells me all about the
servants that day, how many men, women and children were out that day, and how they were working. When he
is done with brushing his teeth, he goes for his bath, and in that time, I would have measured out the
valli\fn{Wages in kind} for the laborers, and left it in separate heaps on the floor of the front room. He doesn’t take
much time to bathe. When he returned, Kuttikrishnan and Kalyanikutty will be ready with fresh clothes,
bhasmanm\fn{Sacred ashes}, sandal paste and a mirror, and they will be hurrying him, drooling over the prospect
of lunch!
In the meanwhile I will have set out the plantain leaves\fn{ These were used as serving plates, and are still used in
ceremonial feasts} and the wooden seats in the nalukettu. The leaves should never be less than three! Though we
have a cook to serve the dishes, he and the children aren’t comfortable if they don’t get some tidbits from my
hands. That’s because, they claim, if the side dishes aren’t very tasty, it wouldn’t feel so bad if I served them!
Ripe plantains are usually plentiful because we grow so many of them. However, he doesn’t like to have them
regularly for lunch. But on some summer days when I see that he is worn out a bit more from the sun, I place
two well-ripened, de-skinned padatti\fn{Ernadan plantains} upon his leaf just as he is about to finish lunch. There is
a look that he gives me then, all mixed with a smile. As that is such limitless reward to all my labors, I never
miss a single chance to reap that profit.
After lunch, he usually walks for about half an hour inside the nalukettu, repeating holy chants. I eat my lunch
in that interval. Then we go up to the talam\fn{A room that is open on one side at least } upstairs, chew betel leaves, and
rest awhile, lying down and enjoying Kuttikrishnan’s and Kalyanikutty’s jokes.
Then it will be nearly two. The children go off to the school, like they do in the mornings. He too will set off
for the fields with umbrella, betel leaves and slippers. I go with him some distance, and then come back to sit in
the talam to read the puranas for a while, not letting slip what valiyammaman had inculcated in me. The
Ramayanam and the Rhagavatam, I read every day.
On the days he doesn’t have to go to the fields, he joins me. Some days, he will be lost in devotion; that day
the Bhagavatam will be read. Sometimes it will be all reasoning, and that day the topic would most definitely
be the Ramayanam. And if erudition takes precedence on some days, those days will be for the Bharatam or the
Krishnagatha. But I brush the dust off the great ornaments bestowed to me by valiammaman every day. He has
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gained some understanding and being by nature very intelligent and endowed with taste, is able to grasp the
essence of poetry quite well.
After reading, preparations for dinner begin. I chop what is needed to be cooked for dinner, wipe and tidy up
things in the bedroom, clean all that needs cleaning, sweep and swab the floor, lay our the beds properly and open all
the windows, and go downstairs to see whether the nalukettu, the veranda and other rooms have been properly
swept. Then I ready the lamp to be lit in the evening, filling it with oil and making the wicks.
Afterwards, the cows that are to be milked in the evening are milked. I see whether the grass for the cows and the
calves has been readied, and get them tied properly after giving them gruel and oil cakes. Then it will be around five
thirty.
Again, as in the morning, I measure out the laborers’ wages and light the lamp after having a wash. He would
have returned from work by then. Except for Ekadashi and the new moon, he has an oil bath everyday. Let me
mention in between that during Ekadashi, he never fails to fast the whole day, keep awake at night, and read the
Bhagavatam. I go to wash myself only after getting together everything for the oil-bath in the bath house. He insists
on hot water for the oil-bath. Coming back from the fields, he washes his feet, changes his waistcloth, chews betel
leaves and walks for some time in the garden, asking the children about their lessons and teaching them a bit,
until the sweat dries. He then bathes, and spends some time reciting the sacred chants.
The time would be around eight o’clock. Then he has dinner, and walks for sometime afterwards, as he
does in the afternoon. I have my dinner in between. Then we go upstairs and spend our time in some literary
amusement, and go to bed by ten o’clock. I never sleep without him sleeping first.
This is what my homemaking is like.
BEFORE 1864/1865

278.67 Excerpt from Bamaganer Rachana\fn{by Madhumati Ganguli (before 1864- )} West Bengal State?, India (F)
-1
… Dear Bengali sisters! We have been created by the same God who created men. E has given men and
women the same organs, feelings and faculties of mind. Men are acquiring learning and wisdom and are meeting
with His blessings by doing everything according to His will. Why should we deprive ourselves of all these?
God certainly does not wish that only men would enjoy the pleasure of learning and woman the agony of
ignorance. On the contrary, He has given men and women the same physical and mental abilities so that both can
enjoy endless happiness by acquiring the wealth of learning.\fn{ In Bamabodhini Patrika (October-November, 1864, p.
229)}
278.68c Excerpt from A Letter To The Editor\fn{by Saudamini Debi (before 1865- )} West Bengal State?, India (F)
-1
Why should men keep us in such deplorable condition? Aren’t we the daughters of God? Isn’t it unjust to
deprive women of education, which alone could give them the “heavenly” pleasure now being enjoyed by men
alone?\fn{In Bamabodhini Patrika (May-June, 1865, p. 40)}
ABOUT 1870

263.48 To The Women Of Orissa\fn{by Abanti Rao (c.1870- )} in the region of the Kingdom of Utkal, Orissa, India
(F) 2
Dear sisters,
I do not think I am worthy of the honor you have bestowed upon me by making me the president of this
conference. Conscious of my limitations, I come here with a lot of diffidence. I am also aware that I have not been
able to stay in touch with you, the daughters of Utkal, let alone be of any use to you and to my motherland.
Besides being utterly unworthy, I am guilty of dereliction of duty as well. By calling upon this guilty and
unworthy daughter of Utkal to serve the cause of the nation, you have kindled the patriotic spirit in her heart. This
proves that the child has a right to serve despite her meager strength. This is the reason why this ignoble daughter
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of Utkal has come forward to work with you. I must convey my deepest gratitude to all of you for giving me this
opportunity.
As I sit here with you, my thoughts go back to the past. Though the past glory of ancient Utkal has been lost in
oblivion, it remains indelibly imprinted in the collective memory. Women’s education was in vogue during the
rule of different dynasties of Utkal since time immemorial. In the royal families and in Karan and Khandayat
households, girls were known to have pursued studies and learned crafts. It seems they were getting enough time
and opportunity to pursue these interests since there was no child marriage in these families. Later, Brindavati
Dasi and Madhavi Dasi attained fame by writing poetry. When I was a child, I had read the poetry of the poetess
Sulakshana Dei. She was alive at that time. The compositions of these ancient women poets was simple, natural
and tinged with a religious spirit.
I do not know how things are now with the cultivation of arts in the Karan households or whether they are the
same as I had seen in my childhood. Often human beings become indifferent to the old due to an infatuation with
the new. However, there is ample evidence of the fact that Utkal was not altogether indifferent to women’s
education.
As education spread in the country with the coming of the British, girls’ schools gradually came to be
established. The Ravenshaw Girls’ School was the pioneer in girls’ education in the province, and even now it
retains its premier position among girls’ institutions. Some of our childhood memories are associated with this
school. About 50 years ago, the worthy son of Utkal, the reformist late Nandakishore Das, and my father decided
to send their daughters to this school. Their daughters, Nishamani and Basanti, came out successful in the
scholarship examination. The whole of Utkal is reaping the benefit of the courage they had shown half a century
ago. In course of time, this school became a high school, and many students who passed from it went on to read at
the Ravenshaw College. Most of the 16 graduates after passing B.T. examination have been serving the cause of
education. The first lady graduate of Utkal, Kumari Nirmalabala Nayak, became the Principal of Ravenshaw
Girls' School and contributed a lot to its development.
This is not a matter of small satisfaction for us. The fact that the educated girls of Orissa have become pioneers
in the sphere of women’s education in the country is creating hope in the lives of all. The women’s education
conference, which was held here in the month of August, has paved the way for three more conferences at Pun,
Balasore and Sambalpur in a span of one year.
Educated women are making every effort to spread the impact of these conferences among women all over the
country. The awakening visible today, the initiative we have taken for the welfare of the country, the collective
desire to remove want from this country—all this is a happy augury. Through them the call to serve the nation and
the call to women to do their duty are reaching all women. We should see in this call the sacred hand of God and
offer him our gratitude.
The theme of this conference is the reform of women’s education. Women experience a feeling of
incompleteness, a sense of non-fulfillment at home, in society and the nation, and proceed on a path of reform:
this is the aim of this conference. But who gets a sense of incompleteness? Only the one who has acquired
knowledge in a subject can realize the incompleteness of her knowledge. The ignorant does not understand the
limits of her knowledge.
Therefore it is clear that knowledge alone propels us along the path of reform. We must first understand this
truth. Needless to say, the greater the spread of knowledge among women in Orissa, the faster would be the pace
of progress for the family, society and the country. This is the reason why this education reform conference is
laying so much emphasis on primary education for girls of this province. We will have to universalize primary
education and ensure that as far as possible, primary education becomes useful in the later life of the girls, and
they reap the full benefit of this education when they enter family life.
Woman is the focal point of the family. The family grows around her. Everyone knows the plight of the family
where there is no woman. Lives of many women demonstrate to what extent they can engender the welfare of the
family, society and the nation when their innate goodness is refined by education and gets tested by life. God has
made women and men complementary to each other. Though man works in the external environment and woman
generally stays at home, their companionship strengthens one another in their respective spheres of work.
In our country, therefore, woman is called the sahadharmini of man. The woman who is a genuine
sahadharmini of her husband can he said to be on the right path. When I say sahadharmini, I mean full cooperation between the husband and the wife and their like-mindedness in all matters. Can this ideal ever be
realized by a woman who remains steeped in ignorance? Though a woman is supposed to confine her activities
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mainly to home, though the household duties are her principal responsibility, it will not do if she chooses to
remain content with this.
If the social responsibilities are shouldered only by men, they are not likely to be discharged in a holistic
manner. Society does not consist of men alone; women also form a part of it. Society should not be deprived of
the innate qualities of women like love, forbearance, tender insight and spirit of service. How can the
responsibilities of the society towards women be discharged unless women find a place and a role in it?
One should not forget that behind the yeoman contribution of the great Rammohan and Vidyasagar to the cause
of women, stand their mothers. Vidyasagar’s mother lent her active support to social reform activities of her son.
Though the influence of Rammohan’s mother was not directly visible, the great reformer had inherited noble
qualities from his mother by birth.
Nowadays, we are passing through a critical time. The problems of society are giving rise to unrest. Our
society and country are increasingly coming under Western influence. For various reasons, our old values are
getting eroded. Women should extend their gracious hands to lead society along the path of peace and prosperity
at a time like this. Their conscience and their sagacity should enable women to usher in a new society by
reconciling the best in the old values and the new.
The all-round development of society would be possible if women and men strive for it jointly. The prosperity
and welfare of the country will not be far away if the family and society was to achieve progress. The welfare of
the family, society and the nation are mutually dependent. We cannot create an ideal family if we remain
indifferent to society and the country.
Napoleon had said that good mothers were necessary for the prosperity of France. What was applicable to
France is equally applicable to all countries. One should try to understand the deeper significance of Napoleon’s
statement. The crowning glory of a woman is motherhood. The progress of the nation would be assured if she
lives up to the great responsibility placed on her shoulders by the Almighty.
During the last one year several proposals for the benefit of the family, society and the country have been
placed and approved in the conference. It is a matter of satisfaction that some of the proposals have also been
carried into effect. Today some more proposals would be placed before us. I do not intend to discuss all these one
by one. Let us try to approve of as many good proposals as possible and implement them. I express my solidarity
with all those who have assembled here with this desire animating their hearts.
The invocation song, which was sung here today, has kindled a desire for freedom in the hearts of women. The
inertia and ignorance are gradually disappearing and women are looking forward to the light of knowledge. At
last, let me, for the success of the conference, pray to the Almighty who is ever leading mankind from darkness to
light and on to the path of greater prosperity.
BEFORE 1871/1872

278.68 Excerpt from “Bamarachana”\fn{by “a lady” (before 1871- )} West Bengal State? India (F) -1
Bengalis are traditionally hostile towards the widow. This hostility can be discerned not only among
uneducated low class people, but among the bhadralok\fn{Middle class:H} as well. Parents-in-laws and other
relations all the time look for faults on the part of the widow. The mistress of the house invariably becomes angry
if the widow happens to wear good clothes, sleeps on a bed (instead of on the floor), sits on a good seat, eats good
food and laughs with other women of her age. The widow can live in some honor only if her relations are kind
and considerate, otherwise her life becomes unbearable. I have heard of and seen instances where the brother tried
to cut the nose of the widowed sister, where the parents beat the widowed daughter, and the parents-in-law feed
their daughter-in-law with rice and unhusked rice cooked together.\fn{ In Bamabodhini Patrika (March-April, 1871, pp.
266-267)}
262.132 A Letter from Jagadishwari Devi to Somprakash\fn{by Kusumkumari Devi (before 1872)} Calcutta?,
Calcutta District, West Bengal State, India (F) 1
To the Honorable Editor of Somprakash Esquire
A thought in the heart of a girl born in a Kuhn family: “Ill fated mothers, all doomed to misery.”
Father,
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Everything is determined by fate; else why should man and God both be unfair to the fair sex? I know not what
mortal sin caused me to be born in this world among the Hindus. At four and a half years I fell into the hands of a
sixty-one-year old saintly soul as if into the fell hand of Time itself. I am now nineteen and have a smattering of
education. Although my husband is alive, I am at the moment so deprived of food and shelter that I may truly be
called a destitute. I pray that you will deign to answer my questions below to provide me a little relief.
I am a free autonomous human being. Why, then, should I suffer the consequences of sins committed by my
father, mother or other relations? It is the just dispensation of God that if I remain thus unprotected it is I (and not
my parents) who must be responsible and do penance for it. Then why should I incur the wrath of God for the
sake of others? Would you advise that I should?
Every daughter of a Kuhn brings shame upon her family. Who is to suffer the retributions for her sin of going
astray? Is it our fathers, mothers or maternal relations, husbands, or even we ourselves who are culpable, and to
what extent? Should the king himself share some of the guilt of our offence?
There is no atonement for voluntary sins. Even if there is it must be awesome. Kuhn girls step into sin knowing
the consequences full well. But what is the legitimate decree of contrition for one who is not willing to sin? Is it
the prescription of eternal abstinence, or any other esoteric practice of yoga? And is it acceptable to our reason
and sense of justice that such prescriptions of endless chastity be observed? Is it even the will of God?
If one observes with eyes unblinkered by superstition it will surely be obvious that marriage is but the union of
two hearts. No matter how subservient to binding laws men are, in their inadequacy of knowledge, no law apart
from that which has the sanction of voluntary decision (Gandharva) may validate a marriage.\fn{ According to the
Puranas and other ancient Hindu scriptures, the Gandharva form of marriage could be solemnized without any formal ceremony, simply by
the mutual desire of the persons involved} Thus considered, my marriage stands null and void. And if the marriage itself

is invalid, the man chosen by my father cannot be my husband; and if he be not my husband after all, why should
I not be able to forsake (though not truly forsake) him to accept the hand of a virtuous man of my own choice?
Ancient men in their blindness will surely raise objections, but will you not sanctify it?
Should I get married thus, or should I call down calumny upon my family? Which way would you ask me to
tread? And if it is legally sanctioned that widows may get married again why should it be denied to women as
wretched as me?
Should I comply with your advice, or act in deference to the wishes of my parents? Should I not keep to the
way prescribed by law? Nor do I wish to withdraw filial respect from my parents, but if I happen to transgress
divine dispensation at the behest of superstitious parents, shall I be redeemed in the life hereafter?
Eight manners of marriage are sanctioned by the customs of our land—Brahma, Daiva, Arya, Prajapatya,
Gandharva, Paisacha, Rakshasa and Asura. But it will certainly be apparent to the discerning eye that no
marriages excepting those sanctioned by the law of Gandharva union have yielded happy fruits. The history of
previous ages bears testimony to this fact. What more proof do we need? So many people are married these days
but would you find a single married person in our time who has attained the true blessings that are attributed to
matrimony? It is possible that despite the purity of the knowledge and intelligence of your readers it is simply the
manner of marriage that has corrupted their hearts, keeps corrupting, or will corrupt as inevitably as sin. Now may
I inquire if I, without corrupting my mind and body, or sullying my life in this world and the next, can retain my
purity by accepting the hand of a young man whom I have chosen for myself—should I do so? And why should I
not?
Between man and God—who ought to be feared?
The ways of the world and minds of men are strange indeed. There is no predicting towards whom one’s heart
blossoms in love. That is the natural course of the mind, and it does not stop to consider beauty or merit. True love
is not born of fear, or of greed, or self-interest, nor can it be destroyed by any of these.
Affection is never inspired unless there is a parity of circumstances. Therefore, can I be held culpable that no
affection for my husband ever sprang in my breast? And if one’s heart does not blossom in love for one other, can
it be made to love that man? You and your readers will surely be in love with someone or other. Was that love
born of greed or fear, or was it born of spontaneous desire? Can you or your reader refrain from loving the ones
you so care for? Could you love, or go on loving any and everyone that comes your way? And if I love someone
selflessly with all my soul am I to blame for it? Why should I not love such a one?
Every compassionate person in our time is committed to promoting widow remarriage, resisting polygamy and
child marriage, and uprooting the poison dregs of Kulinism.\fn{ Caste and marriage rules said to have been introduced by
Raja Vallala Sena of Bengal (reigned 1158-1169). The word comes from a Sanskrit word, kulina, meaning “of good family”W } But what
is their prescription, may I ask, for the Shyamis and Ramis of our society? Do they realize that Shyami and Rami
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have as much heart and soul, flesh and blood, hunger and thirst as do their men? And that they were all created by
the same hand of God? My ideas will offend some people no doubt—it is not proper for a woman to speak with
such frankness. But again, if I may ask, are those people willing to take our burden upon themselves?
The Hindu scriptures permit a husband or wife to divorce the spouse; why should such laws not be revived in
our own time? You may rest assured that the world will be flooded with heinous sins if this is not done.
Yours (with much expectation)
19 Agrahayan 1278\fn{6 December 1872}
BEFORE 1874/1875/1876

278.68d Excerpt from “Bamarachana”\fn{by Rajbala Debi (before 1874-1972)} West Bengal State?, India (F) -1
Only men are to be blamed for the deplorable condition of women. They are the ones who do not allow us to
receive education and thereby enlighten our minds. They keep us shut in the zenana as animals.\fn{In Bamabodhini
Patrika (February-March, 1874, p. 395)}
278.67c Excerpt from “Narijanma Ki Adharma”\fn{by Srimati Mayasundari (before 1875- )} Calcutta, Calcutta
District, West Bengal State, India (F) -1
Women have no right to see anything at all. The giant Howrah Bridge was constructed some time ago.
Everyone who saw it spoke highly of it. We only heard about it, but could not free ourselves from doubts about
what we heard by witnessing the bridge itself.\fn{ In Bangla Mahila (July-August 1875, p. 94). Both bridges spanned the Hoogly
River, and were situated in the same place, the one simply replacing the other, their purpose being to connect the city of Howrah with
Calcutta, in what is now West Bengal. (03/06/2017):W/H}

† The pontoon bridge, completed in 1874, and the one referred to by Srimati Mayasundari, above. †

† The steel bridge, completed in 1942, and in the same location as the pontoon bridge which it replaced, at
the time the third longest of its type in the world (and still the sixth longest in the world of its type). †
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264.101 1. The Bulbul And The Cotton-tree 2. The Cat Which Could Not Be Killed 3. The Jackal And The Kite 4.
Barber Hím And The Tigers 5. The Man Who Went To Seek His Fate 6. The Upright King 7. Some Of The
Doings Of Shekh Faríd: Six Folktales\fn{by Ayah Dunkní (before 1876- )} “a young woman”, Calcutta, Calcutta
District, West Bengal State, India (F) 10
1
There was once a bulbul, and one day as he was flying about, he saw a tree on which was a little fruit. The
bulbul was much pleased and said,
“I will sit here till this fruit is ripe, and then I will eat it.” So he deserted his nest and his wife, and sat there for
twelve years without eating anything, and every day he said,
“Tomorrow I will eat this fruit.” During these twelve years a great many birds tried to sit on the tree, and
wished to build their nests in it, but whenever they came the bulbul sent them away, saying,
“This fruit is not good. Don’t come here.” One day a cuckoo came and said,
“Why do you send us away? Why should we not come and sit here too? All the trees here are not yours.”
“Never mind,” said the bulbul, “I am going to sit here, and when this fruit is ripe, I shall eat it.”
Now the cuckoo knew that this tree was the cotton-tree, but the bulbul did not. First comes the bud, which the
bulbul thought a fruit, then the flower, and the flower becomes a big pod, and the pod bursts and all the cotton
flies away. The bulbul was delighted when he saw the beautiful red flower, which he still thought a fruit, and said,
“When it is ripe, it will be a delicious fruit.” The flower became a pod, and the pod burst.
“What is all this that is flying about?” said the bulbul. “The fruit must be ripe now.” So he looked into the pod,
and it was empty; all the cotton had fallen out Then the cuckoo came and said to the angry bulbul,
“You see if you had allowed us to come and sit on the tree, you would have had something good to eat; but as
you were selfish, and would not let any one share with you, God is angry and has punished you by giving you a
hollow fruit.” Then the cuckoo called all the other birds, and they came and mocked the bulbul.
“Ah! you see God has punished you for your selfishness,” they said.
The bulbul got very angry and all the birds went away. After they had gone, the bulbul said to the tree,
“You are a bad tree. You are of use to no one. You give food to no one.” The tree said,
“You are mistaken. God made me what I am. My flower is given to sheep to eat. My cotton makes pillows and
mattresses for man.”
Since that day no bulbul goes near a cotton-tree.
2
There were once a dog and a cat, who were always quarrelling. The dog used to beat the cat, but he never
could hurt her. She would only dance about and cry,
“You never hurt me, you never hurt me! I had a pain in my shoulder, but now it is all gone away.” So the dog
went to a maind\fn{A kind of starling} and said
“What shall I do to hurt this cat? I beat her and I bite her, and yet I can’t hurt her. I am such a big dog and she
is rather a big cat, yet if I beat her I don’t hurt her, but if she beats me she hurts me so much.” The maind said,
“Bite her mouth very, very hard, and then you’ll hurt her.”
“Oh, no,” said the cat, who had just come up, laughing; “you won’t hurt me at all.” The dog bit her mouth as
hard as he could.
“Oh, you don’t hurt me,” said the cat, dancing about. So the dog went again to the maind and said,
“What shall I do?”
“Bite her ears,” said the maind. So the dog bit the cat’s ears, but she danced about and said,
“Oh, you did not hurt me; now I can put earrings in my ears.” So she put in earrings. The dog went to the
elephant.
“Can you kill this cat? she worries me so everyday.”
“Oh, yes,” said the elephant, “of course I can kill her. She is so little and I am so big.”
Then the elephant came and took her up with his trunk, and threw her a long way. Up she jumped at once and
danced about, saying,
“You did not hurt me one bit. I had a pain. but now I am quite well.”
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Then the elephant got cross and said, “I’ll teach you to dance in another way than that,” and he took the cat and
laid her on the ground and put his great foot on her. But she was not hurt at all. She danced about and said, “You
did not hurt me one bit, not one bit,” and she dug her claws into the elephant’s trunk. The elephant ran away
screaming, and he told the dog,
“You had better beware of that cat. She belongs to the tiger tribe.” The dog felt very angry with the cat.
“What shall I do,” said he, “to kill this cat?” And he bit her nose so hard that it bled. But she laughed at him.
“Now I can put a ring in my nose,” said she. He got furious.
“I’ll bite her tail in half,” said he. So he bit her tail in half, and yet he did not hurt her. He then went to a
leopard.
“If you can kill this cat I will give you anything you want.”
“Very well, I’ll kill her,” said the leopard. And they went together to the cat.
“Stop,” said the cat to the leopard; “I want to speak to you first. I’ll give you something to eat, and then I’ll tell
you what I want to say.” And then she ran off ever so far, and after she had run a mile she stopped and danced,
calling out,
“Oh I’ll give you nothing to eat; you could not kill me.” The leopard went away very cross, and saying,
“What a clever cat that is.” The dog next went to a man, and said,
“Can you kill this cat, she worries me so?”
“Of course I can,” said the man; “I’ll stick this knife into her stomach.”
And he stuck his knife into the cat’s stomach, but the cat jumped up, and her stomach closed, and the man went
home. And the dog went to a bear.
“Can you kill this cat? I can’t.”
“I’ll kill her,” said the bear; so he stuck all his claws into the cat, but he didn’t hurt her; and she stuck her claws
into the bear’s nose so deep that he died immediately.
Then the poor dog felt very unhappy, and went and threw himself into a hole, and there he died, while the cat
went away to her friends.
3
There was once a she-jackal and a she-kite They lived in the same tree; the jackal at the bottom of the tree, and
the kite at the top. Neither had any children. One day the kite said to the jackal,
“Let us go and worship God, and fast, and then he will give us children.” So the jackal said,
“Very good.”
That day the kite ate nothing, nor that night; but the jackal at night brought a dead animal, and was sitting
eating it quietly under the tree. By-and-by the kite heard her crunching the bones, instead of fasting.
“What have you got there,” said the kite, “that you are making such a noise?”
“Nothing,” said the jackal; “it is only my own bones that rattle inside my body whenever I move.”
The kite went to sleep again, and took no more notice of the jackal. Next morning the kite ate some food in the
name of God. That night again the jackal brought a dead animal. The kite called out,
“What are you crunching there? Why are you making that noise? I am sure you have something to eat.” The
jackal said,
“Oh, no! It is only my own bones rattling in my body.” So the kite went to sleep again.
Some time after, the kite had seven little boys—real little boys—but the jackal had none, because she had not
fasted. A year after that the kite went and worshipped God, asking Him to take care of her children. One day—it
was their great day—the kite set out seven plates. On one she put cocoa-nuts, on another cucumbers, on a third
rice, on a fourth plantains, and so on. Then she gave a plate to each of her seven sons, and told them to take the
plates to their aunt the jackal. So they took the seven plates, and carried them to their aunt, crying out,
“Aunty, aunty, look here! Mamma has sent you these things.”
The jackal took the plates, and cut off the heads of the seven boys, and their hands, and their feet, and their
noses, and their ears, and took out their eyes. Then she laid their heads in one plate, and their eyes in another, and
their noses in a third, and their ears in a fourth, and their hands in a fifth, and their feet in a sixth, and their trunks
in the seventh, and then she covered all the plates over. Then she took the plates to the kite, and called Out,
“Here! I have brought you something in return: You sent me a present, and I bring you a present.” Now the
poor kite thought the jackal had killed all her seven children, so she cried out,
“Oh, it's too dark now to see what you have brought. Put the plates down in my tree.”
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The jackal put the plates down and went home. Then God made the boys alive again, and they came running to
their mother, quite well. And instead of the heads and eyes, and noses and ears, and hands and feet, and trunks,
there were again on the plates cocoa-nuts and cucumbers, and plantains and rice, and so on.
Now the jackal got hold of the boys again. And this time she killed them, and cooked them and ate them; and
again God brought them to life. Well, the jackal was very much astonished to see the boys alive, and she got
angry, and said to the kite,
“I will take your seven sons and throw them into the water, and they will be drowned.”
“Very well,” said the kite, “take them. I don’t mind. God will take care of them.”
The jackal took them and threw them into the water, and left them to die, while the kite looked on without
crying. And again God made them alive, and the jackal was so surprised.
“Why,” said she, “I put these children into the water, and left them to drown. And here they are alive!” Then
God got very angry with the jackal, and said to her,
“Go out of this village. And wherever you go, men will try to shoot you, and you shall always be afraid of
them.”
So the jackal had to go away; and the kite and her children lived very happily ever afterwards.
4
Once here lived a barber called Hím, who was very poor indeed. He had a wife and twelve children, five boys
and seven girls: now and then he got a few pice. One day he went away from his home feeling very cross, and left
his wife and children to get on as best they could.
“What can I do?” said he. “I have not enough money to buy food for my family, and they are crying for it.”
And so he walked on till he came to a jungle. It was night when he got there. This jungle was called the “tigers’
jungle,” because only tigers lived in it; no birds, no insects, no other animals, and there were four hundred tigers
in it altogether. As soon as Barber Hím reached the jungle he saw a great tiger walking about.
“What shall I do?” cried he. “This tiger is sure to eat me.”
And he took his razor and his razor-strap, and began to sharpen his razor. Then he went close up to the tiger,
still sharpening his razor. The tiger was much frightened.
“What shall I do?” said the tiger; “this man will certainly gash me.”
“I have come,” said the barber, “to catch twenty tigers by order of Maharaja Kans. You are one, and I want
nineteen more.” The tiger, greatly alarmed, answered,
“If you won’t catch us, I will give you as much gold and as many jewels as you can carry.” For these tigers
used to go out and carry off the men and women from the villages, and some of these people had rupees, and
some had jewels, all of which the tigers used to collect together.
“Good,” said Hím, “then I won’t catch you.”
The tiger led him to the spot where all the tigers used to eat their dinners, and the barber took as much gold and
as many jewels as he could carry, and set off home with them. Then he built a house, and bought his children
pretty clothes and good food, and necklaces, and they all lived very happily for some time.
But at last he wanted more rupees, so he set off to the tigers’ jungle. There he met the tiger as he did before,
and he told him the Maharajal Kans had sent him to catch twenty tigers. The tiger was terrified and said,
“If you will only not catch us, I will give you more gold and jewels.”
To this the barber agreed, and the tiger led him to the old spot, and the barber took as many jewels and rupees
as he could carry. Then he returned home.
One day a very poor man, a fakir, said to him,
“How did you manage to become so rich? In old days you were so poor you could hardly support your family.”
“I will tell you,” said Hím. And he told him all about his visits to the tigers’ jungle.
“But don’t you go there for gold tonight,” continued the barber. “Let me go and listen to the tigers talking. If
you like, you can come with me. Only you must not be frightened if the tigers roar.”
“I’ll not be frightened,” said the fakir.
So that evening at eight o’clock they went to the tigers' jungle. There the barber and the fakir climbed into a
tall thick tree, and its leaves came all about them and sheltered them as if they were in a house. The tigers used to
hold their councils under this tree. Very soon all the tigers in the jungle assembled together under it, and their Raja
—a great, huge beast, with only one eye—came too.
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“Brothers,” said the tiger who had given the barber the rupees and jewels, “a man has come here twice to catch
twenty of us for the Maharaja Káns; now we are only four hundred in number, and if twenty of us were taken
away we should be only a small number, so I gave him each time as many rupees and jewels as he could carry and
he went away again. What shall we do if he returns?”
The tigers said they would meet again on the morrow, and then they would settle the matter. Then the tigers
went off, and the barber and the fakir came down from the tree. They took a quantity of rupees and jewels and
returned to their homes.
“Tomorrow,” said they, “we will come again and hear what the tigers say.” The next day the barber went alone
to the tigers’ jungle, and there he met his tiger again.
“This time,” said he, “I am come to cut off the ears of all the four hundred tigers who live in this jungle; for
Maharaja Kans wants them to make into medicine.” The tiger was greatly frightened, much more so than at the
other times.
“Don’t cut off our ears; pray don’t,” said he, “for then we could not hear, and it would hurt so horribly. Go and
cut off all the dogs’ ears instead, and I will give you rupees and jewels as much as two men can carry.”
“Good,” said the barber, and he made two journeys with the rupees and jewels from the jungle to the borders
of his village, and there he got a coolly to help him to carry them to his house. At night he and the fakir went
again to the great tree under which the tigers held their councils.
Now the tiger who had given the barber so many rupees and jewels had made ready a great quantity of meat,
fowls, chickens, geese, men the tigers had killed—everything he had been able to get hold of—and he made them
into a heap under the tree, for he said that after the tigers had settled the matter they would dine. Soon the tigers
arrived with their Raja, and the barber’s tiger said,
“Brothers, what are we to do? This man came again today to cut off all our ears to make medicine for Maharaja
Kans. I told him this would be a bad business for us, and that he must go and cut off all the dogs’ ears instead; and
I gave him as much money and jewels as two men could carry. So he went home. Now what shall we do? We
must leave this jungle, and where shall we go?” The other tigers said,
“We will not leave the jungle. If this man comes again we will eat him up.” So they dined and went away,
saying they would meet again tomorrow.
After the tigers had gone, the barber and fakir came down from the tree and went off to their homes, without
taking any rupees or jewels with them. They agreed to return the next evening. Next evening back they came and
climbed into the great tree. The tigers came too, and the barber’s tiger told his story all over again. The tiger Raja
sat up and said, fiercely,
“We will not leave this jungle. Should the man come again, I will eat him myself.”
When the fakir heard this he was so frightened that he tumbled down out of the tree into the midst of the tigers.
The barber instantly cried out with a loud voice, “Now cut off their ears! Cut off their ears!” and the tigers,
terrified, ran away as fast as they could. Then the barber took the fakir home, but the poor man was so much hurt
by his fall that he died.
The barber lived happily ever after, but he took good care never to go to the tigers’ jungle again.
5
Once there was a very poor man who had a wife and twelve children, and not a single rupee.
The poor children used to cry with hunger, and the man and his wife did not know what to do. At last he got
furious with God and said,
“How wicked God is! He gives me a great many children, but no money.”
So he set out to find his fate. In the jungle he met a camel with two heavy sacks of gold on its back. This camel
belonged to a Raja, and once it was traveling with other camels and with the Raja’s servants to another country,
and carrying the sacks of gold. Every night they encamped and started again early in the morning; but one
morning the servants forgot to take this camel with them, and the camel forgot the road home, and the sacks were
too tightly strapped for it to get rid of them So it wandered about the jungle with the sacks on its back for twelve
years. The camel asked the poor man where he was going.
“I am going to seek my fate, to ask it why I am so poor,” he answered. The camel said,
“Ask it, too, why for twelve years I have had to carry these two sacks of gold. All this time I have not been
able to lie down, or to eat, or to drink.”
“Very well,” said the man, and he went on.
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Then he came to a river in which he saw an alligator. The alligator took him across, and when he got to the
other side it asked him where he was going. The man said,
“I am going to seek my fate, to ask it why I am so poor.”
“Then,” said the alligator, “ask it also why for twelve years I have a great burning in my stomach.”
“I will,” said the man.
Then he went on and on till he came to a tiger, who was lying on the ground with a great thorn sticking in his
foot. This tiger had gone out one day to hunt for food, and not looking where he was going, he put his foot on the
thorn, and the thorn ran into his foot. And so God grew very angry and said,
“Because you are such a careless, stupid fellow, and don’t look where you are going, for twelve years this
thorn shall remain in your foot.”
“Where are you going?” the tiger asked the man.
“I am going to seek my fate, to ask it why I am so poor. Some one told me that my fate was far, far away, a
twelve years’ journey from my own country, and that it was lying down, and that I must take a thick stick and beat
it with all my might.”
“Ask it, too,” said the tiger, “why for twelve years I have had this thorn in my foot and cannot get it out,
though I have tried hard to do so.”
“Yes, I will,” said the man.
Then he came to the place where everyone’s fate lives. The fates are stones, some standing and others lying on
the ground.
“This must be mine,” he said; “it is lying on the ground, that’s why I am so poor.”
So he took the thick stick he had in his hand, and beat it, and beat it, and beat it, but still it would not stir. As
night was approaching he left off beating it, and God sent a soul into the poor man’s fate, and it became a man,
who stood looking at the poor man and said,
“Why have you beaten me so much?”
“Because you were lying down, and I am very poor, and at home my wife and my children are starving.”
“Oh, things will go well with you now,” said the fate, and the man was satisfied. He said to his fate,
“While coming here I met a camel who for twelve years has had to wander about with two heavy sacks of gold
on its back, and it wants to know why it must carry them.”
“Oh,” said the fate, “just take the sacks off its back and then it will be free.”
“I will,” said the poor man. “Then I met an alligator who for twelve years has had a great burning in its
stomach.” The fate said,
“In its stomach is a very large ruby, as big as your hand. If the alligator will only throw up the ruby, it will be
quite well.”
“Next I met a tiger who has had for twelve years a great thorn in his foot which he cannot take out.”
“Pull it out with your teeth,” said the fate; and then God withdrew the soul, and the fate became a stone again
which stood up on the ground. Then the man set out on his journey home, and he came to the tiger.
“What did your fate say?” said the tiger.
“Give me your foot and I will take out the thorn,” said the poor man.
The tiger stretched out the foot with the thorn in it, and the man pulled out the thorn with his teeth. It was a
very large thorn, as big as the man’s hand. The tiger felt grateful to the poor man, and as he was very rich, for he
had eaten a great many Rajas and people, and had all their money, he said to the man,
“I will give you some gold in return for your kindness.”
“You have no money,” said the man.
“I have,” said the tiger, and he went into his den, and the poor man followed.
“Give me your cloth,” said the tiger. The man laid it on the ground. Then the tiger took quan tities of gold and
jewels and filled the cloth with them. And the poor man took up his cloth, thanked the tiger, and went his way.
Then he met the alligator who took him across the river. The alligator said,
“Did you ask your fate why there is such burning in my stomach?”
“I did,” said the man. “It is because you have a very large ruby in your stomach. If you will only throw it up,
you will be quite well.” Then the alligator threw the ruby up out of its mouth, and that very instant the burning in
its stomach ceased.
“Ah,” said the alligator, looking at the ruby, “I swallowed that one day when I was drinking.” And he gave the
ruby to the man, saying,
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“In return for your kindness I will give you this ruby. It is a very precious stone.” (In old days every Raja
possessed such a ruby; now very few Rajas, if any, have one.) The poor man thanked the alligator, put the ruby
into his cloth, and went on his way till he came to the camel, who said,
“Did you ask your fate why I have to carry these two sacks of gold?”
“I did,” said the man, and he took the sacks off the camel’s back. How happy and grateful the camel felt!
“How kind of you,” he said to the man, “to take the sacks off. Now I can eat, now I can drink, and now I can
lie down. Because you have been so kind to me, I give you the two sacks of gold, and I will carry them and your
bundle home to your house for you, and then I will come back and live here in the jungle.”
Then the poor man put the two sacks of gold and his bundle on the camel, who carried them to his house.
When he got there, he took the sacks and his bundle off the camel, who thanked him again for his kindness and
went back to his jungle, feeling very glad at having got rid of his heavy burthen. When the poor man’s wife and
children saw the gold and jewels and the ruby, they cried,
“Where did you get these?” And the man told them his whole story. And he bought food for his wife and
children, and gave them a beautiful house, and got them clothes, for now he was very rich.
*
Another poor man who was not quite, but nearly, as poor as this man had been, asked him where he had got his
riches.
“I got them out of a river,” answered the man. “I drew the water with a bucket, and in every bucketful there
was gold.” The other man started off to the river and began drawing up water in a bucket.
“Stop, stop!” cried an alligator, who was the king of the fishes; “you are taking all the water out of the river
and my fishes will die.”
“I want money,” said the man, “and I can find none, so I am taking the water out of the river, in order to get
some.”
“You shall have some in a minute,” said the alligator, “only do stop drawing the water.”
Then a great wave of water dashed on to the land and dashed back into the river, leaving behind it a great heap
of gold, which the man picked up joyfully. The next day he came again, and night and day he drew water out of
the river. At last the alligator got very angry, and said,
“My fishes will all die for want of water. Once I gave the man a heap of gold, and yet he wants more. I won’t
give him any,” and the alligator thrust up his head out of the river, and swallowed the man whole. For four days
and four nights the man lived in the alligator’s stomach. At the end of the fourth night the king of the fishes said to
him,
“I will let you get out of my stomach on condition that you tell no man what has happened to you. If you do,
you will die instantly.”
The man jumped out of the alligator's mouth and walked towards his house. On his way he met some men and
told them what had happened to him, and as soon as he got home he told his wife and children, and the moment
he had done so he became mad and dumb and blood came out of his mouth, and he fell down dead.
6
There was a great Maharja whose name was Harchand Raja, and he had an only son called Mánikchand. He
was very rich and had a great deal of money, and he also had a very large garden full of lovely flowers and fruits
which he prized greatly. Every morning before he bathed he used to give some poor fakir two pounds and a half of
gold. Now Harchand Maharaja used to pray a great deal to God, and God was very fond of him, so he said one
day,
“To see if Harchand Maharaja really loves me, I will make him very poor for twelve years.”
And at night God came down in the shape of a great boar, and ate up everything that was in Harchand
Maharaja’s garden. The boar then ran away into the jungle.
Next morning the gardener got up and looked out into the garden, and what was his astonishment when he saw
it was all spoilt. Nothing was left in it; it was not a garden any more. He went quickly to the Maharaja and said,
“Oh, master! oh, Maharaja! your garden is quite spoilt. Last night a boar came and ate up everything in it.”
“Nonsense,” said the Maharaja, who would not believe him.
“It is quite true,” said the gardener; “you can come and see for yourself.”
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So the Raja got up at once and put on his clothes, and went into the garden, and found it all empty. He went
back to the house very melancholy. Then as usual he gave a fakir his two pounds and a half of gold. After
breakfast he went out hunting.
The boar which had run away into the wood changed himself into a very old fakir, who shook from old age. As
Harchand Maharaja passed, the old fakir held out his hand, saying,
“Please give me a few pice, I am so poor and hungry.” The Maharaja said,
“Come to my palace and I will give you two pounds and a half of gold.”
“Oh, no,” said the fakir, “surely you would never give me so much as that.”
“Yes, I will,” said the Maharaja. “Every morning before I bathe I give a fakir two pounds and a half of gold.”
“Nonsense,” said the fakir, “you don’t give away your money in that way.”
“Really, I do,” said the Maharaja, “and I promise to give you two pounds and a half of gold.”
So the fakir followed Harchand Maharaja home, and when they reached the palace, the Maharaja told his
treasurer to give the old fakir two pounds and a half of gold. The treasurer went into the treasury, but all the
Maharaja’s gold and silver and jewels had become charcoal! The treasurer came out again to the Maharaja saying,
“Oh, Maharaja, all your gold and silver and jewels are turned into charcoal!”
“Oh, nonsense,” said the Maharaja.
“Come and see, Maharaja,” said the treasurer, who was in a great fright The Maharaja went into his treasury,
and was quite sad at the sight of the charcoal.
“Alas!” he said, “God has made me very poor, but still I must give this fakir his money.” So he went to the
fakir and said,
“All my gold and silver and jewels are turned into charcoal; but I will sell my wife, and my boy, and myself,
and then I will give you the money I promised you.”
And he went and fetched his wife and son, and left his palace, his houses, servants, and possessions. He then
went to a merchant, who bought from him his Maharani, who was called Hirali, that is, the diamond lady, for she
was very beautiful, and her face shone like a diamond. Her hands were very small, and so were her feet. The
merchant gave the Maharaja a pound of gold for the Maharani. Next, Harchand Maharaja went to a cowherd and
sold him his son Manikchand. The cowherd gave him for the boy half a pound of gold.
Then he went to a dom, that is, a man of a very low caste, who kept a tank into which it was his business to
throw the bodies of those who died. If it was a dead man or woman, the dom took one rupee, if it was a dead child
he was only paid eight annas. To this dom Harchand sold himself for a pound of gold, and he gave the two pounds
and a half of gold to the fakir, who then went home. The dom said,
“Will, you stay by the tank for a few days while I go home and do my other work, which is weaving baskets?
If any one brings you a dead body you must throw it into the water. If it is the body of a man or woman, take one
rupee in payment; if it is a dead child, take eight annas; and if the bearers have got no money, take a bit of cloth.
Don’t forget.” And the dom went away, leaving Harchand sitting by the tank.
Well, Harchand Maharaja sat for some days by the tank, and when any one brought him dead bodies he threw
them into it. For a dead man or woman he took one rupee, for a dead child eight annas, and if the bearers had no
money to give him, he took some cloth.
*
Some time had passed, and Mánikchand, the Maharaja’s son, died; so Hirali Rani went to the cowherd to ask
him for her dead child. The cowherd gave him to her, and she took him to the tank. Harchand Maharaja was
sitting by the tank, and when Hirali Maharani saw him she said,
“I know that man is my husband, so he will not take any money for throwing his child into the water.” So she
went up to him and said,
“Will you throw this child into the tank for me?”
“Yes, I will,” said Harchand Maharaja; only first give me eight annas.”
“You surely won’t take any money for throwing your own son into the tank?” said the Maharani.
“You must pay me,” said Harchand Maharaja, “for I must obey the dom’s orders. If you have no money, give
me a piece of cloth.”
So the Maharani tore off a great piece of her sari and gave it him, and the Maharaja took his son and threw him
into the tank. As he threw him in he cried out to the king of the fishes, who was an alligator,
“Take great care of this body.” The king of fishes said,
“I will.” Then the Maharani went back to the merchant. And the Maharaja caught a fish, and cooked it, and laid
it by the tank, saying,
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“I will go and bathe and then I will eat it.” So he took off his clothes and went into the tank to bathe, and when
he had bathed he put on fresh clothes, and as he took hold of his fish to eat it, it slipped back alive into the water,
although it had been dead and cooked. The Maharaja sat down by the tank again, very sad. He said,
“For twelve years I have found it hard to get anything to eat; how long will God keep me without food?”
God was very pleased with Harchand for being so patient, for he had never complained. Some days later God
came down to earth in the shape of a man, and with him he took an angel to be his Wazir. The Wazir said to God,
“Come this way and let us see who it is sitting by the tank.”
“No,” said God, “I am too tired, I can go no further.”
“Do come,” said the Wazir; “I want so much to go.” God said,
“Well, let us go.” Then they walked on till they came to the place where Harchand Maharaja was sitting, and
God said to him,
“Would you like to have your wife, and your son, and your kingdom back again.”
“Yes, I should,” said the Maharaja; “but how can I get them?”
“Tell me truly,” said God, “would you like to have your kingdom back again?”
“Indeed I should,” said the Maharaja. Then Manikchand’s body, which had never sunk to the bottom of the
tank like the other bodies, but had always floated on the water, rose up out of the water, and Manikchand was
alive once more. The father and son embraced each other.
“Now,” said God, “let us go to the dom.” Harchand Maharaja agreed, and they went to the dom and asked him
how much he would take for Harchand Maharaja. The dom said,
“I gave one pound of gold for him, and I will take two pounds.” So they paid down the two pounds of gold.
Then they went to the merchant and said to him,
“How much will you take for Hirali Rani?” The merchant said,
“I gave a pound of gold for her; I will take four pounds.” So they paid down the four pounds of gold, took
Hirali Rani, and went to the cowherd.
“How much will you take for Manikchand?” said they to him.
“I gave half a pound of gold for him,” answered the cowherd; “I will take one pound.”
So they paid down the pound of gold, and Harchand Maharaja went home to his palace, taking with him Hirali
Rani and Manikchand, after thanking the strange man for his goodness to them. When they reached the palace, the
garden was in splendid beauty; the charcoal was turned back into gold, and silver, and jewels; the servants were in
waiting as usual, and they went into the palace and lived happily for evermore.
7
Once there was a Raja called Hamansa Raja. He had a son, named Gursan Raja, who married Khelapari Rani,
the daughter of Gulabsa Raja. After the wedding Gujsan Raja brought her home to his father’s house.
One day Gursan Raja came home from hunting, very very tired and thirsty. It was about twelve or one o’clock
in the day. He asked Khelapari Rani to fetch him some water, and while she went for it he fell asleep. When she
came back she found him still sleeping, and because he was so tired he slept all the afternoon and all night, and
never woke till the next morning. His wife stood by him all the time holding the water in a brass cup. When he
woke and found she had stood there all the afternoon and all night he was very sorry, and asked God to forgive
him, and to give his wife whatever she wished for, no matter what it might be. So Khelapari wished that whatever
happened in any country, she might know of it at once of herself without anyone telling her, no matter how far
away the country might be.
One day Khelapari Rani went to draw water from the tank, and by the tank sat an old man, the fakir Shekh
Farid. He said to the Rani,
“Give me a little water to drink.”
“I will,” she said, “only drink it quickly, for my father’s house is on fire, and I am going to put it out.”
“How far off is your father’s country?” asked Shekh Farid.
“About twenty miles,” answered Khelapari.
“Then how can you know his house is on fire” said Shekh Farid; “I have been a fakir for twelve years, and for
twelve years neither ate nor drank, and yet I do not know what happens twenty miles away.”
“But I know,” she answered.
“Leave your water-jar here,” he said, “and go and see if the house really is on fire, and I will not drink till you
return to me.”
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So off went Khelapari Rani to her father’s country, and when she got there his house was burning, and she
stayed till the fire was put out, and then returned to the tank where she left the fakir.
“Is it true,” he asked, “that your father’s house was on fire?”
“Quite true,” she answered. The fakir wondered.
“How could she know it when the fire was twenty miles off?” he said to himself, and he determined to go to
Gulabsa Raja’s country to see if the Rani had told him the truth.
He went by a roundabout road, as he did not know the way, so it took him three or four days to get there. When
he did, he asked some villagers if there had been a fire at their Raja’s house.
“Yes, a few days ago there was,” they answered.
So the fakir, still more astonished, decided he would go back to Hamansa Raja’s palace and ask Khelpari Rani
how it came to pass that she was wiser than Shekh Farid.
*
As he was returning, he met a bullock-cart laden with bags of sugar, and he asked the driver what the bags
contained. The driver was put out because his bullocks would not go on quickly, and he was tired with beating and
goading them, so he said crossly,
“It’s ashes.”
“Good,” said Shekh Farid, “let it be ashes.”
When the cart-man got to the bazaar, and went to make over the sugar to the merchant who had sent him for it,
he found all his bags full of ashes, nothing but ashes. He was in a great state of mind, for a good deal of money
had been paid for the sugar, and he was a poor man. So he went back to Shekh Farid and fell down at his feet,
saying,
“I am a poor, poor man. My sugar is turned to ashes. Do make the ashes sugar again.”
“Good,” said the fakir; “go home, and you will find sugar, and next time you are asked what you have in your
cart, tell the truth and not lies.”
The cart-man went home, and when he saw his sugar was sugar once more, and no longer ashes, he was very,
very glad.
*
One of his brother-villagers thought,
“How pleasant it would be to become a fakir and do such things myself! I will go to this fakir and learn from
him to be a fakir too.”
So he went after Shekh Farid and found him walking along the road, and he followed him. Now Shekh Farid
knew at once what this man wanted, so as they passed a heap of clay bricks, he said,
“O God, let it be thy pleasure to give me power to turn these clay bricks into gold.”
Instantly they became gold, and Shekh Farid walked on; but the villager took up two of the bricks and put one
under each arm, and then followed the fakir. Suddenly Shekh Farid turned round, and said to him,
“You have two clay bricks under your arms.” The man looked, saw it was true, and threw them away. Then
Shekh Farid said to him,
“You steal bricks, and yet wish to be a fakir?”
The man was ashamed, and went back to his village.
*
Shekh Farid continued his journey and got to Hamansa Raja’s country; but when he got there he found
Khelpari had gone to another country for a little while, so he never saw her, nor found out how it was that she
knew what happened twenty miles off.
In a jungle in Hamansa Raja’s country he met a man, called Fakirachand, and his wife, who were very poor.
They were going to bury their only son, and were crying bitterly. Shekh Farid asked them,
“Would you like your son to be alive again?”
“Yes,” they said.
“Will you give him to me, and I will bring him to life, and then he shall return to you?” said Shekh Farid.
“Yes,” they answered, and gave him their dead son, and went to their home.
The fakir carried the dead boy, who was called Mohandas, a little further on, and then laid him on the ground,
and struck him with a long thin bamboo wand he carried in his hand. The boy stood up. Shekh Farid asked him,
“Would you like to go home to your father and mother, or to stay with me?”
“To stay with you,” said Mohandas. (Had he wished to go home, the fakir would have been very angry.)
“Then,” said Shekh Farid, “I will call your mother here.” He did so, and when she came, he said to her,
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“See, here is your son alive. Will you give him to me for twelve years?” The woman said, “Yes,” and went
home. The fakir gave her and her husband a quantity of rupees and built them a beautiful house. Then he and
Mohandas set out on their travels, and wandered about the jungles for one whole year, till they came to a country
full of large splendid gardens belonging to a very rich Raja, called Dumkas Raja.
*
This Raja had a beautiful daughter, Champakali Rani. She had lovely golden hair, golden eyebrows, golden
eyelashes, blue eyes, and her skin was transparent. In Dumkas Raja’s country they had never seen a fakir, so when
Shekh Farid and Mohandas arrived, the Raja sent to them, and asked Shekh Farid to come to talk to him.
“No,” said the fakir, “I will not go to the Raja: if the Raja wants me, he must come to me.”
Dumkas Raja was very angry when his messengers returned with this answer, and he ordered Shekh Farid to
leave his country immediately; but the fakir said he would not go until he had married his adopted son, Mohandas,
to Champakali Rani. The people all laughed at him for saying this, and declared such a marriage would never take
place. However, the fakir and Mohandas walked about and saw the town, and looked at everything, and
everybody stared at them. Then they went to live on the border of Dumkas Raja’s country, and lived there for
some time.
One day Shekh Farid bought Mohandas a beautiful horse and fine clothes such as Rajas wear, and told the boy
to ride about the fields and high roads. He also told him not to speak to any one unless they spoke to him.
Mohandas promised to do as he was bid. As he was riding along, he met the Princess Charnpakali, who was also
riding. She asked him who he was.
“A Raja’s son,” he said.
“What Raja?” asked Champakali.
“Never mind what Raja,” said Mohandas.
The princess then went home, and so did Mohandas; but every day after this they met and talked together, and
the princess fell very much in love with Mohandas. At last she said to her father,
“I wish to marry a young man who rides about on the border-land every day, and is very handsome.” The Raja
consented, for it was time his daughter was married, and now no Raja from another country would come to marry
her, as the demons who guarded the princess swallowed all her suitors at one gulp, and had already swallowed
many Rajas who had come on this errand. Shekh Farid said to Mohandas,
“Now go up to the palace, and claim the princess for your wife.”
“If I do,” said Mohandas, “the demons will swallow me.”
“I will not let them swallow you,” said Shekh Farid. So Mohandas consented and set off for the palace, Shekh
Farid following him.
When Mohandas came to the demons, they were going to swallow him; but the fakir, who had his sword in his
hand, killed them all, and as he did so, the Rajas and princes who had come as suitors to the Princess Champakali,
and had therefore been swallowed by the demons, all came jumping out of the demons’ stomachs and ran off in all
directions as hard as they could, from fear not knowing where they went. Mohandas was greatly frightened at all
this; but Shekh Farid explained everything to him, so he went on to the palace, and the fakir went too.
There Mohandas asked Dumkas Raja to give him his daughter as his wife, and the Raja consented. So he was
married to Champakali Rani, and her father gave them a great many elephants, and horses, and camels, and a
great deal of money and many jewels.
*
And Mohandas and his wife set off with the fakir to his father Fakirachand’s house, and they took all the
elephants, camels, horses, money and jewels with them. On the way Mohandas told Champakali Rani that he was
not a great Raja’s son, but the son of poor people. Champakali’s heart was very sad at this; however, she was not
angry, only sorry.
When they reached Hamansa Raja’s country, and had come to Fakirachand’s house, the fakir said to
Mohandas’s mother,
“See, you lent me one child, and I have brought you back two children. Does this please you?”
“Indeed it does please me,” she answered; “I am very happy.”
They built a beautiful palace and all lived in it together. The mother begged Shekh Farid to stay with them,
saying, “Only stay with us; I will give you a bungalow, and you shall have everything you want.” But Shekh
Farid said,
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“I am a fakir, and so cannot stay with you, as I may never stay in one place, and must, instead, wander from
country to country and from jungle to jungle.” So he said good-bye to them and went on his wanderings, and
never returned to them.
Mohandas, his wife and his father and mother, all lived happily together.
BEFORE 1878/1879

264.111 1. The King’s Son And The Wazir’s Daughter 2. The Fakír Nánaksá Saves The Merchant’s Life 3. The
Bed 4. The Fan Prince 5. The Clever Wife: Five Folktales\fn{by Ayah Múniyá (before 1879- )} “a very old, whitehaired woman [with] great-grandchildren”, Patna, Patna District, Bihar State, India (F) 12
1
In a country there was a great king who had a wazir. One day he thought he should like to play at cards with
this wazir, and he told him to go and get some for him, and then play a game with him. So the wazir brought the
cards, and he and the king sat down to play. Now neither the king nor the wazir had any children; and as they
were playing, the king said,
“Wazir, if I have a son and you have a daughter, or if I have a daughter and you have a son, let us marry our
children to each other.” To this the wazir agreed.
A year after the king had a son; and when the boy was two years old, the wazir had a daughter. Some years
passed, and the king’s son was twelve years old, and the wazir’s daughter ten. Then the king said to the wazir,
“Do you remember how one day, when we were playing at cards, we agreed to marry our children to each
other?”
“I remember,” said the wazir.
“Let us marry them now,” said the king. So they held the wedding feast; but the wazir’s little daughter
remained in her father’s house because she was still so young.
*
As the king’s son grew older he became very wicked, and took to gambling and drinking till his father and
mother died of grief. After their death he went on in the same way, gambling and drinking, until he had no money
left, and had to leave the palace, and live anywhere he could in the town, wandering from house to house in a
fakir’s dress, begging his bread, and sleeping wherever he found a spot on which to lie down.
Meanwhile the wazir’s daughter was living alone, for her husband had never come to fetch her as he should
have done when she was old enough. Her father and mother were dead too. She had given half of the money they
left her to the poor, and she lived on the other half. She spent her days in praying to God, and in reading in a holy
book; and though she was so young, she was very wise and good.
One day, as the prince was roaming about in his fakir’s rags, not knowing where to find food or shelter, he
remembered his wife, and thought he would go and see her. She ordered her servants to give him good food, a
bath, and good clothes; “for,” she said, “we were married when we were children, though he never fetched me to
his palace.”
The servants did as she bade them. The prince bathed and dressed, and ate food, and he wished to stay with his
wife. But she said,
“No; before you stay with me you must see four sights. Go out in the jungle and walk for a whole week. Then
you will come to a plain where you will see them.” So the next day he set out for the plain, and reached it in one
week.
There he saw a large tank. At one corner of the tank he saw a man and a woman who had good clothes, good
food, good beds, and servants to wait on them, and seemed very happy. At the second corner he saw a wretchedly
poor man and his wife, who did nothing but cry and sob because they had no food to eat, no water to drink, no bed
to lie on, no one to take care of them. At the third corner he saw two little fishes that were always going up and
down in the air. They would shoot down close to the water, but they could not go into it or stay in it; then they
would make a salaam to God, and would shoot up again into the air, but before they got very high, they had to
drop down again. At the fourth corner he saw a huge demon who was heating sand in an enormous iron pot, under
which he kept up a big fire.
The prince returned to his wife, and told her all he had seen.
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“Do you know who the happy man and woman are?” she said.
“No,” he answered.
“They are my father and mother,” she said. “When they were alive, I was good to them, and since their death I
gave half their money to the poor; and on the other half I have lived quietly, and tried to be good. So God is
pleased with them, and makes them happy.
“Is that true?” said her husband.
“Quite true,” she said. “And the miserable man and woman who did nothing but cry, do you know who they
are?”
“No,” said the prince.
“They are your father and mother. When they were alive, you gambled and drank; and they died of grief. Then
you went on gambling and drinking till you had spent all their money. So now God is angry with them, and will
not make them happy.”
“Is that true?” said the prince.
“Quite true,” she said. “And the fishes you saw were the two little children we should have had if you had
taken me to your home as your wife. Now they cannot be born, for they can find no bodies in which to be born; so
God has ordered them to rise and sink in the air in these fishes’ forms.”
“Is that true?” asked the prince.
“Quite true,” she answered. “And by God’s order the demon you saw is heating that sand in the big iron pot for
you, because you are such a wicked man.”
The moment she had told all this to her husband, she died. But he did not get any better. He gambled and drank
all her money away, and lived a wretched life, wandering about like a fakir till his death.
2
In a country there was a grain merchant who was a very good man. Now a fakir named Nanaksa, who was also
a very good man, came constantly to talk with him.
One day he came as usual, and the merchant and his wife were very glad to see him. As they were all sitting
together, they saw a goat led away to be killed. The goat escaped from the man who was leading him and hid
behind the merchant, but he was caught and marched off to death. At this the merchant said nothing, but the fakir
laughed.
A little later they saw an old woman who had done something wrong, and, therefore, the king had ordered her
to be taken to the jungle and there put to death. The old woman escaped from the men who were leading her and
took refuge behind the merchant, but she was seized and led away to die. The merchant said nothing; the fakir
laughed, and the merchant’s wife saw him laugh.
At this moment the merchant’s little daughter woke and began to scream. Her mother took her in her arms; the
child was cross and pulled her mother’s clothes all awry. The fakir laughed.
The mother put her dress straight and held her child in her arms and stopped her crying. She then took a knife
and went up to the fakir, saying,
“Why did you laugh three times? Tell me the truth. What made you laugh three times?” Nánaksá answered,
“What does it signify whether I cry or laugh? Ask me no questions, for I am a fakir, and it does not matter in
the least whether I laugh or cry.” However, the merchant’s wife insisted on knowing why he laughed, and she
said,
“If you do not tell me, I will kill you with my knife.”
“Good,” said Nanaksa; “if you really do wish to know, I will tell you.”
“I really do wish to know,” she answered.
“Well,” said Nanaksa, “you remember the goat took refuge behind your husband? That goat in his former life
was your husband’s father, and your husband would have saved him from death had he given the man who was
taking him to be killed four rupees, for the man would then have gone away contentedly without the goat.”
“Good,” said the woman. “Why did you laugh the second time?”
“Well,” said Nanaksa, “that old woman who hid herself behind your husband was his grandmother in her
former life. Had your husband given the men who were taking her to the jungle twenty rupees, they would have
given her up to him, and he would have saved her from death. Should a wild beast or a man ever take refuge
behind us, it is our duty to save his life.”
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“Well,” said the merchant’s wife, “you have told me why you laughed the first two times. Now tell me why
you laughed the third time.”
“Listen,” said Nanaksa. “You remember your husband’s sister whom you tormented so much? She died, but
then God caused her to be born again as your daughter, that she might torment you and punish you for having
been so unkind to her in her former life when she was your sister-in-law.”
“Is that true?” said the woman.
“Quite true,” answered the fakir, “and that is why I laughed the third time. But now would you like to hear
something I wish to tell you? If you promise not to cry, I will tell it you.”
“I promise not to cry, so tell me,” she said.
“Then listen,” said Nanaksa. “God has decreed that your husband shall die tomorrow morning at ten o’clock.
He will send four angels to fetch him.”
At this the poor woman began to cry bitterly.
“Do not cry,” said the fakir. “I will tell you something more. Listen to me. Tomorrow morning at four o’clock
you must get up, and make your house quite clean and neat. Then buy new dishes and make all the nicest and
most delicious sweetmeats you can.”
“I will do so,” she answered.
When it was yet night she rose, and did all the fakir had bidden her. Then she went to him and said,
“The sweetmeats are ready.”
“Now,” said Nanaksa, “go and get a fine, clean cloth; take it and the sweetmeats with you, and set out and walk
on and on till you come to a plain which is a long way from this. But you must go on till you reach it, and on it
you will see a tank and a tree. By the tank and the tree you must spread your cloth and lay out your sweetmeats on
it At nine o’clock you will see four men, who will come and bathe in the tank. When they have bathed they will
come towards you, and you must say to them, ‘See! you are four angels, therefore you must eat some of my
sweetmeats.’”
The woman set out for the plain and did all Nanaksa had told her to do; and everything happened as he had
foretold. When the four men had bathed, they came towards the woman, and she said to them,
“See! you are four angels, and therefore you must eat some of my sweetmeats.” The chief of the four angels,
who was called Jabra’il, and the three other angels answered,
“We have no money, wherewith to buy your sweetmeats, so how can we eat any of them?”
“Never mind the money,” said the woman; “you can pay me another day. Come now and eat some.”
So the four angels sat down and ate a great many of her sweetmeats. When they had finished they stood up and
said to each other,
“Now we must go to the village and fetch the merchant.” Then the woman made them a great many salaams
and said,
“That merchant is my husband. Still, if it is your pleasure to take him away, take him away.” At this the angels
were sad, and said to her,
“How can we take your husband’s life now that we have eaten your food? But stay under this tree till we
return, and then we will pay you for your sweetmeats.”
So the angels left her, and the wife waited under the tree. She was very sad; and after some time she thought,
“Now I will go home: perhaps these angels are gone to take his life;” and then she cried bitterly and remained
under the tree. Meanwhile the four angels had gone back to God, who asked them,
“Have you brought the merchant?”
They were sorry not to have brought him, and told God all that had happened. And God was very angry; but he
said to them,
“Never mind. I know the fakir Nanaksi is with the merchant and his wife just now, and it is he who has played
you this trick.”
Then God wrote a letter in which he promised the merchant twenty years more life, only at the end of the
twenty years he was really to die and not to be allowed to live any longer. This letter he gave to the angels, and
bade them take it to the merchant[s wife and tell her to have a silver box made, into which she was to put the
letter, and then hang it round her husband’s neck, so that he should live for twenty years more.
The four angels came down to earth again, and went to the tree under which they had left the woman. They
found her waiting for them, and gave her the letter saying,
“You must get a silver box made and put this letter in it; then hang it round your husband’s neck, so that he
may live for twenty years more.”
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The woman thanked them, and was very happy. She took the letter and went home. There she found her
husband quite well, and with him was Nanaksa. She gave Nanaksa the letter and told him what the angels had
bidden her do with it. Nanaksa read the letter, and was very much pleased. Then he said to her,
“Call a silversmith here, and let him make you the silver box. Then you must get a great dinner ready, and ask
all your friends, rich and poor, to come and eat it.” All this she did, and when the dinner was ready and all their
friends had come, the fakir said,
“None who are here, men, women, or children, must eat, till they have put their hands before their faces and
worshipped God.”
Everybody hid his face in his hands at once and worshipped God: while they did this the fakir stole away from
them, so when they uncovered their faces he was nowhere to be seen. No one knew where he had gone, and no
one had seen him go. Some of the men went to look for him, but they could not find him, and none of them ever
saw him again.
But the merchant and his wife lived happily together.
3
In a country there was a grain merchant’s son, whose father and mother loved him so dearly that they did not
let him do anything but play and amuse himself while they worked for him. They never taught him any trade, or
anything at all; for they never reflected that they might die, and that then he would have to work for himself.
When he was old enough to be married, they found a wife for him, and married him to her. Then they all lived
happily together for some years till the father and mother both died.
Their son and his wife lived for awhile on the pice\fn{A former monetary unit of British India = ¼ of an anna} his father
and mother had left him. But the wife grew sadder and sadder every day, for the pice grew fewer and fewer. She
thought,
“What shall we do when they are all gone? My husband knows no trade, and can do no work.” One day when
she was looking very sorrowful, her husband asked her,
“What is the matter? Why are you so unhappy?”
“We have hardly any pice left,” she answered, “and what shall we do when we have eaten the few we have?
You know no trade, and can do no work.”
“Never mind,” said her husband, “I can do some work.” So one day when there were hardly any pice left, he
took an axe, and said to his wife,
“I am going out today to work. Give me my dinner to take with me, and I will eat it out of doors.”
She gave him some food, wondering what work he had; but she did not ask him. He went to a jungle, where he
stayed all day, and where he ate his dinner. All day long he wandered from tree to tree, saying to each,
“May I cut you down?”
But not a tree in the jungle gave him any answer: so he cut none down, and went home in the evening. His
wife did not ask where he had been, or what he had done, and he said nothing to her.
The next day he again asked her for food to take with him to eat out of doors, “for,” he said, “I am going to
work all day.” She did not like to ask him any questions, but gave him the food. And he took his axe, and went out
to a jungle which was on a different side to the one he had been to yesterday. In this jungle also he went to every
tree, and said to it,
“May I cut you down?” No tree answered him; so he ate his dinner and came home.
The next day he went to a third jungle on the third side. There, too, he asked each tree,
“May I cut you down?” But none gave him any answer. He came home therefore very sorrowful. On the fourth
day he went to a jungle on the fourth side. All day long he went from tree to tree, asking each,
“May I cut you down?” None answered. At last, towards evening, he went and stood under a mango tree.
“May I cut you down?” he said to it.
“Yes, cut me down,” answered the tree.
God loved the merchant’s son and wished him to grow a great man, so he ordered the mango-tree to let itself
be cut down. Now the grain merchant’s son was happy, for he was quite sure he could make a bed, if he only had
some wood; so he hewed down the mango-tree, put it on his head, and carried it home. His wife saw him coming,
and said to herself,
“He is bringing home a tree! What can he be going to do with a tree?”
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Next morning he took the tree into one of the rooms of his house. He told his wife to put food and water to last
him for a week in this room, and to make a fire in it. Then he went up to the room, and said to her,
“You are not to come in here for a whole week. You are not to came near me till I call you.”
Then he went into the room and shut the door. The whole week long his wife wondered what he could be doing
all alone in that room.
“I cannot see into it,” she said to herself, “and I dare not open the door. I wonder what he is about.”
By the end of the week the grain merchant’s son had carved a most beautiful bed out of the mango-tree. Such a
beautiful bed had never been seen. Then he called his wife, and when she came he told her to open the door, and
when she opened it he said,
“See what a beautiful bed I have made.”
“Did you make that bed?” she said. “Oh, what a beautiful bed it is! I never saw such a lovely bed!”
He rested that day, and on the day following he took the bed to the king’s palace, and sat down with it before
the palace gate. The king’s servants all came to look at the bed.
“What a bed it is!” they said. “Did anyone ever see such abed! It is a beautiful bed. Is it yours?” they asked the
merchant’s son. “Is it for sale? Who made it? Did you make it?” But he said,
“I will not answer any of your questions. I will not speak to any of you. I will only speak to the king.” So the
servants went to the king and said to him,
“There is a man at your gate with a most beautiful bed. But he will not speak to any of us, and says he will
only speak to you.”
“Very good,” said the king; “bring him to me.” When the grain merchant’s son came before the king with his
bed, the king asked him,
“Is your bed for sale?”
“Yes,” he said.
“What a beautiful bed it is!” said the king. “Who made it?”
“I did,” he said. “I made it myself.”
“How much do you want for it?” said the king.
“One thousand rupees,” answered the merchant’s son.
“That is a great deal for the bed,” said the king.
“I will not take less,’ said the merchant’s son.
“Good,” said the king, “I will give you the thousand rupees.” So he took the bed, and the merchant’s son said
to him,
“The first night you pass on it, do not go to sleep. Take care to keep awake, and you will hear and see
something.” Then he took the rupees home to his wife, who was frightened when she saw them.
“Are those your rupees?” she said. “Where did you find such a quantity of rupees?”
“The king gave them to me for my bed,” he said. “I am not a thief; I did not steal them.” Then she was happy.
That night the king lay down on his bed, and at ten o’clock he heard one of the bed’s legs say to the other legs,
“Listen, you three. I am going out to see the king’s country. Do you all stand firm while I am away, and take
care not to let the king fall.”
“Good,” the three legs answered; “go and eat the air, and we will all stand fast, so that the king does not fall
while you are away.”
Then the king saw the leg leave the bed, and go out of his room door. The leg went out to a great plain, and
there it saw two snakes quarrelling together. One snake said,
“I will bite the king.” The other said,
“I will bite him.” The first said,
“No, you won’t; I will climb on to his bed and bite him.”
“That you will never do,” said the second. “You cannot climb on to his bed; but I will get into his shoe, and
then when he puts it on tomorrow morning, I will bite his foot.”
The bed-leg came back and told the other legs what it had seen and heard.
“If the king will shake his shoe before he puts it on tomorrow morning,” it said, “he will see a snake drop out
of it.” The king heard all that was said.
“Now,” said the second bed-leg, “I will go out and eat the air of the king’s country. Do you all stand firm while
I am away.”
“Go,” the others answered; “we will take care the king does not fall.”
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The second bed-leg then went out, and went to another plain on which stood a very old palace belonging to the
king, and the wind told it the palace was so ruinous that it would fall and kill the king the first time he went into
it: the king had never once had it repaired. So it came back and told the three other legs all about the palace and
what the wind had said.
“If I were the king,” said the second bed-leg, “I would have that palace pulled down. It is quite ready to fall;
and the first time the king goes into it, it will fall on him and kill him.”
The king lay, and listened to everything. As it happened, he had forgotten all about his old palace, and had not
gone near it for a long time. Then the third bed-leg said,
“Now I will go out and see all the fun I can. Stand firm, you three, while I am away.”
He went to a jungle-plain on which lived a yogi. Now there was a sarai\fn{A resting-place for travelers, composed of a
number of small houses in a walled enclosure } I not far off in which lived a woman, the wife of a sepoy, whose husband
had gone a year ago to another country, leaving her in the sarai. She was so fond of the yogi, that she used to
come and talk to him every night. That very day her husband came back to her, and therefore it was later than
usual when she got to the yogi; so he was very vexed with her.
“How late you are tonight,” he said.
“It is not my fault,” she answered. “My husband came home today after having been away a year, and he kept
me.”
“Which of us do you love best?” asked the yogi; “your husband or me?”
“I love you best,” said the woman.
“Then,” said the yogi, “go home and cut off your husband’s head, and bring it here for me to see.” The sepoy’s
wife went straight to the sarai, cut off her husband’s head, and brought it to the yogi.
“What a wicked woman you are to do such a thing at my bidding!” he said. “Go away at once. You are a
wicked woman, and I do not want to see you!”
She took the head home, set it again on the body and began to cry. All the people in the sarai came to see what
was the matter.
“Thieves have been here,” she said, “and have killed my husband, and cut off his head,” and then she cried
again.
The third bed-leg now went back to the palace, and told the others all it had seen and heard. The king lay still
and listened.
The fourth bed-leg next went out to see all it could, and it came to a plain on which were seven thieves, who
had just been into the king’s palace, and had carried off his daughter on her bed fast asleep; and there she lay still
sleeping. They had, too, been into the king’s treasury and had taken all his rupees. The fourth bed-leg came
quickly back to the palace, and said to the other three legs,
“Now, if the king were wise he would get up instantly and go to the plain. For some thieves are there with his
daughter and all his rupees which they have just stolen out of his palace. If he only made haste and went at once,
he would get them again.”
The king got up that minute, and called his servants and some sepoys, and set off to the plain. He shook his
shoe before he put it on, and out tumbled the snake (the other had quietly gone into the jungle, and not come to
the palace); so he saw that the first bed-leg had spoken the truth.
When he reached the plain he found his daughter and his rupees, and brought them back to his palace. The
princess slept all the time, and did not know what had happened to her. The king saw the fourth leg had told the
truth. The thieves he could not catch, for they all ran away when they saw him coming with his sepoys.
The king sent men to the old palace to pull it down. They found it was just going to fall, and would have fallen
on any one who had entered it, and crushed him. So the second bed-leg had told the truth.
When the king was sitting in his court-house he heard how during the night thieves had gone into the sarai and
killed a sepoy there and cut off his head. Then he sent for the sepoy’s wife, and asked her who had killed her
husband.
“Thieves,” she said.
The king was very angry, for he was sure the third bed-leg had told the truth as the other three legs had done.
So he ordered the man to be buried; and bade his servants make a great wooden pile on the plain, and take the
woman and burn her on it They were not to leave her as long as she was alive, but to wait till she was dead. He
next sent for the grain merchant’s son, and said to him,
“Had it not been for your bed, I should this morning have been bitten by a snake; and, perhaps, killed by my
old palace falling on me, as I did not know it was ready to fall, and so might have gone into it. My daughter would
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certainly have been stolen from me; and a wicked woman been still alive. So now, tomorrow, bring as many carts
as you like, and I will give you as a present as many rupees as you can take away on them in half a day.”
Early the next morning the merchant’s son brought his cart[s] and took away them as many rupees as he could
in half a day. His wife was delighted when she saw the money, and said,
“My husband only worked for one week, and yet he earned all these rupees!”
And they lived always happily.
4
In a country there lived a king who had a wife and seven daughters. One day he called all his daughters to him,
and said to them,
“My children, who gives you food? and by whose permission do you eat it?” Six of them answered,
“Father, you give us food; and by your permission we eat it.” But the seventh and youngest said,
“Father, God gives me my food; and by my own permission I eat it.”
This answer made her father and mother very angry with their youngest daughter. They said,
“We will not let our youngest child stay with us any longer.” And her father called some servants and said to
them,
“Get a palanquin ready, and put my youngest daughter into it; then carry her away to the jungle, and there
leave her.”
The servants got the palanquin ready, put the youngest princess into it, and carried her into the jungle. There
they put the palanquin down and said to her,
“We are going to drink some water.”
“Go home now,” said the girl, “as my father ordered you to do.” They left her, therefore, in the jungle alone,
and went back to the king’s palace.
The girl prayed to God and worshipped him; then she went to sleep for a little while in her palanquin. When
she awoke, it was evening, and she found in her palanquin a jar of water and some food on a plate which God had
sent her while she slept. She knew that God had sent her this nice dinner, and thanked him and worshipped him.
Then she bathed her face and hands in a little of the water, and ate and drank, and went to sleep quietly in her
palanquin as night had come.
This little princess had always been a very gentle girl, and had always done what was right, and been very
good, so God loved her dearly. While she slept, therefore, he made a beautiful palace for her on the jungle-plain
where she was lying in her palanquin. God made a garden and tank for her, too. When the princess woke in the
morning, and got out of her palanquin, she saw the palace standing by its tank in a beautiful garden.
“I never saw that palace before,” she said. “It was not here last night.”
She went into the garden, and servants met her and made her salaams. The palace was far finer than her
father’s; and when she went into it she found it full of servants.
“To whom does this palace belong?” she asked
“To you,” they answered. ‘God made all this for you last night, and he sent us to wait on you and be your
servants.” (Now, they were all men, not angels, that God had sent to take care of her.) The princess thanked God,
and worshipped him.
A few days later, her father heard that in the jungle to which he had sent her a beautiful palace and garden and
tank had suddenly appeared, and that in this palace she was living; and he said,
“Yes; my daughter told me the truth: it is God who gives us everything. I know it is he who gave her this
beautiful house.”
So some time passed, and the princess lived in her palace in the jungle; but her father did not go to see her.
One day he said to himself,
“Today I will go and eat the air in another country, and I will go by water.” So he ordered a boat to be got
ready, and he went to his six daughters, and told them he was going away for a little while.
“What would you like me to bring you from this other country?” he said. “I will bring you anything you would
like to have.”
Some of them wanted jewels, a necklace, a pair of earrings, and so on; and some wanted silk stuffs for saris
and other clothes. Then the king remembered his youngest child, and thought,
“I must send to her, and see what she would like.” He called one of his servants, and told him to go to the
jungle to his youngest daughter and say,
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“Your father is going to eat the air of another country. He wishes to know what you would like him to bring
back for you.”
The servant found the little princess reading her prayer. book. He gave her the king’s message. She said,
“Sabr,” (that is, wait), for she meant him to wait for her answer till she had finished reading her prayers. The
servant, however, did not understand, but went away at once to the king and told him,
“Your daughter wants you to bring her sabr.”
“Sabr?” said the king; “what is sabr? Never, mind, I will see if I can find any sabr; and if I do, I will bring it for
her.”
The king then went in his boat to another country. There he stayed for a little while and bought the jewels and
silks for his six elder daughters. When he thought he should like to go home again, he went down to his boat and
got into it. But the boat would not move, because he had forgotten one thing; the thing his youngest daughter had
asked for. Suddenly he remembered he had not got any sabr. So he gave one of his servants four thousand rupees,
and told him to go on shore, and go through the bazaar, and try and find the sabr, and he was to give the four
thousand rupees for it.
The man went to the bazaar and asked every one if they had sabr to sell. Then he asked if they could tell him
what it was.
“No,” they said, “but our king’s son is called Sabr; you had better speak to him.” The servant went to Prince
Sabr.
“Our king’s youngest daughter,” he said, “has asked her father to bring her sabr, and the king has given me
four thousand rupees to buy it for her; but I cannot get any, and no one knows what it is.” The prince said,
“Very good. Give this little box to your king, and tell him to give it to his youngest daughter. But it is only the
princess who has asked for Sabr who is to open the box.” Then he told the man to keep the four thousand rupees
as a present from him.
The servant went back to the boat to the king and gave him the box, saying, “In this is the sabr,” and he told
him Prince Sabr said no one but the youngest princess was to open it. And now the boat moved quite easily, and
the king journeyed home safely.
He gave his six eldest daughters the presents he had brought for them, and sent the little box to his youngest
daughter. She said,
“My father has sent me this. I will look at it by and by.”
Then she put it away and forgot it. At the end of a month she found the little box, and thought,
“I will see what my father has sent me,” and opened the box.
In it was a most lovely little fan. She was very much pleased, and fanned herself with it, and at once a beautiful
prince stood before her. The princess was delighted.
“Who are you? Where did you come from?” she said.
“My name is Prince Sabr,” he answered. “Your father came to my father’s country, and he said you had asked
him to bring you Sabr, so I gave him this little fan for you. I am obliged to come to whoever uses this little fan
with the right side turned outwards. And when you want me to go away, you must turn the right side of the fan
towards you and then fan yourself with it.” The little princess said,
“Very good. And so your name is Prince Sabr?” They talked together for some time. Then she turned her fan,
so that the wrong side was outside, and fanned herself with it, and the prince disappeared.
This went on for a month. The princess used to fan herself with the right side turned outwards, and then Prince
Sabr came to her. When she turned her fan wrong side outwards and fanned herself, then he vanished. One day the
prince said to her,
“I should like to marry you. Will you marry me?”
“Yes,” she answered. Then she wrote a letter to her father and mother and six sisters, in which she said,
“Come to my wedding. I am going to marry Prince Sabr.”
They all came. Her father was very glad that she married Prince Sabr, and said,
“I see it is true that God loves my youngest daughter.” The day of the wedding her six sisters said to her,
“Today we will not let the servants make your bed. We will make it ourselves for you.”
“I have plenty of servants to make it,” she said; “but you can do so if you like.”
Her sisters went to make the bed. They took a glass bottle and ground it into a powder, and they spread the
powder all over the side where Prince Sabr was to lie. This they did because they were angry at their youngest
sister being married, while they, who were older, were not married, and they thought, being her elders, they
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should have married first, especially as they had lived in their father’s palace, and been cared for, while she was
cast out in the jungle.
When the wedding was over, and Prince Sabr and his wife had gone to bed, the prince became very ill, from
the glass powder going into his flesh.
“Turn your fan the wrong way and fan yourself quickly, that I may go home to my father’s country,” he said to
her, “for I am very ill, and dare not remain here.”
So she fanned herself at once with the fan turned the wrong way. Then he went home to his father, and was
very ill for a long while. The poor princess knew nothing of the glass powder.
Her father and mother and sisters went home after the wedding, and left the princess alone in her palace. Every
day she turned her fan the right side outwards and fanned and fanned herself; but Prince Sabr never came. He was
far too ill. One day she cried a great deal, and was very, very sad.
“Why does my prince not come to me?” she said. “I don’t know where he is, or what has become of him.”
That night she had a dream, and in her dream she saw Prince Sabr lying very ill on his bed. When she got up in
the morning she thought she must go and try to find her prince. So she took off all her beautiful clothes and
jewels, and put on a yogi’s dress. Then she mounted a horse and set out in the jungle. No one knew she was a
woman, or that she was a king’s daughter; every one thought she was a man.
She rode on till night, and then she had come to another jungle. Here she got off her horse, and took it under a
tree. She lay down under the tree and went to sleep. At midnight she was awakened by the chattering of a parrot
and a maind, who came and sat on the tree knowing she was lying underneath. The maind said to the parrot,
“Parrot, tell me something.” The parrot said,
“Prince Sabr is very, very ill in his own country. The day he was married, the bride’s six sisters took a glass
bottle and ground it to powder. Then they spread the powder all over the prince’s bed, so that when he lay down it
got into his flesh. The glass powder has made him very ill.”
“What will make him well?” said the maind; “what will cure him?”
“No doctors can cure him,” said the parrot; “no medicine will do him any good: but if anyone slept under this
tree, and took some of the earth from under it, and mixed it with cold water, and rubbed it all over Prince Sabr, he
would get well.”
All this the princess heard. She got up and longed for morning to come. When it was day she took some of the
earth, mounted her horse, and rode off. She went on till she came to Prince Sabr’s country. Then she asked to
whom the country belonged; she was told it was Prince Sabr’s father’s country, “but Prince Sabr is very ill.”
“I am a yogi,” said the princess, “and I can cure him.” This was told to the king, Prince Sabr’s father.
“That is very good,” he said. “Send the yogi to me.” So the little princess went to the king, who said to her,
“My son is very, very ill; make him well.”
“Yes,” she said, “I will make him well. Bring me some cold water.”
They brought her the cold water, and she mixed it with the earth she had got from under the tree. This she
rubbed all over the prince. For three days and nights she rubbed him with it. After that he got better, and in a week
he was quite well. He was able to talk, and could walk about as usual. Then the yogi said,
“Now I will go back to my own country.” But the king said to her,
“First you must let me give you a present. You shall have anything that you like. As many horses, or sepoys, or
rupees as you want you shall have; for you have made my son well.”
“I want nothing at all,” said the princess, “but Prince Sabr’s ring, and the handkerchief he has with his name
worked on it.” She had given him both these things on their wedding day. Prince Sabr’s father and mother went to
their son and begged him to give the handkerchief and ring to the yogi; and he did so quite willingly.
“For,” he thought, ‘were it not for that yogi, I should never see my dear princess again.”
The yogi took the ring and handkerchief and went home. When she got there, she took off her yogi’s dress and
put on her own beautiful clothes. Then she turned her fan right side outwards, and fanned herself with it, and
immediately her Prince Sabr stood by her.
“Why did you not come to me before?” she said. “I have been fanning and fanning myself.”
“I was very ill, and could not come,” said Prince Sabr. “At last a yogi came and made me well, and as a reward
I gave him my ring and handkerchief.”
“It was no yogi,” said the princess. “It was I who came to you and made you well.”
“You?” said the prince. “Oh, no; it was a yogi. You were sitting here in your palace while the yogi came and
cured me.”
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“No, indeed,” she said; “I was the yogi. See, is not this your ring? is not this your handkerchief with your name
worked on it?”
Then he believed her, and she told him of her dream, and her journey in the yogi’s dress, and the birds’ talk,
and all that had happened. And Prince Sabr was very happy that his wife had done so much for him, and they
lived happily together.
5
In a country there was a merchant who traded in all kinds of merchandise, and used to make journeys from
country to country in his boat to buy and sell his goods. He one day said to his wife,
“I cannot stay at home any more, for I must go on a year’s journey to carry on my business.” And he added,
laughing,
“When I return I expect to find you have built me a grand well; and also, as you are such a clever wife, to see a
little son.” Then he got into his boat and went away.
When he was gone his wife set to work, and she spun four hanks of beautiful thread with her own hands. Then
she dressed herself in her prettiest clothes, and put on her finest jewels.
“I am going to the bazaar,” she said to her ayahs, “to sell this thread.”
“That is not right,” said one of the ayahs. “You must not sell your thread yourself, but let me sell it for you.
What will your husband say if he hears you have been selling thread in the bazaar?”
“I will sell my thread myself,” answered the merchant’s wife. “You could never sell it for me.” So off she set to
the bazaar, and every one in it said,
“What a beautiful woman that is.” At last the kotwal saw her, and came to her at once.
“What beautiful thread!” he said. “Is it for sale?”
“Yes,” she said.
“How much a hank?” said the kotwal.
“Fifty rupees,” she answered.
“Fifty rupees! Who will ever give you fifty rupees for it?”
“I will not sell it for less," said the woman. “I shall get fifty rupees for it.”
“Well,” said the kotwal, “I will give you the fifty rupees. Can I dine with you at your house?”
“Yes,” she answered, “tonight at ten o’clock.” Then he took the thread and gave her fifty rupees. Then she
went away to another bazaar, and there the king’s wazir saw her trying to sell her thread.
“What lovely thread! Is it for sale?” he said.
“Yes, at one hundred rupees the hank,” she answered.
“Well, I will give you one hundred rupees. Can I dine with you at your house?” said the wazir.
“Yes,” she answered, “tonight at eleven o’clock.”
“Good,” said the wazir; “here are the hundred rupees.” And he took the thread and went away.
The merchant’s wife now went to a third bazaar, and there the king’s kazi saw her.
“Is that beautiful thread for sale?” he asked.
“Yes,” she answered, “for one hundred and fifty rupees.”
“I will give you the hundred and fifty rupees. Can I dine with you at your house?”
“Yes,” she said, “tonight at twelve o’clock.”
“I will come,” said the kazi. “Here are one hundred and fifty rupees.” So she took the rupees and gave him the
thread.
She set off with the fourth hank to the fourth bazaar, and in this bazaar was the king’s palace. The king saw
her, and asked if the thread was for sale.
“Yes,” she said, “for five hundred rupees.”
“Give me the thread,” said the king; “here are your five hundred rupees. Can I dine with you at your house?”
“Yes,” she said, “tonight at two o’clock.”
Then she went home and sent one of her servants to the bazaar to buy her four large chests; and she told her
other servants that they were to get ready four very good dinners for her. Each dinner was to be served in a
different room; and one was to be ready at ten o[clock that night, one at eleven, one at twelve, and one at two in
the morning. The servant brought her four large chests, and she had them placed in four different rooms.
At ten o’clock the kotwal arrived. The merchant’s wife greeted him graciously, and they sat down and dined.
After dinner she said to him,
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“Can you play at cards?”
“Yes,” he answered. She brought some cards, and they sat and played till the clock struck eleven, when the
doorkeeper came in to say,
“The wazir is here, and wishes to see you.” The kotwál was in a dreadful fright.
“Do hide me somewhere,” he said to her.
“I have no place where you can hide in this room,” she answered; “but in another room I have a big chest. I
will shut you up in that if you like, and when the wazir is gone, I will let you out of it.”
So she took him into the next room, and he got into one of the four big chests, and she shut down the lid and
locked it. Then she bade the doorkeeper bring in the wazir, and they dined together. After dinner she said,
“Can you play at cards?”
“Yes,” said the wazir. She took out the cards, and they played till twelve o’clock, when the doorkeeper came to
say the kazi had come to see her.
“Oh, hide me! hide me!” cried the wazir in a great fright.
“If you come to another room,” she said, “I will hide you in a big chest I have. I can let you out when he is
gone.” So she locked the wazir up in the second chest.
She and the kazi now dined. Then she said,
“Can you play at cards?”
“Yes,” said the kazi. So they sat playing at cards till two o’clock, when the doorkeeper said the king had come
to see her.
“Oh, what shall I do?” said the kazi, terribly frightened. “Do hide me. Do not let me be seen by the king.”
“You can hide in a big chest I have in another room, if you like,” she answered, “till he is gone.” And she
locked up the kazi in her third chest.
The king now came in, and they dined.
“Will you play a little game at cards?’ she asked.
“Yes,” said the king. So they played till three o’clock, when the doorkeeper came running in (just as she had
told him to do) to say,
“My master’s boat has arrived, and he is coming up to the house. He will be here directly.”
“Now what shall I do?” said the king, who was as frightened as the others had been. “Here is your husband. He
must not see me. You must hide me somewhere.”
“I have no place to hide you in,” she said, “but a big chest. You can get into that if you like, and I will let you
out to-morrow morning.” So she shut the lid of the fourth chest down on the king and locked him up. Then she
went to bed, and to sleep, and slept till morning.
*
The next day, after she had bathed and dressed, and eaten her breakfast, and done all her household work, she
said to her servants,
“I want four coolies.” So the servants went for the coolies; and when they came she showed them the four
chests, and said,
“Each of you must take one of these chests on your head and come with me.” Then they set out with her, each
carrying a chest.
Meanwhile the kotwal’s son, the wazir’s son, the kazi’s son, and the king’s son, had been roaming about
looking everywhere for their fathers, and asking every one if they had seen them, but no one knew anything about
them. The merchant’s wife went first to the kotwal’s house, and there she saw the kotwal’s son. She had the
kotwal’s chest set down on the ground before his door.
“Will you buy this chest?” she said to his son.
“What is in it?” he asked.
“A most precious thing,” she answered.
“How much do you want for it?” said his son.
“One thousand rupees,” she said; “and when you open the chest, you will see the contents are worth two
thousand. But you must not open it till you are in your father’s house.”
“Well,” said the kotwal’s son, “here are a thousand rupees.”
The woman and the other three chests went on their way, while he took his into the house.
“What a heavy chest!” he said. “What can be inside?” Then he lifted the lid.
“Why, there’s my father!” he cried. “Father, how came you to be in this chest?” The kotwal was very much
ashamed of himself.
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“I never thought she was the woman to play me such a trick,” he said; and then he had to tell his son the whole
story.
The merchant's wife next stopped at the wazir’s house, and there she saw the wazir’s son. The wazir’s chest
was put down before his door, and she said to his son,
“Will you buy this chest?”
“What is inside of it?” he asked.
“A most precious thing,” she answered. “Will you buy it?”
“How much do you want for it?” asked the son.
“Only two thousand rupees, and it is worth three thousand.” So the wazir’s son bought his father, without
knowing it, for two thousand rupees.
“You must not open the chest till you are in the house,” said the merchant’s wife.
The wazir’s son opened the chest in the house at once, wondering what could be in it; and the wazir’s wife
stood by all the time. When they saw the wazir himself, looking very much ashamed, they were greatly
astonished.
“How came you there?” they cried. “Where have you been?” said his wife.
“Oh,” said the wazir, “I never thought she was a woman to treat me like this;” and he, too, had to tell all his
story.
Now the merchant’s wife stopped at the kazi’s door, and there stood the kazi’s son.
“Will you buy this chest?” she said to him, and had the kazi’s chest put on the ground.
“What is in it?” said the kazi’s son.
“Silver and gold,” she answered. “You shall have it for three thousand rupees. The contents are worth four.”
“Well, I will take it,” said the son.
“Don’t open it till you are in your house,” she said, and took her three thousand rupees and went away.
Great was the excitement when the kazi stepped out of the chest.
“Oh!” he groaned, “I never thought she could behave like this to me.”
The merchant's wife now went to the palace, and set the king’s chest down at the palace gates. There she saw
the king’s son.
“Will you buy this chest?” she said.
“What is in it?” asked the prince.
“Diamonds, pearls, and all kinds of precious stones,” said the merchant's wife. “You shall have the chest for
five thousand rupees, but its contents arc worth a great deal more.”
“Well,” said the king’s son, “here are your five thousand rupees; give me the chest.”
“Don’t open it out here,” she said. “Take it into the palace and open it there.” And away she went home.
The king’s son opened the chest, and there was his father.
“What’s all this?” cried the prince. “How came you to be in the chest?”
The king was very much ashamed, and did not tell much about his adventure; but when he was sitting in his
courthouse, he had the merchant’s wife brought to him, and gave her a quantity of rupees, saying,
“You are a wise and clever woman.”
Now the kotwal knew the wazir had gone to see the merchant’s wife; and the wazir knew the kazi had gone;
and the kazi, that the king had gone; but this was all that any of them knew.
*
The merchant’s wife had now plenty of rupees, so she had a most beautiful well built and roofed over. Then
she locked the door of the well, and told the servants no one was to drink any of its water, or bathe in it, till her
husband came home: he was to be the first to drink its water, and bathe in the well. Then she sent her ayah to the
bazaar to buy her clothes and ornaments such as cowherd’s wives and daughter’s wear; and when the ayah had
brought her these, she packed them up in a box. Then she dressed herself in men’s clothes, so that no one could
tell she was a woman, and ordered a horse to be got ready for her.
“I am going to eat the air of another country for a little while,” she said. “You must all take great care of the
house while I am away.”
The servants did not like her going away at all; they were afraid her husband might return during her absence,
and that he would be angry with them for having let her go.
“Don’t be afraid,” she said. “There is nothing to be frightened about. I shall come back all right.”
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So she set out, taking the key of the well, the box with the clothes her ayah had bought for her in the bazaar,
and plenty of rupees. She also took two of her servants. She traveled a long, long way, asking everywhere for her
husband’s boat.
At last at the end of a month she came to where it was. Here she hired a little house, and dressed herself like a
cowherd’s daughter. Then she got some very good milk, and went down to the banks of the river to sell it.
Everybody said,
“Do look what a beautiful woman that is selling milk!”
She sold her milk very quickly, it was so good. This she did for several days, till her husband, the merchant,
saw her. He thought her so beautiful, that he asked her to bring him some milk to his boat. So every day for a little
while she sold him milk. One day he said to her,
“Will you marry me?”
“How can I marry you?” she said. “You are a merchant, and I am a cowherd’s daughter. Soon you will be
leaving this country, and will travel to another in your boat; you will want me to go with you. Then I shall have to
leave my father and mother, and who will take care of them?”
“Let us be married,” said the merchant. “I am going to stay here for three months. When I go, you shall return
to your father and mother, and later I will come back to you.”
To this she agreed, and they were married, and she went to live in the boat. At the end of three months, the
merchant said to her,
“My business here is done, and I must go to another country. Would you like to go home to your father and
mother while I am away?”
“Yes,” she said.
“Here are some rupees for you to live on in my absence,” he said.
“I do not want any rupees,” said his wife. “I only want you to give me two things: your old cap, and your
picture.” These he gave her, and then he went to his boat, and she went back to her own home.
Some time afterwards she had a little son. The servants were greatly frightened, for they thought their master
would not be pleased when he came home; and he was not pleased when he did come two months later. He was so
cross that he would not look at the baby boy, and he would hardly look at his beautiful well. One night he lay
awake thinking, and he thought he would kill his wife and her little son. But the next day she came to him:
“Tell me the truth,” she said; “you are angry with me? Don’t be angry, for I want to show you a picture I like
very much—the picture of my boy’s father.”
Then she showed him his own picture, and the old cap he had given her on board his boat; and she told him
how she had been the cowherd’s daughter; and also how she had gained the money to build his well.
“You see,” she said, “I have done all you bade me. Here is your well, and here is your son.”
Then the merchant was very happy. He kissed and loved his little son, and thought his well was beautiful; and
he said to his wife,
“What a clever woman you are!”
264.123 1. The Mouse 2. A Wonderful Story: Two Folktales\fn{by Karím (before 1879- )} Lucknow, Lucknow
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 6
1
There was a mouse who wanted something to eat; so he went to a garden, where many kinds of grain, and fruit,
and cabbages, and other vegetables were growing. All round the garden the people to whom it belonged had
planted a hedge of thorns, that nothing might get in. The mouse scrambled through the hedge, but great thorns
pierced his tail, and he began to cry. He came out of the garden again through the hedge, and on his way home he
met a barber.
“You must take out these thorns,” said he to the barber.
“I cannot,” said the barber, “without cutting off your tail with my razor.”
“Never mind cutting off my tail,” said the mouse.
The barber cut off the mouse’s tail. But the mouse was in a rage. He seized the razor and ran away with it. At
this the poor barber was very unhappy and began to cry, for he had no pice wherewith to buy another.
*
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The mouse ran on and on until at last he came to another country, in which there were no knives or sickles to
cut the grass with. There the mouse saw a man pulling the grass out of the ground with his hands.
“You will cut your hands,” said the mouse.
“There are no knives here,” said the man, “so I must pull up the grass in this way.”
“You must take my razor then,” said the mouse.
“Suppose your razor should break? I could not buy you another,” said the man.
“Never mind if it does break,” said the mouse, “I give it to you as a present.” So the man took the razor and
began cutting the grass, and as he was cutting, the razor broke.
“Oh, why have you broken my razor?” exclaimed the mouse.
“Did not I tell you it would break?” answered the man. The mouse snatched up the man’s blanket and ran off
with it. The grass-cutter began to cry.
“What shall I do?” said he. “The mouse has carried away my blanket, and I have not money wherewith to buy
another.” And he went home very sad.
*
Meanwhile the mouse ran on and on until he arrived at another country, where he saw a grain merchant
chopping up sugar-canes; only as he had no blanket or cloth to lay the canes on, he chopped them up on the
ground, and so they got dirty.
“Why do you chop up your canes on the ground?” said the mouse; “they all get dirty.”
“What can I do?” answered the man. “I have no pice wherewith to buy a blanket to chop them on.”
“Then why don’t you take mine?” said the mouse.
“If I took yours it would get cut, and I have no money to buy you another,” said the grain merchant.
“Never mind; I don’t want another,” said the mouse.
So the man took the blanket, and of course he cut it. When he had finished chopping up his sugar-canes, he
gave it back to the mouse. When the mouse saw the blanket was full of holes, he was very angry indeed with
the man, and seizing all the sugar-canes he ran away with them as fast as he could. The grain merchant began
to cry.
“What shall I do?” said he; “I have no more sugar-canes.” And he went home very sorrowful
*
Then the mouse ran on and on till he came to another country, where he stopped at a sweetmeat-seller’s shop.
Now in this country there was no salt and no sugar. And the sweetmeat-seller made his sweetmeats of flour and
ghee without either sugar or salt, so that they were very nasty.
“Will you give me some sweetmeats for a pice?” said the mouse to the sweetmeat-seller.
“Yes,” answered the man, and he gave one. The mouse began to eat it and thought it very nasty indeed.
“Why, there is no sugar in it!” exclaimed the mouse.
“No,” said the man; “we have no sugar in this country. The few sugar-canes we have are so dear, that poor
people like myself cannot buy them.”
“Then take my sugar-canes,” cried the mouse.
“No,” said the man. “Where should I find the money to pay you for them? They would be all used in making
sweetmeats.”
“Take them,” said the mouse; “I give them to you.” The sweetmeat-seller took them and began making
sweetmeats of all kinds, so that he used all the sugar-canes.
“Why have you used all my sugar-canes?” cried the mouse.
“Did not I tell you I should do so?” said the man.
“You are a thief!” cried the mouse, and he knocked down the sweetmeat-seller, seized all his sweetmeats, and
ran off with them.
“What shall I do now?” cried the sweetmeat-seller. “I have no money to buy flour and ghee to make more
sweetmeats with; and if I quarrel with the mouse, he will doubtless kill me.”
*
Meanwhile the mouse ran on and on till he reached a country, the Raja of which had a great many cows—
hundreds of cows. The mouse stopped at the pasture-ground of these cows. Now, the cowherds were so poor they
could not buy bread every day, and sometimes they ate bread which was twelve days old. When the mouse arrived,
the cowherds were eating their bread, and it was very stale and moldy.
“Why do you eat that stale bread?” said the mouse.
“Because we have no money to buy any other with,” answered the cowherds.
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“Look at all these sweetmeats,” said the mouse. “Take them and eat them instead of that stale bread.”
“But if we eat them, we must pay you for them, and where shall we get the money?” said the
cowherds.
“Oh, never mind the money,” said the mouse.
So the cowherds took the sweetmeats and ate them all up. At this the mouse was furious. He stuck a pole into
the ground, and ran and fetched ropes, and tied the cowherds hand and foot to the pole. Then he took all the cows
and ran off with them.
*
He ran on and on till he got to a country where there were no fowls, no cows, no buffaloes, no meat of any
kind; and the people in it did not even know what milk and meat were. The day the mouse arrived was the day
the Raja’s daughter was to be married, and a great many people were assembled together. The Raja’s cooks
were cooking, but they had neither meat nor ghee.
“Why are all these people assembled together?” said the mouse.
“Today is our Raja’s daughter’s wedding-day, and we are cooking the dinner,” answered the cooks.
“But you have no meat,” said the mouse.
“No,” said the cooks. “There is no meat of any kind in our country.”
“Take my cows,” said the mouse.
“No,” said the cooks; “our Raja could not pay for them; he is too poor.” (He was only a petty Raja.)
“It does not matter,” said the mouse. “I don’t want money.”
So the cooks took the cows and the sheep and killed them, and dressed their flesh in different ways; made
pilaus and curries; they roasted some and boiled some, and gave it to the people to eat. In this way they made
an end of all the cows.
“Why have you made an end of all my cows?” cried the mouse.
“Did not we tell you we should make use of them all?” said the cooks.
“Give me my cows,” said the mouse.
“We can’t. The people have eaten them all up,” said the cooks.
The mouse was in a great rage. He ran off to the bride groom, who was walking near the kitchen, saying to
himself,
“Now I will go and fetch my bride.”
“Give me the money for my cows,” cried the mouse to him. “Your people have eaten them all up, and your
cooks won’t pay me, so you must.”
“What have I to do with your cows?” said the bridegroom. “I won’t pay you for them.”
“Then if you won’t pay me, your wife’s father must,” said the mouse.
“Oh, he is too poor to pay for your cows,” said the bridegroom, “and I won’t.”
“Then if I am not paid, I will take away your bride,” said the mouse; and he ran off and carried away the bride.
The Raja was very angry at this; but the mouse ran on and on with his wife (so he called the Raja’s daughter)
till he came to another country.
*
Now, on the day he arrived in it there were going to be grand sights and fun to please its Raja. Some jugglers
and rope-dancers were going to perform.
“Take my wife and let her walk on the rope; she is young, and your wives are old,” said the mouse to the ropedancers.
“No,” they answered, “for she does not know how to walk on a rope and carry at the same time a wooden plate
on her head. She would fall and break her neck.”
“But you must take my wife,” said the mouse. “She won’t fall; she is young, and your wives are old. You really
must take her.”
So the rope-dancers took her, much against their will, and when she began to walk on the rope with the
wooden plate on her head, she fell and died.
“Oh, why have you killed my wife?” cried the mouse.
“Did we not tell you she would fall and kill herself?” answered the rope-dancers.
The mouse seized all the jugglers’ and rope-dancers’ wives, and the things they used in dancing and juggling,
and ran off with them. Then the rope-dancers and jugglers began to cry, and said,
“What shall we do? Our wives and our property are all gone!”
*
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Meanwhile the mouse ran on and on until he came to another country, where he got a house to live in. And he
ate a great deal, and grew so fat that he could not get through the door of his house.
“Send for a carpenter,” said he to the rope-dancers’ and jugglers’ wives, "and tell him to cut off some of my
flesh. Then I shall be able to get into my house.” The women sent for a carpenter, and when he came the mouse
said to him,
“Cut off some of my flesh, then I shall be able to go into my house.”
“If I do,” said the carpenter, “you will die.”
“No, I shan’t die,” said the mouse. “Do as I bid you.”
So the carpenter took his knife, and cut off some of the mouse’s flesh.
“Oh, dear! oh, dear!” cried the mouse; “how it does hurt! What can I do to make it stop paining me?”
“You must go to a certain place, where a particular kind of grain grows, and rub the grain on your wounds.
Then they will get quite well,” said the carpenter.
So the mouse ran off to the place to which the carpenter had told him to go, and rubbed his wounds with the
grain. This gave him such pain that he fell down and died.
The rope-dancers’ and jugglers’ wives went home to their husbands with all the things the mouse had carried
away, and they all lived happily ever after.
2
Once there lived two wrestlers, who were both very, very strong. The stronger of the two had a daughter called
Ajit; the other had no daughter at all. These wrestlers did not live in the same country, but their two villages were
not far apart
One day the wrestler that had no daughter heard of the wrestler that had a daughter, and he determined to go
and find him and wrestle with him, to see who was the stronger. He went therefore to Ajit’s father’s country, and
when he arrived at his house, he knocked at the door and said,
“Is anyone here?”
Ajit answered, “Yes, I am here;” and she came out.
“Where is the wrestler who lives in this house?” he asked.
“My father,” answered Ajit, “has taken three hundred carts to the jungle, and he is drawing them himself, as
he could not get enough bullocks and horses to pull them along. He is gone to get wood.” This astonished the
wrestler very much.
“Your father must indeed be very strong,” he said.
Then he set off to the jungle, and in the jungle he found two dead elephants. He tied them to the two ends of a
pole, took the pole on his shoulder, and returned to Ajit’s house. There he knocked at the door, crying,
“Is anyone here?”
“Yes, I am here,” said Ajit.
“Has your father come back?” asked the wrestler.
“Not yet,” said Ajit, who was busy sweeping the room. Now, her father had twelve elephants. Eleven were in
the stables, but one was lying dead in the room Ajit was sweeping; and as she swept, she swept the dead
elephant without any trouble out of the door. This frightened the wrestler.
“What a strong girl this is!” he said to himself.
When Ajit had swept all the dust out of the room, she came and gathered it and the dead elephant up, and
threw dust and elephant away. The wrestler was more and more astonished.
He set off again to find Ajit’s father, and met him pulling the three hundred carts along. At this he was still
more alarmed, but he said to him,
“Will you wrestle with me now?”
“No,” said Ajit’s father, “I won’t ; for here there is no one to see us.”
The other again begged him to wrestle at once, and at that moment an old woman bent with age came by. She
was carrying bread to her son, who had taken his mother’s three or four thousand camels to browse. The first
wrestler called to her at once,
“Come and see us wrestle.”
“No,” said the old woman, for I must take my son his dinner. He is very hungry.”
“No, no; you must stay and see us wrestle,” cried both the wrestlers.
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“I cannot stay,” she said; “but do one of you stand on one of my hands, and the other on the other, and then
you can wrestle as we go along.”
“You carry us!” cried the men. “You are so old, you will never be able to carry us.”
“Indeed I shall,” said the old woman.
So they got up on her hands, and she rested her hands, with the wrestlers standing on them, on her
shoulders; and her son’s flour-cakes she put on her head. Thus they went on their way, and the men wrestled
as they went. Now the old woman had told her son that if he did not do his work well, she would bring men to kill
him; so he was dreadfully frightened when he saw his mother coming with the wrestlers.
“Here is my mother coming to kill me,” he said: and he tied up the three or four thousand camels in his cloth,
put them all on his head, and ran off with them as fast as he could.
“Stop, stop!” cried his mother, when she saw him running away. But he only ran on still faster, and the old
woman and the wrestlers ran after him.
Just then a kite was flying about, and the kite said to itself, “There must be some meat in that man’s cloth,” so
it swept down and carried off the bundle of camels. The old woman’s son at this sat down and cried. The
wrestlers soon came up to him and said,
“What are you crying for?”
“Oh,” answered the boy, “my mother said that if I did not do my work, she would bring men to kill me. So,
when I saw you coming with her, I tied all the camels up in my cloth, put them on my head, and ran off. A kite
came down and carried them all away. That is why I am crying.”
The wrestlers were much astonished at the boy’s strength and at the kite’s strength, and they all three set
off in the direction in which the kite had flown.
Meanwhile the kite had flown on and on till it had reached another country, and the daughter of the Raja of
this country was sitting on the roof of the palace, combing her long black hair. The princess looked up at the
kite and the bundle, and said,
“There must be meat in that bundle.” At that moment the kite let the bundle of camels fall, and it fell into the
princess’s eye, and went deep into it; but her eye was so large that it did not hurt her much.
“Oh, mother! mother!” she cried, “something has fallen into my eye! Come and take it out.” Her mother
rushed up, took the bundle of camels out of the princess's eye, and shoved the bundle into her pocket. The
wrestlers and the old woman’s son now came up, having seen all that had happened.
“Where is the bundle of camels?’ said they, “and why do you cry?” they asked the princess.
“Oh,” said her mother, “she is crying because something fell into her eye.”
“It is the bundle of camels that fell into her eye, and the bundle is in your pocket,” said the old woman’s son to
the Rani: and he put his hand into her pocket and pulled out the bundle.
Then he and the wrestlers went back to Ajit’s father’s house, and on the way they met his old mother, who
went with them. They invited a great many people to dinner, and Ajit took a large quantity of flour and made it
into flat cakes. Then she handed a cake to the wrestler who had come to see her father, and gave one to everybody
else.
“I can’t eat such a big cake as this,” said the wrestler.
“Can’t you?” said Ajit.
“I can’t indeed,” he answered; “it is much too big.”
“Then I will eat it myself,” said Ajit, and taking it and all the other cakes she popped them into her mouth
together.
“That is not half enough for me,” she said. Then she offered him a can of water.
“I cannot drink all that water,’ he said.
“Can’t you?” said Ajit; “I can drink much more than that.” So she filled a large tub with water, lifted it to her
mouth, and drank it all up at a draught. The wrestler was very much astonished, and said to her,
“Will you come to my house? I will give you a dinner.”
“You will never be able to give me enough to eat and drink.” said Ajit.
“Yes, I shall,” he said.
“You will not be able to give me enough, I am sure,” said Ajit; “I cannot come.”
“Do come,” he said.
“Very well,” she answered, “I will come; but I know you will never be able to give me enough food.” So they
set off to his house. But when they had gone a little way, she said,
“I must have my house with me.”
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“I cannot carry your house,” said the wrestler.
“You must,” said Ajit! “If you don’t, I cannot go with you.”
“But I cannot carry your house,” said the wrestler.
“Well, then,” said Ajit, “I will carry it myself.”
So she went back, dug up her house, and hoisted it on her head. This frightened the wrestler.
“What a strong woman she must be!” he thought. “I will not wrestle with her father; for if I do, he will
kill me.”
Then they all went on till they came to his house. When they got to it, Ajit set her house down on the ground,
and the wrestler went to get the dinner he had promised her. He brought quantities of things—all sorts of things—
everything he could think of. Three kinds of flour, milk, dal, rice, curries, and meat. Then he showed then all to
Ajit.
“That is not enough for my dinner,” she said. “Why, that would be hardly enough for my mice!” The wrestler
wondered very much at this, and asked,
“Are your mice so very big?”
“Yes, they are very big,” she answered; “come and see.”
So he took up all the food he had brought, and laid it on the floor of Ajit’s house. Then at once all the mice
came and ate it up every bit. The wrestler was greatly surprised; and Ajit said,
“Did I not tell you true? And did I not tell you, you would never be able to get me enough to eat?”
“Come to the Nabha Raja’s country,” said the wrestler. “There you will surely get enough to eat.” To this she
agreed; so she, her father, and the wrestler went off to the Nabha Raja’s country.
“I have brought a very strong girl,” said the wrestler to the Nabha Raja.
“I will try her strength,” said the Raja.
“Give me three elephants,” said Ajit, “and I will carry them for you.” Then the Raja sent for three elephants,
and said to her,
“Now, carry these.”
“Give me a rope,” said Ajit. So they gave her a rope, and she tied the three elephants together, and flung them
over her shoulder.
“Now, where shall I throw, them?” she said to the astonished Raja. “Shall I throw them on to the roof of your
palace? or on to the ground? or away out there?”
“I don’t know,” said the Raja. “Throw them upon my roof.” She threw the .elephants up on to the roof with
such force that it broke, and the elephants fell through into the palace.
“What have you done?” cried the Raja.
“It is not my fault,” answered Ajit. “You told me to throw the elephants on to your roof, and so I did.”
Then the Raja sent for a great many men and bullocks and horses to pull the ele phants out of his palace. But
they could not the first time they pulled; then they tried a second time and succeeded, and they threw the
elephants away. Then Ajit went home.
“What shall I do with this dreadful woman?” said the Nabha Raja. “She is sure to kill me, and take all my
country. I will try to kill her.”
So he got his sepoys and guns into order, and went out to kill Ajit. She was looking out of her window, and saw
them coming.
“Oh,’ she said, “here is the Nabha Raja, coming to kill me.” Then she went out of her house and asked him
why he had come.
“To kill you,” said the Raja.
“Is that what you want to do?” she said; and with one hand she took up the Raja, his guns, and his sepoys, and
put them all under her arm: and she carried them all off to the Nabha Raja’s country. There she put the Raja into
prison, and made herself Rani of his kingdom. She was very much pleased at being Rani of the Nabha country;
for it was a rich country, and there were quantities of fruits and of corn in it. And she lived happily for a long, long
time.
ABOUT 1880?
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… All the world over an intensified interest in the development of the child and its education has been
manifest during these last thirty years, and one might well ask oneself what are the reasons that have focused the
attention of educationists and psychologists on that problem in particular.
To start with, the process of intensive industrialization in the West and with it the increasing number of women
going to factories necessitated the opening of crèches, nurseries and children’s schools by the thousand to relieve
working parents of the anxiety of having to leave children at home without supervision. Large numbers of
children assembled day by day to spend most of their waking hours in those children’s schools and homes where
they played, ate their mid-day meal, rested and only went home in the evening after the factories were closed.
Difficulties of adjustment and peculiarities of individual behavior soon cropped up, and the nurses or kindergarten
teachers were confronted with problems that had never arisen on such a scale when the majority of children spent
their time at home or in the streets, and when every mother dealt with her own children or in the alternative left
them to their own devices.
The adjustment of the child to organized society—that is to a group of other children and adults in an
organization—had not been experienced as a problem until the child went to school. Even there, however, it arose
only particularly because the old-fashioned school was determined to teach in the narrow sense of the word, and
concerned itself very little with the individuality of the child or his problems. The day was divided into a specified
number of periods when children sat and listened to the teacher or were questioned by him. Problems only arose
when children “could not or would not learn,” which the teacher sought to solve by punishment. Some children
submitted to that punishment and others did not or not quite—they became the “unmanageable ones” or the
“duds” and there the problem ended for the teacher.
The educationists in the children’s schools and homes, however, could not get away as easily as that. In the
course of the day’s work and play, of eating and resting, of tears and laughter, the child gave evidence of his unmistakable individuality, his fears and hopes and his reactions to the world of people and things. Children brought
their home problems to the teacher as we adults take our problems very often to those who are our friends but not
related to us and therefore are more impartial.
Teachers, on the other hand, finding themselves ill-equipped to solve all these varied problems looked around
for help and guidance; and thus was organized a comprehensive effort to do research work on Child Development
and the Education of the Child on the part of educationists, psychologists and educational field workers.
Subsequently, other factors also added to the zest for Child Study, such as the realization that maladjustments in
later life, nervous breakdowns, insanity and crime had more often than not their roots and origin in events that
occurred early in a child’s life but never received adequate or proper attention:
On further investigation it was found that in the course of growth, physical, mental and emotional, every child
had to pass through certain phases which, while being natural and beneficial at that particular phase, become
unnatural and harmful at a later phase and therefore tended to obstruct growth. Thus, if a child at the age of one
sucks his finger we take it as natural; but when a child of 10 or even six still sucks his finger, we feel something
has to be done about it. Similarly it is natural for a child to rely and be dependent on his mother for all his needs,
bodily and emotional alike. But if this dependence continues to an age when he ought to be self-dependent and
emotionally more or less mature, the matter becomes serious. We then find an adolescent or an adult who has
refused to grow up and therefore instead of being an asset to society, is on the contrary a liability.
Child Education, therefore, has to concern itself with the “safe passage,” as it were, of the child from stage to
stage. This passage starts from the day the child is born up to the pre-adolescent age, that is up to the age of 10 or
12. Needless to say, the passage goes on even after that until the adult emerges, but we are not concerned with it
here. In an arbitrary and general way, parents and teachers have complied with this necessity by threats and
punishments more or less successfully. Who has not heard a parent say “I shall cut off your finger if you do not
stop sucking it” or “God will punish you if you hurt others.” While Child Psychology has given us an explanation
for the validity of such a threat by explaining the necessity for a child to overcome his pleasures and impulses, it
has at the same time shown us that the method adopted has not always been so helpful.
*
Let us consider for a moment what are the agencies through which the child is educated in the larger sense of
the term.
His entry into the world probably means an intense discomfort, leaving an environment where he was
surrounded by liquid matter in an even temperature to one which is solid with a changeable temperature. The
process of feeding, more or less continuous in the pre-natal period, has now to be limited to strict intervals, which
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in the case of an enlightened and determined mother cannot be altered even by the most heart-rending crying. The
modern mother also braves the baby’s crying during the night for perhaps two or three weeks without yielding to
the temptation to take him up and console him, because she realizes that once that is done, the child will not get
used to sleeping through the night which is ultimately so necessary for his well-being. We thus have already two
agencies influencing and educating the child: the environment and the mother.
As a child grows, both these agencies continue to function in increasing measure and other agencies are added.
There is the father to be reckoned with, who adds his weight and influence to that of the mother and there are the
sisters, or brothers, or both, with whom a definite relationship has to be established—in fact the family begins to
assert itself in no uncertain measure.
The next agency is the kindergarten or school with the teacher and the children therein. In other words, the
teacher and an organized little group of society definitely begin to make their demands.
We thus count five agencies by the time the child has entered school: the environment, the mother, the family,
the teacher and society.
The question, however, still remains, how these various agencies function and impose their demands on the
child. Why does the child accede to the mother’s demands in spite of his obvious discomfort and reluctance? Why
does the child obey rather than pursue his own pleasures and inclinations? Why does he ultimately abstain from
taking other children’s toys?
There is one answer to all these questions: that being dependent for his food, his comfort, his emotional and
social needs on all these agencies he can only do one of two things—he can defy them and risk discomfort,
disapproval and loss of affection and security; or comply with their demands (more or less unwillingly) and assure
himself of his needs and position being safe-guarded. However strong may be the impulse to follow his
inclinations and pleasures in a normal child, the impulse to be loved and protected and accepted in society is even
stronger and ultimately tips the balance.
The process is a long and continuous one and has many stages. In those cases where a child fails to make this
adjustment and cannot give up his impulses and desires even though he realizes the consequences, we are faced
with what is called maladjustment leading in some instances to delinquency and crime.
One may ask where the responsibility of the parent or the teacher rests, since a child in the majority of cases
decides to accept imposition from outside of his own accord; also, why the modern educationist lays so much
stress on the minimum of force and restriction being used on the child and insists that the child must be given
every possible opportunity for spontaneous expression and a great latitude in the choice of his activities.
The responsibility, in fact, is all the greater since we have begun to understand better the working of the human
mind and have realized that there is such a thing as the “subconscious,” which, though not visible or measurable,
influences our conscious make-up and behavior. We may or may not agree with many of the theories of Professor
Freud, but the fact that there is such a thing as a subconscious state of mind, which has been examined and
described by him in great detail, has now been widely accepted. This subconscious state is mostly built up during
early childhood, and no thinking educationist knowing that would deny a certain responsibility in its formation.
You may say these are “new-fangled” ideas but they are there in every branch of science and life. The modern
surgeon does not amputate a gangrenous limb by just cutting it off with a knife without using an anesthetic, nor
does he disinfect it\fn{The stump} with boiling tar as was the practice in olden days. In the same way the modern
educationist would not dream of handling children as they were handled a hundred years ago—convinced that he
knows better now. There is also another point we have to take into consideration, and that is the various demands
society makes of the individual, implying a greatly increased nervous strain. The modem educator also realizes
the need for greater individual responsibility and independence of mind as well as of a certain balance of emotion
if a new out-look is to be evolved.
Modern Child Education, therefore, aims at allowing the child to grow as spontaneously as possible and
imposing a minimum of restrictions on his conduct compatible with the elementary requirements of habit
formation and discipline. It stresses acquisition by the educator of a deep understanding of the processes of
growth and an attitude of respect for the individual’s integrity and the personality of the child. To his original
function to teach there is now the added function to learn, to understand, and to give effect to this new
understanding in his relationship to the child and in his teaching.
The greatest contribution to this approach and its practical application we no doubt owe to Dr. Maria
Montessori. She has been a pioneer amongst educationists and has taught us to recognize and respect the integrity
of the child:
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“To realize the needs of the child and to satisfy them in order that his life may unfold itself to the fullest—that
is the basis of the New Education.”
She has pointed out to us that in the past the one aim of education was to “prepare the child for the life he will
have to lead in the future as an adult,” and that was why we attempted to induce him to submit “his striving to the
yoke of obedience, his creative energies to that of imitation … to mould him into the pattern of our culture and
behavior we thought indispensable.” And not until this process was completed, she pointed out, was the child
considered a personality at all.
Not only has Dr. Montessori fought for the recognition of the integrity of the child, but she has also shown us
ways and means of putting that recognition into practice. Her method is based on the fulfillment of the needs of
the child at various stages and the Montessori School is a place where the child finds an environment specially
prepared for him and in which he can function as an adult functions in the environment he has created for himself.
In addition to Kindergartens, Montessori Schools, and Homes for children of the pre-school age, there have also
sprung up scientific research bureaus, children’s clinics, child laboratories, all with a view to giving training to
those entrusted with the upbringing of the young and to enable them to discuss such problems with specialists in
various fields. It is not possible to give a specialized training to every teacher, but he must have the opportunity of
advice from those who have made child study their life’s work.
In India, the question of child education has hardly been touched, except in big towns where a few Montessori
schools and kindergartens have come into existence for the well-to-do and a few schools have been opened by
owners of factories for the children of their workers. Teachers have banded themselves together to work for the
education of the child but, on the whole, the effort has been sporadic and unorganized, and the question of research has not yet begun to arise. This is quite natural in a country where even elementary education is not
compulsory and where literacy does not cover more than 15% of the whole population.\fn{ In 1991 this was estimated
to be only 51% of the whole .} The Women’s Sub-Committee of the National Planning Committee has, if I remember
rightly, laid great stress on the need for the education of the pre-school child. The Sargent Report on Post-war
Educational Reconstruction more recently has recommended pre-basic education on a large scale.
The first step towards child education will have to be the training of teachers—preferably women teachers—
and subsequently the opening of children’s schools amongst all classes of people. I would like to stress here that
in the interests of the child, the economic position of the kindergarten or school teacher must be safeguarded. No
woman—or man for that matter—can give her best and her whole attention to the child if she has to struggle to
make both ends meet. She must have a certain amount of security if she is to give security to others.
I can foresee many new problems arising in India which are different from those of the West. It is true that
human needs and human growth remain essentially the same all the world over; yet there are climatic conditions,
perhaps too, cultural traditions, that may have a determining influence. For one thing, the span of childhood to all
appearances seems to be shorter in India than in the West. That is to say, the average child of three in India seems
less developed physically, emotionally and mentally than a child of the same age in the West. The child of ten or
twelve, however, seems better developed here than his opposite number in the West. That would mean that the
child in India takes more time over the initial stages of growth, but. more than makes up for it later. If research
were to bear out this fact, the whole basis of training and the curriculum in the school would have to be suitably
adjusted.
A long childhood is considered an advantage from the point of view of development. It has been established
beyond doubt that the higher developed an animal is, the longer is the span of his immaturity. Personally I have
noticed in my own experience that in India girls, for instance, who go to school from the age of five or six retain
their childhood much longer than girls who are only sent to school at the age of ten or even later. The difference is
very striking, especially when they happen to come from the same family and have the same background. It may
well be that with compulsory education from the age of five or six, with its regular routine work and play, the
general span of childhood of the average child will be prolonged. I have mentioned this problem because I think it
is a real one and will need investigation.
With regard to the cultural background, I should like to mention one of the problems that I have come up
against very frequently in India and that is the relationship of the child to his parents and his elders generally.
Every child is taught reverence for his elders, whatever else he may or may not be taught. This reverence goes
so far that even when the child has grown into an adult, he would rather obey a command even though he
disagreed with the wisdom of it, than follow his own judgment. This is somewhat strange when one considers side
by side the cult of Sri Krishna, the worship of God in the child and the child in God; but it is an anomaly which is
found in many faiths and religions, including Christianity.
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This reverence for and obedience towards the elders may also have its roots in olden times when a guru
accepted selected students—chelas—who sat at his feet and gathered from him not only knowledge, but also the
wisdom of a saint, because that is what a guru was supposed to be. Times have changed, however, and with mass
education it is impossible for every teacher to aim at such a position. Hence the relationship must become a less
exalted one; and, in fact, almost a reverse process must set in.
An actual incident in a children’s school I was working in opened my eyes to this aspect.
One night, after all the children had gone to bed—their ages were between five and seven—I went on a round
of the rooms to see that they were properly covered, for it was a cold winter night in Benares. To my surprise, I
found three children in a room, standing near the open window in their night pajamas without any warm clothes
on, looking at the moon. I asked them to go back to bed and added that they might catch a cold. One little boy
replied:
“No, we won’t catch a cold and we don’t want to go back to bed.”
I insisted that they would get ill and would have to be segregated in the sick room and that if they wanted to
look at the moon, they could do so from their beds. The children went back to bed reluctantly, and I thought the
incident was closed. Three or four days later, however, they came to me and said:
“We have been standing near the window without warm clothes every night since you talked to us, and we did
not catch a cold as you told us we would. How do we know that the other things you tell us are true when this was
not true?”
How indeed?
And yet to the old-fashioned teacher or parent, a straight question like that is abhorrent. How dare a child
question the authority of an adult? It is a difficult adjustment, but it has to be made wherever the problems of child
education have been tackled. When the process is completed, we may produce a younger generation whose outlook is very different from that of the present one—that at least is the hope of every educationist.
Another step towards Child Education on a large scale is the production of books for children in the different
Indian languages. School books there are today, but they are dull and unattractive, the print is bad, and they aim at
teaching facts without stimulating thought. Children are keen readers once they have mastered the art of it and
should be provided with books on a variety of subjects, including elementary botany, geology, science and other
subjects of interest, apart from stories.
Last but not least, artistic expression has to be stimulated. It is painful to see the amount of “copying” of
designs that is being done in schools and the scarcity of original drawing, painting, modeling, paper-cutting and
other handiwork, and that in a nation which has such an exquisite sense of color and design and where handiwork
and cottage industries have flourished for centuries past. There is a great deal of talent, but it is being squashed
and superimposed by the art of copying which should not be considered an art at all. The same is true of writing
original stories and plays and acting them, along with making costumes and setting up a stage.
In fact, the modern school for the child must open its doors to all activities that can be brought within the
horizon of the child’s understanding and capacity.
We have so far mostly dealt with the Kindergarten and the school and not with the home. However important
the education of the child in the Kindergarten and the school may be, whatever expert treatment and teaching they
may provide and whatever may be their influence on the child, the influence of the home will be equally great or
greater! The co-operation of the parents with the school is an essential necessity, as otherwise the authority of the
teacher and the authority of the parents may clash in very essential matters, and how is the child to judge who the
real authority is?
I should like to cite here a little incident which occurred in one of the Montessori schools in Berlin many years
ago.
A child of four came to school as usual one morning and told her best friend, a boy of five, that the stork had
brought her a little sister the previous night. The boy, who had been told by his mother how children were born,
told his little friend that she was mistaken and that the stork did not bring babies into the house, but that they came
from the womb of the mother. He asked the teacher whether he was right in this belief and she confirmed it. The
little girl was upset and said she would ask her mother again on her return home. The next day she came back to
school and asserted that her mother maintained it was the stork who brought babies. After arguments backwards
and forwards the teacher was called in again to arbitrate and she bore out the boy’s version, whereupon the boy
said to his friend:
“Did I not tell you? My mother and the teacher know how babies are born, but your mother must be very
stupid if she still thinks that it is the stork that brings babies!”
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It is not a happy thing for a child to feel that his mother is either stupid or untruthful.
The home also has to give the child the necessary training in orderliness and discipline if it contributes
anything at all beyond food and shelter. Routine and orderliness give a child a sense of security which is essential
to his self-confidence and are not to be underrated. I have given here only a very few instances of the way the
home influences the education of the child; but there are many more factors which it is difficult to mention here.
Suffice it to say that in any organized effort to further the education of the child, the home has to play its part.
In conclusion, let us hope that India will apply herself to this fundamental problem of Child Education which
must be the basis of all higher education, whether technical or academic. Those who may be entrusted with its
planning and organization will, we hope, take into account the psychological as well as the physiological factors
and enable field work to go hand in hand with research, without which no educational reform can succeed.
72.32 Excerpt from The Orient Pearls: “The Hierling Husband”\fn{by Shovona Devi (c.1880?- )}West Bengal?,
India (F) 2
Once upon a time there was a proud and haughty monarch, and in his pride he neglected the gods and feared
them not. He had married seven queens, and each of them had borne him a son.
“What a joy to have such a family!” said he to himself, as he beheld his seven grown-up sons around him. “I
own extensive dominions, and would rather trust my sons to govern them for me than even the most trustworthy
among my ministers.”
Filled with such thoughts, the King called his seven sons, and, intending to let them govern such of his
possessions as their gratitude and affection for him should seem to deserve, said to them one by one:
“My dear son, who feeds thee and cares for thee?”
“Why, Father,” said the six oldest sons, “who else should feed and care for us but thou? Has any of us been so
ungrateful as to have denied that?”
“No,” replied the King; “I was only thinking of making you governors of my provinces, and so, to know from
your own lips which of you loved me best and were most grateful to me, so as to deserve my trust, I put the
question to each of you. I am pleased with your answers and appoint you each a governor of one province.”
When the turn of the youngest Prince came to answer the question, he bluntly said:
“What a queer question to put? Father, who else can feed me but my own good destiny? ‘What’s lotted can’t be
blotted.’”
The King flew into a great fury and banished him then and there from his kingdom, saying:
“Oh, thou ungrateful wretch if thy good destiny feeds thee, look to it to feed thee in thy exile. Thou art
henceforth no son of mine.”
*
Thus banished, the Prince bowed to his father and went away to seek his fortune elsewhere. He journeyed on
and on, not knowing whither, until chance brought him to another kingdom. According to the laws of this country,
every foreigner found therein had to be brought before the king, and only when he was found to be of good
character was he ever allowed to stay. So no sooner had the Prince arrived there than he was seized and
straightway taken before the King, who immediately took a fancy to him on account of his handsome appearance,
and chose him to be companion to his son, a one-eyed Prince of equal age with him.
Thus did his good destiny befriend him in his darkest hour of trial. As time went on, the father of the one-eyed
Prince thought of getting his son married, but, as he was blind of one eye, none of the Princesses around cared to
be his wife; at last necessity, which is said to be the mother of invention, suggested an ingenious way out of the
difficulty.
“Why not get my son married by proxy?” said the King to himself. “Why not let his companion, who is of the
same age as he is and not a whit less handsome, play the bridegroom on his behalf, going through the marriage, in
his name, but letting him into the bridal chamber by stealth directly after the nuptials?”
And so, having thought out his plan, he proceeded to put it into action by sending out match-makers in every
direction.
It happened that another King, who had a grown-up Princess to marry, had, by a curious coincidence, similarly
sent out a match-maker to look out for a bridegroom, and that he, having wandered far and wide without success,
at last arrived at this kingdom quite exhausted and worn out. He soon discovered the son of the King to have but
one eye, yet, having become too fatigued to go elsewhere to seek for a better bridegroom, he struck a bargain with
the King then and there, promising to keep his tongue between his teeth as regarded his son’s blindness:
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Loaded with rewards, he returned to his master, told him how he had settled the marriage of the Princess with a
remarkably handsome Prince, and thus received fresh rewards for his pains.
The wedding-day came, and the Prince’s companion, dressed as a bridegroom, started in grand procession for
the house of the bride in company with the King and his one-eyed son. Arrived there, the sham Prince and his
party were received in right royal style with every circumstance of pomp and grandeur. Everyone at the palace
was captivated by the sweet manners and handsome appearance of the bridegroom, and the wedding passed off
without a hitch. Immediately after the marriage, however, the bride-groom, according to his compact with his
master, stole out of the bridal-chamber and rejoined his own party.
The Princess, missing him from her chamber, sent out her maid to look for him amongst the men of his party,
and, sure enough, there she found him. After some persuasion she induced him to return with her to the Princess.
On the way back, however, the Princess, who feared he might again leave her, had caused artificial tigers, bears,
and lions to be set up. As soon as the Prince and the maid had crossed the road where these pretended beasts were
concealed, they suddenly came in view, looking as fierce and threatening as if they had been alive.
The maid, pretending to be greatly alarmed, begged the Prince to hurry up as there were wild beasts behind
them, and pointed to the sham tigers, bears, and lions with her finger; but the Prince, who knew not fear, offered
to go back and kill them all with his sword. As that would have spoilt her plans, she entreated him to quicken his
steps, saying she would fall down in a swoon if he tarried. The chivalrous Prince had to comply with her
entreaties.
Thus was the wandering sheep brought back into the fold again, and, when the Princess saw her bridegroom,
she took him to task for having run away from her, but soon she made it up with him and begged him to play a
game of chance, before retiring, just to ascertain, she pleaded, how their married life would fare.
The Prince, to whom nothing came amiss, agreed to her request. While they were engaged in play, the Princess
began to doze, and at last fell asleep, and the Prince, taking advantage of this, wrote in golden characters on the
hem of her flowing robe his name and pedigree and the curious history of the marriage, and then decamped for
good.
When the Princess awoke, it was daylight, and the bridegroom was not at her side. She consoled herself with
thinking that he must have gone back to his friends among the men of his party, and, when night came on, he told
her maid to go and fetch him as she had done the night before.
Now the one-eyed Prince, who had put on the dress of his proxy and was wearing a big turban which came
down over the blind eye almost concealing it, met the maid and accompanied her to the Princess. On the way back
they had to pass the same fierce-looking artificial beasts, and the maid entreated him to quicken his steps, as she
pretended the animals were after them. No sooner had the one-eyed Prince looked behind and seen the beasts,
than he began to quake all over through fright, and only kept himself from falling down in a swoon by catching
hold of the maid, who screamed out and shook him off with much difficulty.
Arrived at the palace, the counterfeit bridegroom walked into the chamber, trembling with fear as if he had
been suddenly seized with ague. The maid narrated to her mistress all that had happened on the way, wondering in
her own mind whether he was really the bridegroom, for his behavior had been so strange and unlike that of a
Prince. However, the Princess had seen her bridegroom only for a short time, and so, to find out beyond all
possibility of doubt, whether the gaudily-dressed young man before her was really her wedded husband, she asked
him to play a game of chance with her. To her surprise he professed total ignorance of all games, and could not
remember a single word of their talk on the wedding night. Suddenly the Princess noticed one of his eyes all but
hidden by the turban, which she lifted up, when lo! she found him blind of one eye and had him instantly turned
out of her chamber, neck and crop.
The one-eyed Prince ran back, weeping, to his father and told him of his woes. Finding that the fraud had been
discovered, the King in great dismay beat a hasty retreat from the country.
In the meantime the Princess was at a loss what to do, not knowing who her husband was nor where he lived.
In the end she could do nothing but keep her soul in patience in the hope of his some day returning to claim his
bride.
In spring, when the earth is gay with flowers, and the birds fill the air with sound, the swinging carnival is
held, and so it happened that the Princess put on her wedding garment and started swinging with her companions,
when lo! the end of her robe swept the ground before her, and the golden letters recording the name and pedigree
of her husband shone out in the sun. She quickly jumped down from the swing and learnt for the first time who
her husband was and where he lived.
Overjoyed with the discovery, she ran straight to her father and thus said to him:
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“O Father, the home of a married woman, be she a Princess or a commoner, should always be where her
husband’s home is. I am determined to go in search of my husband, so wilt thou be pleased to give me an army for
my protection?”
The King tried to dissuade her from her purpose, pointing out the difficulty of the task, but she was not to be
moved from her resolve. At last the King had no alternative but to give her an army consisting of his bravest arid
most trusted soldiers, and dressing herself in a man’s clothes, the Princess set off on her travels.
The first thing she did was to go to the kingdom of her husband’s father, and besiege it, challenging her fatherin-law to give her battle; but the old King, not desiring bloodshed and fearing defeat, submitted to her, and was
compelled to produce and give up his youngest Prince to her as a hostage. After that, she threw off her disguise as
a Prince and declared herself to be the bride of his youngest son.
The King now realized the truth of what his youngest son had said to him, and, flinging himself upon his neck,
said:
“My dear son, thou didst speak the truth. ‘What is lotted can’t be blotted.’ Thy bride has won my kingdom for
thee, and it is no longer mine to give away.”
From that time forward, the Prince and Princess lived happily together and ruled their people well and wisely. .
71.76 Indian Muslim Women: A Perspective\fn{by Sakinatul Fatima Wazir Hasan (c.1880?- )} Baragaon, Varanasi
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 2
Fifty years ago, the condition of Muslim women in India perhaps constituted one of the most pathetic of all the
social problems which existed in our country. Following the ruin and disorganization of the Muslim upper class in
1857, all culture and education even among the women of the privileged sections of our community either died
out completely or existed only in a stereotyped and formal state. The little education that was doled out to “ladies”
of the upper classes before this collapse of culture, was of a very limited nature. Women’s place even in these high
spheres was a subordinate one—she was allowed to study literature and theology so that she may become a better
“ornament” in the household of her master—man.
As to the millions of other Muslim women belonging to the so-called “lower” classes, they lived and toiled in
the towns and villages of India, just like the women of any other community.
When Sir Syed Ahmad Khan began his movement for education, on Western lines, of the Muslims of India, he
made it quite clear that he did not include women in his scheme. He was a firm opponent of female education.
And we can well understand the general state of the Muslim mind at this time, if we remember that even the
proposal of men’s education on modern lines met with strong opposition. The advocacy of female education
branded a man with apostasy in orthodox circles.
But with the spread of modern ideas voices began to be raised about the necessity of bringing some kind of
education inside the household. The gentlemen who were educated in colleges and universities, or who returned
after several years stay abroad found the zenana steeped in the profoundest medieval obscurity. They could, of
course keep their women hidden behind the purdah away from the vulgar gaze of an all too critical a public. But
the necessities of an up-to-date modern household demanded that the lady of the house-hold too, should, to a
certain extent, be modernized. With the introduction in our homes, of sofas, couches, and easy-chairs, made in the
most third rate European style, and their installation in a room, to be known henceforth as the drawing-room, the
necessity of a wife to fit in these surroundings began to be increasingly felt.
Muslim reformers began to write books, exposing the credulity, ignorance and stupidity of old-fashioned
ladies. Molvi Nazir Ahmad and Hali pleaded for the education of women—they preached obedience, fidelity, and
the virtues of efficient housekeeping to the new Muslim woman. Of all the Muslim writers of the late nineties Hali
went the furthest, and in a magnificent Urdu poem called Homage of Silence, traced the role of women in society,
and pleaded not only for their education, but for an altogether different attitude towards them.
Very soon practical shape was given to this tendency, and in 1896, a group of advanced reformers launched
forth the bold scheme of starting schools on modem lines for Muslim girls. As Muslims would not send their girls
to be educated in non-denominational schools, these reformers thought of starting purdah schools for Muslim
girls. The Muslim parent, none too enthusiastic to educate his girl, had to be assured about the absolute moral and
intellectual security of the new institution, before he could be persuaded to allow his girls to leave home for a few
hours a day. As was to be expected, these reformers met with the strongest opposition from a large section of the
community; and for a long time they could hardly gather more than a few scores of pupils in their institutions. The
two earliest of such institutions to be founded, Muslim Girls’ School, Aligarh, and Muslim Girls’ School,
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Lucknow, are flourishing today, but there is still very strong opposition in the Muslim community not only to
these institutions and all they stand for, but to female education in general.
Just as in the field, of education so in the political and social sphere of our national life the part played by
Muslim women has been very small. Among the upper and middle classes purdah is still the rule, and orthodoxy
which seems to have found its last resort amongst the Muslims of India, is firmly entrenched. There is no other
Muslim country in the world where in social matters like the purdah, marriage, and status of women generally, so
much dull-witted reaction prevails as in India. It would seem that the modern women of Turkey, Egypt and
Central Asia—Bokhara and Samarkand—have hardly anything in common with us. They have already achieved
political equality with men and in social matters they are well on the way towards overcoming all the moral and
intellectual backwardness caused by centuries of ignorance, dependence and helplessness.
Why is it that Indian women in general, and Muslim women in particular have lagged behind in the race of
world progress? The only plausible answer seems to be that it is due to the backward condition of India as a whole
—the main features of that condition being the political subjection of India and the terrible poverty of her people.
We have inherited from our medieval past many social institutions, customs and beliefs,. which have lost all their
significance today. In the modern age they are just dead forms which help to crush all that is vital and dynamic in
us. The disabilities from which Indian women suffer are due to this fact.
This lack of harmony between form and content in our social life is, at bottom, the result of our present day
economic and political institutions. It is because these latter have outlived their utility; because the historical
conditions which gave birth to them have changed; because they no longer satisfy the needs of millions of Indians
that our society is threatened with catastrophic changes. The forces of reaction have gathered on their side all the
foul paraphernalia of obscurantism. Because men’s minds are still in the grip of worn-out ideas, because they are
still chained to dead social institutions, it is in the interests of the reactionary party to keep these institutions
intact, and thus ward off the day of their doom.
Indian society will tend more and more to be divided in two camps—the camp of reaction and the camp of
progress. It will be a division that will cut through the communal divisions—where men and women of all
communities will be ranged on both sides according to their own particular interests. And the struggle between
these two sections—one that of progress, strong in number, today down-trodden and without power—the other
that of reaction with all the power in the world, but weak in numbers and moral stamina—will be a struggle not
only for political and economic emancipation but on the fate of that struggle will depend also the final solution of
all our social problems. The measure in which women—Muslims and Hindus—take part in this struggle will also
be the measure of their social emancipation. It is only through constant activity on a national plane, in diverse
spheres of work of national, organization, that Indian women’s emancipation can become a reality.
A superficial tinsel of modernity should not satisfy the Indian woman. If she belongs to the upper classes and
has had the good fortune to be among the two per cent, educated women of India, she can best emancipate herself
and win her inalienable right of equality with men by identifying herself with those millions of women who have
been denied not only all educational enlightenment but also the possibility of a decent living, those women who
bear the burden not only of overwhelming physical work, but also of the cruelty and selfishness of man,
demoralized by ignorance, poverty and disease.
There is no doubt that if the educated Indian woman chooses this path she will be face to face with enormous
difficulties—specially if she happens to be a Muslim woman. Privation and want, social opprobrium and calumny
will pursue her with a mercilessness like that of fate. But if she can go through all this without breaking, she
would have given to the Indian woman a personality and a soul of her own, and a great step forward would have
been taken towards our national regeneration.
BEFORE 1883

250.73 Maternity And Welfare Work In India\fn{by Mrs. Hamid Ali (before 1883- )} Bombay?, Maharashtra State,
India (F) 2
It is surprising to every social worker to see how neglected the care of women and children has been up to very
recent times in India, and that the extraordinary rate of mortality in labor cases has been taken for granted as the
“Toll of nature” or the “Will of God” by the Government as well as the people. Had it not been so, we should have
had maternity hospitals built first and general hospitals provided afterwards in all the Presidencies.
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Now, when we are beginning to realize the importance of this part of medical work, we feel that nothing can be
done, not only for the women, but for the nation, until we have a normal labour mortality for women and infants.
Well cared for and well nourished babies who would be, in future, physically strong men and women is what
every civilized country is striving for. If you try to raise the economic condition of the laboring class in a town,
the bad physique and small capacity for work of the men comes in your way. This is probably a result of pre-natal
and post-natal neglect on the part of the mothers.
If we want to start schools for children or classes for married women, the sickly mothers and the sickly
children bring down the average percentage of attendance to half of what it might have been. Take up any kind of
nation building activity and you at once feel hampered by the poverty and the bad health of the boys and girls and
of the men and women.
It seems to me that if we supplied good maternity hospitals and midwives for every town and village in India,
our mortality would be reduced by half and the number of patients in ordinary hospitals would also be reduced to
half the number and the vitality of the people would increase rapidly—thereby increasing the capacity for work,
so that the economic condition of the laboring classes would be improved automatically.
We cannot expect to see happy homes, when the woman is either crippled or injured in some way or other by
lack of care at the time of childbirth, and the man continually suffers from malaria or some such disease which is
caused by lack of stamina and vitality.
We must try and set this matter right and the only way to do that is to make up for our past neglect, by
spending all our energy and money on the care of women and children first. It is said that prevention is better than
cure. Medical relief must begin with institutions which prevent disease; the curing hospitals can be attended to
later on. The conditions in towns and in villages are different to some extent but the work ought to be coordinated.
The town association should spread a network of maternity homes in villages.
The educating of public opinion, especially feminine public opinion, by holding meetings, lectures, baby
weeks, magic lantern and cinema shows, should be followed up by the formation of associations for nursing and
maternity work. At public meetings the most effective way of rousing opinion on such subjects is to tell people the
plain truth about the existing conditions amongst women and children without mincing matters.
*
I find that men are horrified to hear of what is going on around them. They never seem to realize the amount of
needless suffering and pain which falls to the lot of women, which could very easily be prevented, and which
women suffer almost uncomplainingly. It is more difficult to persuade women that their suffering could be easily
prevented. They seem to take it as a matter of course and refuse to believe that there can be normal labour cases
without fever and other difficulties.
This can be remedied by organizing baby weeks and health exhibitions where models of sanitary dwellings and
wells and labour rooms can be shown with great advantage. A good cinema film attracts a crowd everywhere, and
is very effective in educating the public and the contrasted clean and filthy labor rooms are also of very great
educative value.
After the babies have been awarded prizes, the excitement and enthusiasm is apt to evaporate, if care is not
taken to form an association before the end of the “week”. The association undertakes to do propaganda work,
supports nurses, health visitors, trained midwives and dais for taluka headquarter towns.
For village work, sending a trained teacher or dai, who reads Hindu and Muslim religious stories to attract a
gathering of women and then interests them in sanitary matters in general and maternity and infant welfare work
in particular, has been found to be effective. I find house to house visiting in villages the most satisfactory way of
educating public opinion. A personal chat with an expectant mother, a glance over the room, bed and clothes to be
used at the time of delivery is an essential matter.
Every effort must be made both in towns and villages to get the local dais to co-operate with the trained
worker. It is a good plan to ask the local dais to go round with the worker and employ and train the most
influential dais to help in each maternity centre that is opened in any town or village so that they may not feel that
bread is taken out of their mouths. Unless that is done, there is a great likelihood of maternity houses being
opened but no cases coming in. I remember once a beautifully equipped Home had to be closed for lack of cases.
My scheme for organizing maternity work in a district is first to enlist the sympathy and help of every patel or
chief zemindar in each village, to approach the District Local Board or Municipality to bear the cost of at least
two nurses in the district—to form a local association (which supports a trained dai) in each district taluka and to
appoint a trained nurse in each taluka headquarters. The trained nurse should hold classes for all the dais in the
taluka every day. The untrained dai is induced to attend the class for an hour each day by being paid annas 4 for
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every lesson she takes. After examining the dais who have taken a three months’ course and seeing them conduct
12 cases the lady doctor (or trained nurse who examines them with the help of men doctors) gives the dais a
certificate.
Each dai who attends a course of lessons is given a “Dai Box” which contains necessary articles like Lysol, a
good pair of scissors, some cotton wool, boric lotion for washing the child’s eyes, nose and mouth, three or four
cups of different sizes and a cake of disinfectant soap. A small box containing these articles costs Rs. 5-0-0. We
find it a great attraction for dais who could not have been induced otherwise to attend the lectures.
Women members of the association who are not trained nurses or dais can help a very great deal by
supervising delivery cases. Each worker can see that the midwife has had a bath and is wearing clean clothes, that
the delivery is not taking place on the floor but on a cot, that the mother has had a bath and is wearing clean
clothes, that the rags have been boiled and disinfected before being used, that the dai has not been attending a
septic case before coming to the house, that all bangles, rings, and jewelry have been removed from her person,
that the dai does not interfere in any way and allows nature to do its work.
If it is an abnormal delivery or faulty in any way the worker can send for the nearest doctor. All the doctors in
each locality should be requested to become honorary workers. The Civil Surgeon in each district should be
requested to be a member of the committee.
Rules for the nurse:
Every indoor patient is kept and treated free of charges. For outdoor cases anything from Rs. 10 to Rs. 15 is
charged within a radius of 5 miles. (The patient to arrange for a carriage for the nurse). Half the fee, that is Rs. 78-0, is given to the nurse. Rs. 7-8-0 goes to the association. The dai who attends the case with the nurse is to be
given Re. 1-0-0 by the patient. For distant cases, Rs. 50-0-0 or Rs. 100-0-0 are charged. Rs. 25-0-0 for the nurse
and the rest goes to the association.
It will be seen that an effort is made to make every center self-supporting as far as possible. Great care must be
taken to choose the right kind of nurse for district work and to pay her an adequate salary. The success of the
home or center depends entirely on her temper, personality and capability. I make it a point to choose the district
nurses after personal interviews.
The life of the district worker is very lonely therefore every woman member of the association should make an
effort to keep in touch with the district dais and nurses—sending them newspapers etc.—asking them to come
occasionally to headquarters and making them feel that there is some one on whom they can rely for help and
sympathy. It is a good plan to try and arrange that the school mistress and the nurse either live together or very
close to each other.
The nurse should be given free quarters to live in, a good reliable servant and a peon. It must be borne in mind
that the district nurse must be carefully protected. Otherwise we shall never get the right type of district worker on
whom the success of the association depends.
250.75 Further Openings For Social Work\fn{by Miss Tara Tilak (before 1883- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India
(F) 4
“The sky remains infinitely vacant for earth to build there its heaven with dreams,” says the poet, and it is
certainly true of this book in so far as it relates some distinctive work done by Indian women in the past and only
briefly indicate the possibilities in the near future in the various spheres of education, art, medicine and social
uplift.
It is about the possible scope of social work for women that I propose to speak in this article.
Generally speaking the women of India have, until a quarter of a century ago, remained entirely within their
kingdom, the home. Here they have lived and played the rôle of a daughter, wife and mother worthily, showing to
the world uncommon heights of selfless devotion, unquestioning loyalty of heart, high idealism, together with
sweet simplicity of life and the charm of their gentle and serene spirits. Sometimes they have stepped into the
garden and gladdened the hearts of the passers-by with the bounty of their homely riches.
But with time they have gone forward on the open road and seen life outside their limited world. They have
witnessed the changes that have taken place in the life of society during their lifetime. Also they have not been left
untouched by the influences of modern education and the impact of civilizations other than their own. With these
has come a new awakening—a realization of their latent powers as individuals as well as members of society.
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Along with the right sense of power comes a sense of responsibility. The various papers in this book describing
the different aspects of women’s work in India are a testimony to the fact of women’s ability to assume
responsibility.
The idea of service is not foreign to the Indian mind. On the contrary it has always had its place in the life of
society, though in the past it has largely found its expression in the home or in the communal group. Ever since
people began to think in national terms, the idea of service has become a bigger thing and Indian women’s
activities are a concrete illustration of this. It has reached a higher level in so far as it is not considered simply a
way of acquiring merit or self-realization for the doer of good deeds but a national expression of a person’s love
for his fellowmen. This has been beautifully expressed by Tagore:
Here is thy footstool and there rest thy feet
where live the poorest and lowliest and lost.
When I try to bow to thee, my obeisance
cannot reach down to the depth where thy feet rest
among the poorest, the lowliest, and lost.
My heart can never find its way
to where thou keepest company with the companionless,
among the poorest, the lowliest and lost.

and again
He is there where the tiller is tilling the hard ground and where the path maker is breaking stones. He is with them in
sun and in shower and his garment is covered with dust. Put off thy holy mantle and even like him come down on the
dusty soil.

Each generation has its problems and here we find ourselves in the twentieth century faced with problems of
our own, problems which are peculiarly women’s but which are inextricably intermixed with the general problems
of social and economic life in the country.
With the dawn of industrialism, in India, certain conditions have been created in cities which are centers of
industry, such as Bombay, Ahmadabad, Sholapur and Nagpur with their cotton mills and Calcutta and Jamshedpur
with their jute and steel manufacturies. Besides these industries a certain proportion of women are employed in
the coal mines and on tea-plantations. There are over 30,000 women employed in the cotton mills of Bombay City
alone.
The employment of women in industry means a good many things. It means a complete disorganization of
home life. When the woman in the house has to be out for eleven hours per day, she has no time to devote to the
hundred and one duties of the household, much less to give individual care to the members of the family
particularly to the children of tender age, who need it most. She has to be up in the early hours of the morning, to
do the cooking and household work before she goes to the mill or factory at 7 a. m. She can take her food with her
and have it either in the work-room amidst the machinery or under the shade of a tree in the mill compound. But
very often she has to hurry home and probably feed the hungry ones at home in the hours of rest from industrial
work. About six in the evening she goes home again, already worn out by the monotonous work in the mill,
thinking of the evening meal she has yet to prepare before she can rest at night.
So she goes on, day after day, always longing for the day when she will return to her village. She is practi cally
always on the point of complete exhaustion. She is a. prey to every disease. The disastrous consequences do not
stop there but affect the next generation that comes into the world with a legacy of poor health.
The conditions of women’s work and living are partly responsible for the very high rate of infant mortality.
The working class women in cities certainly work at least sixteen hours a day if not more. Ten hours per day,
except one day in the week, are spent in the noisy and close atmosphere of the crowded workroom and the rest in
an equally unhealthy room of a chawl. In a city like Bombay where overcrowding has reached its maximum limit,
the houses in which the average working-class person lives are in ninety cases out of a hundred single rooms 10
by 15 feet at the most. Generally speaking 5 to 6 persons live in one such room; but in a great many cases, more
than one family may be found sharing this room. Most families accommodate as many lodgers as they can with
the hope of supplementing the family income.
In these overcrowded houses, there is none of the privacy necessary for the decency of home life. For the men
there are enough places of attraction, such as the liquor or toddy shop, the cheap picture-house or the den of vice
where they can spend the late hours of the evening; but in. each case the greater sufferers are the womenfolk who
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pay the cost for this indulgence. The housing conditions are aggravated by unsanitary ways of living due to
ignorance of the elementary laws of personal cleanliness and social sanitation. Thus the overcrowded slums of
any big industrial city are a problem by itself very difficult of solution. This is the story of the big centers of
industry.
In these days great tides of national feeling are sweeping over, the country and filling the minds of old and
young, men and women alike, with a consciousness of their rights and duties and a vision of their country’s great
future. The task is tremendous and demands honest hard labor, and selfless service of every one of the sons and
daughters of the motherland.
In the past women have led the way, but what is the answer of “Young India” to this call?
The paper on Social Work in the previous section will show that Indian women have in the past 25 years, done
considerable Social Service work outside the home. But now a new problem has arisen, that of the needs of the
industrial women workers who did not exist in such large numbers before the present-day increase in industrial
development. The problem has existed for long and has been tackled in the industrial areas of Great Britain. Let
us -see what we of this age and in India can do towards the solving of these problems.
The possibilities of welfare work are great in cities where there is a big industrial population. There is just as
much inside the workroom as outside of it that needs doing to improve the conditions of women’s work in the
mills. We have already seen that a woman working in a mill averages a 16 hours’ workday. A reduction in the
hours of work is highly necessary. Similarly action must be taken with regard to the employment of women under
ground, and payment of maternity benefits.
All these are measures to be effected by legislation. Previous to legislation comes the difficult task of creating
and educating public opinion with regard to certain facts connected with women’s work. Women who understand
these needs, can put forward the case most effectively.
The minimum provision in the way of protection and care that the management of any mill or factory is legally
expected to make for the worker is very little. It does not amount to more than certain safeguards against
conditions which may prove injurious to the health of the worker and medical help in cases of accident. The
provision of welfare activities such as a dispensary or co-operative credit society or stores is absolutely voluntary.
Splendid work has been started by certain mills like the Tatas, Currimbhoy Ibrahim, N. Morarji in Sholapur and
others in Ahmadabad and Nagpur. Though this touches only a very small proportion of the workers, it is a worthy
example to be followed by others.
Moreover, do the people take advantage of the facilities that are provided for them? Why is it that a creche, run
for a group of mills, often attracts as few as 25 to 30 children? It is worth while going into the reasons: (1) a
general reluctance to try anything new, (2) failure to see the use of it, (3) ignorance of the existing facilities. More
than half the work is done if these are overcome.
But at the same time one other thing ought to be mentioned. There are certain special reasons why women do
not take advantage of the welfare activities carried on for them. (1) They have not the comparative leisure that the
men have. (2) Unless the welfare centre of the mill is very near, they cannot go out of their houses after a certain
hour in the evening on account of the social restrictions put on them.
Taking all these things into consideration, we can say that whatever help is given to the women, it must be
taken right to their door at least in the initial stages. A worker will be needed to do all such work of creating
interest in the people by personal methods and friendship. Such is the part played by the welfare worker in the
factory in England and the West generally. The worker is a necessary part of the management of every good
industrial concern. Though a start has been made already in India, much remains to be achieved and this cannot be
done unless educated women will come forward and take up this work which will demand a great deal of
initiative, intelligence and courage. Besides this type of work, there will be an increasing demand for women
workers who can be inspectresses as well as doctors to work for women and children in the mills.
This description of the possibilities of social work in industrial areas would be very incomplete without the
mention of “Settlement Work.”
A Settlement is a centre of friendliness where people of all classes and positions in life can meet as friends and
share the good things of life out of mutual love. Usually one finds a Settlement situated in a very crowded and
poor part of a city, such as the East End of London, because it is here that the needy live. Those who want to help
them cannot do so unless they get to know them and their needs.
So it was first that a group of University men went and settled in the East End of London, with a real desire to
share what they had with their less fortunate brethren and out of this arose one of the best English Settlements—a
center from which radiated life, light and good cheer to many a soul.
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Such centers which radiate light, love and beauty are greatly needed to bring new life into the existence of
hundreds, who live in the darkness of city slums. One need not define the activities which are carried on by a
Settlement for those living in the district, as they are bound to vary according to the needs of the people living
there. In some cases it may be classes for women, a play centre and clubs for the children, girls and boys, of the
neighborhood.
A Settlement always works in co-operation with existing institutions and with the municipality, supplementing
their work by providing the personal element which makes such work effective. One cannot help thinking of the
tremendous possibilities of an institution like a Settlement in the work of educating and uplifting the masses of
India, in adjusting the relationships of different groups of people and welding them into one harmonious whole—
a common city problem.
If a Settlement is such an institute, it is the thing that will help to solve a good many problems of our city life.
*
From the city let us turn to the village and see what are the possibilities of social work there.
The problems here, though different in a way, are just as great. The apathy of the agricultural labourer towards
questions of education and hygiene is appalling. Here extreme poverty and ignorance stare the worker in the face.
The woman worker must be willing to go and live among the people and find out their needs and there will be
plenty for her to do. Women can play a great part in what is known as “Rural Reconstruction” work, because they
can get at the womenfolk and, through the mothers, reach the children in their homes and in schools, and so build
up the life and character of future India.
The possibilities of a Settlement in rural districts are just as great as in the crowded districts of a city. In
connection with villages the work that a district nurse or health visitor does in Western countries needs special
mention. She has been found most useful in raising the level of health of the people in England. In an Indian
village where medical help is very inadequate, she would be a real blessing to many. The great thing about her is
that she not only brings relief to those who are suffering physically, but a knowledge of certain facts and laws of
health to the people generally.
There are two types of workers who are found in all progressive countries and whom we greatly need in India
at this stage.
The first we will call, the “prophetic” worker, one who has a vision of things to come, and also an insight into
the needs of the present. After seeing a need, efforts have to be made to meet it either by using social agencies that
are already in existence or creating new machinery to deal with new problems. In short these workers have to be
philosophers, friends and guides to the people amongst whom they live and work; such were Josephine Butler and
Octavia Hill among many other women in the West.
In India there were Pandita Ramabai, Ramabai Ranade and Anandibai Joshi of Maharashtra. These bright
beacon lights are few and illumine the untrodden new path to knowledge and service. They come with a special
message to do a special work leaving it for others to carry it on. But the more humble worker, with her quiet
steady labor of love, is just as much indispensable. It is she who keeps the light radiating in the most obscure
corner of the world.
The Seva-Sadan is a splendid example of this. To begin with it was the creation of one personality in co operation with a few other minds. Since then it has grown and is still spreading itself to various parts of India. It
demands for its continuation the dedication of a life of service from scores of women.
Very recently organized work for children and young delinquents has been started in the chief Presidency towns
of of Madras, Calcutta and Bombay. The Children’s Rome in Bombay was opened only two years ago. The
Bombay Children’s Act passed in the year 1924, was not put into operation until May 1927. For the working of
this Act certain institutions such as a Remand Home and the Children’s Court had to come into being. The Act
makes provision for the custody and protection of children and young persons up to the age of sixteen and for the
trial and punishment of youthful delinquents. The secretary remarked in the first annual report of the Children’s
Aid Society,
The subsequent and longer period covering the operation of the Children’s Act and the running of the new Remand
Home bear active witness to the volume of the work touched within a comparatively short space of time. Bold facts
and figures point to the reality of the need for the operation of the Act, for the continued existence of the Children’s
Aid Society and for the wide expansion of its activities in order that its objective may be attained.
Consideration must first be given to the following direct statements of facts: 428 children have already been
admitted to the Remand Rome within a period of 9 months work; 139 children have been forcibly removed from
brothels and the Umarkhadi Home, originally equipped on the understanding that the maximum number of children to
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be accommodated at any given time would not exceed 25, had during the past month a daily average number of 14
cases under orders of remand.
Indirect effects of the working of the Act must also be noted. Some reduction in the number of child-beggars on
the streets is manifest while the voluntary removal of many children from the brothels has occurred.

This then is the temporary home for those who are brought here and it gives them all possible care during their
stay. The shifting character of the population of a Remand Rome always makes it difficult to give the children
satisfactory education. In spite of this serious drawback, every effort is made to keep the children occupied with
work that will be useful to them even after leaving the place. Some voluntary men and women workers help with
games and recreation for the inmates who thoroughly enjoy themselves.
Side by side with the Remand Home, the Children’s Court has been functioning. Something like 800 cases
have been dealt with during the period of a year and half. As work increased, it became necessary to have two
half-day sittings of the court, at each of which presides the Stipendiary Magistrate with whom is associated an
Honorary Lady Magistrate. There are 16 honorary Lady magistrates in Bombay now and they are rendering very
useful service in carrying on this work.
The court sits in a nice homely room; the only people in the room are the two magistrates, the secretary of the
Children’s Aid Society, the outdoor worker and sometimes one or two voluntary workers who are doing the
supervision work. A certain number of cases of children, restored to their parents or guardians after taking
security, are put under the supervision of men and women who are expected to visit them in their homes regularly
and help them in every possible way. Excellent results are achieved in Western countries by this kind of
supervision or probation work and there is no reason why similar results may not be obtained in India.
The great difficulty at this stage is the very limited number of voluntary workers who are doing the work. In its
initial stage this work has to be chiefly voluntary and here is a chance for those who want to do their bit in
keeping up this splendid work. The work of the Lady Honorable Magistrates is also very interesting and presents
itself for special study at this stage. The Secretary of the Children’s Aid Society remarks in her statement,
The work entailed in dealing with children of this type is far from easy. The right type of trained and educated
worker is required. If the Children’s Act be extended throughout the Presidency there will be a demand for similar
workers elsewhere than in Bombay. A new field of social service is opening up, but the needs of India’s destitute and
delinquent children will remain unsatisfied until educated Indian men and women respond wholeheartedly to the appeal
for efficient workers.

This leads us to speak about the new type of worker that is needed in these new fields of organized work
among children and among industrial women workers. We will call this person simply a “social worker”—a title
perhaps indefinite, but all inclusive. She is not just a health visitor or a nurse or teacher or organizer but
something of each and thus combines in her person manifold duties. We have today an increasing number of
educated women who are ably carrying on the work of doctors, teachers, nurses etc. Theirs is a specialized work.
The doctor gives medical help relieving pain and suffering, the teacher helps the child and the young towards self
development and self expression when these are sought or provided by the state or associations.
But what is to happen to those masses of India’s women and children who are left without these reasonable
human rights? What is to be done about those who do not take advantage of the facilities which are already
provided, only because they are either ignorant or afraid of trying something new?
Moreover the hands of women doctors and teachers are already full. They have not the time to go and see
whether the prescribed treatment was taken and the lessons in cleanliness of body and mind taught in the school
room were given a chance in the homes of the children. Such is not their work.
We need someone to do this “following up” work and that is the trained social worker. But it is not only the
supplementing of a doctor’s treatment or nurses’ work that this person has to do. On her own initiative she has to
do much in the way of organization, such as running an infant welfare centre or a nursery school, a play center or
club for children. She has to get the average person to realize the value of certain things and to act up to a certain
level in life.
In order to do this effectively she has to know psychology and many other things. It is a kind of work that is
too big to be defined but nothing in it is too small when it comes to the actual doing of it. So it demands all the
love, intelligence and faith of anyone who wants to do it.
But, because it is a labor of love, it is invaluable.
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So we want women who have had the privilege of a good education to come forward and venture into these
new avenues of work. Let us keep in mind the message of our poet:
Come out of thy meditations
and leave aside thy flowers and incense.
What harm is there if thy clothes get tattered and stained?
Meet him and stand by him in toil and in sweat of thy brow.

250.49 Seva Sadan And Other Social Work In Bombay\fn{by Miss Engineer (before 1883- )} Bombay?,
Maharashtra India (F) 2
Twenty-five years ago the gospel of social service and social work was little known. Yet it was about then that
the seed was being sown for the many varied types of institutes dealing with various aspects of social relief that
may be found in Bombay today. These are both communal and non-sectarian; in many cases it has been found that
the task of dealing with poverty and unemployment is simplified by being attached within the individual
community; in other cases, dealing with broad issues such as that of the social evil, institutions have been evolved
that deal with the relief of conditions irrespective of caste, creed or race. This account includes only those
institutions that are conducted by Indian women for the benefit of women and children.
The first of the non-sectarian institutions was the Seva Sadan, founded by two ardent social reformers,
personal friends who worked in collaboration, Behramji Malbari and Dayaram Gidumal. Behramji Malbari was
an ardent advocate of women's education and welfare. In 1887 he published protests against infant marriage and
enforced widowhood. It was he and his coadjutors who, after a bitter conflict with the orthodox party, succeeded
in 1891 in having the age of consent for marriage raised to twelve for girls. Thus was set going the new trend in
social legislation which resulted in 1925 in the fixing of the age within and without marriage at thirteen and
fourteen respectively; strenuous efforts are being made at present to have it raised to sixteen and eighteen.
In 1908 these men founded the Seva Sadan. With them were associated certain ladies; Ramabai Ranade, whose
life has already been related; a Gujerati lady, Jamnabai Sakkai who has also founded the Gujerati Women's
Association for social work among Gujerati women; and a Mahomedan lady, Dilshad Begum Nawab
Mirza.\fn{née Tyabji (1879-1924)} She too, while earnestly concerned with the welfare of her Mahomedan sisters,
and taking an active share in the management of the Muslim Girls’ Orphanage, showed her catholic outlook by
her close association with the Seva Sadan. She was a member of the well-known Tyabji family, who were among
the first to educate their daughters, and who took the lead in discarding purdah, the baneful effects of which India
has not yet quite shaken off. She was the first Mahomedan lady to be appointed a Justice of the Peace.
The work of the Seva Sadan lies mainly in the provision of manifold departments for equipping poor women in
the struggle for life. Its classes for primary teachers have developed into a full-time Training College, teaching up
to the final certificate examination of the Poona Government Training College. This has met the keenly felt want
for women teachers in the Municipal schools of the city and elsewhere.
For another type of women are provided home education classes for married women and older girls, who
cannot attend ordinary schools on account of social barriers and other difficulties. Here are taught English and the
Vernaculars, Singing, Home-nursing and Hygiene.
To equip the very poor and illiterate women with some means of supplementing the meager family income an
Industrial Department is provided where Sewing, Laundry, Cane-weaving, Hosiery and other industries are
taught.
Finally, there is a home for sheltering absolutely destitute women and children. These are maintained and
trained in the various departments as teachers, nurses, midwives, etc. The total number of women at present
attending the various departments is over 400, and the work needs increased funds to provide for the large
numbers that are always seeking for admission.
*
Another leading non-sectarian Institution of later establishment is the Bombay Presidency Women’s Council.
Practically all the existing women’s societies are affiliated to this, and are represented on it. It originated in
connection with war-work. As the result of an appeal made by H. E. Lady Willingdon, organized work on a large
scale was undertaken by the women of Bombay for relief of the troops. The different sections of the community,
and the different women’s societies co-operated with a central office.
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Indirectly this war-work gave a great impetus to co-operative effort amongst women, and when the armistice
came it was generally felt that some continuation should be made of such practical and organized work.
Accordingly a meeting was called at which it was decided to form a Women’s Council for Bombay. The example
was followed later by other parts of India, and a National Council has since been formed. This organization is still
in its infancy, but is an attempt at linking up the women of India with international organizations in other parts of
the world.
The Council has been very successful in associating women for the purpose of considering and tackling
questions concerning the welfare of women and children constitutionally and systematically. Busy women
doctors, lawyers, teachers and social workers co-operate on the different subcommittees. In conjunction with the
Graduates’ Union, also an internationally organized body of women, a Parliamentary committee has been formed
which follows the course of laws and social reform relating to women. Women’s public meetings are held from
time to time where a corporate expression is obtained of women’s opinion on such subjects as the age of consent,
age of marriage and social purity legislation.
The vigorous propaganda carried on by the Council has helped towards the passing of the Children’s Act and
legislation on prostitution, maternity benefits, and the age of consent. The Council has helped to foster in their
earlier stages movements which later grew into large organizations. In this way the Council was closely connected
with the start of the Infant Welfare, Girl Guides, Red Cross and Vigilance Associations.
This year (1929) the Council’s President, Lady Tata, led a deputation of women to H. E. the Governor of
Bombay to ask for the abolition of the vice areas in the City of Bombay. In this connection also the Council runs a
Rescue Home for Indian Women, which accommodates on an average 30 women.
The year’s work of the Council always includes the support or initiation of measures relating to the
amelioration of the lot of women and children, or the improvement of the health of the city. Some of these
measures are general in scope, others are more detailed. The 1927 report, for instance, records a letter sent to the
Bombay Municipality requesting the enforcement of stricter supervision over the restaurants, sweetmeat shops
etc. to ensure that all eatables are kept under glass or gauze, and to make it obligatory on vendors to use fresh
paper for the packing of eatables.
The Council also gave its support to the scheme formulated by the Association of Medical Women in India on
the subject of the registration of midwives and dais. The Corporation has asked the Government to undertake the
necessary. legislation on the lines of the British Mid-wives Act of 1912. The Committee also sent a letter to the
Government of Bombay strongly recommending the appointment of Honorary Magistrates to try in camera
juvenile offenders under sixteen years of age. Government has since appointed women Honorary Magistrates to
sit in the Children’s Court.
The Council seeks to work as a coordinating and directing body for social and philanthropic work connected
with women and children, affiliating and aiding existing bodies, forming new ones as required, thus checking
overlapping in work.
*
The women’s societies working among the different communities of the city are of earlier origin. The Gujerati
Stri Mandal (Women’s Association) founded in 1903 by Jamnabai [N.] Sakkai\fn{ Of Bombay; bn. c.1860?:H},
conducts free educational classes for married women and others. The classes include girls of twelve and fifteen,
and have occasionally had women of sixty-five. A nursery class is attached so that married ladies can bring their
children with them. The Mandal serves also a social purpose, as a sort of Women's Club, the members meeting for
lectures, garba parties, concerts, exhibitions of handwork. The total membership is about 1500.
In 1903 also was started the Zoroastrian Women's Association run by Parsi ladies. Besides chawl-visiting and
the provision of out-door relief in the way of milk, tonics and medicines, the Association opened industrial classes
for the employment of women. These have developed into a large concern, the Sir Ratan Tata Industrial Institute,
which provides employment for Parsi women, and enables them to add to the family income. The workers are
provided with meals, tonics, and a fortnight’s holiday on full pay at convalescent homes.
Somewhat similar in scope is the Maharastra Women’s Co-operative Credit Society which works among
Marathi speaking women. The Society started by advancing loans to poor members and getting from them
ordinary articles of clothing, pickles, preserves and other home-industries which it sold to the general public. It
thus combined the functions of a Credit Producers’ and Sellers’ Co-operative Society. Since 1927, the society has
had to confine itself, on technical grounds, to credit work.
It has been found that, in a large city like Bombay, the progress of adult education and health propaganda
among women and the relief of poverty are better secured not so much by a central organization as by numerous
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Women’s Societies or Stri Mandals which work among different communities. Along with those mentioned above
are the Bene-Israel Stri Mandal working among the women of that community, and the Jain Stri Mandal working
amongst Jain women. The Arya Mahila Samaj, started as early as 1882 by Pandita Ramabai, amongst other
activities promotes women’s education by providing school and college fees and by holding classes for married
and adult education.
The problem of the spread of adult education among women is met also by the numerous classes held by the
Women’s Indian Association, an All-India organization with local branches, by the Hind Mahila Samaj, by Mrs.
Nikambe’s Married Women's Institution, and by the Mahila Mandal. This last runs also a Co-operative Credit
Society and is the women’s branch of a large and organized body of Indian social workers, many of them pledged
as life-members to the cause of social work. The Social Service League and the Bhagini Samaj, started in memory
of the late Mr. Gokhale, are attempts to organize a society of women workers on parallel lines to the present
Servants of India Society.
There are many other bodies, such as the Children’s Aid Society, the Vigilance Association, the Infant Welfare
Association, where women secretaries and members have a large share of the work though these are not entirely
conducted by women.
*
With these numerous existing organizations, whereby women of all communities were playing a large and
valuable part in the service of their city, the need began to be felt for a Training Centre which would provide a
course of practical and theoretical training in social work. An experiment was made in this direction through
missionary agency, and a Social Training Centre for Women has been working for the last three years and is at
present situated at Bellasis Road, Byculla. The theoretical course includes Social History, Economics, Psychology
and Public Administration, and the practical work includes Play Center and Nursery School work, Chawl and
Hospital visiting. The Bombay Social Service League has instituted a Diploma Course in Social Work for which
the students of the Training Centre are prepared. The working of the Training Centre has shown the very large
opportunities for further extension of social work in different directions, and the last paper in this collection
contributed by Miss Tilak, the Directress of the Centre, gives an account of the possibilities of such extension.
An attempt has lately been made, partly as a result of the activities of this Training Centre, to realize in a small
way, the establishment of a Settlement for social work in industrial areas, on the lines of similar institutions in
industrial cities in the west. The Seva Mandir is a centre for social work organized by a small group of young
Indian women social workers, most of whom have studied at the Social Training Centre for Women. The
Settlement is located in one of the mill areas of Bombay, and the work includes chawl-visiting and healthpropaganda, a nursery school, women’s class and clinic. The earlier institutions had dealt more definitely, either
with the relief of the entirely destitute woman, or with the education and assistance of the woman in the home
who suffered from the system of child-marriage or enforced widowhood. With the growing industrial population
of the city, the need is increasingly felt for a new type of work among women mill-workers, the Seva Mandir has
made a small but earnest attempt towards meeting this need. With this brief notice of the youngest social
institution in Bombay, this account may close.
250.55 Some Impressions Of Indian Women’s Colleges\fn{by Mrs. Mithan Choksi (before 1883- )} Bombay?,
Maharashtra State, India (F) 5
When under the deadening influence of long wars and foreign invasions the old educational systems had died
out and the whole cultural inheritance of the Hindus and Mahomedans was at a low ebb, a new system heralded
by Macaulay’s famous Minute came into being. And the new system entirely ignored the question of women’s
education There was a tacit and wholly gratuitous assumption that the schools and colleges were intended only for
boys and men, and that there was no demand for women’s education in any part of the country.
The educated gentlewomen of nineteenth century England had their counterpart among the Brahman and
Mahratta women of the higher classes. But the women’s High school and College movement being still in its
infancy in England; it was natural that the scheme initiated by the British Government made no provision for
women’s education. This was confirmed by the country’s own tendency, especially at this period of degeneration,
to confine unduly the sphere and activities of women.
But such a state of things could not persist; as the country revived from torpor, province after province took in
hand the question of education for women. Among the first was Bombay.
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Here as elsewhere private teaching and then educational institutions for girls under private and missionary
agency gradually began to make headway; and in time these educational institutions became the regular girls’
schools that slowly stepped into line with boys’ schools. In 1883, the Bombay University roll shows the names of
eight girls who matriculated.
But collegiate education for women was in general yet unthought of and if the idea was entertained, the
ridicule of common sense at the imposition of additional burdens upon the frail feminine mind must have
effectively negatived any tentative proposals—even as in Victorian England.
*
Hence when in 1886 a Parsi gentlemen of Bombay wished his daughters to have the advantage of college
education, he found great difficulty in procuring admission for them in the Arts Colleges of the city. He was
considerably assisted, however, by the encouragement of Dr. Mackichan, the principal of Wilson College—then
known as the Free General Assembly’s Institution.—Dr. Mackichan admitted them and later got the University
authorities to enact that the word “he” wherever it occurred in the university Calendar should also mean “she”.
These were among the first girls to enter college. In 1926, forty years later, the returns for the different colleges
affiliated to the University show a total of 450 women students, among them being candidates for degrees in Arts,
Science, Medicine, Teaching, Law, Commerce and Agriculture. A short comparison may be drawn concerning the
state of things in the different provinces.
In the Madras Presidency, the figures for 1927 show 550 women students in the Arts Colleges and about 140 in
the Medical Schools, the largest total of the different provinces. The first woman was admitted into the Medical
College, Madras, in 1878, but the real advance did not commence till the establishment in 1914 and 1915 of two
women’s colleges in Madras city with bright surroundings and residential quarters, followed by a third at
Trivandrum. At Calcutta there are two women’s colleges—one of them Bethune College dating back to 1849, the
first Government institution for girls in India—and about 300 women students, including those studying at the
medical and men’s colleges.
At Delhi is an All-India institution, the Lady Hardinge College for women, founded in 1916 with
accommodation for 100 medical students and its own hospital attached. Its students are largely drawn from the
Punjab, the United Provinces and the Central Provinces with a few others from all over India. In practice it has
been found that the large cities, like Bombay and Madras cater for their own women medical students.
At Lahore are two women’s colleges with about 70 students; at Mysore, two Intermediate Colleges and one
constituent college, the Maharani’s College, with a total of about 30 students.
In most provinces in India, where women are studying in any number, the principle of separate women’s
colleges has been accepted. In every case, at the commencement, women were admitted into men’s colleges, but it
was found that the establishment of separate colleges attracted a much larger number of women students. In
Bombay, however, the principle of co-educational colleges seems by now to have been definitely accepted and
preferred to separate colleges. The evidence given recently before the Bombay University Commission seemed to
show that separate colleges, in Bombay city at least, would if anything be considered a retrograde step. This may
be ascribed to the influence, at the outset, of the Parsi community, and later of the Marathi.
The figures given above will show that the real advance is confined to Bombay and Madras. Bombay will be
taken here as a fair index of the forward movement in higher education for women.
*
To turn our attention first to the intellectual aspect of this movement. It has often been said that the standard of
attainment in Indian Universities is low compared with that in those of the West: the remark applying with greater
force to women. It is true: the achievements of women’s education are less than they might have been; yet, in
justice, two great mitigating causes may be suggested.
The difficulty, inseparably connected with Indian education at its present stage of evolution, that of teaching
through the medium of English rather than the vernacular, pursues one into the college course with complications
equal to those created in the High Schools. As a result of the methods of teaching English, the vast majority of
students come to college with a very imperfect, fragmentary, and incoherent ability either to speak or write: it may
be added that in general the women are far better than the men.
Where all the advanced teaching is in English, considerable emphasis has to be laid on the student’s capacity
for expression in speech and writing; yet often that gives a very unfair impression of even the students’ actual
reading and still less of his intellectual maturity. I have often, after discussing a piece of literature with students,
found their appreciation very incoherent and immature; later, in an informal talk with the students in the
vernacular on the same subject, I have been surprised to find how much of the apparent immaturity was due to the
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utter incapacity for felicitous or even consistent expression in English. The problem is fraught with added
perplexity when we consider the many vernaculars of the Presidency.
This difficulty of teaching through the medium of English is also a potent factor in the limitations of the High
School curriculum, which is the other mitigating factor. In the average Indian school more periods in a week are
devoted to the actual teaching of the English language than are given to any one subject in schools in England or
Europe; naturally, therefore the time spent on other subjects is much more restricted: with the result that the High
School courses, having English as their center, are elementary and incomplete and leave too many loose ends. The
students feel quite rightly that it is not possible to stop short at such a point: for many of them the natural
requirement is a further two years of High School with a course which even if elementary is better rounded-off
and complete in itself. Few of them have the more speculative and specialized interest that would fit them for
college work, nor the independence of mind that would enable them to dispense with school-room methods of
teaching. All these are compelled to come to the colleges if they desire to follow up the fragmentary education the
schools provide, and consequently the colleges have to adapt themselves to suit their needs.
Elementary and incomplete as are the courses, a further difficulty is evident in that they offer to the callow
student the fruits of an alien culture, that can only be assimilated by a riper intelligence. This state of things has
led to reiteration of the cry that it is impossible to lecture to the students of a college, till the schools equip them
with greater capacity for reading and understanding books and a better grasp of the aims and methods of private
study. From all sides one hears with increasing insistence the complaint that college students are doing higher
Secondary school work—for the Indian educationalist has no illusions; no one is more alive to the limitations of
our educational achievement.
Much has been said in India as elsewhere on the subject of alteration of the curriculum to suit the special needs
of women. Such an alteration would certainly be an asset in the High Schools, where a curriculum on a much
broader basis is necessary to suit the varied needs of a large number. But it is doubtful whether a university can so
circumscribe cultural aims as to propose and equip women as house-keepers, wives or even mothers. Its great aim
should finally be to produce accurate, far-reaching and critical thought.
An account of women’s colleges would, however, be incomplete without mention of a very interesting
development in what may be called the intermediate stages of collegiate education. This is the institution at
Poona, known as the Indian Women’s University, initiated and supported entirely by private agency. Its most
interesting feature is the endeavor to teach collegiate subjects through the medium of the vernacular. Professor
Karve, the founder, an intensely practical educationalist, felt strongly the necessity for some means of rapidly
bridging over the widening gulf between the cultural achievement of men and women in India. If women’s
education was to show both rapid advance and diffusion, it was necessary to resort to the natural method of
teaching in the vernacular. The importance at the same time of English as a language of world wide culture and of
special importance to India on political and national grounds, was recognized by including it as a compulsory
second language. Among other compulsory subjects are Psychology, Study of the Child Mind, Biology, Sociology
and History. The standard aimed at in most subjects is not higher than that of the Intermediate examination of
other universities.
Though objection has been taken to the name as marking out an unnecessary separation in the higher education
of men and women, the importance of the work as an experiment conducted on sound and practical lines is being
recognized. There is an increasing number of girls’ schools .in the Presidency affiliated to this institution; the
figures for 1926 show 7 High Schools and 8 Middle Schools, most of these staffed by women who have graduated
from the institution.
This is rapid advance for ten years—the University was founded in 1916— and shows that it has succeeded in
one of its aims, the rapid diffusion of education among girls. On the other hand the actual numbers in the three
Arts colleges is very small compared to those in women’s colleges conducted on the usual lines, being in 1926,
17, 8, and 7. In general, the establishment and progress of this University seems to show that the question of
higher education in the vernacular is by no means finally settled and there is room and indeed necessity for such
an experiment; though a wholesale adoption of the vernaculars as the media of instruction in collegiate subjects
does not seem immediately possible when even the recent committee on University Reforms in Bombay has
declared that “the introduction of the vernaculars as media of instruction is not in the interests of the higher
education of women”.
*
However, though education, collegiate and otherwise, is hampered considerably by the vexed question of the
vernaculars, there is a brighter side to the picture. While these difficulties minimize the intellectual quality of the
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colleges, the production of accurate and keen habits of thought is promoted by opportunities for varied social
intercourse. An account of some of the debates in a Bombay College at which the writer was present, may be of
some interest in throwing light upon the activity of mind of the Hindu girl.
At the outset it may be mentioned that all formal rules of debate were rejected as comic encumbrances by the
practically minded Hindu girl: the debates were in the nature of informal discussions and were conducted with
much more vigor and understanding when they dealt with social rather than literary questions. A vigorously
contested subject, that might be of interest to European readers, was that “the Joint Family System should be
suspended”.
The arguments relating to the hardships of the system have been too often repeated to need mention. But the
ably contested defense was an interesting proof of the often forgotten fact that the ameliorative factors of a system
are always far less apparent to an outsider than its hardships. Much was made of the far brighter and joyful
childhood that was conditioned by the congregation of so many children under one roof—the games, festivals,
flower-wreathings, outings, surprise meals, and treats in which nine children participated being contrasted by one
speaker with the childhood of her more westernized friends brought up in homes containing two or three children.
It was amusing to hear Crichton-Miller and Western psychology quoted as a defense for the joint-family system,
the speaker’s point being that inhibitions, daydreams, brooding, and so on, were impossible to the child with the
companionship of so many of its fellows. Another pathetic picture was of a worn-out middle class mother
attending, servantless and irritable through overwork, to the needs of her baby, who would have been much better
looked after among the profusion of aunts and female relatives in a family of the older system, where the older
women could provide the experience to deal with baby’s illnesses and the younger women the leisure and health
to occupy his playfulness.
These debates were of considerable interest to me, a Parsi, one of a community among whom the system is not
prevalent except among sections of the poor: that is why I quote it at some length, as having a similar interest for
those who have no intimate acquaintance with the inner working of Indian domestic life
Another debate was on the proposition that “marriage by arrangement has done less harm to Society than
Marriage by Choice”, the slightly humorous phrasing of the proposition being the work of the most thoughtful
among. them. The students of the senior year were particularly keen about it, having studied during the year a
course of Modern English Literature, which had provoked much discussion and thought. This was drawn upon
considerably by the defenders of the proposition. Scathing references were made to the women of Western
novelists who “took life-long vows of marriage, met men they liked better than their husbands, waved good-bye
and went.”
The tone of the debates showed a marked difference from what it would have been, in the past. The best and
the most thoughtful of the students were now critical of, if not distinctly antagonistic to, the wholesale adoption of
things foreign. Fifteen years ago it would have been a different matter; students of this type would have been
among the most anxious to urge adoption of Western modes of thought. But the war and its aftermath produced a
far more critical attitude towards Western civilization, an attitude which was assisted by the natural reaction
towards the earlier attitude and by the growth of national consciousness.
Most people, European and Indian, will agree that even if often aggressive and intolerant, this was a much
healthier frame of mind than in the days when, it is said, the fascination of Western civilization was so great that
prominent Bengalis prided themselves on even dreaming in English instead of Bengali
These casual glimpses of a critical attitude towards western modes of thought are given partly as an indication
of the considerable tension that prevails in the mental life of the universities. For there is room for criticism of the
curriculum on far more radical lines than the inclusion of a few subjects dealing with mother-craft and home
hygiene for women students. It is a criticism that concerns both men and women, and no paper on collegiate
education can ignore it. This is the complete ousting of the national culture in the Universities by the study of the
English language and western science. Where separate courses exist for the study of oriental learning, they are on
lines meant only for the antiquarian and the specialist. Hence the resulting effect on the Indian university student;
the disquiet and excitement of the few under the stimulus of a foreign culture unassimilated with their own and
the stagnation of the many at the imposition of a culture so alien.
*
A brief historical sketch may throw light on the question. As an example of the pursuit of learning before the
adoption of modern Western methods, we may turn to the life of Anant Sastri, the father of Pandita Ramabai
whose life has been already narrated.
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Learning was the passion and vital principal of his being. His life was spent in wandering and contemplation in
pursuit of learning. He sought it in the courts and libraries of Rajas at Mysore and Nepal and wealth and
patronage (which meant nothing to him) were showered upon him. He sought it in pilgrimage throughout the
length and breadth of India. He sought it finally for twelve years in the wilderness, building a little hut in the heart
of the Ganganule forest where an ashram of devoted students gathered round him to be taught by him and his
wife.
But this learning and speculation that he pursued with such intensity of devotion was purely religious and
philosophical. Much of it would be characterized by Western educationalists as hair-splitting. It was remote from
all the concerns of life, understood by the average Westerner as practical wage-earning business. It produced great
subtlety of intellect, but in particular fields of speculative thought. As such the more positive spirit of his
daughter, as of Raja Ram and the early reformers, rebelled against it. They welcomed the new fields of knowledge
and culture opened out by Western thought. And Western science and thought superseded it completely; with
Western modes of the spread of education the High School for the forest ashram.
The result included much positive gain. Western education gave a profound stimulus both to industrial
development and the cause of social and political reform. It left a permanent tincture, a positive cast in the Indian
mind. Many of the students of our colleges fail to realize how much of their cast of mind, their individualism,
their ideas of evolution, of democracy, of self-determination were due to the complete absorption of the Western
modes of thought, which they so often and so strongly criticize.
But there was also much loss that counterbalanced this gain. Much was lost in spiritual content by the
divorcing of education from religion and the home, the two great vitalizing forces. A state of things was produced
where, according to an educational authority,
students could write a better English essay on Chaucer than on Tulsidas and Tukaram, where Indian homes of educated
people resembled third-rate English suburban lodgings or, at their best, contained English period furniture ordered
wholesale from reputed English furniture-dealers. \fn{There is no closed quote to this quotation indicated in the text:H}

Instead of national culture, language study occupied a disproportionate part of school and college life—
English being studied for utilitarian purposes as the key of entrance to Government service or to the professions.
It is not to be wondered at that higher education could achieve so little. Behind the practical difficulties imposed
by teaching in a foreign language was the intense mental confusion imposed by the struggle of two cultures with
widely differing schemes of values and standards of life.
These have so far been antagonistic rather than fused. For the Indian student coming to college from a village
home where three sets of values; the one arbitrarily taught in schools and colleges, the, second, the standards
prevalent in the traditional outlook of often illiterate homes; and the third, the ideal of which the second was the
practical reflection which he faintly glimpsed in the lost national culture that had been ousted from his normal
life. With the passion for coherency of the Indian mind it is not to be wondered at that higher education produced
stagnation in the mediocre, dissatisfaction and restlessness in the able.
The Indian mind cannot be content with an acceptance of the fragmentation and disharmony of personality, or
the struggle-for-life principle, such as seem possible to the English and the American.
The exploitation of the sources of wealth is one of the greatest achievements of the nineteenth century to the
Westerner. It is touched with romance and heroism. But it leaves the Indian cold. The exuberant enthusiasm with
which even a Babbitt can redeem the grossness of his material pursuits is denied to the Indian. And in spite of
increasing reform in social and political adjustments, the secret of happiness seems to have been lost and the
universities cannot provide it.
*
Is it so impossible to achieve a fusion of the two cultures? At Santiniketan is a school and college, a women’s
college and hostel and Research Institute, a School of Art and Music and finally an Institution of Rural
Reconstruction, all closely associated, whereby is promoted a vigorous and full intellectual life with great
possibilities of assimilation.
In the meantime, in spite of the depression of spirit produced by a survey of the immense difficulties that stand
in the way of a full and free type of University education, there is still much practical achievement and progress in
the development of this higher education. Even our brief glimpse within an Indian College may suggest the
vividness and buoyancy of spirit which can characterize college life, and in which lies much source of hope for
the future of women’s work in India.
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On the social side particularly beneficial have been the results of the spread of college education among
Indian women, especially in the co-educational colleges. I wonder if colleges in any country have done so much
for the breaking down of barriers between the sexes, castes, communities and classes as the Indian women’s
colleges and even more, the co-educational colleges. This is an important factor in a country which is almost a
continent and which has communities with such different traditions, as well as numerous castes within the
community.
Indian High Schools are usually more distinctly communal; and the college-going age is particularly suitable
for the development of enthusiastic friendships and sympathetic co-operative work. The colleges started by
private Indian agency and by Christian missions have both done a great deal to promote the best and wisest sort of
co-operation, which consists in agreeing to differ.
In a Bombay hostel for university women one may meet with the interesting and refreshing spectacle of a
number of young college students of different traditions, customs and castes, sitting in happy fellowship in the
same dining-room but with different kinds of food served to them. Though the complications and perplexities of
the housekeeper must be endless—she has to see for instance that not even the eggs even penetrate into the
“vegetarian” kitchen—she can and usually does feel that she has helped towards the achievement of the spirit of
mutual forbearance and understanding that is one of the most tangible results of college education for women in
India.
Finally, one may express the conviction that despite the limitations, the lowness of intellectual standards and
its attendant ills, it is this college education that has both by corporate influence and individual achievement made
possible new movements, has opened out new vistas of social thought and action for the many and in general has
helped the amelioration of woman-kind in innumerable, incalculable ways.
On the one hand, the corporate influence is revealed in a body like the women Graduates’ Union. These Unions
which have been formed in the main Presidency towns, have always taken an active part in initiating or assisting
all movements connected with women’s amelioration: they now form the Indian branch of the International
Federation of University Women.
On the other hand, individual achievement is expressed by creative and constructive work, though not original,
in many fields—social, medical, educational, and even political. Take as illustration, some of the writers in this
book. Add to this that the colleges turn out an increasing number of Indian women of mature abilities, some of
whom go on to complete their education at the foremost British and European universities.
Again, men have not been slow to recognize the partnership of women in affairs: for a Mahomedan University
has as Chancellor, the Begum of Bhopal—perhaps the only woman in the world to hold an office of this nature:
and the universities of Bombay and Madras have women sitting in their Senates.
And viewed relatively, collegiate education has shown a more substantial advance than either Primary or
Secondary. The achievement in the past thirty years has been swifter, more varied, more vivid than the
corresponding achievement in mass education. The advance however, has not been all over India—Madras and
Bombay making a disproportionately large contribution. But the future of mass education for girls will lie very
much in the hands of the increasing number of young and enthusiastic women that the colleges turn out.
250.60 Indian Painting\fn{by Shrimati Leelavati (before 1883)} Bangalore, Bangalore Urban District, Karnataka State,
India (F) 4
The history of Indian painting dates far back into the night of time; its beginnings are lost in the mists of
antiquity, and like all other things in India it is traced to divine origin. An old tradition says that Brahma taught the
art of pictorial representation to a Brahmin devotee who lost his son and prayed to Brahma to restore him to life,
and Brahma asked the Brahmin to produce the nearest likeness of his dead son in a pictorial form and breathed
life into it.
Another ancient tradition has it that it was a woman who painted the first portraiture in India. A princess of
ancient India, so the story goes, dreamt of a beautiful prince in her sleep and fell in love with him, and her sakhi,
(maid) Ohitralekha, painted the portraits of all the great princes of her time for her royal mistress to identify her
dream-lover.
The earliest reference to the art of painting is to be found in the two great epics of India, Ramayana and
Mahabharatta. There are classical treatises on the subject in the ancient books, especially in Vishnudamottram,
and in the writings of Sukracharya, Taranath and others. These writings give us a wealth of details not only as to
the theories of the art of painting but about the technique, mannerism, method and materials of the art. They tell
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us of the art of making colors, brushes, and what colors to be used for certain types of pictures and in what
conventional manner they should be treated. They deal exhaustively also with all kinds of canons of art which
must closely be followed by the artists.
This may, at the outset, appear as too arbitrary, too rigid, too binding for any original creative expression, but it
is not really so. The Indian artist has the fullest freedom to give spontaneous expression to his creative genius, but
he is asked to make use of certain conventionalized forms, which are deep-rooted in the national consciousness of
the people and which embody their racial characteristics and which have an idiom of their own, so that the
language of the art will be understandable to the people for whom it was meant.
All great arts in India are mere means to an end; they are sadhanas for the ultimate aim of life, self-realization.
This ideal is the fundamental basis of Indian painting also. A picture is not painted for its own sake, not even
for its aesthetical value or technical skill. These are secondary factors; the main purpose is to symbolize some
great abstract idea, to concretize some ideal abstraction, to give form and color to some inner experience.
Hence Indian art is more religious than secular; spiritual significance is the chief motive of Indian art. It is not
realistic or representational because of this very subjective nature of its psychology; and inasmuch as art
expresses life, Indian art is the best method of approach for a proper and intelligent understanding of the peculiar
characteristics of the Indian people.
The Indian mind is more introspective, imaginative and intuitive, and this is clearly seen in all great works of
Indian art. The mere skill of hands and acuteness of eyes to depict things as observed is not considered as “great
art” in the East; it is the power to conceive imaginatively some ideal form, to embody some sublime thought or
idea, which is considered as “great art”. And therefore it is that Indian art is essentially idealistic, symbolic,
religious and suggestive, where devotion, sincerity and imagination play a greater part than mere skill of hands.
The Indian mind is subtle and hence the Indian artist prefers subtle forms, subtle colors and subtle modes of
expression. The attenuated physical bodies that he draws in his paintings, the soft subdued colors that he uses, his
preference for watercolor, all these are necessary artistic reactions to his racial psychology. The elongated eyes,
the wasp-like waist, the tapering fingers are not merely artistic conventions based on a larger and wider
understanding of ideal forms in nature, but are characteristic of his racial genius. The physical perspective is often
ignored because his view-point is more psychological and mental, and this consciously finds expression in his art.
The perspective of the academic type as it is taught in Western art is too rigid for the purpose of artistic design and it
obstructs the flight of vision and interferes with the Indian notions of mental and imaginative visualizations.

Further his experience of optic illusions does not give him the certainty of the correctness of physical
perspective of which so much is made in European art. To the Hindu artist the manifested world is but an
expression of the Divine, and consequently you see reflected in his art the underlying unity of life, and therefore
the assembling of human beings, animals, birds, flowers and even gods into a decorative scheme in a picture, is
most natural to him. The philosophical idea of rebirth gives him the inner rhythm of ebb and flow of life which is
such a striking feature of Indian art, both ancient and modern.\fn{ Below: five examples of restored Ajanta cave paintings:}
*

The earliest examples of pictorial art, now extant, are the world-famous fresco-paintings of Ajanta. Ajanta lies
in the north of the Nizam Dominions and is well-known for its Buddhistic rock-cut temples and their frescoedwalls. There are over 28 caves cut on the face of a cliff that runs in a horse-shoe-like curve along a most beautiful
ravine in one of the secluded valleys of the Indhyari range of hills. The chaityas and viharas are elaborately
carved and richly painted. The earliest of them is considered to have been sculptured and painted in the 1 st or 2nd
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century B. C. and the latest about the 7 th century A.D. The paintings are strikingly beautiful, done in tempera
color, of natural products locally procured. The subject matter is mostly anecdotes and life-incidents from the
jataka stories and the last earthly life of the Lord Buddha.
These paintings form the classical background for Indian painting, and the modern artists go to Ajanta for their
inspiration. The wall-paintings of Ajanta represent a most unique phase of mural decorative art, and are, perhaps,
the finest series of primitive painting left for man. The Buddhist priest-artists, who painted these great
masterpieces, were not only great creative artists but interpretative geniuses. The truth and precision of their work
are most admirable; the sweep of their brush is bold and vigorous, their colorings pure and fresh.
The glory of Ajantan art is Woman. Mr. G. Venkatachalam, the well-known art-critic writes:
Nowhere in the world of art has woman been so honored, worshipped and immortalized as in Ajanta. Though the Lord
Buddha was the inspirer of their art, Woman was their chief decorative motif. Woman is the glory of Ajantan art. She is
painted in all her moods, in innumerable poses and in a thousand and one bewitching ways. A “garland of women” greets you
at every turn and lively sparkling eyes smile at you all round. They fascinate you with their gentle warm looks; they charm
you with their sinuous forms and languishing attitudes; they haunt you with their eternal femininity … Woman, to these ancient
artists of India, was not a temptress, a seductress, to be shunned and avoided, but an eternal companion on the road of destiny, who
ennobles and enlivens life’s pathway. Ascetics as these artists were, they saw the divinity in womanhood, and hence this “Worship
of Woman” in Ajanta.

The Bagh Caves in Gwalior [Native] State contain some excellent fresco paintings, almost contemporaneous with
Ajanta, with the same craftsmanship but dealing with more secular subjects and which give us an insight into the social
conditions of the people of that period. The vividness of life depicted in these wall-paintings shows with remarkable
clarity the high standard of culture and civilization attained by the people then. The brushwork is bold and vigorous as
in Ajanta but in sheer aesthetical quality Bagh excels Ajanta. The group of dancing girls in a music party, the
procession of elephants and horses, are all delineated with a sureness of composition and an eye for artistic grouping.
There are other caves which contain old paintings, chief among them are the Siguriya caves in Ceylon\fn{ Now Sri
Lanka} and the Sittanavasal cave in the Pudukotta [Native] State in South India. The paintings in these caves are
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fragmentary but of equal artistic merit. The joyous creation of these early artists has all the supreme quality of divine
creation, spontaneous, exuberant, unfettered, noble and pure. They stand out as marvelous achievements of human
genius, faith, sincerity and love. Hence their unquestionable greatness.

The historical continuity of Indian painting of the succeeding centuries can be traced in the literature of the time,
though no samples of the art are yet available tc apprise their value correctly. The recent findings in Gujarat, of old
illustrated manuscripts of 12th to 15th centuries, the reference to painting on cloths in the ancient University of
Nalanda by the Chinese travelers of the 7 th and 8th centuries, show that the art must have been practiced to a high
degree and that there was a continuity of this art of picture-making in India right through the centuries.
A great output of artistic creation, almost rivaling the classical era of Ajanta and Bagh, is to be observed
between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries in the mediaeval schools of Rajput and Mughal painting in India.
The Rajput school of painting was an indigenous art rooted in the folk-art of the people. It was purely a Hindu art,
depicting the religious thought of the time. Vaishnavism was the prevailing religion in Northern India then, and
the artists indulged in rendering the beautiful stories connected with Shree Krishna and his Leelas into pictorial
forms. These paintings were miniatures in size, brilliantly colored and exquisitely finished. The faces are mostly
done in profile but the expression is most wonderfully delineated without any light and shade effect.
The Rajput art is indeed an unique contribution to the pictorial art of the world, and in its later development in
the hill school of Kangra, it reached a state of perfection in miniature painting unrivalled in the world. The Kangra
artists painted stories, myths and legends associated with the life of Shiva, and also created visual forms for
musical melodies, known as Ragini pictures. They represented the various seasons in nature and the different
moods of men and women in delicate little paintings which are at once informing and charming.
This school of painting was spread all over Northern India, in the Punjab, along the foot-hills of the Himalayas,
in the valleys of Garwhal, Chumba, Basholi and Kangra, as well as in the plains of Rajputana. Woman, to these
artists also, was the central feature of their art, but here she was symbolized in Radha, the Beloved of Krishna.
She is conceived in these paintings as an ideal type with a round moon face seen in a bewitching profile, with
large sensitive eyes, graced by eyebrows which rival the bow of cupid and whose raven hair ends in the fairest
curls; and she is painted in various moods, now dancing joyously with Krishna, now feeling the pangs of
separation, now toileting, now in mischievous merry-making and so on. Mr. O. C. Gangoly, the editor of Rupam,
sums up the main characteristics of this art as follows:
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The whole composition is architectural, built up by the bold juxtaposition of masses of severely defined colors.
There is not much drawing and the whole design is expressed in colors. They are characterized by unconventionality
and originality of design. The personification of musical modes in terms of pictorial art is one of the remarkable
achievements of Rajput painting. The leading theme is the cult of the divine cowherd, Krishna, idealized in a series
of religious mysteries, the gopis being the symbols of the souls yearning for the Divine.
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The sixteenth century saw also the introduction of a new culture into India in the coming in of the Mughals,
which enriched the art of the country. The political conquest of India by the Mughals resulted in the cultural
conquest of the Mughals by India. The culture and civilization that followed in the wake of the conquerors
became soon absorbed into the Hindu culture, and there was consequently an enrichment of Hindu life and arts.
The Persian art that the Mughals brought with them became fused with the indigenous art of the Rajput school, and
the result was the birth of the Mughal school of painting.\fn{Unrestored Ajanta cave painting of Buddha’s mother.}

There were certain affinities between the two arts in feeling and technical expression. They mutually influenced
each other but retained certain unassimilable ingredients natural to their respective arts. The Rajput art was religious,
homely and impersonal, while the Mughal art was secular, courtly and personal. The Mughal emperors were great
patrons of learning and arts, and under their fostering care the art of painting developed very rapidly. Akbar was
eclectic in his taste and permitted Hindu painters to illustrate Hindu religious books for him; his son Jehangir was a
great lover of beauty, and during his time the Mughal art reached its zenith, and some of the greatest painters of the
Mughal period lived in his time. Bishandas, Keshavdas, Mansur, Manohar, Hasan are some. of the foremost artists of
that time. The emperor took delight in encouraging artists to paint for him the great personalities of his time, the
wonderful birds, flowers and animals of the Himalayas and Kashmir. Mughal art did indeed produce one of the
finest portrait galleries in the world. Shah Jehan was a great builder and during his time the art of painting began to
decline and with the reign of Aurangzeb it became degenerated. The Mughal painting is not so rich in emotional
contents nor so spiritually significant as the Rajput art, but it is more aesthetical and delicately refined.
*
With the downfall of the Mughal empire and with the political domination of the English Power in India, the
arts much declined, and except for a few stray straggling artists scattered about in the courts of petty rulers, there
were not any real creative works of art produced. The School of Art method introduced by English education was
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barren of results; artists like Ravi Varma copied European styles of painting which were neither Indian nor
European. It was left to an Englishman of great sympathetic understanding and imaginative feeling to see the folly
of this wholesale transportation of foreign methods in painting into the Government Schools of Art and
of making Indian youths tenth-rate copyists, where imagination was starved out and originality was killed and where
there was no scope for free creative expression and spontaneous production of idealistic works of art.

He protested to the authorities, and with the help and co-operation of his colleague and fellow-artist,
Abanindranath Tagore, sowed the seed for the modern revival in Indian painting now nearly twenty-five years
ago, which has since then attracted the attention of an admiring world.
The movement had for its leader a great enthusiast, a visionary, a sensitive artist, in Abanindranath Tagore.
Tagore, like his great uncle, the poet Rabindranath, is an eclectic soul, and embodies in himself all that is best in
the West and in the East. His art is rich in expression. He seeks inspiration from the ideals of his great ancestors,
but utilizes every media of expression for his creative genius. He borrows freely from Japan, China and Europe,
all their techniques and mannerism, but keeps the Indian feeling and atmosphere for his pictures. His portrait
studies have all the characteristic qualities of the Mughal painting; his idealistic works have all the charm of
Rajput miniatures; his ambitious works are a harmonious blending of the art of Japan and of India. Like all great
masters, Abanindranath Tagore is a great experimentalist, and some of his finest works are mere experiments in
pictorial art.
Great as he is as an artist, he is greater still as a teacher, and his eclectic spirit and catholic genius are to be seen in the
ideals of the present revival. He gathered round him a small group of young artists who have since become world-famous.
His brother Goganendranath Tagore is another versatile genius of the family of the Tagores. He is a painter of gorgeous
sunsets, wonderful landscapes, interestingly clever, cubistic and impressionistic pictures, and above all a great
caricaturist. His artistic moods express themselves in gorgeous colors and intricate patterns. He is a delightful
man, short, square-built, cardinal-looking and full of fun. Abanindranath is his antithesis in this respect, tall, wellbuilt like a Roman soldier, he is serious and aristocratic.
Nandalal Bose, the first pupil of Abanindranath Tagore is now as well known in the world as his master.
Nandalal has not the eclectic genius of the Tagores, but is a true representative of Hindu culture, and his chief
contribution to modern art is the introduction of Ajantan mannerisms, Ajantan poses, Ajantan types and styles into
modern art. He has coined new types for his mythological subjects, and especially in his studies of Shiva. He is
not a delicate colorist like his master but his lines are strong and vigorous and his compositions bold and big. He
is the head of the Art School at Santiniketan, and his students show remarkable progress under his tuition. He is a
lovable person with a child-like heart.
South India has the proud privilege of producing another great master-artist, as great as either Abanindranath or
Nandalal, and his name is K. Vankatappa of Mysore. He was also a student under Tagore for over six years and was
his favorite pupil. Mr. Venkatappa paints after the best manner of Rajput and Mughal artists, and in certain respects
even excels them. His miniature paintings on idealistic subjects are exceedingly charming. His finish is superb
and his colorings soft and subdued. An ascetic by temperament and in life, he is pure, sincere and fearless, and his
art reflects, the man. As a landscape painter he has few rivals in India, and his landscape-studies of Ooty in her
different moods are a classic by themselves in that class of art. “Though they are realistic works” writes Mr. G.
Venkatachalam, in his book on Modern Indian Artists,
they transcend the formal realism of ordinary European art, and catch for eternity in color and lines the fleeting beauty
of nature’s varying moods. You are nearer the “soul of things” when you we through those landscapes, the very “spirit
of nature”.

Mr. Venkatappa is also a sculptor and his plaster-cast of the master-musician Veena Seshanna, is a fine work of
great “feeling” and sensitiveness. Some of his beautiful paintings are in the possession of Lord Carmichael, Lord
Ronaldshay, Raja of Digapathia, Mr. B.N. Treasuryvala of Bombay and in the Ohitrasala of Mysore.
Another of the young artists who studied under Tagore and who is also a great sculptor is Deviprasad Roy
Chowdhury of Calcutta. A handsome looking young man, tall, strong and sensitive, Deviprasad is an artist to his
fingertips. In his paintings he combines harmoniously the technical features of both Western and Eastern art, and
produces a type of painting which is very aesthetical and full of sensitive feeling. He has painted charming studies of
the hill-women of the Himalayas and Assam which have been universally admired. His portrait-paintings in water82

colors are exceedingly well done; moreover as a painter of soft twilights, morning mists and evening shadows, he
stands supreme. He is also a skilful craftsman, clever at designing jewels and furniture.
Mr. Asit Kumar Haldar, the present Principal of the Government School of Arts at Lucknow, was also one of
the earliest students of Tagore, and has painted some striking panel pictures, full of charm and beauty. He has an
eye for rhythm, movement and balance; and his studies of Ras Leelo or Krishna’s Dance with Gopis, are full of
those qualities. As a mural painter he has no equal in India. Mr. Mukul Dey, the newly appointed Principal of the
Government School of Art Calcutta, is a pioneer painter-etcher in India. He has enriched his art considerably by
his extensive tours in Europe, America and Japan. His early paintings, while yet a student under Tagore, showed
considerable skill and originality, and his recent success in his artistic career was therefore not a great surprise.
There are other young artists of this new movement who are carving out a great future for themselves; there is
D. Bhattachaiji, a fine colourist, Sailendra Dey, a delicate illustrator of lyrical feelings, Kshitendranath
Muzumdar, a sensitively emotional artist, Promode Chatterjee, the most mystical of artists, Rahaman Chughtai
with his elegant and attractive line-drawings, and promising young girl-artists like Sukumari Devi, a decorative
painter, Pratima Devi of the Tagore family and Sunyani Devi the folk-artist. These and many more have richly
contributed to the modern development of Indian art, and are rightly considered its leading artists. “This
movement,” writes a well-known Indian art-critic,
represents in its strength and in its weakness, in its quaintness and in its truthfulness, the real aesthetical and spiritual
nature of India’s creative genius, and, therefore are they the true pioneers in this renaissance of modern Indian painting.

There are yet other artists of equal merit and outstanding ability, who are great in their own way and who have
contributed their individuality to Indian art. Of them and their art I have not written here, as I am concerned in the
present sketch with a rapid survey of the historical development of Indian painting in its three great epochs of the
classical Ajanta, mediaeval Rajput and Mughal and the modern renaissance started by this small group of Indian
artists. This group has not achieved anything wonderfully great as yet, but all those who have tried to understand
intelligently the trend of its modern development, believe that it is capable of achieving infinitely more.
BEFORE 1884

111.42 1. The Faithful Prince 2. The Bear’s Bad Bargain 3. The Close Alliance: Three Folktales\fn{by Habib, a
Muslim coolly (before 1884- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 7
1
Long ago there lived a King who had an only son, by name Prince Bahrâmgor,\fn{ The Sassanian King of Persia,
known to the Greeks as Varanes V (reigned 420-438AD) who is also said to be the father of Persian poetry .} who was as splendid as
the noonday sun, and as beautiful as the midnight moon.
Now one day the prince went a-hunting, and he hunted to the north, but found no game; he hunted to the south,
yet no quarry arose; he hunted to the east, and still found nothing. Then he turned towards the setting sun, when
suddenly from a thicket flashed a golden deer. Burnished gold were its hoofs and horns, rich gold its body.
Dazzled by the wonderful sight, the astonished prince bade his retainers form a circle round the beautiful strange
creature, and so gradually enclose and secure it.
“Remember,” said the prince, “I hold him towards whom the deer may run to be responsible for its escape, or
capture.”
Closer and closer drew the glittering circle of horsemen, while in the center stood the golden deer, until, with
marvelous speed, it fled straight towards the Prince. But he was swifter still, and caught it by the golden horns.
Then the creature found human voice, and cried,
“Let me go, oh! Prince Bahrâmgor and I will give you countless treasures!” But the Prince laughed, saying,
“Not so! I have gold and jewels galore, but never a golden deer.”
“Let me go,” pleaded the deer, “and I will give you more than treasures!”
“And what may that be?” asked the Prince, still laughing.
“I will give you a ride on my back such as never mortal man rode before,” replied the deer.\fn{ Pictured below}
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“Done!” cried the gay prince, vaulting lightly to the deer’s back; and immediately, like a bird from a thicket,
the strange glittering creature rose through the air till it was lost to sight. For seven days and seven nights it
carried the prince over all the world, so that he could see everything like a picture passing below, and on the
evening of the seventh day it touched the earth once more, and instantly vanished.
Prince Bahrâmgor rubbed his eyes in bewilderment, for he had never been in such a strange country before.
Everything seemed new and unfamiliar. He wandered about for some time looking for the trace of a house or a
footprint, when suddenly from the ground at his feet popped a wee old man.
“How did you come here? And what are you looking for, my son?” quoth he politely.
So Prince Bahrâmgor told him how he had ridden thither on a golden deer, which had disappeared, and how he
was now quite lost and bewildered in this strange country.
“Do not be alarmed, my son,” returned the wee old man; “it is true you are in Demonsland, but no one shall
hurt you, for I am the demon Jasdrult whose life you saved when I was on the earth in the shape of a golden deer.”
Then the demon Jasdrul took Prince Bahrâmgor to his house, and treated him right royally, giving him a
hundred keys, and saying,
“These are the keys of my palaces and gardens. Amuse yourself by looking at them, and mayhap somewhere
you may find a treasure worth having.”
So every day Prince Bahrâmgor opened a new garden, and examined a new palace, and in one he found rooms
full of gold, and in another jewels, and in a third rich stuffs, in fact everything the heart could desire, until he
came to the hundredth palace, and that he found was a mere hovel, full of all poisonous things, herbs, stones,
snakes, and insects.
But the garden in which it stood was by far the most magnificent of all. It was seven miles this way, and seven
miles that, full of tall trees and bright flowers, lakes, streams, fountains, and summer-houses. Gay butterflies
flitted about, and birds sang in it all day and all night. The prince, enchanted, wandered seven miles this way, and
seven miles that, until he was so tired that he lay down to rest in a marble summer-house, where he found a
golden bed, all spread with silken shawls.
Now while he slept, the Fairy Princess Shâhpasand,\fn{ King’s Delight.} who was taking the air, fairy-fashion, in
the shape of a pigeon, happened to fly over the garden, and catching sight of the beautiful, splendid, handsome
young prince, she sank to earth in sheer astonishment at beholding such a lovely sight, and, resuming her natural
shape—as fairies always do when they touch the ground—she stooped over the young man and gave him a kiss.
He woke up in a hurry, and what was his astonishment on seeing the most beautiful princess in the world
kneeling gracefully beside him!
“Dearest prince!” cried the maiden, clasping her hands, “I have been looking for you everywhere!”
Now the very same thing befell Prince Bahrâmgor that had happened to the Princess Shâhpasand—that is to
say, no sooner did he set eyes on her that he fell desperately in love, and so, of course, they agreed to get married
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without any delay. Nevertheless, the prince thought it best first to consult his host, the demon Jasdrul, seeing how
powerful he was in Demonsland. To the young man’s delight, the demon not only gave his consent, but appeared
greatly pleased, rubbing his hands and saying,
“Now you will remain with me and be so happy that you will never think of returning to your own country any
more.”
So Prince Bahrâmgor and the Fairy Princess Shâhpasand were married, and lived ever so happily, for ever so
long a time.
At last the thought of the home he had left came back to the prince, and he began to think longingly of his
father the king, his mother the queen, and of his favorite horse and hound. Then from thinking of them he fell to
speaking of them to the princess, his wife, and then from speaking he took to sighing and sighing and refusing his
dinner, until he became quite pale and thin.
Now the demon Jasdrul used to sit every night in a little echoing room below the prince and princess’s
chamber, and listen to what they said, so as to be sure they were happy; and when he heard the prince talking of
his far-away home on the earth, he sighed too, for he was a kind-hearted demon, and loved his handsome young
prince. At last he asked Prince Bahrâmgor what was the cause of his growing so pale and sighing so often—for so
amiable was the young man that he would rather have died of grief than have committed the rudeness of telling
his host he was longing to get away; but when he was asked he said piteously,
“Oh, good demon! Let me go home and see my father the king, my mother the queen, my horse and my hound,
for I am very weary. Let me and my princess go, or assuredly I shall die!” At first the demon refused, but at last he
took pity on the prince, and said,
“Be it so; nevertheless you will soon repent and long to be back in Demonsland; for the world has changed
since you left it, and you will have trouble. Take this hair with you, and when you need help, burn it, then I will
come immediately to your assistance.” Then the demon Jasdrul said a regretful goodbye, and, hey presto—Prince
Bahrâmgor found himself standing outside his native city, with his beautiful bride beside him.
But, alas! as the good-natured demon had foretold, everything was changed. His father and mother were both
dead, a usurper sat on the throne, and had put a price on Bahrâmgor’s head should he ever return from his
mysterious journey. Luckily no one recognized the young prince (so much had he changed during his residence in
Demonsland) save his old huntsman, who, though overjoyed to see his master once more, said it was as much as
his life was worth to give the prince shelter; still, being a faithful servant, he agreed to let the young couple live in
the garret of his house.
“My old mother, who is blind,” he said, “will never see you coming and going; and as you used to be fond of
sport, you can help me to hunt, as I used to help you.”
So the splendid Prince Bahrâmgor and his lovely princess hid in the garret of the huntsman’s house, and no one
knew they were there.
Now one fine day, when the prince had gone out to hunt, as servant to the huntsman, Princess Shâhpasand took
the opportunity of washing her beautiful golden hair, which hung round her ivory neck and down to her pretty
ankles like a shower of sunshine, and when she had washed it she combed it, and set the window ajar so that the
breeze might blow in and dry her hair. Just at this moment the Chief Constable of the town happened to pass by,
and hearing the window open, looked up and saw the lovely Shâhpasand, with her glittering golden hair. He was
so overcome at the sight that he fell right off his horse into the gutter. His servants, thinking he had a fit, picked
him up and carried him back to his house, where he never ceased raving about a beautiful fairy with golden hair in
the huntsman’s garret. This set everybody wondering whether he had been bewitched, and the story meeting the
king’s ear, he sent down some soldiers to make inquiries at the huntsman’s house.
“No one lives here!” said the huntsman’s cross old mother, “no beautiful lady, nor ugly one either, nor any
person at all, save me and my son. However, go to the garret and look for yourselves.”
Hearing these words of the old woman, Princess Shâhpasand bolted the door, and, seizing a knife, cut a hole in
the wooden roof. Then, taking the form of a pigeon, she flew out, so that when the soldiers burst open the door
they found no one in the garret. The poor Princess was greatly distressed at having to leave her beautiful young
prince in this hurried way, and as she flew past the blind old crone she whispered in her ear,
“I go to my father’s house in the Emerald Mountain.”
In the evening when Prince Bahrâmgor returned from hunting, great was his grief at finding the garret empty!
Nor could the blind old crone tell him much of what had occurred; still, when he heard of the mysterious voice
which whispered, “I go to my father’s house in the Emerald Mountain,” he was at first somewhat comforted.
Afterwards, when he reflected that he had not the remotest idea where the Emerald Mountain was to be found, he
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fell into a very sad state, and casting himself on the ground he sobbed and sighed; he refused his dinner, and never
ceased crying,
“Oh, my dearest princess! my dearest princess!”
At last he remembered the magic hair, and taking it from its hiding-place threw it into the fire. It had scarcely
begun to burn when, hey presto—the demon Jasdrul appeared, and asked him what he wanted.
“Show me the way to the Emerald Mountain,” cried the prince. Then the kind-hearted demon shook his head
sorrowfully, saying,
“You would never reach it alive, my son. Be guided by me—forget all that has passed, and begin a new life.”
“I have but one life,” answered the faithful prince, “and that is gone if I lose my dearest princess! As I must
die, let me die seeking her.”
Then the demon Jasdrul was touched by the constancy of the splendid young prince, and promised to aid him
as far as possible. So he carried the young man back to Demonsland, and giving him a magic wand, bade him
travel over the country until he came to the demon Nânak Chand’s house.
“You will meet with many dangers by the way,” said his old friend, “but keep the magic wand in your hand
day and night, and nothing will harm you. That is all I can do for you, but Nânak Chand, who is my elder brother,
can help you farther on your way.”
So Prince Bahramgor traveled through Demonsland, and because he held the magic wand in his hand day and
night, no harm came to him. At last he arrived at the demon Nânak Chand’s house, just as the demon had
awakened from sleep, which, according to the habit of demons, had lasted for twelve years. Naturally he was
desperately hungry, and on catching sight of the prince, thought what a dainty morsel he would be for breakfast;
nevertheless, though his mouth watered, the demon restrained his appetite when he saw the wand, and asked the
prince politely what he wanted. But when the demon Nânak Chand had heard the whole story, he shook his head,
saying,
“You will never reach the Emerald Mountain, my son. Be guided by me—forget all that has passed, and begin
a new life.” Then the splendid young prince answered as before,
“I have but one life, and that is gone if I lose my dearest princess! If I must die, let me die seeking her.”
This answer touched the demon Nânak Chand and he gave the faithful prince a box of powdered antimony, and
bade him travel on through Demonsland till he came to the house of the great demon Safed.
“For,” said he, “Safed is my eldest brother, and if anybody can do what you want, he will. If you are in need,
rub the powder on your eyes, and whatever you wish near will be near, but whatever you wish far will be far.”
So the constant prince traveled on through all the dangers and difficulties of Demonsland, till he reached the
demon Safed’s house, to whom he told his story, showing the powder and the magic wand, which had brought
him so far in safety. But the great demon Safed shook his head, saying,
“You will never reach the Emerald Mountain alive, my son. Be guided by me—forget all that has passed, and
begin a new life.” Still the faithful prince gave the same answer,
“I have but one life, and that is gone if I lose my dearest princess! If 1 must die, let me die seeking her.” Then
the great demon nodded his head approvingly, and said,
“You are a brave lad, and I must do my best for you. Take this yech-cap; whenever you put it on you will
become invisible. Journey to the north, and after a while in the far distance you will see the Emerald Mountain.
Then put the powder on your eyes and wish the mountain near, for it is an enchanted hill, and the farther you
climb the higher it grows. On the summit lies the Emerald City, enter it by means of your invisible cap, and find
the princess—if you can.”
So the prince journeyed joyfully to the north, until in the far, far distance he saw the glittering Emerald
Mountain. Then he rubbed the powder on his eyes, and behold—what he desired was near, and the Emerald City
lay before him, looking as if it had been cut out of a single jewel. But the Prince thought of nothing save his
dearest princess, and wandered up and down the gleaming city protected by his invisible cap. Still he could not
find her. The fact was, the Princess Shâhpasand’s father had locked her up inside seven prisons, for fear she
should fly away again, for he doted on her, and was in terror lest she should escape back to earth and her
handsome young prince, of whom she never ceased talking.
“If your husband comes to you, well and good,” said the old man, “but you shall never go back to him.”
So the poor princess wept all day long inside her seven prisons, for how could mortal man ever reach the
Emerald Mountain?
Now the Prince, whilst roaming disconsolately about the city, noticed a servant woman who every day at a
certain hour entered a certain door with a tray of sweet dishes on her head. Being curious, he took advantage of
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his invisible cap, and when she opened the door he slipped in behind her. Nothing was to be seen but a large door,
which, after shutting and locking the outer one, the servant opened. Again Prince Bahrâmgor slipped in behind
her, and again saw nothing but a huge door. And so on he went through all the seven doors, till he came to the
seventh prison, and there sat the beautiful Princess Shâhpasand, weeping salt tears. At the sight of her he could
scarcely refrain from flinging himself at her feet, but remembering that he was invisible, he waited till the servant
after putting down the tray retired, locking all the seven prisons one by one. Then he sat down by the Princess and
began to eat out of the same dish with her.
She, poor thing, had not the appetite of a sparrow, and scarcely ate anything, so when she saw the contents of
the dish disappearing, she thought she must be dreaming. But when the whole had vanished, she became
convinced some one was in the room with her, and cried out faintly,
“Who eats in the same dish with me?”
Then Prince Bahrâmgor lifted the yech-cap from his forehead, so that he was no longer quite invisible, but
showed like a figure seen in early dawn. At this the Princess wept bitterly, calling him by name, thinking she had
seen his ghost, but as he lifted the yech-cap more and more, and, growing from a shadow to real flesh and blood,
clasped her in his arms, her tears changed to radiant smiles.
Great was the astonishment of the servant next day when she found the handsome young prince seated beside
his dearest princess. She ran to tell the king, who, on hearing the whole story from his daughter’s lips, was very
much pleased at the courage and constancy of Prince Bahrâmgor, and ordered Princess Shâhpasand to be released
at once.
“For,” he said, “now her husband has found his way to her, my daughter will not want to go to him.”
Then he appointed the prince to be his heir, and the faithful Prince Bahrâmgor and his beautiful bride lived
happily ever afterwards in the Emerald Kingdom.
2
Once upon a time, a very old woodman lived with his very old wife in a tiny hut close to the orchard of a rich
man—so close that the boughs of a pear-tree hung right over the cottage yard.
Now it was agreed between the rich man and the woodman, that if any of the fruit fell into the yard, the old
couple were to be allowed to eat it; so you may imagine with what hungry eyes they watched the pears ripening,
and prayed for a storm of wind, or a flock of flying foxes, or anything which would cause the fruit to fall. But
nothing came, and the old wife, who was a grumbling, scolding old thing, declared they would infallibly become
beggars. So she took to giving her husband nothing but dry bread to eat, and insisted on his working harder than
ever, till the poor old soul got quite thin; and all because the pears would not fall down!
At last, the woodman turned round and declared he would not work any more unless his wife gave him khichrî
to his dinner; so with a very bad grace the old woman took some rice and pulse, some butter and spices, and
began to cook a savory khichrî. What an appetizing smell it had, to be sure! The woodman was for gobbling it up
as soon as ever it was ready.
“No, no,” cried the greedy old wife, “not till you have brought me in another load of wood; and mind it is a
good one. You must work for your dinner.”
So the old man set off to the forest and began to hack and to hew with such a will that he soon had quite a large
bundle, and with every faggot he cut he seemed to smell the savory khichrî and think of the feast that was coming.
Just then a bear came swinging by, with its great black nose tilted in the air, and its little keen eyes peering about;
for bears, though good enough fellows on the whole, are just dreadfully inquisitive.
“Peace be with you, friend!” said the bear, “and what may you be going to do with that remarkably large
bundle of wood?”
“It is for my wife,” returned the woodman. “The fact is,” he added confidentially, smacking his lips, “she has
made such a khichrî for dinner! And if I bring in a good bundle of wood she is pretty sure to give me a plentiful
portion. Oh, my dear fellow, you should just smell that khichrî!”
At this the bear’s mouth began to water, for, like all bears, he was a dreadful glutton. .
“Do you think your wife would give me some too, if I brought her a bundle of wood?” he asked anxiously.
“Perhaps; if it was a very big load,” answered the woodman craftily.
“Would—would four hundredweight be enough?” asked the bear.
“I’m afraid not,” returned the woodman, shaking his head; “you see khichrî is an expensive dish to make—
there is rice in it, and plenty of butter; and pulse, and—”
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“Would—would eight hundredweight do?”
“Say half a ton, and it’s a bargain!” quoth the woodman.
“Half a ton is a large quantity!” sighed the bear.
“There is saffron in the khichrî,” remarked the woodman casually. The bear licked his lips, and his little eyes
twinkled with greed and delight.
“Well, it’s a bargain! Go home sharp and tell your wife to keep the khichrî hot; I’ll be with you in a trice.”
Away went the woodman in great glee to tell his wife how the bear had agreed to bring half a ton of wood in
return for a share of the khichrî.
Now the wife could not help allowing that her husband had made a good bargain, but being by nature a
grumbler, she was determined not to be pleased, so she began to scold the old man for not having settled exactly
the share the bear was to have.
“For,” said she, “he will gobble up the potful before we have finished our first helping.” On this the woodman
became quite pale.
“In that case,” he said, “we had better begin now, and have a fair start.”
So without more ado they squatted down on the floor, with the brass pot full of khichrî between them, and
began to eat as fast as they could.
“Remember to leave some for the bear, wife,” said the woodman, speaking with his mouth crammed full.
“Certainly, certainly,” she replied, helping herself to another handful.
“My dear,” cried the old woman in her turn, with her mouth so full that she could hardly speak, “remember the
poor bear!”
“Certainly, certainly, my love!” returned the old man, taking another mouthful. So it went on, till there was not
a single grain left in the pot.
“What’s to be done now?” said the woodman; “it is all your fault, wife, for eating so much.”
“My fault!” retorted his wife scornfully, “why, you ate twice as much as I did!”
“No, I didn’t!”
“Yes, you did—men always eat more than women.”
“No, they don’t!”
“Yes, they do!”
“Well, it’s no use quarreling about it now,” said the woodman, “the khichrî is gone, and the bear will be
furious.”
“That wouldn’t matter much if we could get the wood,” said the greedy old woman. “I’ll tell you what we must
do—we must lock up everything there is to eat in the house, leave the khichrî pot by the fire, and hide in the
garret. When the bear comes he will think we have gone out and left his dinner for him. Then he will throw down
his bundle and come in. Of course he will rampage a little when he finds the pot is empty, but he can’t do much
mischief, and I don’t think he will take the trouble of carrying the wood away.”
So they made haste to lock up all the food and hid themselves in the garret.
Meanwhile the bear had been toiling and moiling away at his bundle of wood, which took him much longer to
collect than he expected; however, at last he arrived quite exhausted at the woodcutter’s cottage. Seeing the brass
khichrî pot by the fire, he threw down his load and went in. And then—mercy! Wasn’t he angry when he found
nothing in it—not even a grain of rice, nor a tiny wee bit of pulse, but only a smell that was so uncommonly nice
that he actually cried with rage and disappointment. He flew into the most dreadful temper, but though he turned
the house topsy-turvy, he could not find a morsel of food. Finally, he declared he would take the wood away
again, but, as the crafty old woman had imagined, when he came to the task, he did not care, even for the sake of
revenge, to carry so heavy a burden.
“I won’t go away empty-handed,” said he to himself, seizing the khichrî pot; “if I can’t get the taste I’ll have
the smell!”
Now, as he left the cottage, he caught sight of the beautiful golden pears hanging over into the yard. His mouth
began to water at once, for he was desperately hungry, and the pears were the first of the season; in a trice he was
on the wall, up the tree, and, gathering the biggest and ripest one he could find, was just putting it into his mouth,
when a thought struck him.
“If I take these pears home I shall be able to sell them for ever so much to the other bears, and then with the
money I shall be able to buy some khichrî. Ha, ha! I shall have the best of the bargain after all!”
So saying, he began to gather the ripe pears as fast as he could and put them into the khichrî pot, but whenever
he came to an unripe one he would shake his head and say,
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“No one would buy that, yet it is a pity to waste it.”
So he would pop it into his mouth and eat it, making wry faces if it was very sour.
Now all this time the woodman’s wife had been watching the bear through a crevice, and holding her breath
for fear of discovery; but, at last, what with being asthmatic, and having a cold in her head, she could hold it no
longer, and just as the khichrî pot was quite full of golden ripe pears, out she came with the most tremendous
sneeze you ever heard:
“A-h-che-u!”
The bear, thinking some one had fired a gun at him, dropped the khichrî pot into the cottage yard, and fled into
the forest as fast as his legs would carry him.
So the woodman and his wife got the khichrî, the wood, and the coveted pears, but the poor bear got nothing
but a very bad stomach-ache from eating unripe fruit.
3
One day a farmer went with his bullocks to plough his field. He had just turned the first furrow, when a tiger
walked up to him and said,
“Peace be with you, friend! How are you this fine morning?”
“The same to you, my lord, and I am pretty well, thank you!” returned the farmer, quaking with fear, but
thinking it wisest to be polite.
“I am glad to hear it,” replied the tiger cheerfully, “because Allah has sent me to eat your two bullocks. You are
a God-fearing man, I know, so make haste and unyoke them.”
“My friend, are you sure you are not making a mistake?” asked the farmer, whose courage had returned now
that he knew it was merely a question of gobbling up bullocks; “because Allah sent me to plough this field, and, in
order to plough, one must have oxen. Had you not better go and make further inquiries?”
“There is no occasion for delay, and I should be sorry to keep you waiting,” returned the tiger. “If you’ll
unyoke the bullocks I’ll be ready in a moment.”
With that the savage creature fell to sharpening his teeth and claws in a very significant manner.
But the farmer begged and prayed that his oxen might not be eaten, and promised that if the tiger would spare
them, he would give in exchange a fine fat young milch cow, which his wife had tied up in the yard at home. To
this the tiger agreed, and, taking the oxen with him, the farmer went sadly homewards. Seeing him return so early
from the fields, his wife, who was a stirring, busy woman, called out,
“What! Lazy-bones! Back already, and my work just beginning!”
Then the farmer explained how he had met the tiger, and how to save the bullocks he had promised the milch
cow in exchange. At this the wife began to cry, saying,
“A likely story, indeed—saving your stupid old bullocks at the expense of my beautiful cow! Where will the
children get milk? And how can I cook my pottage and collops\fn{ Small pieces of meat roasted or fried on skewers with
onions and eggs.} without butter?”
“All very fine, wife,” retorted the farmer, “but how can we make bread without corn? And how can you have
corn without bullocks to plough the fields? Pottage and collops are very nice, but it is better to do without milk
and butter than without bread, so make haste and untie the cow.”
“You great gaby!”\fn{ Simpleton.} wept the wife, “if you had an ounce of sense in your brain you’d think of
some plan to get out of the scrape!”
“Think yourself!” cried the husband, in a rage.
“Very well!” returned the wife, “but if I do the thinking you must obey orders; I can’t do both. Go back to the
tiger, and tell him the cow wouldn’t come along with you, but that your wife is bringing it.”
The farmer, who was a great coward, didn’t half like the idea of going back empty-handed to the tiger, but as
he could think of no other plan he did as he was bid, and found the beast still sharpening his teeth and claws for
very hunger; and when he heard he had to wait still longer for his dinner, he began to prowl about, and lash his
tail, and curl his whiskers, in a most terrible manner, causing the poor farmer’s knees to knock together with
terror.
Now, when the farmer had left the house, his wife went to the stable and saddled the pony; then she put on her
husband’s best clothes, tied the turban very high, so as to make her look as tall as possible, bestrode the pony, and
set off to the field where the tiger was. She rode along, swaggering and blustering, till she came to where the lane
turned into the field, and then she called out, as bold as brass,
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“Now, please the powers! I may find a tiger in this place; for I haven’t tasted tiger’s meat since yesterday,
when, as luck would have it, I ate three for breakfast.”
Hearing these words, and seeing the speaker ride boldly at him, the tiger became so alarmed that he turned tail,
and bolted into the forest, going away at such a headlong pace that he nearly overturned his own jackal;\fn{ It is an
ancient belief that tigers are supposed to be accompanied by jackals, who show them their game and get the leavings as their wages .} for
tigers always have a jackal of their own, who, as it were, waits at table and clears away the bones.
“My lord! my lord!” cried the jackal, “whither away so fast?”
“Run! run!” panted the tiger; “there’s the very devil of a horseman in yonder fields, who thinks nothing of
eating three tigers for breakfast!” At this the jackal sniggered in his sleeve.
“My dear lord,” said he, “the sun has dazzled your eyes! That was no horseman, but only the farmer’s wife
dressed up as a man!”
“Are you quite sure?” asked the tiger, pausing.
“Quite sure, my lord,” repeated the jackal; “and if your lordship’s eyes had not been dazzled by—ahem!—the
sun, your lordship would have seen her pigtail hanging down behind.”\fn{ Kashmiri women used to draw their hair to the
back of their heads, braid it, draw the braids together and, mixing them with coarse woolen thread, work them into a single long plait that
reached very nearly to the ankle.}

“But you may be mistaken!” persisted the cowardly tiger; “it was the very devil of a horseman to look at!”
“Who’s afraid?” replied the brave jackal. “Come! Don’t give up your dinner because of a woman!”
“But you may be bribed to betray me!” argued the tiger, who, like all cowards, was suspicious.
“Let us go together, then!” returned the gallant jackal.
“Nay! but you may take me there and then run away!” insisted the tiger cunningly.
“In that case, let us tie our tails together, and then I can’t!”
The jackal, you see, was determined not to be done out of his bones. To this the tiger agreed, and having tied
their tails together in a reef-knot, the pair set off arm-in-arm.
Now the farmer and his wife had remained in the field, laughing over the trick she had played on the tiger,
when, lo and behold, what should they see but the gallant pair coming back ever so bravely, with their tails tied
together.
“Run!” cried the farmer. “We are lost, we are lost!”
“Nothing of the kind, you great gaby,” answered his wife coolly, “if you will only stop that noise and be quiet.
I can’t hear myself speak!” Then she waited till the pair were within hail, when she called out politely,
“How very kind of you, dear Mr. Jackal, to bring me such a nice fat tiger! I shan’t be a moment finishing my
share of him, and then you can have the bones.”
At these words the tiger became wild with fright, and, quite forgetting the jackal, and that reef-knot in their
tails, he bolted away full tilt, dragging the jackal behind him. Bumpety, bump, bump, over the stones!—crash,
scratch, patch, through the briars!
In vain the poor jackal howled and shrieked to the tiger to stop—the noise behind him only frightened the
coward more; and away he went, helter-skelter, hurry-scurry, over hill and dale, till he was nearly dead with
fatigue, and the jackal was quite dead from bumps and bruises.
Moral—don’t tie your tail to a coward’s.
111.50 Princess Aubergine: A Folktale\fn{an old woman (before 1884- )}\fn{A note says that the “narrator was not a Punjabi,
“Pûrbiâ” might therefore refer to Dera Purbia Village, Muzaffarnagar District, or Purbia Purwa
Village, Shravasti District (i.e., to some place), both of which are in Uttar Pradesh, India. (F) 3\fn{ It might (and I

but of Pûrbiâ origin”}

think this is far more likely) refer to a sub-caste by this name, whose membership is associated with metal fabrication and agriculture.
However, this caste is apparently very widespread in Uttar Pradesh, so there seems no problem in assigning the state of her birth to Uttar
Pradesh:H}

Once upon a time there lived a poor Brahman and his wife, so poor, that often they did not know whither to
turn for a meal, and were reduced to wild herbs and roots for their dinner.
Now one day, as the Brahman was gathering such herbs as he could find in the wilderness, he came upon an
Aubergine, or egg-plant. Thinking it might prove useful by and by, he dug it up, took it home, and planted it by
his cottage door. Every day he watered and tended it, so that it grew wonderfully, and at last bore one large fruit as
big as a pear, purple and white and glossy—such a handsome fruit, that the good couple thought it a pity to pick
it, and let it hang on the plant day after day, until one fine morning when there was absolutely nothing to eat in the
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house. Then the Brahman said to his wife,
“We must eat the egg-fruit; go and cut it, and prepare it for dinner.”
So the Brahman’s wife took a knife, and cut the beautiful purple and white fruit off the plant, and as she did so
she thought she heard a low moan. But when she sat down and began to peel the egg-fruit, she heard a tiny voice
say quite distinctly,
“Take care—oh, please take care! Peel more gently, or I am sure the knife will run into me!”
The good woman was terribly perplexed, but went on peeling as gently as she could, wondering all the time
what had bewitched the egg-fruit, until she had cut quite through the rind, when—what do you think happened?
Why, out stepped the most beautiful little maiden imaginable, dressed in purple and white satin!

The poor Brahman and his wife were mightily astonished, but still more delighted; for, having no children of
their own, they looked on the tiny maiden as a godsend, and determined to adopt her. So they took the greatest
care of her, petting and spoiling her, and always calling her the Princess Aubergine; for, said the worthy couple, if
she was not a Princess really, she was dainty and delicate enough to be any king’s daughter.
Now not far from the Brahman’s hut lived a king, who had a beautiful wife, and seven stalwart young sons.
One day, a slave-girl from the palace, happening to pass by the Brahman’s cottage, went in to ask for a light, and
there she saw the beautiful Aubergine. She went straight home to the palace, and told her mistress how in a hovel
close by there lived a princess so lovely and charming, that were the King once to set eyes on her, he would
straightway forget, not only his queen, but every other woman in the world.
Now the queen, who was of a very jealous disposition, could not bear the idea of anyone being more beautiful
than she was herself, so she cast about in her mind how she could destroy the lovely Aubergine. If she could only
inveigle the girl into the palace, she could easily do the rest, for she was a sorceress, and learned in all sorts of
magic. So she sent a message to the Princess Aubergine, to say that the fame of her great beauty had reached the
palace, and the queen would like to see with her own eyes if report said true.
Now lovely Aubergine was vain of her beauty, and fell into the trap. She went to the palace, and the queen,
pretending to be wonder-struck, said,
“You were born to live in kings’ houses! From this time you must never leave me; henceforth you are my
sister.”
This flattered Princess Aubergine’s vanity, so, nothing loath, she remained in the palace, and exchanged veils
with the queen, and drank milk out of the same cup with her, as is the custom when two people say they will be
sisters.\fn{Similarly, for men to exchange turbans is a common way of swearing friendship among Punjabis .}
But the Queen, from the very first moment she set eyes on her, had seen that Princess Aubergine was no human
being, but a fairy, and knew she must be very careful how she set about her magic. Therefore she laid strong spells
upon her while she slept, and said,
“Beautiful Aubergine! Tell me true—in what thing does your life lie?” And the princess answered
“In the life of your eldest son. Kill him, and I will die also.”
So the very next morning the wicked queen went to where her eldest son lay sleeping, and killed him with her
own hands. Then she sent the slave-girl to the princess’s apartments, hoping to hear she was dead too, but the girl
returned saying the princess was alive and well.
Then the Queen wept tears of rage, for she knew her spells had not been strong enough, and she had killed her
son for naught. Nevertheless, the next night she laid stronger spells upon the Princess Aubergine, saying,
“Princess Aubergine! Tell me true—in what thing does your life lie?” And the sleeping Princess answered.
“In the life of your second son. Kill him, and I too will die.”
So the wicked Queen killed her second son with her own hands, but when she sent the slave-girl to see whether
Aubergine was dead also, the girl returned again saying the Princess was alive and well. Then the sorceress-queen
cried with rage and spite, for she had killed her second son for naught. Nevertheless, she would not give up her
wicked project, and the next night laid still stronger spells on the sleeping princess, asking her,
“Princess Aubergine! Tell me true—in what thing does your life lie?” And the Princess replied,
“In the life of your third son. Kill him, and I must die also!”
But the same thing happened. Though the young prince was killed by his wicked mother, Aubergine remained
alive and well; and so it went on day after day, until all the seven young princes were slain, and their cruel mother
still wept tears of rage and spite, at having killed her seven sons for naught. Then the sorceress-queen summoned
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up all her art, and laid such strong spells on the Princess Aubergine that she could no longer resist them, and was
obliged to answer truly; so when the wicked queen asked, “Princess Aubergine! tell me true—in what thing does
your life lie?” the poor Princess was obliged to answer:
“In a river far away there lives a red and green fish. Inside the fish there is a bumble bee, inside the bee a tiny
box, and inside the box is the wonderful nine-lakh necklace. Put it on, and I shall die.”\fn{ I.e., a necklace worth
900,000 rupees, to which magical powers were often ascribed.}
Then the queen was satisfied, and set about finding the red and green fish. Therefore, when her husband the
king came to see her, she began to sob and to cry, until he asked her what was the matter. Then she told him she
had set her heart on procuring the wonderful nine-lath necklace.
“But where is it to be found?” asked the king. And the Queen answered in the words of the Princess Aubergine,
“In a river far away there lives a red and green fish. Inside the fish there is a bumble bee, inside the bee a tiny
box, and in the box is the nine-lakh necklace.”
Now the king was a very kind man, and had grieved sincerely for the loss of his seven young sons, who, the
queen said, had died suddenly of an infectious disease. Seeing his wife so distressed, and being anxious to
comfort her, he gave orders that every fisherman in his kingdom was to fish all day until the red and green fish
was found. So all the fishermen set to work, and ere long the Queen’s desire was fulfilled—the red and green fish
was caught, and when the wicked sorceress opened it, there was the bumble bee, and inside the bee was the box,
and inside the box the wonderful nine-lakh necklace, which the queen put on at once.
Now no sooner had the Princess Aubergine been forced to tell the secret of her life by the queen’s magic, than
she knew she must die; so she returned sadly to her foster-parents’ hut, and telling them of her approaching death,
begged them neither to burn nor bury her body.
“This is what I wish you to do,” she said; “dress me in my finest clothes, lay me on my bed, scatter flowers
over me, and carry me to the wildest wilderness. There you must place the bed on the ground, and build a high
mud wall around it, so that no one will be able to see over.”
The poor foster-parents, weeping bitterly, promised to do as she wished; so when the Princess died (which
happened at the very moment the wicked queen put on the nine-lakh necklace), they dressed her in her best
clothes, scattered flowers over the bed, and carried her out to the wildest wilderness.
Now when the Queen sent the slave-girl to the Brahman’s hut to inquire if the Princess Aubergine was really
dead, the girl returned saying,
“She is dead, but neither burnt nor buried; she lies out in the wilderness to the north, covered with flowers, as
beautiful as the moon!”
The queen was not satisfied with this reply, but as she could do no more, had to be content.
Now the king grieved bitterly for his seven young sons, and to try to forget his grief he went out hunting every
day; so the queen, who feared lest in his wanderings he might find the dead Princess Aubergine, made him
promise never to hunt towards the north, for, she said, “some evil will surely befall you if you do.” But one day,
having hunted to the east, and the south, and the west, without finding game, he forgot his promise, and hunted
towards the north.
In his wanderings he lost his way, and came upon a high enclosure, with no door; being curious to know what
it contained, he climbed over the wall. He could scarcely believe his eyes when he saw a lovely princess lying on
a flower-strewn bed, looking as if she had just fallen asleep. It seemed impossible she could be dead, so, kneeling
down beside her, he spent the whole day praying and beseeching her to open her eyes. At nightfall he returned to
his palace, but with the dawning he took his bow, and, dismissing all his attendants on the pretext of hunting
alone, flew to his beautiful princess. So he passed day after day, kneeling distractedly beside the lovely
Aubergine, beseeching her to rise; but she never stirred.
Now at the end of a year he, one day, found the most beautiful little boy imaginable lying beside the princess.
He was greatly astonished, but taking the child in his arms, cared for it tenderly all day, and at night laid it down
beside its dead mother. After some time the child learnt to talk, and when the king asked it if its mother was
always dead, it replied,
“No! at night she is alive, and cares for me as you do during the day.”
Hearing this, the King bade the boy ask his mother what made her die, and the next day the boy replied,
“My mother says it is the nine-lakh necklace your queen wears. At night, when the queen takes it off, my
mother becomes alive again, but every morning, when the queen puts it on, my mother dies.”
This greatly puzzled the king, who could not imagine what his queen could have to do with the mysterious
princess, so he told the boy to ask his mother whose son he was. The next morning the boy replied,
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“Mother bade me say I am your son, sent to console you for the loss of the seven fair sons your wicked queen
murdered out of jealousy of my mother, the lovely Princess Aubergine.”
Then the King grew very wroth at the thought of his dead sons, and bade the boy ask his mother how the
wicked queen was to be punished, and by what means the necklace could be recovered. The next morning the boy
replied,
“Mother says I am the only person who can recover the necklace, so tonight, when you return to the palace,
you are to take me with you.”
So the King carried the boy back to the palace, and told all his ministers and courtiers that the child was his
heir. On this, the sorceress-queen, thinking of her own dead sons, became mad with jealousy, and determined to
poison the boy. To this end she prepared some tempting sweetmeats, and, caressing the child, gave him a handful,
bidding him eat them; but .the child refused, saying he would not do so until she gave him the glittering necklace
she wore round her throat, to play with.
Determined to poison the boy, and seeing no other way of inducing him to eat the sweetmeats, the sorceressqueen slipped off the nine-lakh necklace, and gave it to the child. No sooner had he touched it than he fled away
so fast that none of the servants or guards could stop him, and never drew breath till he reached the place where
the beautiful Princess Aubergine lay dead. He threw the necklace over her head, and immediately she rose up
lovelier than ever. Then the king came, and besought her to return to the palace as his bride, but she replied,
“I will never be your wife till that wicked sorceress is dead, for she would only murder me and my boy, as she
murdered your seven young sons. If you will dig a deep ditch at the threshold of the palace, fill it with scorpions
and snakes, throw the wicked queen into it, and bury her alive, I will walk over her grave to be your wife.”
So the king ordered a deep ditch to be dug, and had it filled with scorpions and snakes. Then he went to the
sorceress-queen, and bade her come to see something very wonderful. But she refused, suspecting a trick. Then
the guards seized her, bound her, flung her into the ditch amongst the scorpions and snakes, and buried her alive
with them.
As for the Princess Aubergine, she and her son walked over the grave, and lived happily in the palace ever
after.
111.53 Fatteh Khan, The Valiant Weaver: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed Muslim informant (before 1884- )} Sopur,
Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 2
Once upon a time there lived a little weaver, by name Fatteh Khân, but because his head was big, his legs thin,
and he was altogether small, and weak, and ridiculous, his neighbors called him Fattû—Little Fattû the Weaver.
But despite his size, his thin legs, and his ridiculous appearance, Fatteh was very valiant, and loved to talk for
hours of his bravery, and the heroic acts he would perform if Fate gave him an opportunity. Only Fate did not, and
in consequence Fatteh remained little Fattû the valiant weaver, who was laughed at by all for his boasting.
Now one day, as Fattû was sitting at his loom, weaving, a mosquito settled on his left hand just as he was
throwing the shuttle from his right hand, and by chance, after gliding swiftly through the warp, the shuttle came
flying into his left hand on the very spot where the mosquito had settled, and squashed it. Seeing this, Fatteh
became desperately excited:
“It is as I have always said,” he cried, ‘if I only had the chance I knew I could show my mettle! Now, I’d like
to know how many people could have done that? Killing a mosquito is easy, and throwing a shuttle is easy, but to
do both at one time is a mighty different affair! It is easy enough to shoot a great hulking man—there is
something to see, something to aim at; then guns and crossbows are made for shooting; but to shoot a mosquito
with a shuttle is quite another thing. That requires a man!”
The more he thought over the matter, the more elated he became over his skill and bravery, until he determined
that he would no longer suffer himself to be called Fattû. No! now that he had shown his mettle he would be
called Fatteh—Fatteh Khân—or better still, Khân Fetteh; that was a name worthy his merits.
But when he announced this determination to the neighbors, they roared with laughter, and though some did
call him Khân Fetteh, it was with such sniggering and giggling and mock reverence that the little man flew home
in a rage.
Here he met with no better reception, for his wife, a fine handsome young woman, who was tired to death by
her ridiculous little husband’s whims and fancies, sharply bade him hold his tongue and not make a fool of
himself. Upon this, beside himself with pride and mortification, he seized her by the hair, and beat her most
unmercifully. Then, resolving to stay no longer in a town where his merits were unrecognized, he bade her
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prepare some bread for a journey, and set about packing his bundle.
“I will go into the world!” he said to himself. “The man who can shoot a mosquito dead with a shuttle ought
not to hide his light under a bushel.”
So off he set, with his bundle, his shuttle, and a loaf of bread tied up in a kerchief.
*
Now as he journeyed he came to a city where a dreadful elephant came daily to make a meal off the
inhabitants. Many mighty warriors had gone against it, but none had returned. On hearing this the valiant little
weaver thought to himself,
“Now is my chance! A great haystack of an elephant will be a fine mark to a man who has shot a mosquito
with a shuttle!”
So he went to the king, and announced that he proposed single-handed to meet and slay the elephant. At first
the king thought the little man was mad, but as he persisted in his words, he told him that he was free to try his
luck if he chose to run the risk; adding that many better men than he had failed.
Nevertheless, our brave weaver was nothing daunted; he even refused to take either sword or bow, but strutted
out to meet the elephant armed only with his shuttle.
“It is a weapon I thoroughly understand, good people,” he replied boastfully to those who urged him to choose
some more deadly arm, “and it has done its work in its time, I can tell you!”
It was a beautiful sight to see little Fattû swaggering out to meet his enemy, while the townsfolk flocked to the
walls to witness the fight. Never was such a valiant weaver till the elephant, descrying its tiny antagonist,
trumpeted fiercely, and charged right at him, and then, alas, all the little man’s courage disappeared, and forgetting
his new name of Khân Fatteh, he dropped his bundle, his shuttle, and his bread, and bolted away as fast as Fattû’s
legs could carry him.
Now it so happened that his wife had made the bread ever so sweet, and had put all sorts of tasty spices in it,
because she wanted to hide the flavor of the poison she had put in it also; for she was a wicked, revengeful
woman, who wanted to be rid of her tiresome, whimsical little husband. And so, as the elephant charged past, it
smelt the delicious spices, and catching up the bread with its long trunk, gobbled it up without stopping an instant.
Meanwhile fear lent speed to Fattû’s short legs, but though he ran like a hare, the elephant soon overtook him.
In vain he doubled and doubled, and the beast’s hot breath was on him, when in sheer desperation he turned,
hoping to bolt through the enormous creature’s legs; being half blind with fear, however, he ran full tilt against
them instead.
Now, as luck would have it, at that very moment the poison took effect, and the elephant fell to the ground
stone dead. When the spectators saw the monster fall they could scarcely believe their eyes, but their astonishment
was greater still when, running up to the scene of action, they found Valiant Fattû seated in triumph on the
elephant’s head, calmly mopping his face with his handkerchief.
“I had to pretend to run away,” he explained, “or the coward would never have engaged me. Then I gave him a
little push, and he fell down, as you see. Elephants are big beasts, but they have no strength to speak of.”
The good folks were amazed at the careless way in which Valiant Fattû spoke of his achievement, and as they
had been too far off to see very distinctly what had occurred, they went and told the king that the little weaver was
just a fearful wee man, and had knocked over the elephant like a ninepin. Then the king said to himself,
“None of my warriors and wrestlers, no, not even the heroes of old, could have done this. I must secure this
little man’s services if I can.”
So he asked Fattû why he was wandering about the world.
“For pleasure, for service, or for conquest!” returned Valiant Fattû, laying such stress on the last word that the
King, in a great hurry, made him Commander-in-Chief of his whole army, for fear he should take service
elsewhere. So there was Valiant Fattû a mighty fine warrior, and as proud as a peacock of having fulfilled his own
predictions.
“I knew it!” he would say to himself when he was dressed out in full rig, with shining armor and waving
plumes, and spears, swords, and shields; “I felt I had it in me!”
*
Now after some time a terribly savage tiger came ravaging the country, and at last the city-folk petitioned that
the mighty Khân Fatteh might be sent out to destroy it. So out he went at the head of his army—for he was a great
man now, and had quite forgotten all about looms and shuttles. But first he made the king promise his daughter in
marriage as a reward.
“Nothing for nothing!” said the astute little weaver to himself, and when the promise was given he went out as
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gay as a lark.
“Do not distress yourselves, good people,” he said to those who flocked round him praying for his successful
return; “it is ridiculous to suppose the tiger will have a chance. Why, I knocked over an elephant with my little
finger! I am really invincible!”
But, alas for our Valiant Fattû! No sooner did he see the tiger lashing its tail and charging down on him, than
he ran for the nearest tree, and scrambled into the branches. There he sat like a monkey, while the tiger glowered
at him from below. Of course when the army saw their Commander-in-Chief bolt like a mouse, they followed his
example, and never stopped until they reached the city, where they spread the news that the little hero had fled up
a tree.
“There let him stay!” said the king, secretly relieved, for he was jealous of the little weaver’s prowess, and did
not want him for a son-in-law.
Meanwhile, Valiant Fattû sat cowering in the tree, while the tiger occupied itself below with sharpening its
teeth and claws, and curling its whiskers, till poor Fattû nearly tumbled into its jaws with fright.
So one day, two days, three days, six days passed by; on the seventh the tiger was fiercer, hungrier, and more
watchful than ever. As for the poor little weaver, he was so hungry that his hunger made him brave, and he
determined to try and slip past his enemy during its mid-day snooze. He crept stealthily down inch by inch, till his
foot was within a yard of the ground, and then? Why then the tiger, which had had one eye open all the time,
jumped up with a roar!
Valiant Fattû shrieked with fear, and making a tremendous effort, swung himself into a branch, cocking his
little bandy legs over it to keep them out of reach, for the tiger’s red panting mouth and gleaming white teeth were
within half an inch of his toes. In doing so, his dagger fell out of its sheath, and went pop into the tiger’s wideopen mouth, and thus point foremost down into its stomach, so that it died!
Valiant Fattû could scarcely believe his good fortune, but, after prodding at the body with a branch, and finding
it did not move, he concluded the tiger really was dead, and ventured down. Then he cut off its head, and went
home in triumph to the king.
“You and your warriors are a nice set of cowards!” said he, wrathfully. “Here have I been fighting that tiger for
seven days and seven nights, without bite or sup, whilst you have been guzzling and snoozing at home. Pah! It’s
disgusting! But I suppose everyone is not a hero as I am!”
So Khân Fatteh married the king’s daughter, and was a greater man than ever.
*
But by and by a neighboring prince, who bore a grudge against the king, came with a huge army, and
encamped outside the city, swearing to put every man, woman, and child within it to the sword. Hearing this, the
inhabitants of course cried with one accord,
“Khân Fatteh! Khân Fatteh to the rescue!”
So the valiant little weaver was ordered by the king to go out and destroy the invading army, after which he
was to receive half the kingdom as a reward.
Now Valiant Fattû, with all his boasting, was no fool, and he said to himself,
“This is a very different affair from the others. A man may kill a mosquito, an elephant, and a tiger; yet another
man may kill him.. And here is not one man, but thousands! No, No! What is the use of half a kingdom if you
haven’t a head on your shoulders? Under the circumstances I prefer not to be a hero!”
So in the dead of night he bade his wife rise, pack up her golden dishes, and follow him—“Not that you will
want the golden dishes at my house,” he explained boastfully, “for I have heaps and heaps, but on the journey
these will be useful.”
Then he crept outside the city, followed by his wife carrying the bundle, and began to steal through the
enemy’s camp. Just as they were in the very middle of it, a big cockchafer\fn{ A large European scarab-like beetle.} flew
into Valiant Fattû face.
“Run! run!” he shrieked to his wife, in a terrible taking, and setting off as fast as he could, never stopped till he
had reached his room again and hidden under the bed. His wife set off at a run likewise, dropping her bundle of
golden dishes with a clang. The noise roused the enemy, who, thinking they were attacked, flew to arms; but
being half asleep, and the night being pitch-dark, they could not distinguish friend from foe, and falling on each
other, fought with such fury that by next morning not one was left alive!
And then, as may be imagined, great were the rejoicings at Khan Fatteh’s prowess.
“It was a mere trifle!” remarked that valiant little gentleman modestly; “when a man can shoot a mosquito with
a shuttle, everything else is child’s play.”
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So he received half the kingdom, and ruled it with great dignity, refusing ever afterwards to fight, saying truly
that kings never fought themselves, but paid others to fight for them.
Thus he lived in peace, and when he died everyone said Valiant Fattû was the greatest hero the world had ever
seen.
111.58 1. The Snake-Woman And King Ali Mardan 2. The Legend Of Gwashbari, The Glacier-Hearted Queen:
Two Folktales\fn{by Pandit Nana Beo (before 1884- )} Khru, nr. Srinagar, Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India
(M) 2
1
Once upon a time King Ali Mardan went out a-hunting, and as he hunted in the forest above the beautiful Dal
Lake, which stretches clear and placid between the mountains and the royal town of Srinagar, he came suddenly
on a maiden, lovely as a flower, who, seated beneath a tree, was weeping bitterly. Bidding his followers remain at
a distance, he went up to the damsel, and asked her who she was, and how she came to be alone in the wild forest.
“O great king,” she answered, looking up in his face, “I am the Emperor of China’s handmaiden, and as I
wandered about in the pleasure-grounds of his palace I lost my way. I know not how far I have come since, but
now I must surely die, for I am weary and hungry!”
“So fair a maiden must not die while Ali Mardan can deliver her,” quoth the monarch, gazing ardently on the
beautiful girl. So he bade his servants convey her with the greatest care to his summer palace in the Shalimar
gardens, where the fountains scatter dewdrops over the beds of flowers, and laden fruit-trees bend over the marble
colonnades. And there, amid the flowers and sunshine, she lived with the king, who speedily became so enamored
of her that he forgot everything else in the world.
So the days passed until it chanced that a jôgi’s servant, coming back from the holy lake Gangâbal, which lies
on the snowy peak of Haramukh, whither he went every year to draw water for his master, passed by the gardens;
and over the high garden wall he saw the tops of the fountains, leaping and splashing like silver sunshine. He was
so astonished at the sight that he put his vessel of water on the ground, and climbed over the wall, determined to
see the wonderful things inside. Once in the garden amid the fountains and flowers, he wandered hither and
thither, bewildered by beauty, until, wearied out by excitement, he lay down under a tree and fell asleep.
Now the king, coming to walk in the garden, found the man lying there, and noticed that he held something
fast in his closed right hand. Stooping down, Ali Mardan gently loosed the fingers, and discovered a tiny box
filled with a sweet-smelling ointment. While he was examining this more closely, the sleeper awoke, and missing
his box, began to weep and wail; whereupon the king bade him be comforted, and showing him the box, promised
to return it if he would faithfully tell why it was so precious to him.
‘O great king,” replied the jôgi’s servant, “the box belongs to my master, and it contains a holy ointment of
many virtues. By its power I am preserved from all harm, and am able to go to Gangâbal and return with my jar
full of water in so short a time that my master is never without the sacred element.” Then the King was
astonished, and, looking at the man keenly, said,
“Tell me the truth! Is your master indeed such a holy saint? Is he indeed such a wonderful man?”
“O king,” replied the servant, “he is indeed such a man, and there is nothing in the world he does not know!”
This reply aroused the king’s curiosity, and putting the box in his vest, he said to the servant,
“Go home to your master, and tell him King Ali Mardan has his box, and means to keep it until he comes to
fetch it himself.” In this way he hoped to entice the holy jôgi into his presence.
So the servant, seeing there was nothing else to be done, set off to his master, but he was two years and a half
reaching home, because he had not the precious box with the magical ointment; and all this time Ali Mardan lived
with the beautiful stranger in the Shalimar palace, and forgot everything in the wide world except her loveliness.
Yet he was not happy, and a strange look came over his face, and a stony stare into his eyes.
Now, when the servant reached home at last, and told his master what had occurred, the jôgi was very angry,
but as he could not get on without the box which enabled him to procure the water from Gangâbal, he set off at
once to the court of King Ali Mardan. On his arrival, the King treated him with the greatest honor, and faithfully
fulfilled the promise of returning the box. Now the jôgi was indeed a learned man, and when he saw the king he
knew at once all was not right, so he said,
“O king, you have been gracious unto me, and I in my turn desire to do you a kind action; so tell me truly—
have you always had that white scared face and those stony eyes?”
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The King hung his head.
“Tell me truly,” continued the holy jôgi, “have you any strange woman in your palace?”
Then Ali Mardan, feeling a strange relief in speaking, told the jôgi about the finding of the maiden, so lovely
and forlorn, in the forest.
“She is no handmaiden of the Emperor of China—she is no woman!” quoth the jôgi fearlessly; “she is nothing
but a Lamia—the dreadful two-hundred-years-old snake which has the power of taking woman’s shape!”
Hearing this, King Ali Mardan was at first indignant, for he was madly in love with the stranger; but when the
jôgi insisted, he became alarmed, and at last promised to obey the holy man’s orders, and so discover the truth or
falsehood of his words. Therefore, that same evening he ordered two kinds of khichri to be made ready for supper,
and placed in one dish, so that one half was sweet khichri, and the other half salt.
Now, when as usual the king sat down to eat out of the same dish with the snake-woman, he turned the salt
side towards her and the sweet side towards himself. She found her portion very salt, but, seeing the king eat his
with relish and without remark, finished hers in silence. But when they had retired to rest, and the king, obeying
the jôgi orders, had feigned sleep, the snake-woman became so dreadfully thirsty, in consequence of all the salt
food she had eaten, that she longed for a drink of water; and as there was none in the room, she was obliged to go
outside to get some.
Now, if a snake-woman goes out at night, she must resume her own loathsome form; so, as King Ali Mardan
lay feigning sleep, he saw the beautiful form in his arms change to a deadly slimy snake, that slid from the bed out
of the door into the garden. He followed it softly, watching it drink of every fountain by the way, until it reached
the Dal Lake, where it drank and bathed for hours.
Fully satisfied of the truth of the jôgi story, King Ali Mardan begged him for aid in getting rid of the beautiful
horror. This the jôgi promised to do, if the king would faithfully obey orders. So they made an oven of a hundred
different kinds of metal melted together, and closed by a strong lid and a heavy padlock. This they placed in a
shady corner of the garden fastening it securely to the ground by strong chains. When all was ready, the king said
to the snake-woman,
“My heart’s beloved! Let us wander in the gardens alone today, and amuse ourselves by cooking our own
food.” She, nothing loath, consented, and so they wandered about in the garden; and when dinner-time came, set
to work, with laughter and mirth, to cook their own food.
The King heated the oven very hot, and kneaded the bread, but being clumsy at it, he told the snake-woman he
could do no more, and that she must bake the bread. This she at first refused to do, saying that she disliked ovens,
but when the king pretended to be vexed, averring she could not love him since she refused to help, she gave in,
and set to work with a very bad grace to tend the baking. Then, just as she stooped over the oven’s mouth, to turn
the loaves, the king, seizing his opportunity, pushed her in, and clapping down the cover, locked and doublelocked it.
Now, when the snake-woman found herself caught in the scorching oven, she bounded so, that had it not been
for the strong chains, she would have bounded out of the garden, oven and all! But as it was, all she could do was
to bound up and down, whilst the king and the jôgi piled fuel on to the fire, and the oven grew hotter and hotter.
So it went on from four o’clock one afternoon to four o’clock the next, when the snake-woman ceased to bound,
and all was quiet. They waited until the oven grew cold, and then opened it, when not a trace of the snake-woman
was to be seen, only a tiny heap of ashes, out of which the jôgi took a small round stone, and gave it to the King,
saying,
“This is the real essence of the snake-woman, and whatever you touch with it will turn to gold.”
But King Ali Mardan said such a treasure was more than any man’s life was worth, since it must bring envy
and battle and murder to its possessor; so when he went to Atak\fn{ The Indus River.} he threw the magical snakestone into the river, lest it should bring strife into the world.
2
Once upon a time, ever so long ago, when this old world was young, and everything was very different from
what it is nowadays, the mighty Westarwân was king of all the mountains. High above all other hills he reared his
lofty head, so lofty, that when the summer clouds closed in upon his broad shoulders he was alone under the blue
sky. And thus, being so far above the world, and so lonely in his .dignity, he became proud, and even when the
mists cleared away, leaving the fair new world stretched smiling at his feet, he never turned his eyes upon it, but
gazed day and night upon the sun and stars.
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Now Hâramukh, and Nangâ Parbat, and all the other hills that stood in a vast circle round great Westarwân, as
courtiers waiting on their king, grew vexed because he treated them as naught; and when the summer cloud that
soared above their heads hung on his shoulders like a royal robe, they would say bitter, wrathful words of spite
and envy.
Only the beautiful Gwâshbrâri, cold and glistening amid her glaciers, would keep silence. Self-satisfied,
serene, her beauty was enough for her; others might rise farther through the mists, but there was none so fair as
she in all the land.
Yet once, when the cloud-veil wrapped Westarwân from sight, and the wrath rose loud and fierce, she flashed a
contemptuous smile upon the rest, bidding them hold their peace.
“What need to wrangle?” she said, in calm superiority; “great Westarwân is proud; but though the stars seem to
crown his head, his feet are of the earth, earthy. He is made of the same stuff as we are; there is more of it, that is
all.”
“The more reason to resent his pride!” retorted the grumblers. “Who made him a king over us?” Gwâshbrâri
smiled an evil smile.
“O fools! poor fools and blind! Giving him a majesty he has not in my sight. I tell you mighty Westarwân, for
all his star-crowned loftiness, is no king to me. ’Tis I who am his queen!”
Then the mighty hills laughed aloud, for Gwâshbrâri was the lowliest of them all.
“Wait and see!” answered the cold passionless voice. “Before tomorrow’s sunrise great Westarwân shall be my
slave!”
Once more the mighty hills echoed with scornful laughter, yet the icy-hearted beauty took no heed. Lovely,
serene, she smiled on all through the long summer’s day; only once or twice from her snowy sides would rise a
white puff of smoke, showing where some avalanche had swept the sure-footed ibex to destruction.
But with the setting sun a rosy radiance fell over the whole world. Then Gwâshbrâri’s pale face flushed into
life, her chill beauty glowed into passion. Transfigured, glorified, she shone on the fast-darkening horizon like a
star. And mighty Westarwân, noting the rosy radiance in the east, turned his proud eyes towards it; and, lo, the
perfection of her beauty smote upon his senses with a sharp, wistful wonder that such loveliness could be—that
such worthiness could exist in the world which he despised. The setting sun sank lower, reflecting a ruddier glow
on Gwâshbrân’s face; it seemed as if she blushed beneath the great king’s gaze. A mighty longing filled his soul,
bursting from his lips in one passionate cry:
“O Gwâshbrâri! Kiss me, or I die!”
The sound echoed through the valleys, while the startled peaks stood round expectant. Beneath her borrowed
blush Gwashbrari smiled triumphant, as she answered back,
“How can that be, great king, and I so lowly? Even if I would, how could I reach your star-crowned head?—I
who on tip-toe cannot touch your cloud-robed shoulder?” Yet again the passionate cry rang out:
“I love you! Kiss me, or I die!”
Then the glacier-hearted beauty whispered soft and low, the sweet music of her voice weaving a magical spell
round the great Westarwân:
“You love me? Know you not that those who love must stoop? Bend your proud head to my lips, and seek the
kiss I cannot choose but give!”
Slowly, surely, as one under a charm, the monarch of the mountains stooped—nearer and nearer to her radiant
beauty, forgetful of all else in earth or sky.
The sun set. The rosy blush faded from Gwâshbrâri’s fair false face, leaving it cold as ice, pitiless as death. The
stars began to gleam in the pale heavens, but the king lay at Gwâshbrâri’s feet, discrowned forever!
And that is why great Westarwân stretches his long length across the valley of Kashmir, resting his once lofty
head upon the glacier heart of Queen Gwâshbrâri.
And every night the star crown hangs in the heavens as of yore.
111.60 The Wrestlers: A Folktale\fn{by a Muslim cook (before 1884- )} Banda, Banda District, Uttar Pradesh, India
(M) 2
There was, once upon a time, long ago, a wrestler living in a far country, who, hearing there was a mighty man
in India, determined to have a fall with him; so, tying up ten thousand pounds weight of flour in his blanket, he
put the bundle on his head and set off jauntily. Towards evening he came to a little pond in the middle of the
desert, and sat down to eat his dinner. First, he stooped down and took a good long drink of the water; then,
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emptying his flour into the remainder of the pond, stirred it into good thick brose, of which he made a hearty
meal, and lying down under a tree, soon fell fast asleep.
Now, for many years an elephant had drunk daily at the pond, and, coming as usual that evening for its
draught, was surprised to find nothing but a little mud and flour at the bottom.
“What shall I do?” it said to itself, “for there is no more water to be found for twenty miles!”
Going away disconsolate, it espied the wrestler sleeping placidly under the tree, and at once made sure he was
the author of the mischief; so, galloping up to the sleeping man, it stamped on his head in a furious rage,
determined to crush him. But, to his astonishment, the wrestler only stirred a little, and said sleepily,
“What is the matter? What is the matter? If you want to shampoo my head, why the plague don’t you do it
properly? What’s worth doing at all is worth doing well; so put a little of your weight into it, my friend!”
The elephant stared, and left off stamping; but, nothing daunted, seized the wrestler round the waist with its
trunk, intending to heave him up and dash him to pieces on the ground.
“Ho! Ho! My little friend!—that is your plan, is it?” quoth the wrestler, with a yawn; and catching hold of the
elephant’s tail, and swinging the monster over his shoulder, he continued his journey jauntily. By and by he
reached his destination, and, standing outside the Indian wrestler’s house, cried out,
“Ho! My friend! Come out and try a fall!”
“My husband’s not at home today,” answered the wrestler’s wife from inside; “he has gone into the wood to
cut pea-sticks.”
“Well, well! when he returns give him this, with my compliments, and tell him the owner has come from far to
challenge him.”
So saying, he chucked the elephant clean over the courtyard wall.
“Oh, mamma! Mamma!” cried a treble voice from within, “I declare that nasty man has thrown a mouse over
the wall into my lap! What shall I do to him?”
“Never mind, little daughter!” answered the wrestler’s wife; “papa will teach him better manners. Take the
grass broom and sweep the mouse away.”
Then there was a sound of sweeping, and immediately the dead elephant came flying over the wall.
“Ahem!” thought the wrestler outside, “if the little daughter can do this, the father will be a worthy foe!”
So he set off to the wood to meet the Indian wrestler, whom he soon saw coming along the road, dragging a
hundred and sixty carts laden with brushwood.
“Now we shall see!” quoth the stranger, with a wink; and stealing behind the carts, he laid hold of the last, and
began to pull. .
“That’s a deep rut!” thought the Indian wrestler, and pulled a little harder. So it went on for an hour, but not an
inch one way or the other did the carts budge.
“I believe there is some one hanging on behind!” quoth the Indian wrestler at last, and walked back to see who
it was. Whereupon the stranger, coming to meet him, said,
“We seem pretty well matched; let us have a fall together.”
“With all my heart!” answered the other, “but not here alone in the wilds; it is no fun fighting without
applause.”
“But I haven’t time to wait!” said the stranger; “I have to be off at once, so it must be here or nowhere.”
Just then an old woman came hurrying by with big strides.
“Here’s an audience!” cried the wrestler, and called aloud, “Mother! Mother! Stop and see fair play!”
“I can’t, my sons, I can’t!” she replied, “for my daughter is going to steal my camels, and I am off to stop her;
but if you like, you can jump on to the palm of my hand, and wrestle there, as I go along.”
So the wrestlers jumped on to the old woman’s palm, and wrestled away as she strode over hill and dale. Now
when the old woman's daughter saw her mother, with the wrestlers wrestling on her hand, she said to herself,
“Here she comes, with the soldiers she spoke about! It is time for me to be off!”
So she picked up the hundred and sixty camels, tied them in her blanket, and swinging it over her shoulder, set
off at a run. But one of the camels put its head out of the blanket and began groaning and hubble-bubble-ubbling,
after the manner of camels; so, to quiet it, the girl tore down a tree or two, and stuffed them into the bundle also.
On this, the farmer to whom the trees belonged came running up, and calling,
“Stop thief! Stop thief!”
“Thief, indeed!” quoth the girl angrily; and with that she bundled farmer, fields, crops, oxen, house, and all
into the blanket.
Soon she came to a town, and being hungry, asked a pastry-cook to give her some sweets; but he refused, so
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she caught up the town bodily; and so on with everything she met, until her blanket was quite full.
At last she came to a big water-melon, and being thirsty, she sat down to eat it; and afterwards, feeling sleepy,
she determined to rest a while. But the camels in her bundle made such a hubble-bubble-ubbling that they
disturbed her, so she just packed everything into the lower half of the water-melon rind, and popping on the upper
half as a lid, she rolled herself in the blanket and used the melon as a pillow.
Now, while she slept, a big flood arose, and carried off the water-melon, which, after floating down stream
ever so far, stuck on a mud-bank. The top fell off, and out hopped the camels, the trees, the farmer, the oxen, the
house, the town, and all the other things, until there was quite a new world on the mud-bank in the middle of the
river.
BEFORE 1886/1887

263.104 A Letter\fn{by Dr. Gurubai Karmarkar (before 1886-1932} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 1
Bassein, India
It is with deep gratitude I write this short annual letter to you, informing you of my work. Things move on
slowly in this part of the world; the motto of the people is, what our forefathers have done that we must do,
nothing more or less; hence women are afraid to patronize a Christian dispensary. However, a fairly good number
have attended the dispensary. I am usually busy in the mornings preaching and examining patients. They enjoy the
Bible stories, and sit quietly while I offer prayer. The beautiful picture books sent by the ladies of the Hartford
Branch are a great amusement to the children, as well as to many older patients, who are inspired with bright
thoughts and cheerful ideas.
A few weeks ago a good number of my patients, in bright costumes, gathered to welcome Miss Child and her
sister. It was a great even for our town to welcome and entertain, even for a day, the highly esteemed Secretary of
the W. M. B.\fn{Women’s Missionary Board}.
Out of the many striking cases during the year I shall mention one or two which will illustrate the hardships of
the young child-wives. When examining a girl for some skin trouble, I noticed a large scar, which covered almost
entirely the sole of her left foot. On inquiry I heard a sad tale. The girl was brought up in a happy home, but after
marriage the ill-treatment she received at her husband’s home often made her run away to her own sweet home.
One day, finding no kind of punishment would cure the girl of this habit, the husband her his mother tied her to a
pole, and mercilessly branded her foot with a hot iron. The girl managed to run away within two days to her
mother’s, who carried her on her back to a hospital in Bombay. The police took up the case, and got the cruel
husband sentenced to five years’ rigorous imprisonment. After his release she would be afraid to go to him, for
fear of losing her life. In this land of idolatry and immorality, would it be strange if this girl should fall into the
crooked path?
Another young girl was brought to me in a strange way. Although she was suffering from a bad fever, the
mother-in-law would neither give her medicine, nor consent to her going to her parents. The girl had to eat stale
food, do the grinding, and had only a mat on the damp floor upon which to lay her weary and feverish body at
night. Knowing that she would accompany her younger brother-in-law to a festival, the father on that day waited
on the road, and brought her at once to the dispensary. I found her quite emaciated, and marks of violence were
seen on her back. Her father, a frail little man, was so agitated that he was shivering from head to foot. I had to
give him some medicine to soothe his nerves.
The mother-in-law made a great time—took away her ornaments and notified a lawyer. If the friends
succeeded in settling this affair, the girl will return to her husband after two or three years, or he will marry
another girl. It is hard for one to relate to you such tales, but I must, in order that you should know the deplorable
state of women here. Christ alone can bring liberty and joy into such homes.
My former assistant being unable to help me this year, I have engaged a young girl to assist me in the
dispensary. She has also a sad history. I expect a Bible woman to work with me from the first of January, ’96. She
is the sister of Rev. Baba Padmarijs, the Christian scholar of Western India.
Thank you for all your kind prayers, donations, letters and good wishes, and I hope you will continue the same
in 1896.
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139.82 1. The Seven-Legged Beast 2. The Tale Of A Princess 3. The Wicked Stepmother 4. The Unjust King And
Wicked Goldsmith 5. How The Wicked Sons Were Duped 6. The Robbers Killed 7. Karm Ya Dharm 8. A King
And His Treacherous Wazir: Eight Folktales\fn{by Pandit Shiva Bayu (before 1887- )} Renawari, Srinagar Valley,
Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 10
1
A certain king, who took especial pride in his troops and spent an enormous amount of money on them, wished
to know thoroughly how strong and able they were. Accordingly he ordered the general in command to assemble
the men in battle array on a large maidan\fn{Parade ground.} without the city. On the day of review His Majesty,
attended by his wazirs and diwans, visited the place, and while they were watching the maneuvers, a beast having
seven legs suddenly appeared and prowled around near them.
On noticing it the king was much astonished and wished to kill it; but the beast got away. The king rode after it
as hard as his swift horse could carry him,. and when he had thus pursued it for about two miles, the beast
stopped, shook itself, and changing into a great and terrible jinn, turned round on His Majesty, slew him, and ate
him.
The wazirs caused earnest search to be made for the king for eight days, and then, no tidings of him having
been received, they fetched his son and proclaimed him king in his father’s stead.
One day the young king was seized with an irrepressible desire to know the cause of his father’s death. He
forced the wazirs to tell him, and when he had heard everything he commanded another grand review of the
whole army to be held in the same place where the review in his father’s time had been held. On the appointed
day he and all the court attended to watch the proceedings. They had not been present very long before the sevenlegged beast came again, and growling fiercely at them, walked away. When the chief wazir saw this he laughed
aloud.
“What is the matter?” asked the king.
“I laughed,” replied the wazir, “because this is none other than the beast that allured your late father from our
midst.”
“Is it so? Then I must slay it, for I shall not have any peace till this enemy is killed.”
Saying this, the king whipped his horse and rushed after it. The beast led him on and on for some distance, as it
did his father, and then stopping, shook itself, resumed its original shape, and prepared to spring. In his distress
the king called earnestly on the great God to save him; and God sent an angel to direct him how to fight with the
jinn.
“This is a most powerful jinn,” said the angel. “Should a drop of his blood fall to the ground, while life is in
him, another jinn will be quickly formed therefrom, and spring up and slay you. But fear not. Take this doubleheaded arrow and pierce the two eyes of the monster, so that he fall down and die.” Then the angel departed.
Thus strengthened, the king dashed forward. He fought with the jinn for forty minutes. At last he plunged the
double-headed arrow into both of his eyes, and thus slew him.
When he saw that his enemy was dead the king drew his sword and cut off his head, and fixing it on his arrow,
took it with him to the palace, where he placed it in one of the twelve thousand rooms of that building; and gave
his mother the keys, bidding her not to open the doors thereof. But as he did not tell his mother what he had so
carefully locked up in the room, she supposed that it was some special treasure, and being very inquisitive, one
morning went to the room and unlocked the door.
Nothing, how. ever, was to be seen, for the king had thrown the head into a corner; but a laugh was heard, and
then a voice, saying,
“Your son is a jinn. Beware of him. He is a jinn. Some time he will kill you, as he killed me, your husband. Get
him out of the palace, if you wish to live.”
“Whence comes this voice? What say you?” asked the king’s mother.
“Pretend to be unwell, and beg your son to get the milk of a tigress. Bid him to go himself and try to get this,”
said the head.
*
The next morning, with a sad and heavy heart, the king might have been seen wending his steps in the
direction of a certain jungle, wherein tigers and other wild beasts were known to roam. He soon saw a tigress,
with her two cubs basking in the sunshine. He climbed a tree and aimed at one of the teats of the beast.
This teat chanced to be one in which she had suffered much pain for several days, owing to the presence of a
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nasty abscess near the place. The king’s arrow broke the abscess, and the pain was at once relieved. Grateful for
this relief, the tigress looked up and entreated the king to descend and ask whatever he would like her to get for
him. His Majesty told her that he wanted nothing but a little of her milk for his sick mother, who had taken a
strange fancy for it. The tigress readily filled the cup that the king had brought with him, and also gave him a tuft
of her fur, saying,
“Whenever you are in any difficulty show this to the sun, and I will at once come to your aid.”
Taking the milk and the bit of fur, the king returned to his palace. When his mother received the milk of the
tigress she felt quite sure that her son was a jinn, and determined more than before to have him killed. She went to
the room where the head was, and informed the speaker of everything, and heard again a voice saying,
“Be assured thereby that this man is a jinn. None but a jinn could obtain milk from a tigress. Have him killed
as soon as possible.”
“But how can I get rid of him?” she asked. The voice replied,
“When your son visits you and inquires after your health, tell him that you still feel very weak and sick. The
tigress’s milk did not do you any good. But you have heard of a princess who lives alone in a castle on a certain
high hill. If she could come and touch you, you would become well. Your son will go to this terrible castle, and be
certainly killed on the way.”
In the, evening, the king went to see his mother.
“Are you better?” he asked.
“No,” she said. “The tigress’ milk has not benefited me in the least. But I saw in a dream a princess who lives
in a certain castle, and heard that if she would come and touch me all would be well. Until she comes I shall never
get strong.”
“Be comforted, mother. I will fetch this woman for you, or forfeit my kingdom.”
Early the following morning the king started on his perilous journey. He had not forgotten the bit of charmed
fur. As soon as the sun appeared he showed the fur to it, and immediately the tigress and her two cubs came
running towards him.
“What is the matter?” asked the tigress.
“I have to go and fetch the princess who resides in yonder castle.”
“I’ll fetch her! You cannot do it. Several people have tried, for the princess is very beautiful; but nobody ever
succeeded in getting near her.”
“I will try, though I lose my life in the attempt.” Saying this the king left.
The tigress could not bear to have her benefactor thus leave her. So she ran after him with her two cubs, and
begged him to ride on her. They soon reached the castle.
“In this place,” said the tigress, “there are three big doors, through which it is necessary to pass before a person
can get to the princess. Near the first door is an immense block of iron, which must be broken by a wooden ax, or
the door will not open. At the second door is an imitation cow, surrounded by real jinns. If any person can milk
the cow, he will pass through; if not, he will be devoured by the jinns. By the third door sits the princess herself. If
she is pleased with you, she will receive you; but if not, she will accomplish your death.”
On hearing these words the king became very frightened, and begged the tigress to help him.
“Very well,” she said. “By a charm which I possess I will enter the block of iron, and when you strike with the
wooden ax, I will cause it to divide into two pieces; and then the doorkeeper will think that you cleft the iron, and
allow you to enter through the first door.”
“And I,” said one of the young tigers, “will cause the statue of the cow to give milk, and will keep the jinns
who stand round it from hindering you in milking. Thus will you be able to pass through the second door.”
“And I,” said the other young tiger, “will put a charm into the eyes of the princess, so that when she looks on
you she may think you to be bright and beautiful as the sun, and be so fascinated with the sight, that she will open
the third door and do anything else you may ask her.”
Faithfully they all three performed their promises. The king safely reached the princess, and she, overcome by
his beauty and immense power, professed her great affection for him, and entreated him to make her his wife.
Then the tigress and her two cubs returned to their lair.
In a few days the king took the princess home with him to his palace.
“Mother,” he said, “I have brought the princess. Oh! what a fearful place it was, and how difficult and
dangerous the way to it ! I should have perished on the way if a tigress and her two little cubs had not helped me.
Praise be to God that I am here safe and well! “
Some other conversation leading up to it, he told her also about the head of the jinn—how it had first appeared
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to him as a seven-legged beast, and led him away to a certain place where it changed itself back into its real
character, a great and terrible jinn, and prepared to jump on him; and how he would have been slain and eaten up,
as his father had been, if God had not sent His angel and helped him. His mother was much surprised to hear this.
“My son,” she said, “I have been deceived. On the evening of the day when you borrowed the keys of the
palace from me I went round several of the rooms, till I came to the one in which I heard the sound of laughing.
On my inquiring the reason of this a voice said, ‘Take heed lest your son, who is a jinn, slay you. I am the head of
your husband. He killed me. Get rid of him, or he will kill you also.’
“My son, I believed the voice, and at its advice I sent you to fetch me the milk of a tigress, hoping you would
be slain in the attempt. And I begged you to go and call the princess, knowing that the way to her abode was full
of terrible dangers. But God has been with you, and He, who sent the angel to direct you, has also caused the
tigress and young tigers to be your helpers. Praise be to His name!” Then she embraced her son, and wept bitterly.
Within a short time of these things the king married the princess, and spent the rest of his life in peace and
prosperity.
2
A king had been defeated in battle with a neighboring king, and was obliged to flee. He hastened as fast as he
could to a little obscure village about twelve miles distant from the city. So hurried was his escape, that he forgot
to take any money with him. Fortunately, however, the princess (the king’s daughter-in-law) had eleven rubies,
one of which she gave to the king, as soon as they reached the village for the night, and begged him to go to the
bazaar and get some food.
The king took the ruby, and went to the shop of a certain merchant and asked him to change it for a rupee’s
worth of food. Of course the man gladly consented, and told the king to go with him to his house, where he would
give him the money.
But this merchant was a very wicked man. He might have paid the king there and then; but he wished to take
him to his house, because in one of the rooms therein he had prepared a certain trap, whereby he ensnared several
people. This trap was such, that whoever sat upon it was precipitated into a great pit, from which they could not
escape till they had given and promised whatever the merchant might ask.
When several hours had elapsed, and the king had not returned, the princess took out another ruby, and giving
it to her husband, asked him to go and get some food, and see what had become of the king. The prince, also, went
to the wicked merchant’s shop, seeing it was the biggest shop in the bazaar, and begged him to buy the stone.
“Very well,” the merchant replied. “Come to my house, and I will pay you. I cannot give you the money here.”
So he took the prince to his house, and made him also sit on the trapdoor.
It being already dark, and neither king nor prince having returned, the princess took another ruby, and giving it
to the queen, begged her to go and get some food. The queen went, and the same thing happened to her as
happened to her husband and son.
The princess waited some time for her, and then began to suspect that some harm had befallen the king and
queen and prince. Therefore she disguised herself in some of her husband’s clothes and went to the bazaar. Like
the others, she walked straight to the shop of the big merchant and asked him to change her a ruby.
“Very well,” he said, “come to my house.”
On reaching the house he told her to enter the room in which was the trapdoor, and there wait a few minutes
while he went to fetch the money. The princess, however, was too sharp for him. She did not like the appearance
of the man, and she thought it was very strange that he did not keep a few rupees regularly with him in the shop.
Accordingly, she declined to go inside.
While she waited she heard sounds of human voices coming through the flooring. On going near she
recognized her husband’s voice and then her father-in-law’s and mother-in-law’s voices. They were calling for
help. She was astonished beyond measure.
“O thief! murderer! where are you?” she shouted.
“What is it?” said the merchant, running towards her.
“What have you done with these people?” she asked. “Let them out of this place, wherever they may be, or I
will go at once and complain to the king.”
The merchant was afraid, and therefore set the prisoners free, and gave them back the rubies that he had taken
from them. Then the king, queen, and prince left; but; the princess (who, as we have said, was disguised as a man)
accepted the merchant’s invitation to dinner, and stayed. The king and his wife and son returned quickly to the
place where they had left the princess.
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“Alas! alas!” cried the prince, “some misfortune has happened to her. She has been stolen or killed.”
“Not so,” said the king. “Very likely she has gone in search of us, and will soon return.”
However, it was many years before the princess returned to her husband and the king and queen. The following
morning she departed, and walked on day after day till she reached another country. Here, disguised as a man. she
pretended to be the son of a merchant, and that her name was Ganpat Rai. Attracted by her frank and ready
manner, a wealthy merchant of the place gave her employment. This merchant had three wives, but no son. The
reason of this was, that the night after any of his wives gave birth to a son a dagin\fn{An ogress.} appeared and
devoured it.
It happened that while Ganpat Rai was in the service of the merchant, a little boy was born to the merchant.
“I wish,” he said to Ganpat Rai, whom he quickly found he could trust with all his business, “I wish you would
stay by the door of the bedroom this night and ward off the dagin. She will certainly come and attempt to seize the
child.”
“Very well,” she replied.
At midnight the dagin came, and rushed to burst open the door, when Ganpat Ral prevented her. On this the
dagin made a dash at Ganpat Rai, who seized her by the hair and threw her down.
“Oh, spare my life, spare my life!” cried the dagin. “I promise you that I will never trouble this house any
more. Spare me, and let me go. Here, take this handkerchief as a witness of my promise.”
The princess complied, and the dagin went. The next morning, when the merchant heard what had transpired
during the night, he was exceedingly pleased.
“You have rendered me such service as I shall never be able to repay,” he said. “You must remain in my house
as long as you live. I will give you my sister in marriage.”
Ganpat Rai had not long been married to the merchant’s sister, when the former expressed a wish to see her
parents again, and entreated the merchant to allow her to depart with her wife. At first the merchant strongly
demurred, but eventually he gave his sanction.
On reaching her own country Ganpat Rai searched far and wide for her husband and the king and queen, and at
last found them in a small village begging. They did not recognize her, because she was dressed in man’s clothes.
One evening she put on her own clothes, and went to them. She was soon recognized then.
“My darling wife!” exclaimed the prince.
“My long-lost child!” exclaimed the king and queen, as they rushed forward to embrace her. “Where have you
been? What has happened to you? We thought you were stolen of dead, and never expected to see you again.”
There was great joy in all their hearts that night. The princess took them all three to the house where she was
staying with the merchant’s sister, and introduced them to her. She then told them all that she had experienced
since she had left them—how she had served a merchant in a certain country, and how Allah had prospered her, so
that she was now married to the sister of that merchant and possessed enormous wealth. Afterwards she
discovered her real sex to the merchant’s sister, and begged her not to be angry at this deceit, but to be married to
her husband, who was a prince, and come and live together with them.
As soon as these private matters had been arranged, the princess gathered all the disbanded troops of her
father-in-law, and, distributing much money amongst them, stirred them up to fight for the recovery of their
kingdom and their liberty. A great spirit of enthusiasm was kindled among these soldiers. They were ready to do
and dare anything for their king and country.
A battle took place, the citadel was taken, and the foreign king and his army were put to flight.
3
One day a Brahman adjured his wife not to eat anything without him lest she should become a she-goat. In
reply the Brahmani begged him not to eat anything without her, lest he should be changed into a tiger. A long time
passed by and neither of them broke their word, till one day the Brahmani, while giving food to her children,
herself took a little to taste; and her husband was not present.
That very moment she was changed into a goat.
When the Brahman came home and saw the she-goat running about the house he was intensely grieved,
because he knew that it was none other than his own beloved wife. He kept the goat tied up in the yard of his
house, and tended it very carefully.
In a few years he married again, but this wife was not kind to the children. She at once took a dislike to then..
and treated them unkindly and gave them little food. Their mother, the she-goat, heard their complainings, and
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noticed. that they were getting thin, and therefore called one of them to her secretly, and bade the child tell the
others to strike her horns with a stick whenever they were very hungry, and some. food would fall down for them.
They did so, and instead of getting weaker and thinner, as their stepmother had expected, they became stronger
and stronger. She was surprised to see them getting so fat and strong while she was giving them so little food.
In course of time a one-eyed daughter was born to this wicked woman. She loved the girl with all her heart,
and grudged not any expense or attention that she thought the child required. One day, when the girl had grown
quite big and could walk and talk well, her mother sent her to play with the other children, and ordered her to
notice how and whence they obtained anything to eat. The girl promised to do so, and most rigidly stayed by them
the whole day, and saw all that happened.
On hearing that the goat supplied her step-children with food the woman got very angry, and determined to kill
the beast as soon as possible. She pretended to be very ill, and sending for the hakim, bribed him to prescribe
some goat’s flesh for her. The Brahman was very anxious about his wife’s state, and although he grieved to have
to slay the goat (for he was obliged to kill the goat, not having money to purchase another), yet he did not mind if
his wife really recovered. But the little children wept when they heard this, and went to their mother, the she-goat,
in great distress, and told her everything.
“Do not weep, my darlings,” she said. “It is much better for me to die than to live such a life as this. Do no
weep. I have no fear concerning you. Food will be provided for you, if you will attend to my instructions. Be sure
to gather my bones, and bury them all together in some secret place, and whenever you are very hungry go to tha1
place and ask for food. Food will then be given you.”
The poor she-goat gave this advice only just in time Scarcely had it finished these words and the children had
departed than the butcher came with a knife and slew it. Its body was cut into pieces and cooked, and the
stepmother had the meat, but the stepchildren got the bones. They did with them as they had been directed, and
thus got food regularly and in abundance.\fn{ The idea that a dead mother might still exercise guardianship over her children from
the next world is of great antiquity and wide circulation. }
Some time after the death of the she-goat one morning one of the step-daughters was washing her face in the
stream that ran by the house, when her nose-ring unfastened and fell into the water. A fish happened to see it and
swallowed it, and this fish was caught by a man and sold to the king’s cook for His Majesty’s dinner. Great was
the surprise of the cook when, on opening the fish to clean it, he found the nose-ring. He took it to the king, who
was so interested in it that he issued a proclamation and sent it to every town and village in his dominions, that
whosoever had missed a nose-ring should apply to him. Within a few days the brother of the girl reported to the
king that the nose-ring belonged to his sister, who had lost it one day while bathing her face in the river. The king
ordered the girl to appear before him, and was so fascinated by her pretty face and nice manner that he married
her, and provided amply for the support of her family.”
4
Once upon a time a king was walking in his garden, when a stag broke through the fence and began to run
about and trample down the flowers. On seeing this the. king was exceedingly angry, and ordered his servants to
surround the place and catch the animal. He himself also rode after it, with a drawn sword in his hand.
Suddenly the stag escaped from the garden. Off it went, as only stags can go, and the king riding close after it.
His Majesty followed it for several miles, right up to the border of his territory, but did not overtake it. Not
wishing to go farther, he stopped there, and being very hot and thirsty, dismounted and stripped himself for a
bathe. While he was bathing some wicked person stole his horse and clothes. Here was a strange position for a
king to be in!
“What shall I do?” thought His Majesty. “How can I return to my palace naked? I cannot do it. I should be a
.laughingstock to my people for many a day.”
Accordingly His Majesty determined to wander about the neighboring king’s country. In the course of his
wanderings he picked up a pearl necklace of great value.
“Thank God, thank God!” he exclaimed. “I shall be able to get some clothes and a horse with this. I will go
into the city and try to sell it.” So he walked on and on till he reached the chief city of that king, and at once
sought out the head goldsmith there.
“Sir,” said he, “will you buy a pearl necklace? I have a very valuable one to dispose of. I found it one morning
as I was crossing a stream.”
“Show it to me,” replied the goldsmith.
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“You thief!” he continued when he saw the necklace. “How did you steal this? I made two necklaces like this
for the king, and could not discover what had become of one of them. You impudent thief! Come with me to the
king.”
Thus saying, he called a policeman, and bade him bring the fellow after him to the king. His Majesty heard the
goldsmith’s petition, and commanded the man’s feet to be amputated. When the queen of that country, who was as
humane and just as her husband was cruel and unjust, heard of the stern order of her husband she remonstrated
with him.
“How could you give such a terrible order,” she said, “when there seemed to be so little evidence to support the
case? And those goldsmiths are generally such wicked men. You know how they lie and deceive to make money.
Truly, I would as soon have believed the poor man’s words as the words of that goldsmith.”
“Hold your tongue,” said the king. “What business have you to interfere with my affairs!”
“I shall not be quiet,” said the queen. “Lately I have been much grieved by your sternness in the darbar. Your
counselors are displeased with you, and your people are ready to rebel. If you continue in this course you will
bring your country to ruin.”
The king was very angry with the woman, and told her to leave the room. On the following morning he
ordered her to be sent out of the country with the man whose feet had been cut off.
The queen minded not this thing. On the contrary, she was very glad to be released from such a husband. She
went to the footless man and informed him of the king’s order, and then put him into a long basket and carried
him on her back to some place without the city, where she tended him, like a wife, till his wounds were healed.
She soon got very fond of him, and as he reciprocated her affections, she became his real wife, and a little son
was born to them. For a living she used to cut wood and go and sell it in the city. One day, while she was away in
the city, her husband fell asleep, and the little boy, who had been left in his care, taking advantage of the occasion,
crawled to the brink of a well that was near and tumbled in.
When the man awoke and saw not the child his grief knew no bounds. He was like a wild fellow.
“Some beast has devoured my child!” he cried. “What shall I do?”
In the evening his wife returned. She too was grieved beyond expression; but being a brave and sensible
woman, she controlled herself, and tried to comfort her husband by saying,
“This is written in our lot.”
At night the king could not sleep for thinking of, and wishing for, his little boy. And happily for him that he
could not sleep, because about the end of the second watch two birds called Sudabror and Budabror came and
perched on a tree close by their open door, and began talking together about them.
“What a world of trouble is this!” remarked Sudabror to his friend. “Listen to what has happened to this man.
He has been obliged to leave his country; he has lived like a beggar in another country, where he was most
unjustly punished; and now he is bemoaning the loss of his beautiful infant son. The boy was drowned in that well
yesterday afternoon.”
“What trouble for these poor creatures!” said Budabror. “Can nothing be done for them?”
“Oh yes,” replied Sudabror. “If the king would jump into this well he could easily rescue the boy, and would
regain his feet too.”
The king heard all that the birds had said, and was very much surprised and glad. As soon as the day dawned
he told his wife what had happened, and asked her advice.
“Obey the birds, of course,” she said, “and jump into the well.”
The man did so, and thus saved his child and regained his feet.
Some time after this the king met his chief wazir, who had been wandering about everywhere inquiring after
his master ever since His Majesty had left. From him the king learnt that all the people were longing for his
return. Accordingly he went back, accompanied by his wife and child, and sat on the throne again, and governed
the country as before.
The first thing he did after his return was to send his army to fight with the king who had so ill-treated him. His
army was victorious, and the other king, very much ashamed of himself, was obliged to come and beg for mercy.
He said that he had thus acted because of the wicked goldsmith, whom he would immediately cause to be
executed. So the king pardoned him and let him go.
Henceforth all was peace and joy. His Majesty lived very happily with the other king’s banished wife, had
many children, and finally died at a good old age, much to the grief of all his people.
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A very wealthy old man, imagining that he was on the point of death, sent for his sons and divided his property
among them. However, he did not die for several years afterwards; and miserable years many of them were.
Besides the weariness of old age, the old fellow had to bear with much abuse and cruelty from his sons.
Wretched, selfish ingrates! Previously they vied with one another in trying to please their father, hoping thus to
receive more money, but now they had received their patrimony, they cared not how soon he left them—nay, the
sooner the better, because he was only a needless trouble and expense. This, as we may suppose, was a great grief
to the old man.
One day he met a friend and related to him all his troubles. The friend sympathized very much with him, and
promised to think over the matter, and call in a little while and tell him what to do. He did so; in a few days he
visited the old man and put down four bags full of stones and gravel before him.
“Look here, friend,” said he. “Your sons will get to know of my coming here today, and will inquire about it.
You must pretend that I came to discharge a long-standing debt with you, and that you are several thousands of
rupees richer than you thought you were. Keep these bags in your own hands, and on no account let your sons get
to them as long as you are alive. You will soon find them change their conduct towards you. Salam. I will come
again soon to see how you were getting on.”
When the young men got to hear of this further increase of wealth they began to be more attentive and pleasing
to their father than ever before. And thus they continued to the day of the old man’s demise, when the bags were
greedily opened, and found to contain only stones and gravel!
6
In olden times there lived a great and wealthy king, whose greatness and wealth were the envy of the world.
Many kings had assayed to fight with him and had been defeated, till at last he began to think that he was
unconquerable, and became careless and indifferent as to the state of his army. Meanwhile another powerful king
had been carefully training his forces. He saw the condition of affairs, and determined to do battle with this king.
The two armies met on a large plain, and fought bravely for several days. For some time the battle seemed to
be equal, but at last the great and wealthy king was slain and his forces scattered. The strange king then entered
the city and reigned. in his stead.
His first act was to banish the late king’s wife and her two sons. They were sent out of the country without the
least means of subsistence, so that the queen was obliged to pound rice for a ser of rice a day, while the two boys
got what they could by begging.
One day the woman advised .one of her sons to go to the jungle and cut some bundles of wood for sale. The
eldest went; and while he was engaged in cutting wood he saw at a little distance a small caravan of loaded
camels and mules attended by several men, who evidently were robbers. The boy was frightened, because he
thought they would kill him if they knew he was there. So he climbed up into a tree to hide himself.
The caravan halted by a small hut in a part of the jungle near to this tree. He saw the men unload their beasts
and place all the bundles inside the hut, the door of which opened and shut by itself at the mention of a certain
charm that he heard quite plainly. He saw all this, and remembered the words of the charm, and determined to
enter the hut himself as soon as the robbers departed.
Accordingly on the morrow, when the robbers were well out of sight and hearing, he came down from the tree,
went to the hut, and uttered the words of the charm that he had heard. The door immediately opened to :him, and
he entered. He found immense piles of valuable treasure in the place—gold and silver, and precious stones, and
sundry articles of curious workmanship were stored up there in abundance. He arranged as much of the treasure as
he could place on a camel that he found grazing near, and then, repeating the charm, shut the. door and went
home. His mother was delighted to see the result of her son’s day’s work.
The following morning the younger prince thought that he also would visit this jungle and try his luck. So he
quickly learnt the words of the charm and started. He arrived at the jungle, and climbed the same tree near the hut,
and waited there patiently for the robbers coming.
Just before dark they appeared, bringing with them several loads of treasure. On reaching the hut they entered
by means of the charm, as before. Great was their surprise and anger when they found that some person had been
to the place and taken some of the things. They uttered such terrible oaths, and vowed such fearful vengeance on
the offender, that the prince up in the tree trembled exceedingly, and began to repent his adventure.
In the morning the robbers again left; and as soon as they were well out of the way the boy descended the tree
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and went and repeated the charm whereby the door of the hut was opened. The door obeyed, and he entered. But,
also! the door closed as soon as he was inside, and would not open again, although the boy shouted till he was
hoarse, and begged and prayed that he might be set free. Evidently the poor boy had omitted or added something
to the words of the charm, and thus brought this misfortune on himself.
Terrible must have been his feelings as he counted the hours to the robbers’ return, and tried to imagine what
they would do to him, when they saw him there! It was vain to hope for escape. He was shut up in a prison of his
own making, and must bear the consequences.
Before nightfall sounds of approaching footsteps were heard. and presently the door opened and the robbers
came in. A savage gleam of delight passed over their countenances as they saw the youngster crouching away in a
corner and weeping.
“Oh! oh!” they exclaimed. “This is the thief that dares to intrude into our quarters, is it? We’ll cut him into
pieces and strew them about the place, that others may fear to follow in his steps.”
This they really did, for they were bloodthirsty and had no feeling, and then went to sleep. The next day they
started off on their marauding expeditions as usual, as if nothing had happened.
While they were absent the eldest prince arrived to see what had become of his brother, and to help him in
carrying away the spoil. His grief was inexpressible when he saw the pieces of flesh strewn about the place.
“They shall rue this,” he exclaimed, and caused the door of the hut to be opened by means of the charm and
entered. He collected the most valuable articles that he could lay hands on and put them into a sack. Afterwards he
emptied the contents of another sack on the ground outside the hut, and placed the pieces of his brother’s corpse
in it. And then, having repeated the charm and shut the door, he took up the two sacks, threw them over his
shoulder, and walked home. On reaching home he had the pieces sewed up in a cloth and buried.
When the robbers returned that evening and discovered what had happened they were very angry. They
resolved to find the thief: and took an oath to rob no more until they had accomplished their desire. They went to
the city, and lodged ill different parts of the bazaar, in order that they might ascertain if anyone was living there
who had suddenly become rich. One of the robbers happened to meet with the tailor who had made the graveclothes for the young prince who had been so foully slaughtered, and heard from him that the mother and brother
of the boy seemed to have got a lot of money lately, but how he could not say. Some people said that they were
members of some royal family, but he did not know.
Accordingly the robber went and found out the house where the queen and prince were living. He marked it, so
that he might know it again, and then hastened to inform the rest of the band. However, the prince had fortunately
noticed the mark, and guessing what it meant, went and marked several of the adjoining houses in the same way.
He thus thoroughly nonplussed the robbers.
“This plan will not do,” they said. “One of us had better get to know through the tailor where these people live,
and then go to the house and cultivate their friendship. An opportunity for dispatching the prince would soon be
afforded.”
This was agreed to unanimously, and. the leader of the robber band was voted to the work. He soon made
friends with the young prince and his mother, and was received into the house at all times as a welcome guest.
One day, however, the woman observed a dagger hidden beneath his coat, and from this and one or two other
things that she afterwards noticed, decided in her mind that the man was no friend, but an enemy and a robber.
She wished to be rid of him. Consequently one evening she suggested to her son and his friend that she should
dance before them, and they agreed. In her hand she had a sword, which she waved about most gracefully. Now
she approached the robber, and now she receded slowly and smoothly, and accommodated her gestures to a song,
till at length she saw her opportunity, and running against the robber, struck off his head.
“What have you done, mother?” exclaimed the prince, who was horror-struck.
“I have simply changed places with our friend,” she replied. “Instead of him murdering you, I have murdered
him. Look! Behold the dagger with which he would have slain you.”
“O mother,” said the prince, “how shall I ever be able to repay you for your watchfulness over me. I did not
notice anything wrong about the man. I never saw his dagger before. This must be one of the robbers, come to
wreak vengeance on me for taking some of their treasure.”
When the robber band knew of the death of their leader they divided the spoil and retired to their different
villages. The young prince married, and became a banker and prospered exceedingly.
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A certain Brahman was very much distressed at not having a son. Day and night he cried unto Parameshwar,
gave much alms to the priests, and richly endowed many temples, in the hope that his desire would be granted. At
length a son was born in his house. There was much rejoicing, and many and liberal were the gifts that were
lavished upon the priests.
At the age of twelve years the boy was sent to school, soon after which the Brahman died. And then the boy
fell sick, and was nigh unto death for many a day. It was a terrible time for the poor wife and mother. She had just
lost her husband, and now her son was about to go.
“O Bhagawan, have mercy and save, have mercy and save!” she cried continually.
Her prayer was heard. A jogi visited her house, and promised her that if she attended to his instructions the boy
should live.
“Get me some fish, and cook it as soon as possible,” he said, When the fish were ready she set them before her
visitor.
“It is well,” he said.
He divided the fish into three portions. One portion he himself ate, another portion he gave to the Brahmani,
and the third portion he sent to the sick boy, after uttering some words of incantation over it. On eating the fish the
boy was cured.
When she saw her boy’s recovery the woman’s gratitude was indescribable. She fell on the ground at the jogi’s
feet and entreated him never to leave them.
“Oh, stay with us,” she pleaded. “It is little that we have. But it may be that Parameshwar, through you, will
bless us and increase our store.” The jogi replied,
“Fear not! Your future will be checkered, but prosperous. Fear not!”
A few days afterwards the jogi put some collyrium over the eyes of the boy, and the boy got wings and could
fly about like a bird. Then the jogi ordered him to go to the royal treasury, fly in through the window, and get as
much money as he could lay hands on. The boy obeyed, and brought back as much money as would enable them
to live in peace and plenty to the end of their days.
When the king’s officers discovered the robbery they were much troubled. They went to the king in great
distress and informed him of all that had happened; They tried every way to find out the thief, but failed. Then the
jogi went to the palace, and seeing the king’s anger, promised to discover the thief to him.
“Let the king order a great smoky fire to be raised in such-and-such a place” (naming a spot near the
Brahmani’s house).
The king immediately gave the strange order, and it was done. Attracted by the blaze and smoke, the boy went
out of the house and stood by the fire. But the smoke was too much for him. He was very soon obliged to
withdraw to a distance, rubbing his eyes like the rest of the bystanders. Alas! that he did do so, for on rubbing his
eyes he rubbed off the collyrium, and on rubbing off the collyrium he lost his wings, and thus was discovered.
“There is the thief! There is the thief!” shouted the jogi to the king, who was also present. “Take him.”
The boy and his mother were turned out of their house, and obliged to beg from door to door for their daily
bread, till one day a baniya had pity on them and took the lad into his employ. The lad was still working in the
baniya’s shop, when one evening the king of that country sent for his two beautiful daughters and asked them
which was the greater, Karm or Dharl. The younger daughter, who answered first, said “Karm,” but the elder said
“Dharm.” When he heard their answers the king was so angry with his younger daughter that he gave her in
marriage to the young thief, the servant of the baniya.
“You have answered,” he said. “See now the proof of your words.”
It was a sad experience for the young princess to have to sit and spin all day and to live on the coarse and
meager meals that her and her poor husband’s united labor brought to them. However, she had unwavering faith in
her convictions and was fully persuaded that there was a glad day coming. She prayed continually and waited
patiently; but it was a hard struggle for her.
At last her faith and patience were rewarded. In that country there was a tank which was such, that whoever
went near it became blind. One day the baniya, for some trifling matter, got angry with the Brahman lad, and sent
him to this tank to get some water. The lad went, not knowing the deadly property of the water; and it came to
pass that when he reached the side of the tank a voice came out therefrom, saying unto him:
“Oh, my son, I am beaten with pity for you. Why have you come here? Do you not know that whoever takes of
this water will become blind?”\fn{ There is a spring sacred to Kali in the middle of Srinigar, and covered by a large stone. It is said
that whoever lifts this stone and looks into the spring will be blinded. }
“I know it not,” replied the lad. “My master bade me come here and fetch some water.”
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“Cruel man! He has some spite against you. However, I will not harm you. Fill your pot and take it to your
master. But mind you take also a little sand from yonder spot, and tie it up in a corner of your wrap, and be careful
not to unfasten the knot until you reach home.” On saying this the voice stopped.
As soon as he reached the shop the lad gave the water to his master, who made him a little present of money.
This was quite an unusual thing, but the baniya thought that the fellow would soon lose his sight and want the
money. At night the lad went to his home.
“Look here,” he said to his wife, “look, the baniya has actually given me a present. I cannot understand it. But
I have such a strange thing to tell you. When I reached the tank in such-and-such a place,” describing where he
had been, “to get water for the baniya this morning, I heard a voice that told me to take some of the sand on the
side of the water, and to tie it up in my wrap, and not to unfasten it till I reached here. See, do you unfasten it.”
The woman did so, and lo! the sand was changed into the most valuable precious stones.
“Karm is greater! Karm is greater! Karm is greater!” cried she. “I have not trusted in vain.”
Henceforth the Brahman and his wife were very rich. At a convenient time the baniya’s service was given up.
The Brahman discovered his wealth gradually, lest suspicion should be aroused; and then, when he had obtained
an influential position in the country, he gave a great feast. The king, also, was invited to come and grace the feast
with his royal presence, and he complied.
It was a most splendid entertainment. The rarest things were provided; the most delicious perfumes filled the
air; the sweetest music and singing sounded on all sides. Everything was done to minister to the pleasure and
comfort of the guests, and the king was exceedingly pleased with all the arrangements.
At the feast His Majesty was waited on principally by his own daughter; but he knew not that she was his
daughter, for she had much altered since her marriage; and besides this, she appeared before her father in a
different dress each time that she brought anything to him. At last, when the king was about to depart, she went up
to him and informed him that she was his younger daughter, whom he had married to the poor baniya’s boy.
“Tell me now, O father,” she said, “is not Karm greater than Dharm? Behold my husband’s house, my
husband’s wealth. There is not one in all the country so wealthy and so great as he, save yourself, O king.”
Then was the king convinced of his wrong-thinking and wrong doing; and embracing his daughter, he
promised to give the kingdom to her husband, for thus Karm had determined.
8
Once upon a time there lived a king who had a very wicked wazir. This wazir conceived the terrible desire of
murdering the king and seizing the kingdom. Fortunately the king got to know of his great danger. One day, when
he went to the stables to look at his horses, a favorite zalgur that was there wept exceedingly. Going near the
animal, His Majesty inquired what was the matter; whereupon the zalgur told him of the wazir’s treachery, and
warned him to flee from the country as soon as possible on its back. The king did so, and was soon beyond all fear
of pursuit. Being very tired, he went to a butcher of the place, which he had reached, and asked him for a night’s
lodging. The man agreed; so the king fastened the zalgur by a rope in the yard and went inside the house to sleep.
Alas! however, he had but escaped from one danger into another, from the hands of one villain into the hands
of another villain. At midnight the butcher called to his wife and asked for a big strong knife, because he intended
to kill the stranger and take his money and zalgur. The king, who was lodging in the next room, overheard their
conversation, and, rising up, went to them and besought them not to do this wickedness, and he would give them
all his money and the zalgur, and he himself would remain with them, as a slave. The butcher, of course,
consented.
One day the wicked man ordered the king to clean the paunch of a sheep. While the king was doing this the
daughter of the king of that country, who chanced to be walking by the river at that time, noticed him, and
perceiving that he was of a noble mien and countenance, was much surprised, and said in her heart,
“This man must be of some royal family.”
Accordingly she beckoned to him to come forward, and asked him of his antecedents allowed how he had
come thither. Seeing that she was kind and good, the king informed her everything of his sad experience;
whereupon the princess was struck to the heart with love and pity, and determined to marry him. She took him to
her father, the king, and repeated all that he had said, and entreated her father to allow her to marry him. The king
agreed, for he too was moved by the sad tale, and noticed the superior manners and appearance of the man. As
soon as possible the marriage was celebrated. Everything was done with great éclat, and everybody was pleased.
The day after the wedding the wicked butcher was beheaded, and the zalgur restored to the king. And within a
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few months His Majesty, having received some troops from his father-in-law, returned to his country and slew the
treacherous wazir who had conspired against him.
Henceforth all was peace and gladness. The king lived to a good old age, had several children, and prospered
exceedingly.
139.92 1. The Cruel Merchant 2. All For A Pansa 3. The Brave Princess 4. The Three Princes 5. A Stupid Husband
And His Clever Wife 6. The Jackal-King 7. The Jogi’s Daughter: Seven Folktales\fn{by Makund Bayu (before
1887- )} Suthu, Srinigar Valley, Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 13
1
Once upon a time there lived a merchant who was very cruel to his servants. When anybody applied to him for
service, he agreed to employ him on the condition that the servant’s nose should be cut off if he at any time
showed himself abusive or angry. Now, since servants are no better than the majority of their masters, we are not
surprised to hear that several servants quitted this merchant’s service minus their noses.
One of these servants was a poor farmer, who had been obliged to take service on account of a failure in his
crops. The man lived up in the hills, where nothing except maktii\fn{Maize.} can be grown; and that year but little
rain had fallen, so that his labor and expense were all wasted. He was of a most amiable and willing disposition. If
any man had a chance of continuing in the merchant’s service, it was he.
But, alas! he too failed. One day he was very much troubled about a matter, when something his master did or
said—and the merchant used to say and do some very nasty things—provoked the farmer, so that he spoke
angrily; whereupon the merchant rushed at him and cut off his nose.
This farmer had a brother, who grieved to see him in this noseless condition, and resolved to avenge him of
this cruelty. So he went to the merchant and offered himself for employment. :
“Very well,” said the merchant. “I will give you work, but only on the condition that your nose is cut off if you
ever show yourself abusive or angry.”
“I will agree to this if you too will be bound by the like condition,” said the man.
“All right,” said the merchant.
“If the plan worked well for one party, it might also work well for the other,” thought the man.
It did work well for a long time. Both master and servant were so very careful over their words and actions,
that they both preserved their temper. One day, however, the merchant ordered his servant to go and put on his
son’s clothes quickly. The man went, and while dressing the boy pulled him about here and there to make him run.
The boy, naturally not liking such treatment, roared,
“O father! O mother!”
“What are you doing?” asked the merchant.
“The boy will not run about while I am dressing him, but wants to sit down,” he replied.
Now the master had ordered him to dress the child quickly, and thus he would have been understood by
nineteen out of twenty people; but the words might possibly be construed to mean, “Run about and dress the
child,” so the servant chose to understand them thus, thinking thereby to provoke his master to anger; and he
almost succeeded.
On another occasion the merchant, accompanied by all his family, went to stay for a few days in some place
where a big mela was accustomed to be held. He left the house in charge of this servant, and before leaving,
especially ordered him to keep his eye on the doors and windows. The man promised faithfully.
His master, however, had not long departed when he too felt an intense desire to attend the mela. Accordingly
he collected the furniture and things of the house and stored them away in a big pit. He then called several coolies,
and loading them with the doors and windows of the place, started off for the mela. The astonishment of the
merchant, when he saw his servant, followed by a long string of coolies bearing his doors and windows, will be
imagined.
“You fool!” he exclaimed, “what have you done?”
“I have simply obeyed your order,” replied the servant. “You told me to look after the doors and windows. So
when I wished to leave the house and come to the mela, I thought it would be safer to bring them with me. The
furniture, too, is quite safe. I have hidden it all in a great pit.”
“You consummate fool!” said the merchant, and struck him a blow across the face.
“Ha! ha!” said the man, seizing him by the back of his neck and cutting off his nose, “we are quits now. I will
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go and tell my brother.”
2
There lived in the valley a very wealthy merchant, who had an exceedingly stupid and ignorant son. Although
the best teachers were provided for the lad, yet he learnt nothing. He was too idle, too careless, too thick-headed
to exert himself or to profit by what he heard; he preferred to loll away his time instead. One does not wonder,
therefore, that his father gradually got to despise him; but his mother, as was natural, hoped for the best, and was
always making excuses for him.
When the lad had reached a marriageable age his mother begged the merchant to seek out a suitable wife for
him. The merchant, however, was too much ashamed and grieved to have anything to do or say about his stupid
son, and in his own mind bad fully determined never to have him married.
But the mother had set her heart on this. It was the one thing that she had been looking forward to for years. To
have the lad remain a bachelor all his life would be an intolerable disgrace; it would also be contrary to all
religion and practice. She would not consent to this for a moment.
And so she urged other excuses on her son’s behalf. She professed to have now and again noticed extraordinary
traits of wisdom and intelligence in him. This sort of speech only aggravated the merchant.
“Look here,” he said to her one day, when she had been eulogizing her son, “I have heard this many times
before, but never once proved it. I do not believe there is a particle of truth in it. Mothers are blind. However, to
assure yon, I will give the fool another trial. Send for him, and give him these three pansas. Tell him to go to the
bazaar, and with one pansa to buy something for himself, to throw another pansa into the river, and with the
remaining pansa to get at least five things—something to eat, something to drink, something to gnaw, something
to sow in the garden, and some food for the cow.”
The woman did so, and the boy left. He went to the bazaar and bought a pansa-worth of something for
himself, and ate it. He then came to the river, and was on the point of throwing a pansa into the water, when he
suddenly perceived the absurdity of so doing, and checked himself.
“What is the good of doing this?” he said aloud. “If I throw the pansa into the river I shall have only one left..
What can I buy with one pansa—to eat and drink and buy\fn{The text has: be.} all the other things my mother asks
for? And yet if I do not throw this pansa away I shall be acting disobediently.”
In the midst of this soliloquy the daughter of an iron smith came up, and seeing his distressed countenance,
asked what was the matter. He told her all that his mother had ordered him to do, and that he thought it extremely
stupid to obey. But what was he to do? He did not wish to disobey his mother.
“I will advise you,” she said. “Go and buy a watermelon with one pansa, and keep the other in your pocket. Do
not throw it into the river. The watermelon contains all the five things you need. Get one, and give it to your
mother, and she will be pleased.”\fn{The girl has perceived that the Kashmiri words for the articles specified by the son’s father—
khyun, chun, tah trakun, tah wárih wawun, and tah gov kyut khurák—also form a riddle, the answer to which is hendawend (“a
watermelon”); i.e., she has puzzled out an intellectual exercise designed by the boy’s father that he might test the mental capacities of his
son.}

The boy did so. When the merchant’s wife saw the cleverness of her son she was very glad. She really thought
that he was exceedingly wise.
“Look,” she said to her husband as soon as he came in,” this is our son’s work.” On seeing the watermelon the
merchant was surprised, and replied,”
“I do not believe that the lad has done this of himself. He would never have had the sense. Somebody has been
advising him.” And then, turning to the boy, he asked,
“Who told you to do this?” The lad replied,
“The daughter of an iron smith.”
“You see,” said the merchant to his wife. “I knew this was not the work of that stupid. However, let him be
married—and if you agree and he wishes it to this iron smith’s daughter, who has so interested herself in him, and
seems so very clever.”
“Yes, yes,” replied the woman; “nothing could be better.”
In a few days the merchant visited the iron smith’s house, and saw the girl that had helped his son.
“Are you alone?” he inquired.
“Yes,” she replied.
“Where are your parents?”
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“My father,” she said, “has gone to buy a ruby for a cowry and my mother has gone to sell some words. But
they both will be here presently. Please to wait till they come.”
“Very well,” said the merchant, much perplexed by the girl’s words. “Where did you say your parents had
gone?”
“My father has gone to get a cowry’s worth of ruby, i.e., he has gone to buy some oil for the lamp; and my
mother has gone to sell a few words, i.e., she has gone to try and arrange a marriage for somebody.”
The merchant was much struck with the girl’s cleverness; but he reserved his thoughts.
Presently both the iron smith and his wife returned. They were astonished to see the great and wealthy
merchant in their humble abode. Giving him a most respectful salaam, they inquired,
“Why have you thus honored our house?”
He informed them that he wanted their daughter as a wife for his son. Of course, the offer was readily
accepted. A day was fixed for the wedding, and the merchant returned to his house..
“It is all right,” he said to his wife. “The people have agreed to the marriage, and the day has been arranged.”
The wind carried the news everywhere, and people began to talk among themselves concerning the supposed
severity of the merchant in marrying his son to one so much lower in rank than himself. Some busybodies even
went so far as to prejudice the merchant’s son against the girl. They advised him to warn her father that if he
continued to sanction this unsuitable union, and the marriage really took place, he would beat the girl seven times
a day with a shoe. They thought that when the iron smith heard this, he would be frightened and break off the
engagement.
“However,” they added, “even supposing that the man is not frightened and the marriage is celebrated, it will
be a good thing if you thus treat your wife at first. She will in this way learn obedience and never give you any
trouble.”
The stupid fellow thought this was a splendid plan, and acted accordingly. The iron smith was very much
disturbed. As soon as he saw his daughter he informed her what the merchant’s son had said, and begged her to
have nothing to do with the man.
“It were better,” he said, “never to be married, than to be joined to one who would treat you like a dog-thief.”
Do not be distressed, dear father,’ she replied. “Evidently this man has been influenced by some wicked
persons to come to you and say this thing. But be not troubled. It will never be. There is a wide gap between what
a man says and what a man does. Do not fear for me. What he says will never come to pass.”
On the appointed day the marriage was celebrated. At midnight the bridegroom arose. Thinking his wife was
fast asleep, he took up a shoe and was about to strike her, when she opened her eyes.
“Do not so,” she said. “It is a bad omen to quarrel on one’s wedding day. Tomorrow if you still desire to strike
me, then strike me but do not let, us quarrel today.” The following night the bridegroom again lifted his shoe to
strike her, but she again begged him to desist, saying,
“It is a bad omen when husband and wife disagree during the first week of their marriage. I know that you are
a wise man and will hear me. Defer this purpose of yours till the eighth day and then beat me as much as you
think proper.”
The man agreed, and flung the shoe on one side. On the seventh day the woman returned to her father’s house,
according to the custom of all Muslim brides.
“Aha! Aha!” said the young man’s friends when they met him. “So she has got the better of you. Aha! what a
fool you are! We knew it would be so.”
Meanwhile the merchant’s wife had been planning for her son’s future. She thought it was quite time he
occupied an independent position. She said, therefore, to her husband,”
Give him some merchandise, and let him travel.”
“Never,” replied the merchant. “It would be like throwing money into the water to give it into his hands. He
would only squander it away.”
“Never mind,” persisted the wife. “He will learn wisdom in this way only. Give him some money, and let him
visit distant countries. If he makes money, then we may hope that he will value it. If he loses the money and
becomes a beggar, then we may hope, also, that he will value it when he again gets it. By either experience he will
profit. Without one of these experiences he will never be fit for anything.”
The merchant was persuaded, and calling his son, gave him a certain amount of money and some goods and
servants, and bidding him be careful, sent him away.
The young merchant set out with his wife and a great company of servants. The caravan had not proceeded far
before they passed a large garden, which was completely surrounded by thick high walls.
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“What is this place?” asked the young merchant. “Go and see what is inside.”
The servants went, and came back and informed their master that they had seen a grand, lofty building in the
midst of a beautiful garden. Then the young merchant himself went and entered the garden. On looking at the
grand building he saw a lovely woman, who beckoned to him to come and play a game of nard\fn{A generic word
for chess or draughts, i.e., any game played with counters. } with her.
This woman was an inveterate gambler. She was acquainted with all manner of tricks for getting her
opponent’s money. One of her favorite tricks was this: while playing she kept by her side a cat that she had taught
at a given sign to brush by the lamp and extinguish the light. This sign she always gave when the game was going
against her. In this way, of course, she obtained immense wealth. She practiced the cat trick on the young
merchant much to his loss.
Everything went—his money, his merchandise, his wife, his servants, himself—and then, when there was
nothing left, he was put in prison. Here he was treated with great harshness. Often he lifted up his voice and
prayed that God would take him out of this troublous world.
One day, he saw a man pass by the prison-gate. He hailed him, and inquired whence he had come.
“I come from such-and-such a country,” replied the man, mentioning the country where the young merchant’s
father lived.
“It is well,” said the prisoner. “Will you do me a great kindness? You see I am shut up in this place. I cannot
get free till I have paid a great debt that I owe. I want you to deliver these two letters to my father and wife. Here
is the letter for my father, and this is for my wife. If you will do this for me I shall be eternally grateful to you.”
The man consented, took the two letters, and went on his way.
In one letter the young merchant told his father all that had happened; and in the other for his wife he
dissembled matters, saying that he now had a large amount of money, and would soon return and beat her head
with the shoe, as he had forewarned her.
As soon as the man had transacted the little business which he had to do in that place, he went back to his
country and delivered the two letters; but, being ignorant of writing, he gave the letter which was intended for the
father to the wife, and that which was meant for the wife to the father!
On reading the good news the father was exceedingly glad. He could not understand, however, why the letter
was addressed to his daughter-in-law and not to himself, and why his son threatened her with a severe beating on
his return. When the daughter-in-law received her husband’s letter, telling of his misfortune and distress, she
became very sad, and wondered why he had sent the letter in her father-in-law’s name and not in her own.
In her perplexity she went to her father-in-law. The surprise of both will be more easily imagined than
described, when they compared the two accounts. It was a mystery. After a little conversation the daughter-in-law
—wise, brave woman like she was—determined to go and see her husband, and, if possible, to set him free. The
old merchant also sanctioned her going, and gave her some money for the expenses of the way.
Disguised as a man, the brave woman started, and reached the place where the lovely woman dwelt. She
informed the gambler that she was the son of a wealthy merchant, and knowing something of the game, wished to
try his skill with her. The gambler readily consented.
In the evening they were to play. Meanwhile the would-be merchant’s son visited the wicked woman’s
servants, and begged them to acquaint her with the trickery by which the woman won so much money. At first the
servants demurred, but when they saw the piles of ashrafis and the beautiful things that the young merchant
temptingly placed before them they were persuaded, and informed her of everything. Moreover, they told her that
their mistress would probably try the cat trick again that evening.
Then the would-be merchant’s son left. By the evening, when she arrived and sent in her salaam to the woman,
she had provided herself with a mouse, which she kept concealed in the folds of a sleeve of her jerkin.
The play commenced. Being an exceedingly good player, the would-be merchant’s son soon began to win.
Noticing this, the wicked gambling woman gave a sign to her cat. The cat moved towards the lamp, when the
would-be young merchant let the mouse run free. Away went the mouse quickly, and away went the cat after it,
helter-skelter all over the room.
“Can’t we go on with the game?” said the would-be young merchant after a brief pause. Nothing hindering,
she soon won the game, and a second game, and a third, and a fourth, till she had not only got back all that her
stupid husband had lost, but the grand house, and servants, and wicked woman also.
Putting all her easily gotten treasure into large boxes, she then sent to the prison and released all the prisoners.
Her husband came with others to thank her, but did not recognize his benefactress. She, however, specially
noticed him, and asked if he would like to be her sardar. Being thoroughly helpless, he agreed; and presently;
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having changed his ragged prison garment for some suitable raiment that the young would-be merchant had sent
for him, he appeared to arrange for her departure. His old ragged garments were placed in a little box by
themselves. All the keys of the various boxes were entrusted to the sardar, but the key of the box wherein these
ragged clothes were packed was kept by the would-be young merchant.
Everything ready, they left, taking the wicked gambling woman with them. On arriving near her own country
the would-be young merchant said to her sardar,
“I am going on a private business in this direction. But do not bother about me. Go straight to the city and take
these things with you, and keep them carefully in your house till I come. I know your father, and can trust you. If I
should not come to you within twenty full days, then these things will be yours.”
By a circuitous path she went to her home. Her sardar also, with the wicked gambling woman and all the
servants, and all the baggage except the box containing the ragged garments, went straight to his home. On
reaching her home she told her father of her great success, and begged him to keep the matter quiet. In a few day’s
she visited her father-in-law. As soon as her husband saw her he said:
“Do you remember how many times I have to beat you?” and saying this, he pretended to take off one of his
shoes.
“Oh, fie! fie!” said his parents, “would you spoil this grand homecoming by such mean and cruel acts?” And
said his wife,
“Now I see. I thought that you would certainly have learnt wisdom; but you have not. You are the same stupid
that you always were. Look here. Bring that .box to me—the little box that I have had in my own keeping all the
way—bring it to me. Whose are these dirty garments? Yours or another’s? Look on these and remember how the
jailers treated you—how severely they beat you, what little and what bad food they gave you, and what bad names
they threw at you! Ah! you tremble, and well may you tremble.
“Listen! I am the wealthy merchant’s son who delivered you. The letter addressed to your father was brought
to me. I read of your distress, and at once set out, and disguised as a young merchant, introduced myself to the
woman who fooled you. I played with the woman, and won back everything that you had lost, and the woman’s
house and property besides. There is the woman. Go and ask her if she recognizes me.”
“Yes, yes,” said the gambling woman.
The merchant’s son said nothing; he was confounded. The merchant's wife looked on her daughter-in-law and
blessed her. The merchant himself was too angry and disappointed with his stupid son to say or do anything. At
last he said, turning to his wife,
“Now do you believe that your son is a fool? Let all these goods and jewels be retained by his wife. She is too
good for him.”
3
There were two great and wealthy kings: the one had a very handsome son, and the other had a most beautiful
daughter. Both these, the prince and princess, were of a marriageable age; and so the two kings were sending and
inquiring everywhere for suitable partners. As luck would have it, one day the messengers of these two kings met,
and in course of conversation each told the other the purport of his errand. They were very much surprised and
rejoiced when they found that their errand was the same, that the two kings were of a fairly equal position in the
world, and that the prince and princess were in every way a good match.
When the kings heard of the success of their messengers they immediately communicated with one another. A
match was arranged; the day was fixed; and the bridegroom went to the house of the father of the bride. After the
usual preliminaries the wedding took place, and everything passed off splendidly.
But now a cloud came over the scene. How short-lived is joy! No sooner does a man snatch at it than it
disappears and the hand closed on a shadow. Alas! alas! While the prince was returning with his bride he halted in
a certain garden that happened to be the favorite resort of a company of fairies. These creatures came to the place
at night, and when they saw the prince they were so fascinated with him that they determined to make him their
own, and therefore charmed him into a death-like sleep.
In vain the princess and others tried to rouse him on the following morning. They thought he was dead,. and
wept and mourned for him exceedingly, as for one whose sprit had departed, and with whom they should not
converse any more. It was a terrible time.
Meanwhile Sudabror and Budabror\fn{ A pair of birds.} came and perched on a tree close to the little company of
mourners, and commenced talking together. Sudabror said,
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“This prince should not be buried.”
“ Why?” said Budabror.
“Because he is not dead,” replied Sudabror. “In a few days perhaps he will revive.”
These words fell like nectar in the ears of the princess, who at once gave orders to leave the corpse as and
where it was, and promised to tell them afterwards why she had thus ordered.. Accordingly the prince was left in
the garden, and the people went away to their homes—the sad bride and her retinue one way, and the people
belonging to the prince another way.
Great was the grief of the king and queen when they heard the cruel fate of their son-in-law. The poor princess
wept day and night, and would not be comforted. Every minute she was looking for the return of her husband; but
he did not come. At length she could not bear her grief any longer, and therefore craved permission from her
father to leave the palace for a while and to wander about the country whithersoever she wished. The king did not
like to grant her request, but eventually he was moved to do so at the advice of his ministers, who thought that
unless the princess had her wish she would become insane. The princess wandered here and there on the highway
bemoaning her sad lot.
“Have you seen the prince? Have you seen the prince?” she inquired from every passerby.
Thus many days were spent, and nobody could tell her anything of the object of her anxious search. At last an
old man approached.
“Have you seen the prince?” she asked.
“I have passed through a garden,” replied the old man, “and in this garden I saw a handsome youth sleeping on
the ground. Wondering why he had selected such a spot for a rest, I stopped, and behold! within a few minutes I
saw some fairy-like women come and place a wand under his head, and he sat up and talked with them, and then
they took the wand and placed it under his feet, and the youth fell back into sleep again. This I saw, and I
wondered what this strange sight might be.”
“Very curious!” exclaimed the princess. “Can you direct me to the garden where this youth lies sleeping?”
“Yes,” replied the old man, who at once led her towards the ill-fated spot.
On their arrival they found the body of the prince lying on the ground, apparently lifeless. Quickly seizing the
wand that was placed under his feet, the princess removed it and put it under his head, when, as the old man had
said, the prince awoke and sat up.”
“Who are you?” he said to the princess.”
“I am your wife,” she answered. “Do you not know me?”
“How did you get here?” he said.
“By the help of yonder old man,” she replied, pointing to her guide, who had tarried at a little distance from
fear. “Get up and come—escape with me from this terrible place.”
“Alas! I cannot,” he said, “for the fairies will soon discover my absence, and come after me and kill me. Oh ! if
you love me, place the wand under my feet, and go.”
“Never,” she said.
“Then hide yourself quickly, in the hollow of that tree, for you are not safe here now. The fairies may return at
any moment.”
The princess did so, and soon as she had got within her hiding-place the fairies came.
“Ah! what do I smell?” said one.
“Some human being has been here,” said another.
On this two or three of them went to try and discover the stranger who had dared to invade their retreat, but
they were unsuccessful. They then woke the prince and asked him if he knew of any human being that had
ventured near. Of course he told them,
“No.”
“But we are certain there is somebody here near,” they said, “for the smell of human being fills the air.
Anyhow, we will leave here tomorrow for another place.”
So the next morning the fairies explored the garden, which was of immense size, and found another retreat for
themselves, where they thought they would be free from the intrusion of any human being; and while they were
away, the prince called the princess, and said:
“What will you do now, my wife? They will take me away to another place, where you will not be able to
come, and I shall never see you again. Ah me! Ah me!”
“Not so,” replied the brave princess. “See, I will gather some flowers. Strew these,” she continued, giving him
a little bouquet of a certain kind of flower. “I shall then be able to track you.”
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The prince took the flowers and hid them in his clothes, and the princess ran away to the hollow in the tree. In
a little while the fairies appeared in sight, and beckoned to the prince to come after them. As the prince went he
now and again dropped a flower. The following day the princess carefully followed the track until she reached a
very large and grand building, which looked like a palace. This was the abode of a dev who instructed the fairies
in all manner of magic. Nothing daunted, the princess entered the building, and not finding anybody inside, she
sat down on one of the low seats and rested herself.
Within an hour the dev arrived. Seeing the princess, he thought she was his daughter, whom some other dev
had recently taken away by force.
“My darling daughter,” he exclaimed, rushing up to her, “how did you get back? How did you escape from that
wretch?” The princess quickly perceived the circumstances of the case, and replied,
“Yes, I contrived to get out of his clutches while he was asleep.”
“My darling! my darling!” he exclaimed.
For some time the princess lived in the dev’s house, and was recognized by him and all the fairies as his
daughter. She had full power to do what she liked and to go where she liked; and at her earnest request the dev
taught her many of his tricks: how to make a man dead and then alive again, how to find anything that had been
hidden, and several others.
One day, by virtue of her extraordinary powers, the princess noticed her husband concealed in an ornament that
was hanging from the ear of one of the fairies. This earring she pretended to like very much, and asked the fairy to
give it to her. The fairy refused; but at last, fearing to offend her teacher’s daughter, she gave the earring to her, on
the condition that it should be returned on the morrow. The princess promised. As soon as the fairy was out of
sight the princess extricated her husband.
“O beloved, do you know me?” she asked, when the prince looked round on her and on everything with great
surprise. “Do you not know me? I am your wife. For your sake I have left my father’s house; for your sake I have
dared to visit this garden and to follow you even to this dev’s abode; for your sake I have endured his kisses and
caresses. Oh! do you not know me?”
Then the prince, having recovered his senses, recognized her, and wept for joy.
“Come, come now,” she said, “I will tell you what we must do. The dev and all the people thoroughly believe
that I am his daughter, who was carried away forcibly by another. I shall take yon to him, and profess that while I
was escaping from the dev I met you, and overcome by your beauty, I married you. I shall also inform him of your
royal station, and entreat him to sanction the marriage. He will be very glad when he hears this. Do not be afraid.
Come and see.”
The princess was not disappointed. The dev was exceedingly happy to hear of his daughter’s good fortune, and
made a great feast in her honor, to which he invited all the members of the fairy community.
For some weeks the prince and princess stayed with the dev, and then the prince quite naturally expressed a
great wish to visit his home, and the princess wanted to go with him. Much as the dev wished to keep them both
with him, he did not think it reasonable to refuse his permission, and so loaded them with presents and bade them
return to him as soon as possible.
Amongst other things he gave them a pith, which, on any person sitting in it and wishing, would go to the place
wished for. This was the very thing for the prince and princess, who at once packed their treasures in it, and then,
saying farewell to their (beloved?) bhut, and to all the fairies who had assembled to witness their departure, they
sat in the pitli and began to float away in the air in the direction of the palace of the father of the princess.
This was soon reached. There was much joy in the palace and in the city that day and for long afterwards
because the king’s daughter had returned, and the prince, her handsome husband, was not dead, but was alive and
well, and was with her.
4
Once upon a time there lived a king, who was celebrated for his learning, power and prowess. This king had
three sons, who were all in every way worthy of such a father; for they were brave, and clever, and handsome, and
wise, and good. One day the king, wishing to arrange for a successor to his throne, summoned the wazirs, and
bade them help him in the matter.
“Take the princes,” he said, “and thoroughly examine them, and the one whom you approve I will appoint to
sit on the throne after me.”
In the course of a few days the wazirs waited on His Majesty with their answer. The chief wazir was
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spokesman, and said,
“Concerning the appointment of a successor let the king not be angry, and we will speak. Our counsel is to
send the princes out into the world and bid them to trade, and it shall be that whoever among them amasses the
greatest fortune shall be king.”
Upon this all the wazirs bowed their heads in token of their unanimous approval of the plan.
“Be it so,” said the king, and immediately told his pleasure to the princes.
When everything was ready the three princes started. They all traveled together to the sea, and there took ship
for some foreign country. As soon as they reached their destination they parted. One went in this direction,
another in that, and the third in another; but before they separated they each bound themselves to return by a
certain time to the spot whence they had parted.
The two elder brothers went and traded with their money, and gained immense wealth, but the youngest
brother wandered along the seacoast, encamping here and there as it pleased him. While he was meditating what
he should do with his money, a gosain came and stayed with him for three days. The holy man was so pleased
with the respect and attention shown to him, that he determined to reward the prince.
“I am very grateful for your piety and goodness,” he said. “Tell me your name, whence you came, and whither
you are going.” The prince explained everything to him.
“I understand,” said the gosain. “You must stay here. Do not go any farther, but remain here till your brothers
return. Send your servants into the city to buy as much corn as possible, and when they bring it throw some of it
into the sea every day till it is all gone. Then wait, and you shall reap an abundant harvest.”
Saying this, the holy man blessed him and departed. The prince acted according to the advice of the gosain. He
bought an immense quantity of corn, and had it piled up near his encampment. Every day for about six months he
threw a certain measure of it into the sea, till the whole was spent..
“Now,” thought he, “I shall have my reward.”
He waited in great expectation for several days, but nothing appeared.
“The gosain has deceived me,” he said to himself: “I am a ruined man! Why was I so foolish as to listen to his
wicked advice! What will my father and my brothers say to me when they hear that I have thrown all my money
into the sea! How they will laugh at me! I shall never be able to show my face to them again! Ah me! Ah me! I
will now go to another country. The day after tomorrow I will leave this cursed place.”
But these words were hastily spoken. When all was ready, and the prince and his retinue were about to start,
something happened. The corn that the prince had thrown into the river had been eaten by a big fish, and as the
news of the prince’s liberality spread far and wide in the waters, shoals upon shoals of fish came together to the
place. The king of the fishes also came with them. At last the supply was suddenly stopped.
“Why is this?” the king fish asked. “We have been receiving corn for the last six months, and now for several
days we have had nothing. Has the prince been rewarded for his kindness to us?”
“No!” said the whole company. “We have not received any order to that effect.”
“Then hear the order,” said the king fish. “Go immediately and recompense the prince. Each one of you take a
ruby and give it to him.”
Away went all the company of fishes and deposited each one a ruby on the shore near to the place where the
prince was standing and looking mournfully across the sea. Attracted by the great noise in the water, the prince
turned towards them, and saw the long row of rubies on the sand.
“Wicked man that I am!” he exclaimed. “Why am I thus rewarded? My little faith does not deserve this.”
Saying this, he at once gave an order to have all the preparations for departure stopped.
“I shall remain here,” said he, “till my brothers return. Pitch the tents again.”
While the encampment was once more being got ready he and his head-man were occupied in collecting the
long row of precious rubies which the fishes had brought.
“Be careful,” he said to the man, “that nothing of this matter reaches the ears of the people of the city or any
other person whom we may meet. Let no mention of it be made to my brothers either. I charge you; see to it that.
You fulfill your trust. You and the rest of my retinue shall not go unrewarded if you obey me.”
The man promised, and every day after this, as long as the prince was in that place, the fishes were daily fed
with abundance of corn.
Now, in order that his valuable treasures might not be discovered, the prince had them placed in cakes of dung,
which were dried in the sun. After a while the day arrived for him to leave, so that he might reach the place where
he was to meet his brothers by the appointed time. He was so punctual, that he arrived there a day or two earlier
than the other two princes.
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“Well, what luck!” they said to each other when they all met. Said the eldest prince,
“I have been trading as a cloth merchant, and have gained such-and-such wealth,” mentioning an enormous
sum of money.
“Well done!” exclaimed the other two brothers. Said the second prince,
“I have been trading as a baniya, and have amassed such-and-such money,” also mentioning an enormous
amount.
“Well done!” exclaimed the other two brothers. Then spoke the youngest prince. “You see, O brothers, my
fortune,” and he pointed towards several loads of dung-cakes.
“Hie, hie!” cried the other two princes. “What made our brother choose such a disgusting and unprofitable
business?”
As soon as possible a ship was hired, and the three princes, with their attendants, set sail for their own country.
Now, it happened that a most foolish arrangement had been made about wood for the voyage. Before they had got
halfway they had run short of that indispensable article, and therefore the two elder princes and the captain of the
ship came to the youngest prince and begged him to allow them to use some piles of his dung-cakes, promising to
pay him as soon as they landed.
The youngest prince consented, and the next morning gave them sufficient for the rest of the voyage, after
having taken out the ruby that was in each of the cakes. Thus in due time the ship arrived at her destination, and
the royal passengers disembarked. They immediately started for their father’s palace, and the day after their return
the king summoned the whole populace to a grand meeting to witness the appointment of his successor to the
throne.
Accordingly there was an immense gathering. The king, attended by all his court, sat in state, and the people
crowded round on all sides. Then the princes were summoned before His Majesty and the people to show their
wealth and tell their experience.
First came the eldest prince,. who in a loud voice declared all that he had done and what fortune had attended
him. Afterwards came the second prince, and did likewise. And when the people heard their words they cried,
“Let him be king! Let him be king!”
But when the youngest prince appeared and showed his piles of dung-cakes the king and all the people laughed
at him, and told him to go.
“Be not hasty, O my father,” he said, and then he turned and frowned on the people. “You laugh,” he said to
them all; “but presently you will repent of your laughter. See, in each of these dung-cakes there is a ruby whose
price is beyond value;” and he broke open one of the cakes and let fall a ruby.
“Look here! Look here! Look here! Look here!” he shouted several times, and each time broke one of the
dung-cakes and let fall a ruby! Then all the people wondered!
“I have never seen such rubies before,” said the king. Truly their value cannot be estimated. This my youngest
son has got more wealth than the other two princes and I and all the people put together. He shall be king.”
“Yes, yes, let him be king!” was the reply of the whole assembly; and after this they were dismissed to their
homes.
Not long afterwards the old king died and was cremated, and the younger prince reigned in his stead, while the
other two princes were appointed to the two chief positions under him.
5
A merchant, when dying called his beloved and only son to his bedside and said,
“Dear son, I am about to depart, and shall not return. You will be left alone in the world. I charge you to
remember five pieces of advice which I now give you. Walk not in the sunshine from your house to the shop. Let
pilav be your daily food. Take unto yourself a fresh wife every week. On wishing to drink wine go to the vat and
drink it. If you want to gamble, then gamble with experienced gamblers.”
Having spoken these words the merchant groaned and gave up the ghost.
Now the son, although good and obedient in all things, was also a very stupid fellow. He did not in the least
comprehend his father’s real meaning. He thought that these words were to be understood literally, and therefore
immediately set about erecting a covered way from his house to the place of business. It cost him a large sum of
money, and seemed most needless and ridiculous. Some of his friends suspected that he was mad, and others that
he was proud. However, he minded not their remarks and coldness, but finished the building, and. every day
walked beneath it in the shade to and from his house to the shop.
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He also ordered the cook to prepare pilav for him every day, and ate nothing else, as his father had directed
him.
In the matter of getting a fresh wife every week he experienced very great difficulty. Some of the wives, by
reason of their ugliness, or bad tempers, or slovenly manners, or unfaithfulness and other wickednesses, deserved
to be turned off. But there were others who were beautiful, and good, and kind, and loving, and clean, and tidy,
and these the young merchant found it extremely hard to get rid of. He had to provoke them to anger or to
indifference before he could invent an excuse for sending them away. Many, many poor women were thus ruined
by him.
At last an exceedingly clever woman heard of the deceased merchant’s advice, and having perceived the true
meaning, she determined to try and arrange for her marriage with the young merchant. Being both beautiful and
clever, she soon succeeded. The young merchant could not detect any fault in her or her work, though he was
constantly on the watch for anything wrong. She did everything strictly according to his wishes, and was
exceedingly careful about her speech, and dress, and manner, and work.
Six days thus passed. On the seventh and last day of the week, his last opportunity, the young merchant
ordered her to have some fish pilav ready for his evening meal, intending to grumble with it, and to pretend that
he wanted a different kind of fish to that prepared. His wife promised that it should be ready for him as soon as he
returned.
Soon after he left she went to the bazaar and purchased two or three kinds of fish. At the proper time she
prepared them in different ways, some with spices, and some without spices, some with sugar, some with salt, and
so on. On the young merchant’s return the dinner was waiting.
“Is dinner ready?” he shouted.
“Yes,” replied the wife, and immediately put a dish of steaming sweet pilav in front of him.
“Oh!” he said, looking up in a rage, “I want a salt pilav.”
“Very well,” she replied. “I thought perhaps you would, and so got that also ready. Here it is,” and she set a big
dish of steaming salt pilav before him.
“Yes, yes,” said he, still in a rage apparently, “but not this kind of fish. It is all bone.”
“Very well,” she replied; “then have this kind.”
“But I don’t mean this kind,” he shouted; and he looked as if he would like to throw the contents of the dish at
her head. “I would sooner eat dung than this.”
“Then have it,” she replied, “by all means.”
Saying this, she kicked aside a small basket and discovered to his astonished gaze the dung of some animal
that had been prowling about the place while she was preparing the dinner, but which she had not had time to
remove, and therefore had thrown a basket over it, lest her husband should notice it and be offended.
Thoroughly defeated, the young merchant then said no more. After eating a little from two or three of the
dishes he went to bed. During the night his wife made him promise to visit her father’s house on the morrow, and
to spend the day there.
In the morning the young merchant and his wife went together to the house of the latter. On arrival the wife
told her parents all that had happened to her and all her secrets, and begged them not to cook anything special on
account of their visit, but to prepare simply some phuhurih,\fn{Burnt rice or bread.} and give it to her when she
should ask for it. They said that they would do so.
When they had been there some hours she took her husband into a little room, and asked him to wait there for
the dinner, which would be ready presently. The young merchant waited a long time, until at last he got so hungry
that he went and called his wife and entreated her to bring something to eat.
“Yes,” she said, “in a few minutes. We are waiting for other guests, who ought to have been here a long time
ago. As soon as they arrive the food will be served up.”
“But I am too hungry to wait,” said the young merchant. Give me something to eat at once. I do not wish to eat
with these people, if your parents will excuse me.”
“Very well,” she replied; “but there is nothing but phuhurih. If you like to have that, I will go and bring it.”
“All right,” he said. “Bring it.”
So she went and fetched some phuhurih, and he ate it gladly. When he had finished the plateful he said,
“The taste of this phuhurih is better than pilav to me at this time.” Deeming it a good opportunity, she said,
“Oh, why, then, do you always eat pilav in your house?”
“Because my father ordered me to do this, just before he died,” he replied.
“Nonsense,” said she, “you have mistaken his meaning.”
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“No, I have not,” he said. “He advised me on several other points also.” He then told her all that his father had
said to him.
“Well!” she exclaimed. “On this account you built the covered way from the house to the shop; you eat pilav
every day, and marry a wife every week! Are you really so stupid as to suppose for one moment that your wise
and kind father wished you thus to understand him? Why, such a course of life will very soon bring you to ruin,
besides making your life miserable and your name a reproach in the land!
“Listen! When your father advised you to go and come from your shop in the shade he meant that you should
attend to your business, rising up early and retiring late, if you wished to prosper and to become great. When he
told you to eat pilav every day, he meant that you should be economical in the way of food, and eat only to satisfy
hunger. When he said, ‘Marry a new wife every week,’ he meant that you should not be too much with your wife.
When the wife is away you want her. If you saw your wife only once a week you would return to her as to a new
wife and enjoy her society more.”
“Alas! alas!” he cried, “what have I been doing? How foolishly have I acted! O my dear father, that I should
have thus misunderstood you! My dear wife, you have spoken wisely. Henceforth I will endeavor .to atone for my
stupidity.. But you have not explained the rest of my father’s words, that I may know what else to do.”
“I will tell you,” she replied. “But let us first go and bid my parents good-bye. I will explain the meaning to
you on the way home.”
As they were walking back she turned aside to a gambling den, and showed her husband the wretchedness and
villainy depicted on the countenances of nearly every one of the company.
“Look,” she said,” at their terrible condition and be warned. Your father evidently wished you to see such a
sight, that you might shun the path that leads to this state.”
Then she took him to a large wine-shop that was near their house, and pointing to the immense vats of wine,
told him to climb one of them and drink to his heart’s content. He went up the ladder and looked over into the vat,
but the stench was so great that he did not wish to remain there a moment, much less to drink.
“I will not drink any of the wine today,” he said on reaching the bottom of the ladder.
“This is precisely the conclusion your father wished to arrive at,” she said, “and therefore he told you to go
and, drink the wine from the vat whenever you wished to drink it.”
.”I see, I see,” he replied. “Let us go home.”
6
Once upon a time the jackals assembled together to elect a king for themselves. The lions had a king, the tigers
had a king, the leopards had a king, the wolves had a king, the dogs and other animals had their kings; so they
thought that they too ought to appoint one, who should be their chief, who should guide them in counsel and lead
them forth to war.
“Elect your king!” cried the old jackal, anxious to begin the meeting. Whereupon all the jackals shouted,
“You are our king! You are our king! You are our senior in age and superior in experience. Who is there so fit
as yourself to rule over us?”
And the old jackal consented, and by way of distinction allowed his fur to be dyed blue, and an old broken
winnowing fan to be fastened round his neck.
One day the king was walking about his dominions attended by a large number of his jackal subjects, when a
tiger suddenly appeared and made a rush at them. The whole company fled and forgot their old king. His Majesty
tried to escape into a narrow cave, but, alas! his head stuck in the hole, by reason of the winnowing fan that was
around his neck. Seeing their leader thus, the tiger came and seized him, and carried him away to his lair, where it
fastened him by a rope so that he could not run away. In a short while, however, the jackal-king did escape and get
back to his subjects, who again wished him to be their king and to reign over them. But the jackal had had enough
of it, and therefore replied,
“No, thank you. I am quite satisfied. Once being a king is quite sufficient for a man’s lifetime.”
7
It was a time of general distress. Among others who suffered was a certain Brahman. Not having been brought
up to any trade, this poor Brahman was unable to do anything for a living, and no man gave unto him. He was in
great straits. If it had not been for a scanty pittance of food, which was earned by his wife, who went every day to
help in pounding the rice for a very rich family that lived in the neighborhood, he and his family would have
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starved to death.
One day, when the Brahman was going to perform his regular puja, his wife said to him,
“Oh that you would do some puja, some service, whereby the gods would favor us and grant us food and
clothing!”
“I will,” said the Brahman. “Make me some biscuits.”
The biscuits were got ready, and the Brahman took them and went. He took his idols also. It was springtime.
The country all around was covered with blossom. The Brahman walked far and fast, till at last, feeling tired, he
sat down to rest under an apple tree that grew by the side of a pretty little purling brook.
“Here,” thought he, “I will worship and meditate.”
For several hours he tarried there wrapped in meditation. Then he arose, put back his idols into the bag, and
commenced to return. On the way he noticed a column of smoke ascending slowly into the air. He drew near, and
saw that it proceeded from a jogi’s fire, and that the good man was squatting by it. Bowing reverently, he also
squatted down beside him. The jogi opened his eyes and inquired what was his errand. The Brahman told him of
his great distress, and how he had been wandering about that day doing special puja in the hope that the gods
would have pity on him and help him. On hearing his sad tale the jogi said,
“Go to my daughter, who is sitting over yonder. Perhaps she will help you.”
The Brahman thought it was rather strange. Still, he went to the girl and repeated what he had said to her
father. The girl was very much affected by his account of himself, and wept profusely. Tears streamed down her
cheeks, and lo! every tear that touched the ground became a rich lustrous pearl.
“Take them,” she said; “they are yours.” Then she laughed, and lo! from her mouth there came forth most
magnificent :flowers of gold.
“Take them,” she said again; “they are yours.” Then she arose and walked slowly a few paces, and lo! each
footprint that she made was covered with gold.
“Collect the gold,” she said; "it is yours. You will now have sufficient to provide yourself and family with food
for many days. You can go.”
Glad and happy, the Brahman went home. The gods had blessed him; his prayers had been heard at last.
“Look,” said he to his wife, “the gods have had pity on us. For several hours I worshipped and meditated, and
was returning home, when I came across a jogi sitting by his fire.”
“Tell me no more,” she interrupted. “You are not speaking the truth. You must have got the wealth by theft. I
shall not believe you till you have been to the king and told him everything. If His Majesty is satisfied with you I
shall be satisfied also.”
Seeing that she was determined, the Brahman took the pearls and gold to the king, and informed him how he
had come by them. His Majesty was astonished. However,. he believed the Brahman, and gave him a present of
several bags of money.
When the Brahman’s wife saw the king’s present she was persuaded, and hesitated no longer to enjoy the
wealth that her husband had so strangely and so opportunely obtained.
A short time after this interview the king sent for the Brahman and inquired further about the daughter of the
jogi; and being much impressed with the Brahman’s account of her, he begged him to go to the girl’s father and
solicit the hand of his daughter in marriage.
“Such a wife,” thought he, “would be of inestimable benefit to me and my kingdom.”
“Be not angry, O king,” replied the Brahman, “and I will speak. Suppose the jogi is angry with me and curses
me?”
“I care not,” said the king. “You must arrange some plan for getting the girl to be my wife.”
There was some more conversation, and then the Brahman left. He was in great anxiety. The wealth that had
lately come into his hands seemed about to pass out of them as quickly as it had come into them. What was he to
do? Go he must; but how to fulfill his errand he knew not.
The next morning he started, and in much trembling approached the jogi, who was still seated in the same
place where he had found him before.
“Have pity on me,” he cried, “and hear my petition. The king wishes your daughter in marriage, and will not
rest till he hears of your consent to the union.”
“Be not troubled,” replied the jogi. “Go and tell His Majesty that his request is accepted, and bid him come on
such-and-such a day with a company of people for the wedding. The people who attend him must all be over the
age of seven years. Go, fear not. My word has been given.”
Overwhelmed with joy, the Brahman hastened to the king and informed him of the success of the visit. The
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appointed day arrived. The king, with an immense retinue, came to the jogi and was most graciously received. In
due time the ceremony was celebrated. Everything went off well, and everybody was much pleased. And then the
king left.
On the way back the bride, being very thirsty, asked for some water; but the woman in whose charge she had
been placed demurred.
“Why do you tarry?” said the bride.
“I dare not obey you,” replied the woman, “for in this river there dwells a serpent that will not allow any one to
drink of the water unless that person first gives it a pair of human eyes for the draught.”
“Be it so, then,” replied the bride. “Fetch a knife and take out my eyes, and bring me some water.”
The cruel act was done; the water was brought; and the girl drank of it and was satisfied.
Now this woman, whose business it was to look after the bride, was a very wicked woman. She took advantage
of the darkness of the hour—for it was night before the company had reached halfway—and changed the clothes
of her mistress for the clothes of her own daughter. The two girls happened to be about the same age. She then
placed the jogi’s daughter in a box, which she put into the river, and afterwards she put her own daughter into the
doli.
The wicked woman’s daughter arrived at the royal palace, and, as soon as it was light the next morning, the
impatient king visited her and asked her to cry and laugh and walk, so that he might get some pearls and gold. But
the girl was only astonished, and said nothing. When he saw this the king sent for the Brahman and charged him
with falsehood and deceit. The Brahman protested his innocence, and begged His Majesty to wait.
“The girl, perhaps, is confused,” he said, “with the sudden change in her position.”
The jogi’s daughter floated down the river in the box, and was found on the following morning by a washerman, who, seeing that she was blind, took her to his home, gave her food and clothing, and treated her in every
way like his own child The next day, as she walked about the washer-man’s little garden, it was noticed that her
footprints were footprints of gold. Somebody told her of this, and she answered,
“I know. Collect it and give it to the washer-man.”
The following morning something caused her to laugh, when flowers of gold fell down from her mouth. This
also was told her, when she answered,
“I know. Take them to the king’s wife. Perhaps she will be pleased with them, and will wish to buy them. If so,
then tell her that the price is a pair of human eyes.”
The washer-man went to the palace with the golden flowers and showed them to the wife of the king. Her
mother (the queen’s maid) was present when he arrived. As was expected, the young queen was fascinated with
the flowers, and asked the washer-man to say how much he wanted for them.
“Two human eyes,” said he.
“Two human eyes?” repeated the queen. “How can I pay you in this way? Ask me for some money or for any
special honor, and you shall have them. But how can I get for you two human eyes?”
“I will procure them for you,” said the maid, who went into an adjoining room and returned with a little box,
wherein were the two eyes of. the jogi’s daughter. The washer-man took them, gave the queen the golden flowers,
and then left.
“How glad I am you have succeeded!” exclaimed the jogi’s daughter, when the washer-man gave her the eyes.
“These are none other than my own eyes. Put them back into their sockets and anoint them with this eye salve.”
The washer-man did so, and the girl’s sight was restored to her whole as before.
When the king went to see his wife that evening the cunning maid showed him the golden flowers, and
pretended that they had been produced by the queen. The king was very glad at this, and lavished on his wife and
her maid all sorts of presents.
“Now,” thought he, “I shall soon be the richest monarch in the world.”
Weeks passed. Nothing more was produced by the wife of the king. But the jogi’s daughter daily produced
some pearls, or golden flowers, or gold, according as she wept, or laughed, or walked. In this way the washerman quickly became very rich. Various reports of his incredible wealth, and of the mysterious manner by which
he had obtained it, spread everywhere.
The king too got to know of it, and sending for the man, asked him how he had contrived to make so much
money in so short a time. The washer-man, who was very much frightened, informed His Majesty of the whole
truth.
“Your Majesty,” he said, “the jogi’s daughter, who is your rightful wife, has been cruelly deceived by the
woman in attendance on the girl that now occupies the position of queen. On the way back from the wedding this
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woman prevailed on the jogi’s daughter to take out her eyes; and then, when the girl was blind and knew not what
was going on, she took off her garments and put them on her own daughter, the present queen. She then clothed
the jogi’s daughter in the garments of her own daughter, and shutting her up in a big box, set the box afloat in the
river. The doli, with her daughter seated inside, reached the palace; the box, with the jogi’s daughter, floated to my
house. It was not long before I discovered the wonderful virtues of the jogi’s daughter. Whenever she wept or
laughed, or wherever she walked, a pile of pearls, or golden flowers, or gold was the result. Once, at her request, I
brought some of the golden flowers to the queen, and demanded two human eyes as the price. The queen’s
mother, this wicked woman, was present at the time. She handed to me the pair of eyes that belonged to the jogi’s
daughter. I took them and left. On my return home I gave the eyes to the girl, who at once replaced them in their
sockets; and then, on the application of a little eye salve, was able to see with them as well as before.”
“Go and fetch the jogi’s daughter,” said the king. “I have been deceived.”
Presently the washer-man appeared with the jogi’s daughter. The king asked her to relate the whole matter; and
when he heard again the same account as the washer-man had given him he was convinced. He immediately gave
orders for the execution of the wicked maid and her stupid daughter; but the washer-man and the Brahman he
promoted to great honor.
Henceforth the jogi’s daughter lived with him, and he became richer and richer, till he had so much wealth that
he was obliged to leave off counting it.
139.105 1. The Crow-Girl 2. The Base Friend 3. The Philosopher’s Stone 4. The Day-Thief And The Night-Thief
5. Stupid Peasant I 6. Stupid Peasant II 7. Gagar Wol And His Servant Ratun I 8. Gagar Wol And His Servant
Ratun II 9. Gagar Wol And His Servant Ratun III: Nine Folktales\fn{by Lal Chand (before 1887- )} Khunamuh,
Wular District, Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 6
1
One day two potters’ wives went to the jungle to get a special of soil, which their husbands wanted for making
some pots. They carried their little infant children with them a-straddle on their hips. When they reached the place
where this earth was to be found, they put down their children, a little boy and a little girl, to play together, while
they filled their baskets.
A kite and a crow noticed what was going on, and swooped down upon the children and carried them off. The
kite killed the boy, but the crow flew away with the girl to the hollow trunk of a tree in a distant part of the jungle,
and there dropped her.
Instead of crying the child thought it was great fun, and so laughed and played with the bird; and the bird got
very fond of her, and brought her nuts and fruit, and scraps of bread and meat sometimes, whenever it could get
them. The little girl grew up and became very beautiful.
One day a carpenter chanced to visit that part of the jungle for cutting wood.
“Salaam,” said the girl to him. “I wish you would make me a spinning wheel. I am here all alone, and I wish to
do something.”
“Why are you here? Where is your home? Have you no more clothes than the rag you are wearing?” asked the
carpenter.
“You must not ask me any questions,” replied the girl. “But please make me a spinning-wheel, and I shall be
quite happy.”
The carpenter did so; and the crow stole a spindle and some cotton for the girl. So she had everything
complete. Not long after this the king of that part of the world was out a-hunting in the jungle, and as he passed by
that way, his ear caught the sound of somebody spinning.
“Who resides in this solitary place?” he said to one of his attendants. “I hear the sound of some person
spinning. Go and see who it can be.”
After a long search the men discovered the girl sitting by her wheel in the hollow of a tree, and brought her
before the king. His Majesty inquired everything about her; and was so interested in her story, and fascinated by
her beauty, that he begged her to accompany him to the palace, and to stay there with him as his wife.
The king had six other wives. This crow-girl was the seventh. Each of the wives had a separate apartment and
special attendants.
One day His Majesty, wishing to try their skill and taste, ordered all of them to decorate their rooms as nicely
as they could. The six wives went to work in the ordinary way; they bought several ornaments and pictures, and
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had the walls of their rooms washed with attar of roses; but the seventh wife sought an interview with her beloved
crow and asked his advice on the matter.
“Don’t be anxious,” said the bird, and immediately flew off and brought back in its bill an herb, which it gave
her, saying, “Take this herb and rub it all over the walls of your room, and they will shine like burnished gold.”
The girl obeyed, and her room shone so with gold—real gold, that one could scarcely look at it. When the
other wives of the king heard of this, they were very jealous. Notwithstanding they had washed their rooms with
attar of roses, and decorated them with the richest carpets and the most magnificent vases, yet they looked not one
hundredth part as beautiful as the crow-girl’s apartment.
“What have you done to your room to make it so lovely?” they asked.
But the crow-girl did not tell them. When the king inspected the rooms of the six wives, he was much pleased
with them, but when he carne to the crow-girl’s room he was overcome with astonishment and delight. Henceforth
he made her his chief rani, and seemed to forget all the rest.
This special notice from the king increased the hatred and jealousy of the other wives. They were wicked
enough before; but now, maddened by the king’s preference for the seventh wife, they plotted to bring about her
speedy death. They soon found opportunity for accomplishing their wickedness.
One day they were all going to the river to bathe, when it was decided to push the crow-girl queen into the
water, and to inform the king that she had been accidentally drowned. Accordingly, when they reached a deep part
of the river, they shoved the woman off the bank into the water.
The king’s grief was intense when he heard the sad news. For a long time he gave up all business, shut himself
in his room, and would not see anyone. Fate, however, had not decreed the death of the rani. She was not
drowned, as everybody thought. Near to the part of the river where she fell, there happened to be a large tree
growing out of an invisible island. She had floated to this island and climbed to the top of the tree, where she was
constantly fed by her kind friend the crow.
One day some weeks afterwards, His Majesty chanced to go for an airing in his boat by the way of this tree.
The crow-girl saw him, and shouting the words,
“The king unjustly exposed me to danger. Come, O beloved, come here,” she discovered herself to him.
On seeing his beloved rani again, the king’s joy knew no bounds. He immediately took her into the boat and
carried her to the palace. There she told him all that had occurred, and when His Majesty heard the truth of the
matter, he at once gave orders for the execution of the other wives.
2
Once upon a time a very great and wealthy king determined to send his son out into the world as a merchant in
order that he might get to know something of the people and country., and thus be more prepared to govern
wisely, when the time should come for him to sit on the throne. So he gave him plenty of money and several bales
of goods, and told him to go whithersoever he wished, to keep his eyes open, and to make as much money as
possible.
As soon as convenient the prince started, attended by the wazir’s son, his great friend, and a large retinue of
servants and horses. After much wandering about they came to some place by the sea, where they found a ship
ready to weigh anchor, and being of an adventurous disposition they embarked, and started for some foreign
country.
All went well for a while, till they passed under a certain island and cast anchor. Here the prince got out and
walked about alone, as the wazir’s son, not wishing to go, had feigned sickness. Wicked fellow! he persuaded the
prince to go on shore and take a long walk round the island, while he bribed the captain and the sailors of the
vessel to start without him. He got them to take the ship back again by a circuitous course to the place that they
had recently left, and there he disposed of all the merchandise, and afterwards returned to the king.
“You have come back quickly. Where is the prince?” said His Majesty.
“The prince is dead, Your Majesty. We were sailing happily along by a certain island, when a wind suddenly
arose, and increased so, that the ship capsized, and all that were in it were thrown into the water. I tried to save the
prince, but, alas! I could not. It was with the greatest difficulty that I myself escaped.”
When the king heard these words he was intensely grieved. He wept for his son many days, during which he
seemed like one mad, not caring for anyone or anything, only raving about his son.
Meanwhile affairs were prospering with the prince. As soon as he discovered the treachery of his friend he
began to look about for quarters for the night. He arranged a little shanty for himself by the side of a clear crystal
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spring, and then lay down to sleep, hoping for better things on the morrow.
While he was sleeping, at midnight, a heavenly woman came out of the spring, attended by several soldiers,
and sat down to eat. When she had satisfied herself she went towards the prince, and waking him up, offered him
some food, which the prince took, and for which he was very grateful, as he had not tasted anything since he had
landed
“But tell me, fair lady,” said he, “whence you came and who you are.”
“Sir,” she replied, “I am a heavenly woman. Please tell me your history. I may be able to help you.”
“Fair lady,” said he, “I am a prince. I am traveling about at my father’s request in search of experience and
knowledge, in order that I may be better able to rule the country after him. I was sailing to some place with a large
quantity of goods, when the vessel put in here for a few hours while I got out to see the island, and when .I
returned at the time advised by the captain of the ship I discovered that she had started without me. No doubt this
was done at the instigation of my friend, the wazir’s son, who was accompanying me on my travels.”
“The villain!” exclaimed the heavenly woman. “He shall suffer for this baseness. Sleep on now, sir. In the
morning I will cause you to reach your father’s place, whither this man has probably returned. You can then
denounce him face to face.” On saying this, she disappeared by way of the spring. and the soldiers after her.
At dawn she came again and rousing him, gave him several most valuable jewels to make up for his losses, and
then told him to go. Accordingly the prince started, and attended by several soldiers, presently found himself
walking up the path to his father’s palace.
“Who can this be coming?” asked the king, as he watched the procession from his bedroom window. “Quick!
run,” said he to the sentry at the door, “and give the man this bunch of pearls. How know we that he is not some
powerful enemy?”
“Go back and tell your king,” said the prince to the soldier, “that I am a friend, and that I come to inquire
concerning his son. Certain strange reports have reached my ears of late.”
On hearing this the king bade him welcome to the palace, and received him most graciously. He told him with
tearful eyes the sad news of the prince’s shipwreck, and called the son of the wazir to corroborate what he said.
“O father,” said the prince, unable to dissemble any longer, “wipe away those tears. Your son has returned to
you. I am he. No wind beset our ship, no waves destroyed me; but I was basely left on a little barren uninhabited
island to starve. That man,” pointing to the wazir’s son, “bribed the captain and crew to sail without me, in order
that he might sell the goods and get all the profit for himself.”
“Base villain!” cried the king. “Order the executioners to rid us of the presence of such a man in our midst.”
Great was the joy of the king when he saw his son again. Not long after this His Majesty died, and the prince,
his son, reigned in his stead.

† This is a photograph of the summit of the hill mentioned in this folktale. Taken by one Samuel Bourne in
the 1860s, it shows a temple which probably dates from the time of the Mughal emperor Jahangir (reigned
1605-1627).* The site, however, is said to date back to 2,500 BC, and the temple is named for the Hindu
ascetic Shankaráchárya (788-820) was a philosopher and theologian from India, a reformer who
consolidated the doctrine of Advaita Vedanta. He is credited with unifying and establishing the main
currents of thought in Hinduism. … †
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† … *This second photograph of the same temple, which appears in W’s article Shankaracharya Temple,
bears the caption “The temple in the 19th century”. It is said here in W’s article that “the present structure
probably dates back to the 9th century AD. It was visited by Adi Shankara and has ever since been
associated with him; this is how the temple got the name Shankaracharya. It is also regarded as sacred by
Buddhists. A Shiva linga was placed inside it during the Sikh period in nineteenth century and it became an
active Hindu temple when regular services were conducted. [Further in this article it says: “The
name\fn{My italics:H} Shankaracharya for the temple first appears when Governor Sheikh Mohi-ud-Din
made the repairs in the mid-19th century. It had apparently not been used as a temple for centuries. It is
only during the Sikh period that people started to have prayer services at the temple and the Shravan
Poornima started being celebrated at the temple.”] Some historians report that the temple was actually a
Buddhist temple during Buddhist era which was then changed into [a] Hindu site of worship by Adi
Shankaracharya. Persians and Jews call it Bagh-i-Sulaiman or the Garden of King Solomon. Persian
inscriptions are also found inside the temple. … It is believed that Jesus Christ visited Kashmir, and
especially this temple as is inscribed on the steps, leading up to the main shrine. [Parts of these inscriptions
are visible in the modern photograph of this building on the Shankaracharya Temple website.] The four
Persian language inscriptions, at [the left of] the first set of stairs have the following words inscribed on
them: “The mason of this pillar is Bihishti Zargar, year fifty and four. Khwaja Rukun son of Murjan
erected this pillar. At this time Yuz Asaf proclaimed his prophethood. Year fifty and four. He is Jesus,
prophet of the children of Israel.” According to the editor of this inscription, this is equivalent to 78AD. †
3
Once upon a time a man set out to climb the Takht-i-Sulaiman\fn{ A hill near Srinagar, about 1000 feet above the level of
the valley, locally known as Shiva’s Head, or Shankaráchárya, after the great Hindu ascetic of that name. } Feeling very thirsty on the
way up, the day being rather hot, he took a pear out of his pocket and began to peel it.
While doing so the knife slipped and cut his hand. The man cleaned off some of the blood with the knife, and
then rubbed the knife against a stone and put it back in his pocket. On reaching the top of the hill he sat down, and
feeling rather hungry, took out another pear, and was going to skin it, when he noticed that the blade of his knife
had been turned into gold.
How could this have happened? Undoubtedly on the way up the hill he had rubbed it against the sangi-paras.
He retraced his steps with all speed, but, alas! he could not find the stone again, so, for all we know, it probably
remains somewhere about the Takht to this day.
4
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Once upon a time there was a woman who had two husbands, one of whom lived with her by day, and the
other at night. Both of these men were thieves. One was named Duhuli-Tsitr, because he prosecuted his nefarious
calling by day, and the other was named Ratuli-Tsitr, because he used to steal at night. Neither of these men knew
that their wife had another husband, as the day-thief always left the house before daybreak, and did not return till
after dark, while the night-thief always left the house just before dark, and did not return tilt after daybreak.
One day, however, they happened to meet, and learnt all about one another. They were very much surprised
when they discovered that they were living in the same house and having the same woman as wife. At first they
did not believe one another, but when they went home and inquired from the woman whose wife she was, the
matter seemed clear enough. She was the wife of both of them.
Now this arrangement, however satisfactory it might have worked as long as they were ignorant of it, could not
continue.
“We cannot both be your husband,” they said to the woman. “Therefore say you whom you prefer of us two;
and the other will depart and find other lodgings.” The woman replied,
“Him will I choose who will bring me the most valuable spoil two days hence.”
“Very well,” said the thieves.
At early dawn the next morning the day-thief arose and put on rich apparel, and calling the night-thief, asked
him to attend him as his servant. The man agreed, and they both went forth. The day-thief walked in a most
dignified manner to the shop of a very wealthy jeweler, and after greeting him said,
“The king has commissioned me to buy some valuable jewels.”
“Certainly, certainly,” said the jewel merchant. “It is very kind of you to remember me. Be pleased, I pray you,
to take a little refreshment.”
Whereupon he led the thieves into an anteroom and placed several dishes of delicious food before them. By the
time the meal was finished the jeweler had caused many cases of the most valuable jewelry to be arranged for
their inspection.
“Ah, yes!” exclaimed the thief. “It will not take very long to select the jewels. What an excellent display! I will
take these diamonds, please—these pearls—and some gold rings—and these few things, perhaps,” he said,
pointing to a little pile of precious stones of sorts. “You will not mind His Majesty seeing them first. My servant
will take them to the palace, while I sit here.”
And then, without waiting for an answer, he turned to the night-thief and ordered him to go to His Majesty
quickly and show him the things, and to bring from the royal treasury the price of the articles which the king
would select.
“Do not tarry,” he added, as the man was leaving the room. “I shall remain here till you return.”
The night-thief went off at once, and carried the jewelry straight to his wife.
Meanwhile the day-thief had a little nap and drank some tea; then in an hour or so he rose up and yawned and
inquired for the zaruri jagah.\fn{Toilet.} The merchant showed him the place, and left him there.
This was just what the day-thief expected. He knew there was another door, that led out into the street from
that place, by the which he accordingly made his exit, and was soon sitting down with the night-thief and his wife
and laughing over his successes.
The jeweler became demented as soon as he discovered that he had been duped.
In the evening the night-thief roused himself, and called to the day-thief to accompany him.
“I helped you this morning,” he said. “You come and help me tonight.”
The man agreed., and so they both went forth together. They walked to the palace, where the night-thief
climbed up to the window of the king’s bedroom and went inside. There he saw a maid sitting at the king’s feet.
“Speak a word and you die,” he said, motioning to her to get away and allow him to sit in her place. Presently
the king woke up, and asked the maid (as he thought) at his feet to tell him a story; whereupon the night-thief told
him the story of the two thieves, Duhuli-Tsur and Ratuli-Tsur. Before he had concluded the king was fast asleep
again.
Then the night; thief whispered to the maid to show him where the king kept his jewels. Afraid for her life, the
girl told him that His Majesty kept all his special jewels inside a big golden fish that was inside the pillow
whereon his head was resting. The night-thief then tickled the king, and made him turn over on to his side, so that
he could easily abstract the fish; the which having done successfully, he again warned the girl to keep quiet, and
left the bed-chamber by the same way as he had entered it, and went home.
When the woman saw the spoil that “her husband” had brought home, she declared that they were equal, and
therefore they must try again.
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Accordingly they both started off together on the following morning to try their luck. They came across an
immense caravan bringing in much treasure from a distant country. They contrived to seize some of the precious
loads without being noticed. In one of these loads was a quantity of beautiful shoes worked in pure gold. The daythief noticed this, and a happy thought struck him. He would try to steal from the other thief. So, jumping on to
the pony that was carrying the load of shoes worked in gold, he dashed off after the caravan on the pretense of
wishing to get some more spoil.
He soon turned off, however, on to a little path which led to the road home. When he had reached that road,
and had ascertained that the night-thief had not come up, he dropped one of the beautiful shoes, and went on a
little way and dropped another, and then hid himself and the pony behind a hedge.
The night-thief could not understand why his companion was so long absent. He waited for him until he was
tired, and then started home.
“Wretched fellow!” he thought to himself, “he was not content with having stolen as many loads as myself,
and now he has gone and been captured. I hope he will not say anything about me.”
Thus musing, he came across a beautiful shoe on the road, and picked it up; but only finding one, he threw it
away again. A little farther on he saw its fellow.
“What a pity!” he exclaimed. “I wish I had kept the other shoe. However, there is plenty of time. I will fasten
the pony to this tree and run back for it. It cannot be far. It will not take me long.” And so he did.
Meanwhile the day-thief took his pony also, and whipping it on before him, rode quickly home.
“Look, look,” said he to his wife, “I have brought two pony-loads of treasure for you, while the night-thief is
coming along behind with two little shoes only. Now listen to me. I do not wish to speak to him this evening, and
therefore I will pretend to be dead. When he arrives, tell him with tearful eyes that I died suddenly.
The night-thief reached home very late that evening, as he had to walk the whole way. He appeared very angry,
and at once asked after the day-thief.
“He is dead,” said the woman.
“Dead!” he repeated. “Never! I’ll soon wake him up. Where is his corpse?”
The woman pointed to a bundle in a corner of the room in reply.
“Let us see if it will move,” he said, walking over it, and then emptying the contents of a crock of boiling
water over its feet. However, the day-thief did not move or make the slightest noise.
“Yes, he is dead,” said the night-thief. “Poor fellow! I will go out and bury him.”
Accordingly he carried him out by the wayside for burial. Before doing so, however, he climbed a tree close by
the open grave, and waited to see whether it really was not a sham. While he was sitting up in the tree a company
of thieves carrying much treasure approached the place.
“See, see!” exclaimed one of them, “this is a holy spot, for the dead has risen out of the grave.”
“How foolishly you speak!” said another. “Look here! I will punish the fellow for his impudence in trying to
frighten benighted wayfarers like ourselves.” So saying, he took up a stone and threw it at the man’s mouth and
smashed some of his teeth.
This was too much for the day-thief. He could not refrain from shouting, “Oh, oh!” and then the night-thief,
seeing his opportunity, shrieked out, “Go away, you blackguards. Who are you, disturbing the bodies of the dead!”
On this all the thieves, dropping their loads, took to their heels and soon disappeared. The day-thief then got up
and helped the night-thief to collect the things and went home.
The following morning the king discovered that his private jewels had been stolen. He also heard of the jewel
merchant’s robbery. Thinking that such dastardly\fn{ The text has (incorrectly): dastard.} acts necessitated strong
measures, he issued an order for the seizure and execution of all the thieves in the city. The day-thief and the
night-thief, however, were not taken with the others, because they had never been convicted of any offense, and
were generally supposed to be honest and respectable citizens.
His Majesty, however, repented of this stern order; so as the hour appointed for the execution of the thieves
drew near; he issued a proclamation that if the thieves would confess their wickedness they should receive full
pardon: Whereupon the day-thief and the night-thief went and prostrated themselves before the king and
explained how they had done these things.
His Majesty was very much surprised and pleased when he heard of their daring and cunning, and gave them
many and great presents. But the woman he commanded to be executed, “because,” said he, “the men would
never have ventured on these works if she had not instigated them.”
The day-thief and the night-thief then restored all that they had stolen from the king, and the jeweler, and spent
the remainder of their days as good and honest men.
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5
A peasant was constantly praying to God to give him a horse.
One day, while out walking, he cried aloud, “O God, grant me a horse!” when a Pathan appeared riding on a
mare, that gave birth to a foal just as it reached him.
As the foal could not immediately follow its mother, the tyrannical Pathan forced the peasant to carry it along
after him to his house. When he arrived at the place he was so tired with his load that he changed his mind, and
cried,
“O God, I thank Thee for answering my prayer by giving me this foal, but pardon me if I return it. I do not
want a horse now.”
Thus saying, he threw down the beast on the ground and departed.
6
It was in the month of October, when a man from the villages came to the city to sell his cotton. It was his first
visit. As he walked through the bazaar he noticed the goldsmiths constantly putting gold ornaments into the fire,
and then selling them directly afterwards.\fn{ Customers nearly always oblige the goldsmith to test the metal in the fire and on the
touchstone. There is a Kashmiri proverb: “Gold is known on the stone, whether it is alloyed or pure.” } Thought he,
“There must be some trick in this. I will do the same. Why should I wander all over the place to sell my cotton
when I can thus command purchasers?”
So he went to a blacksmith’s shop and threw his basket of cotton into the furnace, and then waited.
Of course the cotton was destroyed.
7
One day Gagar Wol laughed aloud, as though he was specially glad about something.
“Why do you laugh?” asked Ratun.
“Because I have just made a hundred rupees by cutting the paper of these village accounts,” replied he,
meaning that he had falsified the accounts to that amount.
“Ha, ha!” thought Ratun, “how easily earned! I will do the same on the first opportunity.”
Accordingly, as soon as Gagar Wol went out for his constitutional, Ratun took the scissors and cut his master’s
account-book to pieces. Of course he did not get anything. He was very angry at this, and when his master
returned he went up to him and said,
“You are a liar. You said that you got a hundred rupees by cutting the account-books. Look, I have done the
same, but cannot find a pansa.” On saying this he threw down the pieces of the account-book that he had cut and
left the room.
When Gagar Wol saw what the foolish fellow had done he nearly went mad, because all his accounts, receipts,
disbursements, everything were written in it.
8
One day Gagar Wol went to a grand feast, accompanied by his servant Ratun. During the feast a servant of one
of the guests said to his master, in the hearing of everybody, “A bulbul has alighted on the stem of a flower;” by
which he meant that a grain of rice bad fallen on his master’s beard.
His master understood, and brushed it off. All the guests, of course, admired the servant’s speech, and wished
they had a servant like him. After the feast Gagar Wol went outside, and Ratun followed him.
“Look here, Ratun,” said he, “mind you remember to say what that servant said when a grain of rice falls on
my beard.”
“All right,” replied Ratun.
Not long afterwards Gagar Wol was invited to another feast, and took the ever-faithful Ratun with him. While
eating he purposely let fall a grain of rice on his beard.
“Oh, sir,” said Ratun, “that thing you spoke to me about outside So-and-so’s house the other day is on your
beard;” whereupon all the guests laughed aloud.
9
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One day Gagar Wol was very angry with his servant for boiling the rice so badly, and told him to inform him
the next time the rice was ready for straining, so that he might show him how to do it properly.
On the morrow Ratun kindled a fire as usual, and began to boil the rice and other things, while Gagar Wol
went to the kharman\fn{The Government granary in any place.} of the village to examine the stores. When the rice was
ready for straining he went and called his master. He did not go right up to him, as any ordinary servant would
have done, but stood with the lower part of his body behind a tree some way off and shook his head to Gagar Wol
to come.
But Gagar Wol did not notice him so far away, so the stupid servant waited there for more than three hours. At
length Gagar Wol finished his work, and was returning to his lodgings, when he saw his servant sitting down by a
tree and looking very miserable.
“Why are you sitting there?” he asked. “How is it you are not cooking my dinner?”
“O master,” replied Ratun, “you ordered me to give you notice when the rice was ready for straining.
Accordingly I came here, and have been nodding my head to you to ask you to come, until now it is ready to fall
off. Alas! alas! By this time the rice will all be burnt as black as charcoal.”
And sure enough it was so!
139.116 1. Good King Hatam 2. The Charmed Ring 3. The Cunning Goldsmith 4. The Clever Parrot 5. Four
Wicked Sons And Their Luck: Five Folktales\fn{by Qadir (before 1887- )} Amira Kadal, Srinagar Valley, Kashmir,
Jammu & Kashmir Sate, India (M) 11
1
There was once a poor man, who used to earn a few pansas by cutting and selling wood. It was a hard struggle
to support himself and wife and seven daughters. Never a bit of meat touched his lips, never a shoe covered his
feet, and only a rag covered his back.
One day, when not feeling very well, he lay down under a tree to rest; The lucky-bird Huma\fn{ A fabulous bird of
happy omen, peculiar to the East. It haunts the mountain Qaf, and it is supposed that every head it overshadows will wear a crown. }
happened to be flying about the place at the time, and, noticing the man’s poverty and sickness, pitied him. So it
flew down beside him and deposited a golden egg by his bundle of wood.
In a little while the woodcutter awoke, and seeing the egg, picked it up and wrapped it in his kamarband.\fn
{The long piece of cotton stuff worn round the waist over the outer garment. } He then took up his load and went to the woni,
who generally bought it. He also sold him the egg for a trifle. He did not know what a wonderful egg it was; but
the woni knew, and asked him to go and get the bird that laid it, and he would give him a rupee as a gift.
The man promised, and on the following day went to the jungle as usual to prepare his load of wood. On the
way back he sat down to rest under the tree where he had found the egg, and pretended to sleep. The bird Huma
came again, and noticing that he was still as poor and as ill-looking as before, thought that he had not seen the
egg, and therefore went and laid another close by him, in such a spot that he could not possibly miss seeing it;
whereupon the woodcutter caught the bird, and rose up to carry it to the woni.
“Oh! what are you going to do with me ? Do not kill me. Do not imprison me; but set me free,” cried the bird.
“You shall not fail of a reward. Pluck one of my feathers and show it to the fire, and you shall at once arrive at my
country, Koh-i-Qaf, where my parents will reward you. They. will give you a necklace of pearls, the price of
which no king on earth could give.”
But the poor ignorant woodcutter would not listen to the bird’s pleadings. His mind was too much occupied
with the thought of the rupee that he felt certain of getting, and therefore he fastened the. bird in his wrap, and ran
off to the woni as fast as his load would permit.
Alas I however, the bird died on the from suffocation.
“What shall I do now?” thought the woodcutter. “The woni will not give me a rupee for a dead bird. Ha! ha! I
will show one of its feathers to the fire. Perhaps the bird being dead will not make any difference.”
Accordingly he did so, and immediately found himself on the Koh-i-Qaf, where he sought out the parents of
the bird and told them all that had happened. Oh, how the parents and other birds wept when they saw the dead
body of their beloved relative!
Attracted by the noise, a strange bird that happened to be passing at the time came in and inquired what was
the matter. This bird carried a piece of grass in its beak, with which it could raise the dead.
“Why do you weep?” it said to the sorrowful company.
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“Because our relative is dead; we shall never speak to it again,” they replied.
“Weep not,” said the strange bird. “Your relative shall live again.” Whereupon it placed the piece of grass in
the mouth of the corpse, and it revived.
When the bird Huma revived and saw the woodcutter, it severely upbraided him for his faithlessness and
carelessness.
“I could have made you great and happy,” it said, “but now get you back to your burden of wood and humble
home.”
On this the poor man found himself back again in the jungle, and standing by the load of wood that he had
prepared before he was transported to Koh-i-Qaf. He sold his wood, and then went home in a very sad frame of
mind to his wife and daughters. He never saw the bird Hum again.
It has been mentioned that this woodcutter had seven daughters. These girls grew up to be big, and had to be
married. But how was the woodcutter to arrange for their marriages? He barely earned money sufficient for their
food; and nobody would be allied to such a poverty-stricken house as his. In the. hour of his difficulty he sought
the advice of a friend, who told him to go to Hatam, the noble-minded generous king, and ask for help.
Now in those days Hatam had become very poor, and was obliged to pound rice for a living. But although he
was so reduced in circumstances, that there was scarcely a poorer man than he in the whole country, yet he had
the same generous heart and was: as desirous as ever of bettering others.
When the woodcutter reached his country and happened to meet with him, we have a beautiful instance of his
generous spirit. The woodcutter, not knowing who he was, related to him all his sad tale, and begged to be
directed to King Hatam the Noble. The poor king advised him to stay there for the night and continue his journey
on the morrow; to which the woodcutter consented, and walked with him to his house.
That night Hatam fasted, in order to give something to his guest, and in the morning he informed him of the
truth.
“O friend,” said he, “I am he whom you seek; but behold! I am as poor as yourself. Alas! I cannot help you. I
cannot even give you another meal. But if you will accept my only daughter, you are welcome. You may be able
to sell her, and thus get some money to marry your own daughters. Go; and God be with you.”
“O king,” replied the woodcutter, “your generosity melts my heart. I cannot thank you sufficiently for your
kindness to me. May God reward you. Farewell!”
The woodcutter and the princess then left. On the way they had to pass through a very wild place, where they
met a prince, who was hunting. The prince chanced to catch sight of the girl, and at once fell in love with her, and
begged the woodcutter to accept him as a son-in-law. Of course the man agreed, and the marriage was celebrated.
Henceforth money without stint flowed into the woodcutter’s hands, so that he was able to resign his calling, to
build for himself a beautiful house, and to marry his seven daughters into good and respectable families.
Meanwhile the prince was living very happily with his beautiful wife, under the idea that she was the woodcutter’s daughter. One day, however, he discovered the truth of the matter. He had given an alms to a poor man in
the presence of his wife, when she casually remarked that he had done a hatami, meaning a generous act, a
Hatam-like act; whereupon the prince asked her how she knew anything about Hatam, and she told him
everything—how the woodcutter had applied to her father for help, and how her father, not having anything else,
gave her to him as a slave.
The prince then sent for the woodcutter, and heard from him the same words, and all about the Huma’s egg and
the man’s visit to Koh-i-Qaf. He was intensely surprised when he heard all these things. He immediately sent to
King Hatam, begging him to come and rule the country in his stead, because he was too young and inexperienced
to manage it properly.
The retired woodcutter received a large pension in land; but the cunning woni was ordered to give up the
golden egg to the king.
2
A merchant started his son in life with three hundred rupees, and bade him go to another country and try his
luck in trade. The son took the money and departed. He had not gone far before he came across some herdsmen
quarreling over a dog, that some of them wished to kill.
“Please do not kill the dog,” pleaded the young, tenderhearted adventurer; “I will give you one hundred rupees
for it.” Then and there, of course, the bargain was concluded, and the fool took the dog, and continued his journey.
He next met with some people fighting about a cat. Some of them wanted to kill it, but others not.
“Oh! please do not kill the animal,” said he; “I will give you one hundred rupees for it.” Of course they at once
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gave him the cat and took the money. He then went on till he reached a village, where some folk were quarreling
over a snake that had just been caught. Some of them wished to kill it, but others did not.
“Please do not kill the snake,” said he. “I will give you one hundred rupees.” Of course the people agreed, and
were highly delighted.
What a fool the fellow was! What would he do now that all his money was gone? What could he do except
return to his father? Accordingly he went home.
“You fool! You scamp!” exclaimed his father when he had heard how his son had wasted all the money that
had been given to him. “Go and live in the stables and repent of your folly. You shall never again enter my
house.”
So the young man went and lived in the stables. His bed was the grass spread for the cattle, and his
companions were the dog, the cat, and the snake, which he had purchased so dearly.
These creatures got :very fond of him, and would follow him about during the day, and sleep by him at night;
the cat used to sleep at his feet, the dog at his head, and the snake over his body, with its head hanging on one side
and its tail on the other. One day the snake in course of conversation said to its master,
“I am the son of Indrasharaja.. One day when I had come out of the ground to drink the air, some people seized
me, and would have slain me had you not most opportunely arrived to my rescue. I do not know how I shall ever
be able to repay you for your great kindness to me. Would that you knew my father! How glad he would be to see
his son’s preserver!”
“Where does he live? I should like to see him, if possible,” said the young man.
“Well said!” continued the snake. “Do you see yonder mountain? At the bottom of that mountain there is a
sacred spring. If yon will come with me and dive into that spring, we shall both reach my father’s country. Oh!
how glad he will be to see you! He will wish to reward yon, too. But how can he do that? However, you may be
pleased to accept something at his hand. If he asks you what you would like, you would, perhaps, do well to reply,
‘The ring on your right hand, and the famous pot and spoon which you possess.’ With these in your possession,
you would never need anything, for the ring is such that a man has only to speak to it, and immediately a
beautifully furnished mansion, and a charming, lovely woman, will be provided for him, while the pot and the
spoon will supply him with all manner of the rarest and most delicious foods.”
Attended by his three companions the man walked to the well and prepared to jump in, according to the
snake’s directions.
“O master!” exclaimed the cat and dog, when they saw what he was going to do. “What shall we do? Where
shall we go?”
“Wait for me here,” he replied. “I am not going far. I shall not be long away.”
On saying this, he dived into the water and was lost to sight.
“'Now what. shall we do?” said the dog to the cat.
“We must remain here,” replied the cat, “as our master ordered. Do not be anxious about food. I will go to the
people’s houses and get plenty of food for both of us.” And so the cat did, and they both lived very comfortably
till their master came again and joined them.
The young man and the snake reached their destination in safety; and information of their arrival was sent to
the raja. His Highness commanded his son and the stranger to appear before him. But the snake refused, saying,
that it could not go to its father till it was released from this stranger, who had saved it from a most terrible death,
and whose slave it therefore was. Then the Raja went and embraced. his son, and saluting the stranger welcomed
him to his dominions.
The young man stayed there a few days, during which he received the Raja’s right-hand ring, and the pot and
spoon, in recognition of His Highness’s gratitude to him for having delivered his son. He then returned.
On reaching the top of the spring he found his friends, the dog and the cat, waiting for him. They told one
another all they had experienced since they had last seen each other, and were all very glad. Afterwards they
walked together to the river side, where it was decided to try the powers of the charmed ring and pot and spoon.
The merchant’s son spoke to the ring, and immediately a beautiful house and a lovely woman with golden hair
appeared. He spoke to the pot and spoon, also, and the most delicious dishes of food were provided for them.
As will be imagined, life went on very happily under these conditions for several years, until one morning the
woman, while arranging her toilet, put the loose hairs into a hollow bit of reed and threw them into the river that
flowed along under the window. The reed floated on the water for many miles, and was eventually picked up by
the prince of that country, who curiously opened it and saw the golden hair. On finding it the prince rushed off to
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the palace, locked himself up in his room, and would not leave it. He had fallen desperately in love with the
woman, whose hair he had picked up, and refused to eat, or drink, or sleep, or move, till she was brought to him.
The king, his father, was in great distress about the matter, and did not know what to do. He feared lest his son
should die and leave him without an heir. At last he determined to seek the counsel of his aunt, who was an
ogress. The old woman consented to help him and bade him not to be anxious, as she felt certain that she would
succeed in getting the beautiful woman for his son’s wife.
She assumed the shape of a bee and went along buzzing. Her keen sense of smell soon brought her to the
woman, to whom she appeared as an old hag, holding in one hand a stick by way of support. She introduced
herself to the beautiful woman as her aunt, and said that she had seen nothing of her before, because she had left
the country just after her birth. She also embraced and kissed the woman by way of adding force to her words
The beautiful woman was thoroughly deceived. She returned the ogress’s embrace, and invited her to come
and stay in the house as long as she could, and treated her with such honor and attention, that the ogress thought
to herself,
“I shall soon accomplish my errand.”
When she had been in the house three days, she mooted the subject of the charmed ring, and advised her to
keep it instead of her husband, because the latter was constantly out shooting and on other suchlike expeditions,
and might lose it. Accordingly the beautiful woman asked her husband for the ring, and he readily gave it to her.
The ogress waited another day before she asked to see the precious thing. Doubting nothing the beautiful woman
complied, when the ogress seized the ring, and reassuming the form of a bee flew away with it to the palace,
where the prince was lying in a very critical condition.
“Rise up. Be glad. Mourn no more,” she said to him. “The woman for whom you yearn will appear at your
summons. See, here is the charm, whereby you may bring her before you.”
The prince was almost mad with joy when he heard these words, and was so desirous of seeing the beautiful
woman, that he immediately spoke to the ring, and the house with its fair occupant descended in the midst of the
palace-garden. He at once entered the building, and telling the beautiful woman of his intense love, entreated her
to be his wife. Seeing no escape from the difficulty she consented on the condition that he would wait one month
for her.
Meanwhile the merchant’s son had returned from hunting and was terribly distressed not to find his house and
wife. There was the place only, just as he knew it before he had tried the charmed ring, which Iudrasharaja had
given him. He sat down and determined to put an end to himself.
Presently the cat and dog came up. They had gone away and hidden themselves, when they saw the house and
everything disappear.
“O Master!” they said, “stay your hand. Your trial is great, but it is not irremediable. Give us one month, and
we will go and try to recover your wife and house.”
“Go,” said he, “and may the great God aid your efforts. Bring back my wife, and I shall live.”
So the cat and dog started off at a run, and did not stop till they reached the place whither their mistress and the
house had been taken.
“We may have some difficulty here,” said the cat. “Look, the king has taken our master’s wife and house for
himself. You stay here. I will go to the house and try to see her.”
So the dog sat down, and the cat climbed up to the window of the room, wherein the beautiful woman was
sitting, and entered. The woman recognized the animal, and informed it of all that had happened to her since she
had left them.
“But is there no way of escape from the hands of these people?” she asked.
“Yes,” replied the cat, “if you can tell me where the charmed ring is.”
“The ring is in the stomach of the ogress,” she said.
“All right,” said the cat; “I will recover it. If we once get it, everything is ours.”
Then the cat descended the wall of the house, and went and laid down by a rat’s hole and pretended she was
dead. Now at that time a great wedding chanced to be going on among the rat community of that place, and all the
rats of. the neighborhood were assembled in that one particular mine by which the cat had lain down. The eldest
son of the king of the rats was about to be married.
The cat got to know of this, and at once conceived the idea of seizing the bridegroom and making him render
the necessary help. Consequently, when the procession poured forth from the hole squealing and jumping in honor
of the occasion, it immediately spotted the bridegroom :and pounced down on him.
“Oh! let me go, let me go,” cried the terrified rat.
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“Oh! let him go,” squealed all the company. “It is his wedding day.”
“No, no,” replied the cat. “Not unless you do something for me. Listen. The ogress, who lives in that house
with the prince and his wife, has swallowed a ring, which I very much want. If you will procure it for me, I will
allow the rat to depart unharmed. If you do not, then your prince dies under my feet.”
“Very well, we agree,” said they all. “Nay, if we do not get the ring for you, devour us all.”
This was rather a bold reply. However, they accomplished the thing. At midnight, when the ogress was sound
asleep, one of the rats went to her bedside, climbed up on her face, and inserted its tail into her throat; whereupon the ogress coughed and urged violently, so that the ring came out and rolled on to the floor. The rat
immediately seized the precious thing and ran off with it to its king, who was very glad and went at once to the cat
and released its son.
As soon as the cat received the ring, she started back with the dog to go and tell their master the good tidings.
All seemed safe now. They had only to bring the ring to him, and he would speak to it, and the house and
beautiful woman would again be with them, and everything would go on as happily as before.
“How glad their master would be,” they thought, and ran as fast as their legs could carry them.
On the way they had to cross a stream. The dog swam, and. the cat sat on its back. Taking advantage of the
occasion the dog asked for the ring, and threatened to throw the cat into the water if it did not comply; whereupon
the cat gave up the ring. Sorry moment, for the dog at once dropped it, and a fish swallowed it.
“Oh! what shall I do? what shall I do!” said the dog
“What is done is done,” replied the cat. “We must try to recover it, and if we do not succeed we had better
drown ourselves in this stream. I have a plan. You go and kill a small lamb, and bring it here to me.”
“All right,” said the dog, and at once ran off. He soon came back with a dead lamb, and gave it to the cat. The
eat tore open the stomach of the beast, and took out the bowels. and then went inside and laid down, telling the
dog to go away a little distance and keep quiet. Not long after this a nadhar, a bird whose look even breaks the
bones of a fish, came and hovered over the corpse. and eventually pounced down on it to carry it away. On this
the cat came out and jumped on to the bird, and threatened: to kill it if it did not recover the lost ring. This was
most readily promised by the nadhar, who immediately flew off to the king of the fishes, and ordered it to make
inquiries and to restore the ring. The king. of the fishes did so. and the ring was found and carried back to the cat.
“Come along now, I have got the ring,” said the cat to the dog.
“No, I will not,” said the dog, “unless you let me have the ring. I can carry it as well as you. Let me have it, or
I will kill you.”
So the cat was obliged to give up the ring. The careless dog very soon dropped it again. This time it was picked
up and carried off by a kite.
“See, see, there it goes—away to that big tree,” the cat exclaimed.
“Oh! oh! what have I done?” cried the dog.
“You foolish thing, I knew it would be so,” said the cat. “But stop your barking, or you will frighten away the
bird to some place where we shall not be able to trace it.”
The cat waited till it was quite dark, and then climbed the tree, killed the kite, and recovered the ring.
“Come along,” it said to the dog when it reached the ground. “We must make haste now. We have been
delayed. Our master will die from grief and suspense. Come on:”
The dog, now thoroughly ashamed of itself, begged the cat’s pardon for all the trouble it had given. It was
afraid to ask for the ring the third time, so they both reached their sorrowing master in safety and gave him the
precious charm.
In a moment his sorrow was turned into joy. He spoke to the ring, and his beautiful wife and house reappeared,
and he and everybody were as happy as ever they were.
3
A goldsmith used to visit the small towns and villages in the Valley,\fn{ The Srinigar Valley.} taking with him a
box of brass bracelets washed in gold, which he pretended were golden bracelets, and charged for accordingly. In
this way he deceived many ignorant folk. One day, however, he was detected. A shrewd farmer’s wife, not liking
the man’s manner, wished to have the gold tested. She took it to one of her friends and found that, excepting a thin
wash of gold on the outside, the whole thing was brass.
She was very much enraged at this, and determined to retaliate. So she begged her husband to nearly fill a
nut\fn{An earthenware vessel.} with earth, and to pour over the earth about a pound of gyav, and then to carry the nut
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with its contents to the goldsmith and get him to buy it as so much gyav. As was fully expected, since a small
price only was asked for it, the goldsmith bought the gyav. The next day he discovered the fraud, and instead of
being angry, he was so pleased with the idea that he sent for the farmer and asked him if he wanted employment,
because, if he did, he would be very glad to give him something to do. The farmer agreed, and with the help of his
clever wife was able to aid and abet the goldsmith in his wickednesses most effectually.
Some time after this a great and wealthy merchant died in the city. When he had been buried three or four days,
the goldsmith said to his servant the farmer,
“Look here, I think we can make something out of this man even now. You go and lie down in his grave, and I
will call on the deceased merchant’s family and explain how that the good man had died in my debt to the extent
of 10,000 rupees. In case they deny this debt, and most likely they will deny it, I shall ask them to come and speak
to the corpse on the subject. If they come, I want you to tell them with sepulchral voice that this is a true debt.”
“All right,” said the farmer, who at once went to the grave and was interred.
The goldsmith went to the house of the late rich merchant, and presented his claim on the estate. The late
merchant’s relations were much surprised. They replied that they had had many long and special conversations
with the late merchant about his accounts, and had also thoroughly investigated the books, but nothing had they
heard or seen concerning this debt. How was the debt incurred? Did the deceased borrow the money, or was it for
goods purchased? What was the arrangement about payment?
To all these and other similar questions the goldsmith gave plausible answers, and then, finding that they were
still unconvinced, he asked them all to attend at the grave at a certain time on the following morning, when he
would prove incontestably the truth of his claim.
Accordingly the next morning all the family were assembled round the grave praying, and the goldsmith
among them, when lo! there came forth from the grave a groan, and another groan, and lastly the voice of a man
was faintly heard saying,
“O help me! I am in great distress. Allah has consigned me to hell, because I owe 10,000 rupees to the
goldsmith, and have died without paying it. Of your charity pay this money for me and relieve me of this agony.”
On hearing this the relations and friends of the late merchant turned to the goldsmith, and begged his pardon,
and asked him to accompany them back to the house, where they would pay him the sum stated.
Thus the goldsmith got the money; but he did not remember the farmer in the grave.
For two whole; days the man waited in that wretched hole till he could bear it no longer, and therefore pushed
aside the earth above him and got out, He went straight to the house of the goldsmith, As soon as the latter saw
him he said to his wife,
“Listen! I will lie down here and pretend to be dead. You go to the door and meet that fellow, and ask him with
loud and angry voice what he has done to me.”
When the farmer came up to the door and saw the body of the goldsmith stretched out on the floor and the
angry countenance of the goldsmith’s wife he rushed away, fearing lest suspicion of murder should be cast on him
and he be executed.
“Everybody knows that I am his servant,” he cried,. “and will suppose that I have murdered him because of
this money which has just come into his possession!”
So the farmer and his wife escaped as fast as they could out of the country, and have never been heard of since,
4
A faqir had a very clever, talkative parrot, of which he was very fond, and which he very much valued. One
day, .when not feeling very well, he said to the bird,
“You do not tell me any news. You never tell me anything.” The parrot replied,
“Very well, I will do so. Hitherto I have feared to do so, lest you should sometimes hear things that you might
not care to hear.” The faqir said,
“Never mind. Tell me everything.”
The following morning, previous to setting out for a certain village that he had to visit, the faqir ordered his
wife to cook a fowl, and to eat half of it herself and keep the other half warm for him. But the woman ate the
whole fowl. She was so hungry, and the meat tasted so savory that she could not resist. .And when. the faqir
returned in the evening and asked for his fowl, she told him that the cat had eaten it:
“Well, well, it cannot be helped,” he said. “Get me something, else, for I am very hungry. I have had nothing to
eat since I left the house this morning,” While the woman was preparing the food the faqir turned towards the
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parrot and asked,
“Well, my pretty bird, what news today?”
“Your wife has told you a lie,” replied the bird. “She ate the fowl. I saw her eat the whole of it.”
Of course the woman altogether denied the truth of the bird’s statement; and the faqir, in order to keep the
peace, pretended to believe her. However, after this little episode the woman never felt happy with such a bird
about the house. Not that she was a flirt, or an adulteress, or a thief, but. she could not do any little thing out of the
ordinary way without its being noticed by the bird and being duly reported to the faqir; and so at last she went to
her husband and said,
“We had better be separated. The parrot seems everything to you now. You believe its word in preference to
mine. You like to talk with it more than you do with me. I cannot bear this any longer. Either send me or the parrot
away; for we three cannot stay peaceably under one roof.”
Now the faqir loved his wife very much, and when he heard these words he felt exceedingly grieved, and
promised to sell the parrot. As he rode along the road on the following morning, carrying with him the parrot, the
bird said,
“Hear me, O my master. Do not sell me to any person who will not pay you the sum which I will mention.”
“All right; I understand,” replied the faqir. He rode as far as the seashore, which was a long way from his
house, and there determined to spend the night.
“I am very tired,” he said to the parrot about midnight, “but I cannot sleep. I am afraid that you and the mare
will take advantage of me and escape.”
“Never,” said the parrot. “Do you think us so disloyal? Trust us. Let the mare roam about at her pleasure, and
open the cage and set me free. I will not leave you; but will fly to yonder tree and keep watch over the mare and
yourself during the night.”
Believing that the bird was sincere, the faqir consented to its request, and lay down to sleep. The parrot kept
careful watch. During the night it saw a river-horse come out of the water and jump onto the mare,\fn{Copulate with
her.} and then return to the water.
The faqir rose very early, and calling the bird, put it back again in the cage. The parrot did not inform him of
the strange thing that it had witnessed during the night. The faqir rode along by the sea-shore till he arrived at a
great and prosperous city, where he met the kotyal.
“Salaam,” said the kotwal; “do you wish to sell your bird?”
“Yes,” replied the faqir.
“But you could not buy me,” said the parrot.
“What a wonderful bird!” exclaimed the kotwal. “I must go and inform the wazir of your arrival, because he
has been wishing for a long time to get such a bird. Come along quickly with me, before the wazvir goes to
darbar.”
So they walked together, and soon reached the wazir’s house.
“Thank you very much,” said the wazir when he had heard of the trouble that the kotwal had taken; but I
cannot think of buying the bird for myself till I know whether His Majesty the king wants it or not. I heard the
other day that he was inquiring after such a bird.” Accordingly they all three went to the palace.
“What is the price of the bird?” inquired the king, when he was informed of their errand.
“Ten thousand rupees,” answered the parrot.
The king was so pleased with the bird’s clear and ready reply, that he instantly paid the money. On receiving so
large a sum of money the faqir was very glad. Before he left, the parrot, thinking it a good opportunity, made the
faqir promise in the presence of the king that he would give His Majesty the next issue of his mare.
Henceforth the parrot lived in grand style. It was placed in a beautiful silver cage, and had silver vessels for its
food and water. The cage, too, was hung up in the king’s zanana. The bird became a general favorite, and was
talked to, and played with, and petted by the king’s wives constantly.
In this way time passed very pleasantly, and nothing was left to be desired, till one day the kings wives came
up to the cage and asked the parrot to give them its opinion of their looks. Nothing suspecting, thinking that it was
done in fun, the bird replied that they were all very pretty except one, mentioning the name of the woman who
was especially beloved by the king. Her face, he said, was like the face of a sow. On hearing this the woman fell
down in a swoon.
“Send for the king,” she cried as soon as she recovered possession of her senses. Accordingly His Majesty was
called.
“I am very ill,” the woman said to him. “Give me the flesh of this parrot, or I shall die.”
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The king was very sorry when he heard these words; but he loved the queen, and therefore ordered the parrot
to be killed.
“O king,” cried the poor bird, “spare me, I pray you, for six days. For six days let me wander whither I will.
Afterwards I promise you most faithfully that I will return and submit to whatever Your Majesty may think right
to do with me.”
“It is granted,” replied the king. “Mind you return after six days.”
So the parrot was set free, and at once flew away. It had not flown very far before it met with twelve thousand
parrots, that were all flying together in a certain direction.
“Stay, stay!” shrieked the king’s parrot. “Whither are you going?”
“O friend,” said they, “we are flying to an island where a princess feeds us with pearls and candy. Come with
us and share our joy.”
The parrot consented, and joined the company. They soon reached the island, and were treated as the birds had
said.. When the feast was over and the other birds were going away the king’s parrot feigned sickness and lay
stretched out on the ground.
“What is the matter with you, pretty parrot?” asked the princess coming up to the bird. “What is the matter?
Are you ill? Come along with me. I will look after you. You shall soon be all right again.”
Whereupon the princess took it to the palace, and made a little nest for it, and attended to it herself. She gave
the bird many pearls and much candy; but the parrot pretended to care for none of these things.
“O princess,” it said, “you are kind and good. You give us pearls and candy. But my master, the great king,
whose dominions extend on all sides from north to south and east to west, and whose is this island also, although
you know it not—he scatters pearls and candy before fowls. Oh that you knew him! Would that. you were married
to such a king; for he is worthy of you and you are worthy of him, O princess!”
Excited by the words of the parrot, the princess went to the king her father, and entreated him to allow her to
go on a visit to this king, and to marry him if it could be so arranged.
“I cannot allow you to venture on this errand,” replied the king; “but I will write a letter to this king and send it
by the parrot. I will ask the great king to come himself on a certain day for the marriage. If all that the bird says is
true, the king will not fail to come. Fear not; I will arrange for your marriage.”
The princess agreed, and the bird was immediately dispatched to his master with the letter of asking; just
before the close of the fifth day the parrot flew in before the king and dropped the letter.
“You have arrived in good time,” said His Majesty.
“O king,” cried the bird, “I beseech you not to slay me. I have not wronged you or any of your royal household. The women of your zanana asked me to say what I thought of them, and I answered them. I spoke no
untruth, 0 king. You surely will not kill me to satisfy a mere whim of one of Your Majesty’s wives. She will not
die even though I live. Her life does not depend on my death. But even if it were so, O king, I could procure for
you another and far more beautiful wife in her stead. Behold, here is a letter which I have brought from the father
of one of the most lovely princesses in the world, asking for your acceptance of the hand of his daughter in
marriage.” Then said the king,
“You speak fairly, and you have always acted honestly. I will not slay you. I will agree to your petition and
marry this princess. But how can I reach the island where these people live?”
“Be not anxious, O king,” answered the parrot. “I have not advised you thoughtlessly. If Your Majesty will
order the faqir to send you the foal that he promised you, the journey can easily be accomplished.”
“Very well,” said the king, and immediately gave orders for the foal to be brought.
Not knowing the valuable character. of the animal, the faqir sent it without the slightest hesitation. He was rich
—what did he want of it? And it was but a small return, he thought, to make to one who had treated him so
generously. .
Accordingly the king mounted the foal, and attended by the parrot, started for the island. When His Majesty
arrived at the seashore and looked upon the mighty waters his heart failed him, and he was about to turn back.
“How can we cross the great water?” he inquired.
“Without any difficulty,” replied the parrot. “The foal that Your Majesty is riding is no ordinary beast. Thus
mounted Your Majesty can cross to any place. Fear not; but direct the foal into the water. It can go as easily in the
water as it can on land.”
Reassured by the parrot’s reply, the king did so, and quickly reached the island.
The king of the island gave him a most enthusiastic reception, and the princess was glad beyond description.
On seeing her the king loved her, and asked that the wedding might be arranged as quickly as possible. All being
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of one mind, the ceremony was soon performed. Everything was concluded most successfully; and then the great
king and his lovely bride departed.
They both rode on the foal, and the parrot flew before to guide them. He did not return the same way as he
came, but by another way, in the midst of which there was a certain uninhabited island.
“I wish to rest here,” said His Majesty. “I am feeling very tired.”
“Please do not,” said the bird, “for there is great danger here.”
“Never mind,” said the king; “I cannot go ay farther without a rest. After a little sleep we will resume the
journey.”
So the king and his wife landed on the island and went to sleep; and the parrot perched on a branch of a tree
close by and watched. Within an hour a ship sailed up to the island, and the captain, who was a great merchant,
noticing two people sleeping there, got out to see who they were. Struck by the beauty of the queen, he took her
into his ship. He took the foal, also; but the king he left to sleep on. All this the parrot saw; but it was afraid to
give any alarm, lest the merchant should shoot at it and kill it. So the ship, with the queen and the foal, sailed
away, and then the parrot roused the king.
“Oh my parrot,” exclaimed the king, “would that I had listened to your advice and not halted here! What shall I
do? There is no food to be had here. There is no animal here to carry me through the waters. What shall. I do?
Advise me, help me, if you can.” The bird replied,
“O king, there is only one thing left to you. Cut down this tree and throw it into the sea, and then throw
yourself into the sea, and let the tree bear you whithersoever God will. Besides this I know not what you can do.”
So the king cut down the tree and did as the bird had advised. By the mercy of God a great eagle, that was
flying over the water at the time, noticed the tree, and swooped down and carried it off and the king with it. The
eagle carried the tree to a certain jungle, and there let it fall. Thus was the king saved.
“Stay here now,” said the faithful parrot, who had seen all that had transpired. “Do not stir from this place. I
will go and search for the queen and the foal, and will come again to you.”
The king promised.
After much wandering the parrot discovered the beautiful queen. She had been taken by the merchant to his
own house, and was there living with him as his sais. When she saw the parrot she cried for joy.
“Where have you been? Where is my husband? Is he alive? Tell me quickly,” she said.
The parrot told her everything.
“Go back at once,” she said, “and inform him of my circumstances. Take these jewels and give them to him.
He may require them to buy food. Tell him to come here quickly, and to get himself employed as sais to this
merchant, and then we shall be able to arrange to escape together on the foal. Once on that foal nobody will be
able to overtake us by land or sea.”
The parrot flew off as soon as possible, and informed the king of his wife’s state, and advised him to start at
once and release her. The king agreed, and in a few days reached the merchant’s house.
How joyful was the meeting between him and his wife! They had despaired of ever meeting one another again,
but God had mercy on them and brought them together again. On the evening of the day that he arrived the king
and his beautiful bride rode out of that city on the wonderful foal, and the parrot flew before to show them the
way. They soon reached the king’s country, and were welcomed by the people with much music and singing.
Afterwards the king lived in happiness to the end of his days. The parrot was appointed chief wazir, and helped
not a little to preserve the kingdom in that state of prosperity and honor for which it had so long been famous.
5
A certain king had four sons, all of whom were addicted to intoxicating habits. One was fond of wine, another
of charas,\fn{The exudation of the flowers of hemp, collected with the dew and prepared for use as an intoxicating drug. } another of
opium, and another of bhang. A more wretched, dissolute quartet of fellows could hardly be found throughout the
wide, wide world.
One day a wazir, who was the king’s special friend and counselor, informed His Majesty of the wicked doings
of the princes, and entreated him, for the sake of his country and people and house, to put a check on them. The
king was very angry when he heard of his sons’ wickednesses, and ordered them to be immediately banished from
the country. He would adopt one from another family rather than allow any such wicked fellows to sit on the
throne after him.
Vowing vengeance on this wazir, the four princes packed up a few necessaries and left the place. Within a few
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weeks they found themselves in another country, where they sought an interview with the king to ask him for
some employment. But the king of that country was too well acquainted with their vices to entrust any work to
them, and therefore dismissed them with orders to quit his country as soon as possible.
In a little while they reached another country. Night came on as they neared the chief city of that country, so
they fixed their quarters under a big tree, and laid down just as they were to eat and sleep. That very night a great
merchant of the city had died, and his friends were going about in search of some person to watch by the corpse
till the time of burial. Strange to relate, they could not find any person who was willing to do this thing. At last it
struck one of the party that, perhaps, a beggar or stranger might be found just outside the city who would be glad
to do this act of kindness for the sake of a few rupees; so he went to the outskirts of the place, and there came
across the four princes sleeping on the ground.
“Ho, ho!” said he, waking them. “Would one of you mind watching by a corpse this night? A good present will
be given.”
“Yes,” said the princes. “We will help you but we require four thousand rupees for the business.”
“Very well,” said the man. “Come along with me.”
On arriving at the deceased merchant’s house the four men were shown the room where the dead body was
lain. They decided to watch in turn. For the first watch of the night one of the princes sat up, while the others
slept. When one hour or so of his watch had elapsed, the dead man sat up and began to speak.”
“Will you play a game of nard with me?” he said.
“Yes, certainly,” replied the prince. “But what is the stake?”
“You pay me two thousand rupees if you lose,” said the corpse.
“But that is all one-sided,” said the prince. “What will you pay me if you lose?”
“Oh, never mind that,” said the deceased merchant. “There is plenty of treasure hidden in such-and-such a
place in this house. If you wish, you can go and take as much as you can carry.”
“All right,” said the prince, and the play commenced. The prince beat the deceased merchant twice, and would
have won another game if his watch had not been up. As soon as he turned to wake up one of his brothers the
corpse reclined and was quiet again.
“Get up,” said the prince to his brother. “It is your turn to watch now. But do be careful, for the corpse is
possessed.”
The second prince had not been long watching before he wished to smoke. But the fire was outside, and how
could he leave the corpse for a moment with safety? Four thousand rupees depended on their careful watching
that night.
“I know what to do,” said the prince to himself. “I will fasten the corpse to my back with my waistband.”
While he was out lighting his chillam he saw what he thought was another little fire a few yards distant, but it
turned out to be a one-eyed devil looking at him with his single eye as if he would like to slay him.
“Who are you?” asked the prince. “What do you want here? Be off or I will kill you and tie you up to my back
like I have just done to this person,” pointing to the corpse on his back.
The one-eyed jinn was frightened at these words, and begged the prince to have mercy on him, promising that
he would give him any thing he asked for.
“I do not require anything,” said the prince; “but you can go, if you will, and divert the course of the river, so
that it may flow by the way of the king’s palace.”
“Certainly,” said the jinn, and went at once and did so. The second watch of the night was over; so the prince
replaced the corpse on the bed, and woke up one of his brothers to fulfill his time, and after admonishing him to
be very careful, as the corpse was possessed, went to sleep.
Within an hour or so the third prince heard the sound of an ogress’s voice, like the voice of an old woman
weeping. He fastened the corpse to his back and went out to see what was the matter. He discovered an old
woman standing outside the house, and supposing her to be an ogress, he drew his knife and struck at her. The old
woman noticed the action, and turned to escape, when her leg was cut off. The rest of the old woman disappeared.
“Very strange!” exclaimed the prince, taking up the woman’s shoe and putting it inside his coat. “How could
she have got off with only one leg?”
He then went inside and waited to the end of his watch, when he roused the other prince to come and take his
place, warning him to be very careful, as the corpse was possessed.
This prince was sitting by the dead body, when suddenly he saw a jinn pass by the door carrying the lovely
daughter of the king. He quickly fastened the corpse to his back and followed the jinn. He saw the monster carry
the princess to a place about a mile distant. There he put her down, and telling her not to go away, went off
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himself at a great pace to the woods. He went to get some fire wherewith to cook the princess.
The prince conjectured this, and therefore ran up to her and asked her to change clothes with him, and to go
immediately with the corpse to the late merchant’s house and watch by it in his place.
“I shall remain here,” he said. “Do not fear for me. I shall be all right.”
In a very short time the devil returned with some fire and a great pan of oil. A big fire was soon prepared, and
the pan of oil put over it. When the oil began to bubble the jinn told the princess (as he thought) to walk around it,
but the prince begged to be excused, as he did not understand. The jinn said it was not very difficult, and walked
round a few times to show what he meant. Evidently the monster intended to push his victim into the pan of oil
during one of these circumambulations, but the prince guessed his intention, and gave the jinn a shove instead. Oh
what a wail there was when the jinn’s head disappeared beneath the boiling oil! It seemed as if the very earth must
split open.
Then the prince returned to the deceased merchant’s house, and giving back her clothes to the princess, bade
her return to the palace. Everything was just finished in time to allow the prince to resume his position beside the
corpse when his watch was ended.
It was now morning, and the friends and relations of the late merchant came and handed over to the watchers
the four thousand rupees which they had promised. But the princes would not accept the money. They demanded
twice the amount. and threatened to petition the king if it was not given.. They would not, however, explain the
reason of their demand. Of course the late merchant’s people would not assent. Accordingly the four princes went
and told their case to the king.
“O king,” said they, “we have been wronged. Eight thousand rupees are due to us from these people, and they
consent to pay us half only. Be pleased to do justice in this matter.”
Whereupon His Majesty summoned all the relations and friends of the deceased merchant to appear before
him. The case excited great curiosity in the city; so the hall of audience was crowded.
“What is the truth of the matter?” the king asked. “These men declare that you owe them eight thousand
rupees, and wish to pay them four thousand rupees only.”
“These men speak not the truth, O king,” they replied. “We agreed to pay them four thousand rupees only for
watching by the dead body of our relation. Of this arrangement we have many witnesses. You know us, O king!
We are not dishonest; nor are we so poor that we need to defraud any man of his right.”
“Do you hear what they say?” said His Majesty to the four princes.
“Yes, O king,” they replied; “but these men know not what has transpired since this arrangement was made.
Listen, O king, and judge the right. During the night one of us played nard with the late merchant and won four
thousand rupees, which the deceased promised should be paid out of some treasure that he had kept hidden in
such-and-such a place in his house.”
“You have heard,” said the king, turning to the late merchants relations. “Is this true?”
“No, O king,” they replied; “we do not know of any hidden treasure.”
Then the king ordered some soldiers to be sent to search the house, and one of the princes—the prince who
kept the first watch—to accompany them. Every room in the late merchant’s house was well searched, till at last
an immense amount of treasure was discovered hidden under the ground of one of the bedrooms. When the prince
and the soldiers returned and showed the treasure the king was much surprised, and ordered the eight thousand
rupees to be paid.
Then the prince who kept the second watch went. forward and prostrated himself before the king. He informed
His Majesty how he had frightened the jinn, and prevailed on him to cause the river to flow by the way of the
palace. The king was very glad at this, and ordered a suitable reward to be given to the prince.
On this the prince who had kept the third watch asked permission to speak, and related how he had fought with
an ogress and cut off her leg. He then presented the king with the ogress’s shoe, with which His Majesty was so
pleased that he gave orders for a large reward to be given to this prince also.
Lastly, the prince who had stayed by the corpse during the last watch of the night went forward and explained
how he had saved the princess from the clutches of a most terrible jinn, and killed the monster in a pan of oil
wherein he intended to boil his victim. When the king heard this he was astonished beyond measure, and sent for
his daughter to inquire whether it was true or not. On discovering that the prince had spoken the truth he at once
rose up and embraced him, and then handed the princess to him, saying,
“Take her. She is your wife. Many have sought her hand in marriage, and I have refused them; but now she is
yours. Surely I shall never find another so worthy of her as he who has preserved her from such a terrible death.”
Whereupon all the people shouted,
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“Blessings on the king! Blessings on the princess! Blessings on her husband! May they all live long and
prosper exceedingly!”
That day and for many days afterwards there was great rejoicing in the city, such as had been never before or
will be ever again. The four princes stayed in that country for many years, and were very much prospered. The
prince who had saved the princess was the acknowledged heir to the throne, while his three brothers were
appointed to the three principal positions under him.
However, they were not thoroughly happy. They wished to see their own country again. The king knew their
wishes, and had hitherto refused them, fearing lest they should depart and never return. At length, however,
moved by their earnest and persistent entreaties, he was obliged to sanction their going, and gave them money and
troops for the journey.
On reaching their own country the four princes fought with their father’s troops and defeated them. When the
king, their father, heard that his own sons fought against him, he went forth to meet them, and falling down on:
the ground before them, begged them to stay the battle. He told them that he had banished them at the advice of
his favourite wazir. Then was the old king reconciled to his sons, and there was great joy in the city.
On the following day the wazir was executed. Henceforth everything went on prosperously. Two of the princes
returned to the other country to help in affairs there, while the two other princes abode with their father and
helped him.
139.123 1. Three Blind Men 2. The Two Brothers 3. Kaya Band And Zuhra Khotan: Three Folktales\fn{by Shiva
Ram (before 1887- )} Banah Mahal, Srinagar Valley, Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 8
1
“O Narayan, grant me, I beseech thee, one hundred rupees, and I will give ten of them in thy name to the
poor.”
Thus ejaculated a poor Brahman one day as he walked along the bazaar, wondering how he should get the next
meal. Narayan had pity on him, and heard his prayer. The Brahman at once received the money, part of which he
kept in one hand open, ready for distribution among the poor, and the remainder he held in the other hand, tied up
in a handkerchief.
Presently he came across a blind man begging, and gave him ten rupees, as he had promised in his prayer.
Astonished at such unwonted liberality, the blind man inquired,
“Why have you given me this money?” The Brahman replied,
“Narayan has just sent me one hundred rupees on the condition that I give ten of them in his name to the poor.”
“May you be blessed!” said the blind man. “Please show me all the money. I have never felt a hundred rupees
all together in my life. Do please let me feel them.”
Nothing suspecting, the Brahman readily put the hand kerchief into the beggar’s hand. Foolish man he must
have been simple to do so. Of course the blind man immediately pretended that all the money was his, and when
the Brahman remonstrated with him and laid hold of the handkerchief again, the fellow shouted with all his might,
“Help, help! This man is a thief, and is trying to take away all that I possess! Seize him, O people! I have not
sufficient strength to hold him any longer!”
“What has he done?” cried they all.
“He has taken my money,” was the reply, “See! he has it here in his hand—ninety rupees altogether, Count
them, and prove my words,”
The people seized the Brahman, and counted the rupees; and finding the money to be the same as the blind
beggar had said, they naturally believed him, and gave him the money. In vain the Brahman protested. The people
would not believe him. His tale seemed most unlikely. Accordingly he left the place, and walked home as fast as
he could.
“What a fool you were to show the money!” said his wife, when she heard what had happened. “Have you not
yet discovered the cunning of these blind men? Go now and follow up this fellow, and watch where he puts the
money.”
The Brahman soon discovered the blind beggar. He was slowly walking towards a mosque, on reaching which
he entered and sat down.
“Nobody is here,” he said to himself after a brief pause. However, to make quite sure, be felt with his stick all
lover the place. “Yes, the place is quite empty,” said be; “I am quite safe.”
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Then he went to a corner of the mosque and removed an inch or so of the earth, and put the hundred rupees
into an earthen pot which he had secreted there.
“Thank God!” he exclaimed. “I had only one thousand rupees this morning, but now I have eleven hundred.
Thanks be to God!
When the Brahman heard these words he was very glad. As soon as the beggar came out of the mosque he
went in, and quickly took out the earthen pot of rupees and carried it to his house. On arrival his wife praised him,
and said,
“Now you must go again, and see what the blind man will do. Keep your wits about you.”
The Brahman went. All the next day he steadfastly followed the beggar, until he again found himself in the
mosque, where the man had gone as usual to deposit the few pansas that he had received during the day.
Great was the grief of the blind man when he found the earthen pot and all his treasure taken away. He beat his
face and breast, and made such a noise that the malah went in to see what was the matter. Now this malah also
was blind, and a great scamp.
“What are you doing,” he asked, “disturbing the neighborhood and desecrating this place? Out with you. You
will bring a curse on us and the mosque. Be off at once, or I will call the people, and you will suffer for this
behavior.”
“Oh, sir,” cried the beggar, “I have been robbed of everything that I possess. Some thief has visited this place
and taken every pansa of mine. What shall I do? What shall I do?”
“You are a great fool?” said the malah. “Stop your crying and learn better for the future. Who ever heard of a
man keeping eleven hundred rupees in an earthen pot hidden just under the ground of a public place like this
mosque, where people are accustomed to come and go at all hour’s of the day? If you had managed as I have done
this would never have happened.”
“How do you manage?” asked the poor beggar.
“Listen,” replied the malah. “I have a big hollow stick, in which I keep all my money. This stick I always have
by me. See, here it is”—and he touched the beggar on the foot with it. “Go and get another stick like it, and you
shall have no fear about your money.”
On hearing this the Brahman carefully watched the blind malah, in the hope of getting his money also. He cut
a big hollow stick, something like the malah’s stick; and as soon as he found opportunity he changed the sticks.
The malah always put his stick into the ground when he prayed, and as he prayed frequently the Brahman was
not kept waiting very long.
His wife again praised him when she heard what he had done and saw the piles of rupees that he had brought
back with him.
“Go again,” she said to him, “and see what this malah will do. May be that you will discover more treasure.”
The Brahman obeyed, and found the old malah sitting by another blind malah, and weeping bitterly over his
great loss.
“Curses be on you,” said the other blind malah, “for your foolishness! Listen, and I will tell you what I do with
my money. All my money I keep sewed up in my clothes. Who can take it from me? I advise you to do likewise.”
When he heard these words the Brahman went and bought a hive full of bees. This hive he placed at the bottom
of a large earthen jar, and over the hive he spread a thick layer of honey.
“Ha, ha! this will frighten him,” said he, as he walked disguised as a Muslim to the house of the other blind
malak, to present him with the jar full of honey (?)\fn{ The question mark is part of the text, and is intended as an editorial
comment.}
The malah was very pleased with the gift, and blessed the man. Then the Brahman left. But he only went a
short distance, for he wished to keep near the house till the malah had finished the honey.
As soon as the man had left the malah began to take out the honey and to put it into smaller vessels, as he did
not wish to be seen with so much of the good thing in his possession at one time. He filled one or two small pots,
and began to poke the hive about to get out some more, when the bees, not liking such rough treatment, flew out
and stung him.
In vain he ran about and beat himself; the bees were most determined, and had no mercy. There was no help
for it; the blind malah was obliged to take off his cloak and throw it aside, and then to escape into his house. All
the bees followed him. Poor man! he would have been stung to death by them if his wife had not arrived with a
thick branch of a mulberry-tree. and beat them off.
Meanwhile the Brahman had carried off the cloak. On reaching home his wife praised him more than ever.
“We are very rich now,” she said, “and shall not need anything more for the rest of our lives.”
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As soon as the malah recovered from the stings, and knew that his precious cloak had been stolen, he was
much distressed. He went and told his trouble to the other blind malah, and they both went together and informed
the blind beggar. After a while the three blind men determined to get an interview with the king and to ask him to
cause strict search to be made for the thief.
His majesty listened most attentively, and was exceedingly interested in their stories, and wished very much to
know who it was that could thus deceive three such shrewd, clever men. He ordered proclamation by drum to be
made throughout the city, that whosoever had done this thing, and would confess it, should obtain free pardon
from the king, and be abundantly rewarded.
Accordingly the Brahman went and explained everything to His Majesty, and the king said,
"Shabash!\fn{Bravo!} But have you done this of yourself, or has another advised you?”
“My wife prompted me, Your Majesty,” replied the Brahman, “and I did so.”
“It is well,” said the king, who gave him many presents and then sent him away.
2
Happily passed the days in the palace, for the king was intensely fond of his wife, who thoroughly reciprocated
his affection; while their children, two fine handsome boys, were clever, good, and obedient, and thought nobody
equal to their parents throughout the wide, wide world. In such a household happiness was obliged to reign, till
Yama\fn{The god of death.} sent his dogs to summon any of them to their doom.
Every morning His Majesty was accustomed to sit with his wife for a while in one of the verandahs of the
palace, during which quiet time together they were often interested in watching a pair of birds carrying food for
their younglings.
One day they. noticed a strange female bird flying with the other towards the nest, and carrying some thorns in
her bill. Curious to know what had happened, the king ordered one of the attendants to climb the tree and inquire;
when it was discovered that the male bird had lost his consort, and therefore had taken unto himself another; and
the new bird, not liking to have to work for a nest of younglings which she had not hatched, thought that she
would fetch them some thorns to eat and get rid of them; which she did, and the little birds were choked and died.
All of them were seen lying over the corpse of their mother. When the king and queen heard this they were both
very sad.
“Is this the way with us and with the birds?” asked the king.
“Yes,” replied the queen. “But may it never be so in our case. Promise me, my beloved, that if I die first you
will never marry again.”
“Give me your hand, my darling,” said the king. “I promise most faithfully never to take to myself another
wife, whether you are alive or dead, lest the same misfortune should happen to our two sons that has come upon
these poor young birds.”
Then was the queen comforted, and loved the king more than ever before.
*
Strange to say, not long after this little incident Her Majesty died. What a grief it was to the king! People
thought for some time that he also would die, so much did he grieve over her death. .At length, however, he
rallied, and again occupied himself in the affairs of his country.
When a convenient space of time had elapsed the wazirs and courtiers and other great men of the place
commissioned some of their number to speak to the king about marrying again. As will be imagined, this proved a
most difficult and disagreeable task. .At first His Majesty would not see them; but they persisted in their request,
till he promised to reconsider the matter, and at last consented. One of the chief wazir’s daughters was proposed
and accepted, and the marriage was celebrated.
Unhappy day! .As was expected, the new queen soon became jealous of the two princes, and began to plot
against them. They tried hard to please her by anticipating her wants and never crossing her wish in any matter,
but all in vain. The queen hated them, and longed for the day when she could secure their ruin and banishment.
She bided her time, till she saw that the king was exceedingly fond of her and would do anything for her, and then
she began to malign the princes, saying how very disobedient and very abusive they were to her, and how she
could not have endured their behavior if the king had not been good and kind to her. The king was exceedingly
angry when he heard this, and immediately gave orders for the princes to be secretly taken to a jungle and slain.
Never having been accustomed to question even their fathers orders, the two young fellows went most gladly
with the soldiers. They knew not of their father’s cruel order, but thought that he wished them to ride and see the
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jungle. When, therefore, on reaching the place, the soldiers drew their sword’s and made as if to strike them, they
were much surprised, and knew not what to do.
“O Baghwant, help us,” they cried; and their cry was accepted. The swords of steel were changed into swords
of wool, and the stern hearts of the soldiers were filled with pity, so that they dared not slay them, but let them go
free. Full of thankfulness to the Deity for His mercy towards them, the princes rode off on their horses as fast as
they could, and determined never to return to their own country.
They rode on far and fast, till they came to a spring of water pure like crystal, by which they thought they
would dine and rest. They arranged that both of them should not be asleep at the same time, lest a robber or a wild
beast should come and destroy them and the horses. So the elder brother went to sleep first, and the younger
brother watched. while he watched two birds named Sudabror and Budabror came and perched on a tree close by,
and began talking with one another.
“See,” said Sudabror, “there are two singing birds in that tree overhanging the spring. Do you know what kind
of birds they are?”
“Yes,” replied Budabror; “they are most wonderful birds. I have heard say that whosoever eats the flesh of one
of them will become a king, and whosoever eats the flesh of the other will become a wazir, and the wealthiest man
in the world, for every morning he will find underneath him, in the place where he lay, seven jewels, whose value
cannot be estimated.”
The younger prince was very much excited when he heard these words, and at once shot an arrow at these
birds and killed them. He cooked both the birds, took one himself, and left the other for his brother, who ate it as
soon as he awoke.
The following morning they resumed their journey. On the way the younger brother suddenly remembered that
his whip had been left behind. This whip he valued very highly, and therefore went back for it. He found it by the
spring, and was going to dismount to pick it up, when a great dragon came out of the water and bit his foot, so that
he fell down senseless. In this state he continued for some hours.
Meanwhile his brother got very tired of waiting, and therefore went on, thinking his brother would overtake
him before the evening. He reached a certain city, whereof the king had recently died, and the people were in a
state of great excitement concerning his successor. It appears that they had a custom of sending round an elephant
to select their kings for them. Whomsoever the elephant acknowledged they acknowledged, be he rich or poor,
learned or ignorant, of their own country and speech, or of another. This elephant was circumambulating the place
when the eldest prince arrived, and on seeing him at once bowed down before him. Accordingly he was
proclaimed king of the country and conducted to the palace.
The younger prince was restored to life in the following manner. Living near the spring was a jogi, who was
accustomed to visit it once every six months for the purpose of getting a little water thence, The day the prince
was bitten by the dragon happened to be the day of the good man’s coming. When he reached the place and saw
the lifeless body of the young man he was filled with pity. He knew that the dragon of the spring had done this; so
he muttered an incantation, and the waters dried up and the monster appeared,
“Why have you emptied the spring?” said the dragon.
“Because you have slain this young man. Why did you this thing?” the jogi replied.
“O jogi said the dragon, “there were two birds that often visited this place, and filled the air with their songs.
The prince killed them. Therefore did I bite him.”
“You have done wickedly,” said the jogi. “Listen. Extract the poison from the man’s foot, so that he live again,
or you shall die.”
“Forgive me,” said the dragon, “and I will obey you.”
Thus the prince was restored to life. After thanking the jogi he departed, However, he unfortunately took the
wrong road, and instead of following after his brother, arrived at a village that was the resort of a band of fierce
robbers. By chance he called at the house of one of these robbers and asked for hospitality, which was readily
granted. They gave him a most hearty welcome, and provided him with the best of cheer; but, alas! when he went
to lie down at night the bedstead and he descended right through the flooring, down into a most loathsome
dungeon.
Poor fellow! he would have died there if the daughter of one of the robbers had not seen him and fallen in love
with him. She thoroughly knew the ins and outs of the house, and guessing that the stranger had been precipitated
into the grave, as they called it, she secretly visited him and carried him some food, in return for which the prince
gave her seven jewels. This she did every morning, and got seven jewels each time. During these visits the girl’s
love increased rapidly, and as she was very beautiful and very clever, the prince reciprocated her affection, and
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promised to marry her as soon as possible.
At last they both got free from the place, and escaped as fast as the swift horse would carry them to the seaside,
where they immediately embarked in a ship about to sail. Among other passengers in that ship was a merchant,
who was so captivated with the girl’s beauty that he desired to kill the prince and make her his wife. Accordingly
one day, while he and the prince were playing nard in the prow of the vessel, the prince bent forward over the
shipside to spit, when the merchant gave him a push. Fortunately his wife happened to be standing by one of the
portholes, and seeing her husband’s body appearing, put out her hands and saved him.
There was great sorrow among the crew and the passengers when the report was circulated that the prince had
fallen overboard; .for the prince had ordered his wife not to discover the matter till they reached their destination.
The merchant professed to be more grieved than anyone, except the beautiful wife.
However, he soon recovered, and commenced paying attentions to her; and at length asked her to marry him.
The girl put him off for six months, saying that if she did not hear anything about her husband during that time
she would be his wife.
In a few months the ship reached her destination, where the prince revealed himself, and charged the merchant
with attempting to drown him; whereupon the man was put into prison to await his trial. By a remarkable
coincidence they disembarked by the chief city of the country over which the eldest prince was reigning. This
king was in great sorrow at the time, wondering what had become of. his brother; so, to comfort himself, he had
given orders to his chief wazir to tell him a tale every evening. He hoped, also, that in this way he should hear
something of his brother, as the wazir often related stories founded on what he had seen and heard during the day.
The day the ship arrived this wazir’s daughter came down to the shore, and heard the strange story of the prince
and his wife and the wicked merchant, which she repeated to her father in the evening. On the following evening
the wazir related to the king what he had heard.
“Where is the prince and his wife?” inquired the king, much excited. “Send for them immediately. At last I
have found my long-lost brother!”
We can imagine what a joyous meeting there was between the two brothers. They fell on each other’s necks
and wept.
The younger prince was appointed chief wazir of the country, and the wicked merchant was hanged.
In course of a few years some messengers from their father reached that country, and said that the old king was
longing to see them, as he had discovered his wife’s wickedness and had slain her. Accordingly the two brothers
started without delay to see their father. They reached safely, and saw the old man, and were reconciled. Soon
afterwards their father died, when the elder brother succeeded to the throne, and the younger went and governed
the country that had belonged to the other prince. Both of them prospered exceedingly, and were famed for their
skill and justice and kindness.
3
You must know that not to have a son is accounted a great sorrow and shame. Well, in days long gone by, a
certain rich merchant of this country was in great distress because he had not a son. Who would continue his
name? Who would carry on the business? To whom should he bequeath his immense wealth? These questions
were constantly revolving in his mind, and the sorrowful answer came back from his despairing soul,
“I have no son! I have no son!”
He earnestly prayed at the stated times, and was very attentive to the appointed fasts and the giving of alms but
it seemed as if God’s eye was not upon him for good, and His ears not open to his cries. But it only seemed so.
God’s thoughts are not to be compared with man’s thoughts.
It was the Divine intention to bless him with a son; so at the right time a little boy was born. The merchant
named him Haya Band. When he was five years old his father sent him to school, and he prosecuted his studies up
to the age of ten years.
One day, while the merchant was sitting by his shop window, he saw two ragged little boys going by. He called
them and inquired why they were so poor, and they told him that their father and mother and brother were dead,
and they did not know of any relatives or friends to whom they could apply for help. Whereupon the merchant
had pity on them, and took them into his home and educated them with his own boy, thinking they would be
agreeable companions for him, and be able to do some odd jobs about the shop as well.
However, the boys turned out badly, as we shall see. Instead of being grateful to their kind master and
affectionate playmate, and helping them in every way, they eventually plotted against them and tried to bring
them to shame. Every day they went regularly to school with the merchant’s son; but while Haya Band worked
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diligently, and became very good and learned, they were idle and careless, and learnt nothing, except all manner
of wickedness, that they picked up from other boys of the school of the same character. One morning, as they all
three were going to school together, they chanced to talk about marriage.
“Look here,” said they to Haya Band, “we know that you are going to be married very shortly. Could not you
arrange with your father to marry us also?”
“Why not?” replied Haya Band. “Nay, I will beg my father to marry you first, and me afterwards.”
A little while after this the merchant sent a go between to several houses to try and procure a girl of wealthy
parents, of great beauty, educated, wise, and virtuous. The go-between quickly fulfilled his commission, and a
marriage was arranged.
On the day appointed the merchant gave a great feast to his friends and distributed much alms among the poor,
and then, dressing his son in king-like apparel, sent him to the house of the bride. The two wicked boys knew all
about this, and went on before, and tried to estrange the minds of the father and mother of the bride by declaring
that Haya Band was demented; whereupon they were both very angry, and would have broken off the
engagement, but what could they do? It was too late. The bridegroom was already on the way to the house. Then
the wretched boys returned to meet Haya Band, and contrived somehow to get him to eat some drugged fruit,
whereby he became very stupid. Afterwards they went as fast as they could to the merchant’s house, and told him
with tears in their eyes, as though they were awfully sorry at the discovery, that the woman to whom he had
plighted his son was an ogress and devoured human beings. When he heard this the merchant was very angry, and
would have broken off the match; but what could he do? The hour was approaching, and everybody was in
expectation of the bridegroom.
On reaching the bride’s house Haya Band was secretly scrutinized by his intended father-in-law and mother-inlaw, who, when they saw him in such a sleepy, stupid condition, felt certain that the words of their wicked
informants were true, and refused to give their daughter to him.
However, the wise and virtuous bride, whose name was Zuhra Khotan, suspected some trickery, and forced.
her parents to allow the marriage. She was certain that Haya Band’s father was too good and honest a man to
deceive. Accordingly the hymeneal rites were performed. Towards evening Haya Band began to recover from the
effects of the drug. He soon came to his senses and; recognized his wife, and was delighted with her.
In a few days they started together for his house, according to custom. As the way was rather long, they
arranged to do it in two marches. They halted at a house in one of the villages about halfway, and determined to
spend the night there.
When retiring to rest, Zuhra Khotan suddenly discovered that she had not brought any present for her motherin-law. Alas!, what could she do? It would be such a disgrace to go to her husband’s house empty-handed. The
poor girl was in great distress. However, kind sleep at last closed her eyes. While she slept she dreamed a dream,
in which she saw a man coming to her arid saying,
“O virtuous woman, be not afraid, but go to the river, and you will find a corpse floating on the water, on
whose arm is a most valuable bracelet. Call the corpse towards you—it will obey—and take off the bracelet and
carry it to your mother-in-law.”
This wonderful dream woke the woman. She immediately arose and walked to the riverside, where she saw a
corpse floating at a little distance. She called it to her, and taking off the beautiful bracelet which was on its arm,
returned to the cottage.
All would have gone on well now had it not been for the two wicked boys. They were hankering about the
place, and had seen everything. This was just what they wanted. They had only to sprinkle some sheep’s blood
along the path to the river and on the riverbank, and then run with all haste to the merchant, their master, and tell
him to come and see his daughter-in-law’s last exploit, to confirm their terrible lie to him about her.
This they did, and the merchant came and saw the blood-marks, and wept like a man about to die. In the
morning he went to his son and told him what he had seen and heard, but his son would not believe it, and got
very angry. Presently, however, the dai affirmed that her mistress went out of the cottage about midnight for a
little while, but for what purpose she did not know.
Raya Band was then very much surprised, and felt obliged to credit the wicked story, and kept away from his
wife. It was a very sad wedding party that arrived at the merchant’s house that afternoon. Zuhra Khotan was at
once placed in a separate room, and nobody went near her except the dai. One day her mother-in-law essayed to
look at her through an open door, and nearly fainted from fright. A long time thus passed, during which Raya
Band worked in his father’s business together with his two wicked companions, whom he treated as friends, and
the more so, imagining them to have told him the truth about his wife, and thus saved him from a most horrible
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death.
One day the merchant suggested that his son and the two young men (for they were getting quite young men
by this time) should go on a little trading expedition. He did this, because he saw that Raya Band was grieving
about his wife, and therefore wished to divert his thoughts. The three youths started, and went several miles, when
Raya Band suddenly remembered that he had left his account-books behind, and rode back for them, promising to
meet his companions at the end of the march in the evening.
Now these account-books were in Zuhra Khotan’s room. Why they had been placed there we do not know. So
when Haya Band returned he immediately rushed up to that room to fetch them. Of course he saw his wife.
Beautiful she looked in her sorrow, and so good; and pure and loving Haya Band could not resist. He drew her to
him in fond embrace and kissed her. He stayed with her for a month or so, and then left secretly, to see what had
become of his companions and the goods.
He found them at the end of the first march, where he had promised to meet them. They had not stirred from
the place, nor tried to dispose of the merchandise, but had spent their time in drinking and gambling and other
suchlike occupations. Haya Band was very angry when he heard this, and sharply reproving them, went on alone;
while these two wicked fellows returned.
Enraged beyond measure, they resolved to wreak vengeance on Haya Band. They disguised themselves as
faqirs, and learnt a few of the tricks of these people, and then went to the merchant’s house and cried,
“Oh, sir, be warned in time! There is an ogress in your house, who has lain with man and has conceived. For
God’s sake, for your own sake, turn her out of the place, lest she bring destruction on you and on those around
you.”
On saying this they went away.
We can imagine that such words, coming from the lips of such people, would make a great impression on the
merchant and his wife. They could not rest or do anything till they had ascertained the truth. They searched the
premises, and had every woman examined, but found nothing as the faqir’s had said. They then emboldened
themselves to inquire of Zuhra Khotan, and found that she was enciente.
In vain she protested that she was not an ogress, but a virtuous woman. The merchant sent to the diwan and got
a writ for her execution. She was taken to a jungle, where her head was to be cut off. On reaching the jungle she
prayed the executioners to have mercy on her.
“O men,” she cried, “ye will not be so cruel and unjust as to slay an innocent woman. I have done nothing
worthy of death, nor can anything be proved against me. Wherefore do ye slay me?”
“We have received our orders,” they replied. Then the woman prostrated herself on the ground and prayed,
“O God, have mercy on me. Thou knowest that I have not sinned. Intervene for me and deliver me.”
On this one of the soldiers went forward and raised his sword to slay; her, when behold! it was turned into
wood. Then another soldier attempted to raise his sword, but he could not, for his hands were fastened in some
invisible way behind him.. Afterwards a third man went forward to do the deed, and he fell down senseless.
Thus God heard the woman’s prayer, and defeated the counsels of the wicked. When the soldiers saw what had
happened they believed that God was against the deed.
“O woman,” they said, “we will not slay you; but tell us, we beseech you, how we can save ourselves, for
when the diwan and the merchant find that we have not fulfilled their orders they will be angry with us and punish
us. Our orders were to slay you and carry back your head.”
“Fear not,” said Zuhra Khotan, gathering some earth and making clay of it. “I will form a head out of this.”
Thus saying, she shaped a head out of the clay like unto her own head, and entreated God to change it into
flesh and blood. God heard this prayer also; the clay head was at once changed into a human head, and dripped
with blood.
“Take this,” she said, “and give it to the merchant.” And the soldiers took it and went.
When the merchant saw the gory head he was very glad. He hung it up outside his garden.
Zuhra Khotan lived in the jungle for some time, and ate such fruit and vegetables as she could find there.
Afterwards, when she wished to leave that place, she told one of the trees to look for Raya Band and inform him
whither she had gone. She went to another country, and lodged with a poor old widow whom she met there. By
day she was going out to gather sticks and other such things as she could sell, and by night she slept in the old
woman’s house. By-and-by she gave birth to a fine little boy.
Now it chanced that at that time the queen also was expecting her confinement. She was praying and hoping
that it would be a son, as the king had threatened to take away her life if a boy should not be born. The poor
woman was very anxious. She sent for the royal midwives, and inquired whether she was going to have a son or
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not. They all replied in the negative, and advised her to get a newly-born male child, and put away the little girl,
that they felt sure was about to be born.
The queen accepted their advice, and sent messengers in all directions, to search out such a child for her. One
of these messengers happened to call at the house of the old widow, and seeing the little baby there, begged her to
sell him to the queen. Being a very greedy, covetous old creature, she consented, and gave the child to the man,
who quickly carried it to the queen. In due time the child’s birth was proclaimed, and there was great rejoicing in
the city.
As soon as the messenger bad left, the old widow collected a few big stones, one of which she put in the place
where the baby used to sleep, and the others she put in a cupboard. When Zuhra Khotan returned she pretended
that a heavenly woman had visited the place and changed the child for a stone, as they had done to several of her
children—witness the stones in the cupboard. This heavenly woman visited the place once a year, she added.
Poor Zuhra Khotan! how she wept for the loss of her baby! Deprived of her husband, and now deprived of her
child, she earnestly wished to die. This world was too wicked, too troublesome, for her. What had she to live for?
It was a mournful existence for her—day after day collecting fruit and wood and such things as she could live by,
and night after night returning to the wretched old widow and comfortless home.
Meanwhile her son (the prince) grew up to be a big, clever, and pious youth. In his peregrinations he often
passed the widow’s house. One day he caught sight of Zuhra Khotan as she was returning from her day’s
wanderings, and was so struck with her beauty that he ascertained where she resided; and when he got back to the
palace he went to the king and entreated him to arrange for his marriage with her.
The king promised to think over the matter, and summoned Zuhra Khotan to the palace. He also was struck
with her beauty and modest manner. He told her of the prince’s ardent affection for her, and asked whether she
would be his wife; to which she replied that she was a wife already, and knew not that her husband was dead; but
she promised that if she heard nothing about him for the next six months she would marry the prince. The king
complied with her request, and so the matter ended for a while.
All through that year and several years afterwards Baya Band was traveling about the world, visiting different
countries for purposes of trade. At last, about this time, he returned to his house a very wealthy man. He thought
to find his wife, and to hear that she had been proved harmless and received into the family. We can imagine,
therefore, his intense grief when he heard what had been done to her. He asked his parents which way the
executioners had taken his wife, and where they had carried out the cruel order, and when they told him he packed
up some things and started off on the same road.
By the goodness of God he reached this jungle, and passed by the tree that Zuhra Khotan had asked to inform
him of her whereabouts.
“Your wife is not dead,” said the tree. “The head which was carried back to your father was not your wife’s
head. Your wife is alive. Go on without delay till you reach a certain country, where you will find her whom you
seek. Go, and God watch over you.”
After: some days journeying the young merchant reached that country; and one morning, while he was walking
about the bazaar of the chief city, he chanced to see some women carrying things to the old widow’s house.
“For whom are these things?” asked he. “Where are you going?”
“There is a woman here called Zuhra Khotan, who is about to be married to the prince, and since she is very
poor the king is sending her some clothes and jewels for the wedding. She came here several years ago from some
other country.”
On hearing these words Baya Band gave the old widow his signet ring, and begged her to show it to Zuhra
Khotan. He would accompany her as far as the door, and there wait. The woman did so, and Zuhra Khotan at once
recognized it, arid went out and embraced her long-lost husband.
Information of his coming was at once sent to the palace. The king was very disappointed; but the prince was
exasperated. In a fit of desperation he ran off at once to Zuhra Khotan’s lodgings and tried to prevail on her to go
with him, when lo! he was somehow recognized and declared to be her son.
Everything was fully proved. The queen confessed everything, and the old widow confessed everything, and
the messenger who took the child away confessed everything; but besides these witnesses the strongest evidence
was the great likeness of the child to both his father and mother.
The king was exceedingly enraged when he heard of this, and at once banished the queen, and had the old
widow put to death.
Raya Band and his wife and son returned to their own country, where they lived happily together ever
afterwards.
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139.130 1. The Clever Jackal 2. The Black And White Beards: Two Folktales\fn{by Wasah Kol (before 1887- )}
Kahipura, Kruhen Barony, Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 2
1
It was ploughing-time. A farmer started early for his fields, bidding his wife follow him soon with a pot of
food. When the rice was ready the woman carried some to her husband, and put it down in the field at a little
distance from him, saying,
“Here is your food. I cannot stay now.”
In a little while, when the farmer went to look for his food, he found the pot empty. He was very angry at this,
and when he got home in the evening sharply reproved his wife for playing tricks with him. She, of course,
thought he was telling a lie, and felt very much aggrieved.
On the following morning, before going out, he repeated his request that she would bring him some food, and
not allow him to starve like a dog. That day she carried a double quantity of rice to him in a large earthen pot, and
put it down in the field again, saying,
“Look now, here is your dinner. Don’t say I did not bring it. I cannot stay, as there is nobody left to look after
the house.”
Thus saying, she went.
In a little while a jackal came—the same as came on the previous day and ate up the man’s food—and put its
head into the pot. So eager was the beast to get at the rice, that it forced its head into the narrow neck of the pot,
and could not take it out again. It was in a dreadful state. It ran about shaking its head and beating the pot against
the ground to try and break it. At last the farmer saw what was the matter, and came running up with a knife, and
exclaiming,
“You thief! You stole my dinner, did you?”
“Oh, let me go!” cried the jackal. “Get me out of this pot and I will give you anything you may wish for.”
“Very well,” said the farmer, and at once smashed the pot and extricated the animal.
“Thank you,” said the jackal. “You shall not regret today’s adventure.” On this the beast wished the man ..
good-day, and started for a king’s palace some miles distant.
“O king,” it said on entering the royal chamber, “give me permission and I will arrange for your daughter’s
marriage. Be not angry with me. I should not have presumed to speak to Your Majesty on this matter if I had not
lately seen one who is worthy in every way of the hand of the princess.”
“You can bring the man here,” replied the king, “and I will see him.”
Then the jackal immediately started back for the farmer’s house, and entering, asked him to prepare himself
quickly for a visit to the king of the neighboring country, who was desirous of seeing him with a view of making
him his son-in-law.
At first the farmer demurred, on account of his ignorance and poverty. How would he know what to say to a
king? How would he know how to behave in the company of so high a personage? And whence could he obtain
suitable clothes for the visit?
But eventually the jackal prevailed on him to accept the King’s invitation, and promised to help him in every
possible way. So the jackal and the farmer started. When they arrived at the king’s palace the jackal went in search
of His Majesty, while the farmer squatted on the floor of the entrance-hall by the palace, where the shoes were
kept, and waited.
“I have brought the man of whom I spoke to Your Majesty the other day,” said the jackal, going up to the king.
“He has come in ordinary clothes and without any retinue or show, as he thought Your Majesty would be
inconvenienced by having to arrange accommodation for so many people. Your Majesty must not be offended in
this thing, but the rather should see in it a proof of the man's good sense.”
“Most certainly,” said the king, rising up; “lead me to him.”
“There he is,” said the jackal.
“What? That man squatting by the shoes?” exclaimed His Majesty. “Friend, why do you sit in such a place?”
he asked the farmer.
“It is a nice clean place, Your Majesty, and good enough for a poor man like me,” replied the farmer.
“Observe the humility of the man,” interposed the jackal.
“You will stay in the palace this evening,” said the king, “There are a few matters concerning which I wish to
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converse with you. Tomorrow, if convenient, I shall go and see your abode.”
That evening the king, the farmer, and the jackal talked much together. As will be supposed, the farmer
constantly betrayed his humble position, but the clever jackal contrived to arrange matters so that the king on the
whole was rather favorable to the match.
But what about the morrow? The jackal had been revolving the matter over in its mind during the night. As
soon as the king and the farmer started it asked for permission to go on ahead. It ran as fast as it could to the
farmer’s house and set it on fire, and when they drew near, went forth to meet them, crying,
“O king, come not any further, I beseech you. The man’s house and property are destroyed. Some enemy’s
hand must have done this. Both of you turn back, I pray you.”
So the poor simple king turned back.
In due time he married his daughter to the ignorant farmer.
2
Two men, though differing much in age, had formed a very thick friendship with one another. They were
constantly in each other’s society, and had not a secret between them. The elder of the two possessed a fine beard,
as black as charcoal, but the younger man’s beard was quite gray.
“Why has your beard not turned gray before now? You are nearly twice my age,” said the younger to the other
one day as they were out for a walk
“The secret is this, my friend,” replied the other. “My house is a paradise, and my wife a pleasant plant therein,
whose branches are constantly bearing fruit, comfort and joy, and the perfumes of whose blossoms fill the house
with an odor of sanctity and love. In such a dwelling man does not quickly become old. Come and see my abode.”
The young friend most readily complied. To tell the truth, he was somewhat suspicious of the old man’s story;
his own experience was so diametrically opposed to it. Other conversation beguiled the rest of the way to the
house.
On their arrival the black beard produced a handkerchief full of sand, and giving it to his wife, ordered her to
make bread of it, while he and his companion took a stroll outside. The good wife tried to blind her mind to the
fact of the impossibility of the thing. Her duty was to endeavor to carry out her lord’s behests.
“Perhaps it may be,” she said to herself, and set to work cheerily.
The stroll being over, the two friends reentered the house, and the old man inquired for the bread that he
ordered.
“Sir,” said the woman, “I tried my best, but all to no purpose. Please do not be angry. I could not do more than
I have already done.” The old man then beckoned his friend to come aside, and said to him,
“Notice how meek my wife is.”
“Yes, indeed!” replied he.
“But I will show you still more of her meekness and patience,” said the husband; and then turning towards his
wife, ordered her to go to the top story of the house and bring down some of the watermelons that were there. The
woman went, but only found one watermelon, which she brought and placed before her husband. She thought that
he had probably told a falsehood; he knew there was only one water-melon in the place, but had spoken as if there
were many, in order that he might appear great before his guest.
“Go up,” said he, “and bring down a larger one.”
The woman took the melon away, and brought it back again.
“There is another better than this in the loft. Go up and bring it,” said he.
The woman went, and returned again with the same melon. This order was repeated ten times in various ways,
and ten times the good dame climbed the stairs. Afterwards the old man nodded to his friend to come upstairs with
him, and showed him what his wife had done. Poor woman! she was quite fatigued by her exertions, and sat down
at the bottom of the ladder almost ready to faint.
“Have I not a good wife?” asked the proud husband.
“You have,” replied his friend. “I see the secret of your black beard—the dye of home-joy, home-peace, and
home-contentment, a wonderful triple mixture, warranted to keep a man young for ever. Now come and see my
zanana.”
“All right,” said the other.
So away they went to the young gray-headed man’s house. When they entered the place a woman came
forward with angry countenance and shrieked out,
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“Where have you been? Where have you been wasting your time, while I toil here in this dingy hole?”
Her husband was too frightened to say anything. Presently, however, when there was a lull in the storm, he
asked in a kind manner for some food for himself and guest. The woman sulkily placed before them some scraps,
which were left over from her and the children’s meal—cold, grizzly scraps, fit only for the groveling
pariahs\fn{Dogs.} that infested the neighborhood. But the poor man wanted some meat, and told her so.
Now the woman had been conjuring up all manner of grievances against her husband, until a sea of anguish
tossed and raged within her breast. She could not restrain any longer; so, taking up a big earthenware pot, wherein
some rice was being prepared, she took deliberate aim at her husband’s head; and as if this was not enough, she
angrily demanded the price of the broken pot that lay in shreds around his feet.
Poor fellow! he was glad to make his exit. On getting outside he said to his friend,
“My house is as a bad smell to me. I loathe the place. This is the cause of my broken spirit and scraggy,
prematurely gray beard.”
139.134 1. A Lach Of Rupees For A Bit Of Advice 2. The Wicked Queens: Two Folktales\fn{by Chadh Ram (before
1887- )} Habah Kadal, Srinigar, Srinigar Distict, Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 5
1
A poor blind Brahman and his wife were dependent on their son for their subsistence. Every day the young
fellow used to go out and get what he could by begging. This continued for some time, till at last he became quite
tired of such a wretched despicable manner of life, and determined to go and try his luck in another country. He
informed his wife of his intention, and ordered her to manage somehow or other for the old people during the few
months that he would be absent. He adjured her to be very diligent, lest his parents should be angry and curse
him.
One morning he started with some food in a bundle, and walked on day after day, till he reached the chief city
of the neighboring country. Here he went and sat down by a merchant’s shop and asked alms. The merchant
inquired whence he had come, why he had come, and what was his caste, to which he replied that he was a
Brahman, and was wandering hither and thither begging a livelihood for himself and wife and parents. Moved
with pity for the man, the merchant advised him to visit the kind and generous king of that country, and offered to
accompany him to the court.
Now at that time it happened that the king was seeking for a Brahman to look after a golden temple which he
had just had built. His Majesty was very glad, therefore, when he saw the Brahman and heard that he was good
and honest. He at once deputed him to the charge of this temple, and ordered fifty kharwars of rice and one
hundred rupees to be paid to him every year as wages.
Two months after this, the Brahman’s wife, not having heard any news of her husband, left the house and went
in quest of him. By a happy fate she arrived at the very place that he had reached, where she heard that every
morning at the golden temple a golden rupee was given in the king’s name to any bona fide beggar who chose to
go for it. Accordingly on the following morning she attended at the place, and met her husband.
“Why have you come here?” he asked. “Why have you left my parents? Care you not whether they curse me
and I die? Go back immediately, and await my return.”
“No, no,” said the woman. “I cannot go back to starve and see your old father and mother die. There is not a
grain of rice left in the house.”
“O Bhagawant!” exclaimed the Brahman. “Here, take this,” he continued, scribbling a few lines on some
paper, and then handing it to her, “and give it to the king. It may be that he will give you a lach of rupees for it.”
Thus saying he dismissed her, and the woman left.
On this scrap of paper were written four pieces of advice:
If a person is traveling and reaches any strange place at night, let him be careful where he puts up, and not close his
eyes in sleep, lest he close them in death.
If a man is in need, let him test his friends; but if he is not in need, then let not his friends try him.
If a man has a married sister, and visits her in great pomp, she will receive him for the sake of what she can obtain from
him; but if he comes to her in poverty, she will frown on him and disown him.
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If a man has to do any work, he must do it himself, and do it with might and without fear.

On reaching her home the Brahmani told her parents of her meeting with her husband, and what a valuable
piece of paper he had given her; but not liking to go before the king herself, she sent one of her relations. The king
read the paper, and ordering the man to be flogged, dismissed him.
The next morning the Brahmani took the paper, and while she was going along the road to the darbar reading
it, the king’s son met her, and asked what she was reading, whereupon she replied that she held in her hands a
paper containing certain bits of advice, for which she wanted a lach of rupees. The prince asked her to show it to
him, and when he had read it gave her a parwana for the amount, and rode on.
The poor Brahmani was very thankful. That day she laid in a great store of provisions, sufficient to last them
all for a long time.
In the evening the prince related to his father the meeting with the woman, and the purchase of the piece of
paper. He thought his father would applaud the act. But it was not so. The king was more angry than before, and
banished his son from the country.
Alas! alas! how sad was the royal household when they heard of the king’s cruel order! for the prince was a
great favorite, and a young man of much promise, and, moreover, was heir to the throne. However, the king’s
order was urgent. So the prince bade adieu to his mother and relations and friends, and rode off on his horse;
whither he did not know.
At nightfall he arrived at some place, where a man met him, and invited him to lodge at his house. The prince
accepted the invitation, and was treated like a prince. Matting was spread for him to squat on, the best of
provisions set before him, and at night the host’s daughter attended him.
“Ah!” thought he, as he lay down to rest, “I perceive the reason of the first piece of advice that the Brahmani
gave me. I will not sleep tonight.”
It was well that he thus resolved, for in the middle of the night the man’s daughter rose up, and taking a sword
in her hand, rushed to the prince with the intention of killing him. The prince, however, averted the blow, and
seizing the sword, said,
“Why do you wish to slay me? Have I wronged you in any matter? Do I wish to wrong you? Put up the sword
again, lest you bring sorrow on yourself, like that king who killed a favorite parrot by mistake.”
“What king?” asked the girl.
“Listen,” said the prince. “Once upon a time there lived a king who had a very beautiful parrot which was very
precious to him. This parrot lived in the royal haram, and the king always talked to it first before speaking to his
wives. One day the parrot asked for one month’s leave of absence to go and marry his son, which leave the king
granted. The bird went, and the marriage was celebrated, and then the bird prepared to return. It brought back for
the king the cuttings of two trees, one of which possessed the virtue of making a young man old, and the other of
making an old man young.
“The cuttings were planted, and in due time flourished and bore fruit. But just as they were beginning to ripen
a great storm passed over that country, and blew down the trees, and a monster serpent that was carried along by
the waters took refuge in them, and covered their branches with its poison. This, however, was not noticed by
anyone.
“When the storm had subsided the gardener went and replanted the two trees and attended them with such care
that they flourished again and bore fruit; and some of their fruit was taken to the king. Wishing to test it on an
animal first, His Majesty threw some of the fruit of one of the trees to a dog. The animal ate it, and died
immediately. On seeing this the king became very angry, and thinking that the parrot had been playing jokes with
him, he ordered it to be killed.
“The following year the trees bore fruit again, by which time all the poison had exuded from their branches.
One morning, when passing, an old man, being hungry, put out his hand and plucked one of the fruits and ate it,
and immediately became young again.
“The report of this strange occurrence reached the king, who ordered some of the fruit to be brought to him. He
gave some of the youth-restoring fruit to his old wazir, who ate it, and was at once changed into a strong young
man, as people remembered him half a century before. When the king saw this he was very sorry, and grieved
much for the favorite parrot that he had so cruelly killed.
“Surely you would not do the same to me?” said the prince.
“No,” she replied.
By the time the prince had concluded this story it was morning, and the other inmates of the house were about.
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Thus was the prince saved. Of course he wished to depart, and would have immediately started, but the master of
the house would not hear of it. He prevailed on him to stay that day also, and promised to allow him to go on the
morrow.
The prince was waited on with every attention, and fed in the same sumptuous manner as before, and at night
was shown to the same room, whither the host’s daughter also came to do his bidding. That night, too, the prince
would not close his eyes in sleep. He was afraid what the girl might do to him. At midnight she arose, and taking a
sword in her hand, was going to kill him, when he rose up and spoke.
“Do not slay me,” he said. “What profit would you get from my death? If you killed me you would be sorry
afterwards, like that man who killed his dog.”
“What man? What dog?” she asked.
“I will tell you,” said the prince, “if you will give me that sword.” So she gave him the sword, and the prince
began his second story.
“Once upon a time there lived a wealthy merchant who had a pet dog. By some unforeseen circumstance this
merchant was suddenly reduced to poverty, and obliged to part with his dog. He got a loan of five thousand rupees
on the animal from a brother merchant, and with the money commenced business afresh. Not long after this the
other merchant’s shop was broken into by thieves and completely sacked. There was hardly ten rupees’ worth left
in the place. The faithful dog, however, knew what was going on, and went and followed the thieves, and saw
where they deposited the things, and then returned.
“In the morning there was great weeping and lamentation in the merchant’s house when it was known what
had happened. The merchant himself nearly went mad. Meanwhile the dog kept on running to the door, and
pulling at his master’s shirt and pajamas, as though wishing him to go outside. At last a friend suggested that,
perhaps, the dog knew something of the whereabouts of the things, and advised the merchant to follow its
leadings.
“The merchant consented, and went after the dog right up to the very place where the thieves had hidden the
goods. Here the animal scraped and barked, and showed in various ways that the things were underneath. So the
merchant and his friends dug about the place, and soon came upon all the stolen property. Nothing was missing.
There was everything just as the thieves had taken them.
“The merchant was very glad. On returning to his house, he at once sent the dog back to its old master with a
letter rolled up in its ear, wherein he had written concerning the sagacity of the beast, and begged his friend to
forget the loan and to accept another five thousand rupees as a present. When this merchant saw his dog coming
back again, he thought,
“‘Alas! my friend is wanting the money. How can I pay him? I have not had sufficient time to recover myself
from my recent losses. I will slay the dog ere he reaches the threshold, and say that another must have slain it.
Thus there will be an end of my debt. No dog, no loan.’
“Accordingly he ran out and killed the poor dog, when the letter fell out of its right ear. The merchant picked it
up and read it. How great was his grief and disappointment when he knew the facts of the case!
“Beware,” continued the prince, “lest you do that which afterwards you would give your life not to have
done.”
By the time the prince had concluded this story it was nearly morning.
“Alas; alas!” said the girl, “what shall I do? another hour and it will be day. My father strictly charged, me to
slay you before this, threatening to kill me if I did not do so. What shall I do? I am in your power.”
“Show me the way out of this accursed place, and come with me,” replied the prince; “we shall easily find a
horse outside, and then we can ride off quickly without fear of pursuit. Come along.”
Within an hour, when the other inmates of the house awoke from their sleep, the prince and the robber’s
daughter were several miles distant. On, on they rode, till they came to some place, where one of the prince’s
friends lived, who gave him a hearty welcome, and made him stay in his house, and treated him in every way as
his own brother for six months; and when he expressed a wish to leave, gave him jewels, and money, and horses,
and servants, and every necessary for the way.
The prince then visited the country belonging to his brother-in-law. He disguised himself as a jogi, and sitting
down by a tree near the palace, pretended to be absorbed in worship. News of the man and of his wonderful piety
reached the ears of the king. He felt interested in him, as his wife was very ill; and he had sought for hakims to
cure her, but in vain. He thought that, perhaps, this holy man could do something for her.
So he sent to him. But the jogi refused to tread the halls of a king, saying that his dwelling was the open air,
and that if His Majesty wished to see him he must come himself and bring his wife to the place. Then the king
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took his wife and introduced her to the jogi. The holy man bade her prostrate herself before him, and when she
had remained in this position for about three hours, he told her to rise and go, for she was cured.
In the evening there was great consternation in the palace, because the queen had lost her pearl rosary, and
nobody knew anything about it. At length some one went to the jogi and found it on the ground by the place
where the queen had prostrated herself. When the king heard this he was very angry, and ordered the jogi to be
executed. This stern order, however, was not carried out, as the prince bribed the men and escaped from the
country.
Clad in his own clothes, the prince was walking along one day when he saw a potter crying and laughing
alternately with his wife and children.
“O fool,” said he, “what is the matter? If you laugh, why do you weep? If you weep, why do you laugh?
“Do not bother me,” said the potter. “What does it matter to you?”
“Pardon me,” said the prince, “but I should like to know the reason.”
“The reason is this, then,” said the potter. “The king of this country has a daughter whom he is obliged to
marry every day, because all her husbands die the first night of their stay with her. Nearly all the young men of the
place have thus perished, and our son will be called on soon. We laugh at the absurdity of the thing—a potter’s
son marrying a princess—and cry at the terrible consequence of the marriage. What can we do?”
“Truly a matter for laughing and weeping. But weep no more,” said the prince. “I will exchange places with
your son, and will be married to the princess instead of him. Only give me suitable garments, and prepare me for
the occasion.”
So the potter gave him beautiful raiment and ornaments, and the prince went to the palace. At night he was
conducted to the apartment of the princess.
“Dread hour!” thought he; “am I to die like the scores of young men before me?”
He clenched his sword with firm grip, and lay down on his bed, intending to keep awake all the night and see
what would happen.
In the middle of the night he saw two shahmars come out from the nostrils of the princess. They stole over
towards him, intending to kill him, like the others who had been before him; but he was ready for them. He laid
hold of his sword, and when the snakes reached his bed he struck at them and killed them. In the morning the king
came as usual to inquire, and was surprised to hear his daughter and the prince talking gaily together.
“Surely,” said he, “this man must be her husband, as he only can live with her.”
“Where do you come from? Who are you?” asked the king, entering the room.
“O king!” replied the prince, “I am the son of a king who rules over such-and-such a country.”
When he heard this the king was very glad, and bade the prince to abide in his palace, and appointed him his
successor to the throne. The prince remained at the palace for more than a year, and then asked permission to visit
his own country, which was granted. The king gave him elephants, horses, jewels, and abundance of money for
the expenses of the way and as presents for his father, and the prince started.
On the way he had to pass through the country belonging to his brother-in-law, whom we have already
mentioned. Report of his arrival reached the ears of the king, who came with rope-tied hands and haltered neck to
do him homage. He most humbly begged him to stay at his palace, and to accept what little hospitality could be
provided. While the prince was staying at the palace he saw his sister, who greeted him with smiles and kisses.
2
Once upon a time there lived a celebrated king who had four hundred wives, but no son. The king had a
favorite parrot, of which he was exceedingly fond. He always used to send for it on returning from darbar, and
always seemed unhappy if, for some reason or other, the bird was not near him.
One day one of the wazirs was standing by the cage, when he noticed that it was very dirty; so he called a
servant, and taking out the bird, gave him the cage to clean. Meanwhile he thought he would try the parrot’s flying
powers, and therefore tied a long piece of thread to its leg and let it go. The bird went to the full extent of the
thread, and then finding itself hindered cut the thread with its beak and got free. A way it flew, and the wazir after
it. The poor man determined to follow it and get it if possible, and if not, to go on to another country; for he dared
not return to the king without the bird.
The parrot led the way past several fields and over a broad river, and then perched on a big shrub that was
growing by the water, and got caught by a woman, who carried it to her home. Fortunately the wazir saw this, and
went after her and got the bird. How glad he was! Out of gratitude to the woman he offered to marry her to the
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king, and promised to pay all the expenses of the wedding. The woman accepted.
Accordingly the wazir gave her thirty thousand rupees to prepare her house and clothes, &c., for the occasion,
and bade her be in readiness within a few months, when she should hear from him. On reaching the palace the
wazir informed the king what had happened, and spoke so enthusiastically about the woman’s beauty and
cleverness, that the king expressed a desire to marry her. The wedding was soon arranged.
The king became very fond of his new wife. His affection for her increased when he discovered that she was
enciente.
“At last,” thought he, “my desire for a child will be satisfied. May it be a son!” He gave especial instructions
for every care and attention to be paid to her, and in other ways showed his great regard for her.
As will be imagined, this extreme anxiety on his part only stirred up the jealousy of the other wives, who
determined, if possible, to disappoint him. Some time before the birth they called the midwife and bribed her with
jewels and money to substitute a stone for the child as soon as it should be born. This was done, and the baby—a
fine little boy—was put into a box and dropped into the river.
When the king heard of the strange thing to which his wife had given birth his affection changed into the most
intense hatred and disgust. He ordered the woman to be banished to the palace stables, and to eat barley like the
beasts.
On the following morning a very holy man, while performing his ablutions at the riverside, noticed the little
box floating down the stream. Curious to know what it contained, he cried, “O box, if thou art of any service to
me, come here; if not, go on thy way;” whereupon the box came towards him, and he picked it up and carried it
home. On opening it he saw the pretty little child that had been born on the previous evening, and was very glad.
He handed the baby over to the care of his wife, and was very thankful to see it thrive and get more and more
beautiful.
One day, when the boy was nine years old, he went to play with some other boys in the palace-yard, where he
was noticed by the king’s wives, who thought how very much he was like His Majesty, and wondered whether he
was his son, the child that had been thrown into the river. They called the midwife and pointed him out to her. The
woman looked earnestly at the boy’s head, and then replied in the affirmative. She recognized him by the peculiar
dent at the back of his head, which she. noticed at the time of his birth.
When they heard this the king’s wives were very much alarmed. They feared lest His Majesty should somehow
get to know of the boy’s existence and punish them for their wickedness. So they earnestly begged the midwife to
try and do something to prevent such a disaster, and promised her all sorts of presents.
The woman first found out where the child lived, and then went to the house and introduced herself to his
adopted father’s wife as her sister-in-law. It was not a very difficult matter to ingratiate herself in this simple
woman’s favor. Other visits followed, and were so appreciated that at last she was invited to come and stay in the
house for a time. While there she often spoke of the boy and praised his good qualities.
“But there is one thing that he will not do, I feel certain,” she said one day to the proud (adopted) mother. “He
will not go to a certain country wherein is a beautiful garden, and in that garden, by the side of a well, a sandaltree with branches of gold and flowers of pearls. If he will go there and get that tree, his character will be
established and his fortune made.”
When the boy returned from his play in the afternoon his adopted mother told him what she had heard, and
how anxious she was for him to go. The boy agreed, and on the following morning set off on his perilous journey
with a few tsuchih\fn{Loaves of bread.} tied up in his kamarband. He walked far and fast till he reached a spring,
where he sat down and rested. In a little while a woman came up out of the spring and began to talk with him. She
asked him where he was going, and the boy told her; whereupon she begged him not to attempt the thing, as the
garden swarmed with devs and wild beasts. But the boy would not be dissuaded, and seemed so earnest about the
matter, that the woman thought the best thing for her to do was to give him all the help in her power.
“Listen,” said she. “Since you have set your heart on this matter, it will be needful for you to know that there
are two tigers standing by the entrance to the garden, whose hunger you must satisfy with the leg of a sheep;
otherwise they will pounce on you and kill you. Do not be afraid of them, but throw a leg of a sheep down before
them, and ask them to help you. They will admit you within the garden. You will find many devs there, but fear
not. Address them as your uncles, say how glad you are to see them, and ask them to help you. They will guide
you to the well, around which you will find many serpents of different kinds. Do not be afraid of them. Throw a
few tsuchih and some zamut dod\fn{Curdled milk.} on the ground for them, and they will not harm you. The sandaltree grows by the well. You will not experience much difficulty in bringing it. Go, and prosper.”
The boy’s path seemed clear enough now. He tramped on with a very merry heart. As soon as he found that he
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was approaching the garden he provided himself with a leg of a sheep, some tsuchih, and some zamut dod.
Everything that the woman at the spring told him came true. He reached the garden and met the tigers, whom he
satisfied with the sheep’s leg; he saw the devs, and introduced himself to them as their nephew; he saw the
serpents, and fed them liberally with tsuchih and zamut dod, and then he. uprooted the sandal-tree and returned.
On coming out of the garden one of the tigers went up to him and insisted on his riding home on its back. It
was a strange sight—a boy riding a tiger and flourishing a young sandal-tree over his shoulders. The report of his
return soon spread through the city, and reached the ears of the king and his wives.
All the people marveled. But the king’s wives did more than marvel; they wept also for fear. They felt certain
that His Majesty would soon discover the truth of the matter and punish them. In their distress they again sent for
the midwife and entreated her to help them. Accordingly a week or so after his return this woman again visited the
wife of the holy man and asked all about the boy’s adventures.
“Here is the tree,” said the proud adopted mother. “Is he not a brave boy?”
“Yes, certainly,” replied the mid wife; “but I am sorry that he has not brought the covering, which is kept in an
emerald box by the well. You must have this. Without it the tree will perish during the winter. Let the boy go
again and get it, and I will praise him.”
Anxious to please her, and to get all the glory she could for her adopted son, the woman spoke to him about it
in the evening, and asked him to attempt a second visit. Nothing daunted, the boy readily complied. He rode on
the tiger, which had not returned, and soon reached the spring where he had lain down to rest on his former visit.
The woman appeared again and asked him where he was going. He told her; whereupon she again entreated him
not to go, saying that this was a more difficult business than before. The box was placed on the edge of the well,
wherein dwelt two shahmars, exceeding great and fierce.
However, the boy would not be turned back. When the woman saw his determination, she advised him not to
go near the well himself, but to ask one of the dev’s to fetch the box for him; and if he succeeded in obtaining the
box he was to come back by the way of the spring and let her know; all which the boy did. He rode to the garden
on the tiger, and got one of the dev’s to fetch the box for him, and then came and informed the woman of his
success; whereupon she blessed him, and said she would accompany him to his home.
What great excitement there was in the city when he returned triumphant a second time from the terrible
garden! The king sent for him, and made him his chief wazir, and in other ways honored him. .
Now, thought the king’s wives, we shall most certainly be discovered. What shall we do? What could they do,
except wait in the most terrible suspense? Their opportunity for seizing him had gone by.
They had not long to wait. One day the wazir, advised by the woman of the spring, gave a great feast, and
invited the king also. The king accepted the invitation and came. While they were eating, the woman of the spring
started up and shouted to the company to keep silence. All eyes were directed towards her, when she said in clear,
slow accents,
“O king, behold your son, the son of the woman whom yon have banished to your stables and made to eat
barley, like the beasts of the field! The story of the stone was fabricated by your other wives, who were jealous of
the poor woman’s state and of your solicitude for her health and safety.”
“Is it so?” said the king. “Is this true? Yea, mine own heart tells me that it is true! Banish all these cursed
women, and call back the queen to me and to her child; for queen she shall be; none other will I henceforth look
to. Behold, a true wife and a beautiful son are born to me in one day! I am happy!”
139.139 1. The Man From Shiraz 2. The Sagacious Governor 3. Who Is The Mother Of The Colt? 4. Who Is The
Man Who Is To Be Trusted?: Four Folktales\fn{by Mihtar Sher Singh, Officiating Governor of Srinigar (before 1887- )}
Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 2
1
A long time ago a Shirazi visited Kashmir, and called on an old friend, and stayed with him for three days. This
friend, who prided himself on his hospitality, prepared a great feast for his guest. During dinner he naturally
looked for some expression of approval from him, and the Shirazi, seeing that he was expected to say something
complimentary, after a little while remarked that the dinner was good, very good, but not for a moment to be
compared with the feasts given in his country.\fn{ Shiraz is a city in Southern Iran, called Persia in the 19 th century, and for
many, many centuries before.}
Other conversation followed, and then the company dispersed. The host, however, was so disappointed at the
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Shirazi friend’s modified commendation of the dinner that he could not sleep. All through the long night he was
endeavoring to smother his feelings, or planning for a still larger and more extravagant dinner on the morrow; and
long before daylight he ran and called the cook, and gave him such an order, and explained everything so
minutely to him, that his guest might at least say that the dinner was equal to the meals prepared in his country. If
it was a success he promised to give the cook ten rupees bakhshish.\fn{Gratuity.}
But it was not a success. All the expense and all these preparations were again in vain. The feast was declared
to be inferior to those in Shiraz. Not that it was owing to any fault of the cook. On the contrary, no feast could
have been cooked or served up better than this one.
The Kashmiri, now suspecting that his cuisinier was not so skillful as he thought him to be, engaged another
servant in his place, whom he ordered to prepare a still more elaborate meal for the following day, and promised
the man twenty rupees if the dinner was thoroughly approved of by the guest. However, there came the same
reply:
“My dear friend, your feasts cannot match those which are served up in my country.”
*
Some years elapsed, and the Kashmiri, being a traveler as well as his guest, found himself in the city of the
Shirazi, and seeking out his old friend’s house, called on him. He received a very hearty welcome, and was asked
to tarry there for three days, with which he complied. After ablutions and a change of garments he sat down to
smoke the pipe of friendship and peace, while dinner was being prepared. He waited with much expectation and
curiosity to see what kind of a dinner it would be.
“I shall now see,” thought he, “in what respect these Shirazi feasts are superior to ours.”
At last dinner was served. Imagine the chagrin and surprise of the Kashmir! when he saw simply a large tray of
boiled rice, dotted here and there with bits of vegetable, placed before him.
At first he thought it must be a dream, and rubbed his eyes to make quite certain that he was awake. Still the
same tray of rice and vegetables was before him. He rubbed his eyes again; he cracked his fingers; he stretched
his legs. Still there was the same tray. There was no doubt about it. These rice and vegetables were all that his host
had prepared for that evening’s meal. Perhaps this meager display was owing to the lateness of the hour of his
call, and that on the morrow a grander dinner would be provided.
The morrow came, and the third day, and still the same fare was provided. During the last meal the Kashmiri
could not refrain from asking the reason of his friend’s remark concerning the inferiority of Kashmiri to Shirazi
feasts. The host replied,
“Well, we here in Shiraz are very plain folk. We welcome you to our country and homely fare. You see us. You
have dined with us. Yesterday, today, and forever this is our manner of life. But the feast you provided in honor of
my coming (I thank you for it) was special, only for a day. Man could not always live at that rate; for the pocket
of the host would soon be emptied and the stomach of the guest impaired—the result to both would be most
unpleasant. Hence my remarks, of which I am quite certain you will perceive the truth.”
2
One day the governor was sitting in darbar, when a crow came flying into the hall and made a great noise. The
servants in attendance turned it out two or three times, but it persisted in flying in and making a great caw, caw, as
before.
“Evidently the bird has a petition,” said the governor. “Inquire what is the matter.”
Accordingly a soldier was sent on this errand, and as he left the hall the bird came and flew along before him.
It led the way to the Guri Daur,\fn{ The native racecourse.} where a woodcutter was lopping a poplar, upon a branch
of which the crow had built its nest.
“Caw, caw, caw!” said the bird most lustily when it arrived at the tree, and then flew up to its nest. The soldier
at once saw what was the matter, and ordering the woodcutter to stop his work, returned and told the governor.
3
Another day, when the governor was present in darbar, two men came and presented their petitions. They both
claimed a certain foal. It was a very curious case.
According to the custom of the country, they, being townsmen, had sent their ponies (mares) to the hills to
graze. Both of the mares were with young, and while they were in the shepherd’s charge gave birth to two foals,
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one of which was stillborn and the other lived. However, the living colt sucked milk from both.
The shepherd was not present at the time of its birth, and therefore when he came and saw this he could not tell
to which mare the colt belonged. Of course, when the season was over and the owners came for their ponies, both
of them claimed the colt; and as neither of them seemed inclined to give way to the other, they went to the court
about it.
After a little deliberation the governor ordered the men to take both the ponies and the colt down to the water,
and to put the colt into a boat and paddle out into the middle of the river;
“The mother of the colt,” said he, “will swim after it; but the other pony will remain on the bank.”
Thus was the case decided.
4
A Muslim owed some rupees to a pandit, but refused to pay him. At length the case was carried before the
governor, who heard what they had to say, and then put both the men into separate rooms. In a little while he
ordered the pandit to appear, and asked him whether his claim was a true one. The pandit replied in the
affirmative.
“Then take this knife and go and cut off the man’s nose for his dishonesty,” said the governor.
But the pandit begged to be excused, saying that he did not care so much for the money that he would cut off a
man’s nose for it.
Then the governor ordered him to return to his place, and, as soon as he was out of hearing, sent for the
Muslim and asked him if he owed the pandit anything. The man replied in the negative.
“Then take this knife and go and cut oft the pandit’s ear for his false accusation,” said the governor.
The wicked Muslim took the knife, and left with the intention of doing so. But the governor called him back.
“I see,” said he; “you must pay the sum demanded by the pandit, and a fine besides. Tell me no more lies. The
man who would not scruple to deprive a fellow-creature of an ear for a trifle is not the man to be trusted.”
139.141 1. The Cat Who Became A Queen 2. A Stupid Boy: Two Folktales\fn{by Panditani Razi (before 1887- )}
Srinigar, Srinigar District, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (F) 1
1
“Ah me! ah me! What availeth my marriage with all these women? Never a son has the Deity vouchsafed me.
Must I die, and. my name be altogether forgotten in the land?”
Thus soliloquized one of the greatest monarchs that ever reigned in Kashmir, and then went to his zanana, and
threatened his numerous wives with banishment if they did not bear him a son within the next year. The women
prayed most earnestly to the god Shiva to help them to fulfill the king’s desire, and waited most anxiously for
several months, hoping against hope, till at last they knew that it was all in vain, and that they must dissemble
matters if they wished to remain in the royal household.
Accordingly, on an appointed time, word was sent to the king that, one of his wives was enciente, and a little
while afterwards the news was spread abroad that a little princess was born. But this, as we have said, was not so.
Nothing of the kind had happened.
The truth was, that a cat had given birth to a lot of kittens, one of which had been appropriated by the king’s
wives.
When His Majesty heard the news he was exceedingly glad, and ordered the child to be brought to him—a
very natural request, which the king’s wives had anticipated, and therefore were quite prepared with a reply.
“Go and tell the king,” said they to the messenger, “that the Brahmans have declared that the child must not be
seen by her father until she is married.”
Thus the matter was hushed for a time. Constantly did the king inquire after his daughter, and received
wonderful accounts or her beauty and cleverness; so that his joy was great. Of course he would like to have had a
son, but since the Deity had not condescended to fulfill his desire, he comforted himself with the thought of
marrying his daughter to some person worthy of her, and capable of ruling the country after him.
Accordingly, at the proper time he commissioned his counselors to find a suitable match for his daughter. A
clever, good, and handsome prince was soon found, and arrangements for the marriage were quickly concluded.
What were the king’s wives to do now? It was of no use for them to attempt to carry on their deceit any longer.
The bridegroom would come and would wish to see his wife, and the king, too, would expect to see her.
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“Better,” said they, “that we send for this prince and reveal everything to him, and take our chance of the rest.
Never mind the king. Some answer can be made to satisfy him for a while.”
So they sent for the prince and told him everything, having previously made him swear that he would keep the
secret, and not reveal it even to his father or mother.
The Marriage was celebrated in grand style, as became such great and wealthy kings, and the king was easily
prevailed on to allow the palanquin containing the bride to leave the palace without looking at her. The cat only
was in the palanquin, which reached the prince’s country in safety. The prince took great care of the animal, which
he kept locked up in his own private room, and would not allow anyone, not even his mother, to enter it.
One day, however, while the prince was away, his mother thought that she would go and speak to her daughterin-law from outside the door.
“O daughter-in-law,” she cried, “I am very sorry that you are shut up in this room and not permitted to see
anybody. It must be very dull for you. However, I am going out today; so you can leave the room without fear of
seeing anyone. Will you come out?”
The cat understood everything, and wept much, just like a human being. Oh those bitter tears! They pierced the
mother’s heart, so that she determined to speak very strictly to her son on the matter as soon as he should return.
They also reached the ears of Parvati,\fn{ Wife of Shiva, and one of the most powerful female Hindu deities. } who at once
went to her lord and entreated him to have mercy on the poor helpless cat.
“Tell her,” said Shiva, “to rub some oil over her fur, and she will become a beautiful woman. She will find the
oil in the room where she now is.”
Parvati lost no time in disclosing this glad news to the cat, who quickly rubbed the oil over its body, and was
changed into the most lovely woman that ever lived. But she left a little spot on one of her shoulders, which
remained covered with cat’s fur, lest her husband should suspect some trickery and deny her.
In the evening the prince returned and saw his beautiful wife, and was delighted. Then all anxiety as to what he
should reply to his mother’s earnest solicitations fled. She had only to see the happy, smiling, beautiful bride to
know that her fears were altogether needless.
In a few weeks the prince, accompanied by his wife, visited his father-in-law, who, of course, believed the
princess to be his own daughter, and was glad beyond measure. His wives too rejoiced, because their prayer had
been heard and their lives saved.
In due time the king settled his country on the prince, who eventually ruled over both countries, his father’s
and his father-in-law’s, and thus became the most illustrious and wealthy monarch in the world.
2
A poor widow’s misery was increased by the knowledge that her son, her only son, around whom she had built
up many, many hopes, was a half-wit. One day she sent him to the bazaar with some cloth, and told him to sell it
for four rupees. The boy went, and sat down in the most public thoroughfare of the city..
“How much do you want for that piece of cloth?” asked a man.
“Four rupees,” replied the boy.
“All right; I’ll give you six rupees for it. It is worth it. Here, take the money.”
“No, no,” said the boy; “its price is four rupees.”
“You scamp!” exclaimed the man angrily, and went on. He thought the boy was joking with him.
On reaching home in the evening he informed his mother of this incident, and she was grieved that he had not
taken the money. Another day she sent him to the bazaar, and advised him to salaam everybody, saying that
nothing was ever lost by politeness, but, on the contrary, everything was sometimes gained by it.
The stupid boy sallied forth, and began making salaams to everybody and everything he met—a sweeper, a
horse, some little children, a house. A number of asses, too, passed by with loads on their backs, and he said
“Salaam” to them also.
“Hey! you fool! what are you doing?” said the donkey-driver in charge. “Don’t you know that we say “Fri
fri”\fn{An exclamation used for urging on donkeys.} whereupon the boy commenced saying “Fri, fri” to every person
and thing. He passed a man who had just spread a snare for a bird that he very much wished to catch, when “ Fri,
fri” shouted the boy, and most effectually frightened away the bird.
“You blackguard! what are you doing?” said the man. “You should say ‘Lag lag,’ in a very soft tone.”
Then the boy began to say “Lag lag.” He was wandering about crying “Lag lag,” when he came across some
thieves coming out of a garden, where they had just been stealing the fruit.
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“What do you mean?” said they. “Be quiet, you fool, or say something else. Go and shout, ‘Let go one and take
the other.’”
So the boy did, and while he was shouting these words a funeral cortege passed by.
“Be quiet,” said some of the mourners. “Have you so little respect for the dead? Get along home.”
At length, disappointed and disheartened, not knowing what to do or what to say, the half-wit returned to his
mother and told her everything.
140.3 The Ogress Queen: A Folktale\fn{by Amand Ram (before 1887- )} Sunah Mashid, Srinigar Valley, Kashmir,
Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 3
People tell of a king who had seven wives that were all childless. When he married the first he thought that she
would certainly bear him a son. He hoped the same of the second, the third, and the others; but no son was born to
gladden his days and to sit on the throne after him. This was a terrible, overwhelming grief to him.
One day he was walking in a neighboring wood, and bemoaning his lot, when he saw a most beautiful fairy.
“Where are you going to?” she asked.
“I am very, very miserable,” he replied. “Although I have seven wives, I have no son to call my own and to
make my heir. I came to this wood today, hoping to meet some holy man, who would intercede for me.”
“And do you expect to find such a person in this lonely place?” she asked, laughing. “Only I live here. But I
can help you. What will you give me if I grant you the desire of your heart?”
“Give me a son and you shall have half of my country.”
“I will take none of your gold or your country. Marry me, and you shall have a son and heir.”
The king agreed, took the fairy to his palace, and very quickly made her his eighth wife.
A short while afterwards all the other wives of the king became pregnant. However, the king’s joy was not for
long. The beautiful fairy whom he had married was none other than a rakshasi, who had appeared to His Majesty
as a fairy in order to deceive him and work mischief in the palace. Every night, when the rest of the royal household were fast asleep, she .arose, and going to the stables and outhouses, ate an elephant, or two or three horses, or
some sheep, or a camel; and then having satisfied her bloodthirsty appetite, returned to her room, and came forth
in the morning as if nothing had happened.
At first the king’s servants feared to inform him of these things; but when they found that animals were being
taken every night, they were obliged to go to him. Strict orders were at once given for the protection of the palace
buildings, and guards were appointed to every room; but it was all in vain. Day by day the animals disappeared,
and nobody could tell how. One night, while the king was pacing his room puzzled to know what to do, the
supposed fairy, his wife, said,
“What will you give me if I discover the thief?”
“Anything, everything,” the king replied.
“Very well. Rest, and by tile morning I will show you the cause of these things.”
His Majesty was soon sound asleep, and the wicked queen left the room. She went to the sheep pens, and
taking one of the sheep, killed it, and filled an earthen vessel with its blood. Then she returned to the palace, and
went to the several rooms of the other wives of the king, and stained their mouths and clothes with the blood that
she had brought. Afterwards she went and lay down in the room while the king was still sleeping. As soon as the
day dawned she spoke him, and said to him,
“I find that your other wives have taken and eaten the animal. They are not human beings; they are rakshais. If
you wish to preserve your life, you will beware of them. Go and see if I am not speaking the truth.”
The king did so, and when he saw the blood-stained mouths and garments of his other wives he was terribly
enraged. He ordered that their eyes should be put out, and that they should be throw into a big dry well which was
outside the city; and this was done.
The very next day one of them gave birth to a son, who was eaten by them for food. The day after that another
had a son, and he was likewise eaten. On the third day another was confined; on the fourth day another; on the
fifth day another; and on the sixth day another: each had a son, who was eaten up in his turn. The seventh wife,
whose time had not arrived, did not eat her portions of the other wives children, but kept them till her own son
was born, when she begged them not to kill him, and to take the portions which they had given her instead. Thus
this child was spared, and through him in the future the lives of the seven queens were miraculously preserved.
The baby grew and became a strong and beautiful boy. When he was six years old the seven women thought
they would try to show him a little of the outer world. But how were they to do this? The well was deep, and its
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sides were perpendicular. At last they thought of standing on each other’s heads; and the one who stood on the top
of all took the boy and put him on the bank at the well’s mouth. Away the little fellow ran to the palace, entered
the king’s kitchen, and begged for some food. He got a lot of scraps, of which he ate a little, and carried the rest to
the well for his mother and the king’s other wives.
This continued for some time, when one morning the cook asked him to stay and prepare some dishes for the
king, saying that his mother had just died, and he was obliged to go and arrange for the cremation of the body.
The boy promised to do his best, and the cook left.
That day the king was especially pleased with his meals. Everything was rightly cooked, nicely flavored, and
well served up. In the evening the cook returned. The king sent for him, and complimenting him on the
exceedingly good food he had prepared that day, ordered him always to cook as well in the future. The cook
honestly confessed that he had been absent the greater part of the day owing to his mother’s death, and that a boy
whom he had hired for the occasion had cooked the food.
When he heard this the king was much surprised, and commanded the cook to give the boy regular employment in the kitchen. Thenceforth there was a great difference in the way the king’s meals were served up, and His
Majesty was more and more pleased with the boy, and constantly gave him presents. All these presents and all the
food that the boy could gather he took daily to the well for his mother and the king’s other wives.
On the way to the well he had every day to pass a faqir, who always blessed him and asked for alms, and
generally received something. In this way some years had passed, and the boy had developed into a still more
beautiful youth, when by chance one day the wicked queen saw him. Struck with his beauty, she asked him who
he was and whence he came. Nothing doubting, and not knowing the real character of. the queen, he told her
everything about himself and his mother and the other women; and from that hour the queen plotted against his
life. She feigned sickness, and calling in a hakim, bribed him to persuade the king that she was very ill, and that
nothing except the milk of a tigress would cure her.
“My beloved, what is this I hear? “ said the king when he went to see his wife in the evening. “The hakim says
that you are ill, and that the milk of a tigress is required. But how can we get it? Who is there that will dare to
attempt this?”
“The lad who serves here as cook. He is brave and faithful, and will do anything for you out of gratitude for all
that you have done for him. Besides him I know of no other whom you could send.”
“I will send for him and see.” The lad readily promised, and next day started on his perilous journey. On the
way he passed his friend the faqir, who said to him,
“Whither are you going?” He told him of the king’s order, and how desirous he was of pleasing His Majesty,
who had been so kind to him
“Don’t go,” said the faqir. “Who are you to dare to presume to do such a thing!
But the lad was resolute, and valued not his life in the matter. Then said the faqir,
“If you will not be dissuaded, follow my advice, and you will succeed and be preserved. When you meet a
tigress aim an arrow at one of her teats. The arrow will strike her, and the tigress will speak and ask you why you
shot her. Then you must say that you did not intend to kill her, but simply thought that she would be glad if she
could feed her cubs more quickly than before, and therefore pierced a hole in her teats through which the milk
would flow easily. You must also say that you pitied her cubs, who looked very weak and sickly, as though they
required more nourishment.”
Then, blessing him, the faqi sent him on his journey.
Thus encouraged, the lad walked on with a glad heart. He soon saw a tigress with cubs, aimed an arrow at one
of her teats, and struck it. When the tigress angrily asked him to explain his action, he replied as the faqir had
instructed him, and added that the queen was seriously ill, and was in need of tigress’ milk.
“The queen!” said the tigress. “Do not you know that she is a rakshasi? Keep her at a distance, lest she kill and
eat you!”
“I fear no harm,” said the lad. “Her Majesty entertains no enmity against me.”
“Very well. I will certainly give you some of my milk, but beware of the queen. Look here,” said the tigress,
taking him to an immense block of rock that had separated from the hill; “I will let a drop of my milk fall on this
rock.” She did so, and the rock split into a million pieces! “You see the power of my milk. Well, if the queen were
to drink the whole of what I have just given you, it would not have the slightest effect on her. She is a rakshasi,
and cannot be harmed by such things as this. However, if you will not believe me, go and see for yourself.”
The lad returned and gave the milk to the king, who took it to his wife; and she drank the whole of it, and
professed to have been cured. The king was much pleased with the boy, and advanced him to a higher position
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among the servants of the palace; but the queen was determined to have him killed, and debated in her mind as to
how she could accomplish this without offending the king. After some days she again pretended to be ill, and
calling the king, said to him,
“I am getting ill again, but do not be anxious about me. My grandfather, who lives in the jungle whence the
tigress’ milk was brought has a special medicine that I think would cure me, if you could please send for it. The
lad that fetched the milk might go.”
Accordingly the lad went. The way led past the faqir, who again said to him, “Whither are you going?” and the
lad told him.
“Don’t go,” said he; “this man is a rakshasa, and will certainly kill you.” But the lad was determined as before.
“You will go? Then go, but attend to my advice. When you see the rakshasa call him ‘grandfather.’ He will ask
you to scratch his back, which you must do—and do it very roughly.”
The lad promised, and went. The jungle was big and dense, and he thought that he would never reach the
rakshasa’s house. At last he saw him, and cried out,
“O my grandfather, I, your daughter’s son, have come to say that my mother is ill, and cannot recover till’ she
takes some medicine, which she says you have, and has sent me for it.”
“All right,” replied the rakshasa. “I will give it you; but first come and scratch my back—it’s itching terribly.”
The rakshasa had lied, for his back did not itch. He only wanted to see whether the lad was the true son of a
rakshasa or not. When the lad dug his nails into the old rakshasa’s flesh, as though he wanted to scratch off some
of it, the rakshasa bade him desist, and giving him the medicine, let him depart. On reaching the palace the lad
gave the medicine to the Iring, who at once took it to his wife and cured her again. The king was now more than
ever pleased with the lad, and gave him large presents, and in other ways favored him.
The wicked queen was now put to her wits end to know what to do with such a lad. He had escaped from the
claws of the tigress and from the clutches of her grandfather—the gods only knew how! What could she do to
him! Finally she determined to send him to her grandmother, a wretched old rakshasi that lived in a house in the
wood not far from her grandfather’s place.
“He will not come back any more,” said the wicked queen to herself; and so she said to the king, “I have a very
valuable comb at home, and I should like to have it brought here, if you will please send the boy for it. Let me
know when he starts, and I will give him a letter for my grandmother.”
The king complied, and the lad started, as usual passing by the faqir’s place, and telling him where he was
going. He also showed him the letter that the queen had given him.
“Let me read its contents,” said the faqir. And when he had read it he said, “Are you deliberately going to be
killed? This letter is an order for your death. Listen to it—‘The bearer of this letter is my bitter enemy. I shall not
be able to accomplish anything as long as he is alive. Slay him as soon as he reaches you, and let me not hear of
him any more.’”
The boy trembled as he heard these terrible words, but he would not break his promise to the king, and was
resolved to fulfill His Majesty’s wishes though it should cost him his life. So the faqir destroyed the queen’s letter,
and wrote another after this manner—‘This is my son. When he reaches you attend to his needs, and show him all
kindness.’ Giving it to the lad, he said, “Call the woman ‘grandmother,’ and fear nothing.”
The lad walked on and on till he reached the rakshsi’s house, where he called the rakshasi “grandmother,” as
the faqir had advised him, and gave her the letter. On reading it she clasped the lad in her arms and kissed him,
and inquired much about her granddaughter and her royal husband. Every attention was shown the lad, and every
delicious thing that the old rakshasi could think of was provided for him. She also gave him many things,
amongst others the following: a jar of soap, which when dropped on the ground became a great and lofty
mountain; a jar full of needles, which if let fall became a hill bristling with large needles; a jar full of water, which
if poured out became an expanse of water as large as a sea. She also showed him the following things, and
explained their meaning: seven fine cocks, a spinning-wheel, a pigeon, a starling, and some medicine.
“These seven cocks,” she said, “contain the lives of your seven uncles, who are away for a few days. Only as
long as the cocks live can your uncles hope to live: no power can hurt them as long as the seven cocks are safe
and sound. The spinning-wheel contains my life; if it is broken, I too shall be broken, and must die; but otherwise
I shall live on for ever. The pigeon contains your grandfather’s life, and the starling your mother’s; as long as
these live, nothing can harm your grandfather or your mother. And the medicine has this quality—it can give sight
to the blind.”
The lad thanked the old rakshasi for all that she had given him and shown him, and lay down to sleep. In the
morning, when the rakshasi went to bathe in the river, he took the seven cocks and the pigeon and killed them,
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and dashed the spinning-wheel on the ground, so that it was broken to pieces. Immediately the old rakhasa and
the rakshasi and their seven sons perished Then, having secured the starling in a cage, he took it, and the precious
medicine for restoring the sight, and started for the king’s palace. He stopped on the way to give the eye-medicine
to his mother and the other women, who were still in the well; and their sight immediately returned. They all
clambered out of the well, and accompanied the lad to the palace, where he asked them to wait in one of the
rooms while he went and prepared the king for their coming.
“O king,” he said, “I have many secrets to reveal. I pray you to hear me. Your wife is a rakshasi, and plots
against my life, knowing that I am the son of one of the wives whom at her instigation you caused to be deprived
of their sight and thrown into a well. She fears that somehow I shall become heir to the throne, and therefore
wishes my speedy death. I have slain her father and mother and seven brothers, and now I will slay her. Her life is
in this starling.”
Saying this, he suffocated the bird, and the wicked queen immediately died.
“Now come with me,” said the boy, “and behold, O king, your true wives. There were seven sons born to your
house, but six of them were slain to satisfy the cravings of hunger, I only am left alive.”
“Oh! what have I done!” cried the king. “I have been deceived.” And he wept bitterly.
Henceforth the king’s only son governed the country, and by virtue of the charmed jars of soap, needles, and
water that the rakshasi had given him, was able to conquer all the surrounding countries. The old king spent the
rest of his days with his seven wives in peace and happiness.
140.12 Shabrang, Prince And Thief: A Folktale\fn{by “an old shepherd” (before 1887- )} Krendih, nr. Bijbihara,
Anantnag Distict, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 7
A certain king of Kashmir was very fond of hunting. One day, when he went to some distant jungle to shoot, he
saw an animal that gave him such a chase as he never had before or after. He shot at it again and again, but
missed. Determined to get it, however, he pursued the beast more swiftly. A long, long way he ran, leaving his
attendants far behind out of sight and hearing. At length he could not run any more, and therefore stopped.
He found himself in a large well-kept garden, along one of the paths of which a beautiful girl was walking
unattended.
“Ha, ha!” said the king, going up to her. “Certainly! A wife like you, whom after marrying I could put aside
here in this jungle!”
“Of course,” retorted the maiden, “I’d marry somebody like you and get a child; and the boy should marry
your daughter!”
Surprised at her clever and ready reply, the king left the garden. He found his way back to the palace, and there
inquired about the beautiful girl. Nobody could tell him anything, and so he dispatched a messenger to make a
thorough and full inquiry. It appeared that the maiden was a princess, and was accustomed to go to the garden
where the king had seen her, because of its beautiful flowers, crystal fountains, and delightful shades.
On hearing this the king of Kashmir said, “I must marry her,” and ordered the most skillful and experienced
go-betweens to start at once and arrange for the match.
The go-betweens left, and as soon as they reached the kingdom of the princess’s father they obtained an
interview with His Majesty. Prostrating themselves before him, they said,
“Our king has sent us to you on a special errand, of which we care not to speak before all the people. We pray
Your Majesty, if it seem convenient, to grant us a private reception, when only Your Majesty and the chief wazir
may be present.” The king consented, and immediately ordered the clearance of the assembly-hall, and then, when
nobody but the king and chief wazir were present, the embassage\fn{ Embassy; an archaic term} again prostrated
themselves and said,
“O great king, live for ever! May peace and prosperity abide in your kingdom, and may all its enemies be
scattered. O king, we have been sent to you to arrange for the marriage of your daughter, the fame of whose
beauty has reached all countries, with our good and noble king of Kashmir. He knows her beauty and excellent
virtues, and cannot rest day or night till he is certified of your good pleasure concerning this his wish. Our king’s
goodness and power and wealth are not hidden from Your Majesty. We beseech you, therefore, to sanction this
most desirable union, and dismiss us.”
“I have heard,” the king said after a brief pause. “Tomorrow I will give you my reply.”
On the morrow, therefore, he consulted his wife and his wazir, and they both having accepted the match, he
called the embassage and told them to go and inform their king that the offer was approved, and that in due time
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arrangements would be made with him for the wedding.
When the king of Kashmir heard from his go-betweens that the other king would give him his daughter in
marriage he was exceedingly glad, and gave large presents to the go-betweens.
In a little while the king sent for him. A convenient day was at hand, and the message to him was to come at
once. Accordingly, attended by his most wise ministers and courtiers, the flower of his army, and a large company
of gaily dressed servants and richly caparisoned horses bearing gifts, the king of Kashmir started. He reached his
destination without any mishap, and was heartily welcomed by the other king.
Within a day or two the wedding took place. It is not necessary to speak of the magnificent arrangements of
everything—how that the palace seemed one blaze of jewels; and gold and silver, like so much rice, were
distributed to vast crowds of beggars who came from all parts; and the bride and bridegroom looked very
beautiful. All these will be supposed. Everything was splendidly done, and everybody was exceedingly happy.
On arrival in his own country after the wedding, the king of Kashmir put his new wife, with the rest of his
wives, in the royal haram But, strange to say, these first days passed without his ever seeing her or speaking to
her. In a little while her father sent for her, according to custom. So she went back to her father’s house, and there
remained; but she said nothing to anyone, except her mother, about her husband’s strange behavior to her.
To her mother, however, she explained everything. She told her of the garden episode also, and added that she
supposed it was on account of her retort that the king of Kashmir thus treated her.
“Never mind,” said the queen. “Don’t worry. Matters will right themselves again. Only wait.”
When three years had elapsed, and the king of Kashmir had not sent for or inquired after his wife, she went to
her father and expressed her great desire to travel, and begged him to allow one of his wazirs and a cohort of
soldiers to accompany her, in order that she might travel in a manner befitting her position.
“What do you wish to do? Where do you wish to go?” said the king.
“I wish to see something of other countries, and especially your feudatories; and in order that I may do so with
ease and pleasure, I beg you to give me help.”
“But you are a woman,” said the king, with an astonished air, and young and beautiful. How can you travel?
People will wonder to see you going about unattended by your father or mother. No; I don’t think that I can grant
your wish. I should be wrong if I did.”
“Then I must go altogether alone,” she said; “for I am determined to carry out my wishes.”
“Ah me! if it is so, I suppose I must give my consent. It will only be adding trouble to trouble to hear of your
death as well as your disgrace. But I ask you not to go very far—only in the surrounding countries.”
“I promise you,” she replied, and left the room.
Then the king summoned a wazir, one in whom he had special confidence, and ordered him to attend the
princess in her wanderings. His Majesty also gave him charge of all the money and jewels and other valuables
which his daughter would require on the journey.
In a few days the princess departed, attended by the faithful wazir and a large company of soldiers and
servants. Her first visit was to a petty king who held a small tract of country in fief under her father. Hearing of
her coming, this king went forth to meet her, and received her with great honor, and caused a great feast to be
made in her name. She remained there a few days, and then continued her journey. In this way she saw nearly all
the adjacent countries, and learnt very much of their rulers and their ruled.
At length she arrived near her husband’s country of Kashmir. She naturally wished very much to see it-its
court, its bazaar, and its commerce, and everything concerning it. Accordingly she sent a letter to the king saying
that she. was the daughter of a certain king to whom he paid tribute, and that she was now waiting outside the
walls, and wishing much to see the city within them.
When the king of Kashmir had read the letter he summoned his wazirs and others, and at once went forth to the
princess’s camp, and conducted her to his palace. There everything that could minister to the illustrious visitor’s
comfort and pleasure was ordered and got ready. A special suite of apartments were set apart for her, the walls of
which were hung with the most beautiful cloths, and the floors covered with the richest carpets; the most
sumptuous food was provided; and the royal minstrels were bidden to be always present. These excellent
arrangements charmed the princess, who at the end of the day thanked the king for his attention, and promised to
remember him to her father. The next day, in the course of conversation, she said to the king of Kashmir,
“I have something to say to you privately. Please come into the room.”
Thinking that she had a special message for him from her father concerning his country, he did so. It happened,
however, that she loved him, and had called him aside into that room in order that she might tell him so, and
entreat him to allow her to stay there as long as she liked, and to come and see her constantly.
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Overcome by her beauty and entreaties, the king of Kashmir consented, and was often in her society. Many,
many months thus passed, till the princess revealed her intention of leaving for her own country. Her excuse was,
that she had other cares, and wished to be at home again. However, she promised to return as soon as possible,
and giving the king her ring, asked him for his ring and handkerchief in exchange, in token of this promise and of
their affection for one another. The king did so, and kissed her.
The princess then left Kashmir, and returned to her own country as soon as she could. Everybody was very
glad to see her back. The king, her father, was much interested in the account of her travels, and professed that he
was now glad that she had visited the different countries. The queen, her mother, was intensely pleased to hear of
her expectations of a child, and began to concoct all sorts of plans for the bringing together of the husband, wife,
and little one.
At the appointed time a son was born, and they called him Shabrang.\fn{ Persian for black, dusky, obscure. Any
especially wicked, cunning boy is often called Shabrang by his companions, after the hero of this tale. } When the king heard of his
birth he was much enraged, for he thought that his daughter had done wrong.
“This comes,” he cried, “of sanctioning her wild request! Oh that I had not been such a fool, and allowed her to
go! Her character is ruined; her husband will never have anything to do with her; and my name is brought to
reproach. Alas! alas I better to die than to suffer this!”
“Not so,” said the queen, who had been attracted by the king’s loud voice. “You have not asked who is the
father of the child. He who ought to be the father is the father; and nothing has happened to damage either our
daughter’s reputation or your name. While traveling the princess visited her husband’s country; and feigning
herself to be another, she was admitted to her husband’s palace, and there quickly won his affections, so that he
grieved exceedingly to part with her; and now she has given birth to a son by him. To accomplish this end was her
only reason for asking your permission to travel.”
On this explanation His Majesty’s anger and grief entirely disappeared. The thought of a son having been born
into his family filled him with joy, and he praised his daughter for her affection and cleverness.
As the boy grew he became wise and learned. Every instruction was given him, so that he had knowledge of
almost every art and science then extant. He was also brave and skillful with the sword. The king was exceedingly
proud of his grandson, and declared his readiness to make him one of the chief wazirs, and in a few years to
deliver up the throne to him, if his father, the king of Kashmir, would not acknowledge him.
His mother, however, was bent on Shabrang becoming a thief.
She thought that by such a training he would become proficient in all manner of trickery and cunning, and thus
be a great help to her in the accomplishment of her wishes. Accordingly, the most clever master-thief in the
country was sent for, and ordered to take Shabrang and educate him in all the secrets of his art, and he was
promised a very handsome present when the youth should be judged perfect.
The thief said that he would try to teach him thoroughly, and he had no doubt that in a few months Shabrang
would become an incomparable thief. Within three months the master-thief returned with the lad, and said that he
had learnt remarkably quickly and well, and that the princess would not find him wanting in any respect.
“Well,” said the princess, “I will examine him to see whether it is as you say. If Shabrang can climb yonder
tree (which was an immense buni) and can take away the hawk’s egg from the nest without disturbing the hawk, I
shall be pleased.”
“Go,” said the master-thief, “and do your mother’s wish.”
Away went Shabrang, climbed the lofty tree in a trice, and so skillfully inserted his hand into the nest and
underneath the hawk, and took away the egg, that the bird did not notice anything, and remained quiet and still
long after Shabrang had descended and given the egg to his mother.
“Clever I well done!” she said. “But go you now, Sbabrang, and take that man’s pajamas from him.” She
pointed at a laborer who was on the way to his house.
Shabrang at once left, and running round a field, got some distance in front of the man, and then sat down by
the path and looked most earnestly up at a tree. Presently the laborer came near, and being very curious about
what did not concern him, like the majority of ignorant people, he asked,
“What are you looking up there for?”
“O wretched fellow that I am!” replied Shabrang, assuming a most pitiful expression. “My beautiful coral
necklace is on the top of this tree. I was playing with it, and accidentally slung it up there. Will you please fetch it
for me? I promise to give you two rupees bakhshish.”
“Oh yes,” said the laborer, and immediately swung himself on to the lowest branch of the tree, and climbed
higher and higher in the direction indicated by Shabrang. Shabrang thought that he would surely have taken off
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his pajamas before climbing; but the laborer refused to do this, saying that there was no need. So now Shabrang
knew not what to do. He could not return to his mother empty-handed.
His wits, however, did not fail him. He found a reed, and putting one end of it by an ant-hole, soon had it filled
with those insects. Then, taking the reed, he climbed the tree after the laborer, till he got within a yard or two of
him. The laborer did not notice him, because of the dense foliage and the noise of the wind and birds. Seeing his
opportunity, Shabrang put the reed to his mouth and blew with all his strength against the man’s pajamas. In a
minute or two the poor laborer was itching terribly, and looking down, saw that the whole of the lower part of his
body was covered with ants. He supposed that he must have rubbed by one of the holes of these insects in
climbing. At all events they were there, and he had to unfasten his girdle, and pulling off his pajamas, throw them
out on to the ground.
Happy Shabrang! As quickly as possible he descended, picked up the pajamas, and went to his mother. The
princess was astonished.
“You have been well taught. I do not fear for you now,” she said; and then turning to the master-thief, she gave
him a handsome present and dismissed him.
One morning, not long after this, while Shabrang was playing with other youths in the palace garden, one of
the company twitted him about his illegitimate birth. Very much surprised and annoyed, Shabrang immediately
left the game and ran to his mother.
“Mother, mother, tell me of my father,” he cried, almost breathless.
“My boy,” she replied, “you are the son of the king of Kashmir, to whom I was duly married, but by whom I
have been most cruelly deserted.”
“Dear mother,” said Shabrang, “why did you not tell me this before? And why doesn’t my grandfather avenge
this insult at the point of the sword?”
“Be not hasty,” the princess answered. “To wound and to slay are not necessary, if other means are at hand,
You are a sharp and clever boy. Go to your father’s country, and so ingratiate yourself in the king’s favor that he
will promote you to high office, and offer you his own daughter in marriage. When matters reach this stage send
for me, and then I will give answer to the king whereby he will be convinced of his wrong, and perhaps restore his
banished wife and place his brave and clever son on the throne.”
“Good,” said the youth; “I will struggle hard to do this.”
As quickly as possible Shabrang started for Kashmir. On arrival the first thing he did was to make friends with
the king’s doorkeeper. This friendship increased, until the doorkeeper liked Shabrang so much, that he would do
anything for him. One day he asked him whether he wished for employment in the state, and how he would like to
serve in the king’s palace. Shabrang thanked him, and replied that he should be very happy to undertake some
definite work.
And so the doorkeeper introduced his friend to the king, and spoke most eloquently of his skill and wisdom
and general fitness for any important work that His Majesty might be pleased to grant him. The king was satisfied
with Shabrang’s appearance and manner and speech, and at once appointed him one of the royal attendants, in
which position Shabrang quickly prospered, and became most popular with the king and every one.
After a time he thought he would put to the test the training which he had received from the master-thief. So
every alternate night, and sometimes every night, he went on stealing expeditions. He stole here and there about
the city, wherever he found opportunity, and hid all the ill-gotten things in a pit in a field. However, this did not
interfere with his regular work. Every morning he was always most punctual at his post.
By-and-by so many people losing their money and valuables, and no traces of the thief being discovered, a
public petition was got ready and presented to the king, praying him to use all endeavors for the discovery and
punishment of the thief. His Majesty was much grieved to hear this news. He called the deputy-inspector, and
severely upbraiding him for the inefficient state of the police, ordered him, on pain of the royal displeasure, to
find the offender.
The deputy-inspector said that he was very sorry, and promised to do all he possibly could. That night he made
special efforts for the capture of the thief. Policemen were stationed in every street and lane, and were given strict
orders to watch; the deputy-inspector, also, spent the night walking about. Notwithstanding all these arrangements
Shabrang went to three or four places, stole as much as he had a mind to, hid what he had stolen in the pit in the
field, and then returned to the palace.
The following day the people belonging to these three or four houses went to the king and complained that
they had lost certain goods during the night. The king was much enraged. When the deputy-inspector saw His
Majesty’s great anger, he fell down on his knees and begged for mercy and justice.
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“Be pleased to listen, O king, to your servant’s words. I and all the police spent the whole night on patrol. Not
one of us has slept for a moment. Every street and every corner of the city have been thoroughly guarded. How,
then, can these things have happened?” The king was much astonished.
“Perhaps,” said he, “the people have a grudge against you, or perhaps some of your men are thieves; or it may
be that some servants in the different houses have arranged among themselves to do this thing. Howsoever it may
be, I expect you to discover the offenders, and to bring them before me; and I give you a full week for this
business.”
During these seven days and nights the deputy-inspector tried all manner of means to get some clue of the
thief. He disguised himself in various dresses; he had several of his men disguised also; he offered great bribes for
any information; he promised the thief or thieves the royal pardon if they would confess and desist; and he
advertised in all places that the State would honor and protect the man who should discover the thief, so that no
person might fear to reveal the matter.
But all was in vain. The thief was not discovered, although he was stealing all this time, and even more than
before. These extra measures for his capture put Shabrang rather on his mettle, and excited him to dare yet greater
things.
The city was much disturbed. Everybody, from the king himself down to the most menial subject, was in
constant fear of being robbed. By day and by night, although everyone kept a most careful watch over his
property, yet nobody felt safe.
“What can be done?” inquired the deputy-inspector on the evening of the seventh day. “No person can do more
than has already been done.”
“True,” replied the king; “but take you the army also, and order them as you will.”
So on the seventh night soldiers as well as the police were posted at near distances from one another all over
the city, and ordered to watch as for their own lives. The deputy-inspector also walked about the whole night
supervising matters. In the midst of his peregrinations he saw a figure moving stealthily along in a garden by the
riverside.
“A thief, a thief!” he shouted, and rushed up to it.
“Nay, nay,” was the reply; “I am a poor gardener’s wife, and have come hither to draw water.”
“Strange time to fetch water,” said the deputy-inspector. “Why did you not get it before?”
“I was too busy,” was the reply. Then said the deputy-inspector,
“Have you seen or heard anything of the thief?”
“Yes, yes; but I was afraid to give any alarm, lest the man should strike me. He has just been along here and
taken a lot of my hak.\fn{Vegetables.} If you can wait a little you may catch him, as he is most likely to come by
here again. He came from that quarter, and he has gone over there.”
“Good news, good news, good news!” said the deputy-inspector; “but how can I catch him? There is not a bush
here to hide one; and seeing me, he will run off.”
“Put on my old pheran, and pretend you are drawing water. He is almost certain to come and take the rest of
my hak, and then you can go up to him and seize him.”
Now the deputy-inspector did not like the idea of going up to a man of that character. However, he took the
pheran and asked to be shown how to draw water. The gardener’s wife tied him to the weighted end of the beam,
which acted as a lever for drawing up the water, and then told him to pull the string that was attached to the other
end. He did so, and as will be supposed, was carried up some twenty feet into the air. Then the gardener’s wife
fastened the down end of the beam to a peg in the ground, and taking up his clothes, left him.
“Oh, oh!” exclaimed the deputy-inspector.
“Be quiet,” said the gardener’s wife on going away, “or the thief will hear you and not come this way. Keep
quiet. You need not fear. The beam will not come down of itself. When the thief is coming I will let you down,
and then you can catch him.”
Within half an hour Shabrang (the gardener’s wife) was sleeping in his bed. Within half an hour, also, there
being no sign of a second visit from the thief that night, the deputy-inspector asked to be let down. But he
received no answer.
“Oh, let me down!” he shouted, thinking that the gardener’s wife had fallen asleep; “let me down, for the thief
is not coming here again tonight. Let me down; the wind is blowing cold. What am I doing here, while the thief is
probably stealing in another place?”
Still no answer. Then he shouted again, and threatened the gardener’s wife with heavy punishment, pretending
that he knew her name and her house. But still there was no reply.
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“Alas!” he cried at last, “what trickery is this? The wife of the gardener can be no other than the thief, and the
blackguard has fastened me up here!”
Early the next morning other people complained to the king that their property had been stolen. His Majesty
sent for the deputy-inspector to know what he had done during the night; but the deputy-inspector was not at
home, and had not been to his house since the previous evening. So the messenger went all over the city hunting
for him. At length he came by the garden where the deputy-inspector had unfortunately entered, and there found
the poor wretched man, dressed in a woman’s pheran, sitting across the raised end of a well-beam, and almost
frozen with the cold. Lest the king should not believe him, he begged His Majesty to come and see for himself
what had happened to the deputy-inspector. The king went, and when he saw the man he could not refrain from
laughing—his position was so ridiculous.
As soon as the deputy-inspector’s feet touched the ground, he explained to the king how it had all happened,
and entreated him to take away his life, as he did not care to live.
“What shall we do?” inquired the king of his chief wazir. “A great and terrible calamity will happen to our
country if it is not soon rid of this thief. How can it be averted? The people will not suffer the loss of their goods
much longer. Rather than live in this dreadful uncertainty they will quit the country.”
“This cannot and shall not be,” replied the wazir. “If Your Majesty will allow me, I will go this night and
search for the disturber of our peace.”
The king assented. Just as it was beginning to get dark the wazir mounted his horse and set out. Shabrang, the
thief, also went out, and in a little while appeared as a poor Muslim woman, wearing a ragged pheran and a
greasy red kasaba,\fn{A tiny red cap worn by Kashmiri Muslim women. } over which a dirty puts\fn{A piece of cloth thrown
over the head and allowed to hang down almost to the ankles. } was carelessly thrown. He sat at the door of a mud hut, and
ground maize by the dim light of a little oil lamp, that was fixed in the wall just behind. It came to pass, as
Shabrang quite expected, that the wazir arrived at the place, and attracted by the sound of the grinding, drew up
his horse; and asked who was there.
“An old woman,’ was the answer. “I am grinding maize;” and then, as if observing for the first time that the
rider was the wazir, she said in a most piteous tone,
“Oh, sir, if you could catch the thief! A man has just been here and beat me, and taken away nearly all the
maize which I had ground for my dinner.”
“A thief—what!—where! Tell me who it is. In what direction has he gone?”
“There, down there,” pointing to the bottom of the hill. The wazir rode off and explored the neighborhood, but
found not a trace of the thief, and therefore came back again to the old woman to inquire further.
“I have told you everything,” she replied; “but what is the good? Dressed as you are, and riding on a grand
horse, you will never catch the thief. Will you listen to the advice of an old woman? Change places with me.
Change clothes with me. You stay here, and I will go quietly in search of the fellow. You remain here and grind
some maize. He may come by again, and then you, can catch him.”
The plan seemed good, and so the wazir agreed. Presently Shabrang, dressed as a grand wazir, and mounted on
a most beautiful horse, might have been seen riding through the hazar of the city. An hour or so after he might
have been seen talking with some other of the king’s attendants in the court of the palace.
The next morning several other people came weeping and complaining to the king about the loss of their
property. Some had lost money, others jewels, others grain.
“Sorrows, a hundred sorrows! What shall we do? Call the wazir,” cried the king.
A messenger was at once dispatched to the wazir’s house, where it was heard that the wazir’s horse had arrived
without its rider; and, consequently, the whole family were almost mad with anxiety, supposing that the wazir had
met with the thief and had been slain by him. When His Majesty heard this he was terribly grieved. Ordering his
horse, he bade some of his attendants—Shabrang among the number—to accompany him at once in search of the
wazir.
“It cannot be,” he added, “that one so wise and faithful should perish in this way.” In an hour or so, as the
company were passing the little mud hut, they found the missing wazir, dressed in all the dirty, greasy rags of a
poor Muslim woman, and weeping most pitifully.
“Your Majesty, please go, please go,” he cried. “Look not on my shame. I can never lift up my face in this
country again!”
“Not so,” said the king. “Courage! We shall yet find the man who has thus disturbed our country and disgraced
our wazir.” His Majesty then ordered the wazir to be taken to his house.
For the next night the thanadar\fn{The chief magistrate of an administrative district in Kashmir. } offered to superintend
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arrangements, and notwithstanding his subordinate position, was accepted by the king. That night Shabrang
disguised himself as the wazir’s daughter, and waited in the wazir’s garden, hoping that the thanadar would reach
the place some time during the early part of the night.
He was not disappointed. Just before khuphtan\fn{Bedtime; the Persian word conceptualizes a time between 9:0010:00PM.} the thanadar passed that way, and, seeing somebody walking about the garden, he inquired who it was.
“The wazir’s daughter,” was the answer. “What are you looking for?”
“The thief,” said the thanadar. Yesterday he disgraced your father, and before that the deputy-inspector; and
now tonight I am trying my fortune.”
“Well, what would you do with the man if you got him?”
“I’d put him in the prison in chains, and flog him every day as hard as the blackguard could bear it.”
“Oh, let me see the prison!” said the girl. “I’ve often wished to see it, but my father never would let me. Now
is my opportunity. It is not far. I should so like to see the place.”
“You must wait for another time. I haven’t leisure now. And besides, your father would be angry if he knew
that you were outside the garden at this late hour.”
“He will never know,” replied the girl. “He is ill. He was brought home ill yesterday. Make haste. I am
coming.”
Thus constrained, the thanadar led the way to the prison. Only one policeman was on guard there, as all the
rest had been ordered out to find the thief. At the girl’s request the thanadar showed her everything. He even put
on the chains, and went within the cell and showed her how the thief would fare if he were caught and put in the
prison. Then Shabrang (the wazir’s daughter:) gave the thanadar a push and sent him toppling, and closed the
door of the cell; and taking off the girl’s dress, he put on the thanadar’s turban and fastened the thanadar’s belt
round his waist, and went straight to the thanadar’s house. Speaking hurriedly to the thanadar’s wife, he said,
“Give me some money and the jewels. I must leave the city and seek a living elsewhere. I have failed to find
the thief, and therefore the king will no more favor me. Let me have these things and go. I will send you word
where I am, and how and when you are to come to me.”
The woman immediately gave him the jewels and several hundred rupees in cash. Shabrang then kissed her
and went.
The following morning the king sent for the thanadar, and not finding him at home, caused search to be made
for him throughout the city. Great was His Majesty’s astonishment when he beard that the thanadar had been put
into chains and placed within the innermost prison, and that the thief had visited the thanadar’s house and
obtained all the family jewels and the greater part of their savings. He called an assembly of all the wise men in
his country to confer with them as to what should be done under the present distress.
“You see,” he said, “that it is useless to try and catch the thief. We may as well try to lay hold of the wind. the
whole of the police and the greater part of the army have been watching for several days. Everybody has been on
the alert. For the last week several in each house have always been awake. Greater precaution there could not
have been, and yet the people are robbed. Our wazir and deputy-inspector and one of our thanadars have been
made laughing-stocks in the city. What can we do? If any person can help us, or if the thief himself will confess
and promise to eschew\fn{Abandon.} his evil ways, we will give him our daughter in marriage and the half of our
country.”
On this Shabrang stepped forward and asked His Majesty’s permission to speak.
“O king, you have promised before all the great and wise in your land to give your daughter and the half of
your country to the thief if he will only confess and desist from stealing.”
“Yes,” said His Majesty.
“Then know you, O king, that I am the thief; and to prove my words, let Your Majesty be pleased to command
all those who have lost any money or property of any kind during the last few weeks to attend at a certain place
outside the city on the morrow, and I will give them back their goods.”
The whole assembly was electrified with astonishment. People stared at Shabrang as though he were a god.
Some thought that he was mad and knew not what he said. At length, after some moments’ dead pause, the king
spoke and said,
“It is well; it shall be so: Shabrang, attend me.”
The king left with Shabrang, and the assembly was dismissed. In private His Majesty repeated his promise, and
said that arrangements for the wedding and for the handing over of half of the country would be made as soon as
possible.
On the morrow all who had been robbed of anything gathered together in a large field by the wall of the city,
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and there, in the presence of the king and his wazirs, Shabrang restored all the money and jewels and clothes that
he had taken. Everybody went away pleased, and there was peace again in the land.
On returning to the palace Shabrang begged the king to permit him to send for his mother, that he might get
her counsel and help concerning the marriage. The king agreed, and Shabrang’s mother was sent for.
She arrived as quickly as she could, and at once had an interview with the king. His Majesty received her most
graciously, and expressed himself as most glad to be able to give his daughter to one so clever and handsome and
well-bred as her son.
“Your Majesty speaks kindly,” she replied, “but this marriage cannot be. It is not lawful to marry one’s son
with one’s daughter. A brother cannot marry his own sister.”
“I do not understand you,” said the king.”
“And no wonder,” was the reply, “for you do not remember me; but this ring and this handkerchief will remind
you of me. Take them, please, for they are yours, and give me back the ring which I gave you in exchange.”
She then told him everything—how that she was his lawful wife; and how that, because he had forsaken her,
she had visited him in disguise; and how that Shabrang had been born to him; and how, when he had grown up,
she had prevailed on him to go to the Kashmir court. Now was fulfilled what she spoke to him that day when they
first met in her father’s garden, “A boy should marry his father’s daughter.”
Then and there the king of Kashmir was reconciled to his wife, and Shabrang was acknowledged as prince and
heir to the throne. Henceforth all three lived together for many, many years in great joy and happiness.”
ABOUT 1888

118.89 Teja And Teji\fn{My title}: A Folktale\fn{by Srimati Jnanadasundaari Jhirad (c.1888- )} North Lakhimpur,
Lakhimpur District, Assam State, India (F) 3
There was a rich peasant. He had two wives. The elder wife had a daughter and the younger a son and a
daughter The boy’s name was Teja while his sister was called Teji. Their stepmother was not over-fond of Teja
and Teji. Nor did she like their mother, for she was the peasant’s favorite. One day both the wives went to have a
bath in the tank. The younger one asked the elder one to give her a scrubbing. While pretending to scrub her the
elder wife pushed her into the tank and said,
“Remain there as a big tortoise.”
The younger wife immediately changed into a tortoise and had to remain in the tank. When their stepmother
came back Teja and Teji asked her about their mother. She said harshly,
“How should I know where she has gone?”
So the day was over. Next morning Teja and Teji went out with the cattle to graze them. As they were walking
along the bank of the tank a tortoise came out and addressed them:
“My dears, I am your mother. Your stepmother pushed me into the water and turned me into a tortoise. I
wonder if you have had enough to eat.”
So saying she took an arum leaf, put a little of her vomit there, and asked her children to eat it. They ate up the
vomit and felt hungry no longer. Thus every morning they used to meet their mother and eat her vomit.
The elder wife now noticed that the children did not complain of hunger and were growing healthier and more
attractive day by day. She had given good things to her daughter to eat, but that girl never put on flesh. Her
suspicions were roused and one day she sent her daughter along with Teja and Teji to see if her stepchildren had
anything to eat anywhere. Teja and Teji now thought how to give the slip to their stepsister and meet their mother.
They sent her away after a straying cow and came to their mother, but as they were trying to have a hurried meal
their stepsister returned and found them out. She also wanted a share of what they had taken. Teja and Teji gave
her a share but urged her not to say anything to her mother. The girl promised not to report the matter.
In the evening when the children returned home the elder wife noticed that her own daughter looked quite well
fed and began to question her if the children had taken anything anywhere. The girl said,
“No, we did not take anything.”
Her mother did not believe her and began to question her further. At last, in fear of a beating, the little girl had
to report everything that had occurred. That very evening the elder wife placed some potsherds under her sleeping
mat and took to her bed. As she tossed in her bed the potsherds crackled and her husband asked her,
“What’s the matter with you?” She said,
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“Ah, I am aching in all my joints, I am so ill.” He asked,
“What would you like to eat?” She groaned and said,
“I think that big tortoise in the tank—its flesh would be good for me.”
The peasant arranged to have the tortoise caught. When Teja and Teji came to know of this they rushed to their
mother and told her. She said,
“My dears, no use weeping. Listen to what I say. When they would cast their net to catch me I won’t be caught,
but if you yourselves try to catch me, even with some ordinary contrivance, I will get caught. When after dressing
and cooking me they will invite you to eat with them do not eat my flesh but hide it under the leaf-plate. Later
find some way to bury the flesh along with the leaf-plates on the bank of the tank. There I will grow as a tree of
gold and silver and help you in times of difficulty.”
They promised to do as she had instructed them. Next morning when the men tried to catch the tortoise she
could not be caught. When they were tired of casting their nets the children went forward and easily caught her
with an ordinary fishing contrivance. But they did not eat her flesh and afterward buried it on the bank of the tank.
Next morning there grew a tree of gold and silver. People flocked to see the wonderful tree, and the King also
heard about it. The King came and wanted to take it away, but there was none who could uproot it. Teja was
standing close by and he said to the King,
“Your Majesty, I can pull it out for you, but you must promise to marry my sister.”
The boy spoke in this way because he had been instructed by his mother. The King agreed to his proposal, and
Teja pulled out the tree. The King thanked the boy and said,
“Your sister is too young, let her grow up, then I’ll marry her.” The boy gave the King a grackle and a
pomegranate seedling and said,
“Your Majesty, it is just possible you will forget about my sister. Take these two things with you, and when the
bird starts to talk and the plant bears fruit come and take away Teji.”
The King promised to do so. After some days the grackle started talking and the pomegranate bore fruit, but
the King had completely forgotten about his promise. One day while he was resting the bird sang out:
Ezar nizal paril
The pomegranate has ripened and dropped.
How is it the king has forgotten?
Sister Teji is grown up now.

The King was startled to hear the voice and as he looked around the bird sang again:
Ezar niza paril,
The pomegranate has ripened and dropped.
How is it the king has forgotten?
Sister Teji is grown up now.

Now the King remembered his promise to marry the girl. So, without delay, he set out for Teji’s village,
married the girl, and started back with his new bride.
The King had seven wives he had married earlier, and they did not like that another wife should be added to
their number. When the King returned in a boat with Teji and the boatmen were about to moor the boat, the eldest
wife sang out:
Do not get off here,
O evil Teji,
This is my ghat.

When the boatmen tried to moor at another spot, another wife sang out:
Do not get off here,
O evil Teji,
This is my ghat.

In this way all the seven wives did not allow her to get off at seven places. So the boatmen had to moor the
boat at another ghat or landing place.
Teji had a happy time with the King. Her stepmother, however, was unhappy that she should have such a good
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fortune. After a year when Teji gave birth to a boy, as is usual she wanted to pay a visit to her parental home. The
King gave her leave. When she arrived her stepmother seemed very solicitous about her comfort and welfare. One
morning she said to the girl,
“Come, let me do up your hair.” While pretending to comb her hair she pushed a thorn into Teji’s head and
said,
“Change into a mynah.”
Teji instantly turned into a mynah bird and flew to the roof of the house. When after a few days the King sent a
letter and men to take back Teji, her stepmother dressed her own daughter in Teji’s clothes and ornaments and sent
her away with Teji’s child in her arms. The bird followed the litter of the false wife.
In Teji’s dress the stepsister looked like her, and the King did not notice any difference. She was, however,
given constant trouble by the baby, who missed his mother. When the stepsister tried to dandle and console the
child, the mynah cried out:
Whose child it is, who dandles it,
She but leaves it making it weep all the more.

The King overheard the bird singing in that way and wondered. Teji had been weaving a netlike cloth on her
loom and it had remained unfinished. Her stepsister now sat at the loom and made a show of weaving, and the
bird cried out:
Whose net-cloth it is, who weaves it,
She but breaks the threads and leaves them knotted.

The King’s suspicions were aroused, for he had noticed earlier that his wife Teji could handle her child quite
well and, also, could weave ably. He took two sweet-balls and addressed the bird:
“O mynah, I have in my hand two sweet-balls—one the ball of hunger and the other the ball of thirst. If you
are indeed someone of my own then eat this hunger ball, if you are someone else then eat the ball of thirst.”
The bird alighted on his hand and pecked at the sweet-ball of hunger. As the King caressed the bird his hand
felt something sharp in the head of the bird. He pulled it out and lot there was Teji in the flesh. He now got the
entire story from her and grew furious at the perfidy of her stepmother and her stepsister. Directly he ordered his
executioners to kill the impostor, put her flesh and fat in a cask, her head and hands and feet in another cask, and
her blood in still another cask. When his orders were attended to he asked two men to carry the casks to Teji’s
stepmother. He instructed them thus:
“Give her first the cask of flesh and fat and say this is venison. Leave the other casks when you depart in the
morning.”
So they took the casks to the evil woman. When she received the first cask she said to herself,
“Excellent, my daughter went only the other day, she has already sent me presents, whereas the other girl did
not have such kindly feelings.”
So the happy mother cooked the flesh and served it to her household and with the fat she lighted lamps. The
King’s men said they were unwell and did not eat anything. When the feasting was over, they began to sing:
A relative cooked it, a relative served, they all ate together,
With a relative’s fat they lighted lamps, the floor was flooded with light.

The woman overheard them singing and asked,
“What are you singing there, men?” They said,
“We have got a high temperature and don’t know what we are singing.”
Next morning she found that the men had left and there were other casks near her door. She eagerly opened
them and when she saw the head and hands and feet and the blood of her dear daughter and realized what she had
fed on the night before, her grief and consternation knew no bounds. She rent the air, crying loudly.
1890?, ABOUT 1890

71.86 Excerpt from The Jagierdar Of Palna\fn{by Nalini Turkhud (1890?- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F)
5
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… The next day arrived. The evening found me with Elsie in her charming suite at the Metropol Hotel.
“Why! Haven’t you brought your bag and baggage?” she asked.
“I only came for tea,” I answered.
“That means you are not coming with me?”
“Of course, I am.”
The tea was brought in. Elsie closely surveyed me.
“Why are you so pale, child? Are you not well?”
“Am quite well, thank you. You are always making an unnecessary fuss about me.”
“Not at all! You need somebody to look after you.”
“I am not a baby. Twenty long years have passed.”
“That makes no difference. You are yet a child—too innocent to face this deceiving world.”
“I may have been—but I am not now. Experience has awakened—no, it has roughly shaken me out of the
illusions of my childhood.”
“Your case seems to be something like mine, Gouri,” Elsie said pouring the tea. “Wait, let us finish tea. We
will then sit in the quiet outside gallery, and I will narrate to you my surprising tale.”
Tea was over. Elsie beckoned me to the tiny, circular verandah, like gallery. A servant placed two wicker
chairs. We sat down.
*
For a considerable time, my usually jovial and talkative companion was silent and grave. She blankly looked
towards the distant scenery.
“You think me happy, don’t you? It is a pretence. There was a time when I was like you; innocent, trusting and
guileless, but instead of making me happy, my innocence made me suffer.
“Don’t look so tragic, Gouri. Listen to me with a smile. My tale may be bitter, yet it will be a warning to girls
like you. Have you heard the name of the Earl of Randolf?”
“You mean the owner of Eastborne Castle?”
“The same. He is my father.”
“Your father!,” I ejaculated. “Do you mean that you are the Honorable Miss Elizabeth Manners?”
She nodded.
“That’s me! Four years ago, I was engaged to Philip Esmond. Papa was against it, and I was then just like you
—too simple minded to understand that I was loved only as an heiress and not for myself. Philip flattered me. He
was a perfect and adoring gentleman. Handsome, obliging, with pleasing manners he seemed all that a girl could
desire. He proposed, and in the great enthusiasm of my first love, I accepted him. The marriage hour arrived, a
pale miserable, looking woman came to see me. I saw her. What do you think she revealed? She was the wife of
Philip Esmond. With tears she told me of the il ,treatment she had received at the hands of her apparently sleek
and polished husband.
“As soon as I came to know of it, my would-be bride-groom disappeared. Everything that was only a few minutes ago joyous and festive became suddenly gloomy and funeral. My papa cursed and swore; some guests
enjoyed the fun; others pitied me. Gouri! Had you been in my place how would you have felt? It was a bullet
through my ignorant heart and a shock to my simple faith. I gave up attending social functions for I hated the
crowd. It pained me when people intently questioned me about my wedding fiasco. Solitude became my sole
companion. I brooded; my health rapidly gave way, and I suffered more and more mentally and bodily.
“Every day poor papa anxiously surveyed his only child. He begged me to forget the incident; to occupy my
mind in something else. He, then gave me his long-asked-for consent, to appear on the stage.
“For two years I did theatrical work; it helped a great deal to heal my wounded heart. Then I appeared in three
British films; these demanded much of my attention and had more or less revived me from semi-insane state.
About this time, Captain Lawton was organizing a dancing revue. I joined him. We traveled all over and were
successful. The Indian trip then came. We had a very strenuous time in Bombay and Southern India, and now I
wanted a rest, so I decided to take a two months holiday in some quiet, healthy place. I was suggested this, and
seeing the place, I liked it and decided to come here.
“Well, Gouri, are you astonished to know my real position in life?”
“Certainly I am.”
“Do you feel ashamed of being a dancer’s friend?”
“Of course not! But still I cannot understand how you took a fancy to a poor girl like me. It is a puzzle to me.”
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She smiled.
“I do not know that myself, but I believe it was the first impression which drew me to you. If any other person
had been bitten that day, she would have got angry and cursed me—but you! You only offered an anguished smile,
and angelic civility. It astonished me, and I wanted to know more of you. Then in the hospital, from his manner I
thought the doctor to be some relative of yours. His rudeness had hurt me much. The next day when I wrote to
you, I had very little hope of a good reply—but it did come. Written in a peculiar, yet striking hand, it again
established your good nature. Days passed by, you told me little things about yourself and I gathered from them,
that you had also suffered. Here I saw in you, myself as I was before the shock of Philip Esmond’s deceit, and I
felt that at last I had found a real companion. For those who have undergone agony of this nature can only realize
what it is. Is it not so, Gouri?”
I nodded.
“Well, let us drop the curtain now. Have you notified your doctor that you’re leaving?”
“Not yet, though I hinted to him about it.”
“Why only hinted? You should have told him straight off.”
“I will tell him now.”
“I must wire to Lawton to engage two passages instead of one.”
“Do you mean on the steamer?”
“Yes.”
“How can I manage about going to Europe? I am so ignorant, foolish, besides, I have not even decent clothes
to wear.”
“Oh, leave that to me child. You may be a Hindu girl, yet to me you are, as a younger sister, and I should like
you to feel the same towards me.”
“It is so good of you. How in the world will I be able to repay your wonderful kindness!”
“Only by not mentioning it,” remarked Elsie.
The clock chimed eight o’clock.
“Is it so late?” I asked, surprised how quickly the time had passed.
“Yes, it is eight o’clock,” Elsie declared. “Dinner must be ready and oh! I forgot to tell you to change your sari
into a nice little one which I have brought for you.”
She ushered me to the dressing-room and showed me a beautiful crimson, silk-embroidered sari of some very
fine material.
“And this one,” she said revealing another cream colored one of the same pattern, “I have brought it for myself
and you must show me how to wear it. Which color do you like? I thought the red one will look better with your
olive skin.”
“But both the colors will suit you well.”
“What of it? I am not going to wear saris always. I brought this just for fun.” She put the yellow sari in its box.
“Quick! wear this; we will be late for dinner.”
“Please excuse me now. I have not told Mrs. Sinha. She will be waiting for me.”
“Let her wait. Who cares!”
“No Elsie, please let me go. It is the last night. From tomorrow I am with you till you get tired of me.”
“I suppose you are anxious to say farewell to your Orphanage kiddies, the hospital staff, and your blessed
doctor; are you not?”
“Of course, I am.”
“What time shall I send the car for you? Will one hour be enough for you to finish your parting bye-byes?”
“When are we leaving?”
“At 6.30 tomorrow morning.”
“Send the ca for me at half past nine.”
“Come with your bag and baggage; no changing your mind now.”
I departed and arrived at Manor Hall. Mrs. Sinha had dined, so I took my meals alone. Somehow, I was
unhappy at the thought of leaving. Three years had sheltered me here, in peace and security; but woe to my
wandering luck! Mrs. Sinha’s room was closed. I wanted to wish her good-bye and offer my humble gratitude for
the kindness which she had shown me. I asked Mary. She said:
“Her ladyship would not like to be disturbed.”
“Where is the master?” I asked.
“Upstairs, in the library. On his return from the hospital he enquired if you were in.”
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“At what time?”
“Eight.”
I went to my room; packed my few things in a newly bought leather suit-case. Then I departed to the doctor’s
library. I knocked.
“What is that?” came the doctor’s stern demand.
“It is me, Sir—Gouri.”
“Enter.” I did so.
“Well, what has brought you here?”
“I have come to bid you goodbye and thank you for all the goodness and kindness you have shown to a friendless girl.”
“Anything else?”
“No, nothing.”
“Where are you going?”
“To assume duties at my new post.”
“You are determined to leave?”
“There is no other alternative.”
“What if I make one?”
“My word is given.”
“You must be very happy to leave such humiliating surroundings?”
“No, I am not—in fact I am sorry to leave.”
“Do you know what will be the condition of one man, when you leave?”
I did not understand him. I was mute. He continued:
“You will be degrading him; taking your own words you, who have lifted him, will be dragging him down to
perdition.”
“I do not understand you.”
“Of course you will not. You are too innocent to know a man’s deep feelings.”
Suddenly his face became extremely stern.
“It means Gouri Dutt, you cannot go.”
“Everything is settled.”
A book was in his hand. He threw it on the table, got up, pushed his chair aside, and came towards me.
“Nothing is settled! Go and write a refusal to your master or mistress whoever it is.”
“I cannot do it.”
“Why not?”
“Because when your bride comes she will not like my presence here.”
“Who has told you so, and who is my bride?”
“The Rajkumari of Mena.”
He laughed.
“My little girl, what baseless information you have.”
“It is not baseless Sir. I have received it from a reliable source.”
“May I know the reliable source?” This perplexed me.
“Go on, out with it,” he demanded.
“Mrs. Sinha has told me, Sir.”
“And she has also told you that my bride will not like your presence here?”
I bent my head and kept my eyes on the mosaic-covered floor.
“Speak! For God’s sake speak!”
I did not speak.
For a moment he stood before me and then he fiercely turned towards the door.
“I will ask her,” he savagely growled.
I quickly moved forward, and caught the sleeve of his coat.
“Please don’t,” I begged, “it will cause me greater unhappiness.”
“Yes, and what about me—my life? Have you no thought for it? For years I have waited for my ideal—a
woman who would combine the East and West; who, with all her modern ideas and habits would lend them the
grace and modesty of the ancient Hindu girl. I looked all over for her; sometimes I thought I had a glimpse of her,
but ere I moved another step, I found myself mistaken, for either she would be too Westernized or too shy and
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stupid. I gave up hope altogether of finding my ideal woman when it was fated that I should save and bring an unknown wanderer home. She looked weary and travel-worn and as I carried her in my arms, dripping wet, a queer
sensation came over me. I felt that something entirely new was entering my life. I left her in Manor Hall and went
on my village cholera-tour.
“When I returned she was better, and was given the Orphanage Matron’s post for a trial. Here, this frail, shylooking mistress’s superb mode of teaching satisfied—no, it astonished me. I was at once struck by her reserved
and quiet nature, and studied her more closely whenever I got the opportunity to do. She was shy, yet she offered
a bold and daring glance; she was modern in outward appearance yet there shone within her the bright star of
venerable, time-honored, civilization. I tried to see more of her but whenever she could she always avoided me.
“Then one day an incident took place; little by little those close petals opened and displayed the interior beauty
of the flower. She became my sacred power; my holy altar, whereon I found perfect peace and happiness. Outside
my work, she alone occupied my thoughts.”
He tried to shake my hands off his coat-sleeve.
“Let me go,” he demanded, “I want to ask my mother as to why she wants to rob me of my only happiness.”
He faced me; my eyes met his.
“Gouri, I want to know why she told you all this—”
I interrupted:
“She has done it for your good; she knows her son’s welfare and what is best for him.”
“Stop your philosophy and let me go,” he again angrily demanded.
“I won’t, and cannot let you go. Kill me if you like. I will not leave you unless you promise me that you will
not utter, nor question Mrs. Sinha about any such thing.”
“What if I do go and tell her? What is your delicate strength against mine! If I want to go I can.”
So saying he wrenched himself free.
I stood defiant.
“Go! Give me my last parting shock. It must come. I am afraid it is fated to come. I must quietly swallow the
bitter pill of anguish which you are forcing on me. Three years hard labor has earned me your mother’s good will
and now you want to lower me in her eyes—”
But I abruptly changed my tone. I must not lose my temper; I must not get excited.
“I am sorry,” I commenced gently. “I forgot that I could never get rid of the disgraceful and cruel accusation—
it is like a contagious obstinate disease, and can only be shaken off by death alone. I happen to have not a very
pleasing past, so naturally your mother resents my staying here any more, because she came to know of this only
yesterday—from the Ranisaheb of Mena. No mother would like her son to associate with a girl of a doubtful
character. Mrs. Sinha has been too good to me but—”
I stopped and a sigh of agony escaped my lips.
From the door the doctor had listened intently but as I stopped, he came to me and caught my hands.
“Who accuses you? Who declares your conduct is culpable? Bring the persons to me. I will deal with them.”
“There is no need, Sir. What is destined must happen, so what good is there in my blaming the world!”
He patted my hands.
“My poor Gouri, how sadly you seem to have been misunderstood.”
“My outward appearance has deceived them.”
“It could not deceive me.”
“You may be mistaken.”
“I never am. My judgment is always accurate.”
I tried to draw my hands away.
“No Gouri, let them remain. Poor and unworthy as I am, I entreat you to accept me as your husband.”
“Sir!” escaped my dumbfounded lips but he unheeded me and continued:
“Let me shelter you from the pitfalls and dangers of this cruel world. Queer and whimsical I may be, yet I will
try to wash away sorrow and its every trace from your life. Quick! My tender flower. Say yes.”
Bewildered I stared at his face. :
“Gouri!” he recommenced, “Gouri, why are you so terrified? Speak to I me, tell me that you will accept me.”
“Are you trying to mock me?”
“Mock you! What for? You distrust my words?”
“Entirely.”
“May I know why?”
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“Because you are engaged to, and must marry the Rajkumari.”
“Why are you harping on the Rajkumari?” he vehemently asked. “I tell you I am not engaged to her, neither
will ever be. What love or respect do I entertain for her? She has physical attractions no doubt, but her heart is
barren no light shines through the windows of her soul. She is nothing; merely a beautiful doll.”
“Your mother desires you to marry her.”
“May be, but I am not going to sin against my own soul just to fulfill her desire.”
“There is no such thing—”
“Of course,” he interrupted, “when she desires me to marry a woman just for her family and rank, while my
bleeding heart will lie at the feet of another. What greater transgression could a man commit! If I marry, it will be
you; otherwise, through darkness or light, through joy or sorrow, I will remain as I am, a bachelor.”
“If you marry me, do you know that it will be a heart-breaking shock to your dear mother?”
“Never! If I ask her she will not go against my wish—my happiness.”
“She may consent outwardly, but in her heart she will keep brooding on what she will consider a misalliance.
No mother would like an ill-reputed, beggar girl to become her son’s bride. No! If I had been in her place, I would
not have liked it.”
There was a knock at the door.
“What is it?” hoarsely the doctor asked.
“Dr. Brownsab has sent me to tell you that the A Ward patient has been taken to the operation room.”
“For heaven’s sake go, I am coming,” was the doctor’s ferocious reply. His face was agitated and strange
lustrous gleams shone from his eyes. He studied my face.
“Well?” with that penetrating, yet agonizing look he asked.
“Let us bid goodbye, for we may not meet again,” said I.
He left my hands.
“Never,” said he, as he bent his head, “never will I touch those hands in farewell. Offer them to me as my
bride.”
He spoke with a queer gentleness which broke me down; tears came to my eyes. He then strode to the door but
abruptly stopped and faced me.
“Gouri Dutt,” he began with a strange force, “remember you leave me here in anguish, in pain, but let me tell
you that you may go even to the other end of the world, still a day will dawn when God will drag you to my side,
then you will come to me with faith and trust. You will offer your love nobly as my bride!”
And with a last tragic look, he banged the door and departed.
Unhappily I gazed at the swinging door. I heard the doctor’s heavy steps descend the stairs. How I longed to
call him back, to consent to become his bride. I loved him; he understood my inner feelings; he had offered me
comfort, a home, an honorable name, and last of all his heart. They were proffered with nobility, yet I could not
accept them.
Mrs. Sinha commanded my respect and I was not prepared to repay her kindness by ingratitude. She would, I
knew, feel extremely degraded to have me as her daughter-in-law.
I went downstairs, Mrs. Sinha’s room was open; she was seated in the armchair and was as usual, dressed in a
plain white mull sari, which made her look exquisitely divine. I entered, knelt at her side. …
33.51 Excerpt from Learn A Lesson, Baluti\fn{by Indira Sahasrabuddhe (c.1890- )} Maharashtra State, India (F) 2
… When\fn{From a chapter entitled: ‘Sonhu’s Remarriage.’} he saw that I had stayed home that night, Baba was happy
and relaxed.
I was married the next evening as scheduled at the auspicious moment of the day. The arrangements were
grand, and spoke well of our financial status. My father and my mother were so delighted that no one needed to
ask how happy they were. All the guests were pleased too.
I was the only one who was unhappy. But nobody was worried about me!
My mother thought that I must be happy because I had rich, brocade saris, clothes made out of expensive,
finely woven cloth as well as gold, pearl and diamond studded jewelry .
Poor Mother! How could she understand what I was going through? In fact, when I looked at the jewelry, all it
reminded me of was my slavery. It was to this jewelry that Father had sold me. Because of this jewelry I had lost
my freedom and become someone’s slave. God! Would my mother ever realize the importance of freedom?
Freedom is of no value to us. We are born only to serve—father or husband—that is what she believed. That is
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why the very things that grieved me must have made her happy. What a huge difference between the views of the
two generations.
We women have got used to depending excessively on men. We can’t even do the most minor things without
their help. That is why we have become the weaker ones, and are denied the freedom to choose our life partners.
Compared to the happiness I would have had with a plain cotton sari from Bhasker, what I got from this
jewelry was nothing. I wept all through the Laja-Hom;\fn{A note reads: The ceremony when popped rice is thrown into the
sacred fire.} but I pretended the smoke had irritated my eyes. Five or six days later the marriage rituals were over
and it was time to leave with my husband, Tatyasaheb. Fortunately Tatyasaheb had made a good impression on
me. He looked very gentle and affectionate. So I was not at all afraid to go with him.
Mother began to weep because I was going away to my husband’s house. That really made me want to laugh.
Baba and Ai had together pushed me out—and now they were upset about my going!
I had had enough of my father’s house. The very father who had given me so much freedom as a child had now
thrust this slavery on me. He had put chains around my legs and had finally destroyed me. And that is why I did
not feel sorry in the least to leave him.
All the same I felt heavy in my heart when I thought of Mother’s unstinting affection and of my innocent
brother Madhu.
Only Madhu cared about me. Sometimes when he found me alone he would come up and ask, “Tai, is there
anything you want me to tell Bhasker?”
Those moments really endeared Madhu to me. I was dying to know what Bhasker was going through, but I
said, “Madhu, what connection do I have with him now? Father has broken the tie between us. He has snapped it
and burned it down. Now I must learn to forget Bhasker—and if I can do that, it will be an achievement. In fact, if
that happens I would consider life’s duty fulfilled.”
Madhu was surprised—and disappointed—at my resolve not to mention Bhasker again, yet it showed me how
much Madhu himself approved of Bhasker.
*
Baba\fn{A chapter entitled: “Who Is the Real ‘Other’ Man?” } and Ai were both surprised when we suddenly arrived at
their house, but they were happy. Then, since we did not appear to share their happiness, they were perturbed.
Having accompanied me to my father’s house, Tatyasaheb left immediately for a friend’s house. He left from
there, that very night, for Bombay. All that he said to my father as he left was:
“Your daughter and I don’t get along with each other. So I don’t want to be responsible for her.”
Baba was flabbergasted when he heard that. He urged Tatyasaheb to explain everything before going away. But
Tatyasaheb would not listen to him. He ignored Father’s entreaty and left. Father sent for me immediately.
When I was called I knew I would have to answer his questions, and I went determined to speak boldly.
He was sitting in the hall, leaning against a large cushion, engrossed in thought. When he saw me he asked me
to sit down beside him and began, slowly, to ask about me. This was the first time we had met since my wedding.
After a while Father said:
“Sonu, we didn’t imagine that you would forget us so quickly after marriage. I wrote many times to
Tatyasaheb, asking him to send you over because Ai kept asking for you. But each time he wrote back to say that
you did not want to come to Pune. So we thought you must be very happy in your new world. In fact, once we
almost decided to come and visit Bombay so that we could see for ourselves. But your mother said, ‘How can we
go unless we are invited?’ That’s why we didn’t come. When I heard what Tatyasaheb said this morning, I was
really alarmed. I had not imagined that there would be problems between you and Tatyasaheb. What is it that you
lack that Tatyasaheb has abandoned you like this? And if he has no just reason we shall not hesitate to go to
court.”
I wanted to laugh. I said:
“Baba, in matters such as marriage force is of no use at all. First, I must explain that Tatyasaheb is not at fault
at all. In a way what he has done is right. Now, whether I take shelter here or not, whether you take me in or you
don’t, is an altogether different issue. But in this whole affair Tatyasaheb is not to blame at all. If anyone is to be
blamed for these misfortunes, it is you.”
“Me? Me to be blamed? Why? I haven’t been eating his bread. On the contrary, he should thank me because he
got my beautiful, educated daughter for his wife.”
“All that is true. But I feel you still haven’t understood your own daughter’s nature. How does it matter in any
way whether one is beautiful and educated? In a marriage what really counts is the harmony between two people
and the pleasure one gets in the other’s company. And that is precisely what is totally missing with us. Right from
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the very beginning, because I had Bhasker in my mind, whenever Tatyasaheb and I were alone, I felt like leaving
on one excuse or another. How could there be any talk of love? I really tried, but I can’t do it. I cannot make him
happy.”
“Is he a bad character? How does he ill-treat you? Does he beat you?”
I shook my head. That made Baba furious. He shouted:
“Then what do you mean by saying you don’t get along with him? Can’t you run his household? Was all the
education, all the careful upbringing we gave you useless?”
I sighed deeply. In order to make things clear to him I said:
“I don’t understand your idea of marriage, Father. In a marriage it is not enough that a man be good. There are
many good men in the world, but we do not consider marrying them. I agree that Tatyasaheb is a good man. He
really treats me very well. And I respect him. He has many good qualities. Yet, I cannot be a wife to him. I tried to
conform, and for the sake of your name I tried to behave. But I felt repulsed. I felt there was no difference
between me and a prostitute. If there was any difference at all, it was because they sell their bodies to a dozen
different men, while I sold mine only to one.”
“What do you expect me to do? Applaud?”
“What use is it to react like this, Baba? One cannot just ignore such grave questions. You may applaud me, or
condemn me, or consider me a fool—as you wish. But I don’t want to be responsible for giving birth to children
under such disgusting conditions. I managed somehow to live with him until today, trying to make up for my
faults—but that was a mistake.”
“Well,” said Father, letting out a deep breath. “Did you share these ideas with Tatyasaheb too? Did you tell him
that you do not want to live with him?”
“No, I did not say anything. When he realized that I loved Bhasker, he got angry and brought me back here to
hand me over to you. I think he feels a woman must always be in the custody of a father, husband, or brother!”
“He did the right thing. One should never give such notions of freedom as you have any scope.”
“Then why did you allow me this freedom when I was a child? Why did you educate me like a boy?”
“Because I didn’t expect you to abuse your education like this.”
“To think independently, Baba, is not to abuse education. The whole purpose of education is to think
independently and then reform the world.”
“I don’t need you to teach me this. Education can be used for both purposes: good as well as bad.”
“But what am I doing that is bad?”
“Bad? What can be worse or more contemptible than a woman from a good family whose eyes fall upon other
men with desire?”
“How can I help it, Baba, if for me Tatyasaheb is the ‘other’ man? You knew everything about me. You knew
how deeply I loved Bhasker. And yet you chose to ignore it. In fact you forced me into this marriage. If you had
actually given me the freedom, I would never have married Tatyasaheb.”
“Okay. It was good of you to comply with my wishes at that time. Perhaps now too you will go back and live
honorably with him.”
“No! That is impossible. What can I do if I just can’t forget Bhasker? I can’t behave like a wife to Tatyasaheb
when I love somebody else. Besides, I don’t want to give birth to any children in these disgusting circumstances.”
“On the contrary, I think that if you have a couple of children, you will begin to love Tatyasaheb because of
them.”
“Perhaps. But how can that be called love? That is just a materialist way of thinking. What you are actually
telling me is that I should take whatever Tatyasaheb offers me, do what he bids me to, and keep bearing his
children. And then, for the children’s sake, start loving him.”
“Huh! What a meaningless rigmarole all this is. Enough! It’s better to plug my ears than listen to such things.”
“What is the use of plugging your ears, Father? Tell me what is wrong with my way of thinking?”
“There is no point arguing with you. You are an insane woman. All that I know is that I must do something in
order to bring you back to your senses. Go! I need some quiet to think things through.” …
BEFORE 1891/1892

278.67e Excerpt from Bangali Striloker Bartaman Abaqstha\fn{by an otherwise anonymous lady (before 1891- )} West
Bengal State?, India (F) -1
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Although men are still holding a superior position in society compared to women, it is absolutely unreasonable
that they will abuse or oppress women and that they will enlighten themselves by education, leaving women
behind in the darkness of ignorance. Childbearing, childrearing and housework are duties that God has given
women to perform, but they are not the prime objectives of their lives.\fn{ In Bangla Mahila (July-August 1875, p. 241}
112.52 1. The Tricks Of Shekh Chilli I 2. The Tricks Of Shekh Chilli II 3. The Tricks Of Shekh Chilli III 4. Shekh
Chilli And His Gram Field: Four Folktales\fn{by Una Briscoe (before 1892- )} Bulandshahr, Bulandshahr District,
Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 2
1
Once upon a time Shekh Chilli came to his mother and said,
“Mother! Every day I go to the well when the women are drawing water, and none of them laugh at me.” His
mother said,
“If you throw stones at them they will laugh at you.”
He went next day to the well, but only one woman came, so he threw stones at her, but she did not laugh, so he
pushed her in. Then he ran and told his mother what he had done. She bribed some people to help, and they took
out the corpse, and in its stead threw a goat into the well.
The next day the friends of the woman began to look for her, and Shekh Chilli told them that he had thrown
her into the well. Some said,
“We will go and see.” Others said,
“No! It is only Shekh Chilli. Don’t listen to him.”
But they decided to go, and when they got there, they made Shekh Chilli go down into the well. He caught the
goat and said,
“Oh! it has got two long ears!”
The men above told him to bring her out and not to mind if her ears were long. He then called out,
“Oh! listen to me! She has four legs, long hair and two horns. Shall I bring her up?”
They told him to do so at once, thinking he mistook her two hands for legs and jewelry for horns. So Shekh
Chilli tied the goat to the rope, and when the animal arrived at the top they gave him a beating, and then at last he
succeeded in getting the women to laugh at him.\fn{ So the text, which has “laugh” in all four places where “laugh” is indicated.
But what is meant, from evidence in the folktale told by Farzand Ali, is that the shekh wanted the women to smile seductively at him, and
that this could be achieved if he flicked small pebbles at them in a culturally-accepted suggestive manner (which is what his mother
advises, as opposed to “throwing stones”); and that this whole scenario be contrasted with the women laughing at him in derision at the
end, whereas all he wanted them to do was to smile at him in flirtation at the beginning. Either ths is not a good translation, or the
translation is good, but the story is badly told.}

2
Next day, Shekh Chilli said,
“Amma! Amma! I am going to get a lal bahu,\fn{Red wife.} so make me some cake.”
When they were ready he set off, and on the road he saw a thorny tree, so he struck half the cake on it, and sat
a short distance off with the rest before him. An old woman and her daughter came by and said she was very
hungry. He said,
“Amma! I got these from that tree, yonder. Leave your daughter with me, and you go and get some too. What is
the use of tiring her?”
So she left the child with the Shekh, and when she was out of sight, he persuaded the girl to go home with him.
So he brought his wife home and said,
“Mother! Did I not tell you I would bring home a wife?”
So this was how Shekh Chilli was married.
3
Shekh Chilli said,
“Amma! Amma! I am going to seek my fortune in another country.” She said,
“All right my boy! Go!”
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So he started and stayed at a potter’s house. After he had been there two or three days the potter and his wife
went to a wedding and left their only child, a boy, with him. When they had gone the boy began to ask for food,
but Shekh Chilli said,
“I won’t give you any till you tell me where the money\fn{ Here, coined money: H} is kept.” For a long time he
would not tell, but when he got very hungry he said,
“It is under the flour-mill, in a pot in the opposite corner.” Then Shekh Chilli went and dug it up and mixed it
with some flour, and said to the boy,
“If you tell your father I will murder you.” Next day the boy’s father and mother came home, and Shekh Chilli
said,
“Amma! I have been here a long time and I must go home, so give me leave and give me the one-eyed ass to
carry my things on.”
Now Shekh Chilli had given this ass the money mixed up in the flour, and the one-eyed ass had eaten it. So she
said,
“Pick a nicer one out of the drove.” But he said,
“I only want it for my luggage.”
So thinking no evil she gave it to him. The Shekh started, and when he got home he said,
“Amma! I want to show the people my good fortune; you must clean the house.”
Then the chief people of the village came, and the Shekh brought out the donkey and beat it with his bludgeon
when all the money fell out of its mouth. Then they said,
“Will you sell the ass?”
At first he refused, but after a lot of persuasion he gave it for a tremendous sum of money. The buyers, to
purchase the donkey, sold some of their lands, some their houses and cattle, and so on till they had collected the
amount. Then they took the ass away, and all of them collected that night and beat the ass so that it died, but no
more money came out of its mouth. So they returned in a rage to Shekh Chilli and said,
“Return our money.”
“Return my ass,” he said.
So they cried and beat their breasts and had to stand the loss.
4
Once upon a time Shekh Chilli thought of sowing gram. So he asked some Lodha cultivators,
“Do you sow it parched or raw?” They said, “Raw, of course;” but he would not believe them, and said,
“Please tell me the truth.” One out of mischief said,
“We sow it parched.”
So the Shekh got all his seed-gram parched and sowed it, and out of the lot only three plants, the seed of which
had by chance escaped parching, came up. The Shekh was very pleased, and built a little hut near the place, and
used to keep the plants under a blanket at night to guard them from the cold. By this arrangement two of them
died, and he continued to watch the single plant as before. One night some thieves came to his hut and asked him
to come with them. He said,
“How can I, when I must watch my gram?”
“Where is it?” they asked. So he showed them the plant.
“Put it in your turban and come along,” said they. So he agreed.
By and by they came to a village, and they sent the Shekh and one of the thieves to untie some cattle in a cowhouse. One of the cows bit at the gram plant in his turban and caught some of his hair as well. He called out, and
the people of the house woke and caught him, but as he was only Shekh Chilli, they let him off with a beating.
Again the thieves took him with them, and when they got into a house he said,
“Hello! Here’s a drum in the corner. Let us have some music.”
On this the owner woke and the thieves escaped with difficulty, while the Shekh was again let off with a
beating.
When he met the thieves again he wanted them to let him accompany them. At first they refused: at last they
said,
“We will give you one more chance.”
So they went into a house where there was an old woman asleep with her hands over the fire boiling some
pottage. They shared the contents. of the pot, and Chilli seeing the old woman’s hands still spread out, thought he
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would give her a share, so he poured some of the boiling pottage over her.
She cried out in a fright. The Shekh got up into the roof, and the thieves crouched in the corners of the room.
“What is the matter?” asked the neighbors.
“The Lord above only knows,” said she. So the Shekh from the cross-beam called out,
“Look in the corners of the house.”
Then the thieves were caught and hanged, and the Shekh escaped in safety.
111.95 1. The Banya Boy And His Four Wives 2. The Brahman’s Sons And The Gusain 3. The Master Thief:
Three Folktales\fn{by Lachman Ahir (before 1892- )} Mirzapur, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 6
1
There was once a Banya, who had a very sharp son. When he grew up his father did his best to get him
married, but several times his proposals were rejected. Finally, with great difficulty, he made the arrangements.
The night before the marriage day his son was asleep, when he saw in a dream that a daughter of a Badshah, of
a Raja, of a Sahukar and of a Nat, were all four attending on him. When he woke his father called to him to come
and be married, but he answered that he would not marry until he could marry all these four. His father was
enraged that all his trouble should come to naught; so he beat his son, who ran away to a distant land.
There it so happened that the daughter of the Badshah was carrying on a flirtation with the son of the Wazir.
Just at that time they were walking about in the garden and were planning to hire a servant who would keep their
doings secret and would carry letters from one to the other. At the moment in came the Banyas son, who said that
he had come from far and wanted service. They asked his name, but he said he had forgotten it, and only knew
that people called him murkha.\fn{Fool.}
They decided that he would answer, and gave him the berth. Some time after these two were chatting as usual
and murkha was listening. At last they asked him what they had been saying.
“Well,” said he, “I heard you say that murkha had no jacket. Let us have one made for him by tomorrow.” The
girl replied,
“Yes. This was just what we were saying.”
And next day had a jacket made for him, believing that he was an utter fool. Again they were chatting, and she
asked murkha what they were saying, and in the same way he wheedled a coat and turban from her. Soon after the
lovers planned to run away, because, as the princess said, her father would never let them marry. So she told her
lover to go at midnight, that very night, to her stable and bring three horses saddled, ready, near her window.
When he came he was to fling a clod at the window. The moment murkha heard this he went off to the wazir and
said,
“Your son is planning to run off with the Badshah’s daughter. You had better be careful, lest the Badshah
murder you and your family.”
The wazir took the hint and promptly locked his son up in a room, where he remained tearing his hair in
misery.
Meanwhile at midnight murkha took the three horses to the window, woke the Badshah’s daughter, and she and
her maid came down, and the three of them started off. When they had gone some way the girl called to the
supposed wazir’s son,
“We have gone far enough. Let us halt here as I am dead tired.” But all murkha replied was,
“Humph! Come along.”
After some time she again wanted to halt and got the same reply. At last she said,
“Why are you so cruel? You know I never rode a horse in my life, and I am almost tumbling off.”
But he only gave her the same answer. So it went on till morning when the Badshah’s daughter discovered that
it was with murkha, not the wazir’s son, that she had eloped. She was so horrified that she fell off the horse, and
when she came to her senses, wept incessantly. Then her maid told her to harden her heart, that it was her fate to
go with murkha and not with the son of the wazir, and that she had better trust in Providence. So when evening
came the maid gave murkha a gold mohur and told him to go to the bazaar and buy some delicate food for her
mistress, and hire a comfortable house where they could stay. He went into the bazaar and could not find any food
he liked, so at last he bought some carrots which he thought would be soft food for the lady, and he also got some
halwa and puris, thinking that she might eat these if she did not fancy the carrots: and he could not find a first-rate
house, so he saw a grain-parcher’s oven, and thinking that this would be a warm spot, he hired it for the night.
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When he put the carrots before the Badshah’s daughter she became insensible at the sight, and when she
recovered, she said,
“How can I eat a thing I never saw in my life before?”
But the maid hinted to her that murkha had a little sense after all and had brought halwa and puris: so she ate
some of these. Then the maid asked him if he had hired a house, and he said,
“Yes; I have got excellent quarters.”
Then he took them to the grain-parcher’s oven, and at the sight the Badshah’s daughter again lost her senses.
But the maid went out and at length found a tolerable house, where they stayed for the night.
Next morning murkha went into the town, and saw some jewelers testing a diamond. Up came the Raja’s
jeweler and pronounced the diamond false. Murkha objected and said it was genuine. Then the Raja’s jeweler
said,
“I will make a bet with you. What will you stake?”
The Badshah’s daughter was wearing a diamond necklace, so murkha went and asked her to give it to him. She
at first refused to give it, but murkha threatened to kill her. So she had to give it to him. Then murkha took it to the
bazaar and said,
“I will stake this.” The king’s jeweler answered:
“If the diamond is genuine I stake my house and wealth and my place against the necklace.”
So the diamond was tested, and they put it on an anvil and struck it with a sledge-hammer. The diamond was
not broken, nay, it penetrated the iron. So murkha won the house, and wealth and place of the Raja’s jeweler. Then
he returned to the Badshah’s daughter and said,
“Come along. I have got another house for you.”
So he brought her to the jeweler’s house. She had no idea how he got it, for she knew nothing of the gamble.
Some days after her maid asked murkha to call a barber’s wife to give her mistress a bath. So he went off and
called the woman, who used to bathe the Raja’s wife, and she did the same for the Badshah’s daughter. But when
she went back to the Rani, she mentioned how lovely murkha’s wife was. The Rani told the Raja, and he was
anxious to see her. So he gave a general dinner in his garden and murkha had to bring his lady.
She was wearing her diamond necklace, but oppressed by the heat, she took it off and hung it to a tree, and
when she was going away forgot all about it: and only remembered it when she reached home late at night. Then
she besought murkha to go back and fetch it. So he went back, but the glitter of the diamonds had attracted a
black snake. When murkha touched the necklace the snake bit him and he died.
Next morning the gardener came, and seeing murkha dead, threw his body into the river and took the necklace.
Now as the corpse of murkha went floating down, it so chanced that a number of Nat girls were bathing, and all of
them set to tease one girl by saying,
“Here comes your husband floating down.”
When the body came close by, this girl saw that he had died of the bite of a black snake: so by a spell she knew
she revived murkha, and tied a string round his neck by means of which he became a parrot. Then she shut him up
in a cage, and every night she used to open the string, when he became a man again. Meanwhile she kept him in
her hut until it so happened that the party of Nats wandering about, doing their tricks, came below the Raja’s
palace. The Raja's daughter saw the parrot and sent word to her father to get it for her. At first the Nat girl refused
to give it up, but the Raja’s daughter was so pressing that she was obliged to give her the bird.
The Raja’s daughter was delighted and took the parrot out of its cage. By chance she noticed the string round
its neck, which, when she untied the parrot, turned at once into a man. This delighted the Raja’s daughter still
more, particularly as she was obliged to live alone. So she used to keep murkha in his parrot shape all day and
turn him into a man at night.
But one night the guard heard two people talking in the princess’s chamber, so they climbed up on the top of
the house and seeing murkha, tried to arrest him. Murkha had to escape, and running into the house of a Sahukar,
implored him to save his life. He said that he did not mind helping him, but that he could think of only one plan.
“I have,” said he, “an only daughter. Now if you are ready to marry her, you may go into the room, and when
the guard comes, I will tell them that my son-in-law is the only other man in the house.”
Murkha had to agree to save his life: so when the guard came to search the house the Sahukar put them off, and
next day married murkha to his daughter. Murkha then lived at the Sahukar’s house. But one day the maid of the
Badshah’s daughter with whom he first eloped, happened to pass by and saw him. She came and told her mistress,
who would not believe her.
“Why,” said she, “he is dead and the necklace is lost, and some one else must have taken his shape.”
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But the maid insisted that it was he. So she made her mistress come with her, and when she saw him, sure
enough it was murkha. So she caught him by the arm and said,
“What are you doing here? Come home at once.” On this, up comes the Sahukar’s daughter and says,
“What are you doing with my husband?” But the Badshah’s daughter said,
“He is my husband, not yours.”
As they were disputing thus a police-walla came up and was carrying all three to the Raja, when on the way
the Nat’s daughter met them and claimed him. When they got near the Raja’s palace, the Raja’s daughter
recognized him and caught him. So the policeman could do nothing, but take the five of them before the Raja, and
said,
“Your Majesty! Here’s a curious case. Four young women are fighting over one man.”
The Raja made an enquiry and heard all their stories. Finally he said,
“There is no doubt all four of you are his wives. So you better all live with him.”
So all ended happily and murkha’s destiny was fulfilled, in that he married the daughters of the Badshah, the
Raja, the Sahukar and the Nat.
2
Once upon a time there was a Brahman who had a wife and two sons. When the Brahman went to beg, it was
so with him that whether he begged for an hour or for the whole day, he never got more than a small basket of
grain. So one day he consulted his wife and said,
“We are both starving. We had better make over our boys to someone to teach. When they are able to write and
read, we will take one and leave the other with their teacher.”
This was agreed on, and the Brahman went out to beg and got his basket of grain which he brought home and
told his wife to cook at once, and give him the boys to dispose o£ So he went off a long way with the children
until night fell. Then they rested and ate their supper and went on again. At last they came to a forest, where they
saw a Gusain sitting in his hut. The Gusain said,
“Maharaj! Where are you going?”
The Brahman told him of his difficulties. Then the Gusain said,
“Well! Give me the boys. I will teach them. When they are educated you can have one and I will keep the
other.”
The Brahman agreed, and made over the children to him. Then the Gusain taught the elder boy carefully, but
gave him very little food, while he taught nothing to the younger boy, but fed and clothed him well, and used to
take him about. His object was that the elder should remain thin, and when the time came for his father to select a
boy he would chose the younger, and leave him the elder who was well versed in magic.
Meanwhile, when he came home after leaving the boys, the Brahman attended a funeral of a rich man and got
a cow as a gift. This cow had a calf, and the Brahman and his wife lived well on milk and cream. After four years
had gone his wife said,
“The boys must be educated by this time. You had better go and fetch one of them.”
He agreed, and told his wife to prepare some curds and milk to take with him for the boys. She did so, and he
started next morning. When he reached the forest he saw his elder boy up a tree breaking wood, a piece of which
fell in the curds. He called out, and the boy recognizing his father, said,
“O father! I am dying. The Gusain gives me only half enough to eat.”
His father hearing this wept, and gave him the curds. When the boy had eaten it he told his father how the
Gusain had fattened up the younger boy.
“If you choose him,” said he, “six months will finish you off in supporting him. But if you take me I will
support you all your life.” Then the father said,
“All right! I will choose you.” So the son said,
“You better stay here. If we come together the Gusain will kill us both.”
The father stayed behind and the son went back. In the evening the Brahman went to the Gusain’s hut, who
received him kindly, and made him sleep near him for the night. In the morning the Brahman said,
“I am going to take one of the boys.” Then the Gusain made both of them stand before him and said,
“Take whichever you like.” Then the Brahman took his elder son by the hand, and the Gusain said,
“You are wrong. This boy will cause you trouble and expense. You had better take the younger: at any rate you
can live on the jewelry he is wearing for a whole year.” But the Brahman said,
“His mother told me to bring the elder boy.”
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“All right,” said the Gusain, “but you will live to repent what you are doing.” So the two went off together,
and at last the boy said to his father,
“You must be tired. Look behind you.” When he looked round he saw that his son was turned into a horse,
which said,
“Mount on my back, and ride me into the town and sell me. Go away then, and when I get the chance I will
turn into a man and come to you.”
So the father sold him for Rs. 100 and went away. When his owner tied him up and left him, the boy
immediately took his former shape and came back to his father and said,
“It was well you took me, or you would not have made this money so easily.” But as he looked round he saw
the Gusain, and warned his father to go home, and said,
“I am off, and will bring my brother with me. If I don’t go you will never see my face again.”
So he turned round, and, seeing a tank there, turned himself into a fish and went into the water. When the
Gusain came up and saw the father alone he opened his book of spells to find out what had become of the boy. He
discovered that he was in the tank in the form of a fish. So he turned himself into bagula\fn{A paddy-bird.} and
began to devour all the fish in the tank.
Meanwhile an oil man brought his ox to water at the tank; and the Brahman’s boy at once went into the
stomach of the ox. When the Gusain had finished off all the fish in the tank and could not find the boy, he looked
in his book again and found that he was in the stomach of the ox. Then he hastened to the oil man’s house and
offered him any price he liked for the animal. At first the oil man declined to sell the ox, but finally the Gusain so
worried him that he sold it.
Then the Gusain carried it off and killed it, and began to cut it in pieces and separate the bones. But the boy
made the bone in which he was concealed jump away, and a kite seized it and carried it to the river bank where
the Rani was bathing. The kite dropped the bone on her clothes, and she called to her servants to pitch it away.
But the boy from within the bone implored her to save his life. So the Rani took the bone and shut it up in her
box.
Meanwhile the Gusain worked his spells again, and traced the boy to the Rani’s box. Then he went to the Raja
and said,
“Your Rani has stolen my bone.” The Raja was fiercely angry and struck the Gusain, but he said,
“Beat me as much as you please, but I won’t leave this.”
Then the Raja asked his Rani about it. The Rani said, “It is not a bone at all, but a Brahman’s son, and told the
Raja the whole story. Then the Raja said,
“It is a bad business. The bone must be given up to the Gusain.”
“At any rate,” urged the boy, “if you must give me up, sprinkle a little sarson\fn{Sesame.} about the place. But
please break the bone first.”
Then the Rani did, and immediately the Gusain turned himself into a pigeon and began to eat up the sesame.
But the Brahman’s boy became a cat and ate up the Gusain. Then he went off to the hut, recovered his brother,
seized all the Gusain’s treasure, and the two boys lived happily with their father ever after.
3
Once upon a time there was a king who was always magnifying himself, and he had an only son who was
always hearing his father singing his own praises. One day as the king was eating his dinner, he said,
“On such and such a day I caught so many thieves, and another day I caught so many, and I will catch another
tonight.” His son wondered at this.
“Why, he sleeps all night through and how can he catch thieves?”
So he determined to try him, and that night he went quietly into his father’s room and stole the katora\fn
{Bowl.} out of which he used to drink.
When the king woke and wanted a drink of water he could not find his bowl and began to beat his servants.
Then the prince came up and said,
“Father, you are always boasting. What a hand you are at catching thieves, and now some one has stolen your
bowl from your very bed head. This indeed is strange.”
Then he produced the bowl from under his arm and gave it to his father. The king asked,
“Who stole my bowl?”
“It was I,” said the prince, “who stole it in order to try you.”
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“I don’t believe it,” said the king. The prince replied,
“Let me try you again.” The king said,
“If you can steal my tray from my bedside tonight, then I will be certain it was you who stole my bowl, and I
will reward you and give you half my kingdom.” The prince replied,
“All right. I will steal it.”
So when he went to bed the king hung his tray over his head and filled it with water, in order that if anyone
touched it the water might fall on his face, and he would wake and catch the thief. When the prince saw that his
father had gone to sleep, he took some sand and, going into the room, poured a handful into the tray, and when the
sand had soaked up all the water he carried off the tray. In the morning when the king opened his eyes, what did
he see that his tray had been stolen. So he called his son, and the prince, coming with the tray, presented it to him.
The king said,
“Well done, my son. In a certain land there is a king and he has a daryai ghora.\fn{Horse of the sea.} If you can
steal this horse; I will admit you are a clever fellow, and will give you my whole kingdom.” The prince replied,
“I will steal it.”
So the prince started to steal the horse.
Now the king of that land had many failsuf\fn{Astrologers.} who used day by day to inform him if any enemy or
suspicious character came into his kingdom. That day, when they opened their books, they gave notice that a thief
was coming to steal the horse of the sea. The king was in great anxiety, and every day would ask the astrologers,
“How far off is the thief now?”
When they informed him that the thief was close by, the king ordered that the city gates should be closed, and a
guard posted to see that no stranger was admitted, and that no person left the city. So a guard was posted on all
four sides to prevent anyone entering or leaving the city.
It so happened that there was an old woman who used to go out of the city every day and collect firewood, by
which she supported herself When the guards prevented the old woman from going out as usual, she went
forthwith to the king and began to weep and strike her head on the ground, and implored leave to go out, saying,
“I live by collecting wood, and this is my only means of support.”
She made so great a disturbance that the king had to give her permission to go out once and return once to the
city during the daytime. So she used to go out, as usual, every day, and meanwhile the prince arrived near the city.
When he saw that the gates were closed and no one admitted he was in great perplexity. But next day, when he
saw the old woman come to collect wood he approached her and said,
“Old lady, if you take me into the city I will give you many rupees.” She said,
“How can I take you in; the guards will never admit you.” The prince answered,
“Well, let me sit in your basket, put some wood over me and take me in; and if anyone on the road asks you to
sell the wood, don’t sell it, but say, ‘I won’t sell my wood today.’”
The old woman agreed, put the prince in her basket, put some wood over him, and brought him in. On the road
many persons wished to buy her wood, but she answered,
“I wont sell my wood today.”
So she brought the basket into her house, and there the prince alighted. Then the astrologers said to the king,
“Your majesty, the thief has arrived in the city and will certainly steal your horse.” The king was in great
perplexity and issued a proclamation to this effect:
“If anyone arrests the thief, who has come to steal my horse, I will give him half my kingdom.”
Then the prince got himself up as a pandit, went to the palace and asked for employment. The king said,
“I must try you first before I give you a place among my other astrologers. Come now, tell me what is going to
happen.” The prince pretended to open his books, and soon after replied,
“Your majesty has a horse of the sea, and a thief has arrived in your kingdom with intent to steal it, and it is
quite certain he will succeed.”
So the king appointed him one of his astrologers.
Now the king used daily to make proclamation that whoever arrests the thief to him I will give half my
kingdom; but no one accepted the task. At last the kotwal\fn{The chief police officer.} went to the king and said:
“I will arrest the thief.”
The prince heard that the kotwal was preparing to arrest the thief, so he went to the house of a poor woman,
and putting on a single cloth round his loins and some grain in a basket, began to grind it, and sat up grinding till
midnight. Then he tied himself hand and foot with a rope, and just at that moment the kotwal approached on his
rounds in search of the thief. When be heard the noise of the grindstone, he began to think who can be grinding at
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such an hour. So he looked in and saw a woman tied with a rope, going on twisting the grindstone. When the
prince saw the kotwal he began to weep. The kotwal said,
“Why are you grinding at such an hour, and why are you weeping.” He answered,
“A man tied me up here, gave me so much grain and went away, saying, ‘I am coming back by-and-by, and if
you haven’t finished grinding it by the time I return, I will kill you.”
The kotwal was quite certain that this person must be the thief: so he took off all his clothes and put on a loincloth and tied himself up with a rope, and said to himself,
“When the thief comes and unties the rope, I will arrest him.”
So he told the other to leave, and he went away. In the morning the king made search for the kotwal and found
him tied up. So the kotwal went and said to the king,
“Your majesty, it is out of my power to catch the thief.”
Now the king had in his employment three pandits, who were brothers. They said,
“Your majesty, we will catch the thief.” So the prince went to their house and said to their wives,
“Tonight a shaitan\fn{Devil.} or a bhut\fn{Evil spirit.} will come to your house; if you wish to escape, then light
a good fire at night and sit beside it.”
The women believed him, and he went, and getting himself up as a barber, went to the pandits, who were
sitting on a river bank. When the pandits saw him, they said,
“Who are you?” He said,
“I am a barber. I thought it was daybreak and came to shave you: now what may you be doing here?” They
replied,
“We are sitting on the lookout for a thief.” He said,
“If a sharp thief, like this, sees you, he will run away. Now I have a thing with me which, if you shave your
heads and rub it on, you will be able to see everything yourselves, but will remain invisible to others.” So they
were much pleased and said,
“Come and shave us at once.” As he was shaving them he cut their scalps in a number of places, and rubbed in
hot lime well and said,
“Take a dip in the water.”
They all took a dip in the river, and as the lime was fresh, the moment the water touched it, it began to heat and
burn their heads, so they ran home, screaming with pain. Their wives were quite certain that a devil had come into
the house. So they took up sticks and commenced to thrash them. The pandits kept on crying out,
“Stop, we are your husbands.”
But the more they cried out the more the women beat them, till at last the women lighted a lamp and saw what
they had done and were filled with sorrow. Next morning the king sent for the pandits, and when he saw them he
was at first out of his mind with astonishment, and finally burst into laughter.
After this no one would volunteer to catch the thief. At last the king said,
“I will catch the thief myself.”
So he mounted his horse of the sea, and started at night to catch the thief. The prince met him, and the king
said,
“Who are you?” He replied,
“I am your majesty’s pandit, and without your orders I have come out to catch the thief, because it is written in
my books that the thief will certainly come here tonight. Now, please tie up the horse here and sit at a little
distance. I will watch by the horse, and when the thief comes I will straightway arrest him.”
The king believed his words and tethered the horse there and went and sat down a short way off. Without
losing a moment the prince mounted the horse and rode off at full speed to his own land. The poor king remained
wringing his hands.
When he got home his father was much pleased and seated him on the throne of his kingdom, which he ruled
with the utmost wisdom and ability.
111.100 1 The Soldier And The Jinn 2. The Muslim Who Forgot God Over Charity\fn{My titles}: Two
Folktales\fn{by Rahmat (before 1892)} Mirzapur, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 4
There was a soldier, who was in great poverty. One day somebody told him that in a certain city a banker in
whose house no one could live, and that no matter what clever people used to try and expel the jinn from there,
lost their lives. So he determined to risk his life, and leaving all he had in the world with his wife, he started.
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When he reached the banker’s house he found him sitting there in great grandeur. He saluted him, and the
banker asked who he was. He replied that he was a magician and had power over the race of the deo,\fn{Demons.}
the jinn, and the pari.\fn{Fairies.} The banker replied,
“People who were a hundred years old have attempted this task and failed. What can a youth like you do?” He
replied,
“I have arrested hundreds such.” Then the banker said to a servant,
“Well! Show him the house, but be ready at the back door to take his corpse when the jinn flings him out.”
When he got inside the house, what should he see but a masonry well in the courtyard: the whole place was
clean, which was usual in a deserted dwelling. Then with the invocation, “Bismillah” he continued his search. He
came on a lovely garden full of all kinds of fruits, in the midst of which was a lovely room with twelve
barahdari.\fn{Doors.} There was a splendid couch and two jeweled chairs. So he sat down on one of the chairs.
Four men in magnificent dresses appeared. One began to sprinkle water about, another to arrange the carpets, one
to settle the chairs, one to tie up the mosquito net of the couch. When they had done this, they said,
“Young man, why have you come into this danger, and are in a fair way to lose your life? You had better leave
this.”
So the soldier knowing he must go on with the adventure, made no reply. No time passed when a lovely
princess, about sixteen years old, appeared. She came and stood by him. He bowed to her and said,
“Pardon me, my lady.”
She smiled and seated him by her side. Soon after the jinn appeared in the form of a prince. He was sorely
wrath and said,
“What is this princess?” She smiled and said,
“Don’t disturb me. Don’t you know that this is my brother?” He replied,
“You never had a brother. Where did this one come from?” She said,
“I assure you he is my brother.”
“Is he older or younger than you?” asked the jinn.
“He is older than me,” she said.
So the jinn bowed and sat down in front of them, and asked the soldier all about himself. He said,
“How can I tell where I have been? I have been two days with this banker, and I heard from him that no one
could live in his house, but I did not know the reason. So I agreed to clear the house for him in return for a
reward. What good luck I had to meet your royal highness!” The jinn said,
“You are a truthful man.”
Soon after appeared a lovely handmaid. She stood with her hands clasped, and the jinn prince said,
“Bring.”
So she came up with a tray of food. He was afraid to eat: so the princess asked,
“Brother! Why don’t you eat?”
He made no reply, but the jinn forced him to eat. Then they all three lay down to rest. Then the jinn said in the
morning,
“I must go, but the servants will give you a bath and breakfast. When you are done, send back the dishes for
me.”
He went off, and so it happened for some days that the jinn used to return in the evening and the three used to
dine together. They all slept together, and in the morning the jinn and the princess used to go away and leave the
soldier alone. The soldier determined to see where they went to every day. Next morning as they were going, he
watched them. He followed and watched the princess push the jinn towards the well. The jinn pushed her in and
jumped in himself after her.
The soldier began to lament them both. As usual, the handmaid appeared with his food. When she saw him
lamenting, she asked him what was the matter. He said,
“Have you not seen, you wretch, that the prince and princess have fallen into the well?” She smiled and said,
“What business have you with tales like these? Mind your own business.”
He was much displeased, and finally she had to go and tell the princess that her brother was going to kill
himself for grief. Then the jinn told the princess to go and look after her brother. She came and found her brother
in an evil state. She asked,
“What have you done with yourself?” He began to weep and said,
“I saw you and the prince with my own eyes falling into the well. Why should I not weep.”
“What a fool you are,” she answered. “Did you ever see one lover push another into a well?”
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“Well,” said he, “how did you fall into the well, and why were you not hurt?”
“Why,” she answered, “it is in this well I live. When you eat I will tell you all about it.” Then they both ate,
and when they were done the soldier said,
“Go on with the story.” She said,
“Brother, I am the daughter of a merchant in a distant land. My father had a capital of Rs. 4,000. He and his
wife had two children. We lived well on his income. I was then eleven years of age. One day I was looking about
from the housetop. Suddenly a strong wind arose. I sat down to shelter myself. When the wind stilled, I saw this
prince there, armed with all five weapons, in royal attire. I said,
“‘How came you on my housetop?’
“I threatened to complain to my father. He followed me down. I sat down on my bed and thought that my
mother would surely see me and tell my father, and have him punished. I asked my mother,
“‘Have you eyes in your head, or don’t you notice anything?’ She said,
“‘What is the matter, girl?’ So I whispered to the prince,
“‘Don’t speak for goodness sake. No one sees you but I.’
“So I kept the matter quiet: and every day when I woke I used to see him standing before me with his hands
folded. Then I feared he might be of the race of the jinn or a bhut or pret. I feared he might injure me. I asked him
who he was and how he lived without eating. On this he began to weep and said,
“‘You have well spoken. I am starving for three days: give me some food.’
“I pitied him and told him to wash his hands, and that when I was eating I would give him some too. I called
him when I began to eat and wanted to give him a plate of his own. He said,
“‘Your father and mother will ask to whom you have given the food. Then what will you say? If you allow me
I will eat out of a corner of your plate and no one will notice it.’
“I was afraid of him, so I agreed. So it went on for many days.
“Soon after my father fell into difficulties and his creditors began to threaten him. In those days debtors were
hardly treated. My father came home weeping and made me over to my mother, while he went abroad. As I was
lamenting the jinn appeared and asked what I wanted. I told him all my troubles. He said,
“‘Is this all you are lamenting about? Tell your father to open his shop and sell his wares for anything the
purchasers will give.’
“Then he asked me to give him myself if he saved my father from his troubles. So I instructed my father as the
jinn advised: and my mother asked him to follow these instructions. He went and opened his shop. The jinn said,
“‘I am going to buy something from your father.’
“He went and bought a lot of things at so high a price that all his debts were paid off. Then my father having
become rich again, began to think of getting me married. The jinn hearing this wept and said,
“‘Lady! Now I can come here no longer.’
“I asked my mother not to get me married, but she would not mind. Then I told the jinn I would go with him.
He was much pleased and agreed to take me off at midnight, but we slept till morning, When I woke and saw it
was daylight, I gave him a slap. Then he awoke and reproached himself with his carelessness: and promised to
come immediately, when he disappeared at once.
“Soon after I got a pain in my hand. Physicians came, but could do me no good, and I died in an hour. When
my friends lamented me by name, I wondered for whom they were mourning. Then they took my body to the
grave. There the jinn appeared and asked me if I was coming. I said, “Yes,” and he took me in his arms and
carried me to this house.
Thus the princess told the soldier her whole story. He said,
“I will tell your friends all about it and bring them to see you.”
In the evening the jinn again appeared and said, “You two have had a long talk today.” She said,
“My brother talks of going home.” The jinn replied,
“He can go when he pleases. God protect him!” Then the soldier said
“Please leave this house as I am under an oath to the banker.” The jinn said,
“Ask your sister.”
She told me to tell him that the house was at his service. Then all three left the house, and the jinn gave the
soldier a lot of jewels and sent him off: but he was not to look behind him. He obeyed, and in a moment found
himself at his own door. He found his house full of gold and silver, and his wife laden with jewels. He said to her,
“Where did you get all these things?”
She told him that after he had gone, a person came and called him. He said he was a friend of her husband and
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had brought food for him. She told her child to tell him that her husband had gone abroad. He said, “All right. I
will leave the food here.” He did so and left four plates—two of gold and two of silver. She supposed he would
come back for the vessels. Next day he brought a fresh supply and every day brought a fresh lot of vessels with
clothes, jewelry, &c.
The soldier would not believe her story and threatened to cut her in pieces. That night no food came, and this
strengthened his suspicions. Next day he went off to the merchant, the father of the girl. He salaamed to him and
asked to speak with him in private. Then he told the merchant the whole story of the girl. He asked,
“When will she come?” The soldier said,
“Two days hence.”
So he entertained him. On the third day the jinn came with the girl and the soldier also brought his wife there.
Soon after it was rumored that a jinn was in love with the merchant’s daughter, and that the king of the land also
loved her. They began to plan to burn the jinn. The soldier agreed to help and soon got the jinn in his power. He
began to recite spells, when lo—a youth of twenty years appeared, and said
“Why are you keeping me in durance?”
The soldier paid no attention to his words: but pulled a feather out of his pocket and threw it on the ground.
This turned into a kite, and the jinn rolled about and also became a kite. Both flew away in a cloud of dust. When
the dust cleared they found that both had fought and fallen into the fire. One the soldier killed and burnt and the
other he put into his bag.
Soon the kite was burnt into ashes, from which a smoke arose, and the soldier enclosed it in a bottle, and thus
imprisoned the jinn. He showed it to all the people and then buried the bottle into the earth.
That night a boy dug up the place, found the bottle and took it with him to the river side where he opened it. As
he opened it a blaze of fire issued from the bottle, and the boy was consumed while the jinn escaped.
All this time the soldier thought that he had disposed of the jinn. When he appeared he caught the soldier and
broke his neck and tried to kill the king. He escaped, but his daughter fell in love with the jinn. So the jinn took
both her and the merchant’s daughter, and lived with them both ever after.
*
Once upon a time there was a Muslim who was very poor, and used to earn four pice a day\fn{1 pice = ¼ anna.}
by wood-cutting. Now he heard that whoever gives charity gets double in return. So he used to give a pice daily in
alms, one pice to his wife, kept a pice for his own food, and laid by one pice.
After some time he thought he would see if his store had doubled, but to his disgust, when he counted his
savings, he found he had only just as much as he put by. So he said,
“I will go and fight God, because He has not doubled my pice.”
So he shut up his house and started off, and when his neighbors asked him where he was going, he said,
“God has written in His book that whatever a man gives in charity He doubles, but He has not done so; so now
I am going to fight Him.” So his friends advising him, said,
“You fool! Has anyone ever fought with God?” He said,
“No matter. I am going all the same.”
On the road he met a man and the same conversation passed. So the man went to the King and said,
“There is a traveler here who says he is going to fight God.” The King said,
“Bring him before me.” Then the King asked him,
“Where are you going?”
And he made the same answer. Then the King said,
“You might as well, as you are going, ask God one question. My kingdom goes on all right during the day, but
is burnt up at night. Why is this so?”
At first he refused to do what the King wished, but finally, after great persuasion, agreed. As he went on he felt
very thirsty, and seeing a well, approached it, and found that it was full of filth, in which a man and woman were
submerged. When these people saw him they asked him who he was, and where he was going. He said,
“I am going to fight with God.” Then they said,
“When you meet Him, ask Him either to kill us, or to take us out of this well.”
He agreed and went on. When it became very hot he sat under a tree, but the tree was dry and did not keep off
the glare. Then he said,
“What is the use of this tree? It is only cumbering the ground.” Then the tree asked him who he was, and he
replied,
“I am a Muslim, and am going to fight with God.” The tree said,
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“You might ask Him either to make me green again, or cut me down because I am useless to weary travelers.”
So he agreed and went on. Then he saw a great fire burning in the jungle. As he was considering how to avoid
the fire, he found that the blaze proceeded from a firishtah.\fn{An angel.} The angel asked him where he was
going, and he said,
“To fight with God.” Then the angel asked,
“Has anyone ever fought with God?”
“What matter,” replied the traveler, “I will do it all the same.” The angel said,
“Well! Stay here and I will inform God.”
Then God sent the angel back to enquire what the man wanted to say. The man answered,
“In such and such a land there is a King, and his kingdom goes on well by day, but it is burnt up at night. What
is the reason of this? Secondly, on a certain road there is a man and a woman in a well who want to be killed, or
relieved of their trouble. Thirdly, there is a tree in a certain place—why has it withered? It wants either to be cut
down, or made green again.”
But he forget to tell his own complaint to the angel.
Then God answered his questions by the mouth of the angel:
“The reason why the King’s kingdom thrives by day and goes to ruin at night is that the King has a daughter.
All day she amuses herself with her companions, but at night her breath becomes cool, and then everything goes
wrong. When the King gets her married this will cease.
“And as regards the two persons in the well—they are great sinners, and are now receiving their punishment.
So when you reach this well throw a pinch of clay into it, and it will gradually fill up, but when the earth rises to
the top, place a large stone upon it.
“As to the tree—at its root there is a great snake in whose belly are two sapphires: near this tree is a smaller
tree. Take the root of this, and dig a little near the foot of the large tree. The snake will then appear. Put the small
root near his nose: he will vomit up the jewels and escape. Then the tree will become green again.”
So the man did as he was directed. When the snake appeared he was insensible, but when he smelt the root he
vomited up the sapphires. Then he came to his senses and disappeared, and the tree became green again. But the
man touched not the sapphires. When he came to the well he said to the man and woman,
“You are being punished for your sins.”
Then he threw a pinch of clay into the well and it became filled with rupees. But he took none of them, and
closed the well with the stone.
Then he came to the King and told him that if he got his daughter married, the trouble in his kingdom would
cease. So the King said,
“Where can I find a better husband for my daughter than yourself?”
So he had them married. And from that day the trouble in his kingdom ceased. The Muslim went back, dug the
treasure out of the well, and brought away the sapphires. And thus by the grace of the Almighty became
exceedingly rich and the son-in-law of the King, and after his death reigned in his stead.
So in this way his charity was rewarded.
111.104 1. The Four Princes And The Four Fairies 2. The Crow And The Sparrow 3. The Magic Ring Of The Lord
Solomon 4. The Pranks Of Hop-o’-my-thumb 5. Princess Pomegranate 6. The Tasks Of The Witch-Queen 7. The
King And The Evil Spirit: Seven Folktales\fn{by Maulavi Karmud-din Ahmad (before 1892- )} Mirzapur, Mirzapur
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 8
1
There was once a king who had four sons.
One night the king had a dream that there was a platform of silver, a tree of gold with emerald leaves, and fruit
of pearls hanging on it. Soon after he saw a peacock rise from the earth and alight on the tree, when it began to eat
the pearls. Suddenly all these things disappeared from his view as well as the peacock. On this the king woke and
found himself alone. He was confounded at this dream so that he could not attend his council. On this the king’s
sons said,
“Father! What has happened to you today?” He told them what he had seen in his dream, and said,
“If I see this sight once again I will live: if not I will die.”
They promised to arrange for him to witness the sight again if he would give them three months’ time. They
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asked him to be consoled, and to carry on his duties as usual. The four sons then started in four different
directions.
The youngest son went off towards Fairyland. When the youngest son reached Fairyland he sat down at the
door of a fairy. Soon after the fairy saw him and fell in love with him. Now these fairies were four sisters. They all
came up and saw the prince, and asked him why he had come here.
“If a deo\fn{Demon.} chance to see you he will eat you up.” He said,
“I have come to your door and now will not leave it.”
So the fairies agreed to keep him as their servant. Accordingly he stayed there, and shortly after he himself fell
in love with the fairy who loved him. He told her that he had come on business. She asked him what the business
was. He then told her his father’s dream, and that he had come in search of the sight which had appeared to his
father. So she asked him to explain what it was his father had seen. He explained it fully. The fairy said,
“All right! When do you wish to go?” He said,
“Only a fortnight remains out of the three months.” The Fairy said,
“You can go tomorrow. But remember that we are four sisters. When you reach home, place four chairs in a
row, and sit on one yourself and keep a drawn sword in your hand.” Further, she gave him a hair and a little box,
and said,
“When you burn this hair we, four sisters will appear. But take care that you do this yourself, and do not allow
anyone else to do it for you. If you fail we will never come. When we come we will dance. As we dance,
whichever of us begins to dance and then say, ‘Wah! Wah!’ cut off her head with the sword. By doing this the
platform of silver will be produced. When the second fairy dances and says “Wah! Wah!” cut off her head, and out
of it will be formed the golden tree. Do the same with the third, and the emerald leaves will be formed, and when
you cut off the head of the fourth, the clusters of the pearls will be produced. Soon after open the box which I
have given you, and out of it will come a peacock which will sit on the tree and begin to eat the pearls. Every
thing will then disappear: and the four fairies will appear sitting on the four chairs, and the peacock will return to
his box.”
The prince hearing this went home. As he was near home he saw his three brothers. He asked them if they had
brought this wondrous spectacle with them. They said they were unable to find it. Then the three princes asked the
youngest if he had found it.
“Yes,” said he.
The elder brothers thought it very curious that he should have succeeded when they had failed. So they made a
plan to learn the secret from him, and then throw him down a well. They asked him to draw a little water for them.
So he told them the secret and drew some water for them. Then they pitched him into the well. They went with the
secret to the king, and proclaimed through the city that whoever wished to see the spectacle should present
himself.
A great crowd assembled. One of the princes then burnt the hair and the four fairies appeared. They saw, as
they were flying through the air, that the young prince was not there. The princes put the hair several times on the
fire, but the fairies did not appear, but returned home.
On the way back the fairies were thirsty, and went to draw water from the well into which the little prince had
been thrown. They got a demon to let down a rope to draw water for them. The prince caught the rope. The demon
said,
“Who are you?” He said,
“I am a man. Pull me out.”
The fairies told the demon to draw him out. When the prince came out the fairies recognized him. When they
heard his story they told him to go home and put the hair on the fire, and they would come at once. When he came
home his three brothers wondered and said,
“Well, you can display the spectacle. But do not tell our father what has happened.”
He replied that he would say nothing. He burnt the hair, and the fairies appeared, and all happened as they
promised. The king was delighted at the sight.
Then another king who was present saw the sight and wrote him to order him to present the spectacle to him or
stand the risk of war. The young prince told the fairies that the other king had demanded to get the spectacle. The
fairies said
“You may prepare to fight.”
The other king wondered that this inferior king should dare to resist him. When the battle came off the fairies
sent the demon to help the little prince, and he in a moment disposed of all their enemies. Then the fairies
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pardoned the three brothers, and all four married the four princes.
2
There were once a crow and a sparrow who agreed each to eat the young of the other when they were born.
When the crow had young the sparrow ate them. When the sparrow had young ones, the crow wanted to eat
them. The sparrow said,
“Go first and wash your mouth in the tank.”
He crow went to the tank. The tank said,
“Go and bring a water vessel.”
The crow went to the porter. The porter said,
“Bring me clay first.”
The crow went to the cow and asked her to dig some clay. The cow said:
“First bring me some grass.”
The cow ate the grass and dug the clay. The crow took it to the potter. He made the vessel. The crow came to
the tank and was about to draw water when a king, who was sitting there on the watch for sport, slew the crow
with an arrow.
3
There was a king who had an only son, who was worthless and did not obey his father. The king was much
displeased with him.
One day the prince asked his father for Rs. 300, and said he wished to travel. The king gave him the money,
and the prince went to the stable and selected a horse. This he mounted and started on his travels.
He came to the shore of the ocean and saw four boys diving in the water. Soon after they brought up a box out
of the water. The prince offered to buy it. They asked Rs. 300 for it. He bought it and took it home.
The king asked him what he had brought. He showed his father the box. The king ordered the box to be
opened, and out of it came a dog. The king kept the box and the dog. Again the prince went on his travels, but
before he started he gave his mother a cup of milk and said,
“Mother, as long as this milk does not become sour know that I am alive.”
Again he reached the same shore of the ocean, and again he saw some boys dive and bring out a box. He
purchased this box also and brought it home. When he opened the box a cat came out of it. His mother said,
“You are a nice fellow! You never learn anything, and go about buying dogs and cats.”
Again the prince took Rs. 300 and went to the shore of the ocean. Again the boys brought out a box. He bought
it and took it home. When it was opened a snake appeared. The king was afraid at the sight and told the prince to
put the box in a jungle. He did so.
The prince reflected that the wretched snake was shut up in the box and would die: so he opened the box and
immediately a lad came out of it. The prince said,
“Who are you?”
“I am the son of the Lord Solomon. A sorcerer turned me into a snake and put me on board his ship and shut
me up in a box. He threw me into the ocean, and immediately he and his ship were submerged.”
Then he and the prince went to the Lord Solomon. When he saw them he was much pleased and began to
distribute alms. One day the son of the Lord Solomon said to the prince,
“If my father offer you any present accept nothing but the ring he wears.”
Then the Lord Solomon called the prince and offered him many jewels, but he would accept. none of. them.
The Lord Solomon asked him what he wanted, and thrice promised to give him anything he wished. Then the
prince asked for the ring.
The Lord Solomon with much regret was obliged to fulfill his promise. Then the prince asked the son of the
Lord Solomon what were the virtues of the ring. He replied:
“Whatever you desire will be produced from the ring.”
As they went on they came to a certain city where a princess had made a proclamation that she would marry
anyone who in a single night would build a palace in the midst of the sea. The prince went to her and said he
could fulfill the condition. The princess told her servants to take him to the shore of the ocean. They took him
there, and having dismissed them near morning he drew out the ring and ordered it to build a palace in the sea. At
once a splendid palace was built. So the prince and the princess were married and lived in the palace.
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One day the prince went out hunting: two or three hairs of the head of the princess, which were of gold and
silver, got broken. She put the hairs on a leaf and threw them into the river. As they floated they came beneath the
palace of the king of another land. The king had the hairs taken out and said,
“What must she be to whom these hairs belong!” So he called many wise women and said,
“I will give half my kingdom to anyone who will bring this woman to me.”
One wise woman traced out the princess, and standing under her window, began to weep. The princess called
her and said,
“Who are you!” She replied,
“I am your grandmother.”
The princess ordered her to be entertained. The old woman knew that the palace had been produced by magic.
She noticed the ring with the prince, and knew that this was the magic ring. She asked the princess if the prince
ever give her his ring. She said,
“He will give it to me if I ask for it.”
So the prince gave the ring to the princess. The old woman got hold of the ring and worked the spirit of the
ring and ordered him to carry the palace as it was to her country. This was done, and the old woman obtained half
the kings kingdom, but did not give him the ring.
When the prince returned from hunting he found the palace and the princess gone. He was plunged into grief,
but finally traced out the palace and went there. He wanted to go in, but the servants prevented him. On this there
was a quarrel, and the king’s servants killed him.
When he died the cup of milk which he had given his mother became sour. She knew he was dead, and took
out the cat and the dog which had come from the ocean. They went off to try and restore their master to life. The
dog dived into the ocean, and taking the cat on his back, reached the palace where the prince had been slain. They
found his corpse hung to a tree. Then the dog and cat brought their master to life and put him in a safe place. The
prince said,
“Go and search for the ring.”
They went off and reached the palace of the princess. The dog sent the cat to get the ring from the princess.
The princess told the cat that the old woman had the ring. The cat went into her house and found that she used to
keep the ring in her mouth when she went to sleep so the cat made friends with a mouse, and told him to put his
tail in the old woman’s nostrils when she went to sleep. He did so: the old woman sneezed, and the ring falling
from her mouth, was seized by the mouse, who took it to the cat.
The cat took the ring to her master. He called the spirit of the ring, who carried the palace back to its original
place: so the prince and the princess lived happily ever after.
4
A man had four sons.
The youngest was only a span long, and was called Bittan or “Hop-o’-my-Thumb.” The elder boys used to kill
game and eat it, and leave only the bones for Bittan.
One day Bittan in his anger went out hunting and hunted two hares, which he followed into their hole and drew
them out. He gave them to his elder brother’s wife. When he came to dinner she told him to go to the kitchen for
his food, and then he found as usual that his brothers had eaten all the meat and left only the bones for him. Then
he said,
“Give me my share of the inheritance and let me shift for myself.”
So they gave him his share of everything. He sold his share of the cattle and gave the money to his wife. He
went off in search of service.
On the road he met an ahir’s son who had a lot of cattle. Bittan said,
“Come with me and I will marry you to a king’s daughter.”
When Bittan got him on board a boat he pitched him into the river and took all his goods. He returned and gave
the money to his wife. Then he bought a horse and burned his house down. He loaded the ashes on the horse and
went off on his travels.
He met a merchant with a heap of money. The merchant’s mother was very tired. The merchant said to Bittan,
“Give my mother a lift on your horse.” Bittan said,
“If I put your mother on my horse all my money will turn into ashes.” He said,
“If it does I will make it up for you.” So he put the merchant's mother on his horse, and when he came to the
house Bittan put the old woman down and said,
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“There you see! All my money has turned into ashes. Pay me up.”
Then the merchant had to pay.
Bittan brought all the money home. When his brothers saw all the money they said:
“Where did you get all this?” He replied,
“I got it by selling ashes.”
So they burnt down their houses, loaded the ashes on their horses, and went off to sell it. But everyone laughed
at them, and in the end they fell into poverty.
5
A certain king had four sons. Three were married and one was a bachelor. His sisters-in-law used to chaff him,
and said,
“Are you waiting to marry Anar Shahzadi?”\fn{ The Pomegranate Princess.}
He asked about her, and found it was hard to find her, as she lived in a pomegranate and was guarded by
lakhs\fn{Hundreds of thousands.} of deos\fn{Demons.} At last the young prince said,
“If I can’t marry Princess Pomegranate, I will never show my face again.”
So off he went and met a deo in the jungle. The prince addressed him as “Uncle.”\fn{ “Mamu Sahib, salam!”; this is
evidently a formulary phrase used when addressing demons respectfully .} The deo said,
“Well! You have come at last.”
The prince stayed some time with the deo and told him his mission. One day the deo wrote something on a bit
of a thikri\fn{Tile.} and gave it to the prince. As he went on he met another deo. He gave him the tile and said,
“Mamu Sahib, salam!” The deo read what was written on the tile, and asked the prince what he wanted.
“All right,” said the deo, I will turn you into a crow and you must break one pomegranate from the tree: but
don’t take more than one. The deoni\fn{Demoness.} who is there will try to make you take more, but don’t mind
what she says, and come back.”
The prince did so. As he was going the deoni said,
“You may as well have another.”
The prince gave way, and the deoni wrung his neck at once, and took the pomegranate. The deo knew that he
had been destroyed by his greediness, so he went and brought back his corpse and revived him.
“You are a great fool,” said he. “You did not take my advice, and this is the result.”
The prince admitted his fault.
“Well,” said the deo, “now it is hard to get the Pomegranate Princess: but I will give you another chance. I will
turn you into a parrot, and you must obey my order.”
So the Prince, in the form of a parrot, brought the pomegranate. The deoni tried to make him take a second, but
he refused. She followed him to the deo’s house. When the deo saw her he turned him into a fly. The deoni came
and said,
“Where is the parrot who brought the pomegranate?”
“Search for him,” said the deo.
Of course, she could not find him and went away. Then the deo restored the prince to his original form and sent
him off with the pomegranate. On the way he hid the pomegranate and went home to arrange his marriage
procession.
As he went along the pomegranate burst, and a lovely princess came out of it. By chance a mehtarani\fn{A
sweeper-woman.} came up and saw the princess. She said to the princess,
“Give me your jewels which I will put on, and we can then look down a well to see by our reflections in the
water who is the lovelier.”
So the mehtarani pushed the princess into the well, and sat down in place of the princess. When the princess
fell into the well she turned into a lotus flower. When the prince came he saw the mehtarani and said,
“Why! You are not half so pretty as I thought you would be.”
However, he put her into a litter and brought her home. When her sisters-in-law saw her they said,
“This is not Princess Pomegranate at all.”
Some days after the prince went to hunt, and one of his horsemen came to draw water from the well. As he put
the lota into the well this flower used to come into the vessel and then jump out again. They called the prince to
see this wonder, and when he put in the Iota the flower came into it and he pulled it out. He took the flower home
with him.
When the mehtarani saw it she knew it must be the princess. So she pulled it into pieces while the prince slept.
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He was much distressed when, where the pieces of the flower were thrown, a pomegranate tree grew and
produced a single flower. The mehtarani knew that this must be the princess. She had the tree dug up and thrown
away, and sent the flower to her malin,\fn{Gardener’s wife.} and told her to keep it for seed. The malin put it into a
pot, and when the pomegranate burst, out came a lovely Princess. She stayed with the malin as her daughter.
One day one of the prince’s men saw her and told him. Then the prince said
“Marry me to the malin’s daughter or I will die.”
The mehtarani knew that this must be the princess. So she pretended to be ill, and said,
“I must have this girl’s liver or I shall die.”
The King sent for the malin and told her to give up her daughter. She refused at first, but finally the girl was
given to the executioner, and her liver was brought to the mehtarani. She thought the princess must be dead at
last.
But by the will of the Almighty a house suddenly appeared where the princess was killed. Two peacocks were
there as sentries, and the princess was inside.
The prince asked for an audience. The peacocks said,
“You have so worried the princess that now you cannot see her.”
But finally he persuaded them to let him in. Finally they were persuaded, and the prince came in to the
princess. He got her to forgive him and took her home as his bride. All his sisters-in-law said
“This is Princess Pomegranate at last.”
So they were married, and the wicked mehtarani was buried up to the waist in the ground, and the soldiers shot
arrows at her till she died.
6
Once upon a time a Raja went to hunt. By chance he came into a desolate jungle. He sent his servants to search
for game. They went off. They saw a light burning in a grove, near which an old woman was sitting. She asked
them what they wanted. They said,
“We have come in search of game.”
The old woman gave them two or three deer. When they cooked the deer they found they were nothing but
eyes. So they contented themselves with the broth.
When all of them started with the king the old woman turned herself into a lovely girl and pursued the king. As
she pursued him the king’s horse was tired. The woman caught the horse’s tail. The king jumped off and got up a
tree: just at that moment a second king came up, and seeing the woman, fell in love with her. She agreed to go
with him. So he took her home and treated her as his queen.
Now her custom was at midnight to steal out and eat one of the best horses of the king. The king tried to detect
the thief. The queen heard this and took some of the horse’s flesh and put it on the bed of the other queen who was
in child.
In the morning she pointed to the young queen as the thief. The king said,
“How are we to punish her?” The wicked queen said,
“Put out her eyes and abandon her in the forest.”
This was done by the king’s orders.
While the young queen remained in the jungle a mysterious jar of milk used to come for her every day, and
when her son was born the milk was increased two-fold. One day when the young prince grew up he wandered
away and met a horseman. He asked the horseman for some food which he got. He took the food to his mother.
One day he wandered to his father’s court. The king gave him service, and put him to tend his most vicious
horse. The prince tamed the horse. The wicked queen discovered who he was. She pretended to be sick, and no
medicine would do her any good. The king said,
“Is there any medicine you would like?” She said,
“If I had tiger’s milk I would get well.”
So the king ordered the prince to bring tiger's milk. He went off, having got a lakh of rupees from the king for
his charges. He gave the money to his mother and went off to the jungle. There he met a tiger’s cubs and made
friends with them by feeding them on sweets. They became attached to him, and at his request brought film a little
of their mother’s milk. When the tigress heard of this she died of grief: and the prince took the cubs and the milk.
He brought the milk to the wicked queen. She said,
“Now I want the milk of a goat which belongs to a deo.” Then she wrote a letter to a certain demon, which she
gave to the prince, and said,
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“When you show this letter you will get the milk.” But she wrote in the letter:
“When this adamzdd\fn{Son of man.} comes to you kill him at once.”
He went off with the letter after taking a lakh of rupees for his road expenses, and coming to his mother, he
gave her the money, and went off to search for the milk. But before he started he took the precaution of getting the
letter read, and when he knew the contents, he threw it away and got another letter written to the demon to the
effect that when this man reached him he was to receive him with great courtesy and assist him in every way.
With this letter he went to the demon. He was very civil to him, and said,
“l am going about some business. You stay here. But take care not to loose the goat which is tied to this tree, or
a dain\fn{Witch.} will appear and eat you up.”
As an experiment the prince loosed the goat. The witch jumped out of the tree. The prince said,
“There is a great storm coming. We had all better cling to this tree, which will not be broken, and for this
reason I untied the goat.”
The witch was satisfied, and the prince hung her and the goat to the tree, and then broke the witch’s neck.
When the demon came and saw what had happened to her he was sore afraid, and said,
“I make you a present of the goat. Take it away.”
The prince came with the goat to the king’s court. The rani said,
“I want the hair of the horse Shyam Karan.”
The Prince with a lakh of rupees went off at once in search of the horse. He came to the same demon again. He
asked his errand. He said,
“I want the Shyam Karan horse.” The demon said,
“This horse is in my charge and I will never tell you of it.”
Then the prince threatened to serve the demon as he had served the witch. Then the demon said,
“Go and sit in a pipal tree near a certain tank. Many horses come to drink there. One horse stays apart from the
others and is always jumping about: be sure that this is the horse Shyam Karan. Mount him, and no matter how
much he plunges, never let him go, and make him agree to bear you.” The prince did so, and the horse said,
“All right: I will come tomorrow, and then you must recognize me.”
Next day this horse came in the form of a miserable worn-out animal. The demon also appeared there in
disguise and pointed this horse to the prince. The prince caught this miserable horse. The horse made many
attempts to escape, but the prince held on to him, and finally he brought the horse to his mother, and took the hair
of it to the king.
The king gave it to the rani. She said,
“There is a kind of flower which grows in the ocean. This I must have.”
The prince again started with a lakh of rupees, which he gave to his mother. Then mounting Shyam Karam he
went again to the demon. The demon said,
“Ride to the shore of the ocean. But the peculiarity of this flower is that when anyone comes near it, it turns
into a woman and kills him.” But the horse Shyam Karan said,
“Remain behind me. I will catch the flower for you.”
The prince did so, and when the flower advanced to attack him, Shyam Karan caught it in his mouth. The
prince brought the flower to the demon. It turned into a woman, and said to the prince,
“This rani, who is always imposing tasks on you, is a witch and sister of this demon. It was she who had your
mother blinded, and she is planning to take your life. There is a parrot here which you must take. The life of this
witch remains in this parrot. When you kill it you will kill her at the same time.”
Then the prince took the parrot with him and the flower-woman. When he came to his mother he said to the
flower-woman, “Laugh!”; and when she laughed a flower came out of her mouth, which he took to the rani. Then
he said to the king,
“Come with me and I will show you a strange sight: but don’t bring the rani.”
Then the rani took the form of a witch and came to kill the prince. He at once wrung the parrot’s neck. When it
died the rani died too. Then he told the king the whole story, married the flower-woman, and they passed their
lives in happiness till the Separator of all things removed them from this world.
7
Akbar once said to Birbal,
“Is there a man in the world wiser than yourself?” Birbal replied:
“Great king, there is no man wiser than myself.”
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So Akbar made a proclamation throughout his dominions that whoever would exceed Birbal in wisdom should
be richly rewarded. When the brother of Birbal heard of this he went to Akbar and said:
“Oh, great king, I am wiser than Birbal.” The king said:
“Very well. Prove it.” So he went to his brother and said:
“I desire to live apart from you. Divide the ancestral property equally between us.” Birbal said:
“I have no objection. We will divide the property; you can live in half the house and I will live in the other.”
But his brother said:
“This plan will not answer at all; you must pull down the house and cut every brick in two.” Birbal was
surprised when he heard this foolish proposal; but he said to himself:
“How am I to answer this fool? And if I do not answer him Akbar will think that my brother is wiser than I
am.”
On the whole he thought it best to leave the land: so he went off to the king of Riwa and asked for
employment. The king asked him who he was and he answered:
“Men call me Birbal.”
The king then received him very kindly and asked him why he had left the court of the Emperor. He said:
“I had some private reasons for going away. If you give me employment here I will stay; if not I will go away.”
The king said:
“My kingdom is yours; you may stay as long as you please.” So he got honorable service and stayed there.
When the buffoons of Akbar’s court heard that Birbal had gone away they came to the Emperor and performed
before him. When they were done Akbar was so pleased that he said:
“Choose what boon you please.” They answered:
“All we want is, leave to bathe in the royal chambers.” Akbar was perplexed at this demand and thought,
“If I had only Birbal here to baffle these scoundrels. If I consent I am disgraced before my subjects forever.”
So he said:
“Give me six months’ time and then I will give you an answer.”
Meanwhile he made great search for Birbal, but could find no trace of him. Then he sent a circular letter to all
the subject Rajas saying:
“I have excavated a well and a tank, and I wish to get them married. Send me all the wells and tanks in your
dominions so that suitable matches may be selected.”
This he did, thinking that the Rajas would be perplexed to find an answer, and that only the Raja who had the
benefit of Birbal’s advice could get out of the difficulty. As he expected, all the Rajas were perplexed how to give
an answer to such an extraordinary letter. But when the Riwa Raja consulted Birbal he said:
“Write to the Emperor and say, ‘My tanks and wells are all ladies, and it is the custom of my land for the
bridegroom to fetch the bride; if you send your well and tank I have no objection to the alliance.’”
When the Emperor read the letter of the Riwa Raja he was quite certain that it must have been written by the
advice of Birbal; so he came himself to Riwa and brought Birbal back with him with the greatest honor to Delhi.
When Akbar got back to Delhi he sent for the buffoons and said:
“Do you still desire to bathe in my private chamber?” They said that such was their desire. He said:
“You can do so.”
But when they came in they found Birbal standing there with a drawn sword in his hand.
“Come and bathe here my friends; but if anyone lets a drop of water fall on the floor, off goes his head.” They
were afraid to attempt the task, and going to the Emperor they said:
“Great king! We have received our reward. We merely wished to know if you had found in your court any man
wiser than Birbal.”
112.48 1. How The Ahir Got The Better Of The Demon And Acquired A Wife 2. The Princess Who Got The Gift
Of Patience: Two Folktales\fn{by “an old Muslim cook-woman” (before 1892- )} Mirzapur, Mirzapur District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (F) 2
1
There was once an Ahir who was a great fool. One day he was ploughing his field when somebody told him
that his wife had given birth to a son. He was so pleased that he gave his informant one of his pair of oxen, and
going to his mother, told her that his wife had a son. She said,
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“My son, how can this be when you are not married yet?”
But he insisted that it was so, and that his informant would not have told him a lie. So he took some money
with him and went in search of the man and said,
“Brother can you tell me where my father-in-law lives?” The man said,
“When you go out of the city you will see a well. The first woman that comes there dressed in yellow clothes is
your wife. You have only to ask her where she lives.”
The Ahir was delighted, and buying a lot of presents in the bazaar, went and sat by the well. Finally a woman
came up, and she by chance had yellow clothes, and it so chanced that a boy had been born to her lately. The Ahir
followed her with the things, and said he had brought them for the baby. She thought they must have been sent
from some relation’s house, so she gave him tobacco to smoke. As he was smoking the woman’s husband came in
and was surprised to find a stranger there. But when he went inside and saw the presents he was still more
incensed from jealousy and began to thrash his wife.
When the Ahir heard her cries he was greatly enraged at anyone beating his wife, so he went in and beat the
woman’s husband soundly and turned him out. Next day he went to the landlord of the village and said,
“Give me a little land and I will cultivate it.” The landlord said he had no land to spare except a field which
would grow a hundred maunds of rice.
“This field, said he, is empty, but in the middle of it is a pipal tree in which a deo resides; he won’t let anyone
sow it. If you care for it you may have it.”
He agreed to take the field, and taking an ax with him began to cut away at the tree. When the demon saw what
he was about, he roared at the Ahir and warned him to let the tree alone, but the Ahir said,
“Keep quiet, or I will give you a cut with my ax.” Then the demon became afraid and said,
“Well! If you spare this tree you may ask what you please.” The Ahir replied,
“I was going to sow rice here and I should have got a hundred maunds of grain: I don’t mind letting the tree
alone for a hundred maunds of grain.”
This the demon agreed to give.
Next day the demon’s nephew (his sister’s son) came to pay him a visit: and the demon told him what had
happened. He replied,
“Uncle! If you only give me the order I will go and kill the Ahir.” He replied,
“It would be a good job.”
So his nephew went to kill the Ahir. The Ahir was sleeping at a well in front of his house. When the young
demon saw him he got in a panic and hid in the water-tank beside the well. When the Ahir woke he put his foot by
chance on the demon’s head who shouted out, “Bápré! Bápré!”\fn{“Father! Father!”} The Ahir asked,
“Who are you.” He replied,
“My uncle, the demon, merely sent me to ask whether you will have your hundred maunds in husked or
unhusked rice.” The Ahir replied,
“Well! I suppose I may as well have it husked.”
When he came back he told his uncle what a fright he had got.
“All right!” said he, “it is true I only promised to give paddy, but I suppose I must give cleaned rice.”
So the Ahir got the best of the demon, received his tribute of rice regularly, and lived happily with the woman
ever after.
2
There was once a king who had seven daughters. One day he called and asked,
“In whom have you confidence?” Six answered, “In you,” but the seventh said, “In myself.”
The king was displeased with her and directed that she should be taken to a jungle and left there. This was
done. She went wandering about and came on a house, but the door was locked. She rapped, but no one answered.
Looking down she saw a key hanging on a nail in the corner: with this she opened the door and went in. She
found the house full of furniture and food; so she stayed there.
Some time after the king was going on a journey and asked his daughters what they wished him to bring them:
one said a dhoti, another a doll, and so on. Then he remembered the little princess, and sent a servant to the jungle
to see if she were alive, and if so, to ask her what she wished her father to bring for her. The servant came to the
house and found her bathing. He gave her the king’s message. She called out,
“I am bathing. Have patience.”
He thought she wanted this, so he came and told the king that she wanted patience. As the king was returning
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from his travels he brought the presents for all the princesses, but forgot the little princess. When he went on
board the ship it somehow or other would not move. The captain said to the passengers,
“Think, if you have not forgotten something.”
All of them began to think, and the king suddenly remembered that he had forgotten the present for the little
princess. He went on shore and asked, a shopkeeper,
“Do you sell patience?”
Everyone laughed at him. Then he met an old woman, and asked her if she knew where “patience” was to be
bought. She said,
“I have some. But, tell me who you are and who wants it.”
The king told his story to the old woman; she went into her house and brought out something wrapped in a
dirty rag which the king took and went on board. When he embarked the ship started of its own accord. When the
king reached home, he gave all the things to the princesses and sent her present to the little princess. When she
saw the dirty rag, she said,
“The servant did not give me time to tell him what I wanted. Pitch this dirty rag away.”
They did so.
Years after by chance her eye fell on the rag, and she thought,
“It is queer that this rag, which I threw away an age ago, has not decayed.”
She took it up and began to open it, and found in it a lovely fan. She was delighted, and, as it was hot, began to
fan herself with it. Then she laid it upside down, and lo, a prince stood beside her, and said,
“Why did you call me?” She said,
“I don’t know who you are, and I never called you.” He replied,
“When you put the fan upside down I had to come to you; I am the king of a distant land.”
So they began to chat, and after a while, as they looked at each other, they fell violently in love; and soon after
agreed to be married. They lived together many days, and whenever the prince wanted to go home the princess
used to lay the fan straight, and whenever she wanted him she used to turn it upside down.
Long after the princesses said to the king,
“If you allow us, we will go and visit our little sister.”
He gave them leave, and just as they came to the house of the little princess the prince happened to come up.
When they saw him her sisters were filled with envy. The prince used to stay all night with the princess and go
home every day. Next day the princesses said to the little princess,
“Let us make the prince’s bed today.” She said,
“Do so.”
They took off all their glass bangles, and, grinding them up, sprinkled it on his mattress and spread a fine sheet
over it. When the prince got into bed the broken glass ran into his flesh. He called out,
“I am in horrible pain. Quick put the fan straight and let me go home.
“The princess wondered, but she put the fan straight and off he went. Next day the princesses went away, and
in the evening the little princess put the fan upside down, but the prince never came. She went on turning the fan
up and down, but to no purpose. She was in great grief, and suspected that her sisters had been up to some trick.
Next day she put on man’s clothes, shut up her house, and went off to the prince’s palace. On the road night
came on and she slept under a tree. On the tree sat a parrot and a myna. At midnight the parrot said to the myna,
“Tell me something which may make the night pass.” The myna said,
“Well; there is a princess whose father turned her out into the jungle. There she fell in with a prince. When her
sisters saw how happy she was, they put broken glass into the prince’s bed. He was in such pain, he had to go
home, and now though many physicians have treated him, he does not recover.” The parrot asked,
“Well, and what is the way to cure him?” The myna replied,
“If anyone were to take some of our dung, boil it well in oil and rub it on him, all the pieces of glass would
come out.”
The princess heard all this and collected some dung and started off. When she came to the palace she shouted,
“Physician ho!”
The sentry announced her arrival. The king called her in and said,
“My son is very ill. If you can cure him I will give you a great reward.” She said,
“Light a fire and give me some oil, and I will put him right at once.”
She followed the myna’s advice, and the prince recovered at once. But she took as her reward only the clothes
the prince was wearing. These she took home, turned the fan upside down, and the prince appeared. The whole
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matter was cleared up, and they lived happily. Thus “patience” stood the princess in good stead.
112.50 The Golden-Haired Rani And The Yogi: A Folktale\fn{by Mansukhi (before 1892- )} Mirzapur, Mirzapur
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 2
There was a king who had seven sons. When he died and his eldest son succeeded him, the seven brothers
determined to marry, but the wife of the youngest was the loveliest of all and her hair was of gold. One day she
was sitting on the housetop, drying her hair, when a yogi passed by and sat down below. When he began to beg
the king told his servant to give the yogi some alms, but he refused to take alms from the hands of the servant.
Then he asked the yogi,
“From whose hand will you take alms?” He replied,
“Let all who are in the king’s house come, and I will take the alms from whomever I select.” The king was
informed of this, and in his anger said,
“Turn him out.” But the yogi said,
“You may kill me, but I won’t go.”
The king at last asked his youngest brother to give the alms, but he would not take it from him: and the same
was the case with all the brothers. Then the king and his wife and the wives of all the brothers, except the
youngest, went, and they too all failed.
At last the yogi said that if she with the golden hair came he would take alms from her hand. But the king said,
“She cannot come,” and again gave orders to drive away the yogi. But the yogi would not stir. Finally, the servants
proposed that a cloth should be hung up and the youngest Rani be asked to pass out the alms from behind it. Still
the yogi would not agree.
At last the golden-haired Rani came, and the moment the yogi saw her, he pronounced a mantra that she was
turned into a bitch and began to run after the yogi. Then the Raja seized her and tied her with a golden chain, but
the yogi turned her at once into a sawar,\fn{A horseman.} and took her home, when she became a woman again.
Now this yogi by his spells had killed all the people of the land in which he dwelt, and the only persons who
survived were two, who equaled the yogi in their knowledge of magic—a Brahman and an old woman—the latter
of whom lived in the yogi’s house. The yogi was a great gambler, and he and the Brahman used to play. Whenever
the yogi went to gamble he used to cut off the Rani’s head and hang it by a rope to the roof, while he put her body
to sleep on a couch. When he came back he used to fix her together with a stick, and then she came to life again.
Some time after the Raja and his brothers determined to go and recover the little Rani. So with great difficulty
they reached the yogi’s house where the old woman met them. They told her the whole story, and asked her to
show them the little Rani. She said,
“This is the yogi’s dinner hour. Wait till he goes, and I will do what I can.”
So she turned them into flies and hid them in the house. When the yogi returned, he said,
“I smell a man, I smell a man.” The old woman said,
“What a fool you are! There is not even a man’s shadow here.”
So the yogi was pacified and ate his dinner. So when he went away the old woman turned the king and his
brothers into men again, and taking the stick ordered the Rani’s head to descend and join her body. She came to
life again. Then they put her into a carriage and took her home.
By ill luck the yogi saw them departing, so he asked the Brahman for a grain of sesame, and with it blew a
spell upon them, so they all had to come back to the yogi’s house, and then he killed them all except the little
Rani, to whom he gave a sound beating.
Now one of the seven wives had borne a son, and when he was grown up and playing with the other boys, he
used to speak of his father and his uncles. But the boys laughed at him and said,
“Where have you a father or uncles?”
So he was distressed and asked his mother, and she told him the whole story. Then though all his friends
warned him, yet he determined to go and rescue them. So he rode off to the yogi’s house, and there the same old
woman met him. She asked his business, and he enquired,
“Have not my aunt and my uncles come here?”
So she told him that the yogi had killed all his uncles, but that his aunt was living. He said,
“Show me my aunt, for I want to take her home.” She said,
“I will show her to you, but take her home you cannot.”
So she showed him the head and body of his aunt, and gave him the magic stick with which he restored her to
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life. She asked,
“Who are you?” He answered,
“I am your nephew, and I was born after the yogi carried you off. Now you must come with me.” She said,
“This is impossible. Why are you risking your life?” The boy answered,
“Whatever happens I must do it. But when the yogi comes you must find out from him in what his life
remains.”
So he cut off her head again and hung it up and went and hid himself.
So when the yogi returned the Rani asked him where his life was. First he said it was in the fire, but she would
not believe this, and so he tried to deceive her many times. At last he told her,
“Beyond the seven oceans is a forest watched by a tiger and tigress and a guard of nine hundred witches. In the
midst is a sandal tree, on which hangs a golden cage containing a diamond parrot. In this is my life.”
When the boy heard this from his aunt he started at once, and with great difficulty crossed the seven oceans.
The moment he came into the forest the tiger rushed at him, to whom the boy said,
“Good morning, Uncle!” Then the tiger said,
“You have been twelve years coming, but still you are my brother,” so he spared him, and conducted the boy as
far as his jurisdiction reached. When he got so far the tigress charged him, but she also spared him and conducted
him to her borders. When he reached the witches’ border they called out,
“We will eat human flesh today.” But when he approached he bowed to each and said,
“Good morning, Aunt.” Then all said,
“Why, this is our nephew!”
Then he told them that the yogi had sent him for the diamond parrot. So they gave him the parrot, and when he
returned he came to the yogi’s house and called out,
“Yogi! Buy the parrot?”
When the yogi saw the bird, he saw at once that this contained his life. So he rushed down to seize the bird, but
as he was coming down the staircase the boy broke one of the parrot’s legs, and immediately one of the yogi’s legs
broke too. But he continued to run on one leg, so the boy broke the other leg of the parrot. Then the second leg of
the yogi broke, and he fell on the ground imploring the boy to spare him. Then the boy said,
“You have killed my father and uncles. You must bring them to life.”
So the yogi did so. Then he said,
“You must restore to life all the people of the land.”
This too the yogi did.
Then the boy crushed the parrot to death, and as it died the yogi died too. Then he took the magic stick and
revived his aunt, the golden haired Rani.
So they all went home and lived happily ever after.
BEFORE 1893

112.53 The White Witch: A Folktale\fn{by Ida Casabon (before 1893- )} Aligarh, Aligarh District, Uttar Pradesh,
India (F) 1
There was once upon a time a dain\fn{White witch.} who ever tried to compass the ruin of human beings, so she
one day sat by a roadside and transformed herself into Rs.500
Now there was also a great sage who, when he found out what she had done, went to the end of the road to
warn people away from the spot. He had not long to wait, however, for presently four sepoys rode past that way so
he said to them,
“Do not go by this way, sirs, for a white witch is seated by this roadside who seeks to compass people’s ruin.”
But the four sepoys laughed.
“What,” cried they, “we, who have been in the heat of battle and are just returning from bloody warfare to fear
a woman?”
So they went on their way. As they rode on, they presently came to where the witch was lying in the shape of
Rs. 500.
“Oh!” they exclaimed, “the cunning old sage did not wish us to pass this way because of this money, for he
knew we would take it, and he no doubt wanted it all for himself.”
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So they got off their horses to take it, but finding it too much to carry,\fn{ It was in coin.} they sat down beside it
to watch it. But soon they began to feel hungry.
“What good is the money to us if we starve by it?” said they. “Let two of us go to the bazaar and buy some
food for all of us while two of us still keep guard here.”
To this they all agreed. So two of them went to the market to purchase some food for all of them. But as they
went on, one said to the other,
“Let us poison some laddus\fn{Sweets.} and give them to those others, then they will die, and we shall have
only two to divide the money between, and consequently will have more than we would if it was divided among
four.”
To which the other agreed. So when they reached the market, after they had feasted themselves they poisoned
some sweetmeats and went back to their companions who were watching by the Rs. 500. As they sat watching
they saw their comrades returning from the bazaar and coming towards them, so one said to the other,
“Let us shoot those fellows as they are coming along, and then there will be only two of us to divide the
money, so we shall have more than we would were it divided among four.”
The other agreed, so they raised their guns and shot their friends as they were coming towards them. As they
fell down dead the ones that were keeping guard by the rupees said,
“Let us now go and search their bodies, and what food we find on them we will eat, for we are very hungry.”
So they went and searched their bodies and found the poisoned laddus on them. Of these they had a good feed,
and of course died too.
They were not long dead when the sage passed by that road. When he saw their corpses he sadly shook his
head.
“Alas!” said he, “I warned them against their fate, but they would not listen, and the white witch has
compassed their ruin.”
112.54 1. How Silly A Woman Can Be 2. The Valiant Weaver Bird: Two Folktales\fn{by Waziran (before 1893- )}
Mirzapur?, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 4
1
Once upon a time a man began lecturing his wife on her duties.
“A good wife,” said he, “instead of wasting her time, spins cotton, makes thread, and gets cloth made.”
“Oh! all right,” said she. “Get me a spinning wheel and some cotton, and see what wonders I will do.”
The husband bought a spinning wheel and some cotton for her. The wife began spinning, and when the thread
was made, went out in search of a weaver. On enquiring from her neighbors, she learnt that a clever weaver lived
near a certain tank. She went there, and seeing no one, called out,
“O weaver! Ho!” A frog in the tank called out
“Tar!” She looked in, and being sure that the answer came from the water, she said,
“Ah! The weaver lives here.” And she called out,
“Look here! I want some cloth woven. Here is the thread.” And throwing in the thread she said,
“Please weave it nicely. When shall I call for it?” The frog again happened to call out “Tar!” so she answered
“All right, I will call tomorrow.”\fn{Kal.}
So she went home well satisfied with what she had done. When her husband came home she told him all about
it, and next day she went to the tank and called out,
“Weaver! Here I am. Please give me the cloth.”
The frog called out “Tar!” again.
“What? Tomorrow! This will never do. I will wait another day, but I must have my cloth tomorrow. If you
don’t give it I will punish you by carrying off the door of your house.”
Next day she came again, but the frog called out “Tar!” again.
“Do you think I am going to be fooled in this way?”
But all the frog said was “Tar!”
So in her anger she plunged into the tank in search of the weaver’s door. Presently her hands fell on two heavy
pieces of something. She brought them up and they looked like bricks.
“I have got the door of your house at any rate,” said she. “I hope this will make you more careful in future.”
When she came home she told the whole story to her husband.
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“Let me see the bricks,” said he, and when he saw them he said, “These are bricks of gold. We are now rich:
take care of them.”
“What will you do with them?” she asked.
“I will buy good clothes and ornaments and slave girls,” replied her husband.
Next day she thought she would save her husband trouble by buying some slave-girls and other things. So she
sat at her door and began asking every peddler who passed if he had clothes and ornaments and slave-girls for
sale. At last an old woman passed by, and when she heard her question, said to herself,
“What can this foolish creature want?” So she asked,
“My daughter! Have you any money to buy these things?”
“No,” said the lady, “but I have two bricks of gold, and my husband said he would buy these things with them.
You may take the gold bricks if you bring me what I want.”
“All right,” answered the old woman. “I will bring the things tomorrow.”
Next day the old woman came and said, “Here, my dear! I have brought you all you want,” and she showed her
a lot of shining brass ornaments and some red and green dresses of common cloth.
“Oh! How beautiful,” said the lady, “and where are the slave-girls?”
“Here they are,” answered the old woman, and showed her half-a-dozen big dolls, all dressed up.
The lady was delighted, and the old woman went away grumbling that she had been a loser by the bargain.
The lady then put on one of her new dresses and the ornaments and began to distribute work to her slave-girls.
She put two of the dolls in the kitchen and said,
“Cook dinner for your master who will return soon.” Two she seated at the door and said,
“You must open the door when your master comes.”
Then she lay down for a nap, putting the two remaining dolls near the bed with orders to wake her when their
master arrived.
The husband came and knocked at the door, but no one answered. He knocked again, saying, “What on earth is
up with this precious wife of mine?” and so he went on knocking until at last the lady woke, opened the door, and
let the husband in.
“What happened to you, my dear?” he began, without noticing her new dress and ornaments. At last he said,
“Hello! From where did you get these?”
“I will tell you all presently,” said she, “but why did not the slave-girls open the door? I put two of them there
on the look-out for you.”
“Slave-girls! What on earth do you mean,” he asked.
She made no answer, but seizing a stick began to thrash the dolls. He looked on in amazement, and asked his
wife to explain what these dolls were there for.
“Come down and have your dinner first, and I will tell you all,” she replied. Then she went to the kitchen and
said,
“I hope the girls have got ready dinner and have not been lazy.” But when she saw no dinner ready her anger
increased.
“I thought,” said she, “that like a good and faithful wife I would spare you the trouble of buying ornaments and
dresses and slave-girls, so I found an old peddler woman who got me all these things.”
“And the money?” asked her husband.
“Oh! I paid her the money, and she was so obliging as to take the two golden bricks.”
Then her husband lost all patience.
“Wretch!” said he, “you have ruined me,” and he turned her out of the house in disgust.
So she wandered about in the jungle, and next morning a party of thieves arrived there, and began to examine
and divide their plunder. She had been awake all night, and had just fallen asleep, and she dreamt that her husband
had followed her, and was calling her to come back. She called out, “I am coming! I am coming!” and jumped up.
The thieves thinking themselves pursued, took to their heels, leaving all their plunder behind them. She came
up, and seeing a lot of money and jewels, she took possession of them, and tying them up in a bundle proceeded
homewards. She showed all the wealth to her husband, who was delighted and took her back. She had no idea,
however, of the value of the property, and asked her husband what they should do with it.
“We will spend it,” said he, “when Shabrat, Ramzan, and Id come,” meaning the feasts.
She thought these were people to whom her husband intended to give the things. She was curious to know who
they were, so next day when her husband went out she asked every one who passed if his name were Shabrat, Id
or Ramzan. One man happened to be called Ramzan, and when he told her, she asked him in, and told him to take
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what her husband had left for him. Then she brought out a third part of the property, and was giving it to him
when he asked the reason.
“I am sure I don’t know,” she replied, “but there is a lot of these things, and my husband said they were
intended for Ramzan, Shabradt, and Id. I was waiting for them. You are Ramzan, and this is your share. I wish the
others would come and take their shares too.”
“O! I see,” he answered, beginning to understand how the land lay. “I think I can help you by sending these
men, for I know them both.”
“O! Do please,” she answered.
So he went off and sent his brothers, instructing them to give the names of Id and Shabrat. When they came
and gave their names, she said,
“I am glad you came. I have been bothered waiting for you. Wait till I bring your shares,” and so saying, she
gave them what remained of the plunder.
“I suppose you can divide it?” she asked.
“That we can,” they answered, and cleared off.
“How pleased my husband will be at what I have done!” she thought to herself.
When her husband returned she told him all she had done.
“I hope you are pleased now!” she asked in triumph. But he cursed the day when he had married such a fool,
and again he turned her out.
She went again to the jungle, and it so happened that a camel, laden with the king’s treasure, had lost its way.
She found the camel, and seizing the nose-string, led it home and showed it to her husband. He killed the camel
and buried the treasure in his house. But he was afraid his wife would blab out the whole story, so he made her go
to bed, and going to the bazaar bought a lot of parched rice\fn{Khil.} and sugar sweets,\fn{Batdsha.} and having
scattered them in the courtyard, woke his wife and called out,
“Run! Run! See how it has been raining khil and batdsha.”
So she came out and began collecting them in great glee.
A few days after a crier came round, proclaiming that one of the kings treasure camels had been lost, and that
anyone who knew anything about it should give information on pain of death if they failed to do so. So she went
to the door and called out that she knew all about it. Then up came the Kotwal, and she told him that she had
found the camel and brought it home.
“And to whom did you give it?” he asked.
“To my husband, of course,” she answered.
“Where is he?”
“He is out.”
“Well, I will wait for him.”
When he came back the Kotwal asked him where was the camel and the treasure,
“What do you mean?” the husband asked.
“He means,” said his wife, “the treasure on the camel I gave you a few days ago.”
“Please sir,” said the husband, “don’t believe a word of what my unfortunate wife is saying, To tell you the
truth, she is a lunatic.”
“What?” screamed his wife, “I am mad, am I? I can point out the treasure this moment.”
“Ask her,” said her husband, “what day did she bring the treasure?”
“Yes! my good woman! Tell me that.”
“Why that was the day it rained khil and batdsha.”
“There now,” asked her husband, “can you doubt she is mad?”
So the Kotwal laughed and went away, pitying the poor woman.
But her husband thought it was not safe to keep her any longer, so, like an ungrateful wretch that he was, he
turned her out, and never had anything to say to her as long as he lived.
2
A podna, or weaver bird, and his mate, the podni, once lived happily in a tree, but one day the king came by
and had the podni caught and put in a cage. The podna was greatly angered, and set about making preparations to
release his wife. So he set about building a cart for himself, which he made out of thin stalks of reed\fn{ Sarkanda.}
and he constructed a kettledrum, which he placed in the cart to which he yoked a pair of frogs. Then he took his
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seat, armed with a piece of reed, with which he began to beat his drum and proclaimed war with the king.
On the way he met a cat. She asked,
“Where are you going, Mr. Podna?” He answered,
“Sarkandé ki to gári, domendak joté jáen, Rája mári Podni, bam bair bisáhne jáen.”\fn{“My carriage is of reed
with two frogs yoked thereto. The king has seized my podni; I go to take revenge.”}
“Will you take me with you? I may be of some use.”
“Hus! Hus! Méri kán men ghus.”\fn{“Shhh! Shhh! Get into my ear.”} was the answer.
So the cat jumped into the ear of the podna.
Further on he met some ants, and when they asked him where he was going, he made the same reply, and when
they offered to join him, he said,
“Shhh! Shhh! Get into my ear.”
Further on he met a rope and a club. They too got into the ear of the podna. And so when he came to a river,
the river too went into the ear of the podna.
At last the podna arrived at the king’s palace and desired the servants to announce him. But they all laughed
and told the king, who ordered that the podna should be admitted into his presence. So the podna drove his
carriage into the courtyard and demanded that the podni should be surrendered at once.
“I like the podni,” said the King, “and I refuse to surrender her.”
“Then, beware of the consequences,” replied the podna.
“Seize this insolent bird,” said the king, “and confine him in the fowl-house, where the chickens will kick him
to death.”
The servants seized the podna and shut him up in the fowl-house. During the night the podna said,
Nikal billi, teri bári.
Kán chhor, kanpati máré.
*
Come out, cat, it is your turn.
Come out of my ear and hit them on the head.

So the cat came out of the podna’s ear and killed all the fowls in an instant.
Next morning the king said to his servants,
“Go down and bring up the carcass of this insolent podna, who must have been killed by the fowls during the
night.”
But when they went in they found the podna safe and sound and all the fowls dead. So they informed the king,
who said,
“Confine him in the stable, where the horses will kick him to death.”
So he was shut up in the stable, and during the night he called to the rope and stick in the same words:
Niklo rassi aur sonte tumbári bári,
Kán choor, kanpati már.

Out came the rope and club: the rope tied up all the horses and the club beat them till they died.
Next morning the king again sent for the remains of the podna, but the servants found him safe and well and
all the horses dead. Then the king fell into a terrible rage and ordered the podna to be confined in the elephanthouse, thinking that the elephants would trample him to death. But in the night the podna called the ants as
before:
Níklo chiúnti tumhári bári,
Kán chhor, kanpati máré.

The ants went out and entered the trunks of the elephants, and getting into their brains, killed them all. In the
morning the King said,
“The podna must be dead. Go and see if any part of his body or cart can be found.”
The servants went and found the podna safe and well and all the elephants dead. When he heard this the king
was greatly grieved.
“Well,” said he, “I want to know how he manages to do this. Tie him tonight to the leg of my bed and I will see
what happens.”
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So the podna was tied to the king’s bed, and during the night the podna ordered out the river:
Níklo darya teri bári,
Kán chhor, kanpati máré.

Out came the river, and the king and his bed began to float in the water.
“For God’s sake, Mr. Podna,” said the king, “take your podni and depart in peace.”
So the podni was restored to the podna, and they went home and lived happily ever after.
112.58 How The King’s Son Got His Bride:\fn{My title:H} A Folktale\fn{by Annie Solomon (before 1893- )}
Mirzapur, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India 1
There was once a king who had no son. Many plans he tried, but none was of any avail.
Now Raja Indra had a fairy with whom a deo was enamored; he wished to marry her, but she would have
nothing to say to him. Then the deo went to Raja Indra, told lies about her, and had her turned out of Indrasan.
The fairy then came and was reborn in the family of this king. When she grew up she was one day sitting in
her mahal\fn{Bower.} when an enormous monkey appeared and ran at her. She screamed and escaped into the
palace; but she did not tell her father and mother what had happened.
Now this monkey was the same deo who wished to marry her, and had got her turned out of Indrasan, and he
had become a monkey intending to find her and kill her. When he found out where she was, he put up near the
palace, and was always looking out for a chance of catching her and devouring her. She was so much afraid of
him that she never left her room, and day by day she got so weak and thin that her father and mother were very
anxious about her. Finally they agreed that if they could get her married she would perhaps recover; so they
married her to the prince of a neighboring land.
When she started for home with her husband the deo followed her, and when they reached a jungle he rushed
up and began to devour the retinue of the prince. When she saw him eating her men she was afraid and ran away.
At length in the jungle she saw a house, and in it was a room with a single door. Into this she ran and bolted the
door so tight that she could not open it again. She heard people talking at the other side of the wall, but they did
not hear her cries: at last she found a nail, and with this she scraped a hole in the wall, and the people of the house
heard her voice and took her out.
The man who lived there was a Chamar, and as she was very hungry he gave her food to eat. When she had
eaten she said to the Chamar,
“Make me such a robe that my whole body may be hidden. If you do this for me I will give you my golden
bangle.”
So the Chamar made her a leathern dress, which she put on and rubbed all over with treacle and covered
herself with a dirty sheet and went her way. On account of the treacle multitudes of flies settled upon her, and
wherever she went on account of the flies no one would allow her to stay.
At last an old woman, who lived by parching grain, took pity on her and gave her shelter. She used to make the
girl do all her work, and gave her a cake or two at night. One day the old woman said to her,
“Go to the river and bathe.”
So she went to a retired place, and there she took off her leathern dress, and when she had bathed she put it on
again. As she was bathing one of the golden hairs fell from her head, and she laid it on a leaf and let it float down
the stream. By chance the hair floated down past the palace of a king, and the king’s son took it out, and when he
saw it he went to his father and mother and said,
“Marry me to the girl whose hair this is.”
The king was much grieved, and next day he made a feast to all the people of the land, hoping that the girl
whose hair this was would come to the feast. Great crowds assembled and the girl came too, but as she was
covered with flies she had to sit apart.
Now in this land it was the custom that whenever kings were about to be married a trained elephant was let
loose, and whatever girl it raised three times she was married to the king. When the elephant was loosed it went
searching all round the company, and finally raised this girl three times. When the king and queen saw that the
elephant had selected such a dirty girl, they supposed that there was some mistake; so they sent for a second
elephant, but the result was the same. And with a third elephant the same thing happened. So they had to marry
her to the prince.
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When he went home that night, and it was time for him to retire with his bride, he went to his mother and told
her with tears that he could never live with such a person; that he wished to marry the owner of the golden hair,
and would never touch a creature who was so foul that no one would let her sit near them.
“Well,” said his mother, “I will have her put to sleep tonight in the elephant shed, and one of them is sure to
trample her to death.”
So she was sent there, but in the night four other fairies came to her, took off her robe of leather, bathed and
perfumed her, and when the watchmen saw her they were surprised at her beauty. They went and told the prince,
and he ran there, and when he saw her he was delighted. He sat there, on the watch, and when the four fairies left
her and she was about to put on her leathern-robe again, he ran and seized her. But she cried,
“If I do not put this on I shall die!”
“Who is there who can harm you?” he asked.
Then she told him her whole story, and when he asked her if she could think of any plan for killing the deo she
said,
“There is only one way to kill him. Take this leathern robe of mine, fill it with honey and place it on a finelydecorated couch on the roof of the palace. When the deo comes he will seize it and think that he is sucking my
blood. Then you can lay in wait and kill him.”
He did as she advised, and when the deo came in the form of a monkey and began to suck the honey the prince
cut off his head with his sword. Then he went and told his wife that the deo would trouble her no more, and they
two lived together for many years in the greatest happiness.
112.59 The Jackal And The Alligator:\fn{My title:H} A Folktale\fn{by Irene Briscoe (before 1893- )} Bulandshahr,
Bulandshahr District, Uttar Pradesh, India -1
Once upon a time there lived a jackal, and he had eaten all the fruit this side of the river, and wanted to get
across, and did not know how to. At last he thought of the alligator, and went to the river side and called out to
him, and when he came the jackal said,
“If you take me across I will bring you a lal bahu.”\fn{A red wife.}
The alligator agreed and carried the jackal across, where he stayed till all the fruit was done, when the same
difficulty arose, and he knew he must get the alligator the lal bahu, or there was no hope of getting across; so this
cunning little jackal stole some red cloth, and propped up some bones like a figure in the distance, and draped the
red cloth on it to look like a sheet and petticoat, and then called the alligator and said,
“See, I have brought you the lal bahu, but she is shy of me, so carry me across, and she will come to you.”
The alligator did so at once. And when the jackal was out of the way the alligator called to lal bahu as he
thought, but of course it could not answer because it was only bones. The alligator got angry and went up to it and
gave it a slap: all the bones hurt his hand, and he discovered the jackal’s trick. When he saw the jackal again he
said,
“See, if I don’t pay you off for this!”
One day after a little time had elapsed the jackal came back and was tying up a fig\fn{ The text has: getting up a fig
ties.} on the bank of the river, when the alligator, who always laid in wait for him, caught his leg. The jackal
thought, “Now I am done for,” when a thought struck him, and he called out,
“You think you have caught my leg, but all the same you have caught the root of the tree.”
The alligator hearing this let go his leg and caught the root, thinking he had made the mistake. The jackal then
jumped down and ran away laughing, which left the alligator more angry than ever. The alligator then consulted
his friends, and they said,
“Try and get into his house when he is out, and then he cannot escape you.”
The alligator then watched for the jackal to go out and crept into his house. When the jackal came home he saw
the track the alligator had left behind him on the sand and guessed at once who it was, so he called out,
“House, house, is all well?”
But the alligator kept very quiet. The jackal then said,
“Something must be wrong. My house always answers me when all is well.” The alligator at once said,
“All is well.”
The jackal laughed to himself and ran off, but soon returned, dragging a dry prickly bush, and placing it at the
door, set fire to it, and called out in delight,
“I knew you were in there, Mr. Alligator. Have you ever heard of a house that spoke? You will plague me no
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more.”
The smoke smothered the alligator inside the house, and the jackal lived in peace the rest of his days.
111.112 1. How The Jackal Got The Weaver Married 2. How The Manjhi Won His Wife 3. The Brahman And
Mother Ganges 4. The Tiger, The Brahman, And The Covetous Goldsmith 5. The Frog And The Snake 6. Mr.
Good And Mr. Evil 7. The Manjhi Girl And The Bamboo 8. The Goat And The Tiger 9. The Piety Of The
Brahman 10. The Brahman And The Snake 11. The Wit Of The Four Brothers 12. The Raja And The Sadhu 13.
The Princess Of Karnalpur 14. The Princess Who Would Not Speak 15. The Wise Raja Of Harabangpur 16. The
Virtue Of Raja Rupa Angad 17. The Virtue Of Faith 18. How Bhagwan Gave A Lesson To Narad 19. The Kali
Yuga 20. How The Raja Got His Deserts 21. Akbar And His Son-in-law 22. The Raja And The Bear 23. The Tale
Of The Two Queens 24. The Defeated Pandit 25. The Parrot’s Reproof: Twenty-five Folktales\fn{by Akbar Shah
(before 1893- )} Manhasa Village, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 15
1
A jackal used to come at night into a village and steal chickens. One day a pank \fn{Weaver:H} said to him
“Why do you risk your life coming here to steal fowls? Some day or other a dog will catch you. Marry me to a
princess and I will feed you all your life.” The jackal agreed, and went to the Raja and said,
“Maharaj! I have arranged the marriage of your daughter with a Raja greater even than you are. Your daughter
will be very happy with him.”
“I agree,” said the Raja, “and I will send my Brahman and barber with you to perform the tilak.\fn{Betrothal.}
“In my land,” answered the jackal, “the ceremonies of betrothal and marriage are done at the same time; but
we have a rule that no guns or dogs are allowed to accompany the marriage party.”
The Raja agreed to this, and went to the panka and told him to make his preparations, and he would invite the
guests himself The jackal invited as guests all the paddy birds and jackals and mainas, and they started to fetch
the bride. When they came near the Raja’s palace someone fired a gun, and all the birds flew away; then a dog ran
up, and all the jackals disappeared except he that made the match, and he hid himself till the dog left the place.
“What a small marriage escort!” remarked the Raja. “No matter, bring the bridegroom and let us get over the
marriage quick.” When the panka came in and saw the bamboos of which the marriage shed was built, he said,
“What a fine loom these would make!”
“This seems a low fellow,” grumbled the Raja, but the jackal said,
“It is only because he sees so few bamboos in his own country.”
The marriage was performed, and the Raja sent an escort with the pair. When they got near the panka’s village
the jackal dismissed them, saying,
“In our country it is not the custom for the bride’s people to go to the bridegroom’s house.”
When the princess saw the panka’s hut she wept bitterly, and she made her husband go to her father and
confess the whole matter. The Raja was wroth, but what could he do? He had to build a palace for his son-in-law
and give him half his kingdom.
But as for the jackal, he sent out his men and had him hunted to death.
2
There was once a Manjhi who was so niggardly that he would marry his daughter to no one who would not
agree to be satisfied with as much food as a leaf could hold. One day a suitor came, and the Manjhi said,
“You must agree to live for a month on as much food as can be piled on a leaf. If you fail I am at liberty to cut
off your nose and ears.”
The suitor agreed and got on for a few days on as much food as could be piled on the leaf of a lime tree. But at
last he had to give in, and the old Manjhi cut off his nose and ears. In this way twelve suitors lost their ears and
noses. At last the thirteenth man came and agreed to the test. But he brought a plantain leaf, and the Manjhi had to
give as much food as could be piled on it. So he only got fatter and fatter every day, and at last the Manjhi had to
give him his daughter. So when he brought her home all the villagers said,
“What a clever fellow you are!”
3
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There was once a poor Brahman who lived by begging, and all the alms he got in a day would hardly fill a
lamp saucer. One day as he was going about begging, he came to the door of a Chamar. The Chamar seeing him,
said,
“Maharaj! What has brought you here?”
“I am starving,” said the Brahman, “give me alms.”
“If you will take an invitation for me I will pay you handsomely,” said the Chamar. The Brahman agreed, and
the Chamar gave him a betel-nut,\fn{The common way of inviting guests.} and said,
“Take this and present it to Mother Ganges.” The Brahman went to Ganga Mai and gave her the betel-nut
which she accepted and said,
“Tell the Chamar that I will come at the appointed time, and here! Take this bracelet of gold, and give it to the
Chamar, telling him that Ganga Mal has sent it as a present for his wife.”
The Brahman took the bracelet, and after saluting Ganga Mai, went back. On the road he was overcome by
covetousness, and instead of giving the bracelet to the Chamar, he hid it in his loin cloth and merely said,
“Ganga Mai accepts your invitation. Now give me the present you promised.”
The Chamar told his wife to give the Brahman a sidha\fn{Ration.} of five sers of grain.
The Brahman went home, well pleased at his good luck. His wife, too, was delighted, and gave him an
excellent dinner. Then he made a plan and thought he would give the bracelet to the Raja, who would be sure to
reward him handsomely. So he went to the Raja, and after giving him his asirbad,\fn{Blessing.} asked for alms.
The Raja rose from his seat and asked the Brahman to sit down. The Brahman said,
“Maharaj! I have been supported by you for many years. So I have brought you a present which I got from a
charitable jajman\fn{Client.} of mine.”
The Raja was much pleased, and took the bracelet into the inner room to the Rani. She was very much
delighted, and said to the Raja,
“It is very nice indeed, but I must have a pair to it.”
The Raja thought to himself that if he rewarded the Brahman he would never bring the second bracelet; so he
said to the Brahman,
“Go and bring a pair to this and I will give you a reward.”
The Brahman went home very sorrowful, and at last told the whole story to his wife. She comforted him.
“Don’t fret yourself. She who gave you one bracelet will give you another, if you ask her.”
The Brahman returned to the Chamar, and with great penitence told him what had happened. The Chamar said,
“You had better take my invitation again. But whatever Ganga Mal says to you, you must tell me.”
The Brahman went to Ganga Mal and gave her the Chamar’s invitation. She accepted it, and said to the
Brahman,
“Go and pour a ser-and-a-quarter of ghi on the ground in my name.”
The Brahman promised to do so, and when he came to his house, told his wife that Ganga Mal had ordered her
to pour a ser-and-a-quarter of water on the ground in her honor. The Brahman replied,
“Bad luck to you and Mother Ganges! You have spent the day wandering about and brought nothing home, and
now you are telling me to pour water on the ground in the name of Ganga Mal! Why should I pour water on the
ground which I have been toiling all day to drag from the well?”
The Brahman returned to the Chamar and told him what Ganga Mal had said. When she heard the message, the
Chamar’s wife bathed, put on clean clothes, and poured five jars of ghi on the ground in the name of Mother
Ganges. Then the Brahman said to the Chamar,
“Brother! My life is at stake. Give me a bracelet. If you refuse the Raja will have me hanged.”
“I have no bracelet to give you,” answered the Chamar. “When Ganga Mal gave you a bracelet you never
showed it to me.”
The Brahman was plunged in grief, and sat at the Chamar’s door, saying he would die there. At last, after a
couple of days had passed in this way, the Charnar said,
“Come aside and I will tell you something.” The Chamar took him behind his house and said,
“You are a rogue, and your wife is such a fool that she cannot spare even a pot of water for the gods and
goddesses. How can you expect ever to become rich? I and my wife are charitable, and see how we prosper. Take
a lesson from us.”
Then the Chamar took a kathwat,\fn{A wooden kneading dish.} filled it with water, and put it at his door, and told
the Brahman to say,
“When the heart is pure even the Ganges comes into a platter.”\fn{ “A common proverb.”}
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The Brahman repeated this verse and then put his hand into the water and pulled out a pair to the golden
bracelet. He took it to the Raja, who gave him five villages and much wealth, and the Brahman changed his
manner of life and lived happily ever after.
May Paramesar change us as he changed him!
4
There was once upon a time a poor Brahman who used to get his living by begging. One day in his wanderings
he carne to a stream in the jungle near which a tiger had his den, and it was guarded in turns by his four servants
—the swan, the parrot, the jackal, and the crow. On that day the swan and parrot happened to be on duty. When
they saw the Brahman approach they called out,
“Miserable Brahman! Make your escape while you can. If the tiger knows you have come he will surely
devour you.”
“I throw myself on your protection,” said the Brahman. “You can eat me or spare me as you will.”
The swan and parrot, pitying him, went to the tiger and said,
“Master! A beggar Brahman is standing outside. What is thy pleasure regarding him?” The tiger answered,
“If he is really hungry, you can open my treasure-house and let him have as much as he pleases.”
The Brahman was taken into the treasure-chamber, where he loaded himself with as much wealth as he could
carry. He took it home, thanking Bhagwan for his mercy, and lived in prosperity for a long time.
He had a friend, a jeweler, who went to him one day and said,
“Panditji! As we are friends let me have a share in your good luck.”
The Brahman agreed and offered to take the goldsmith with him when he next paid the tiger a visit. They
started, though the Brahman’s wife advised her husband not to go. By ill-luck the jackal and the crow were on
guard that day. When they saw the pair approaching they said one to the other,
“Let us tell the tiger and he will kill these people, and then we can have a good feed.” Meanwhile the tiger
called out to the Brahman,
Sugga gaye bain Nandban,
Hansa Sarowar Tal:
Mantri hain ab kag, srig:
Ihwan buri ahwal.
*
The parrot has gone to the forest of Nanda,
The swan to Mana Sarowar lake:
The crow and jackal are my ministers.
For you the times are evil.

The goldsmith asked the Brahman what this warning of the tiger meant. The Brahman replied,
“The times are changed and the guards are different. Escape at once if you value your life.” The goldsmith
said,
“You can run away if you please. I will steal in through the back of the den and get hold of some of the
treasure.”
The Brahman went away and the goldsmith crept into the back of the den. But the jackal and the crow saw
him, and informed the tiger who jumped out and killed him. The Brahman returned home, and that was the last
visit he paid to the tiger.
5
A frog and a snake were once quarreling as to which of them could give the more poisonous bite. They agreed
to test their powers.
When a man came to their tank the snake bit him beneath the water while the frog swam on the surface. The
man called out to his friends,
“A frog has bitten me.”
“What harm is that? Come along.”
He went away and felt no effects from the bite. A year after he came again and the frog bit him beneath the
water while the snake swam on the surface.
“Alas!” he cried, “a snake has bitten me,” and he died.
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“Now,” said the frog, “you will admit that my bite is more venomous than yours.”
“I deny it altogether,” said the snake.
So they agreed to refer the case to Vasuki Naga, the snake king, who, when he had heard the arguments of both
sides, decided in favor of the snake, and said the man had died of fright.
“Of course the snake king sides with the snake,” grumbled the frog.
So both of them bit him and that was the end of him.
6
Once upon a time Mr. Good and Mr. Evil made friends and went off in search of employment. They came to a
stream. Mr. Evil drew water and Mr. Good went for firewood. Meanwhile Mr. Evil opened his companion’s bag
and stole his provisions. When Mr. Good came back and found his bag empty he told Mr. Evil, who said,
“It must have been your wife stole your food. My wife often does the same when she does not want me to go
out.”
Mr. Good suspected his friend and said nothing.
Mr. Evil cooked his food, but gave none to his companion. They went on till they came to the crossroads, and
there Mr. Good said to Mr. Evil,
“Friend, we had better part, as we cannot get work if we stay together.”
So they separated, and Mr. Good being hungry went on into the forest. At last he saw a hut, and going in—
what does he see—four animals—a tiger, a jackal, a snake, and a mouse—were sitting, each in one corner of the
hut. They took no notice of him, and he sat down in the middle.
Now, Mr. Good knew the speech of animals, and presently he heard them talking. The tiger said to the jackal,
“What a lot of treasure the snake has in the house! If anyone would come and dig it up while he is away
looking for food what a good thing it would be; for we should then be no longer forced to guard it for him.”
“Indeed, I do wish it were so. But, brother, do you know that there lives in the city of Ujjain a Raja who is
stricken with leprosy, and he has promised to give his daughter and half his kingdom to the man who cures him!”
“Is it really so?” asked the tiger.
“It is so, indeed,” answered the jackal.
“And how could he be cured?” was the next question.
“If anyone,” said the jackal, “were to get some of the dung of a hansa, mix it with oil and rub it over him with
a feather of the eagle Garuda, he would be cured of the disease.”
Mr. Good heard all this and started for Ujjain. Then he walked through the market crying,
“A physician, ho! Does anyone want a physician?”
The Raja sent for Mr. Good and he prescribed for him as the jackal had said, and he was cured. So Mr. Good
married the princess and became lord of half the kingdom. Then he went back to the hut and dug up the snake’s
treasure.
“Can I do anything more for you?” asked the tiger.
“Well, if you would devour the next person who comes here, I would feel obliged,” said Mr. Good.
Soon after Mr. Evil, wandering about in great poverty, came to the hut, and the tiger at once killed him. So this
was the end of Mr. Evil.
May Paramesar so reward right and punish wrong!
7
Once upon a time there was a Manjhi who had seven sons and a daughter. One day the girl went into the field
and brought home some vegetables, and as she was preparing them for dinner, she cut her finger with the sickle
and a drop of blood fell among the greens. She said nothing about it; but when her brothers tasted the dish and
found it more tasty than usual, they asked her about it, and when they learnt the reason they began to think how
good human flesh must be.
So they determined to kill their sister. All but the youngest agreed to this, and finally his brethren forced him to
kill his sister, but he would not taste her flesh. When the others had eaten, they buried the bones of the girl under a
clump of bamboos, and from them sprang such a bamboo as was not to be found in the jungle for beauty.
One day a Raja came into the jungle to hunt, and when he saw the bamboo he was so pleased with it that he
had it dug up carefully and planted in his garden. Every night the girl used to come out of the bamboo and walk
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about the city. At last the servants watched her and saw her going back into the bamboo. They went and told the
Raja, who lay in wait for her next night, and when she came out of the bamboo he caught her by the band.
Then he took her to his palace and married her. He summoned her brothers, and the youngest he rewarded with
five villages, but the others he banished from his kingdom.
8
There was once a he-goat and his wife, and she was about to kid. So she said to her husband,
“Let us find some quiet place where I may lie in.”
By chance the goats selected the den of the tiger, and there two kids were born. A day or two after the tiger
came back, and when the he-goat saw him coming he asked his wife what had better be done. She said,
“Don’t be nervous. When the tiger comes near I will squeeze the kids’ legs and make them squeal. Then you
say to me, ‘Why are the children crying?’ And I will say, ‘They are crying because they want some fresh tigermeat. I have some of it dried here, but they do not care for that.’”
When the tiger came they did as they had planned, and the tiger was so much frightened that he forthwith ran
away. As he was still running he met the jackal, who said,
“Good morning, uncle, I have not seen you for a long time. Where are you running to?” The tiger replied,
“I am running away because some animals have occupied my den, who eat tigers, and when I went there just
now I heard them planning to eat me.”
“What nonsense,” said the jackal. “Come with me and I will soon drive them out.”
So the tiger and the jackal came together to the den, and the he-goat saw them and asked his wife what it were
best to do. She said,
“Leave it to me.” So she began to squeeze the legs of the kids, and when she made them squeal she called out,
“I can’t think what ails these children today. They want some tiger and jackal-meat for their breakfast, and I
have plenty dry in the store-room, but they must have it fresh.”
When they heard this the tiger and the jackal scampered off and never came near the place again. So the goats
had the use of it as long as they pleased.
9
Mahadeva and Parameswar came down from heaven to see how the world was going on. When they reached
the earth, Mahadeva asked Parameswar where they should go. Parameswar answered,
“Go wherever you please, I will follow you.” Mahadeva replied,
“I have many votaries in this land. One of them is an ahir, who is very rich. Let us go to him.”
Parameswar agreed: they went in search of the ahir and found him in his fields looking after the ploughing.
They sat down on the ground close beside him, but he paid no attention to them. After a while Mahadeva said,
“My son, is this your field, and is it being ploughed for you?” The Ahir replied,
“Yes; this is my field and it is being ploughed for me.” Mahadeva said,
“I am your Guru, and the Baba who is sitting near me is my friend. Go and make arrangements for our food
and drink.” The ahir replied,
“You are a pretty pair of Babajis, to come asking for food and drink in this way. Go your ways and do not
trouble me.” Then Parameswar said,
“Come, Mahadeva, we had better be going. I have seen your votary, and I do not think much of him. Now let
us go and see a poor Brahman, who is a disciple of mine.”
So both the deities went to the house of the Brahman. When the Brahman saw, then he ran up and fell prostrate
before them, and, bringing water in a dish, washed their feet. Now the poor man had naught in his house
wherewith to entertain, his guests: but he spread a carpet in his portico, and respectfully asked them to take their
seats upon it. Then he went into the village to try and beg something to lay before them. Meanwhile his wife
bathed them with her own hands. The day passed, but the Brahman failed to get any alms, and both host and
guests had to lie down supperless.
That night the Brahman and his son agreed that they must break into someone’s house, in order to get the
wherewithal to entertain the visitors. Accordingly they got up and broke into the house of a banker. There they
tied up everything necessary for a feast, and the son gave the things to his father and told him to pass out first
through the hole in the wall.
He was following him, when he made a noise which woke the people of the house. They raised an alarm and
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lighted a lamp. Then the son of the Brahman was arrested. The Brahman, who was outside, reasoned within
himself that if his son was arrested as a thief all his honor would be lost. So he cut off the head of his son which
was sticking out of the hole in the wall. He buried the head in the ground and then ran away home.
Next morning the news spread that the house of the banker had been robbed, but no one troubled himself to
look at the thief who had been caught. When the Brahman went home he gave all the things he had got to his wife
and she prepared food. When the food was ready the Brahman asked the deities to partake of it. The deities asked,
“Where is your son?”
The Brahman was very much confused what answer to make. But he went outside and called out,
“Son, Son!” Immediately his son stood before him, and said,
“I have been away and have returned with great difficulty.”
The Brahman remained silent, and they all sat down to eat. When they had finished eating the Brahman cried
out:
Pran gden jo pati rahai, rahai pran pati jaya:
Dhik hai wah jiwan ko-kahain Akabar Rae.
*
Better even at the cost of life to save one’s honor.
Fie upon the man who saves his life at the expense of his honor.

So says the Lord Akbar.
The Brahman then told the whole story to Parameswar, who was much pleased and conferred upon him much
wealth and honor.
10
In a hole in a hillock there lived a snake. One day a Brahman was passing by with his religious books under his
arm, when the snake called out to him,
“Panditji, where are you going?”
“I am going to give a katha\fn{Religious recitation.} to one of my jajman.”\fn{Parishioners.}
“Is there any harm in your reading the scriptures to me?” enquired the snake. “If you give me a recitation I will
pay you a gold mohur daily.”
The Pandit agreed, and the snake made a chauk\fn{A holy square.} and put a stool inside it and spread the sacred
kusa grass. The Pandit read the scriptures, and when he was done the snake gave him a gold mohur as his
dahshina.\fn{Renumeration.} So it went on for a year or two, and the Brahman became so rich and lazy that one day
he told his son to go and do the recitation. The snake gave him, as usual, a gold mohur as his fee. But as he was
going home the lad thought to himself,
“This snake must have an enormous treasure in his charge. Why should I not get it all?”
So he went back and made a blow at him with his bludgeon. He missed the snake, who promptly leaped upon
him and gave him so sore a bite that the lad fell on the ground senseless. When the lad did not return the old
Pandit went in search of him, and seeing what had happened, said,
“O snake! My kind client! What a sin you have committed in killing my son?”
“I gave him only what he deserved,” replied the snake. “Don’t you know the proverb: ‘If anyone strikes at you,
strike at him first and don’t think of the sin’? You and your son have cheated me. Take care I don’t bite you too.”
Then the Pandit implored the snake to suck out the poison and restore his son to life. The snake, who was of a
kindly disposition, did so, and the boy revived. Then the snake said,
“If you harm one who in confidence lays his head in your lap, the lord of the world is his guardian.”
11
There was once a man who had four sons. When he was dying he called them and said,
“I have buried my wealth in four pots, under each of the four legs of my cot. When I am dead you can dig it
up, and each one is to have the pot he happens to find.”
When their father died the sons dug up each a copper pot, and when they opened them they found that the pot
of the eldest contained earth; that of the second, bones; that of the third, rice husks; that of the youngest, rupees.
So then the three eldest wanted him to share, but he refused, and challenged them to go to Raja Daksha, the ruler
of the land, to decide the matter.
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When they came to his palace they met his daughter at the door, and she asked their business. Then she said,
“My father has been absent from home for twelve years.”
So they were going home when they met the Rani. She asked their business, and said,
“The Raja is asleep. He will wake in an hour and settle your business.” They answered,
“The Princess just now told us that he had left the country.” The Rani answered,
“The reason she said this was that though she is grown up, she is not yet married. Had her father been at home
he must have found a husband for her.”
They waited for an hour and came back to the palace door again. There the Raja’s son met them and asked
their business.
“Go away,” he said; “my father is dead.” As they were going away a man spoke to them and said,
“The Raja is not dead, but his son says he is dead because his father has not got him married yet.”
The brothers sat down to wait. Meanwhile the younger Rani came out and said,
“What is the use of your waiting? The Raja is blind for the last twelve years.” But as they were leaving the
place a maid-servant said,
“The Raja is not blind, but the Rani says he has lost his sight because he has not sent for her for twelve years.”
Just then a Pandit passed by, and they asked him about the Raja.
“The Raja is certainly at home,” he said, “but he is deaf.” Again they started to go, when the Pandit’s son met
them.
“The Raja is not deaf,” he said, “but my father calls him deaf because he will not listen to the advice of his
ministers.”
“This Raja will never do for us,” the brothers concluded, “let us go to Raja Bhoj.”
So they started for the kingdom of Raja Bhoj. That day it so happened that a washer-man of the city had given
his wife a beating, and she started off on his donkey to escape him. The four brothers were on the road at the time,
and the washer-man was running up from behind in search of his wife. The brothers hid behind some bushes, and
as he passed they went on talking to each other. One said,
“An ass must have passed by.”
“But it had only one eye,” said the second.
“Yes! It was blind,” said the third, “and a woman was riding it.”
“Quite right,” said the fourth, “and she was pregnant.”
When he heard this talk the washer-man made sure that these men had run away with his wife. So he followed
them, and when he met them near the city, he said,
“You appear to be strangers here. If you like I will give you a lodging.”
They gladly agreed, and the washer-man gave them a place to stay in: and when he had got them safe he went
and complained to the Raja that his wife, who had a quarrel with him, had been enticed away by the brothers who
were thags. He told the Raja how he had heard their conversation. Hearing this, the Raja had a watch put over
them.
In the night the guard heard them talking. One said,
“The rice we have eaten was stale.”
“Yes,” said the second, “and the ghi was someone’s leavings.”
“So it was,” said the third, “and the meat we got was dog-flesh.”
“True,” said the fourth, “and the Raja of this city is dogla.”\fn{Base-born; a bastard.}
The watchmen heard this and reported it to the Raja. Next morning he called them and asked,
“What did you mean by saying that the rice was stale?” One said,
“Ask the man who grew it.” The peasant was brought and examined about the rice.
“Well! O king! The rice was stale in this way. When we were sowing it night came on and some of the seed
remained unsown. This was sown next morning. So its produce was stale.”
“Well! And what did you mean by saying that the ghi was some one’s leavings?”
“Ask the cowherd,” they said. The cowherd was called and examined.
“Yes! O King!” he answered. “It was so. As I was boiling it the pot overflowed and I blew on it. Hence it was
my leavings.”
“What did you mean,” next asked the Raja, “by saying that the meat was dog-flesh?”
“Ask the shepherd,” they answered. The shepherd was called and examined.
“Yes! O King! It was dog-flesh. It was so in this way. After her kid was born a leopard killed my goat, and we
suckled it on a bitch we had.”
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“And why do you call me base-born?” asked the Raja.
“Ask your mother,” they answered. The Raja rushed off to his mother with a sword in his hand, and said,
“Tell the truth, am I base-born or not. If you refuse to tell me I will kill you and myself afterwards.” The Rani
trembled and said,
“When I was bathing on the sixth day after your birth, a washer-man passed by and his shadow fell on me.
This affected me,\fn{“The influence of the mother over the child remains until she is purified on the sixth day. A shadow of anyone
falling on a woman in this state is believed to affect the child.” } and in this way you are base-born.”
The Raja came back and asked the washer-man how he knew these men had taken his wife away. He told the
Raja what they had said. The Raja asked,
“How did you know an ass had passed?”
“By his footprints.”
“And how did you know he was blind of an eye?”
“Because he ate the grass on only one side of the road.”
“And how did you know the woman was in child?”
“Because the ass went on very slowly and had she not been in this state she would have galloped away from
her husband.” The Raja said,
“You are clever fellows. I will try you again.”
So he got a lauki,\fn{A gourd.} and put it in an earthen jar, and asked them to tell what was inside. One said,
“It is green.” Another said,
“It is round.” The third said,
“It is a fruit.” The fourth said,
“It is a gourd.”
The Raja rewarded them and sent them home. On the road they met a lot of boys, one of whom pretended to be
a Raja and the others his ministers.
“Let us refer our case to him,” said one, and all agreed. The boy-Raja, when he heard their story, said,
“The man who got the earth in his pot is to have the land, he that got the bones is to have the cattle; he that got
the rice husks, the grain; and the youngest is to keep the money.” They said,
“How did you learn this wisdom?”
“Under where I am sitting,” he answered, “is buried the throne studded with jewels, which belonged to
Maharaja Vikramaditya.”
So the four brothers dug up the throne and lived in luxury ever after. Parameswar do to us as he did to them!
12
Once upon a time a Sadhu was sitting by the roadside, and a Raja passed by, who gave him a shawl. Just as the
Sadhu got the shawl and was blessing the Raja, a thief came up and ran away with it. Him, too, the Sadhu blessed
as he had blessed the Raja. At this the Raja was wroth, and said to the Sadhu,
“Babaji, why didst thou bless him even as thou didst bless me?” The Sadhu answered,
“I blessed you both that the works of each of you may prosper. Thy piety will receive its reward. He will
progress in evil doing, and he, too, shall have his reward.”
The Raja was convinced, and bowing [before] the Sadhu, went his way.\fn{ The text has: bowing, the.}
13
Once upon a time a ship came sailing over the ocean, and the mariners cast anchor close to a city. The son of
the Raja of that city happened to be close by, and seeing a princess on the ship fell in love with her. She made a
sign to him by rubbing her ears and eyes, and immediately the sailors weighed anchor and departed.
The prince went home, and calling all his father’s courtiers asked them to explain the meaning of the signs of
the princess. No one could interpret them except a poor shepherd, who said:
“When she rubbed her ears it meant that she comes from the city of Karnalpur, and by rubbing her eyes she
meant that the Raja of that city is named Sunetra Sinha.”
Then the prince asked the shepherd to lead him there; they started and after many days reached Karnalpur.
There they put up with a gardener’s wife. The old woman asked their business, and when they told her said:
“You must conceal yourselves, and represent yourselves as my son-in-law and the shepherd as your servant. If
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you do this I think you will meet the princess some day or other.”
The gardener’s wife used daily to take garlands to the princess. One day the prince asked her to allow him to
twine a garland. He made a lovely wreath and put a letter inside for the princess. The princess when she saw the
wreath asked who had made it. The gardener’s wife said that it was made by her daughter, who had come to pay
her a visit.
The princess gave her a present, and as she was going away struck her with an orange branch. When the prince
heard this he asked the shepherd what it meant. He said:
“It means that you are to meet her tonight in the garden of oranges.”
The prince went there, but fell asleep, and do all she could the princess could not wake him. When she had
gone away and he woke in the morning he cursed his folly and consulted the gardener’s wife what he should do.
She said:
“Make another wreath.”
The prince made another wreath, which so pleased the princess that she gave the gardener’s wife a gold coin,
and as she was going away struck her with a lime branch. When the prince heard this he asked the shepherd what
it meant.
“It means that you will meet her in the lime garden.”
The prince went there and fell asleep, and again the princess failed to wake him, and went away. When he told
the gardener’s wife, she said,
“There is no helping you. But you shall have another chance.”
The prince made a third wreath, and the princess was so pleased that she gave a gold coin to the old woman
and said,
“Bring your daughter to see me tomorrow and you will be well rewarded.”
The old woman dressed the prince in woman’s clothes and took him to the princess. The princess asked him to
sit with her, but he was afraid and sat on the ground. The princess gave him betel and asked the old woman to go
home and leave her daughter with her. The prince then stayed with the princess and none of the people of the
palace suspected what was going on.
But the Raja, the father of the princess, used to weigh her daily against a flower, and this day she weighed
down the flower, and he knew she had a lover. He proclaimed a reward for anyone who would catch him; but no
one attempted the task but a wise old woman.
She made a hole in the floor of the princess’s room and put some red dye in it, so that the prince when he paid
his usual visit fell into it, and his clothes were stained. He went off at once to the old woman’s house, and she
called a washer-man and made him promise to wash the clothes before the morning but he went off next day
dressed in the clothes of the prince to a marriage, and the wise old woman recognized him and had him arrested.
He was taken to the Raja and explained how he got the clothes. He was released and the old woman made a
mark on the door of the gardener’s house so that she might recognize it again. But when the prince noticed the
marks he made similar signs on all the houses near, and so the wise woman could not identify the house.
Soon after the prince and princess met again in the palace garden, where there was a shrine of Mahadeva. One
of the watchmen saw them, and locked them up in the temple, intending to betray them next day to the Raja.
The shepherd missed the prince, and learning where he was determined to save him. So he dressed himself up
as a Banya woman and taking an offering of flowers, cakes, and sweetmeats went to the temple and said to the
watchmen:
“Kindly open the temple, as I desire to worship in pursuance of a vow I made that I would worship if my
husband returned safe and sound.”
The watchmen with some difficulty let the shepherd in, when he at once changed clothes with the princess, and
she escaped in the guise of the Banya’s wife. When the Raja came in the morning and saw only two men inside he
was wroth and threatened to hang the watchmen. But they protested that the princess had been in the temple and
had escaped in the disguise of the Banya woman, and said to the Raja:
“Let all the men and women of the city pass through the fire and prove their innocence.”
The king agreed and all the people assembled. The prince and the shepherd were also present in the guise of
ascetics. The Raja ordered that the princess should first undergo the ordeal. Just as she was going into the fire the
prince came up to her and caught her hand and said:
“Princess, before you pass into the fire give me an alms.” She did so and called out:
“If I have touched any man but this ascetic may the fire consume me!”
Then she passed through the fire unharmed. The Raja said:
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“My daughter is pure and has been falsely accused.”
Next day the Raja weighed his daughter again, and again she was heavier than the flower. He knew that
something was wrong, so he gave notice that if his daughter’s lover would appear of his own accord he would
marry him to the princess and give them half his kingdom.
The prince then came forward and told him the whole story and explained how he owed it all to the cleverness
of the shepherd. The Raja rewarded the shepherd. The lovers were married, and after some time the prince took
his bride home, and they lived happily.
May Paramesar do to all of us as He did to them!
14
There was once a Raja who had a daughter, who would not speak to anybody. Her father was in great trouble
about her, and tried many physicians, but no one could do her any good. Then he made proclamation that if
anyone could cure her, he should have her hand and half his kingdom. But he added this condition that whoever
failed should forfeit his life and goods.
No one for a long time would accept the Raja’s terms, until at last a young prince agreed to try. So he had to
give a bond accepting the terms of the Raja, and then he was taken into the presence of the princess.
Now the prince was a great magician, and without the princess seeing him, he managed to throw some of his
magic powder on the bed on which she lay. Forthwith the bed began to pinch her horribly, and she could restrain
herself no longer, and cried out,
“Why does this bed pinch me so horribly?”
“What is the use,” said the prince, “of your trying to keep yourself from speaking, when you cannot even
control your own bed?”
“I only wish I could burn it,” she said.
When the watchmen at the door heard her they struck the big drum once and called out,
“The princess has spoken.”
But she would not speak again. Then the prince said,
“Whether you speak to anyone else or not, you must speak to me because you have spoken once.”
But still she said nothing. Then the prince threw some of his magical powder on the lamp which hung on the
wall, and the lamp called out,
“What is the use of troubling about such a fool? She has just spoken to you and now she won’t speak again.”
“I will get you smashed, you lamp,” she cried, “if you dare to say another word to me@”
The watchmen heard her and gave another blow to the drum, and called out,
“The princess has spoken a second time.”
Then the prince threw some of his powder on the door, and the door called out,
“She is a fool. Do not trouble about her. She spoke just now and still she won’t speak again.”
“If you dare to address me again,” she cried, “I will have you burnt to ashes!”
The watchmen beat the drum again, and called out.
“Listen, oh people, the princess has spoken again.”
But she would speak no more, and the prince threw some powder on the window, and the window said,
“Prince, why are you troubling to make her speak? She is surely dumb.”
“If you say that again,” she cried, “I will have you flung upon the dung-hill!”
The watchmen struck the drum again, and called out,
“Listen, oh people, the princess is certainly speaking.”
Then the old Raja, who was outside all the time, came in and said to the prince,
“There is no doubt about it. Take her away and marry her straight off, and half my kingdom is yours.”
So the princess had to give in, and the prince married her. And ever after she spoke like anyone else, and they
were as happy as their friends could wish them to be.
15
Once upon a time there was a Raja in the city of Harbangpur,\fn{ “City of Confusion.”} who gained the name of
Chaupat or “Topsy-turvy.” One day a Guru and his disciple came to the city and, after they had bathed, the Guru
sent his disciple to the bazaar to buy food. The disciple replied,
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“I will go. If the people of the city believe in Thakur\fn{God.} and dharm,\fn{Religion.} I shall soon obtain
sufficient alms to support us. Meanwhile, Babaji! Light a fire and smoke your ganja.”
The disciple went to the bazaar and there he saw a kunjrin\fn{A green-grocer woman.} who was calling out,
“Buy vegetables! Buy vegetables! Only two pice a ser!” When he went on a little further he heard a grainseller shouting out,
“Who will buy flour, pulse, ghi, rice and spices? All two pice a ser!” He was amazed at this, but when he went
on a little further he heard a confectioner cry,
“Sweets! Sweets! Every kind of sweets! Only two pice a ser!” The disciple asked the merchants,
“Is there not some mistake that everything is offered at the same price?”
“No,” they answered. “In this city, under the great King Topsy-turvy, everything sells at one price, two pice a
ser.”
The disciple was delighted to hear this, and returned and told the Guru. The Guru answered:“My son! You should leave this place. Do you not know the proverb: ‘When everything white, be it camphor
or cotton, is the same, never stay in such a country.’” The disciple answered,
“This seems a good city and I will not leave it.”
“Well, I am going,” answered the Guru, “but I will stay in the neighborhood and watch over your welfare.”
So the Guru departed, and the disciple remained in the city, where he rapidly grew fat on the cheap food which
he was able to procure in abundance. One day, one of the city watchmen reported to Raja Topsy-turvy that a thief
had died owing to the wall of a house in which he was committing a burglary having fallen in upon him. The Raja
ordered the owner of the house to be fetched before him.
“Why,” demanded the king, “did you build the wall of your house so badly, that it fell in and killed the thief?”
“The fault was not mine,” he pleaded, “but that of the mason who built the wall.”
“You can go,” said the Raja, “but let the mason be called before me.” When the mason was produced, the Raja
asked:
“Why did you build the wall so badly, that it fell and crushed the thief?”
“Your Majesty!” pleaded the mason, “the fault does not rest with me but with your daughter, who passed by as
I was building it, and the tinkling of her anklets so distracted me that I was unable to build the wall properly.”
“You can go,” said the Raja, “but let my daughter be called before me.”
“Why did you distract the attention of the mason and make him build the wall badly, which fell on the thief
and crushed him to death?”
“I am not to blame,” said the princess. “The goldsmith is to blame in making such pretty anklets that their
jingling distracted the mason.”
“You can go,” said the Raja, “but let the goldsmith be called before me.” When the goldsmith appeared, the
Raja demanded:
“Why did you make such pretty anklets for my daughter that their jingling distracted the mason and caused
him to build the wall so badly, that it fell on the thief and caused his death?” The goldsmith answered,
“I am a very thin, weak man. What will you gain by having such a scarecrow as I am executed?”
“All right!” said the Raja, “we must have a fat man hanged. So bring me the fattest man you can find.”
The watchman went out and came on the disciple, who by this time had become the fattest man in the city.
“Come along,” said the watchman, “to the king and be hanged.” The disciple asked,
“What fault have I committed?”
“Babaji,” he said, “you are the fattest man in the city, and for this you are to be executed.”
So the disciple, loudly appealing to Thakur for protection, was hauled off to the Raja. Just then the Guru
arrived, and seeing him in this plight, said,
“Why? What is the matter?”
“I am about to be hanged simply for being fat. What sort of justice is this?”
“This is the justice of Harbangpur,” answered the ascetic. “Did I not tell you that evil would come when
everything was sold at two pice a ser? Now you must look after yourself.” The disciple said,
“This is the result of neglecting thy words. Now save me!”
“I cannot go with you before the Raja,” said the guru, “but when you are being taken to execution, I will say
that they may hang me in your stead. For whoever is hanged today will go straight to Swarga.”\fn{Paradise.} So as
the disciple was being taken to the gallows, the guru met him and began to dispute with him, saying,
“You must hang me.”
“No,” said the disciple, “I am the man to be hanged.” The news of this quarrel reached the ears of the Raja, and
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at last he said,
“If this is the lucky hour for being hanged, I will be hanged myself “
And hanged he was in due course, and no one lamented for him.
16
Of all the Rajas of the world the most virtuous was Raja Rupa Angad. One day a vimana, or magic chariot of
the gods, came down into his garden, and after collecting flowers went back to heaven again. The vimana
distributed the flowers among all the fairies of the court of Raja Indra and came down again next day and began to
collect flowers. But the gardener of Raja Rupa Angad was displeased at this, and lighted a fire so that the smoke
touched the heavenly chariot, and when the fairies with their flowers tried to ascend to heaven, it could not rise
because it was defiled.
Then the fairies who came with it went to the Raja and complained that they used daily to come to his garden
to collect flowers, but that now their chariot would not move. The Raja asked the fairies if they could explain why
their chariot did not move as usual. They answered that they believed it was because his gardeners had lighted a
fire and defiled it with the smoke. The Raja asked how it could be made to move. The fairies said:
“If any man in your Majesty’s city has kept the Fast of the Eleventh regularly month by month he can make
our chariot move.”
The Raja had search made throughout the city, but none could be found who had kept the fast save one Dhobi.
The Dhobi was brought before the Raja, who asked him how he came to keep the fast. The Dhobi replied,
“On that day I had a quarrel with my wife and therefore I abstained from food.”
Then the Raja took the Dhobi to the fairies and said that this was a man who had fasted on the eleventh day.
The fairies told the Dhobi to bathe and then to touch the chariot: when he did so the chariot moved and ascended
to heaven.
The Raja was astounded to witness the virtue of the eleventh day fast. So he made proclamation throughout the
kingdom that all his subjects on pain of death were to keep the fast. All his subjects then obeyed his order, and
when their lives were ended they were caught up to heaven in a vimana: but the end was that Kiragar\fn{Hell, the
pit of worms.} was empty.
Then Raja Indra, the Lord of Heaven, was sore afraid lest Raja Rupa Angad through the virtue of the piety
should take possession of his kingdom; so he sent down a fairy from heaven to divert him from his works of piety.
The fairy came down to earth and seated herself in a swing in the jungle where the Raja used to go a hunting
every day. One day the Raja saw her and fell in love with her. He went up to her and asked her whose daughter
she was and why she had come into the jungle. She replied:
“I know not who my parents are, and I live alone in this jungle, but if anyone would protect me I would live
with him.” The Raja said:
“Will you come with me, if I take you with me?” So the fairy went with the Raja, and then she said to him,
“On one condition only will I live with you, and that is, you must either cut off your son’s head, or give up
fasting on the eleventh day.”
The Raja agreed to her conditions and the fairy went home with him. When they arrived near the Raja’s palace,
the Raja happened to crush a lizard under his feet on the road, and the lizard was at once turned into a beautiful
maiden. The fairy asked her,
“For what sin were you turned into a lizard?” The maiden answered,
“In my former life I had seven co-wives, and I was most beloved by my husband. Sometime after my husband
insulted me and I poisoned him. For this sin I was born in this life as a lizard. As Raja Rupa Angad is the most
pious of mankind, his touch has restored me to my human shape again.”
When she heard this the fairy was still more desirous of turning him from the path of virtue. So she went with
him to his palace, and he said to his elder Rani:
“I have brought home a very beautiful fairy. She will live with me only on condition that you give her the head
of our son, or give up the eleventh day fast.” The Rani replied:
“Take the head of our son if you will and put an end to your race, but I will not give up the eleventh day fast.”
The Raja then called his son and said:
“You must either give your head, or surrender the eleventh day fast.” The boy replied:
“Father, give my head to the fairy. Do not give up fasting on the eleventh day. If you maintain your dharma\fn
{Virtue.} you will have sons and daughters, but if you lose your virtue you can never recover it again.”
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The Raja then told the Rani to plaster a chauka\fn{Sacred square.} on the ground and made his son to stand
within it. With his own hand he cut off the head of his son by a single stroke of his sword. The Rani received the
head of her son in her garment. When this was done, the fairy consented to live with the Raja, but she said,
“I can never truly love you until you eat the flesh of your son.”
So the Raja had some of the flesh prepared and as he was about to taste it, Bhagwan appeared from heaven and
seizing his hand said:
“My son, you have done well, ask for any boon you desire.” Then the Raja said,
“Restore my son to life and maintain my virtue.”
Then his son stood at once before the Raja, and Bhagwan disappeared. The fairy was put to shame and
returned to the king of the gods without effecting her purpose.
17
There once lived a Sannyasi in the jungle and his disciple lived with him. Now the Sannyasi had promised his
disciple to teach him a mantra by means of which he could do anything he pleased. He served him for twelve
years but he was never taught the mantra. At last one day when the holy man was washing, the disciple came and
said,
“I have served you now for twelve years and you have not taught me the mantra as you promised; kindly teach
it to me now.”
The saint was wroth at being addressed on such a subject at such a time and said, “Tanain jana na jaghai jdna,
na junai jdna,” that is to say, “You paid no heed to my state of ceremonial impurity, nor to place nor time.”
The disciple did not understand what his master was saying and thought that this was the mantra which he had
promised to teach him. So he went away quite contented.
One day soon after while the saint and his disciple were sitting together, a party of men passed by carrying a
corpse and when they saw the saint they asked for fire to burn the body. When the disciple heard this he asked
them where the corpse was; they said that it was under yonder tree. He told them to bring it. When the saint heard
this he was angry because he feared lest they might ask him to revive the body and if he failed his reputation
would suffer. So he told his disciple not to allow the men to approach; but he paid no attention to his words.
When the men brought the body the disciple muttered over it the supposed mantra which he believed the saint
had given him and the dead man rose immediately. Every one was surprised and none more so than the saint
himself. When they had all gone away, after thanking him profusely, he asked his disciple what mantra he had
used and when he heard it he smiled and said, Vishwa am phal dayakam:
“It is faith that gives the fruit.”
18
Once upon a time Bhagwan and Narad Muni were walking in the jungle and came upon a wild pig with twelve
young ones. Narad asked Bhagwan,
“Does the pig love all her offspring equally or not?”
“She loves them all alike,” answered Bhagwan.
“Then,” objected Narad, “if that is so, you must love all human beings alike, the just and the unjust.”
Bhagwan said nothing and they went on.
Then Bhagwan created a tank and asked Narad to bathe in it. As Narad was diving under the water Bhagwan
turned him into a lovely woman and he himself took the shape of a Kewat and sat on the bank. In a short time
Narad, in the form of a woman, came out of the tank and asked Bhagwan who he was. Bhagwan answered that he
was a Kewat, and he asked her if she would marry him. She agreed, and they settled down in a village where they
lived as husband and wife for a hundred years, and Narad in that time bore to Bhagwnn sixty sons.
Then Bhagwan turned himself into a Sannyasi and created another Kewat in his original shape and put him to
live with Narad. Next day Bhagwan in the shape of a Sannyasi came to beg at Narad’s house. Narad offered him
some rice which he refused. Then Narad asked:
“What then will you take?”
“I want one of your sons,” said Bhagwan. Narad answered,
“Be off, you scoundrel. I have seen many rogues like you! Will anyone give his son as alms? You have twenty
fingers and toes which you got without any trouble to yourself. Will you give one of them in alms? And yet you
have the impudence to ask for my son.” Bhagwan answered:
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“Why then did you deny that the wild pig loved all her offspring equally? If you love all your sons equally, the
pig does the same, because she has feelings like your own.”
Narad was silent through shame, and Bhagwan, having taught him this lesson, transformed her and himself
into their original shapes.
19
There was once a banker who from great wealth was reduced to poverty and was left with a single ruby. This
he was afraid to keep: so he made it over to a rich banker, his friend, and made his living by begging. At last he
died, and his son went and claimed the deposit: but the banker denied the claim, and the case came before the
Raja, who summoned the poor man’s witnesses. But none would give witness for him, and he lost his suit and was
driven from the Court.
The banker then complained against him and he was summoned to appear. The poor man took the oath, and,
laying his hand on the head of his firstborn son, said:
“O Parameswar! If I have spoken falsely against the banker, may my son die.”
Immediately his son fell down dead and he took the corpse on his shoulders and was driven out of the Court.
When he went outside he saw a man on horseback who had tied his old father by the hair to the hind legs of his
horse and his old mother to the neck. The beggar asked him who he was.
“Tell me who you are,” he answered, “and by and by you will learn who I am.” The beggar told his story, and
then the man said,
“You are a fool. Do you not know that this is the Iron Age? In it a man gains by lying. Why do you speak the
truth? Go and tell the Raja that the banker has taken two rubies. And take the body of your son also with you.”
Then the beggar went to the Raja and said,
“When I was here before I told a lie in saying that the banker had taken only one ruby, whereas he really took
two.”
The Raja sent for the banker and called on him to give up the rubies. The banker answered,
“Let the beggar say over the corpse of his son, ‘If I have given two rubies to the banker, may the body of my
son be restored to life:’ then I have no objection to give him the two rubies.”
The beggar took the false oath, and at once his son stood up. So the banker had to restore the original ruby, and
was obliged to sell all his goods to purchase a pair to it. The beggar went back to the horseman and told him how
successful he had been.
“I,” said the horseman, “am the incarnation of the Iron Age. I govern the world. I am the deadly enemy of truth
and righteousness. Whoever obeys me flourishes, while those who follow my rival, the Golden Age, come to
misfortune.”
With these words the incarnation of the Iron Age disappeared out of his sight.
20
There lived once a Raja and a Rani: the Rani was so pious that she never left her bed in the morning without
feeding five Brahmans. But the Raja was an enemy of Brahmans and insulted them when he got the chance.
One day Bhagwan, in the guise of a Brahman, came to the Raja’s palace and asked for alms. The Raja was in
his stable, and when he saw Bhagwan he, as was his wont, said:
“Here is dung in plenty: eat this if you will.”
By and by the Raja and the Rani died and their souls went to Swarga. There the Rani received all she needed,
but the Raja began to starve. At last he went to the Rani and said:
“You are my wife. You are enjoying all the comforts of life while I am starving. Out of your abundance give
me to eat.” The Rani answered,
“I disown you, sinner. Why should I give you food? Go to Bhagwan and ask him for what you need.”
So the Raja in his distress went to Bhagwan and begged for food. Bhagwan took him to a storehouse where
was collected all the dung the Raja had offered in his life to Brahmans multiplied tenfold. Then Bhagwan said,
“In Swarga everybody lives on the alms he has given on earth, and all he gives is multiplied ten-fold.”
The Raja wept bitterly, and just then Raja Indra was passing by and heard him. When he heard his trouble Raja
Indra said,
“Take all this filth and burn it into lime: then you may bring some pan leaves from my garden: prepare them
and give them to the gods to chew. Perchance Bhagwan will pardon you and give you food.”
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The Raja did so, and Bhagwan took pity upon him and gave him food as long as he remained in Swarga.
21
One day Akbar and Birbal went out hunting, and Akbar saw a crooked tree: so he said to Birbal:
“Why is that tree crooked?” Birbal answered,
“This tree is crooked because it is the son-in-law of all the trees of the forest.”
“And what else is always crooked?” asked Akbar. Birbal answered,
“The tail of a dog and a son-in-law are always crooked.” Akbar asked,
“Is my son-in-law also crooked?”
“Yes, O King,” replied Birbal.
“Then have him crucified,” said Akbar.
A few days after Birbal had three crosses made—one of gold, one of silver, and one of iron. When Akbar saw
them he asked for whom they were intended, and Birbal answered,
“Your Majesty! One of them is for your Majesty, one is for me, and one is for your Majesty’s son-in-law.”
“And why are we to be executed,” asked Akbar.
“Because,” said Birbal, “We are all the sons-in-law of someone.” Akbar laughed and said:
“Well, you may let my son-in-law alone for the present.”
22
One day a Raja went out hunting and going in pursuit of a deer lost his way in the jungle. The deer went out of
sight and then the Raja saw a bear being hunted by a tiger.
The Raja in fear climbed up a tree and the bear followed him. The Raja was frightened when he saw the bear
following him. But the bear said:
“Do not fear me; the tiger is the enemy of both of us. You help me and I will help you.” The Raja agreed and
when it was night the bear said:
“I will take the first watch and you can sleep.” When the Raja went on watch the tiger said from below:
“Throw down the bear and I will devour him.”
The Raja gave the bear a shove and tried to throw him down, but the bear had his claws well fixed in the tree
and woke when he was touched.
“You are a false friend,” said he, “but I will forgive you this time.”
Next morning the bear took the Raja on his back and brought him to his palace. When he got to his gate the
Raja called his dogs and set them at the bear.
Then the bear ran at him and bit him to death. As he was going away he spoke in this verse:
Marante ko mariye, ka Raja ka Rao.
*
When a man attacks you kill him, whether he be king or prince.

23
There was a Raja who had two wives, one of whom bore a son but the other was barren.
One day while the mother of the boy was absent, the barren Rani choked the boy and each laid the blame upon
the other. The Raja was at a loss how to discover which of them had killed the boy, so he said,
“Whichever of you will stand naked before the whole Court I will be sure that she speaks the truth.”
The murderess agreed to do as he ordered. Then he said,
“Shameless wretch! If you have no regard for your honor and mine you must have killed the boy.”
So he handed her over to the executioner.
24
A certain Raja had a beautiful garden, in which lived a koil or cuckoo, which used to sing morning and
evening, and keep silence all day while she sought food. This annoyed the Raja, and he sent for some fowlers and
ordered them to catch the cuckoo.
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When they went in search of her, she was absent, and they caught a kuchkuchiya bird and brought it to the
Raja, who shut it up in a cage. The bird had only one note, “Kaeh! Kaeh!,” which it kept repeating. Thereupon the
Raja struck at it with a stick, whereupon the bird said,
Kuh kuh bole koiliya nanda
Bin aparadh paryon main phanda
*
The cuckoo sings sweetly;
But I have been snared for no fault.

On this the Raja released the bird and punished the fowlers for their mistake.
25
A woman was going after her marriage to her husband’s house, when she saw her lover standing a little way off
and weeping. Then she said,
Gori chali gawand ke jankhan lage mit kyd?
Jhankho kya jhurwa? Kya jhurwa keo?
Dahi raha so tum khayo, au mantha chala bides.
Bhar angan sab sabha rahi, kaise bida batawon;
Gaon ke uttar pokhara wahan pani bharne dwon,.
Tum dhani ghora dauraye awo to hamen waha payo.
*
The fair one started for her husband’s home and her lover began to mourn. Why mourn for the beloved and her hair? You ate the good curd;
the curd which has been mixed with water and adulterated is going to another country. How could I let you know that my father would send
me away on such and such a day? You know that during these days our courtyard was full of clansmen. To the north of the village lies a
tank, on the bank of which is a pipal tree. If you ride quickly there on horseback, you may find me, as I shall go there to draw water.

Hearing this, the lover retired, and in the evening he went to the tank, but did not find his beloved. So he
returned home, heavy of heart. Seeing a parrot on a tree, he exclaimed,
Suga tor lal thor, piar thor, tore mukh men amrit ghariya;
Yah baten gori dekhe, sir par gagariya.
*
O Parrot, thou hast a red and yellow bill. In thy mouth is the cup of nectar. Sawest thou my fair one pass this way with a pitcher on her
head?

The parrot answered:
Gori dya rahi, gori jaya rahi, aur bhari gagariya;
Chand, suraj donon chhapit bhaye, tore mukh men lagi karikha.
*
The fair one came and drew water and went away. The sun and moon have now set. Thy face, O my friend, has been blackened.

The lover was ashamed of his folly and went home.
111.127 1. The Rival Queens 2. The Two-Horned Raja 3. The Sadhu Who Sold Advice 4. The Magic Swan 5. Fate
Restored: Five folktales\fn{by Ramanandan Lal (before 1893- )} Kon Village, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India
(M) 4
1
There once was a Raja who had two Ranis, the younger of whom he loved exceedingly. She became in child
and brought forth a beautiful son. But the other Rani put two stones in her bed, and sending the child into the
jungle, told the Raja that the Rani had been delivered of stones. The Raja was wroth and drove the Rani out of his
palace.
She wandered into the jungle and found a child lying under a tree. When she saw it the milk rose in her breasts
and she gave it suck. Then a Raja passed by and pitying her took her home with him and supported her and her
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child.
By and by the boy grew up. One night the Raja in a dream saw the most beautiful woman he had ever seen in
his life. In the morning he called his courtiers and said,
“Whoever finds this woman for me shall receive my kingdom.”
All the courtiers searched for the woman, but failed to find her. At last the prince went in search of her. He
came to the city of a Raja who offered him service.
“What pay do you require?” the Raja asked.
“A lakh of pice daily,” answered the prince.\fn{About Rs.16,500 rupees a day.}
“What work can you do?”
“I will do what no one else can do.”
So he was appointed, and one night in the month of Bhadon the Raja heard a bitter cry outside his palace walls.
The prince went out to see what was the matter. He came to a burning-ground south of the palace, where he saw a
woman standing naked with a drawn sword in her hand. The prince asked the cause of her grief
“I am a dain,”\fn{Witch.} she answered, “and I am weeping because your Raja will die tomorrow.”
“Is there any means of escape?” the prince enquired.
“Yes; if any servant of his offer his head to me, the Raja will live for twenty years.”
When he heard this the prince at once cut off his head with a sword. Then the witch ceased from her lamenting.
Next morning when the Raja heard of the death of the prince he was much grieved. He went to the temple of
the Devi to pray. The goddess was appeased, and offered him any boon he chose to ask. He asked for the life of
the prince. When he revived he tried to cut off his head a second time, but the goddess held his hand and said,
“I am pleased with thy devotion. Ask for anything thou choosest.”
The prince asked for the woman of the dream. The goddess granted her to him.
He took her to the Raja, who conferred his kingdom on the prince, and he reigned happily for many years.
2
There was once a Raja on whose head two horns grew. He kept them always concealed by his turban, and the
only one who knew the secret was his barber; but the Raja warned him to disclose the matter to no one. But as the
proverb runs:
Adh ser ke patra men kaise ser samat
*
How can a half-ser cup hold a ser?

The barber could not keep the matter concealed: he had to tell it, so he went and whispered it to a tamarind
tree.
It so happened that the tree was blown down by a storm, and the Raja gave it to his musicians to make a drum.
When the drum was beaten it said,
Raja ke kapare per sing baya.
*
There are horns on the Raja’s head.

The Raja at once dismissed the musicians and the same sound came from the drum when he played it himself.
He thought to himself,
“If I dash the drum to the ground and smash it some greater trouble may come upon me. It is better that I
should become a faqir.”
So he left his kingdom and wandered in the forest.
One day he sat under a tree and two thieves came up and began to quarrel over some plunder they had gained.
When they went away a number of servants appeared and spread carpets, when a party of fairies came and began
to dance while the Raja beat his drum for them. When the fairies were done dancing they asked the Raja who he
was, and when they heard his story they took off his horns and fixed one on the head of each of the thieves.
No sooner was this done than the two thieves were turned into Rakshasas, and one was named Kala Deo or the
“Black Demon” and the other Lal Deo or the “Red Demon.” Then the Raja asked the fairies why the drum gave
out that sound, and they answered,
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Bhed apno jo kahai kahuson bhar mdya,
Bhediya ho jo jiwa bind tan nij kaj nasai.
*
He who discloses a secret to one who gains his confidence by flattery will come to ruin even if his confidante be an inanimate object.

“O Raja you disclosed your secret to a man of low birth, and he not being able to keep it, told it to the tamarind
tree, whence the wood of the drum spake.”
The Raja returned home a wiser man.
3
Once upon a time a Sadhu wandered about the streets of a city and called out:
“I will sell four pieces of good advice for four lakhs of rupees.”
No one except a merchant would accept his offer. When he paid the money the Sadhu said
Bina sang na chaliye bat:
Thonk thankke baitho khat:
Jagat ko pucche na koi:
Krodh mari pacche phal hoe.
*
Do not travel without a companion.
Do not sit on a bed without touching it first.
No one interferes with a man as long as he is awake.
He who restrains his anger reaps the fruit of it.

Soon after, when he went on a journey, the merchant remembered the advice of the Sadhu and went in search
of a companion. The only one he could find was a khenkra or crab. They started together and came to a city,
where the merchant made much wealth by trade. On their way back they came to a jungle, and the merchant lay
down under a tree in which lived a crow and a snake who were sworn friends. When the merchant fell asleep the
crow said to the snake:
“Go down, brother, and bite this man to death, and then I can make a meal of his eyes.”
The snake crawled down at once and bit the merchant, so that he died, and the crow flew down and was just
about to peck out his eyes, when the khenkra caught the crow with six of his claws and held on to the merchant’s
turban with the other six. The crow was afraid lest the man should revive and kill him: so he asked the khenkra to
let him go. But the khenkra said:
“I will not spare you until you bring my master to life.”
So the crow had to ask the snake to come down and suck out the venom, and the merchant came to life again.
He said:
“What a sleep I have had!”
“May no one sleep such a sleep as yours,” said the khenkra. He asked the khenkra to explain, but the khenkra
said:
“First shoot the crow which is sitting on that tree.”
The merchant killed the crow with his bow and arrow. When the khenkra told him the story he said:
“I have got back one lakh of my rupees.”
He went on further and came to the house of a thag. His daughter sat outside, and near her was a seat hung
over a concealed well on which she used to entice travelers to sit, and then pitch them in headlong. She offered
the merchant water and invited him to sit down: but he remembered the advice of the Sadhu and touched the seat
with his stick, when it toppled into the well. When he saw this he cried:
“I have got back my second lakh of rupees.”
He went on further and came to an inn where there were seven thags, who planned to rob him, but he again
remembered the advice of the Sadhu and kept awake. In the morning the thags said:
“You are the disciple of a great teacher, otherwise you would certainly have lost your wealth.” On hearing this,
the merchant said:
“I have got back my third lakh of rupees.”
At last the merchant came home, and as he went into his house he saw a young man sitting with his wife. He
suspected evil and was about to kill him when he remembered the last precept of the Sadhu and restrained his
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hand. Then he asked his wife who the young man was and she said:
“This is your own son born after you left home, and of course you do not recognize him.” The merchant cried:
“I have got back my four lakhs of rupees.”
4
Once upon a time a Raja went out hunting and saw a large flock of hansas\fn{White, swanlike birds that feed only on
pearls.} flying in the sky. One of them broke its leg and had to stay behind on a tree near a tank. In the morning a
heron came and began to catch fish in the tank, and the hansa being hungry followed his example. Then a
baheliya appeared and the heron flew away, but the hansa was trapped. The baheliya seeing the Raja climbed up
the tree and the Raja sat down below. The hansa was weeping in her sorrow, and her tears kept dropping on the
Raja’s head.
At last he saw the baheliya in the tree and asked him what he meant by throwing water on him. The baheliya
showed him the weeping hansa, and the Raja had pity and bought her for a thousand rupees. He loosed her and
she flew away, but as he continued his journey he found that she was flying over him and shading him with her
wings from the heat of the sun. The Raja called to her and said:
“Why do you take such pains about me?” She answered:
“As you have done good to me, I will not return until I have done some good to you.”
The Raja was obliged to bring her home with him, and one day he called his astrologers and enquired:
“Where and when shall I be married?” They answered:
“There is no greater astrologer than the hansa. Enquire from her.” The hansa said:
“Maharaj! If you wish to be married, put on the wedding dress and come with me.”
When the Raja was ready he was going to mount his horse and take servants and equipage with him. The
hansa said:
“Mount upon my wing, and put all your goods on the other.”
The Raja did so, and the hansa flew away with him. She flew for three months, night and day, and still the
place was five day’s journey distant. She told the Raja to dismount and take food. When he had eaten she flew on
again and reached the place where the princess was imprisoned under seven troops of guards. She was so delicate
that she lived only on the perfume of flowers.
The hansa flew up on the roof of her palace and looked at the guards. At the first gate was a fox; at the second
a dog; at the third a jackal; at the fourth a tiger; at the fifth a shardul; at the sixth a snake, and at the seventh armed
men. The hansa brought the Raja past all the guards and made him sit outside the room in which the princess was.
Then she made a hole in the wall and began to sing most sweetly.
The princess opened the door and, letting the hansa in, asked her who she was, and offered her anything she
chose to ask. The hansa answered,
“If you are pleased with me, marry the Raja whom I have brought with me.” The princess said,
“Bring in your Raja and I will play dice with him. If he wins I will marry him. If I win he will have to be my
slave.”
The hansa brought in the Raja to the princess and the game began. The Raja was very much afraid lest he
should he beaten, but the hansa encouraged him and repeated such a powerful charm that the Raja won the game.
Then the hansa made a hole in the roof of the palace, and mounting him on one of her wings and the princess on
the other flew away with them.
The heat of the sun parched the delicate skin of the princess: so when they came to the shore of the ocean the
hansa put her down and prepared for them food and drink. But as she was lighting the fire one wing of the hansa
was burnt, and the Raja and Rani began to wonder how they would ever reach their home. The hansa then made a
raft of wood and seated them upon it and said:
“Mount on this raft; but take care; if you let any other creature sit on it you will be separated. In three months I
will rejoin you.”
The Raja and Rani went floating across the ocean, and after many days they saw a rat drowning in the water.
The Rani said:
“This rat is drowning. Let us take him on the raft.”
The Raja reminded her of what the hansa had said, but she would not heed, and when she took the rat on the
raft it broke into three parts, and the three of them floated in different directions. The Raja floated a long way and
at last came to the shore of the ocean, and his part of the raft stuck under a tree. A grain parcher happened to come
there who took the Raja to his house and made him help in stoking his oven. The Rani landed at the kingdom of a
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Maharaja and was taken to his court. The Maharaja was pleased and ordered her to be taken into his zanana. But
the Rani said:
“I will not marry you at once. For six months I must worship Mahadeva and give alms to the poor. Then I will
be your wife.”
So the Maharaja built a separate house for her, and all the six months she lived on the perfume of the flowers.
When the six months were about to expire the hansa came to the Raja and found him in a miserable state stoking
the oven of the grain parcher. She seated the Raja on her wing and brought him to the Rani and took him to her
through a hole in the roof They embraced each other and wept, and each told the other what had befallen them.
The hansa went to the dhobi and stole garments for them both. She took them home on her wings and they
lived happily. Then the hansa saluted them, and, taking leave of them, flew back to the jungle where she spent the
rest of her days in peace.
5
There were once two boys who earned a poor living by cutting wood in the jungle. One day they went out
together and agreed to meet under a large banyan tree. The younger brother finished his work first, and when he
came to the tree he saw a Sadhu sitting there. He bowed at his feet and the Sadhu blessed him and said:
“My son, you shall be married today to the Rani of Singaldip.”
Saying this he disappeared and when the boy went to his load of wood he saw a very pretty bird perched upon
it which had an iron chain fixed to its leg so long that it trailed on the ground. The boy took hold of the chain, and
the moment he did so the bird flew away with him to Singaldip, and leaving him there, disappeared. He walked
along, and suddenly saw a barat\fn{Wedding procession.} passing by. The bridegroom who was going to be married
was not only lame but blind of an eye, and his father thought to himself:
“If the Raja of Sipgaldip sees that the bridegroom is lame and blind of an eye he will never marry his daughter
to him. It would be better for me to hire a boy and let him act the part of the groom at the wedding, and when it is
all over he can go away and my son will have his wife.”
He told his plan to the clansmen who were with him and they approved. Just then they met the woodcutter and
asked him who he was and where he was going. When he told them that his home was in Jambudip they were
much pleased, because they thought that, being a stranger, he would keep the secret. So they told him their plan
and he agreed to go with them. They dressed him in the wedding robe and brought him before the Raja.
All the people assembled, and the marriage was duly performed. Then the bride and bridegroom were sent into
the kohbar.\fn{Marriage chamber.} When they were together the bride was very happy, but the bridegroom was in
low spirits. She asked him what was the matter and he answered,
“How can I admire your beauty when I am starving?” She said,
“What do you mean? Thousands were fed here today, and were you, the Raja’s son-in-law, alone left to
starve?”
Then he told her the whole story, which she wrote down, and then out of her box of dolls she took some
sweetmeats which she gave him and they lay down to sleep. In the morning he want to bathe, and there he saw the
same bird with the chain hanging to its leg. He recognized the bird and took hold of the chain, when the bird in a
moment flew away with him and brought him back to the jungle where he was before. Then it disappeared.
He was overcome by grief, but putting off his wedding dress, he shut it up in an earthen pot and buried it in a
dung heap behind his house. When he came back he said to his mother,
“Mother I have been all night in a jungle so dense that no one ever saw it even in his dreams.”
When the princess saw that it was getting late and that her husband did not return she was plunged in grief and
told her mother, and her mother told the Raja. For five years the princess never ceased searching for him but in
vain. At last she gave notice that she would reward anyone who could tell the best stories. Many came and told
her stories, but she got no trace.
Finally she asked her father to allow her to travel in search of him, and she assumed the dress of a prince and
started. After many days she came to Jambudip where the woodcutter lived. One day the woodcutter heard that
this prince was in search of stories. He went to her and told her his own tale. Then with tears in her eyes she
embraced him and said,
“You are my dear husband for whom I have been searching so many years, but I want more proof.”
He went and dug up the pot which contained his wedding robe which, when she saw, she was convinced. She
took her husband home with her and told her father how she had found him. He received him gladly, and after he
had been there some days loaded him with wealth, horses, elephants, and sepoys\fn{Soldiers.} and sent him home
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with his wife and they enjoyed many years of happiness.
May Parameswar restore the fate of all of us as he restored that of them!
112.3 1. The Four Fools I 2. The Four Fools II 3. The Story Of A Banya’s Son: Three Folktales\fn{by Lala
Rajbahadur Lal (before 1893- )} Mirzapur, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh State, India (M) 3
1
Four men, one of whom was lame, the second blind of an eye, the third bald, and the fourth hump-backed,
were sitting one day outside of the village, when a stranger came up and made a salam to them. They at once
began to quarrel and disputed for which of them the salute was intended. The stranger smiled and said,
“For the biggest fool of you four.”
So they went to the Raja to decide who was the biggest fool. The bald man said,
“I had a wife whom I deeply loved. One day I asked her for fire. She replied that she had just colored her
hands and feet with lac dye and could not dirty them. So I took her on my back and went to a neighbor’s house,
who gave me fire in an earthen pot. As I was taking it home the pot began to burn my head, but I could not take it
down as I was holding my wife, and I was afraid to break it. So the end was that my crown was so burnt that all
my hair fell off.” The humpback said,
“I was one day ploughing and a stranger came and told me that my wife was delivered of a son, and that I
ought to go and give her the birth present. So I took some clothes and jewelry and went as he told me. A woman
then showed me a baby and took the presents. As I was dandling the baby on the top of the house her real husband
came in and knocked me down. So I have been hump-backed ever since. Then the lame man said,
“I had two wives who loved me so much that they used to wash my feet daily and drink the foot ambrosia. One
day only one wife was at home. She washed my feet and drank the water. When her co-wife returned she was so
much enraged that, she cut off my leg with a knife.” The one-eyed man said,
“I also had two wives, who used to sleep each on one side of me on my extended hands. One night the lamp
needed trimming, so I called a maid who let the burning wick fall into my eye. 1 could not release my hand except
by waking one of my wives. So my eye was lost.” Then the Raja said,
“The man who had neither wife nor child and still gave the birth offering was the greatest fool of all.”
So the others returned home in grief and mortification.
2
There were once four idiots who started in search of work. On the road a horseman met them. They all saluted
him and he gave a salam in return. On this all four began to quarrel, each saying that the salute was meant for
him. At last they referred to the horseman.
“I meant,” said he, “the salam for the greatest fool among you.”
Just then a Pandit passed by and they asked him to judge between them. Said the first of them,
“I am the greatest fool and this will show it. After I was married I went to see my wife and when I approached
her village her friends came out to welcome me. But I was ashamed to go with them. So I dressed myself as a
mendicant and went to the house of my father-in-law to beg alms. My mother-in-law came out and said to me:
“‘Shahji, here is some bread for you.’
“But when I saw her I covered my face as I was ashamed to look at my mother-in-law. She went on pressing
me to take the bread, and as she advanced I retreated until I fell into the well. Then she cried out,
“‘Help! Help! Neighbors! The beggar has fallen into the well.’
“They all ran up and hauled me out. Then up came my father-in-law who recognized me, but was too ashamed
to own me. He took me into the house on pretense of giving me food. Then he said,
“‘What do you mean by coming in this way?’
“‘I was very anxious to come,’ I answered, ‘but I was too shy to show myself.’
“‘Well you are the biggest fool I ever saw,’ he said and turned me out.
“Now, am I not the greatest fool?” he asked.
“I am a greater fool than you,” cried the second. “Once I went to see my wife and she received me most
affectionately, made me sit down and gave me a betel to chew and a pipe to smoke. Then she went off to arrange
for my dinner. I was terribly hungry and looked about for something to eat. I saw some dry rice in a pot and filled
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my mouth with it. Then in came my mother-in-law and began to ask me of my household and friends. I could not
answer as my mouth was filled, and when she saw my cheeks swelled she sent for the barber.
“‘This is a very bad case,’ he said, ‘and it was well you called me in.’
“So out with his knife and he slit open both my cheeks.
“‘That was a bad abscess,’ he said, and when he saw the grains of rice he added, ‘What a terrible lot of
maggots were in it too!’ But when my wife learned the truth she said,
“‘Clear off! who would live with such an idiot.’
“Now, am I not the greatest fool of all?” Said the third,
“After I was married I was too shy ever to visit my wife. Soon after my wife’s sister was about to be married
and I was asked to the wedding; but I was ashamed to go. At last my father-in-law sent a servant with an ox cart
to fetch me. Even then I would not go, but when the day came I thought I would like to see the dancing and I went
on foot. When I got near the village I halted at a shrine where a faqir lived, and I changed clothes with him and sat
down among the beggars. First all the relations and clansmen were fed, then the neighbors, and last of all the
scraps were passed on to us. Then one of the beggars who knew I was an outsider, called out,
“‘A little fresh meat is wanted to complete the feast.’
“And with this he knocked me into a pit full of water and mud. The others pulled me out, but my father-in-law
saw me and said to my father,
“‘Do my eyes deceive me? Can this be my son-in-law?’
“Then I saluted my father, but he ran at me with evil language, and drove me out of the place. Now, am I not a
bigger idiot than the others?” Then the fourth said,
“I am a greater fool still. I am a Rajput by caste and a cultivator. When I came home one day from the field my
wife put stale bread before me. I told her to bake some more fresh, but she would not, and I ate nothing and went
back to work. When I came home at nightfall I was very hungry, but she put the same bread before me and I
would not eat. I lay down to sleep, and next morning I held my breath and lay in bed like a dead man. She came
up and whispered to me,
“‘Thakur Sahib,\fn{The Rajputai’s way of addressing her husband.} you had better eat the bread, or I will call in the
people and have you cremated.’
“But I paid no heed to her words; so by and by she began to wail, ‘Alas my husband! Alas my husband!’ and
the clansmen assembled. They asked,
“‘How did he come to die? He was well yesterday.’
“‘Yesterday,’ she said, ‘he fell ill of obstinacy and this caused his death!’
“So they made a bier, laid me on it, carried me to the river bank and prepared a pyre. They put me in it and
were just lighting it when my wife whispered to me,
“‘Thakur Sahib! The bread is still ready, and you had better eat it or be cremated.’
“‘Bring it,’ I cried out, ‘and I will eat it perforce.’
“So all the folk were amazed; but when my wife told them the story they jeered at me and said,
“‘Fool! Be off!’
“Am not I the greatest fool of all?” But the Pandit said,
“No one can judge between you, as you are all perfect in folly.”
So they went home.
3
A Banya had a very promising son and suspecting that he would go on his travels when he got a chance
married him to a beautiful girl, thinking that thus he would detain him at home. But the young man would not be
persuaded: and started on his travels.
He halted at the kuti\fn{Hut.} of a fakir. The sadhu\fn{Ascetic.} was absorbed in meditation. Then he asked the
boy about his circumstances, and then he gave him three pieces of advice—first, that a man should not leave
home alone, but should have a companion however weak or useless he may be; secondly, that a traveler should
not take the middle but one of the side roads where three roads meet at a point; and thirdly, that a stranger should
not take his seat on a couch however well adorned it may be without striking it first with his hand or with a stick.
The Banyas son gave him a present and went on his way. In a shallow pool which lay near the road, he caught
a kekra\fn{Crab.} and put it into his turban. Then he came under a shady tree in the branches of which lived a
serpent and a crow who were bosom friends. The youth was tired and went to sleep in the shade.
The two friends wishing evil to the youth came down and the serpent bit him. The crow tried to pick out his
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eyes, but the crab in compassion caught the bird by the neck and refused to let it go until the serpent agreed to
take back the poison which he had infused into the youth’s body. The serpent did so and the youth recovered.
Then by the crab’s advice he killed the two treacherous friends and went on until he reached the sea shore.
The crab asked to be allowed to go into the water and he dived in and soon came out with two gems. The
Banyas son cut a hole in the flesh of his thighs and put in the gems, so that they might not be stolen. Then the crab
left him and went into the sea and he pursued his journey.
Next he came to the house of a dain or witch who had seven sons and a beautiful daughter who, on the first
glance, knew that the youth had the gems. So she welcomed him and provided him with all he needed. But soon
she began to pity him and when every one was asleep she went and advised him to escape before morning, lest
her mother and brothers should kill and eat him. He was confounded and brought the girl to help him.
Now the witch had two elephants, one worth a thousand and the other ten thousand rupees. They differed in
this that while one took one step the other took ten. By mistake the girl mounted him on the slower elephant and
did not perceive her mistake until her seven brothers mounted the swift elephant and started in pursuit of them.
She saw a thicket and induced the youth to get down and conceal himself, intending while they were searching for
him, to change the elephants. So she did and her brothers finding themselves outwitted turned back.
The Banya’s son returned home, built a house for the witch’s daughter and took her to wife, and gave the
jewels to his first wife who, in the meantime, had fallen in love with a goldsmith. She also gave him all the
valuable stones which the Banya possessed. When he learned this he was overcome with grief, and all he could
say was “Hai lal!”\fn{“Alas, my rubies.”} Many doctors came, but none could cure him.
Meanwhile his son’s new wife busied herself in tracing out the thief. So at dead of night she pitched a splendid
tent outside the town and announced herself to be a lovely dancing girl whose face no one could see without
paying a heavy fee. The goldsmith offered anything she pleased. So he came and she seated him on a couch and
asked his leave to take her food. In an earthen pot she put some water and began to heat it. She managed to put off
cooking her food by various excuses and asked the goldsmith to come next evening.
Disguised as a doctor she went to the house of her father-in-law and promised to cure him before long. She
was allowed in and after encouraging him went away. Finally she induced the goldsmith to give her the jewels
and when the Banya next called out “Hai lal!”, she showed him the rubies (lal) and he recovered.
So his son killed his faithless wife and lived happily with his new wife ever after.
112.8 1. How The Qazi’s Wife Became A Widow 2. The Prince Who Became A Kol 3. The Tale Of Tismar Khan
4. The Amir And The Singer 5. The Amir And The Kathak 6. The Physician And His Son 7. The Judgment Of
Solomon 8. The Thief And The Confectioner 9. The Magic Boat 10. How The Raja Went To The Heaven Of
Bhagwan 11. The Raja And The Swans 12. The Death Of Sheikh Chilli 13. The Cunning Of The Bania: Thirteen
Folktales\fn{by Mukand Lal (before 1893- )} Mirzapur, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 7
1
The king once sent the Qazi to a distant village to make an investigation. While he was away his wife
happened to take off her nose-ring when she went to bathe. The barber’s wife who came to the house at the time
saw her and told her husband. He rushed off to where the Qazi was, and when he saw him, began to weep
violently.
“What on earth is the matter?” asked the Qazi.
“I am very sorry to tell you,” replied the barber, “that your worthy wife has become a widow.”
When the Qazi heard this he was overwhelmed with grief and prepared at once to return home. The people
came to him and said,
“Qazi Sahib, why are you going away, leaving the enquiry unfinished?”
“I am very sorry,” he answered, “but it cannot be helped. My poor wife has become a widow.”
“How can that be when Your Honor is still alive?” they asked in surprise.
But the Qazi paid no heed to their words and came home. When he arrived at his house he began to weep and
bewail his misfortune. His wife heard him, and coming out asked him what had happened.
“Everything is well,” he answered, “but I have heard that you have become a widow.”
“Ae you mad?” she shouted. “Don’t you see that I am alive and so are you? How can I be a widow?”
“I cannot help believing this most respectable barber, who has served my family most faithfully for many
years,” he said.
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She sent for the barber and asked him how he came to know that she was a widow.
“I heard it from my wife,” he answered.
When she was called and asked, she said that she knew the Qazi’s wife was a widow because she had seen her
without her nose-ring.
“What fools you all are,” said the Qazi’s wife.
Nak men nabin bdsar:
Rdnr bbai Mehar.
*
The married woman became a widow as soon as she took the ring out of her nose.

2
There was once a Raja, who had an only son, whom he loved very dearly. The prince was in the habit of going
out hunting, and his father warned him never to go towards the south. For a long time he obeyed the orders of his
father, but one day he determined to go in the prohibited direction. When he had gone some distance he felt
thirsty, but could find no water. At last he saw a Kol felling a tree, and called to him. The Kol replied,
“I was in search of you.”
The Prince asked him to point out where water was to be found. The Kol showed him a tank close by and said:
“You can bathe here and refresh yourself.”
The Prince took off his clothes and dived into the water, and no sooner had he done so then he was turned into
the Kol. But he retained his senses as before. Then the Kol dived into the water and he was turned into the prince.
He put on the clothes of the prince and went his way.
The prince could do nothing but put on the clothes of the Kol, and just as he had done so up came the wife of
the Kol. She gave him a box on the ear and said:
“Why are you sitting here, you lazy rascal?”
The Prince asked her who she was.
“Are you out of your wits that you don’t know your own wife, you fool?” she answered. The Prince said:
“You are not my wife. Go away; don’t trouble me.” When he said this she called out,
“Justice, O brethren! Justice!”
And at this all this all the other Kols came up and asked what was the matter. When they heard the case they
said:
“What, are you mad today? Don’t you know your own wife?”
So the prince had to put the wood which the Kol had cut on his shoulder and go home with the woman. When
they got home the Kolin said:
“Take off this wood and sell it in the bazaar.”
The Prince took the wood to the town, and a man asked him what price he wanted for it. He said:
“Give what you think fair.”
The man gave the Prince four pice, and he took it home with him. When he showed the money to the Kolin she
said:
“What did you mean by taking so little for such a lot of wood? Take me at once to the man to whom you sold
it.”
So the prince took the Kolin to the man to whom he had sold the wood, and the Kolin said:
“Why did you give my husband only four pice for such a lot of wood?”
“I gave him,” he answered, “what he asked for it.”
“Well, you must give me the proper price now,” she said, and the man had to give her two pice more.
They went home and the Kolin prepared food. When it was ready the prince, who could not break his caste,
said:
“I will not eat bread and pulse. Give me some parched grain.”
“What on earth is the matter with you today?” she asked. “Other days you eat bread and pulse and today you
are calling for parched grain.”
However, in the end she had to give him the parched grain, and in this way he lived there many days.
One day as he went to the bazaar to sell his wood it so happened that a Kabuli merchant had brought some
horses to the Raja for sale, and one of them was so spirited that no one dared to mount it. At last the Raja offered a
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reward to anyone who would ride the horse. The Kol threw down his bundle and said he would try. Every one
laughed and said:
“What can a Kol wood-cutter know of riding?”
However, he mounted the horse and rode it all over the place. Then he took the horse to the Raja, who said
“Who are you?” The prince said:
“Just now I am a Kol, but when the time comes I will tell you my story.”
Then the Raja appointed him to watch the horse and gave him a hundred rupees a month, out of which he
made an allowance to the Kolin and lived in the stables of the Raja.
Meanwhile the real Kol mounted the prince’s horse and rode off; but the horse knew the rider to be a stranger,
and soon threw him off. The Raja, his father, had already sent men in search of the prince, and they found him
lying on the ground, and taking him up brought him to the palace. The Raja was surprised to find his son so rude
and ignorant; but he thought that the reason was that he had spent so much time in the jungles; so he sent for
Maulavis and Pandits, and ordered them to educate him.
One day the sham prince went into the bazaar and met a carpenter who was selling a very beautiful bed. The
Kol Prince bought it for a lakh of rupees and made a present of it to the Raja. Now the quality of the bed was this,
that at night the legs used to talk to each other and tell all that was going on in the four quarters of the world.
When the Raja lay down that night on his new bed he heard the legs talking. One said:
“This is a very wonderful Raj. The prince is really a common Kol and the proper prince is working as a groom
in his father’s stable.”
‘That is quite true,” said the second leg, “and the curious thing is that the Raja does not suspect the trick which
this rascally Kol has played on him.”
“It is certainly remarkable,” said the third leg. “But how is this wrong to be set right?”
“If the Raja,” said the fourth leg, “would only make them both bathe again in the same tank they would each
recover his real form.”
The Raja had suspicions already in the matter, and when he heard what the legs of his bed were saying he was
much pleased. Next morning he sent for the Kol and the prince, and sent his Wazir with them to the tank. When
they entered the water the prince and Kol recovered their original shapes. The Kol was beaten and driven back to
his hovel in the jungle and the prince returned to the palace, where he lived many years in happiness.
3
Once upon a time an old woman came to a weaver’s door selling treacle;\fn{ A British word describing a blend of
molasses, invert sugar and corn syrup—called also golden treacle, perhaps the sweetest substance known to man:W/H } he bought half
a pice worth and applied it to his beard. Immediately a number of flies settled on it, and with one stroke of his
hand he killed thirty. Then he said within himself:
“I will weave cloth no longer. I am Tismar Khan, the slayer of thirty. I will go and take service with the king.”
So he went to the king and asked for employment. The king asked him what his name was and what pay per
month he would accept. He said:
“My name is Tismar Khan and my pay is one hundred rupees a month. I can do work that no one else can do.”
He was appointed in the king’s service, and one day it so happened that a tiger missed his way and came into
the city, and killed many people. The king sent for Tismar Khan and ordered him to kill the tiger.
He was sore afraid, and thinking that it was high time for him to leave the place he drew his arrears of pay
from the treasury and started. He went to a washer-man to borrow an ass to carry his baggage. Just then a shower
of rain came on and he went into the shed of the washer-man for shelter, and found them all half dead through fear
of the tiger. But Tismar Khan said,
“I don’t fear the tiger. But tapakua\fn{The dripping.} has come, and I am much more afraid of tapakua than any
thing else.”
The tiger just then had crept into the ass shed to escape the rain, and when he heard these words he was afraid.
“Who can this terrible Tapakua be of whom they are all so frightened?” he thought to himself, and he lay down
quietly among the asses. When the rain was over the washer-man said to Tismar Khan,
“I don’t care to go out myself. But you can go and take any of the asses you please.”
Tismar Khan went out into the shed, and thinking the tiger to be an ass laid hands on him. He tied him up with
a rope and fastened him to a post near his house. Next morning when he got up and found the tiger tied up he was
much surprised and delighted, and when the king came and saw the tiger he was so much pleased with the bravery
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of Tismar Khan that he gave him a handsome reward.
Soon after a foreign sovereign with a great army invaded the kingdom, and the king appointed Tismar Khan
Commander-in-Chief and sent him out with all his force. At first he marched in the rear of the army, but the
soldiers shouted
“Khan Sahib, come on!”
Unaccustomed as he was to riding he suddenly spurred his charger, which carried him under a tree. He held on
to a branch, but the tree come out by the roots, and he rode on dragging it after him. When the enemy saw him
advancing in this terrible fashion they were seized with sudden panic and immediately dispersed.
Tismar Khan returned in triumph. The king was so pleased that he made him his Wazir and gave him his
daughter in marriage.
4
An Amir was lame, and one day he sent for some singers to perform before him. One of them was blind and
pleased him greatly. The Amir asked his name.
“My name is Daulat,”\fn{Wealth.} he answered.
“Can Daulat be blind?” asked the Amir.
“Daulat must have been blind to come and perform before a cripple.”
The Amir was abashed and hastened to dismiss him with a suitable present.
5
A Kathak once came and sang before an Amir and pleased him greatly.
“I have no money about me just now,” he said. “But if you care to send carts I could let you have some grain.”
A few days after the Kathak appeared at the Amir’s house with a string of carts. When the Amir saw him he
said:
“Drive the rascal out. He charmed me with his sweet words and I gave him sweet words in return.”
6
There was once a physician who wished to train up his son to follow his own calling, so he used to take him
with him when he went to visit his patients. One day he went to visit a sick man, and noticed some husks of gram
under his bed.
“Our friend has been eating gram today,” he remarked.
“Yes; that is so,” they said. When they came out the boy asked:
“Father, how on earth did you know that the man had been eating gram?”
“I saw the husks under his bed, my boy,” was his reply.
Next day the boy thought he would go and visit a patient himself. When he went into the room he saw a stick
lying under the sick man’s bed.
“I see,” said he, “that our patient has been eating a stick this morning.”
They asked him how he knew this, and when he told them they made such fun of him that he went home
abashed.
7
Once upon a time there was a woman who had a very beautiful boy. Another woman envied her, and said:
“The child is mine.”
They began to quarrel, and at last came before the king. He called on them to produce witnesses in support of
their claims. Both parties produced witnesses in support of their story. The king was at a loss how to decide the
matter. Finally, he called a soldier, and said:
“Cut the child in two pieces and let each of them take half.” On this the woman who was the real mother cried
out:
“Do not kill the child. Rather let the other woman have it.”
“The child is yours,” said the king. “Take it away with you.”
8
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A thief went one day to the shop of a rich confectioner, and said:
“Are these all the sweets you have? I want some specially good ones today.”
“I have some better inside,” he said.
While he went into the inner room to fetch them the thief carried off his money box. When the confectioner
found that he had been robbed, he followed the thief and demanded his money. The thief admitted having the
money, but said that it was his own. At last they were both brought before King Akbar. He said:
“Bring some hot water and I will settle the matter.”
When the water was brought he had the money placed in it, and when some ghi rose to the surface, the King at
once gave the case against the thief and ordered him to be hanged.
9
Once upon a time a rich man fell into poverty, and, leaving his wife and children at home, went into a foreign
land to make his living. One day his wife was sitting at her door, lamenting the hardness of her fate, when a Sidhu
passed by and asked her the cause of her trouble. She told him all her circumstances, and he then gave her a boat,
and said:
“The virtue of this boat is this. It will give you all you ask of it; but when it gives you one rupee it will give
your neighbors two.”
She was much pleased, and when the Sidhu went away, she began to ask the boat for large sums of money,
which it always gave her; but as much as she got, her neighbors always got double.
After a time her husband came back with a considerable sum of money which he had made. When he found all
the neighbors, whom he had left in poverty, much richer than himself, he was amazed, and asked his wife how
they had managed to get rich without ever leaving the village in which they were born. She then told him about
the magic boat which always gave her neighbors double what it gave to her. When he heard this he was overcome
by envy, and said,
“This was an evil gift you received from the Sidhu.”
So he took the boat, plastered a piece of ground, and placed the boat within it. He then implored the boat to
burn one of his houses. It did so, and at the same time burned down two houses of each of his neighbors. Then he
asked the boat to make a well in his courtyard. This was done: and there were two wells in each of the courtyards
of his neighbors. Then he implored the boat to deprive him of one of his eyes, and if he became one-eyed all his
neighbors became totally blind and began to fall into their wells.
Then they all came and begged him to restore their sight. But he said:
“All the time you were making heaps of money out of my boat, you never gave me a share. Now I have made
you blind and I will not restore your sight until you promise to give me half of all you make by me.”
So they had to agree, and then he asked the boat to restore him his eye, whereupon all his neighbors recovered
their sight.
10
There was once a Raja who thought himself the lord of the whole world. One day his son, who was blessed
with great wisdom, asked him what he was always thinking about. The Raja said that he was always thinking of
conquering the whole world. His son said:
“That is well, but there are four duties of a king—devotion, protection of his subjects, justice, and the increase
of his kingdom. Out of the four you practice only one.” The Raja said:
“You are right. I have done the first three, but I have never thought of the last. I am now an old man and I
intend to pass the remainder of my days in devotion.”
So saying the Raja seated his son on his throne and began to wander about the world as a Sadhu. Wandering
through many lands, at length he came to a forest; and when anyone asked him where he was going, he used to
say,
“I am going in search of Bhagwan.” They laughed at him, and said:
“You cannot find Bhagwan unless you keep the company of ascetics.”
So he set out in search of ascetics, and at last he came to the Himalayas, where he found a Sannyasi sitting
absorbed in devotion. The Raja sat long before him, but the Saint paid no heed to him. He used daily to clean the
place where the Sannyasi lay. After many days the Saint opened his eyes and asked the Raja what he desired. The
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Raja said,
“I am seeking for Bhagwan.” The Sannyasi answered:
“For many years I have been concentrating my thoughts on the Creator of all things, and have failed to find
Him. How can you find Him in a single day? But I will give you a mantra which you must repeat morn and
evening, and, if possible, at all times. Perchance some day you may find Him.”
After he recited the mantra the Sannyasi again became absorbed in his meditations, and the Raja went on
repeating the mantra constantly. Many days passed, and the Sannyasi again came to his senses and, finding the
Raja still there, was much pleased. Then the Sannyasi said.
“I give you this cup. Whenever you ask it for anything it will give it. Now go away, repeat the mantra for
twelve years and then return to me.”
The Raja taking the cup went to a city and sat beside a well. He went on constantly repeating the mantra and
earned his living by sewing. But he never asked the cup for anything.
One day it so happened that the Raja when returning from hunting came to the place where his father lay.
When he knew him he fell on his face before him and said:
“Father, return with me to your palace. The life of an ascetic is very hard. How can you, who have always been
giving orders to others, beg your bread?” The Raja answered,
“My son, I am more happy than you are. You may give an order which is not obeyed, but even the fish of the
water and the birds of the air are ready to do my bidding. If you do not believe me, follow me to the bank of this
tank.”
Then he led his son to the water’s edge and throwing his needle in asked his son to bring it out. The prince
searched for it, but in vain. Then the Raja called a fish and ordered it to bring it out. The fish at once obeyed his
order and laid the needle before him. Seeing this the prince said:
“Father, I will accompany you.”
The Raja reasoned long with him, and induced him to return home.
The Raja went into a forest and met another Sannyasi. He was then absorbed in devotion, and the Raja
remained standing before him. When the Sannyasi opened his eyes he asked the Raja what he wished. The Raja
said:
“I wish to see Bhagwin.” The Sannyasi said:
“Go and sit under that tree. Perchance you may see Him there sooner than elsewhere.”
The Raja went and sat under the tree and began to recite the mantra, which the first Sannyasi had taught him.
One day he saw an enormous tiger running towards the tree. The Raja went to the Sannyasi and told him what
he had seen. The Sannyasi said:
“You fool! The tiger from which you foolishly tried to escape was Bhagwin whom you were seeking.”
When twelve years passed the Raja and the Sannyasi went to the saint whose dwelling was on the Himalayas.
He was glad to see them, and said,
“Let us now ascend to heaven.”
Then a heavenly chariot appeared, and the three took their seats on it. When they had gone some distance the
Raja saw his own palace and thought to himself,
“Why did I not enjoy the pleasure of living there some time longer?”
No sooner did this thought come into his mind than he fell down from the chariot and was reborn in the family
of a boatman. When he came to be fourteen years of age he thought of the mantra which he used to recite, and he
began to repeat it. When he had repeated it for twelve years a voice came from heaven:
“Fool! Thou didst all but gain thy desires and lost it again through love of this world. You have won it again by
your devotion. The chariot will again appear. Beware! Lest you lose the fruit of your piety by low desires.”
The chariot appeared and on it the Raja ascended to heaven.
11
One year there was no rain in the asterism of Swati and the sea produced no pearls. The hansa, who lived on
pearls, began to starve, and they came to the Raja and asked for food. He asked them how much they could eat,
and they replied a ser each. So he ordered that they should each get a ser of pearls. So they stayed there till, in the
next rainy season, pearls were again produced in the sea, and then they took leave of the Raja and went to their
home by the ocean.
On the way they chanced upon a certain city, the Raja of which was then preparing for the marriage of his son.
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When they saw the preparations, the male hansa said to his mate:
“Me thinks this Raja is very rich.”
“He is not so rich,” she replied, “as that Raja who used to give us each a ser of pearls daily.”
Now the Raja understood the speech of birds, and when he heard what the hansa said, he sent his fowlers to
catch them. The male hansa was caught, but his mate escaped and flew away to the Raja who had so generously
protected them. He, when he saw her, asked her why she had returned, and she related the misfortune which had
come upon them.
The Raja ordered that she should receive a ser of pearls as long as she stayed there, and he himself set out at
once to effect the release of the male hansa. After many days he reached the city of the Raja who had captured the
hansa and stayed there.
Now it so happened that a Rakshasa had beset that city and was demanding a tribute of a human being daily,
whom he used to devour. After he had devoured five or six of his subjects, the Raja became exceedingly sorrowful
and sat at the great gate of his palace, plunged in grief.
Then the Raja, the benefactor of the hansa, came and asked him the cause of his misery. The Raja said:
“If this Rakshasa continues to devour one of my subjects daily, my kingdom will soon become a waste.”
The other Raja promised to overcome the Rakshasa, so he went to the place where he used to devour a human
being daily and collecting some leaves under a tree threw a sheet over them. In the meantime the Rakshasa came
up and asked where was his victim. The Raja answered,
“He is coming. Kindly sit down on these leaves.”
He sat down, and falling asleep, ordered the Raja to wake him when the victim arrived. Then the Raja set fire
to the leaves and in a moment the Rakshasa was consumed to ashes. When the Raja of the land heard of the death
of his enemy he was overwhelmed with joy and asked the other Raja to claim any reward he desired. He said:
“I want nothing but the release of the hansa whom you have captured.” The Raja of the land did as he desired.
The Raja returned to his city, and the hansa flew off to their home on the shores of the ocean.
12
Once upon a time Sheikh Chilli asked a Pandit when he was likely to die. The Pandit replied,
“You will die when a red thread comes out of your back.”
One day it happened that Sheikh Chilli entered the shop of a pathera or silk thread maker, and a thread stuck to
his back. Seeing it, he thought to himself,
“I am now certainly dead.”
So he went to a graveyard and dug himself a grave; then sat beside it and put a black pot on his head. A
traveler who passed by asked Sheikh Chilli the way to the city. Replied the Sheikh,
“I would gladly have told you, but don’t you see that I really cannot, because I am dead.”
The traveler went his way, laughing at his folly.
13
There was once a Bania who was about to go on a pilgrimage, and he did not know what to do with his money.
So he went to a Mahijan and asked him to keep it. The Mahijan said,
“You must give it to me in private.” So they went into the jungle, and the Mahijan said,
“If anyone sees me take this money, perchance he may rob me. Are you quite certain that nobody is watching
us?”
“I am sure no one is watching us save Parameswar and the trees and the animals of the jungle.”
“That will not do for me,” said the Mahijan, and refused to have anything to do with the money.
Then the Bania went to his guru and asked him to keep the money, but the guruji refused. The Bania said to his
wife,
“No course remains but that we take the money with us.”
Just then a thief was behind the house and watched the Bania tie up the money in his bundle. When everyone
was asleep, he broke in and was just laying his hands on the bundle, when the Bania woke and saw him. But he
was afraid to try and catch him, lest the thief might do him an injury. So he called out to his wife,
“After all I won’t go on pilgrimage today.”
“What a fool you are,” she answered, “just when you paid the Pandit and he fixed the lucky moment for your
departure.”
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“Is this the proper language to use to your husband?” and with that he caught up the bundle and threw it at her,
and shouted,
“Help brethren! My wife is killing me!” Immediately all the neighbors rushed in and said,
“What are you fools fighting about?” Said the Bania,
“I only wanted to show you that thief in the corner.”
When the thief was caught, even the Bania’s own wife admitted that he was a very crafty fellow.
112.14 1. How The Soldier’s Wife Foiled Her Lovers 2. The Best Thing In The World 3. The Parrot And The Guru
4. The Piety Of Raja Raghu 5. The Sadhu And The Princess 6. The Thakur And The Goldsmith 7. The Dhobi And
His Ass: Seven Folktales\fn{by Bachau Kasera (before 1893- )} Mirzapur, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India
(M) 4
1
There was once a soldier who had a very handsome wife, whom he was obliged to leave at home when he went
abroad on service. He used to send her money through a banker, whose son took it to her one day, and when he
saw her fell in love with her. He spoke about her to his friend the Kotwal’s son, and he told the Wazir’s son, and
he told the prince. So all the four youths fell in love with her, and she was at her wits’ ends how to save her
husband’s honor. At last she said to a go-between who persecuted her,
“I have no place to stow away my clothes, and I want some big boxes very badly. Let your friend send me a
large box and a bag of rupees, and then I will fix a time for our meeting.”
This same message she sent to each of her lovers, and each of them did as she desired. So she fixed a time for
them to come, each an hour after the other on the same night.
The banker’s son came first and was brought in by the maid. The lady conversed with him for sometime and
then said,
“I am just going out to eat; wait here and I will be back very soon.”
Meantime the Kotwal’s son arrived and the first lover was very much frightened. She said,
“It is only the son of the Kotwal; he will soon go away.”
But the banker’s son was afraid that he would tell his father of his doings, so he implored her to hide him away
somewhere. She put him into one of the boxes and locked it. Hardly had the Kotwal’s son sat down than the son
of the Wazir arrived, and the Kotwal’s son entreated her to hide him some where; so she locked him up in another
box.
When the prince arrived she in the same way locked up the Wazir’s son. After the prince sat down, as had been
previously arranged, her maid dressed up as a soldier, knocked at the door,
“My husband has returned. What is to be done?” she whispered; so she locked the prince up in the fourth box.
Next morning she loaded the four boxes on an ass, and in the guise of a merchant drove them off to the bazaar.
Now it was the custom of the king to go round and inspect his markets, and when he saw a new merchant
there, he asked her what she had for sale.
“Whoever buys these boxes,” said she, “must buy them on chance, and the price of them is a lakh of rupees
apiece.”
The king paid the price she asked, and then had the boxes opened, when the four youths appeared. Then he
enquired into the case, and the woman said.
“This is the way these young rascals pursue unprotected women. How can anyone be safe from them?”
The king was wroth, and delivered the four to the executioners. Then she sent for her husband, and they lived
happily on the money she had made.
2
There was once a king who used to walk about the city at night, and listen to what his subjects were saying.
One night. he heard four girls talking at a well. One said,
“The most enjoyable thing in the world is wine.”
“No,” said the second. “Lying is the best.”
“Meat is best,” said the third.
“A man is the best thing in the world,” said the fourth.
Next day as he sat in darbar the King sent for the girls and asked them what they meant. The first said,
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“Behind our house is a grog-shop. People are always coming there and spending all their money on drink.
Then they fall into the ditch, and their relations abuse them and turn them out. Wine must be the best thing in the
world, or no one would undergo so much for its sake.” Then he asked the second why she praised lying.
“I see,” said she, “what goes on in Your Majesty’s court. One calls you ‘Protector of the Poor;’ another, ‘The
Incarnation of all the Virtues,’ and so on. “You know, of course, that they lie to you; but if they did not say so you
would be displeased.” Then the King asked the third why she praised meat.
“Men eat meat,” she said, “and cast away the bones; the dogs chew them; the birds pick them; the hyenas crush
them, and the ants eat the fragments. Nothing can be better than meat.”
The turn of the fourth came, and the King asked her why a man was the best thing in the world.
“When my sister’s baby was born I saw what trouble she was in, and how she cursed the day she was married.
But when her husband died she was scarce a year before she took another mate, and a new baby was on the way
to be born. A man is surely the best thing in the world.”
The King was pleased with their answers, and dismissed them with a present.
3
There was once a banker who taught his parrot the speech of men. One day it so happened that a Sadhu passed
by where the cage of the parrot was hanging and as he came near the parrot said:
“Salam Maharaj!” The Sadhu looked round in every direction and tried to see who had saluted him. The parrot
said:
“It was I saluted you. Maharaj: you point out to all men the way which leads from this world of sorrow to the
region of eternal peace. May it please you to explain to me the means whereby I may escape from this cage.” The
Sadhu answered:
“Let me consult my guru and then I will reply to your question.”
The Sadhu went to his guru and explained the case of the parrot. To his utmost surprise and terror the guru, the
moment he heard the case, spread out his limbs and lay in a swoon. The Sadhu poured water over him and revived
him with great difficulty.
Next day as the Sadhu was passing by the place where the parrot’s cage was hanging, the bird asked him if he
had consulted the guru about his case. The Sadhu told him the condition into which the guru had fallen when the
matter was laid before him. The parrot answered.
“You did not perhaps understand the guru’s meaning; but I have understood it and I am greatly obliged both to
him and to you. Salam Maharaj. Now go your way.”
When the Sadhu had gone the parrot spread out his feet and wings and lay in a dead swoon in the bottom of his
cage. When his master came to feed him and saw his state he cried:
“Alas my parrot! He is dead!”
So he opened the door of the cage and threw the bird on the ground. Immediately he got up and flew away.
4
Of all the Rajas of the world none was so pious as Raja Raghu; for to every Brahman whoever he might be that
came to his gate he used to give a ration of grain and a piece of gold.
One day he was out hunting and a Brahman came to the palace gate and begged an alms. The Rani put a ration
of food and five gold coins in a dish and sent it to him by one of her maids. He asked her who had sent it and she
said that the Raja was absent and that the Rani had sent this for his acceptance.
“I will not take it from your hands,” he answered. “Let the Rani herself come and present it to me.”
When she heard this the Rani added to the gift and coming herself to the gate passed it out to the Brahman by
her maid. The Brahman saw her and was amazed at her beauty. He asked her whence she got this loveliness. She
replied:
“In my former life I killed myself at Benares and hence in this life I have become so beautiful.” The Brahman
said,
“I too will go to Benares and do as you have done.”
So he left the food and money and went his way. When he had gone the Rani began to think that she had
incurred the sin of allowing a Brahman to leave her door without provision, and when her husband returned she
told him what had happened. He armed himself with his sword and shield and started for Benares.
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On the way he was tired and lay down under a tree. On this tree a pair of birds had made their nest and were
rearing their young. The parents were away at the time searching for food and as the Raja lay there he saw a snake
climbing up the tree. Fearing the sin of seeing life taken in his presence he killed the snake with his sword. When
the mother bird returned she began to bless the Raja and giving him a fruit said,
“Whoever eats this fruit even if he be old will become young.”
As the Raja was sitting there the Brahman came up and the Raja asked him where he was going. He said that
he had seen the beauty of the Rani and was going to Benares to end his life. The Raja answered,
“If you were to get the kingdom and Rani of this Raja would you give up your intention?”
“How can that be?” enquired the Brahman. The Raja said:
“I own that Rani and that kingdom and I will make both over to you.”
The Raja brought him home with him and fulfilled his promise; he himself became a mendicant. As he was
about to go into the forest he gave the fruit of youth to the Brahman and told him what its qualities were. The
Brahman thought that the Raja had given him the fruit to work his ruin so he gave it to an old dog and no sooner
had the dog eaten it than it became young again. Then the Brahman felt remorse and following the Raja into the
forest asked for another fruit like it. He took the Brahman to the bird and asked her for the fruit. She said that the
fruit had been given to her by Mahadeva and that they should go to him. They went to Mahadeva and asked him,
but he told them that he had got the fruit from Indra. They went to Indra and he sent them to Bhagwan. They went
to Bhagwan and asked him for the fruit.
“It is in the garden of Raja Raghu,” he answered.
“I am Raja Raghu said the Raja.” Then Bhagwan embraced him and said:
“Thy piety is so great that there is a heavenly mansion and garden prepared for thee. Live here forever in
happiness.”
So the Raja gave the Brahman as many of the fruits of youth as he desired. He returned to earth, and the Rani
died and was carried to the heaven of Bhagwan where she and her husband lived forever in happiness.
5
Once upon a time a Sidhu was on his travels and saw on a pipal tree the following words written:
Himmat karai tain;
Lai pahunchaun main;
Ji ke na darai;
Jo chahai so karai.
*
Keep a stout heart;
I will provide;
Fear not for life;
And you may do as you please.

When he came to the next city he went and stood in the court of the king. At that time the princess was sitting
on the balcony, with her head uncovered. The Sidhu fell in love with her and remained there with his eyes fixed
upon her. This was told to the king who came out and thus addressed him:
“O Shahji what do you want?” He answered:
“O Baba, I have fallen in love with your daughter.”
When he heard this the king had him driven out of the place. Next day the Sidhu came again and as before
fixed his eyes on the princess. When the king heard of it he went to his daughter and said:
“Do something to kill this man.” His daughter said:
“I will use some stratagem to destroy him.” When he came next day as usual, the princess called out to him:
“If you want me you must bring me unpierced pearls.”
The Sidhu started off at once for the banks of the ocean and began to throw handfuls of water over his
shoulders. In the evening the samundar\fn{Ocean.} was moved by his devotion and assuming the form of a
Brahman came and asked him what he wanted. He said that he wanted some unpierced pearls. The ocean said:
“Stand out of the water and you shall receive them.”
Then a great wave came up and a pile of pearls lay on the shore. The Sidhu tied up as many as he could in his
blanket and took them to the princess. When the king saw the pearls he was amazed and remained silent. Then the
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princess said to the Sidhu:
“If you want me you must cut off your hands and give them to me.”
The Sidhu at once cut off his hands and laid them before her. Next day she called him again and said,
“If you want me you must cut off your head.” He answered,
“As I have no hands I cannot cut off my head but if you wish you may cut it off yourself.”
She did so and when the king heard of it he was pleased and had the corpse thrown away. A butcher who used
to supply meat to the king saw it and took it home. That day he was short of meat; so he sent some of the flesh of
the Sidhu to the palace. When the dish was laid before the king he complained that the supply was short, when
immediately the meat spoke and said,
“O foolish man, why do you say so? Can the flesh of a man in love ever run short?”
When the king heard these words he was much astonished and said:
“Is it possible for you to be restored to human shape?” The flesh replied,
‘Lay me on a couch and let the princess come and say, ‘If you love me, arise.’ Then I shall revive.”
It all happened as he said, and the king gave him his daughter in marriage and made over the kingdom to him
as her dowry.
6
There was once a Thakur who was a very clever fellow; but his wife was unfaithful to him and loved a
goldsmith. The Thakur knew this, but said nothing. One day the goldsmith paid her a visit while her husband was
supposed to be asleep, but he was listening to what they said,
“My dear,” said the woman, “if the Thakur would only get blind, what a good time we should have.”
“I will tell you what to do,” he replied. “Fast for the whole month of Kartik and then pray to Bhagwan to make
your husband blind, and he will certainly perform your desires.”
When the month of Kartik came the woman began a regular fast and planted a tulasi tree on the bank of the
river. When she went away the Thakur dug a deep pit just under the tree and hid himself there. When she came to
say her prayers, she began to pray:
“O Mother Tulasi! Make my husband blind.” From beneath the ground he answered in a feigned voice,
“My faithful devotee, give your husband the best of food and then he will surely get blind.” So the wife began
to feed her husband on every delicacy she could think of and after some time he said to her:
“My dear, I really think my sight is not as good as it used to be.”
She was sure that the charm was working, so she went on feeding him on all kinds of excellent food. Until at
last he said:
“My dear, I really can hardly see at all.”
Then she sent for her lover and told him the joyful news. But as he came in, her husband, who was behind the
door, cut off his nose with his sword. The goldsmith was ashamed to tell anyone what had happened to him and
this was the last visit he paid the lady.
7
Once upon a time Akbar said to Birbal, “My palace is supported on pillars of wood and stone, but on what
does the sky rest?” Birbal answered,
“The sky, too, is supported on columns.”
“Why then do we not see them,” asked the king. Birbal replied:
“Give me money and time and I will show them to Your Majesty.”
So the king gave Birbal a lakh of rupees and six months’ leave, and he started on his travels through the world.
He went toward the south and whenever he came to a city he used to shout out in the streets:
“Whoever will stand five hundred blows of a shoe to him will I give five hundred rupees reward.”
But no man would accept the condition. At last a man hearing his cry came out and said:
“Give me five hundred shoe blows, and I will give you five hundred rupees.”
And then and there he produced the money. Birbal said,
“You will die after one hundred blows, and who is to bear the remainder?”
“My wife,” he answered.
“But she must be weaker than you and fifty blows will kill her.”
“Then my son will bear the rest.”
“And if he die too?”
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“Then my daughter, who is all I have, will stand the rest, for I know you come in the name of Allah and the
Emperor, and their wishes are a law unto me.”
Akbar, when he heard the devotion of the man, was astonished.
“Such, Your Majesty, are the pillars on which the heavens rest.”
112.18 1. The Mischievous Boy 2. Mr. Know-all 3. The Fool And The Alphabet 4. The Weaver And The Jackal 5.
Hari Raja And Moti Rani 6. Eating And The Evil Eye 7. The Good Old Times 8. A Tale Of Akbar And Birbal 9.
The Old Man’s Wisdom: Nine Folktales\fn{by Pandit Janardan Joshi (before 1893- )} Kumaon Division, Uttarakhand
State, India (M) 3\fn{He is mentioned in the Preface to “Census of India, 1901. Volume XVI. N.-W Provinces and Oudh. Part I.
Report.” by “R. Burn, I.C.S., Superintendent, Census Operations” as one of six Deputy Collectors who “completed their very trying work
with a high standard of excellency” and one of just two who “excelled in devising methods of checking their work apart from those
prescribed in the rules.” The first paragraph of the Introduction describes this section of the census history as follows: “The third general
census of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh together was taken on the night of March 1 st, 1901. Apart from isolated enumerations or
estimates made in individual districts there have been previously two general estimates of the population included in the North-Western
Provinces in 1826 and 1848, and a general census in 1853, 1865 and 1872. In Oudh the first general census was taken in 1869, and since
1881 operations in both the North-Western Provinces and in Oudh have been simultaneous with those in the rest of India.”H }

1
Some women were once carrying some large vessels of milk on their heads when they met a boy and said,
“Tell us something which will cool our ears,”\fn{ Relieve the tedium of the road.}
“I will cool your ears for you,” said he, and he at once broke the vessels and the milk poured over them. Then
he went to the bazaar and bought a pice worth of oil. As he was taking it up the vessel overturned and the oil was
spilt.
“No matter,” said the Banya. “Your ill-luck for the day is gone through this trifling loss.”
“Is that so?” asked the boy. Then he upset one of the Banya’s oil jars.
“There goes your ill-luck,” said he. Then he upset another.
“There goes your father’s ill-luck.” He upset a third.
“There goes your grandfather’s ill-luck.”
And he would have wrecked the whole shop if the Banya had not caught him by the ear and turned him out.
Then he went to the confectioner and asked,
“What sweet is that?” The answer was,’
“Khaja.” The boy ate it up, and when he was asked for the price, he said,
“You told me kha ja,\fn{To eat it.} and I did what you told me.”
All the people went to the Raja and complained.
When he heard the case the Raja said, “If you will do foolish things you must bear the loss,” and he let the boy
go.
2
There was once a man who used to give his wife a ser of flour every day, out of which, as ever one knows, she
should have made a dozen cakes; but she never produced more than five, and used to keep the remaining seven
for a friend of hers. At last the husband smelt a rat, and one day he made a hole in the roof and looked on while
she was cooking. When the meal was served, and only five cakes were produced as usual, he asked where were
the remaining seven. She was confounded and asked him how on earth he managed to find it out.
“It is hard to deceive a man like me who am skilled in astrology,” he answered.
After this the fame of his knowledge of astrology spread through the land; and when the king’s pearl necklace
was lost he was sent for, and told that if he did not trace it his life would be the forfeit. He was in sore distress and
lay down at night in the palace. Then he cried,
“A ninuri, a, bhor tu mara jaoge,” which means, “Come sweet sleep, for tomorrow thou shalt die.”
Now it so happened that one of the king’s slave-girls named Ninuri had stolen the necklace, and she was on the
watch to see what the astrologer would do. When she heard him mention her name as she thought, she was
stricken with fear, and told where she had hidden it. Next morning he took the king and his people to the place,
and the jewel was found.
From that time his reputation was established, and soon after when a rival monarch came to attack the
kingdom of his master he was sent to lead the army. He had never mounted a horse before, and his wife had to tie
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him with ropes to prevent him from falling. As he rode on in advance of the army his horse bolted, and to save
himself he caught at the branch of a tree by the side of the road which came off in his hand. When the enemy saw
this terrible demon approaching, tearing up trees as he advanced, they were stricken with panic and immediately
retreated. When he returned his grateful master gave him half his kingdom.
3
A stupid boy was once sent to school and though he was a long time under instruction he learnt nothing. When
he came home his father gave him a book to read and as he turned over the leaves he burst into tears.
“What a clever boy this is!” everyone said. “See how he has already begun to realize the misery of human
life.”
But whenever he was given a book to read, he always wept. At last some one asked him why he did this, and
he answered,
“When I was at school the letters looked big and fat on the black board and I now weep to think how thin they
have become since they got into this confounded book.”
4
A weaver was once going along the road with his cotton carding bow on his shoulder. A jackal came across
him unexpectedly and was much surprised to see an instrument which was quite novel to him.
“I have seen a gun,” he said, “and I am used to bludgeons; but these men are always inventing some new plan
for our destruction. It were well for me to be cautious. But I must stand whatever fate pleases to send. To run
away is useless because even a gun would destroy me at this distance.”
So he came up to the weaver, who was even more frightened than the jackal was, because he had never seen
such an animal in all his life. The jackal made a profound bow and said:
Hath ban sir men dhana;
Kahan chale Dilipaty Rana?
*
With an arrow in your hand and a mighty bow on your head
where are you going Lord of Delhi?

The weaver was pleased and answered:
Ban ke Rao, ban hi men rahana,
Akhir bare ne bare ko pahchana.
*
Lord of the jungle, the jungle is thy fitting abode.
At all events it is only the high-born who could recognize one of equal rank with himself.

5
Hari Raja loved his wife, Moti Rani, very dearly. One day she died, and he determined to abdicate his throne
and commit suicide. So he took the corpse of his dead queen and, laying it on a boat, set sail into the ocean. He
did not eat or sleep for seven days, and on the eighth day, when he was on the point of death, Siva and Parvati
who were flying through the air, saw him, and Parvati remonstrated with Siva for his cruelty to the king. Siva
said:
“I will restore the Rani to life on one condition, that her husband gives half his life for her.” The Raja agreed
and she was restored to life.
Then the Raja who was worn out with fatigue, lay down to rest, and as he slept some fairies of the sea came up
to the surface of the sea and induced the Rani to join their company. When the Raja awoke he found himself alone
and in great trouble took service with the king of that land. One day a merchant was selling false pearls to the
king, and Raja Hari detected the fraud; so the king made him his steward.
Now the fairies of the sea used to come out always and dance before the king on his birthday. So when they
came, and Raja Hari saw Moti Rani among them, he trod on the train of her robe.
“Give me what was mine and I will let you go,” he said.
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“What have I got of yours?” she asked.
“You have what I gave you on the ocean,” he answered.
No sooner had he said this than, to the horror of the assembly, she fell dead at his feet. When the king heard the
story he gave him his daughter to wife and made him heir to his kingdom.
6
Once, they say, Ravana, king of Lanka, fell ill. He sent one of the Rakshasas in search of a physician. He went
in the form of a bird and sat on a pipal tree beneath which a celebrated physician was sleeping. The bird called
out,
“Konik, konik?”\fn{“Who is healthy? Who is healthy?”} The physician replied in a Sanskrit verse which means,
“He who takes long walks in spring, who takes a short nap in summer, who eats very little in autumn and stays
at home in winter: he alone is healthy.”
The Rakshasa returned and put Ravana on this regimen, when he completely recovered. Then he sent to the
physician, asking him what he desired as a reward, and the physician asked him to send whatever was rarest in
Lanka.
Now, as Lanka was all built of gold there was nothing so rare as iron, and Ravana ordered the Rikshasas to
take the physician seven loads of iron. This he received with great discontent, but he was somewhat consoled
when with the iron he found a root of the turmeric, which is indigenous to Lanka, and was thus for the first time
introduced into India.
To this day a careful housewife will never spread the whole dinner at once in the dish of her son or husband,
but will give it to him by degrees lest the influence of the evil-eye cause it to disagree, with him.
7
In the good old times the soil was not tilled and there was no ploughing. People used to take a single grain of
rice in their hands in the morning, and after walking three times round an ox would ask him,
“Will this suffice for the day?”
And the ox used to nod, and the grain was sufficient for the family for the day.
One day when a guest came to the house an over-careful housekeeper brought two grains of rice to the ox and
he got angry and cursed the human race. Since then men have had to work for their living and the ox suffered too
for his curses, for he has had to work in the plough ever since.
8
Akbar once said to Birbal:
“If you are such a wise man, what must your father be? Let me see him.”
Now Birbal’s father was an ignorant villager, and he feared that he would be disgraced before the court. So he
told his father not to answer a single question. When the old man appeared Akbar said:
“How are you?”
But he answered not a word, and though Akbar asked him many questions he made no reply. Enraged at this
Akbar said to Birbal:
“How should one deal with an idiot?”
“When a person comes before an idiot, Your Majesty,” was his answer, “the best way is to hold one’s tongue.”
9
It happened once that a rich man betrothed his daughter much against his will, and though he was very anxious
to break the engagement he was bound by his word.
Finally he sent a message to the bridegroom to come with exactly one hundred young men with him when he
carne to fetch the bride, and that if any of them failed to comply with the conditions imposed, the match should be
broken off
The young man selected his companions, but had the wisdom to bring one old man with him, concealed in a
drum. When they arrived at the bride’s house her father produced a hundred goats and gave one to each of the
party, and said that if each man could not eat his goat without leaving any scraps the marriage would not take
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place. They were all confounded until the bridegroom went and consulted the old man.
“You must do this,” he said; “first kill one goat and serve out a little to each of your men; then kill a second
goat and act in the same way until all are consumed.”
In this way the condition was satisfied and he won his bride.
112.69 The Sepoy’s Son: A Folktale\fn{by Ilahi Bakhsh (before 1893- )} Nadehra, Hamirpur District, Himachal
Pradesh, India (M) 1½
In the vicinity of Delhi there was a small village, and in this village a Maulvi kept a school, which was largely
attended by the village boys. Every day the Maulvi used to go home at twelve for his midday meal, but in his
absence he always told the boys to keep guard over the school by turns while he was away lest anything should be
stolen. One day when he returned from his breakfast he found one of his pupils, a sepoy’s son, whose turn it was
to keep guard, sleeping.
“You, fellow!” he exclaimed, beating him, “supposing while you slept someone had crept in and stolen the
school property? You would not have known anything about it!”
The boy woke with a smile. This annoyed the Maulvi very much, and he struck him again. But the more he
struck the boy the more he laughed.
“You are a strange boy to laugh when you are beaten,’ said the Maulvi. “Why do you laugh?”
“I do not know why I laugh,” replied the boy, and all his teachers questioning him on the subject could elicit
from him no other answer. It became noised abroad that there was a sepoy’s son in a certain village who laughed
when beaten instead of crying, and when questioned about it he always said he did not know why he laughed. At
length it came to the ears of the Badshah of Delhi, who at once sent for the lad and said to him,
“Why did you laugh when beaten by your master? Is a beating a thing to laugh over or cry over?”
“I do not know, Your Majesty, why I laughed,” answered the boy.
“If you do not tell me I shall have you put into prison,” said the Badshah.
But even this threat was not effective. The lad persisted in saying that he did not know why he laughed when
struck. So the Badshah had him consigned to jail without food or water.
A few days after this the Badshah of Rum sent the Badshah of Delhi two dolls, asking in a letter to tell him
which was the prettier and which the heavier, and which the better of the two. So the Delhi Badshah sent for the
wisest men in the land, but none could tell which was the better one, though they weighed them both and tried in
every way to find out the superiority of the one over the other. So the news spread everywhere that the Badshah of
Rum had sent two dolls to the Badshah of Delhi, asking him to find out the superiority of one over the other, and
though the Delhi Badshah had sent for the wisest men in the land, none were able to tell.
At last it reached the ears of the sepoy’s son in prison, who, when he heard it, said he thought he might be able
to tell. So his jailers told the Delhi Badshah that the boy who was imprisoned for not telling why he laughed when
beaten, said he could tell which doll was better than the other that were sent by the Badshah of Rum. So the Delhi
Badshah sent for the lad.
When he came before His Majesty he sent for the dolls and two bits of straw. When they were brought he put
one bit of straw into the ear of one of the dolls and it went down its stomach, then he put the other bit of straw into
the ear of the other doll and it came out of its mouth.
“Your Majesty,’ said he, “the doll into whose stomach the straw went is the better one, the prettier one, and the
heavier one; for whatever you say in her ear she will never repeat; but as for the other doll, whatever is whispered
in her ear comes out of her mouth.”
The Badshah of Delhi was very much pleased when he heard this, and at once had him released from prison
and gave him a grand mansion to live in with a beautiful garden attached to it, and also wrote to the Badshah of
Rum, saying, he had a boy in his court who had been able to answer his question. When the Badshah of Rum read
this he sent several questions to be answered by the boy. But the lad said,
“What is he sending such childish questions to be replied to, which any boy in my village could answer? Let
him ask something worth answering.”
When the Badshah of Rum got this message he sent to ask the lad what his god was like, and if he ate and
drank like human beings. When the sepoy’s son heard this he said to his own Badshah that this question he would
only answer at Rum in the presence of the Emperor of that country; so his Badshah sent him to Rum. When he
came into the presence of the Badshah of Rum, that monarch said to him,
“Who is your god, and does he eat and sleep like people do?”
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“I will answer your question,” said the boy, “if you get off your throne and place me on it, and take your crown
off your head and place it on mine.”
“Well,” thought the Badshah of Rum, “it is not much he is asking me, I might as well do as he wishes.”
So he got off his throne and placed the boy on it, and took off his crown and placed it on the boy’s head. Then
the boy said,
“My god is so great that he has taken you off your throne and placed me on it, and has taken your crown off
your head and placed it on mine.”
The Badshah of Rum was so struck with the lad’s reply that he at once embraced him and went to his queens
apartments and told her all about him, at the same time asking her what reward he should give him.
“Marry him to our daughter,” said the queen “for though low in birth he is high in intellect; you will never find
a boy like him.”
The Bidshah of Rum took his queens advice and married the lad to their daughter. After a few days the boy
returned to Delhi with his bride, and a letter from his father-in-law to the Delhi Badshah, telling him what a wise
boy he was. When the Badshah of Delhi read the letter he went at once to his queen, and asked her what should he
do for this boy who had saved the honor of his court by answering all the questions put to him by the Badshah of
Rum.
“Marry him to our daughter,” also said his queen; “for he fully deserves that reward.”
So the Badshah of Delhi also married him to his daughter.
One day, some time after this, the fortunate youth was lying on his cot in the beautiful garden attached to his
mansion, when his two wives came towards him—the Badshah of Delhi’s daughter with something for him to eat
and the Badshah of Rum’s daughter with something for him to drink. When he saw them he sent for one of his
servants and said to him,
“Go, tell the Badshah of Delhi that when I was a school-boy and was beaten by my Maulvi for going to sleep
when I should have kept guard, I laughed because I dreamt that I was lying on a cot in a beautiful garden attached
to a mansion, and that the Badshah of Delhi’s daughter was bringing me some food to eat and the Badshah of
Rum’s daughter was bringing me some water to drink, and it seemed so absurd to me that I laughed in spite of the
beating I got; but when asked about it I was afraid to tell, for Your Majesty would surely have had me beheaded if
I had, angry at the impudence of a poor village boy and a sepoy’s son dreaming of marrying your daughter; but
now that my dream has come true, I tell Your Majesty what I feared to tell you then why I laughed though
beaten.”
BEFORE 1894

112.79 The Half-Married Daughter Of The Gardener: A Folktale\fn{by H. Finch (before 1894- )} Meuna,
Shahjahanpur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1½
There was once a Raja who had only one son. One day the prince went into the jungle to hunt and became very
thirsty. He came to a well, where he found a Malin drawing water. He asked her for some, but she said,
“I cannot give you this, because it is intended for worship.”
“Very well,” he said. “As sure as I am a Raja’s son I will leave you half-married.”
“And,” said she, '”as sure as I am a Mali’s daughter I will make you pound kodo.”
When the Prince came home he lay down and covered his face.
“I will take no food,” said he, “unless you bring my father to me.” When the Raja came, the Prince said,
“I will neither eat nor drink until I marry the Malin.”
So the Raja sent for the Mali and proposed that the Prince should marry his daughter. The Mali said that he
must first consult his clansmen.
“If the Raja,” they answered, “will eat and drink with us and promise that the son of the Malin shall be his heir,
we have no objection.”
The Raja agreed to these terms, and started with his procession. As the bride and bridegroom were moving
round the fire, the prince said:
“I must pass the stool in front.”
On this pretense he got ahead of the bride and ran away, leaving her only half-married, as he had threatened to
do. They waited for him for some time, but the girl said,
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“He will not return. His object has been accomplished.”
The Raja was much ashamed, and took pity on her and, bringing her to the palace, treated her as if she was his
daughter-in-law. She sent out messengers with money to search for her husband.
Meanwhile the prince had gone to the city of another Raja. The land was then beset by a very fierce tiger, and
so much was it dreaded that they used to close the city gates at sunset. The prince came late and was locked out.
The gate-keepers would not admit him. Just then the tiger came up and, after a terrible fight, the prince killed him
with his sword. The gate-keepers were so pleased with his valor that they let him in.
It so happened that the Raja of that land died that night, and the people of the land were so pleased with the
bravery of the prince that they made him Raja in his room. For it was the custom that when a Raja of that land
died they used to release a hawk and on whosoever’s head he alighted, he was selected Raja. By chance he sat on
the head of the prince, and he was made Raja.
After some time the spies of the Malin traced the prince, and came back and told her where he was. She was
much pleased and rewarded them. Then she collected all the famous dancing-girls of the kingdom and went to the
city where her husband was Raja. She gave notice that the Rani of Singaldip had come and would give an
audience to no one who would not give her a karor of rupees. The Raja’s Wazir went to him and said,
“It will not be consistent with Your Majesty’s reputation that you should not visit this Rani.” When he went the
Rani knew him, and smiling said to him,
“You must visit me daily.”
She stayed there a month and became in child by him. She started for home, but first she asked for a sign, and
he and she exchanged rings.
In due time a son was born to her, and she called the Pandits and asked them what his fortune would be. They
said,
“The boy will be fortunate, but he will be a thief.”
And it was as they said. When he grew up his mother called him and said,
“Your father deserted me after half-marrying me, and I swore that I would make him grind kodo. If you
succeed in this I shall consider you my son.”
The boy went to the city of his father and stayed in the house of an old woman. As he was sitting near a tank
four camel-men came up and he heard them say among themselves,
“What lovely hair that boy has got.”
“If you like,” he said, “I can make your hair like mine.”
“If you do,” they said, “we will give you a camel as a reward.”
So he called a barber and told him to shave their heads till he drew blood. Then he told them to put their heads
under water and keep them there.
“What is your name?” they asked.
“My name,” said he, “is Fop-and-a-half”\fn{ Derh Chhail.} While they kept their heads underwater he walked off
with their camels. They complained to the Raja, who offered a reward for anyone who would catch Derh Chhail.
Some of the city thags agreed to catch him. He put on a splendid dress and rode past their house. They sent out
one of their daughters to ask him who he was. He seized her, put her on his horse, rode away with her, and let her
go after robbing her of all her jewels.
The Raja then sent the Kotwal to catch him. Derh Chhail got himself up as a woman and went past the
Kotwali. The Kotwal called him in and asked him to sit down. On the wall were hanging handcuffs and fetters.
“What are these?” the supposed girl asked. “Show me how you put them on.”
He did so, and Derh Chhail distributed drugged sweetmeats among the guards. He then tied the Kotw:il to the
roof of the Kotwali and went his way.
The Raja himself determined to catch the thief. He rode along the road where Derh Chhail was posted in the
disguise of an old woman grinding kodo. The Raja asked her if she had seen the thief. She said,
“He was here just now and went down that lane. You put on my clothes and grind this kodo for me and I will
catch him for you.”
He rode off and the Raja remained pounding kodo till the morning, when he returned home.
When the Raja’s plans to catch the thief all failed, he made proclamation that if he would give himself up, he
would pardon him and reward him richly. Then the thief appeared and showed the Raja the ring which he had
given his mother the Mailin.
“You left my mother half-married,” he said, “and she has had a son by you and made you pound kodo.”
The Raja was ashamed, accepted the boy as his son, and sending for the Mailin made her his chief Rani.
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112.81 The Prodigal Son: A Folktale\fn{by Gopal Chand (before 1894- )} Dhirpara, Agra District, Uttar Pradesh,
India (M) -1
There was once an Ahir lad\fn{ A member of the caste of cowherds and milkmen:W } whose father died when he was a
boy. He had some friends who were employed in other countries, and he too was seized with a fancy for travel.
His mother advised him not to go.
“My son,” said she, “you have plenty at home. Why should you go abroad and serve others, as your father
never did?”
But he would not attend to her words, and one night he took some of her jewels and went off. He searched in
many places for work and found none. At last he had to make a gourd pot and go about begging. As he begged he
used to sing this song:
Khát rahé dúdh bbát,’
Chardwát rahé gaiyya;
Naukarí kí sádh lagí
Bhíkh dé maiyya.
*
I used in the good old times to eat milk and boiled rice, and feed the cattle, but I longed for service, and now, mother, give me alms.

At last in his travels he came to his own house, and it was so long since he had seen it that he did not recognize
it. He saw his wife cleaning the cooking pots at the door, but he did not know her and began to sing:
Ghar gaiyya dúi chár lagatu hain; gharbin sundar nárí;
Chakrí kí sádh lagí; barjat hai mahtárí.
*
Two or three cows are milked at home. In the house is a pretty wife. I longed for service and my mother checked me.

When she heard the song she knew her husband and told his mother. She ran out; took the gourd from his hand
and smashed it to pieces on the ground.
“Now,” said she, “you know the fruit of not listening to my words.”
The Ahir was abashed. He stayed at home for the future and never disobeyed his womenfolk.
BEFORE 1895

112.29 1. The Boy And The Monkey 2. The Brahman’s Luck 3. The Boy And The Merchant 4. The Wise And The
Foolish Brothers: Four Folktales\fn{by Iqbal Husein (before 1895- )} Bhuili, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India
(M) 2
1
There was once a poor cultivator who died leaving an only son and he and his mother fell into poverty. One
day the boy said to his mother,
“Give me five rupees and I will buy a cow and then we can live comfortably.”
His mother gave him the money and he went to the bazaar and there he saw a man selling a monkey. He
bought it for five rupees and when he brought it home he called out to his mother,
“Mother fix a peg in the yard.”
She thought he had brought the cow and was very angry when she saw the monkey. She was about to wring its
neck, but the monkey said,
“Spare my life and I will do you good service.”
She let the monkey loose and he ran off to the jungle and soon came back with a lot of fruits and in this way he
used to bring them food every day. One day he went out and sat on a tree near a tank and just then a jeweler came
to bathe. He put down his bundle on the bank and, when he was in the water, the monkey came down and seizing
it, brought it home. The bag was full of valuable jewels and the boy and his mother became rich and the monkey
supported them for many years.
2
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There was once a Brahman who lived in a forest; his wants were small and as he possessed all he desired he
was quite happy.
One day the Raja went into the forest to hunt and being hungry he halted at the house of the Brahman, who
entertained him with fruits and water. As he was going away the Raja wrote down his name and said,
“If you are ever in want and it is in my power to relieve you, I shall gladly do so.”
Time passed and the Brahman became so poor that he had nothing left but his lota. At last his wife asked him
why he did not go to the Raja who had promised to help him in his need. The Brahman answered,
“I do not wish to come as a supplicant to a man whom I once obliged.”
But his wife told him of many great men who had gone to Rajas in their hour of need, and at last the Brahman
went to the Raja’s palace and craved an audience. The Raja received him with honor and seated him beside him.
When he learnt his case, he loaded a cart with money and goods and gave it to the Brahman to take home to his
wife.
As he was driving home with the cart, he halted at a tank to bathe and left the cart and bullocks on the bank.
When he had done bathing and returned, he found that they had disappeared. He went home to his wife lamenting
his bad luck, and as his troubles increased, his wife induced him to go to the Raja a second time.
The Raja was as kind as before and this time gave him a horse laden with gold. As he was going home he came
to the same tank as before and went to bathe. When he came out of the water the horse and money were nowhere
to be seen.
His wife forced him to go to the Raja a third time, very much against his will. The Raja said,
“My friend, these are your evil days. I will now give you four thousand rupees and you can trade with them.”
The Brahman started a business with the money and at the end of a year he had made a profit of one pice.\fn{A
very tiny unit of Indian currency, equal to just a quarter of an anna.} When he told the Raja, he laughed, and said,
“Now your luck is changing. Trade with this one pice and see what is the result.”
He put the pice into his business and made two pice; and so he by degrees made a large fortune. Then he
started for his home and on his way he came to the same tank and there he found his cart and horse and all his
money safe. Thus his bad luck left him and he lived for many years in great prosperity.
3
There lived in the city of Kanauj a merchant who had four sons, three of whom were grown up, while the
youngest was a boy. Once it happened that the merchant was about to undertake a long journey and his youngest
son asked him to take him with him. His father objected that the road was too difficult and he too young for such a
long journey; but the boy persisted in making the request and at last his father gave him two thousand rupees and
allowed him to accompany him.
When they had gone a long way, the boy, somehow or other, became separated from his father and as he
wandered on he came to a jungle infested by beasts of prey. He was in great terror and repeated the verse:
Faiza ja ajal kum la ista kharun;
Sa ataun yastak de mun.
*
When the predestined time of death comes, it arrives neither a moment too early nor a moment too late.

Meanwhile, he saw an old man with sandals on his feet and a stick in his hand approaching him; the boy was
in great fear, but when the old man came up and asked him who he was and where he was going, he told him his
story. The old man pointed in a certain direction and said,
“If you follow this way you will come to the city of Labutbaj and when you arrive there you can easily find
your way wherever you please.”
The old man disappeared and the boy followed his directions and after going some way he came to the gate of
a city. He asked the people what the name of the city was and they said it was Labutbaj. He wandered about and at
last came to the shop of a merchant, whose servant gave him a seat with others who were at the\fn{ The text has:
tire.} shop at the time. The owner of the shop, whose name was Munir, asked the boy who he was. The boy told
him his adventures and as he was speaking a pair of cats jumped down fighting from the roof on to the spot where
the boy was sitting and the moment one of the cats touched him, he disappeared. When the merchant Munir saw
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this he was grieved, and said to his servants:
“I will not eat food until I find him.”
So he started with a number of men, horses and elephants and set out in search of the boy. When he had gone a
long way he lost all his people and his means were exhausted; and he went on alone. Finally he was reduced to
want and came to the house of a peasant. The peasant entertained him and Munir told his case.
The peasant promised to support him and he remained there. In this way five months passed, and one day the
peasant lead occasion to go to a wedding in a neighboring village and as he was going he said to him:
“My friend, I am going away, please attend to one matter in my absence. To the south of the village is a pipal
tree and in the morning smoke rises from it and after the smoke a hand shows itself from the branches. You must
take daily a plate of cakes and a vessel of water and offer them to the hand when it appears. But take care, do not
touch the hand, otherwise evil consequences will arise.”
Next morning Munir took the offering to the tree and when the hand came out he offered them to it, but he
forgot the warning of his friend and allowed the hand to touch him. No sooner had he done so than he was seized,
carried through the air and dropped on the top of a mosque in a distant land. He rolled off the roof of the mosque,
and dropped into a well which was close beside it. He began to grope about to find a means of escape; at last he
saw a ray of light through a crevice and he made his way into the city.
Now it was the law in that city that when the king died they used to choose the first stranger who arrived to
rule over them; so they chose the merchant Munir, and made him king. He reigned for many years and though he
made constant search nothing was ever heard of the boy.
4
There were once two brothers, one of whom was wise and the other foolish. They fell into poverty, and finally
they agreed to go in different ways in search of employment, and whichever of them succeeded should support the
other. The fool went to a Raja and asked for service.
“What can you do?” asked the Raja.
The fool was puzzled what to say. At last he said:
“I can make verses and work the fan.”
So the Raja took him into his service on sixty rupees a month. One day the Raja said:
“It is quite time we heard some of these verses of yours.”
The fool did not know what to do, so he went out and stood reflecting under a tree. He stood without moving,
and some pigs, thinking he was a tree, came up and began to rub themselves against him. When he could stand
this no longer he said,
Tum kitno ragaro ghiso main janun tor chalaki
*
You may rub as much as you please, but know your cunning.

This was the only verse he could think of and so he went and stood before the Raja. Just then the barber came
in and prepared to shave him, and as he was getting ready the fool recited this verse. When he heard it the barber
turned pale, and falling at the Raja’s feet begged his forgiveness.
“What have you done?” asked the Raja. The barber said,
“My razor is steeped in such deadly poison that had it touched your Majesty’s beard you were dead in a
moment. This is the work of the treasurer, who has induced me to attempt your life.”
So the Raja ordered the treasurer to be executed and appointed the fool in his room. Some time after the Raja
said to the new treasurer:
“It is time we saw how you can use the fan.”
The fool was displeased at this order, because he thought it beneath his dignity to fan the Raja. But he had to
go and when he began to fan him he knocked off the Raja’s crown. The Raja was wroth, and called for the
executioner; but just then a poisonous snake came out of the crown and bit the Wazir so that he died. The Raja
was so pleased that he made the preserver of his life Wazir.
Then the new Wazir sent for his wise brother, who was in extreme poverty. When he came he said:
“Fate rules the world, and a nun’s wisdom\fn{ I.e., the wisdom of an intelligent person:H} and exertions avail
nothing.”
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112.31 1. The Prince And His Animal Friends 2. The Raja And The Hansas: Two Folktales\fn{by Ram Govind Panre
(before 1895- )} Ghurhupatti, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 2
1
There was once a king who had an only son, who never attended to his duties and was careless and wayward.
For this his father was displeased with him. One day the prince went into the bazaar and saw a snake being sold;
he purchased it for a thousand rupees and brought it home. When the king saw how he had spent his money, he
was still more angry. The next day the prince again went to the bazaar and bought a dog for a thousand rupees,
and after that he bought in the same way a cat and a rat. The king, his father, was so angry that he told him to go
and make his living as best he could.
He took the animals with him and started on his travels. He came to a great jungle and the snake said to him,
“My home is here and here the Madari snake tamer caught me. Will you kindly allow me to visit my parents,
and my father will give you anything you ask in return for saving my life.” As he was going away, the snake said,
“If you are asked by my father to choose a gift, take nothing but the ring he wears on his finger.”
When the snake went to his father he praised the prince and then his father came out of the hole and asked the
prince to choose a boon; he asked for the snake’s ring, which the old snake gave him. When he had gone some
distance he plastered a piece of ground and putting the ring in the middle said,
“If you are a true ring build me a mansion here.”
No sooner had he uttered these words, than a palace appeared before him. There the prince began to live with
his animals.
One day a Brahman and a barber passed by that way and when the prince enquired their business they told him
that they were going in search of a husband for the princess of that land. When they saw the glory of the prince
and found him to be a beautiful youth, they asked him if he would marry the princess, and he agreed.
On the day fixed for the marriage the prince spoke to the ring and ordered it to provide all that was needed for
the occasion. The ring obeyed his orders and the marriage was duly solemnized. The prince brought his bride
home and all he wanted was provided by the ring. One day as he was leaving home the princess said to him,
“There is nothing, in the larder; leave the ring with me and I will order what is needed.”
He gave her the ring and went away. While her husband was absent, a Brahman came and asked for alms; the
princess asked him what he wanted. He said,
“If you give me the ring you are wearing, I will say many prayers for you.”
So she gave him the ring and when he got to the other side of the river, he plastered a piece of ground and
placing the ring on it, he said,
“O ring, if you are true, bring the palace with the princess here.”
Immediately the palace with the princess was brought there. Two days after, when the prince returned home, he
found that the princess and the palace had disappeared. He was very sad and began to weep. Then his wife’s
brother came and asked him where she was and when he could not answer his brother-in-law had him shut up a
room. When they saw the state of their master the faithful animals were much grieved and the mouse and the dog
said to the cat,
“You are the wisest of us all and have a knowledge of magic; think and discover what has become of the
princess.” The cat sat down and began to consider and at last she said,
“The princess and her palace are on the bank of Fulana River.”
They then agreed to go in search of the ring; they came to the palace, but the Brahman had closed it in on all
sides and there was no way of going in. Finally, the mouse crept in through the drain and saw the princess sitting
on her bed. He crept up to her and began to lick her foot. She recognized the mouse and told him all her troubles.
He asked her where the Brahman used to keep the ring. She said,
“When he lies down he puts it into his mouth and then he makes me fan him.” The mouse said,
“Tonight when he goes to sleep you must put out the light with your fan.”
So saying, he hid himself in a corner of the room where the Brahman used to sleep. At night the Brahman lay
down and the princess was fanning him. When she put out the lamp the mouse put his tail up the Brahman’s nose
and he gave a great sneeze and the ring fell on the ground. The mouse took it in his mouth and ran away with it.
He gave it to the dog and told him to run and give it to the prince.
But as the dog was crossing a river the ring fell into the water and though he did his best, he could not find it.
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He sat on the bank and wept and meanwhile the cat and the mouse arrived. The dog told them what had happened
to the ring. The cat began to consider where the ring was and by her wisdom she discovered that it was in the
belly of a fish.
The animals waited there that night and in the morning some Mallahs came and were fishing in the river. They
caught many fish and laid them on the bank. When the Mallahs saw the animals sitting there they wondered and
said to each other,
“The dog has a natural enmity to the cat and the cat to the mouse. How comes it that they are sitting together?”
The animals said:
“We are so hungry that we cannot move a step. Give us a fish out of your great store and we shall be grateful to
you.” The Mallahs said,
“Come and choose which fish you please.”
So the cat chose that in which the ring was and brought it to the dog, who tore its belly and took out the ring.
They started with it and came to the room where the prince was confined and the mouse crept in through a hole
and gave it to him. Then he called to the ring to bring back the princess and the palace, and this was done
immediately. The princess and the prince, with their faithful animals, lived happily ever after.
2
Once upon a time a famine raged at Mana Sarowar for fourteen years and a pair of hansas\fn{Heavenly swans}
who lived there had to go elsewhere to find sustenance. When they had gone a long distance they came to a
beautiful tank full of fresh water and inhabited by all kinds of birds. The female hansa said to her mate,
“Let us stay here till the famine ends.” Her mate answered,
“The tank is good but we cannot stay there until we obtain the owner’s leave.”
When the hansas heard that the tank belonged to the Raja of the place, they went to him and asked his leave to
stay there until times improved. He gave them leave and they settled there.
They had lived there only a few months when one day the Rani came to bathe in the tank and when she saw the
hansa’s young ones she longed to have them. So she told the Raja and he sent a man to summon the hansas to his
durbar. When he delivered the message they asked him why they were called and he told them what the Rani had
said. They answered,
“My friend, today all the birds will meet at our house and we cannot attend the Raja today; but to-morrow, if
Parameshwar spares our lives, we will be there.”
Next morning the hansas appeared before the Raja and saluted him. He invited them to sit down and then he
asked:
“It is true that birds hold meetings like men?” They answered,
“Maharaja, it is true that we have our disputes and quarrels like men have and yesterday we had a meeting to
decide a matter in dispute between us.”
“What was the question?” he asked.
“The question was, whether there were more men or women in the world.”
“And what decision did you come to?”
“The number of women is greater than that of men, because we count those men and women who do not keep
their word.” The Raja was ashamed, and said,
“I called you only to see you as I had not seen you for a long time.” As they were going away they said:
“Maharaja, listed to the words of the poet:
Bhanu uday udayachal ten chali ke puni purab panv dhari nahin;
Jyon sar neh sati chharbi ke puni dham ki or nigah karai nahin;
Haril ki pran hai lakri kadali puni dajo bar pharai nahin;
Taise Zaban bare jan ki mukh ten nikali puni pichbun tarai nahin
*
The sun rises from behind Udaychal and then sets out on his course, but he does not turn his feet again towards the east.
So when Sati puts the arrow to her bow she looks not back again to home.
The green pigeon sits on wood and the plantain does not fruit a second time.
So when a great man makes a promise he does not break it.

The Rajah was ashamed and thenceforth he protected the hansas.
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112.33 1. The Adopted Girl 2. Entertaining Angels Unawares 3. The Height Of Virtue: Three Folktales\fn{by Ram
Ganesh Dube (before 1895- )} Aksauli, Mirzapur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 2
1
There was once a Raja to whom a daughter was born, and when he heard of it he sent for the astrologers and
asked them if the girl would bring him luck or not. Though all the omens were favorable, they told him that if he
kept her in his house the family would be ruined. So he had her shut up in a box and putting some pieces of gold
in it, ordered his people to throw her into the river.
The box floated down to a ghat where a dhobi was washing clothes. He took the money himself and gave the
child to a potter. One day when the girl grew up, the potter was going to fire his kiln, when she said:
“Father, let me fire it this time.”
She did so and some time after when he opened it he found that all his bricks had turned into ingots of gold.
One day the potter asked her what kind of robe she would like to wear. She said:
“Let me have a sheet of bright chira.”\fn{Chintz.}
He gave her what she asked and when she had worn it for some time she gave it to a dhobi to wash. He washed
it at the ghat and laid it out to dry, when just then the Raja, her father, happened to pass by. He stopped to smoke
and seeing the bright robe and thinking it to be fire he sent his servant to get a light from it. The dhobi said,
“This is not fire, but cloth.”
The Raja was surprised and asked to whom the robe belonged. When he learnt who the owner was, he went to
the potter’s house and finding the girl to be beautiful, he proposed at once to marry her. The potter agreed and
made her over to the Raja. He took her home and called for the Pandits to perform the marriage ceremony. When
the pair began to walk round the fire, the girl said:
Pahli bhanwari phirun; Raja pujai man ki as.
Janam ki pothi bicharo Pandit; pujai man ki as.
*
I am making the first round; your desire is being realized;
But beware; let the Pandit again consult his books.

Hearing this the Raja stopped, but the Pandits again urged him to go on. Thus he performed the seven rounds;
but as he was about to complete the ceremony by putting vermilion on the parting of her hair, the girl told him the
whole story.
The Raja expelled the Pandits from his kingdom and taking the girl to his palace, recognized her as his
daughter.
2
Once upon a time Mahadeva and Bhagwan were making a visit to the world and in the evening they came to
the. house of a poor Brahman and asked for shelter. He asked them to sit down and as he had nothing wherewith
to entertain them, he sent his son to pledge his lota, and with the money thus obtained he supplied them with food.
The gods were much pleased with his devotion and Mahadeva said,
“My friend, I wish to have our son married.” The Brahman answered,
“O good guests, I am so poor that I can hardly support myself. How can I provide for a daughter-in-law?”
Mahadeva did not heed his words and sent a Brahman and a barber to find a bride for the son of the Brahman.
They arranged the match in the family of a very rich and respectable man. They returned and informed Mahadeva
that the marriage had been settled and a day fixed for the ceremony.
On the fixed date the Brahman, accompanied by Mahadeva, and the planets Shukra\fn{ Venus.} and
Sanischara \fn{Saturn.} went with the bride groom to the house of the bride. When her father saw how small their
number was, he asked Mahadeva why the marriage procession was so mean. Mahadeva said,
“The others are coming behind.”
And when he looked he saw thousands of men and a splendid equipage approaching. When all was ready, the
ceremony was duly performed and the party sat down to the marriage feast. Mahadeva said,
“Let these two men, named Shukra and Sanischara, be first fed.”
The house master took them first inside and they at once devoured all the provisions. The Brahman returned to
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Mahadeva and said,
“There is no more food for the other guests and my honor is lost.” Mahadeva said,
“Shut the door of your food closet and open it again.”
And when he did so, lo, he found it full of the most delicious food! So all the guests were fed, and when the
bridegroom brought home his bride he found that his poor hut was changed into a palace of gold, with a lovely
garden, and gems lay about it like the sand on the river bank. When his neighbors asked the cause of his
prosperity, he answered:
Tulasi ya jag aike sab se miliye dhaya,
Kya janeu kehi bhes men Narayan mili jaya?”
*
Tulasi says: “When you come into this world be kind to everyone. Who knows in what guise Narayan may appear?”

3
Once upon a time famine raged in the land and the Raja sent for the astrologers and asked them how it could be
removed. They said that the only way to stop it was for a truly devoted wife to bathe at the Amka Tirath. They
searched for a long time and could find none who answered the conditions. At last they learned that the daughter
of Bhagwan Das, the Mahajan, was a truly devoted wife; so they went to him and asked him to allow his daughter
to bathe in the Amka Tirath and save the country from ruin.
Bhagwan Das went to his daughter and explained the case. She answered,
“O Father, I do not come up to the conditions; one day a faqir came to the house and asked for alms; as I was
giving him something my hand by accident touched his and my virtue was thus stained. Go to my sister who is
more pure than I am.”
The Mahajan went to his second daughter and explained what was wanted. She answered,
“The work cannot be done by me, for my purity has been stained. One day I was bathing in the Ganges and my
garment blew aside and the water touched my person. You know that by the Shastras water is considered to be
male; hence I do not answer the conditions. You had better go to my younger sister.” The banker went to his third
daughter, and when he explained the case she said,
“I do not answer the conditions. One night, at midnight, my husband said to me, ‘The wind is blowing from the
east.’ I replied, ‘No; it is from the west.’ Thus I contradicted my husband and cannot be considered a truly devoted
wife. You had better go to my younger sister.”
The Mahajan went to his fourth daughter and told her the case. She said,
“Father, since you gave me to my husband I am in his hands and do only what he tells me.”
The Mahajan took her to the Raja and he explained to her the case. She went with the Pandits and bathed in the
Amka Tirath and immediately the famine was removed from the land.
112.85 The Metamorphosis Of Raja Vikramaditya: A Folktale\fn{by Devi Datt Dube (before 1895- )} Hariya, Basti
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1½
Once upon a time Raja Vikramaditya was reading with a Pandit the Pinda Pravesha Vidya, or the science by
which a man acquires the power of entering the body of another person or beast. His servant, who was sitting
outside the door, was listening and heard as much as the Raja. When the Raja was returning home the servant
asked the Raja what he had been learning from the Pandit. The Raja answered,
“If you bring me the body of an animal I will show you.”
The servant killed a parrot and brought the body to the Raja who immediately repeated the mantras and
entered into it. When the servant saw this he cut his own body\fn{ After entering the Raja’s soulless body, simultaneously
with the Raja entering the body of the parrot .} into pieces and tried to kill the parrot too, but it flew away. Then he went to
the capital and giving himself out to be the Raja sat upon his throne. He issued orders that every parrot in the
kingdom should be killed and offered a large reward for every one that was brought to him.
One day it so happened that the parrot whose body the real Raja was occupying was caught in a snare and he at
once asked the fowler what he intended to do with him. The fowler said that he was going to take him to the Raja
and claim the reward. The parrot answered,
“If you take me to the Raja you will get only a small reward. If you take me to the father-in-law of Raja
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Vikramaditya I will get you five hundred rupees.”
The fowler agreed and took the Raja in his parrot form to Raja Vikramaditya’s father in-law. The old Raja
asked him what he had brought and he showed the parrot. The old Raja asked the price and he said,
“Ask the parrot and he will fix the price.” The parrot when he was asked, said,
“My price is five hundred rupees.”
“What can you do that you fix your price at so large a sum?” he enquired. The parrot answered:
“O Maharaja! I can decide disputes and interpret the shastras.”
So the old Raja bought the parrot and hung it up in a cage in his court and the parrot used to read Sanskrit and
help the old Raja in deciding cases that came before him. The old Raja was much pleased with him and thought
that he had got him very cheap.
Meanwhile the servant in the form of Vikramaditya went into the royal apartments and talked with the Rani.
She was surprised to hear his rude and unpolished conversation. She thought he was out of his senses and sending
for the jailer had him shut up as a madman.
It so happened that there lived in that kingdom a Brahman and his wife. They lived by begging, but they got so
little that they were almost starving and one day the Brahman said to his wife,
“We cannot live in this way. I am going into the Tarai on a begging excursion.”
His wife agreed and he started. No sooner had he left the village than a deo who lived in a grove close by
assumed the form of the Brahman and went into his house. His wife was very much surprised to see a man whom
she believed to be her husband returning so soon and he said,
“What is written in my fate for me to get I shall get here as well as abroad. I am not going to the Tarai after
all.” She answered,
“You have done well. Stay at home.”
So the deo lived in the Brahman’s house and after some time when the Brahman came home he was astonished
to see a man just like himself sitting there. When the deo saw the Brahman he rushed at him with a club and the
Brahman began to fight him. The woman could not make out what was the matter when she saw two men of
exactly similar appearance fighting about her. The villagers came up and asked what the quarrel was about. The
deo said,
“Help me brethren! Do you not see that this shameless ruffian has forced his way into my house?” The
Brahman said:
“Don’t you recognize me, neighbors?” The villagers said,
“In appearance you are both exactly the same. We cannot judge between you.”
The parties then went to thirty-five villages, but they could find no one to decide their case. At last they went to
the father-in-law of Vikramaditya. He asked the woman which of the men was her husband. She pointed to the
deo and said that he was her husband, that the other man was some impostor or other.
The Raja then gave her over to the deo. As he was going away the Brahman called out,
“O Bhagwan! Are you asleep and has justice perished out of the earth?” Then Vikramaditya in the form of the
parrot called out,
“You have decided the case wrongly. Call them back and I will decide the matter myself.”
The Raja did so, and then the parrot called for an earthenware vessel with a spout and a piece of yellow cloth
and a thread. He put these things in the middle of the court, and said,
“Whichever of you two will enter this vessel by the spout and come back the same way he shall be deemed the
owner of the woman.” The Brahman said,
“I would rather lose her altogether than undergo this ordeal.”
But the deo agreed to make the attempt and when he entered the vessel the parrot shouted to the Raja’s men to
cover the vessel with the yellow cloth and to tie round it a thread of raw cotton. Then he said,
“This is an evil-minded deo; bury him in the earth that he may never arise again to trouble the land.”
All were amazed at the wisdom of the parrot; and a few days after the wife of Vikramaditya heard of the case
and sent for the Brahman to find out how it was decided. When she heard the story, as she was learned in the
sciences, she at once came to the conclusion that the parrot could be no other than her husband Vikramaditya. So
she determined to go to her father’s house, and when she met him he told her to ask any boon she pleased. She
asked for the parrot, but he was too fond of him to give him away and he refused her request. But she sat dharna
at the palace gates, and when he found that her life was in danger he sent for her. She asked him to whom he had
married her.
“To Vikramaditya, of course,” he answered.
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“And where is Vikramaditya?” she asked.
“In his kingdom, of course,” he replied.
“You had better ask your parrot,” she said. When the cage was brought down the parrot said,
“I am Raja Vikramaditya.” Then he told them the whole story and the old Raja gave the parrot to his daughter
and she took him back to the palace.
She asked him what he had been studying for so long a time with the Pandit and he told her what he had learnt.
She sent for the false Raja and addressing him affectionately, said,
“What did Your Majesty learn from the Pandit?” He said,
“Bring me the body of a lamb and I will show you.”
When the lamb was brought, the false Raja at once transferred his soul into it. The Rani opened the cage at
once and Vikramaditya came out, dropped his parrot form and entered his own body. Immediately he cut the lamb
in pieces and the false servant died too. After this Vikramaditya and his Rani lived for many years in the utmost
happiness.
112.88 The Tale Of Rani Kamlapati: A Folktale\fn{by Saladat Khan (before 1895- )} Wellesleyganj, Mirzapur
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1½
There was once a Raja who had two sons and when they came to be twelve years of age their father was
attacked by leprosy. He was in despair regarding his condition and the Rani in her grief sent for the most noted
astrologers of the court and consulted them regarding his case. They gave their opinion that unless Kamlapati
Rani came and touched him he would not recover.
So the Rani had some packets of betel and a drum placed at the gate of the palace and announced that whoever
wished to gain the favor of the Raja should accept the task of finding Kamlapati Rani. But no one dared to strike
the drum and undertake the duty.
Finally the princes went to their father and offered to undertake the duty. He tried to dissuade them, but
without avail. They mounted their horses and started on the search.
After many days they reached the city where Kamlapati Rani lived. They found her sitting in her bower near
the river bank and as they rode past they recited the following verse:
Harit manin ke mál hain, motiyán máng guháya
Suraj sam tawa chír duti, bin piya kachchu na soháya.
*
Thy garlands are of green gems; the parting of thy hair is decorated with pearls; thy garment is brilliant like the sun; but what avail these
ornaments without a husband?

To this the Rani replied:
Uncha bhit talab ka; chalen musáfir dháya.
Bhágu musáfir bát se; nahin márún nain ghumáya.
*
High is the bank of the pond; the travelers ride rapidly by; hasten from the path lest I slay you with a glance of my eye.

The princes hearing this stepped back and fell into the water and there was none to take them out.
When some time elapsed the Raja told the Rani that the princes must be dead, so she gave notice that whoever
would bring them back should receive half the kingdom. The only person who would undertake the task was a
Brahman. He set out and soon reached the city of Kamlapati Rani. He searched for the princes and at last found
them in the ditch, whence he took them out. Then he went to the Rani, whom he found sitting in her bower, and
addressed her in these lines:
A fimchi posti doú jané, wah bhí mast díwán,
Langré hoya khandaq giré, abhín ghabrú jawán.
*
Eaters of opium are they and nothing short of mad; they were lamed falling into the ditch and still they are only youths.

Then the Rani signed to the Brahman to meet her that night at the shop of a sweetmeat-seller. The Rani came at
midnight and the Brahman spoke:
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Yah nagarí men bahut bastu hain; chatur base na koi.
Bhúkha musáfir par raha; nínd kahán se hoe?
*
There are many things in this city, but no clever man; a traveler lay down can he feel sleepy.

The Rani answered:
Hándí le Kumhár se; Modi átá dál;
Lakri le godám se; roti kar gawwar.
*
Get a pot from the potter; flour and pulse from the grocer; take wood from the store and cook your food, you boor.

To this he answered:
Hándí liya Kumhár se; Modi átá dál;
Lakri liya godam se; Rání káh tera ihsán?
*
I got the vessel from the potter; flour and pulse from the grocer; wood from the store; now Rani what kindness will you show me?

The Rani then making the Brahman out to be her brother took him home and lived with him. She asked him
what he would have to eat and he called for kodo, boiled with sugar and butter. When she brought it, he said:
Kodo aisa chhail chikaniya; tis par shakkar ghiwá;
Rání dáya ati bhai; kushal karen Sadasiva.
*
Fine is the kodo and with it is mixed sugar and butter; Rani you have been kind to me; may Sadasiva bless you.

The old Rani, the mother of the young Rani, was displeased, because of her intimacy with the Brahman while
her husband was absent; so she ordered her to swear before the Nag, and challenge it to bite her if she was
unchaste. Rani Kamlapati was dismayed at having to take this oath. But as she came before the Nag, the Brahman,
in the disguise of a sannyasi, appeared and asked an alms. Then the Rani touched him and swore,
“May the Nag bite me if I have ever touched anyone save my husband and this sannyasi.”
So she escaped taking a false oath and saved her honor.
Meanwhile the Rani’s husband returned and was wroth when he heard of his Rani’s doings with the Brahman.
So he plotted against the Brahman’s life and one day challenged him to play dice, on condition that the winner
should kill the loser. The Brahman was defeated and the Raja killed him; when the Rani heard of his death, she
too took her life.
All the people were lamenting her, when Siva and Parvati happened to be flying through the air and coming
down asked the Raja what had happened. When he told them the story, Siva said to him,
“Close your eyes.”
Then the god revived Rani Kamlapati and the Brahman and killed the Raja.
The Brahman returned home with Rani Kamlapati and the princes. She touched the old Raja and he was cured
of his leprosy. The Raja gave the Brahman half his dominions and he and Rani Kamlapati lived for many years in
happiness.
112.93 The Reading Of Hearts: A Folktale\fn{by Shyam Lal (before 1895- )} Etah, Etah District, Uttar Pradesh,
India (M) -1
Akbar once asked Birbal,
“What is your opinion of me?” Birbal, replied,
“I have the same opinion of you which you have of me; because hearts read hearts.” Akbar said,
“This is impossible.” But Birbal said,
“Come for a walk in the city and I will prove it to you.”
As they were going along they saw a miserable old woman begging. Akbar said,
“I do pity this poor creature. Cannot you, in so great a kingdom as this, make some provision for her by which
she may pass her last days in comfort?” Birbal asked Akbar to stop, and going up to the old woman said,
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“Old woman, do you not know that Akbar Badshah is dead?” When she heard this she began to weep and said,
“Alas! Alas! How shall I now pass my days? It was by his virtue that I gained my daily bread, and now that he
is gone I must starve.” Birbal came back to Akbar and said,
“Now your Majesty sees that the old woman loves you because you feel for her.”
They went on a little further in the bazaar and saw a Sewara faqir begging, and as he beat on his stick he was
abusing a banker and extorting alms. When Akbar saw him he said,
“Birbal, these wretches are the curse of the land. Why do you not make a law to repress them?” Birbal asked
Akbar to stop, and going up to the faqir said,
“O Baba! Do you not know that Akbar Badshah is dead?” The faqir cursed him and said,
“May his soul rest in the lowest hell! Did he ever give me a pice?” Now said Birbal,
“Your Majesty sees that this man hates you because you do not feel for him. Do not hearts read hearts?” Akbar
said,
“I am convinced.”
112.98 The Fate Of The Shrewish Wife: A Folktale\fn{by Manna Sinh Awasthi (before 1895- )} Faizullapur, Cawnpore
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) -1
There was once a wife who was such a shrew that every morning she used to say to her mother-in-law:
“You wretched widow! May I see the day when your face is blackened, your hair shaved and you led round the
city mounted on an ass.” To this the old woman would say,
“As long as my son is kind to me you can do nothing. Parameswar grant that he may never come under your
influence.”
One day the wife began to moan and complained of internal pain. When her husband came and asked what he
could do for her she said,
“This disease is very difficult to cure. The only remedy is that you get your mother’s head shaven, her face
blackened and she led round the city on the back of an ass.” The husband went at once to his wife’s mother and
said,
“Your daughter is sick unto death and it has been announced by the astrologers that she will never recover
unless you allow your head to be shaved, your face blackened and are carried on the back of an ass around the
city.”
When she heard this the old woman wept sore; but her love for her daughter was great so she allowed to be
done to her as her son-in-law had said. When the procession reached the house of her daughter, her husband went
in, and said to his wife,
“Come out and see! We have done even as you desired.”
On this she pretended that the pain had left her and she came out. But when she saw that it was her own mother
who had been thus disgraced she was overwhelmed with shame, and cried:
Dekh mai ki cháli.
Sir mundi, munh káli.
*
See how my mother comes—hair shaven, face blackened.

To this her husband replied:
Dekh nári pher pheri.
Má meri hai ki teri.
*
Look again wife whether it is my mother or thine.

From this time the wife gave up her shrewishness.
112.101 The Tale Of The Thakur And The Barber: A Folktale\fn{by Menhdi Lal (before 1895- )} Bara-Banki
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1½
There was once a Thakur in a village and his barber was Gukul Nai. One day the Thakur made up his mind to
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go on a pilgrimage to the Ganges and he ordered the barber to accompany him. The barber was tired of always
having to attend on the Thakur for nothing, so he said,
“The only condition on which I agree to go with you is this, that you must be able to give an answer to any
question I put to you on the road, and as soon as you fail I will leave you.”
The Thakur agreed to this and they started. In the evening they came to a town and the Thakur gave the barber
some money and told him to go and buy some provisions. When he went into the bazaar he met a man who was
shedding tears and crying,
“Hae! meri nagin; Hae! meri nagin.”\fn{“Alas, my female snake!; Alas, my female snake!” } The barber came back to
the Thakur and began to pack up his things. The Thakur asked him the reason, and he said:
“I have just seen something which I am sure you cannot explain.” When the Thakur heard the facts he began:
“There was once a Raja, who was very sad, because his Rani brought forth only girls and he had no male heir.
When she next became in child the Raja said,
“‘If it is a girl this time I will kill both mother and child.’
“In due time the Rani gave birth to a girl, but she feared her husband and pretended that the child was a boy.
She called the Pandits and induced them to tell the Raja that the child had been born in the asterism\fn
{Constellation.} of Mul and that he must not see his son for twelve years. So the matter was kept secret for that
time, and when the boy was nearly twelve years old his father arranged his marriage. When the procession started
with the girl dressed up as a bridegroom, her mother was half dead with fear, because she knew that the matter
could be concealed no longer.
“When the procession had gone some distance the Kahars put the palanquin down by the side of a tank and
went to cook their food. All the women of the village collected to see the supposed bridegroom, but she lay
weeping in the palanquin and hid her face from them.
“When all the women had gone the Raja of the snakes, who lived in that tank, came out in human form, and
when he saw her weeping he insisted on knowing the cause. When she told him her trouble he promised to help
her. So he dived into the tank and having summoned all the snakes, his subjects, he told them the case of the Rani
and her daughter and asked their advice in the matter. The snakes said:
“‘Why should we help these mortals who are always ready to injure us?’
“But the Raja of the snakes would not mind them, and again assuming the form of a man he came out to where
the girl was lying in her palanquin. He took her out and seated himself and went off and was married in her place.
“Meanwhile the old Rani was consumed with terror and was ready to take poison as soon as her fraud should
be discovered. But when she was called to receive the pair at the door of the palace she was delighted to find the
bridegroom like the Sun and the bride like the Moon.
“The Snake Raja and his Rani continued to live together for some time and he quite forgot his home and his
real wife. When he did not return the Snake Rani set out in search of her husband. At last she found where he was
and came to the girl whom he had married and asked her if her husband loved her. She answered that her husband
loved her greatly. The Snake Rani then said to her,
“‘Ask him to eat with you and then enquire of what caste he is.’
“She did so; but when he sat down to eat he could not eat after the manner of men, but he took some food out
of the dish and placing it on his hand managed somehow or other to eat it. But when she asked him to what caste
he belonged, he warned her to cease her questions or the result would be evil. When she would not desist he took
her to the tank and, assuming his original snake form, dived beneath the water. She was heartbroken at the loss of
her husband and made a little hut near the tank and continued to live there.
“Now there was a mali woman who lived near, who used to supply flowers to the Snake Raja, and when she
saw the grief of the deserted wife she went to him and told him that if he did not return to his bride she would
commit suicide. So the Snake Raja tore himself away from his Snake Rani and returned to the girl who was
overcome with joy. But the Snake Rani followed them and hid under their couch intending to bite the girl. The
Snake Raja knew this and he applied some poisonous gum to the leg of the couch and to this she stuck and died.
When he found she was dead he began to lament her in the words,
“‘Hac! Nagin; Hac! Nagin!’”\fn{Alas! My snake wife; Alas! My snake wife!}
The barber was satisfied and went on with the Thakur. Next day they came to another town, and again the
Thakur sent the barber to a bazaar to buy food. There he saw the head of a he-goat hanging over the door of a
shop and sometimes it used to laugh and sometimes wept. When he saw this he returned to the Thakur and said
that he would leave him if he could not explain this mystery. When they had eaten, the Thakur said,
“Once upon a time Raja Vikramaditya was going to the house of his father-in-law and he came across a temple
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of Mahadeva which had no door, but dancing was going on inside. He knew the art of infusing his life into the
body of another creature and close by lay the dead body of a parrot; so Vikramaditya infused his life into it and
flying up to a window was able to look in and see what was going on. The servant of Vikramaditya was also
skilled in the arts of his master, so he entered his body and went off to Ujjain and took his place as Raja. But the
Rani would not recognize him and refused to admit him into her apartments.
“When the Raja, in the form of the parrot after seeing the dancing, came down and looked for his own body he
could not find it, and in grief and amazement went and perched on a tree, and there a fowler caught him. He took
him to the bazaar and sold him to a banya for a large sum of money. The parrot showed so much wisdom that all
the people of the land used to come to get their cases decided by the bird.
“One day two persons with a suit passed that way, and when people asked them where they were going they
said that as Raja Vikramaditya was absent they were going to the parrot to get their cause decided. When the Rani
heard this she asked them on their return to come and inform her of the result. When they came and told her the
result of the case she knew that the parrot must be Raja Vikramaditya, and she sent for the Kotwal and giving him
ten thousand rupees sent him to buy the parrot, and ordered that if the banya would not sell the parrot it was to be
taken from him by main force. The Kotwal bought the parrot and brought it to the Rani, and at night the bird told
her the whole matter.
“She told him not to fear and that she would turn him into a man again. So she bought a he-goat and tied it up
in the palace. She cut off the head of the goat and then sent for the servant who had impersonated the Raja. She
asked him to bring the goat to life. He asked how he could do this, but she told him that once he had in the same
way bought a lamb to life. The servant thought that this must really have been done some time or other by
Vikramaditya. So afraid of his fraud being detected, he put his life into the body of the goat. Then the Rani asked
the parrot to put his life in the body of the Raja, and at once Vikramaditya assumed his original form. Then she cut
off the head of the goat, hung it up in the bazaar, and sometimes it laughs when it thinks how the country was
ruled by the servant as Raja, and sometimes weeps when it thinks how it fell by the treachery of the Rani.”
When the tale was ended the barber took the Thakur to the Ganges and after he had bathed brought him home
in safety.
BEFORE 1896/1897

112.38 1. How The Prince Won His Bride 2. The Ahir And The Cow Of Plenty 3. The Young Brahman And His
Wife: Three Folktales\fn{told by Bhawani Din Panre (before 1896- )} Faizabad, Faizabad District, Uttar Pradesh, India
(M) 2
1
There was a Raja who had four sons, of whom three were married but the youngest could not find a wife.
One day when the boy was eating he said that the food was badly cooked. One of his sisters-in-law said,
“When you marry the daughter of a king your food will be well cooked.”
He was angry, and taking a horse and arms, set out on his travels. When he had gone some distance he came to
the cross roads and asked a man which way he should go. The man said,
“One road is a journey of six months and the other of twelve.”
The Prince chose the short road. On the way he met a Rakshasa who was an eater of men and was called
Kamdeg or “Slew-foot.” The prince addressed him as “Uncle” and asked his help, which he promised to give.
Further on they met another Rakshasa who was called Kamkhurak or “Little feeder.” He also went with them.
Further on they met a third who was called Kampiyas or “Little thirst,” and he also joined their company. On they
went and soon they met a multitude of rats, and these also they took with them.
They came to the city of a Raja and put up in a garden outside the town. The Raja had announced that whoever
would eat as many cakes as would fill a room, cross a river in a single leap, and drink all the water of a tank,
would get his daughter in marriage. So the prince called the rats and told them to make an underground passage
between the garden and the room of the princess. When the passage was ready the prince went along it and found
her asleep. Her dinner was laid in a dish beneath her bed; of this the prince ate half, and leaving one of his shoes
there, went away. The next day he did the same and the third time he tried to take her ring from her finger but she
woke and had him seized and taken to her father. The Raja said,
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“If you wish to marry the princess, you must fulfill the conditions.”
So the prince called Kamkhurak and ordered him to eat up all the cakes in a room at one meal; he told
Kampiyas to drink up the water of the tank and Kamdeg to jump across the river in a single bound. These
Rakshasas took the form of the prince and did as the Raja required.
So the Raja gave him his daughter and he brought her home and lived happily.
2
There was once a poor Ahir in whose herd the surabhi gat\fn{The Cow of Plenty.} was reborn. The cow had six
calves. The wife of the Ahir was a shrew and never gave him enough to eat, and used to be constantly abusing
him. So he used to save a little of his food and take it to the field to eat while he was at work. One day the cow
saw this and said to her master,
“Why do you conceal your food in this way? Give the scraps to my children and I will give you as much milk
and sweetmeats as you desire.” The Ahir did as the cow ordered, and she gave him as much of the choicest food
and sweetmeats as he needed. Then she took him to the hole of a snake and said,
“Master, whenever I give you milk and sweets you must always put a little milk and one sweetmeat near the
hole for the use of the snake.”
The Ahir obeyed her orders.
One day the little son of the Ahir came to the field and his father gave him some of the food which he received
from the cow. The boy tied up some of it in his waist cloth. His father said,
“Do not commit this folly. If your mother sees this she will kill me and the cow.”
The boy promised that he would not show it to his mother; but one day his mother saw some of the sweetmeats
with him and asked him where he got them. He said,
“My father gave them to me and the Cow of Plenty gives them to him every day.” She said,
“If the cow is such a fool I will have all her calves killed by the butcher and I am going to him this very
moment.”
When the Ahir heard from his son what his wife had said he was terrified and told the cow. She said,
“Don’t be anxious. I am going to bring my children. Go and take leave of the snake and then we will all go to
another country.”
The Ahir went to the snake and told him what his wife had done. The snake said,
“Do you wish me to do anything? I am always at your service.” The Ahir answered,
“My mother, the cow has not told me to ask you for anything, but whatever she advises I will ask you to do.”
He went to the cow and asked her what service he should require from the snake. The cow said,
“Ask him to give you his flute and handkerchief.”
The snake gave him what he wanted. Then the cow seated the Ahir on her back and with the help of her
children carried him off into a jungle. There she made a machdn\fn{Platform.} on a palm tree and seated him there,
and used to feed him every day with milk and sweetmeats until as he ate this food his hair became the color of
gold.
One day the cow ordered her children to take him to the river to bathe, but she warned them not to lose a single
one of his hairs. By chance one of his hairs broke off and the calves put it in a leaf cup and let it float down the
stream. It floated past a ghat where a princess was bathing and when she saw it, she took it to her father and said
“If I cannot marry the man who owns this hair, I must die.”
So the Raja sent out many messengers to trace the owner of the golden hair. One old woman came to the forest
where he was staying with the cow and said she was the sister of his mother. The cow warned him against her
wiles, but he would not heed, and one day the old woman induced him to go out with her in a boat and carried
him off to the city of the princess.
The princess was delighted to see him and was about to marry him at once, but he blew his flute and the Cow
of Plenty and her calves appeared at once and began to break down the palace of the Raja. He came out and
implored the cow to take pity on him. He agreed to build a splendid house for her and she consented to live there
with her calves.
The Ahir then married the princess, and by reason of the Cow of Plenty, the Raja enjoyed the utmost
prosperity.
3
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Once upon a time a Raja was sinking a tank and hard as the laborers worked not a drop of water would remain
in it. The Raja called the pandits and asked them how the tank could be filled with water. They told him that this
would occur only when he sacrificed a Brahman boy at the tank. He gave them money and told them to buy a boy.
With great difficulty they got a Brahman to sell his son to be sacrificed. When the time to sacrifice him came he
recited the following verse:
Máta pita mál ke lobhi; Ráká lobhi ságara.
Deva, Daitya rakta kar bhukha dhanya dhanya to ságara.
*
My parents covet wealth, the Raja covets the tank; the gods and goblins covet blood; blessed is the tank.

When he had finished this verse the Raja had the boy sacrificed. Immediately water appeared in the tank.
Rejoicings were made and every one returned home.
After some days the boy appeared in the center of the tank in the form of a lotus. Many people tried to pluck it,
but when anyone came near it, it used to disappear in the water. One day the boy’s wife happened to go to the tank
to bathe. She, too, saw the lotus and tried to pluck it. But the lotus disappeared and then she began to think that it
was her husband who had been sacrificed. So she sat on the bank of the tank and determined to stay there until her
husband was restored to her.
At midnight her husband came out of the lotus and went into the khokhra\fn{Hollow.} of the tree and sat down
there. After some time a man came to him with a dish of food, and after eating and drinking with him went away.
The girl saw all this, and when her husband returned to the lotus she went into another hole in the same tree and
sat there.
The next night the boy again came out and sat in the same place. The man again brought him food, and when
they went to divide it into two parts it divided itself into three. They were astonished but did not trouble
themselves to find out the reason. They left the third portion there and went away. The girl in this way lived on the
share of her husband’s food.
One day she caught the feet of her husband as he was going back to the lotus; but he said,
“You cannot recover me in this way. Sit at the tank for seven days and then you will get me back forever.”
She obeyed his words; and when six days had passed Parameswar in the form of a Brahman came to her and
asked,
“Why are you sitting there?” She said,
“I am sitting here until I get that lotus flower.”
Parameswar brought her the lotus flower. She at once bowed down in worship before it, when a boy twelve
years old came out of it. The girl took the boy to the Raja who had them married and gave them half his kingdom
and she and her husband lived many years in happiness.
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†Above: Parameswar, a manifestation of Shiva †
112.45 1. The Magic Fish 2. The Banker’s Wife: Two Folktales\fn{by Lakshman Prasad (before 1896- )} Jalesatah
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1
1
Famine broke out in the land and grain sold at the price of pearls. All the people began to die of starvation,
when one day in the river beneath the city there appeared an enormous fish. Many thousand maunds in weight
was he, and so large that he could not be covered by the water, and his body stretched from bank to bank. When
the people saw the fish, they all ran to the river and began to cut off pieces of his flesh, which they cooked and
ate.
Now there were in the city an old Brahman and his wife, and they too were sore afflicted by the famine. The
old woman said to her husband,
“Why should we die of hunger, when all the people of the city feed on the flesh of this fish? Go you and get a
share.”
The old Brahman went at the order of his wife, and he took with him a basket and a knife. When he came to the
place where the fish lay, he saw that much of his flesh had been cut off and there were great holes in his body; but
he was still alive. When the Brahman saw his state he was moved to pity, and the fish said,
“Why do not you, like all the other men of the city, cut off some of my flesh?” The Brahman answered,
“I fear the Lord Narayan, who has ordered me to eat no flesh and to touch naught save the fruits of the earth.”
The fish answered,
“Thou art a man of piety I will now give thee two rubies, one of which sell and buy food; the other keep for
me, until I demand it from thee.”
The Brahman took the rubies and went to another city. One of them he sold and gave food to his family, until
the famine had passed. Then he came back to his own city; and meanwhile the fish had been reborn and become
the Raja of the city. He, remembering how the people had treated him, began to treat them with the most extreme
cruelty. When the Brahman returned, he was going to salute the Raja; but the people said,
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“Why do you approach this tyrant? He will surely do thee mischief.” But he went and stood before the Raja
who said,
“Where is that which I entrusted to thee?”
The Brahman knew not what he meant. At last the Raja said,
“Where is the ruby, which I gave thee by the river bank?”
The Brahman knew that the fish had become a Raja and gave him the ruby. The Raja said,
“Thou alone of all my subjects didst treat me with mercy in the days of my affliction. Now I will make you my
chief Pandit. As for my people, I will revenge my wrongs upon them all the days of my life.”
But the Brahman besought him in the name of Narayan, and he forgave their offense.
2
A certain banker had a very beautiful wife, who was seen one day by the king, as she stood on the upper story
of her house. The king became greatly enamored of her, had her carried off by stealth, and married her. In grief at
her departure, her husband and her son abandoned their home and became religious mendicants: but some time
afterwards the son obtained the post of city Kolwal, while his father sought some means of recovering his wife.
One day, as the latter was passing the palace, his wife espied him and called to him; and on his approaching, she
said,
“Go and wait by the temple outside the town, and I will come to you.”
Now the woman was devoted to her husband; and so, when the king came to sleep with her that night, she cut
off his head and went with it to her husband. But unfortunately he had been bitten by a snake, while waiting for
her, and was dead. Thereupon in great distress she ran away, and on the road she fell in with a Banjarara who kept
her as his wife. Arriving with him at a city, she was forcibly seized by the Nayaks and made a prostitute.
Now it chanced that this was the city in which her son was the Kotwal Her son happened to see her and fell in
love with her beauty, but did not recognize her as his mother. But by degrees, as they became intimate, the truth
dawned upon them both.
Thereupon in shame she fled to the river-bank and mounted a funeral pyre, in the hope of ending her miserable
life. But the river could not brook this, and rose and flooded the pyre; and she, balancing herself on a log, floated
away on the flood-tide to a spot where some Gujars were grazing their cattle. They seized her and one of them
took her to wife. He used to send her to the market to sell curd, and there the men of the market began to cut jokes
at her expense; whereupon in anger and distress she threw down her vessel of curd and smashed it. The Gujar,
hearing of this, was very angry and exclaimed,
“This woman will be the ruin of my home at this rate.” Then did she retort in the following words:
Nrip mâri chali apnê piya kûn piya kâl daso dukh mên paribô;
Bhâgi chali, banjâr lai, tab bênchi dai ganikâ ghar bô;
Sut sang bhai jari bê ko chali nadiyâ parwâ bahi tiribô;
Itnê dukh pâi bhai gujari, teri chhâchh kô sôch kahâ karihô.
*
Having killed the king, I went to my lawful husband. But a snake bit him and I was in sore distress. So I fled, and a Banjara caught me, and
after that I was sold to a prostitute. When I met my own son, I sought to burn myself; but the river rose in flood and I was cast upon its
bank. It is after all these sorrows that I have become a Gujari. Why then should I care aught for your curd?

112.60 The Bard And His Wife: A Folktale\fn{by Mrs. Ramai Kharwar (before 1896- )} Dudhi, Mirzapur District,
Uttar Pradesh, India (F) -1
Once upon a time a bhat\fn{A poet.} and his wife lived in a village. On the day of the Godhan Feast\fn{ A
women’s festival, when women make clay figures of snakes, scorpions, etc., and beat them and abuse their friends in order to bring good
luck to their households.} these people did not fast and curse their relations as the other villagers did. The sister of the
bard was very angry at this and told a snake who was her friend to bite the bhat. He went to bathe in a tank and
while he was in the water the snake came out and sat in his turban. The bhat saw it and called to his companions
to kill it. They did so.
When he came home, he told his wife what had happened. She went at once to the tank, and brought the dead
body of the snake home. Then she cut it into pieces and distributed them as follows: one she put into an earthen
pot: a second in the frying-pan: a third in the locks of her hair: a fourth she tied round her waist, and the fifth she
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squeezed into oil and put it in the lamp saucer: and one piece she put under each leg of the bed. At night when she
lay down to sleep near her husband she said,
“I will tell you a riddle and if you cannot give the answer I will kill you.”
“Say on,” he answered. So she said,
“Some are in the locks: some round the waist some in the earthen pot: some in the frying-pan some under the
four legs: some in the lamp: some in the wick which burns all night. Now read me the riddle.” The husband said,
“I cannot tell the answer now, but wait till tomorrow.”
Next morning he went to his sister, and told her all about it. They both went to the tank.
At midnight all the lamps of the village came to the tank and began burning there. Last of all, when one watch
of night remained, the lamp which contained the snake oil came. All the other lamps said to it,
“Why are you so late?”
“I had terrible adventures and escaped only with the utmost difficulty,” it replied.
Then the lamp told what had happened: and when they heard it all the bhat and his sister returned home. Then
he told the answer of the riddle to his wife. She was much surprised and spared her husband’s life.
112.107 The Prince Who Was Honored By The Lord Of The Snakes: A Folktale\fn{by Yubraj Sinh Barhai (before
1896)} Dhanpur, Bijnor District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 3
There was once a Raja who had seven sons, all of whom were married except the youngest and he had tamed a
snake which he loved dearly and always kept with him. When the Wazir was going home from darbar he saw the
prince feeding the snake and he went and told the Raja that the boy was taking to evil ways. The Raja promised to
look into the case next day and calling his son he took him in his lap and said,
“You must give up keeping this snake.”
The prince promised to get rid of it; so he came home and taking the pot in which he used to keep it, he started
for the jungle. There he took out the snake and said,
“O god, you have undergone much while you were with me. But as you are sprung from a high family you
must pardon me on account of my great love for you.” The snake replied,
“Prince, while I was with you I enjoyed perfect comfort. I will recompense you. Stay here while I go to Patala.
There I will introduce you to Raja Vasuki, the lord of the snakes.” So the snake went down a hole in the ground,
and when the other snakes saw him they said,
“Brother you have come back after a long absence.” They took him to the darbar of Raja Vasuki and he
saluted the Raja and said,
“Maharaj! The son of a great Raja is waiting for an interview with Your Majesty.”
Meanwhile the prince got tired of waiting and was returning to his father’s palace when the snake came up
from behind and called him. The prince replied that he thought he had been forgotten; but the snake took him
down to Patala and brought him before Raja Vasuki. After a time, when he was about to leave, Raja Vasuki gave
him an iron chain. When the prince saw it he said,
“Maharaj! In my father’s house are many chains of gold. What is the use of this iron chain to me?” Raja Vasuki
said,
“Brother! Do not speak thus. This chain will be of great value to you. Mahadeva conferred it on me. The merits
of it are these. Whenever you desire aught you must dig the earth to the depth of one and a quarter cubits and put
the chain thrice into the hole. Then cover it with earth and four birs will attend and do your bidding.”
So the prince came home and took the chain with him; but he grieved greatly at parting from the snake.
One day he went into the inner apartments and began to joke with his sisters-in-law. They said:
“You may say what you like when you get the Anbola Rani\fn{ Mute Princess.} as your wife.”
These words inflamed his mind and he mounted his horse and at once set out in search of Anbola Rani. He
passed through a forest and there he saw a tigress lying on the path. He tried to avoid her, but she saw him and
called to him, and said,
“If you do not come and ease my pain I will curse thee.” He was afraid and came to the tigress, who said,
“I have a thorn in my foot. Pull it out and earn my blessing.” The prince agreed to attempt to relieve her pain;
but she said,
“You are the son of a king, but you are destitute of wisdom. If you try to extract the thorn and give pain, I will
surely kill you; bring a large log and place it near me. When I am mad with the pain I will gnaw that and spare
you.”
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The prince placed the log before the tigress and by its help he managed to extract the thorn from her foot. Next
day as he was going away, the two sons of the tigress appeared, and when they saw the prince they said,
“We shall have a dinner today without the trouble of hunting for it.” Saying thus, they were about to devour the
prince, when the tigress abused them and said,
“This man has saved my life and you must not attempt to seize him.” As the prince was going away she said,
“I shall never see you again; but as a mark of my gratitude I will give you a son of mine. He will serve you
faithfully.”
So the prince took the cub and started, and on the way he halted under a tree. Suddenly his eyes fell on a snake
creeping up the tree on which was the nest of the bird Garuda. The young birds began to cry with fear and the
prince at once shot the snake. The prince put the dead snake under his shield and resting his head upon it lay down
to sleep. By and by Garuda and his mate returned, and when they saw the prince, Garuda said to her that she
should kill him. She said,
“I, a female, cannot kill a male, but you may do so if you please.” Garuda said,
“I will not kill him as it is a sin to kill a man asleep.” Meanwhile the young ones cried out,
“Do not kill him. He has just saved our lives from the snake and if you doubt it look under his shield.”
When Garuda saw the dead snake he was very grateful and gave him food and brought a goat for the young
tiger that was with him. When the prince asked leave to go they said to him,
“You must take one of our young ones with you.”
So they gave him one of their young ones, and he went away. As he went along the bird went flying over him
and kept off the heat of the sun. The tiger walked behind him and the dog in front. Next day they came to a garden
which was guarded by a Rakshasi. The prince was suffering from thirst and said to her,
“Mother, tell me where I can get water, as [I] am athirst.” She said,
“My son, go into such a place in the garden; raise a stone, and you shall find water beneath it.”
When he raised the stone he found that beneath it flowed the river of gold. When he bathed therein he found
that he had become the color of gold. So he bathed his horse, his dog, the tiger and Garuda in the water and they
all became golden. Then he came into a city and he appeared like the rising moon in beauty.
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† Image of Garuda, the mount of Vishnu, sworn enemy of serpents whose wings in flight chant the Vedas †
The Raja of that land was going through the city and when he beheld him he was astonished. The princess was
looking from an upper chamber and, when they saw each other, they fell in love, and he lost his senses with
passion. When he came to his senses he returned to the garden, and, leaving his goods in charge of the Rakshasi,
he went again to the city. He came to the shop of a grain-parcher, and said,
“Give me food and I will collect leaves for your oven.”
Thus he lived for some time and then the Raja held the Swayamvara of his daughter. All the princes of the land
were assembled and the princess went round with the garland of victory. She looked everywhere for the prince
who, clothed in rags, was sitting in a corner, and when she did not find him she gave the garland to none. The
assembly broke up. When she came back to the palace she prayed for aid to the Lord Ganesa.
At the next meeting Ganesa pointed the prince out to her and she threw the garland round his neck. But the
assembly cried that there was a mistake and it was not till she threw it thrice that they believed her. So the Raja
had to marry her to the prince, but he gave them only a hut to live in and the coarsest food to eat.
Then her brothers planned to take the prince into the jungle and slay him. So they asked him to go hunting with
them. But he said that he had neither horse nor weapons. Then the princess went to her mother for advice, but she
turned her back upon her. And her brothers would not speak to her, so she returned home in tears. But the prince
said,
“I am going to bathe.”
So he went back to the garden where he took his horse, tiger, dog and Garuda, and, mounting, went into the
jungle. His wife’s brothers had been hunting there before he came. He shot a deer and sitting near a tank began to
roast the meat. The brothers of the princess came to the same place and when they saw them the dog and the tiger
were about to devour them. So they fell before the prince and asked forgiveness and he gave them water and some
of the venison. Then he said,
“I must brand you with a hot iron on your loins; if not my faithful animals will devour you.”
So he branded them and let them go. Then he tied them on their horses with their faces to their tails and let
them go. Next day he went to the darbar of the Raja. But the princess had gone to the Rani and told her how the
prince had branded her brothers and would surely slay them. The Rani told this to the Raja and the Raja was
grieved and came to the darbar. The prince came in guarded by his animals and they were all the color of gold.
The Raja and all his court saluted him and he said,
“In your court are five thieves whom I have branded on the loins. Let them appear before me.”
Then the Raja bowed before him and begged forgiveness. But the prince took over the kingdom and ruled as
Raja.
After a time he began to consider that he had not attained his desire of gaining the Rani Anbola, and when he
told the princess, she agreed to join him in the search for her. The Raja also tried to dissuade him, but next day he
started with a sing[l]e groom. After many days he came to the palace of Anbola Rani.
At the gate was placed a great drum which anyone who wished to marry the Rani had to strike. The prince
struck the drum a hundred times. A servant came out to see who had struck the drum. She brought the princess
before the Rani who, seeing him, fell in love with him, and swooned. When she recovered her senses she asked
him who he was and what he desired. When he explained his case she said,
“You must fulfill the conditions, which are these: on the first night you must bridge the stream near the palace;
and secondly you must make a garden such as the world has never seen.”
Then the prince invoked the aid of the iron chain and at once four mighty Birs appeared to do his bidding. He
told them what they had to do. They began to reflect that a bridge could not be built in a single night. So they
determined to lay the mountain Kailasa across the river as a bridge, and for a garden, to bring down the garden of
Raja Indra and place it there. They did so, and next day the prince sent his groom to inform the Rani Anbola that
the conditions were fulfilled. The Rani was satisfied and returned to the palace. Then she said to the prince,
“The conditions for the second night are: that you shall make me speak at the end of each watch.”
The prince caused them to disguise themselves so as to see all and be seen of none. He went to the palace and a
couch was spread for him beside that of the Rani. Then he seated the demons—one on the Rani’s lamp, one on her
couch, one on her water-vessel and one on her necklace. She covered her face with a sheet and lay down. Then the
prince said to the water-vessel,
“Brother! Let me pass part of the night in talking to you.” The vessel replied,
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“Prince! What can I say? I am in great trouble. I have been made by a workman who has not his equal in the
world for cleverness, but I have the misfortune to live with a wretched woman who never takes the trouble to
clean me. She washes herself with the water I hold but she is too lazy to wash me.” Hearing this the Rani cried
out,
“You lie, you wretch! I wash you four times a day.”
So saying she took up the vessel and flung it on the ground so that it was broken. But the prince said,
“The Rani has spoken.” She answered,
“I spoke to the vessel, not to you.”
“Well!” said he. “You have spoken now to me.”
So he ordered the drum to be beaten. And so the first watch passed. In the second watch the prince said to the
Rani’s necklace:
“Necklace! Help me to fulfill the conditions of the second watch and tell me something.” The necklace said,
“What can I say? I have been made by a famous artist, but this wretched woman never wears or cleans me, and
since I came to her she has kept me hanging on this peg.” The Rani was wroth, and said,
“Miserable one! I wear you daily and you will go lying about me.” So saying she flung away the necklace and
it was broken. But the prince said,
“The Rani has spoken.”
“I spoke, not to you but to the necklace,” she said.
“At any rate you have now spoken to me,” he cried, and he struck the drum for the second time. Then the
prince said to the couch,
“Say something to me that the conditions of the third watch also may be fulfilled.” The couch answered,
“O prince! What can I say to you? I was made by the cleverest carpenter in the world, but woe to me that I
have come into the hands of this miserable Rani. She never moves me, or cleans the dust from beneath me. She
must have been a she-ass in her former life.” The Rani said,
“Wretch! Why do you make these lying charges against me?”
“This is a means for your correction,” the couch replied.
Then the Rani kicked the couch, but the demon who was on it, pressed with all his might, and the couch was
broken. The Rani slipped and fell and the prince said,
“The Rani has spoken.” She answered,
“I did not speak to you.”
“Well you have spoken to me now,” he said and he struck the drum for the third time. Then the prince said to
the lamp,
“O lamp! Relate to me something so that 1 may fulfill the condition of the last watch.” The lamp said,
“Friend! What can I say? I was cast by a famous workman; but I fell into the hands of this most miserable
princess. On me is accumulated the filth of years, and she never takes the trouble to clean and trim me.” The Rani
was wroth and, dashing the lamp on the ground so that it was broken to pieces, said,
“Miserable creature; I have you cleaned daily and yet you tell lies like these!” The prince said,
“The Rani has spoken.”
“I did not speak to you,” she said.
“Well! You have spoken now,” and with that he had the drum beaten, that the Rani had spoken four times.
When the news spread through the city the people were delighted, and the marriage preparations began at once.
So they were duly married, and the prince stayed there some time.
One day he went to the river bank and saw two rubies in the water. When he put in his hand and picked them
up, he saw two more, and when he picked these up he saw two more; so he threw away all of them and resolved
to go to the place where all these rubies came from. He followed the stream to its source and there he saw a
splendid building, and from beneath it there came a stream of rubies. He ordered his demons to take him into the
house, and there he saw a pari\fn{Fairy.} lying dead. The demons rubbed on the forehead of the fairy the
consecrated ashes of Mahadeva, so that she might not see them and they rubbed it on their own foreheads so that
they might see all and be seen of none. In the evening a Rakshasa appeared. He took up a bottle from the shelf and
sprinkled some magical araq\fn{Essence.} on the fairy, and she awake. The Rakshasa said in his own tongue,
“Khan man sain.”\fn{I smell a human being.} The fairy answered,
“I know naught of this. You must have caught many men today as your prey, and these you smell.”
The Rakshasa passed the night playing dice with her and in the morning he went off to the world to hunt for
men. When he had started the prince sprinkled the magical essence on the fairy, and she awoke and asked him
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why he had come and where he was going. He told her all his story, and she warned him to escape before the
Rakshasa returned. But he said,
“As I have come, I do not wish to go away and I will face any danger that may happen,” and he added,
“Fairy! If you wish me to stay always with you, you must tell me in what dwells the life of the Rakshasa.” She
answered,
“You must promise that if you will kill him, his funeral rites will be duly fulfilled. His life lives in a parrot,
which is on the topmost branch of a banyan tree; but this branch swarms with snakes innumerable, and in every
leaf there are countess scorpions. This tree is in the midst of the seven oceans, and is guarded by hosts of demons.
If anyone can kill the parrot then he can get me.” The prince said to his demons,
“Take me to that tree.”
So he was taken there and by the help of the demons he overcame the snakes and scorpions and the demon
guard. Finally he seized the parrot and tore its limbs asunder. The Rakshasa rushed up; but as the parrot died, he
died also.
Then the prince took the fairy on his shoulders, and his demons carried them through the air to the palace of
Anbola Rani. Thence with his two wives he started to recover his third wife. He also brought with him his horse
and dog and tiger and Garuda. On the way he gave over his animals to their parents, and when he came home the
wives of his brothers were put to shame to witness his success, and he lived with his three wives for many years in
the utmost happiness.
May Parameswar deal with us, as he dealt with him!
112.110 The Clever Brahman Girl: A Folktale\fn{by Motiram Pandit (before 1896)} Robertsganj, Mirzapur District,
Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1
There were once two Brahmans who lived in neighboring cities, one of whom had a son and the other a
daughter. The father of the girl sent a Brahman and a barber to search for a match for his daughter and by chance
they selected the son of the other Brahman as her future husband. In due course they were married and after this
the boy returned home at once leaving his wife with her father.
By and by his father who had wasted all his substance on the marriage, fell into extreme poverty. One day he
said to his wife,
“We are starving and there is nothing for us but to sell the boy as a slave or eat his flesh.”
When the boy heard this he was afraid and ran away, and by chance came to the village in which his wife
lived. But he did not know this and as her father was a very wealthy man and took pupils to whom he gave food
and lodging, he went to stay in the house of his father-in-law. His wife too used to read with her father and the
two, who knew not that they were husband and wife, became great friends and called each other brother and
sister.
Now in this city lived a reprobate Raja who used to seize the wives and daughters of his subjects, and at last
his servants came to the house of the Pandit and ordered him to send his daughter to the Raja. He in his grief
ordered his pupil to go with her. He was in great trouble but the girl told him to go to the Raja and tell him that
she would go to him if he would erect a palace with four gates facing the four corners of the sky and in one corner
to put a leaf of tulasi, in a second water, in a third tire and in the fourth corn.
When the girl went to the Raja after she sat with him for some time the Raja who was chewing pan went into a
corner of the room to spit; but when he saw the tulasi plant he did not dare defile the goddess and he went to the
next corner, but in each he found a goddess sitting. So he came back to her, ashamed and she said,
“O foolish Raja. You call inanimate objects gods and goddesses and fear to defile them, but you have no fear
of Bhagwan and wish to dishonor a Brahman girl.”
The Raja bowed before her in shame and the boy took her home; but believing that the Raja had dishonored
her he left her with her father and ran off to his home. His parents were delighted to see him and determined to
bring his wife home. So when he and his friends came to claim his bride, he found that she was the daughter of
the Pandit.
He would not eat food there and ran away to Benares. His relatives returned without the bride and when the
boy heard this he came home. Then his father-in-law asked him to come over and see him for one day. He made
his son-in-law play at dice with his wife’s mother. He first threw the dice with the words,
Bar kul biyáhi bar badhu, háth panw ek chitt;
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Kyún biyaho? Kyun pariharyo? Káran ka sumitt.
*
I married the high born girl of the noble family to a youth who resembled her in every way. Why did you marry her and why did you
divorce her friend? If she be true let the throw be 12, if not let it be 17.

The throw was 12.
Then the Pandit asked his son-in-law to throw, but he refused and his mother-in-law threw the dice with the
words:
Mán Sarovar pánh gayon; chonch pánwa nahín dính.
Upar se jal taulke gawan páchhi kinh
*
I went to the Man Sarovar lake but I did not dip my bill or feet in it. I merely measured the water from above and came back. Fall, O dice,
on 12; if this be not so on 17.

And the throw was 12.
Then the husband threw the dice with these words:
Jehi márag kehari gayo; gayo Gang trin mánh;
So gayo bhagat phirat; samujhi dekhu jiya mánh.
*
The elephant saw the tracks of the lion on the Ganges bank and runs away in fear; reflect on this in your mind. O dice if she be true let the
throw be 12; if not 17.

And the throw was 12.
Then the girl threw with these words:
Kehari kesh, phanig maní aur súr ke astra;
Sati payodhar, Bipra dhan, mue pai lágai hast.
*
You may seize the mane of the lion, the gem of the snake, the weapons of a hero and the breast of the chaste woman or the property of a
Brahman only when they are dead. O dice, if I am true let the throw be 12; if not 17.

And 12 was the throw.
The husband was then convinced of the innocence of his wife. He accepted food and water from her hands and
brought her to his house.
112.112 The Pandit And His Children: A Folktale\fn{by Chedi Sinh (before 1896- )} Pratapgarh, Pratapgarh District,
Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1
There was a Brahman who had a daughter whom he educated with his other pupils one of whom became a
very learned Pandit. One day the old Brahman said to him,
“What is the use of my searching for a husband for my daughter? If you agree I will marry her to you.”
The Pandit said that he agreed, provided the girl approved, and when she asserted they were married and the
old Brahman and his wife made over all their property to them and took to a life of asceticism. By and by the
Pandit’s wife had a son, and the moment it was born the Pandit took it into the jungle and said to the baby.
“On account of our former lives do I owe you anything, or do you owe me?”
The baby replied that his father owed him a thousand rupees. When his father asked how he could repay the
debt the child said,
“Plant a grove and dig a tank and you will be free.”
Immediately the child died and his father threw the corpse into the jungle, and going home commenced to
plant the grove and dig the tank. The village people thought that the Pandit had intentionally got rid of the child,
so they stopped saluting him.
A year after, the Pandit’s wife brought forth a second son. In the same way his father took him to the jungle,
and when he asked him did he owe him aught the child said,
“Father, you owe me five hundred rupees.” When he asked how he could pay the debt the child said,
“Build a temple to Siva and sink a well and then you will be free.”
So his father threw the child away in the jungle and when he came home began to build the temple and sink the
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well.
Again the Pandit’s wife bore him a third son, and when he took the child into the jungle and asked him if he
owed him aught, the child said,
“Father! I owe you a lakh of rupees.” His father began to think,
“He will hardly ever be able to pay the debt and he will surely live.”
So the Pandit brought him home and in order to increase the debt he spent large sums on his teaching and
marriage, and when his son became as great a Pandit as himself he one day said to his wife,
“I am going to make a pilgrimage. If our son earns anything, mind you do not take anything from him.”
Soon after the Rani of that land had a son, and the young Pandit was called to cast his horoscope. After making
his calculations the Pandit said to the Raja,
“His fate is on the whole good, but there will be a time of danger. While he is walking round the holy fire at his
wedding Raja Indra will shoot an arrow at him.”
“Is there anyway of obviating this?” asked the Raja.
“I will announce it when his marriage comes on.”
After some years the marriage of the boy was arranged, but the Pandit was not invited and he began to think
that if he was not present the boy would surely die; so he went and reminded the Raja of what he had told him at
the time of his birth. The Raja made excuses and asked the Pandit to save the life of his son.
So the Pandit made an image of wax and dressed it in the clothes of the bridegroom, and as the rite of walking
round the fire was being performed he hid the son of the Raja and moved the image round in his stead. Then Raja
Indra shot his arrow; the image was consumed to ashes, but the life of the Raja’s son was saved.
Then the Raja gave the Pandit a lakh of rupees and sent him home with many other rich presents. When he
came home with the money he offered it to his mother, but she said,
“What does a blind woman like me want with money? Give it to your wife.”
“O Mother, this is a large sum of money and I cannot give it to my wife. If you will not take it I shall die.”
So she was forced to take the money and immediately her son died.
Just then his father returned from his pilgrimage and his wife explained how her son had got a large sum of
money from the Raja and had required her to take it. The father said,
“Let us take the corpse to the Raja and die in his darbar.”
They all came with the body of the Pandit to the Raja and having erected a pyre were about to burn themselves
with it. When the Raja and his son saw this they said,
“What is the use of our living when these Brahmans are going to die?”
So they too prepared to ascend the pyre. Then a voice came from heaven,
“Why are you losing your lives? It was written in his fate that he should die in this way.” The Raja said,
“If Parameswar will revive the Pandit none of us need die.” The old Brahman said to him,
“If you will give half the life of your son, my son will recover.” The Raja agreed and the Pandit arose and said,
“Ram, Ram” and the Raja after loading them with gifts sent them to their homes.
112.114 Women Rule The World: A Folktale\fn{by Manna Lal (before 1896- )} Akbarpur, Cawnpur District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) 1
One day a Raja said to his courtiers,
“Who rules the world?”
They were unable to give an answer then and begged time for consideration. The Wazir was in great distress
what answer to give, for he feared that if his answer turned out wrong, he would lose his office. As he was going
home he saw the daughter of the Raja who was a very wise princess sitting at her window and when she saw the
anxiety of the Wazir, she asked the reason. He told her the question which the Raja had proposed to his courtiers.
She said,
“When you go before my father say that it is women who rule the world.”
The Wazir trusted in her wisdom and when the Raja again summoned him he gave this reply. Now the Raja
hoped that the Wazir would say that it was the Raja who ruled the world; so he was wroth and knowing that it
must be some woman who had suggested the answer, he made the Wazir tell her name. When he heard that it was
his daughter who had suggested the answer, he sent an officer with orders to her to strip off her dress and
ornament and bring her to the court with one dirty rag to wear.
When she came, he sent for a loathsome beggar who used to beg about the city and he made her over to him,
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telling him that he might use her as he pleased.
The princess went in great distress to his hut with the beggar; but before she left the palace she managed to
conceal one valuable jewel in a corner of her rags. When she got to the hut she took it out and said,
“You must go with this to the quarter of the moneychangers and sell it. You must not say a word. I will write
down the price of the jewel on a leaf;\fn{ The text has, incorrectly: on a leaf and lay it} lay it and the jewel before the
merchant and he will give you the value of it.”
The beggar did as he was told and when the merchant saw that he kept silence he supposed that he was some
great saint under a vow not to speak. So he was afraid and counted out the money as the princess had written on
the leaf. This the beggar brought home to her.
Now it so chanced that two thieves saw the beggar getting the money from the merchant and determined to rob
him. So they waited till the beggar was out of the hut and then they broke in. When the princess saw them she was
afraid. But she made a plan and said to them,
“You are welcome. Here I, a lady of high birth, have been given by my father to this filthy beggar. Will you
save me from him?”
One of them gladly agreed to marry her and she told them to go off at once and bring a litter that she would go
with them as a bride.
Meanwhile the beggar returned and she told him what had happened. She made him hide himself and by and
by the thieves returned and brought with them a litter and bearers. Then she said to them,
“The first night I came here Devi sat on my breast and would have taken my life had I not vowed to offer to
her a black goat on the eighth of every month and this is the day of the sacrifice. I dare not set out till it is done.”
So one of the thieves went to get a goat and soon after she said to the other,
“I am sorry that when I sent your brother for the goat I forgot to ask him to bring some flowers as well, for
without them the sacrifice cannot be performed.”
So he went away to get the flowers and then she called the beggar and seating herself in it with him she told
the bearers to take them to the house of the thieves. When they arrived there, they went in and bolted the door and
told the bearers that the house was hers and if the thieves came up they were to beat them off.
When the thieves came and could not get into their house they made a great disturbance, but the people of the
quarter who were sore afflicted by them came up and drove them out of the place. Then the thieves went and
made a complaint to the Qazi.
When the princess heard that they had complained to the Qazi she went to him herself and told him that she
had bought the house for two hundred rupees and if he wished he might come and see it that night at the first
watch. When he saw that she was a handsome girl he readily agreed to come. Then in the same way she went to
the Kotwal and asked him to come at the second watch; the Wazir she asked for the third watch and the Raja for
the fourth watch of the night.
When the Qazi came she kept him talking about the thieves until the Kotwal knocked, when she told him to
take off his clothes and hide behind the water-pots.
So she dealt with the Kotwal and when the Wazir knocked, she told him to take off his clothes and put on a
woman’s old ragged petticoat and sit in a corner and grind the flour-mill.
In the same way when the Wazir came and after he had been some time with her the Raja knocked, she made
him take off his clothes and hide under the granary.
Meanwhile she went into another room and soon after the Raja felt thirsty and went to where the water was
kept to get a drink. The Qazi was so frightened that he moved and knocked down the water-pots, and when the
Raja saw him standing naked there he was sure he was a Rakshasa and began to scream for help. Then the
princess came down and when she brought a light the Qazi, Kotwal and Wazir were all discovered to the Raja;
they were all ashamed. But the girl said to her father,
“Do you not know that I am your daughter and it is women who rule the world?”
So the Raja took her to the palace and had her duly married, but the thieves he made over to the Kotwal.
113.7 The Quest Of Managori: A Folktale\fn{by Naurang Sinh (before 1896- )} Fatehpur, Fatehpur District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) 3
There was once a Raja who dreamed that in the city of Ajudhya was a maiden, Managori by name, the like of
whom the world never saw. In the morning he put five packets of pan in front of his gadi and said to his courtiers,
“I saw last night in a dream the maiden Managori of Ajudhya. There is no woman in the world so beautiful as
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she. Whoever brings her to me shall receive the half of my kingdom.”
When the courtiers reflected on the danger of the task none dared to attempt it. But one named Dariya Rathaur
raised the pan and said,
“Maharaj, if thou givest me thy charger to ride and thy five suits of raiment to wear, I will bring thee the
maiden.”
The Raja agreed and gave him all he asked. The Rathaur went to bid his mother good-bye and told her that he
was going in quest of Managori. His mother said,
“Let me give you food for the road.”
But when she went to look for flour wherewith to cook the cakes, she put her hand into a jar and took up a
handful of salt. She was distressed and said,
“How can a journey prosper with an omen such as this?”
The Rathaur did not heed her words and went off. When he had gone a little distance, he saw a snake crossing
his path and on the other side lay a broken vessel of curd. When he saw this he spake these lines:
Dahine to phuti sar ki matukiya, bayen phenkara siyar;
Rah kate ka nikra hai kalwa, kaise ke lagihai par?
*
On the right lies a broken curd pot, on the left howl the jackals. The snake crosses my path. How can I return successful?

When he neared Ajudhya he came on several roads and he could not discover which was the proper path. He
saw a cowherd sitting on a tree and watching his cattle. To him he said:
Rukh charante chhuhara re bhaiyya, tu awat aur jat,
Awadnagari ki bhali dagariya utari ke dewa bataya.
*
Brother, you climb the tree and go one way and another. I have missed the way to Awadhnagari. Come down and point it out.

The herd came down and showed him the road, and by and by he came to the garden of Managori. There he
met the gardener and to him he said:
Khirki ke jhakwaiya re bhaiyya, it awat aur jat.
Sitalgarh ki talkh tamaku, tanik tumhun lai jawa.
*
Brother, you peep into every window and go from one place to another. The tobacco of Sitalgarh is tasty; take a little.

The Rathaur gave him a smoke and then he gave him an ashrafi, and the gardener asked him what his errand
was. He said,
“I have come here in search of Managori, the fairest of women.” The gardener answered,
“Managori comes here daily with her maidens.”
The Rathaur remained in the garden, and by and by Managori came there. The Rathaur followed her and tried
to speak to her. Then a sister of Managori, who had only one eye, said to the maidens,
“I am going to speak to this stranger.” They said,
“It is not proper to speak to a stranger.” But she answered thus:
Ek lakh ki mor gagari ghailwa, du lakh meri dor;
Tin lakh ki mori sir ki gudariya; panch lakh mera mol.
*
My pitcher is worth a lakh and the rope is worth two lakhs. My head pad is worth three lakhs and my own price is five.

To this the Rathaur replied:
Mati ki tori gagari, san ki tori dor;
Lattan gundhi tere sir ki genduriya, kani kauriya ki mol.
*
Thy pitcher is but of clay; thy rope of hemp; thy head-pad is but of twisted rags and thou thyself art worth a cracked cowry.

To this she replied:
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Ek lakh ki beni, aur dui lakh ka jhunna sar
Tin lakh ka mora bana hai ghaghra, sat lakh mora mol.
*
My hair-plait is worth a lakh, my pitcher two lakhs, my skirt three lakhs and I myself seven lakhs.

To which he replied:
Ek lakh ki beniya, do lakh ki jhunnasar;
Tin lakh ka jobana, ek panahiya ki nok.
*
Thy hair-plait is worth a lakh, thy pitcher two lakhs and thy beauty three, but I would not give the point of my shoe for any of them.

When he said this, he ran away and left one of his shoes behind him; and when the girl picked it up she saw
that the coins of seven kingdoms were embroidered upon it. Managori then said her maidens,
“This must be the son of a Raja; and none of you should speak to him.”
She returned to her palace; and the Rathaur, not knowing he might have to wait for her return, composed the
following verse:
Sun agili, sun pacchil Rani, sun majhli panaihar.
Tara ghara ka thanda ho pani, to ek lota dehu piyaya.
*
Listen, Rani, whether thou be late or whether thou be early. Listen, water-bearer, who comest between. If the water in thy jar be cool give
me a drink.

The one-eyed damsel answered:
Pani piyasapani piu pyare, nain dekhi jani bhul;
Jin ghar ki chhail chhabili, tum as lage majur.
*
Drink, dear one, drink, if thou art athirst. But be not enamored of the eyes thou lookest on. I am a maid of a house in which such as thou art
hinds.

The Rathaur answered:
Rájan ke ham chhokra, bhule des kudes;
Jin ghar ke ham chhokra, tum as lagi panihari.
*
I am the son of a Raja and have lost my way in an evil land. In my house girls like you draw our water.

Then Managori said to the one-eyed maid,
“Thou shouldst not exchange words with one who is a stranger and has lost his way. I will give him to drink.”
So she went to the Rathhaur with a lota of water, but the one-eyed snatched it from her hand. And when she
took him the vessel, he smote her on the back with his riding whip and raised a grievous weal. He took the lota
and washed his hands and feet with the water. Managori took up the lota and said to him,
“Come to my house and I will tell thee what I desire.”
To her the Rathaur answered:
Tumhara to gori naihara, hamara hawai pardes;
Kal baja koi mar darai, to kaun kahai ghar bandes.
*
Fair one, this is the house of thy mother and mine is in a strange land. If anyone should kill me, who will carry the news to my home?

Managori went into the palace and from the upper window she let down a rope, and the Rathaur climbed up
and came unto her.
In the morning she let him down into the garden, but she forgot to raise the rope. Just then her husband came
home from a journey in a distant land, and when he saw the rope he doubted the honor of his wife. He saw the
Rathaur in the garden and rushed at him to slay him with his sword. Long they fought, and at the last the Rathaur
was slain.
When Managori heard of this, she raised a funeral pyre and, laying the corpse of her lover upon it, she fell
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upon his breast and both were burned to ashes. When her husband heard of this, he went and bound up the ashes
in a sheet. But as he attempted to tie it up, the bundle became larger and larger. Bind it as he would, he could not
tie the ashes up. He was amazed at this miracle and sat on the ground and wept.
Just then Mahadeva appeared and asked the cause of his sorrow. When he heard the tale he pierced his little
finger and a drop of his nectar fell on the ashes and lo, Managori and the Rathaur stood before them.
Then the Rathaur carried off Managori and brought her to his master. Her husband sat mourning the loss of his
wife; but Mahadeva poured water on the ground and a second Managori, equal to the first, was formed and he
gave her to him as his wife. When the Raja received Managori he was filled with joy and gave the Rathaur noble
largesse, even half his kingdom, and they all lived happily ever after.
113.12 Sujan Chand And Nitikala: A Folktale\fn{by Baldeo Sinh (before 1896- )} Sayyidnagar, Jalaun District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) 1
Sujan Chand was the Raja of the western land and Nitikala was his Rani.
One night the Raja and his Rani were sleeping on a bed of flowers, and that day the Malin had left among the
rose leaves a single thorn which pricked the tender skin of the Rani. She told her husband and abused the Malin
for her lack of care. Then the lamp which hung in the room laughed and said to her,
“You fret today for a thorn among the rose leaves; but tomorrow, when you have to carry bricks and mortar on
your head, what will you say?”
They slept through the night, and in the morning the Rani reminded the Raja of what the lamp had said. He
knew that its words would come true, and knowing that he could not bear the sight of the affliction of his loved
one, he determined to remove her from his sight. So he got a box and shut up the Rani in it, leaving a hole to
admit the air, and then he took the box and flung it into the river.
The box went floating down the stream till it came opposite the palace, where lived the sister of the Raja Sujan
Chand. Her husband was bathing in the river, and when he saw the box floating down, he sent his servants and
they drew it to land. He did not open the box, but, making it over to his Rani, he went to the darbar and busied
himself in the affairs of his kingdom. The Rani opened the box and found inside a damsel so lovely that the world
did not hold her equal, and she thought to herself that, if her husband saw the maiden, his love for her would
change. So she blackened the girl’s face with charcoal, took off her gorgeous apparel, and gave her a suit of rags.
When the Raja came and saw her, he deemed her some foul slut, who had been sent away for her foulness, and
he made her a servant in his household. He was then building a new palace, so he set Nitikala to carry the bricks
and mortar for the masons. Some years were spent in this manner.
One day the Rani was keeping her fast in honor of the Disha Rani, and Nitakala, following her example, fasted
also in honor of the goddess. The deity was pleased at her devotion and determined to mend her state and end her
days of sorrow. So she brought to the mind of Sujan Chand the Rani whom he had loved, and he set out at once to
seek her. By and by he reached the palace of his sister, where his Rani was a maidservant; and his sister received
him with love and entertained him with all due respect.
One day it happened that his sister was sitting in the courtyard. Beside her sat her brother, and near them
Nitikala was carrying the bricks and stones to the workmen. The Rani said to Nitikala,
“Go and shampoo the feet of my brother.”
She went and began to press his feet, and as she pressed them she saw on the moonlike brightness of his face;
and she began to think of her husband and how she too had loved a king and lost his love. So she began to weep,
and the eyes of the Raja were opened and he asked her why she wept. She said,
“O Maharaj, when evil days come, they bring trouble in their train.” And then she repeated these lines:
Barhat nir sampati bibhan man barij barhi hoe;
Ghatat nir puni ghatat nahin, kauj dukh sukh joe.
*
When the water of fortune rises, the lotus of the heart also rises. But the heart, like the lotus, does not sink low.

By this she meant that it is impossible for one used to happiness to accustom himself to trouble. Again she
said:
Kabahun palau shakh men kabhun mahi dikhahin;
Aise he dukh sukh sakal, yah tan gudarat jahin.
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*
Sometimes the shoots of the tree grow and sometimes they fall upon the ground. So pleasure and sorrow come and go betimes.

Then she cried, “Maharaj, I wept to see the marks of royalty upon thy feet," and she added,
“I think of how the lamps laughed when I complained of the single thorn among the rose leaves.”
Then he told his sister the whole tale of Nitikala, and she begged her forgiveness for her despiteful treatment of
her. Then Sujan Chand took his Rani home and they lived many days in happiness.
113.13 Half A Lie: A Folktale\fn{by Thakur Pohap Sinh (before 1896Pradesh, India (M) 1

)}

Kota Village, Baudaun District, Uttar

There was once a very respectable Kazi who hired as his servant a man named Pira.
Now Pira was given to lying, and whenever the Kazi sent him on any business he used to shirk it, and, when he
came home, would tell all kinds of lies to his master. At last the Kazi could stand him no longer and sent for him
and warned him. Then Pita said,
“When you took me into your service, you knew that I could not help telling a lie now and then.”
“But,” said the Kazi, “there is a measure in lying. I do not mind your telling half a lie now and then; but to lie
always is bad.”
Some business took the Kazi from home and after some time Pira went to see him.
“Is all well at home?” asked his master. Tears began to drop from Pira’s eyes and he said,
“All is well save that your brown dog died suddenly.”
“What matter,” said the Kazi, “dogs die every day.” Then he asked,
“Of what disease did he die?”
“He had no disease,” said Pira, “but when he began to chew the bones of your ox he got choked.”
“And what happened to the ox?”
“He died from the labor of carrying the bricks.”
“What were the bricks wanted for?”
“For building the grave of your wife, the Bibi Sahiba,” Then the Kazi was overwhelmed with grief and said,
“What happened to the Bibi Sahiba?”
“She died of grief at the death of your eldest son.” Then the Kazi fell down senseless with grief.
“Tell the syce,” said he, “to saddle my horse at once.” Pira went out and said to the syce,
“Your master will not go out riding today. Take out the horse for a long airing along the road outside the
village.”
The Kazi waited for a long time for the horse; but when it did not come, he was perforce obliged to walk, and
he was quite worn out when he came to the neighborhood of his house.
“Let me go in advance,” said Pira, “and make all ready that your worship may join in the mourning.”
So he went on to the Kazi’s house and began to weep and beat his breast.
“What is the matter?” asked the Bibi Sahiba.
“Alas, alas,” cried Pira, “your respected husband, the Kazi Sahiba, has just dropped down dead.”
On this the lady began to weep and lament, and when all the neighbors heard the sound of lamentation in the
Kazi’s house, they all crowded round the place. But when they saw the Kazi arrive mourning and beating his
breast, they were filled with astonishment and asked what had happened.
“O fools,” cried the Kazi, “is it not enough that my wife and son and ox are dead? Why should I not lament?”
With these words he entered the house, and what was his surprise to find his wife and family lamenting him.
When he was somewhat comforted, he asked where Pira was; but he had by this time made his escape. Then he
went out and saw his syce standing outside with his horse.
“Where have you been all this time, you ruffian?” asked the angry Kazi. And he was about to flog his servant,
when the syce managed to convince him that it was all the fault of Pira.
After some time Pira came back, when the anger of the Kazi was somewhat appeased.
“What do you mean by this?” enquired the Kazi. Then Pira said,
“This is but the half lie which your worship told me I might tell now and again.”
“If this be only half a lie, God preserve us from a whole one,” prayed the Kazi.
But he so much admired his cleverness that he took him back again into his service.
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113.14 Raja Bhoj And His Rani: A Folktale\fn{by Nathu Mal (before 1896- )} Saharanpur, Saharanpur District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) 1½
Raja Bhoj was noted for his deeds of piety. Every day he used to feed one hundred and one Brahmans.
One day a Brahman came in to eat, and as he left he did not bless the Raja as the other Brahmans did. This
astonished Raja Bhoj, and the next day, when the Brahman came and acted in the same way, the Raja seized his
hand and asked him the reason.
“I cannot tell,” he answered. “And if you want an answer you had better go to Bandu Patwa.”
Now Bandu Patwa was a noted magician. When Raja Bhoj went to Bandu, he found that Bandu had just cut off
the nose of his wife and the forelegs of his dog. The woman came out and saluted the Raja, and the Raja asked
Bandu why he had done this thing.
“Had I not cut off my wife’s nose, such is her pride that she would not have come out to salute you; and my
dog is always barking and trying to bite visitors; so 1 cut off his legs that he might not be able to move out of the
corner.”
Then the Raja asked Bandu why the Brahman had not saluted him. He said,
“I cannot tell you; and if you want to learn, you must go to the Sadhu who lives in the forest.”
The Raja went to see the Sadhu in disguise.
Now Bhanmati, the Rani of Raja Bhoj, was unfaithful to him, and just as the Raja was going along the road he
saw a palanquin coming along. As they came near him, one of the bearers fell down in a fit, and the Rani called
out and offered a gold mohur to anyone who would take his place. He helped to carry her to the hut where the
Sadhu lived, and there she got out and stayed for the night.
The Raja determined to watch her. So one day he slept, intending to keep awake at night. When the Rani saw
him sleeping, she woke him, and he said,
“Why did you wake me out of such a pleasant dream?” She said,
“What was the dream?” He replied,
“I dreamed that 1 saw you with the Sadhu in the forest.”
She knew that her secret was discovered. So she sent a message to the Sadhu telling him what the Raja had
said. The Sadhu sent her a cord and said,
“When he is not watching you, tie this cord round the Raja’s neck.”
She did so, and the Raja was forthwith turned into a dog. The Rani tried to shut up the dog in a closet, but he
escaped and ran off to the house of Bandu Patwa. He knew the device of the Sadhu. So he loosed the string off the
neck of the dog and the Raja recovered his original form. Bandu Patwa shut the Raja up for some days in his
house.
Meanwhile the Sadhu had taken the form of the Raja and sat on his throne and lived with the Rani as her
husband.
One day the Sadhu sat in darbar and gave an order that every one was to attend with his dog. Bandu Patwa
went with the dog whose legs he had cut off. The Sadhu said,
“You rascal, where is your second dog?” Bandu answered,
“I have no other dog and you may search my house if you please.” Then he went home and said to the Raja,
“You had better leave this and go a hundred kos off, lest the Sadhu finds and slays you.” Raja Bhoj said,
“I never walked a kos in my life. How can I go a hundred kos?”
Then Bandu Patwa made a magic chariot, and mounting the Raja in it, sent him to a place which was one
hundred and fifty kos distant. The chariot halted in a garden, where the daughter of the Raja of the land was
swinging. She soon went to her palace, and Raja Bhoj got into the swing and fell asleep. When the princess
returned and found a man asleep in her swing, she was wroth and was about to slay him with a sword. But one of
her maidens said,
“It is wrong to slay a sleeping man. When he wakes, slay him if you please.”
Then the princess woke the Raja and asked him who he was. When she heard the tale, she went to her father
and said,
“I desire to marry the man whom I have found in my garden.” Her father was angry and said,
“Marry him if you choose.”
So they were married, but her father gave them no dowry and they left him in poverty. The Raja was obliged to
go and borrow some flour from the woodcutters to make a meal for his wife and himself. He then wished to go to
his own land, but the Rani said,
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“We cannot go till we have returned the flour to the woodcutters.”
The Raja went into the forest to cut wood, and the first tree he touched turned out to be a sandal tree. This he
sold, and every day he used to cut a sandal tree, till he gained great wealth and his father-in-law recognized him
and gave him half his kingdom.
One day two swans were sitting on a tree above the original palace of Raja Bhoj, and one said to the other,
“This is a splendid palace.” The other said,
“The palace of Raja Bhoj is much finer.”
The Sadhu was listening and knew that Raja Bhoj must be alive. So he and the Rani disguised themselves and
went in search of Raja Bhoj to slay him. Bandu Patwa knew their plan and he followed them. He said to Raja
Bhoj,
“The Sadhu and your Rani are coming to this city, disguised as dancers, and they have planned to turn you into
some vile beast and slay you. When they come and dance before you, they will ask as their reward your naulakha.
\fn{Necklace.} Do not give them the whole necklace, but keep two beads of it.”
He did as Bandu Patwa advised, and when he had given the Sadhu and his Rani the necklace, all but two
beads, he threw one bead at the Sadhu and the other at Bandu Patwa, whereupon the Sadhu became a fowl and
Bandu a cat, which devoured the fowl. And that was the end of the Sadhu.
Then Raja Bhoj said to Bandu Patwa,
“What should be done to my false Rani?” He said,
“Slay her and bury her at the cross roads, that everyone’s feet may fall upon her.”
So it was done, and Raja Bhoj got back his kingdom and lived long and happily with his new Rani.
113.24 Sulaiman The Wood-Cutter: A Folktale\fn{by Shaikh Muhammad Kasim (before 1896- )} Sandila, Hardoi
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 1
There was once in the city of Agra a wood-cutter named Sulaiman, who was very poor and used to cut wood
every day in the jungle, and thus he made his living.
One day as he was walking in the jungle, he saw a whirlwind approaching; and out of it came a man dressed in
green with a green lance; and when Sulaiman saw him, he bowed to the ground before him. The horseman asked
him who he was and what was his business. When Sulaiman told him, he said,
“You need work at this trade no longer. I give you a ruby which you can take to a banker and sell. The
proceeds of it will support you for the rest of your life.” The man gave him the ruby and disappeared.
Sulaiman tied it in his turban, and with the bundle of wood on his head started for the city. On the way a kite
swooped down and carried off his turban. When he got to his house, his daughter asked him why he was so late in
bringing the wood, and when he told her all that had happened, she said,
“No gift can make a man rich unless it is God who gives it.”
Next day he went again into the jungle, and again a whirlwind appeared and the same horseman with it. He
said to Sulaiman,
“You wretch! You have broken your word and come here again, though I made you rich for life with the ruby.”
Sulaiman told him how he had tied the ruby in his turban, and how the kite had carried it off. The horseman
then gave him another ruby and disappeared. Sulaiman again tied it in his turban, and again, as he came near his
house, a kite carried it off. When he told his daughter what had happened, she said.
“Why do you trouble yourself about foolish things? It would have been better had you brought your wood and
sold it. Now, what have we to eat today? I told you that to become rich depends upon the will of God.”
Next day again Sulaiman went to the jungle. Again the horseman appeared and upbraided him, and again
Sulaiman told him how the kite had carried off the ruby. The horseman said,
“You should in future fast on the seventh, seventeenth and twenty-seventh days of the month; and when you
eat, buy food only to the value of three pice.”
“But where am I to get even three pice?” he asked.
“Daily,” said he, “put two cowries out of your earnings into an earthen pot, and by the day when you have to
fast, you will have collected three pice which you can spend on food.”
Sulaiman did as he was ordered, and next day when he went to the jungle, he found his two turbans under a
tree and the rubies with them. So he took them home and commenced to fast as he had been directed. By the grace
of the Almighty, he became by degrees a very rich man and after some time his daughter said to him,
“It is time that you got honor from the Emperor.”
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So he prepared a vessel set with diamonds and presented himself before the Emperor Akbar, who, after he had
enquired about him, took him into favor and made him one of his Vazirs. And his daughter was received with
honor in the palace.
One day he thought to himself that, now he was a rich man, it was folly to fast as he had been doing; so he
gave up the practice, and, as he was walking through the bazaar, he saw two splendid water-melons, which he
bought as a present for the king. That day the son of the king had gone out hunting, and when the king opened the
melon, what did he see within it but the head of the prince. So he had Sulaiman arrested and lodged in the prison,
and at the same time all his wealth disappeared. As he lay in the prison, he began to reflect and knew that all the
trouble which had befallen him was due to his having broken the rule of fasting. Just then the horseman appeared
to him in a dream and said:
“I am the Khwaja Khizr. Have you been sufficiently punished for your sins?”
“My punishment is great,” he answered. He replied,
“Keep your fasts again. You will find three pice under the carpet on which you say your prayers.”
Sulaiman looked under the carpet and found the money; and then he began to wonder how he could get
someone to bring him three pice worth of food from the bazaar. So he went up on to the roof of the prison, and
then saw a man riding quickly past on a camel. He asked him to buy him food and he said,
“I am hastening to buy dye for the feet of my son who is to be married today. I have no time to do your
bidding.”
By and by another man passed with tears in his eyes. When Sulaiman asked him to bring him food from the
bazaar he said,
“My son has just died and 1 am going to buy his shroud. But, for the love of God I will do your bidding.”
Just as he was buying the food, a man came up and told him that his son had come to life, while another man
reported to the rider of the camel that his son had just died. So the camel-man went to the Emperor and said,
“There is a wizard in thy prison. As I was going to buy dye for my son’s wedding, he asked me to buy food for
him: and when I refused, my son died; and the son of him who did his bidding came to life.”
So Akbar sent for Sulaiman, and when the messengers went into the prison, they found him sitting quite happy,
with the bonds loosed from his hands and feet. So they brought him to the Emperor. And just then the prince, who
was supposed to be dead, rode up safe and sound. Akbar asked Sulaiman to explain what had happened; and when
he told the tale, he said,
“All this happened through the might of the Lord Khwaja Khizr.”
So Akbar restored him to favor and took his daughter to wife, and made him his Wazir. And when he went
home, he found his house full of wealth as it was before.
Thus was he warned of the sin of disobeying the Lord and the merit of serving him.
263.10 The Demerits Of Female Education: A Refutation\fn{by N. A. Amma (before 1897- )} Kerala State, India
(F) 1½
Readers of the Vidyavinodini have probably read the article titled “Streevidyabhyasam”\fn{Female Education}
written by a respectable gentleman in the Vrishchikam\fn{November/December} issue.\fn{Note: Which divided education
into three types: to be obtained verbally through advice and sermons; through learning letters; and by practical training in crafts and other
activity. The author argued that only the first and third suited women, and that learning letters was not only useless, but also actually the
source of much harm to them} In my perception and faith, there are very few of us who cannot read and write. So also,

many women and men still possess considerable skill in both poetry and prose; but no one has responded to that
article. I wish to offer a few words, deeply grieved and surprised by such neglect.
The first point made is that “knowledge by means of letters is seen to be of little use to women”. A scholar has
remarked that “a man without learning may be taken to be but some sort of beast”. Our experience shows that this
is indeed true. All education requires the knowledge of the letters in a crucial way. It is doubtful whether any other
form of education is as useful. With appropriate training, all the necessary human qualities are acquired in such
education.
The truth of this contention is well illustrated by the life histories of figures such as Melpattur Narayana
Bhattatiri,\fn{Note: The famous poet and grammarian of medieval Kerala } the author of Narayaneeyam. In his youth,
Bhattatiri was an ignorant oaf. It was his education in letters that made him world-renowned later in life. Thus it is
evident that learning through letters is indeed crucial in elevating the feeble-minded into highly intelligent and
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distinguished personages. The greatness of a literate education is truly beyond words. Therefore it must never be
argued that a literate education, which holds manifold advantages, is necessary for some, but not for others.
“Literacy is useful only in managing political affairs” is the next point. This is wholly erroneous. Most people
in our lands are literate. At least one-half of them have nothing to do with politics in living their lives. To this day,
literacy is regarded to be useful to a person, to others, in this world, and in the next. Perhaps it is his ignorance of
women who have ruled the world then and now, like Queen Elizabeth, that prompts this man to recommend that
“women must never be entrusted with political affairs”. It is quite well known that few kings have rivaled
Elizabeth and Queen Victoria as rulers of England.
Nevertheless, if men have indeed acquired the birthright to run political affairs, as this gentleman has decided,
let it be so. Are women allowed to manage at least domestic affairs? The appellative grhini applies to the woman
who runs the home. To run domestic affairs, a certain level of intelligence and education are necessary. The good
and evil of humankind arise from the ways in which homes are managed. Good and bad qualities take root in
young children while they are under the care of their mother.
“The habits of a tender age, will they be forgotten, ever”— true, indeed. Therefore, women need literacy even
to run domestic matters.
A third argument put forth is that “because some amount of their blood flows out uncontrollably, women are
weak”. The blood that flows out thus is impure; according to the science of the body, many diseases will follow
if such discharge does not take place. Indeed, such regular discharge makes the body healthy, and enlarges the
mind.
“With education, women will lose the modesty that is their ornament, and get obsessed with adultery and
other evils”, indeed! If education creates evils like adultery, though the lack of modesty may not generate any evil
[in men], does that mean that adultery and other vices are beneficial to men [for whom the letters seem
appropriate]? If someone commits an evil deed, people call him unenlightened. Education is necessary to remove
such ignorance. Therefore, there can be no link between education and adultery and other such lechery. My
knowledge is that education eradicates such evil.
The aforementioned author draws evidence from the Sakuntalam to prove that ancient women like Sakuntala
were illiterate: he claims that her words in the Third Act of the Sakuntalam were merely inserted to perfect the
narrative, and that in the Fourth Act, Kanva advises Sakuntala not through writing, but through speech. How can
this be correct? In the First Act, when Sakuntala and her companions speak with the king, he notices their
astonished glances at seeing the letters carved in the royal seal on his ring. He assures them that it was indeed
received from the king. This proves that not only Sakuntala but also her companions were literate. Kanva gives
her verbal advice not because she was illiterate, or knew nothing of Chaste Wifehood.
When a person climbs a tree, another person standing beneath may caution him to hold on fast. However, this
is not because the climber is unaware of the need to grip well. It is normal practice to offer such caution. Kanva’s
advice, too, was in that spirit. Besides, can it not be the case that Kanva’s words were inserted for perfecting the
narrative, in the same way as it is being argued regarding Sakuntala’s words?
A woman scholar made it possible for the author of Sakuntalam to assume the name of Kalidasa. She had
vowed to marry only a scholar who could defeat her in debate; resentful scholars who had failed the test
manipulated her into marrying an ignorant goatherd. Everyone knows the rest of the story, according to which,
this lady sent him off with sound advice to the temple of Goddess Kali, and at the end of which he became a great
scholar, and remains, to this day, the crown jewel of scholars. Therefore it is proven that there were women
scholars in ancient times.
It is said that in ancient Aryavarta, women could read and write; that four hundred years before the Age of the
Epics, women held positions of dignity; that they were not prohibited from walking in the main roads, attending
large meetings, and participating in political affairs. In Uttararamacharita, Atreyi tells the Goddess of the Forest
about her study of the Upanishads with Valmiki. From this it seems clear that women of those times did persevere
in such endeavors. Many more examples can be cited. That can be reserved for another occasion.
I do not forget that the impartial authors of articles titled “Vyabhicharasamanyam”, “Malayala Streekal”, and
“Swabhavavum Dharanasaktiyum”, which appeared in Vidyavinodini in the years 1068, 1069 and 1070,\fn{189293, 1893-94 and 1894-95, respectively. Note: The Malayalam calendar follows the Kollam Era, which began in 825AD. It is a lunar
calendar of 12 months, and the Malayalam year begins in mid-August of the Gregorian calendar. So Malayalam months are usually spread
over two months of the Gregorian calendar: For instance, the month of Chingam would be August-September } have sufficiently

described Womanly virtues, and included literacy among them. Though God has differentiated women and men
into two distinct groups, they have been granted equal levels of intelligence. Education is unavoidable if that
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intelligence is to evolve. An education that seeks to broaden the mind cannot do without literacy. The benefits to
be reaped through the acquisition of literacy by all women and men are wonderful. Literacy serves us in this
world and the next, in worldly concerns and in spiritual salvation.
Much more may be written about knowledge, but the limitation of space impels me to close my words.
LATE 19th CENTURY

263.61 Excerpt from Basanti: “Chapter 13”\fn{by Pratibha Kar (late 19th century- )} Orissa State, India (F) 3
… For the last few days, Debabrata had been deep in thought.\fn{ This novel was written jointly; but chapter 13, as it
A change had come over him ever since he had heard of Basanti and
Nisha’s plan to open a school in their village. Over the last four or five months, he had drifted, as it were, into a
dreamland and had completely forgotten that his life could have a purpose. The other day, when Basanti had
revealed her intention to set up a school, he had been shocked out of his slumber.
He could not keep himself from greatly admiring Basanti so zealously setting herself such an arduous task
and thinking nothing of the tremendous obstacles on her way. He felt disgusted with him self. His life before he
got married unfolded before his eyes. How naturally he had assumed leadership in his college days; with what
enthusiasm he had championed social and national causes; how passionately he had arranged and addressed
public gatherings!
What great pleasure he had derived from such things in those days! He also remembered all the plans for the
future he had made while a student; how he had dreamt of performing great deeds, and had prided himself on
the loftiness of his dreams. And now what was he doing? Where had all his dreams vanished? What had
happened to his boundless enthusiasm?
He was dismayed at the thought of the dull and unevent ful life he had been leading, What great hopes his
friends and relatives had entertained for him! And now he was doing nothing, although he had had all the
opportunities in the world. What would his friends think of him?
All these thoughts filled his heart with an indefinable longing. Fooling around with friends gave him no
pleasure anymore. Were all the energy and strength and privileges that God had blessed him with would go in
vain, he wondered. No, he would not let his life go to waste!
*
Sarbeshwara babu’s vacation was coming to an end. Right from the start, he had been very pleased at the
prospect of having a school in his village and had greatly encouraged Basanti and Nisha. He was very happy
when Subhadra Devi also gave them permission. It was decided that the school would temporarily be housed in a
room provided by Sarbeshwara babu. With his sympathy and help, Basanti and Nisha vigorously went ahead with
their work. Basanti did not even have a single moment to ponder over what the outcome of the whole thing would
be.
Before returning to work, Sarbeshwara babu went from door to door with Nisha and succeeded in
persuading a few girls to join the school. In the beginning, some villagers vehemently opposed the idea of
sending girls of 15 or 16 there. The thought that their grown-up daughters would have to walk down the main
street in broad daylight everyday made them uneasy. Others were afraid that once educated, their girls might all
become Christians like Basanti. But they were brought around by Sarbeshwara babu, who was considered a
village elder as he had the special ability of winning people over with his sweet words.
Nisha and Basanti wanted Sarbeshwara babu very much to remain present and get the school underway. But
that was not to be since persuading the girls and making other arrangements took a longer time than expected.
Reluctantly, Sarbeshwara babu had to return to work as his vacation came to an end.
*
It was the first day in the life of the school. Nisha’s excitement was something that had to be seen to be
believed. Even before the crack of dawn, before the crows cawed, she had finished most of her daily chores. Then
she cleaned up the schoolroom herself and hurried to Basanti’s place.
Basanti too was very excited. She too had got up before dawn and was hurriedly finishing her household
chores. A number of tasks had to be finished before she left for the school. Unlike Nisha, she had to do the
household chores all by herself. The slightest error and all hell would break loose! She had to watch her step
happens, was written by Pratibha Kar alone:H }
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constantly. She was scared that in her excitement, she might do something wrong and bring the caustic
remarks of Subhadra Devi and friends down upon herself. Nisha came, gave her a hug, and said,
“Why haven’t you finished yet, sister-in-law? Look at me, I got up early and finished all my chores. Oh, no!
It’s already time to go and you haven’t done your cooking yet?” Basanti replied,
“Nisha, you know how much work I have to do. Give me a hand, please, and our work will be done in no
time.”
No sooner had she said this than Nisha adjusted her sari and joined in. The chores were soon finished and
the two left for the school.
Only 10 girls turned up on the first day, but this did not dishearten Basanti and Nisha. With those 10 girls, they
set to work with great fervor. They were confident that if somehow they ran the school properly and the girls
benefited from it, more and more would join the school in good time.
In order to boost the morale of their students and attract other girls, Basanti and Nisha themselves went from door
to door, accompanying the girls on their way to school and escorting them back home again. They even bought each
girl a slate at their own expense. On Sarbeshwara babu’s advice, the students were made to read their lessons aloud.
They also practiced handwriting and learnt sewing, and before going home, they listened to stories and parables told
to them by Basanti and Nisha.
In time, the efforts of Basanti and Nisha bore fruit. The number of girls increased. Some parents who
initially had had some reservations were finally won over by Nishamani who, with her cogent reasoning,
convinced them to send their daughters to the school.
*
The success of the school caused quite a stir among the older, more conservative people in the village. Subhadra
Devi had hoped that once Basanti had stayed with her for a few days, all her city-bred bad habits would gradually
die out. Now, even that slender hope had faded. What would he more shameful, she thought, than for a housewife
to step on to the main street in broad daylight. Oh, no! How would Subhadra Devi face her neighbors? She cursed
the unpropitious hour when, carried away by the words of Sarveshwara babu, she had given Basanti permission to
start the school. How could she have known that Basanti would abuse her permission like this. It was like giving an
inch and Basanti taking a mile. Repenting her decision, she seethed with anger.
Madanana, Sariama, Hemabou, Parabou, and a few other women now had something to gossip about. How
could they miss such an opportunity! Countless malicious stories spread through the village like wild fire;
everyone’s version was different from everyone else’s.
All at once, Basanti became the talk of the village. At the bathing ghat, in the midday gossip sessions, and the
evening gatherings, one and all talked about Basanti. This added to Subhadra Devi’s bitterness to wards her. She
nearly stopped talking to Basanti, and at times even passed a caustic remark or two at Debabrata.
*
Not that Debabrata was unaware of these developments. Although he had initially shown some interest in
Basanti’s proposal, in his heart of hearts, he had not been able to approve of her activities. Admittedly, he could not
accuse her of committing a sin or a crime. Nevertheless, he did not like the pace with which Basanti was moving
ahead on such an important mission. The slanderous remarks against Basanti coming from all sides and the sudden
change in the behavior of his mother, Subhadra Devi, made him feel somewhat resentful towards Basanti. Sick at
heart, he brooded—how could Basanti do all this, knowing fully well what the outcome would be? Couldn’t she
think even for once how her undertaking would give rise to a violent storm whose blows would fall all on
Debabrata? Didn’t she know how many storms had already blown over him? And why, as the clouds were slowly
clearing and nature calming down, did she have to create a new patch of cloud? Thoughts about the future filled
him with foreboding. He could not envisage the consequences of the approaching storm. Nevertheless, he could not
speak his mind to Basanti. How could he have? There was nothing wrong in what she was doing.
All these thought made him very restless. To divert himself from these worries, he resolved to devote his life to
working for the village.
Debabrata had long cherished a dream to set up a library in his village. For this, he had even collected some
books from his college days. Now was the time, he decided, to realize his dream. Where could the library
possibly be set up, he wondered. A room would be needed for it. As he pondered over the different
possibilities, it struck him that he could easily build the room at his own expense. Near their residence, there
was a plot lying unused for a long time. He felt that a room could be built there and that it would be
convenient for everybody. He called together some energetic young men from his village and told them of his
intentions. Everybody readily agreed to join.
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When he found that others were equally enthusiastic about the proposal, his spirits rose. Constructing the room
would take some time, but Debabrata had remained inactive for so long that he was not at all prepared to put up
with any delay. After all, how long would he remain without work? How would he pass his days? And so it was
decided that until the library was built, books would be placed in a room in his house and everybody would meet
there in the evening. Handwritten pamphlets were distributed to spread the news throughout the village.
The evening gatherings at Deba’s place went on very well, and gradually more and more people started
showing an interest in them. In the evenings, the room often resounded with poetry recitations, essay readings,
book reviews and debates on various topics.
But Debabrata was not someone to grow complacent about such a small achievement. He pulled together a
team of educated young friends and tried to start a small literary magazine. By common consent, it was decided
that anyone who wanted to contribute to the magazine would have to write his piece by hand. Debabrata was
made the editor.
The group set to work with great enthusiasm and the magazine soon came out with poems, stories, and
essays on various topics. Debabrata and his friends hoped their enthusiasm would remain unabated and the
magazine would soon be brought out in print.
Debabrata encouraged the boys of the upper primary school in his village as well to take more interest in sports
and gymnastics. He even organized them into a group and started coaching them in various games and acrobatics.
Thus, a new spirit was kindled among the boys, and in no time they became extremely fond of Debabrata.
*
Debabrata devoted himself heart and soul to working for the village and tried his best to forget himself. But the
fire inside him still smoldered. Moreover, his mother’s sullen face and her occasional taunts, as well as the
slanderous remarks heard outside added fuel to the fire. Even some of his friends working hand in hand with him
would make a remark or two about Basanti. How his own friends could get pleasure by slandering her he could
not understand.
The ways of Deba and Basanti left Subhadra Devi at a complete loss. How could she say anything to her
daughter-in-law when her own son was behaving as if he was not aware of the disgrace their activities were
bringing upon the family. He must be out of his senses, she thought, not to realize that he was now an adult and
had received an education and that he should be attending to his duties and responsibilities. Instead, what was he
doing? Wasting his time with a group of youths doing God knows what kind of crazy things. How could she scold
her daughter-in-law? Subhadra Devi felt like a ship floating helplessly in the sea.
Debabrata tried his best to hide his feelings from Basanti, but Basanti was intelligent and could easily sense
what was going on inside him. She noticed that, however hard he tried, he could not mix with her freely, could not
talk to her freely. Rather, he did his best to spend as much time as possible outside the house. But Basanti
remained firm and unperturbed. There were moments when she did feel distressed, but in good time she collected
herself again. She patiently waited for the moment when the untimely patch of cloud that had cast a shadow on
Debabrata’s mind would clear away. Moreover, the fact that Deba had woken up from his slumber and was
starting to lead an active life raised her hopes. With the faith that their work would one day bring them closer, she
moved ahead more determined to achieve her goals. …
263.64 The Vigil\fn{by Suprabha Kar (late 19th century- )} Orissa State, India (F) 2½
She is a fallen woman. But if you look at her face all your repulsion would vanish, so sad, so full of pain are
her eyes, shinning like stars in the dark! Even before the birds stir in the morning, one can see her walking back
after her bath with small dainty steps from Manikarnika Ghat of Kashi. Only the morning silently witnesses her
activities.
After a quick bath, she slowly enters Bisweswara temple, offers flowers quietly and silently communicates the
agonies of her heart to Lord Bisweswara. The old purohit of the temple often watches this devoted woman with
admiration. When after puja she sheds tears at the feet of the god, the eyes of the old man do not stay dry for long.
One day even the god made of stone seemed to shake a little on watching her pained face at worship. The purohit
touched her head and asked,
“Who are you, my daughter? You come every day and offer the oil of worship. So intense is your devotion that
today even the god of stone trembles! I have myself wept often under those feet. But have never seen such
expression in that face!” Cringing from that touch, Malati said,
“Does He listen to my prayers? Then why so much suffering for me?”
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“He listens my daughter! Listens to everyone’s prayers.”
“With that belief I come everyday and weep before Him—that he might forgive all my misdeeds, will remove
all my sorrows and pull me unto His lap.”
“What’s your trouble? What misdeeds have you committed?”
What’s her trouble—what sins has she committed? How will she express her agonies, and to whom? On the
purohit’s repeated queries, Malati raised her eyes to his face and said,
“Oh, Brahmin, you will not understand. I have many sorrows. There’s no end to my misdeeds. I am not even
worthy to come to this holy temple.” Surprised, the old man asked,
“Why, who are you?” With a slow and grave poise she replied,
“I am a fallen woman!” The Brahmin would not have been so startled if there had been a lightning—the way
he did on hearing these words.
“Sinful woman. With what audacity, to make this temple impure? Go away at once.”
Accepting this final command, Malati the culprit, looked back beseechingly at the Brahmin. On seeing her
anguished expression, an old memory stirred in the old man. With a choked voice he asked,
“Why did you do so?”
With that touch of compassion, Malati’s tears overflowed. In a broken voice and with tears in her eyes she said,
“Why? I have always asked myself the same question—why was I born? … Never got any affection since
childhood. After four daughters, when I was born, my mother cried in despair; father turned his face away. This is
how I was received when I was born. As I grew older, I would die of shame on seeing my elder sisters. I am so
dark! Understood the meaning of my father’s long sighs. When I was of marriageable age, people even began
desiring this dark girl—because my father had promised a dowry of four thousand rupees. Is it easy to get so
much money? Many worthy young men of this country were willing to marry me.
“One dark night, one such man came with a band party and married me. With that unknown stranger I started
for his house. On the day of departure, my mother pulled me to her lap in secret and cried uncontrollably. A
mother’s heart—perhaps she guessed something of my future.
“The first few days in the new house passed happily. But as the memory of the four thousand rupees faded, my
appreciation declined. Besides, I had committed a great crime. My husband became a drunkard.
“‘The daughter-in-law is inauspicious, the moment she came, she made my son go wayward.’
“My mother-in-law could never forget this misfortune. My husband’s atrocities increased with every passing
day. To that my mother-in-law would keep adding fuel. On many nights I lay insensible because of the beatings I
got. No one ever came to say a word of comfort. I used to forget all my sorrows on seeing just one face—my
son’s. My one and only precious jewel.
“But he also cheated me and went away. How could it be otherwise?—one has to experience all the sorrows
that are written on one’s forehead. One day, after enduring three days of fever without any treatment, he left me.
While leaving, be stretched his small feverish hands towards me and called,
“‘Mother, Mother.’
“Couldn’t endure it any more. A river flowed next to the house. Thought, I would renounce all my suffering in
its cold bosom and drown myself. I even went to the place. But a gentleman brought me back. He assured me that
he would give me a job at his house. I forgot everything. No harm in serving at someone’s house. At least I would
be free of my husband’s tortures! I had no wish to go back to that house from where the cry ‘mother’ had
disappeared forever.
“Looking back at that home of so many years with one last tearful glance, I started off with him. When the
bubble broke, I woke up to realize that I had lost everything. Every door in the wide world was forever shut to me.
The society, without any reflection on my crimes, by closing all roads, showed me only one way out.
“On seeing that path, my entire being trembled with repulsion. Carrying the burden of all the crimes; I came
away from there—due to the great kindness of the society, I won the title—the fallen woman! But the person who
took advantage of one’s distress at the loss of her son, and built this reputation for her is an esteemed gentleman in
the eyes of the society. Do you know, O Brahmin, with what deep futility in my heart grew a deep anger against
God? What rebellion stirred in my heart against the Lord? I decided to ruin myself and open the eyes of the
society to the truth!—took a vow that I would go to the gate of hell and say,
“‘Look, O world. See what great ruin you have brought to the innocent by not doing her justice?’
“But couldn’t do it. The pure memory of my 18 months old son, his last call at the time of his departure, pulled
me back from the path of hell. How can I feel the touch of that pure innocent flower, if my heart turns evil! The
blocked passages of my sorrows opened up and poured away in torrents of tears.
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“In the darkness of my sorrows, I saw one faint ray of light. Following that faint light I arrived at this place.
But even here, the world’s kindness has left no place for me. To hide myself from the curious stares of scores of
people, I creep here at night and have a darshan of the Lord—acknowledge the unforgivable crime of that
moment’s weakness … Oh Brahmin! Is my crime so great that there is no reprieve? Even the doors of this temple
are closed today to me?”
The old man’s eyes brimmed with tears. He couldn’t speak. Could only pull Malati to him with his thin frail
hands and kiss her on the forehead.
After such a long time Malati found shelter in a cool and solace-giving soul.
*
The more Malati’s service, care and tenderness were pulling the old man, the greater was the anxiety with
which a fear was dawning in his mind. Everyone was keen to know the real identity of Malati. Who was that
maiden, whose soft smile brightens up the old man’s house? Who is she who waits with the old man’s two-yearold grandson in her arms for his return—whose comforting smile makes him forget the fatigue of a hard day’s
work? When the old man was asked, he replied,
“My lost daughter of many years has come back home.”
The child looked at Malati tenderly and called her, “mother”. Many hidden moments of tenderness surfaced at
that call, “mother”, and Malati tightly hugged the boy to her bosom and thought of her lost child.
The apprehension that once in a while tormented the old man one day turned into reality.
“If he doesn’t drive Malati away from his home, he will lose his position as the purohit at the temple.
Fraudulent old man!—has given shelter to such a hag. Let’s get a new priest. That cheat is unworthy of the Lord.”
The sky fell on Malati’s head.
“What has happened? In this old age you have to endure such humiliation for giving me shelter? Drive me
away from you. Let me go off to some distant place. I can bear any amount of humiliation, hate. But can’t tolerate
your humiliation because of me!”
In desperation tears streamed down her cheeks, each one of them hit the old man’s heart. With deep tenderness,
caressing her head, he said,
“All right.” The young child pulled at Malati’s sari and cried,
“Mother.” Malati had tied up the old man in so many ties—how could they let her go? The old man listened to
everyone, smiled sadly and said,
“It’s not possible, brothers. I can’t abandon my child.”
“Then leave this temple.” Looking tearfully at the deity, with a sigh the old man said,
“Fine. All right. If that satisfies you, why will I come in the way? Today I will leave this temple, but I cannot
leave my daughter.”
After the evening arati (lamp) everyone left the temple. The old purohit meditated before the deity and then
bid Him farewell forever. In the gathering dark, he looked back one last time. His feeble eyes filled with tears. To
hide the deep hurt within, he smiled a tender sad smile, and started back. The house was waiting for the old man,
as always. The lamp was as bright as ever. But those two eyes which had filled his life with such happiness did
not come out to invite him. Sitting on the verandah of the house, the old man called,
“Oh, my child!”
No answer. Again he called, but no one came running. Fearfully the old man went in to find the little boy
asleep. By his side a lamp; but what’s that paper lying by it? Picking it up, the old man found on it Malati’s
writing:
“I am leaving this world—I am its curse, I suffer, and make people who give me solace the cause of intense
unhappiness. Let your paternal heart bless me so that I achieve peace at the other end of death.”
Clasping the sleeping child to him, the old man rushed to the riverbank. Stretching his feeble eyes he saw at a
distance, at a great distance where the water was still, something bob up and down a few times and then dissolve
away in the endless water.
Since that day every evening, along with the child, with great hope, the old man waits near that water body—
who knows, that intense waiting might bring back the dead from the other bank. The child asks,
“Mother?”
The old man pulls her to him and points his finger—where the water meets the endless sky.
263.112 Excerpt from Single Is The Wheel\fn{by Manorama Ramkrishna Modak (late 19th century- )} India (F) 13
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1
It was almost dawn in Pune, the capital city of the Maratha kingdom in western India. The year was 1816 and
the month was October.
The drummer of the Palace Rampart entered the pavilion above the Great Gateway, stopped between the
slender carved columns which upheld the scalloped arches of the roof, and sat on his heels. He paused a moment
to observe the sky, then anchored his wrists to the edge of the giant kettle drum, and struck its face with his
powerful index fingers, announcing the end of night. The deep-toned notes reverberated over the Rampart behind
him and over the city at his right. His intricate rhythm was so timed that hearers were recalled from sleep and
reminded that day begins when men reach within themselves to draw their strength from the Heart of the Cosmos.
The drummer clung to the quiet moment which followed, feeling the upsurge of devotion. Then he arose and
slowly surveyed the flat roofs and treetops of Pune, turned partially round toward Parvati Hill, three miles
southwest, and with joined hands bowed to the image within its temple which personified the Soul of the
Universe.
On the plain beneath the temple thin plumes of smoke arose from the cooking fires of Maratha soldiers, and to
the north at Khadki, on the opposite side of the Mula river, reveille sounded in the British camp. The drummer
thumbed his nose toward the enemy, and turned back to the awakening Rampart, little realizing how soon its
peace would be shattered.
A couple of furlongs away near the southwest corner of the Rampart, the Service gate opened and the Ruler’s
elephant entered the royal stables, marching regally past the granaries. The drummer’s eye was caught by the
golden sheen of the rising sun upon the polished window-bars in the Great Audience Hall on the south side of the
Rampart. The high, wooden, iron-bound doors of the Great Gateway below him rubbed the stone pavement as
they were pushed open. As high as an elephant with a howdah, their upper halves were set with iron spikes
sprouting from lotus leaves of brass, sharp and stout to impale enemy elephants.
When the drummer descended the stairway, the roads of the Rampart’s hundred acres were already crowded
with the Ruler’s servants and visiting princes. This week the annual festival of Dussera would mark the end of the
rainy season when farming enters a new phase, and wars can be fought without heed to weather.
At the foot of the steps a disheveled and elderly traveler came limping through the Gateway, saluted, and asked
the drummer where he could find Vinayak Bhiday, the Ruler’s Chamberlain.
“Vinayak Shastri Bhiday!” the drummer frowned. “He is a learned man and a religious leader! Speak of him
respectfully! Where do you come from that you do not know?” Flustered, the stranger bowed.
“I come from his own cousin in Ahmednagar and have walked three days—I’m an old man and forgot my
manners! Tell me where the honored Shastri lives.” The drummer’s manner changed and he good-naturedly
motioned to the north.
“Take this road and follow it round the corner. Anyone will point out the Chamberlain’s residence, a threestory building of stone, with carved wooden balconies.”
The drummer started after the Lame-One, and shook his head. He appeared to be foreign to these parts, one of
the unskilled laborers who were not allowed to enter the Palace Rampart. How had he got inside? The guards
must have been busy gossiping about the war and let him slip past. No matter, the Chamberlain would take care of
him, thought the drummer as the Lame-One disappeared.
*
Around the corner the Lame-One suddenly confronted a tall, thin man wearing the red silk turban of the
priestly class, and recognized him as a Bhiday because of his high square forehead. The Lame-One quickly placed
on the ground the small bundle he carried, joined his palms in salutation and bowed low, confused at finding
himself in the actual presence of the Chamberlain of the Ruler.
“Yes? Do you came to me?” the tall man asked kindly. The Lame-One stood straight and his old eyes
brightened as he spoke.
“I’m from Ahmednagar, honored Shastri, from the fields of the Bhidays where I have served for sixty years. I
am Shelke, an Outlander. My first great-grandson was born recently. In honor of that event, and out of their
goodness, the Bhidays allowed me to make this journey. To pay my respects to you, honored Shastri, a spokesman
for God is—if I may be bold enough to say so—enough reward for my whole lifetime of labor.” Embarrassed by
his own words he dropped on his heels and began to untie the bundle he carried.
“What have you there?” asked Vinayak Shastri. Shelke drew a work-hardened hand over his mouth in a selfconscious gesture.
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“A trifle, honored Shastri, from the Bhiday lands, which might give it more value to you.” As he laid back the
corners of the cloth seven golden pomegranates glinted in the sunshine.
“The best there was since mangoes are not in season.”
“You came seventy miles carrying these for me!” Vinayak Shastri exclaimed in appreciation. Their eyes met
and Shelke was thanked enough. He looked down in an embarrassed way.
“Honored Shastri, your cousin sends the message that your eldest son and his friend are on their way home.”
Vinayak Shastri shook the old man’s shoulders warmly.
“God bless you for bringing that news! Any further word?”
“The two of them had come four hundred miles and stayed some weeks in Ahmednagar to rest. Your son … he
is …” the man hesitated and Vinayak Shastri became alarmed. “He is ill, honored Shastri! I do not choose to be
the bearer of bad tidings, but I have to tell you that the youth is riding in a cart, on a pallet, and by easy stages, ten
miles or so a day.”
The Chamberlain turned his face away and while he stood lost in thought, the traveler, unnoticed, touched his
feet and disappeared. He had no courage to witness a father’s sorrow.
*
Vinayak Shastri gave the pomegranates to a household servant to take to his home and himself went on to the
Government building opposite the Gateway. He mounted the steps of the plinth and entered the six-storied stone
building, passed through the centre hallway and into an inner, open quadrangle already filled with petitioners and
hangers-on. The Chamberlain nodded to them and they arose to return his greeting. He mounted an outside
stairway to the third floor where servants opened a door for him.
The Chamberlain dropped off his red leather mules and, barefooted, entered a small private chamber of
Shrimant, Ruler of the Maratha kingdom of Pune. Sunshine, streaming through the windows, engulfed the Ruler
seated on a white cushion, his bare feet folded under him. He was small and plump, dressed in the house attire of
a gentleman—unclothed above the waist. A purple taffeta dhoti was draped round his hips covering his legs to the
ankles. Shrimant smiled when Vinayak Shastri greeted him.
“You’re late, Shastri brother!” he exclaimed with good-natured gusto, his small black eyes merry. He leaned
against the white bolster and ran a podgy hand over his cleanly shaven head, fingering the tuft of hair tied in a
knot on the crown. “We’ll never get further with our work if you sleep late!” He sought among the papers on the
rug but stopped to peer at his friend when no reply was forthcoming. “What’s happened to you … some bad
news?
Vinayak Shastri had removed his long white organdie coat and sat down on the rug, pulling his feet under him.
He tucked between his crossed legs the folds of his magenta-colored dhoti and passed his hand wearily over his
face.
“I received a message that my eldest son … my sickly son, who has been traveling, you will recall, is coming
home so weak that he must ride, and by easy stages. I feel that he may be—”
“Nonsense! Only exhausted! He’ll recover.” The Ruler’s gaiety vanished. “I understand your feelings. Even
my seventh wife’s child died, you know. I sorrowed it was not a son, but now I am left with neither daughter nor
son.” The doorkeeper interrupted to announce the general in command of the Pune armies, and Shrimant looked
up.
“Moro Diksheet! Ah-oh! Moro! You’re here! but this is a private room where people come only by invitation!”
General Moro Diksheet joined his palms and bowed, but remained standing although the ruler motioned him to
sit. Abruptly he began to speak.
“Our troops are too close to the enemy for safety, Sire! Within speaking distance. I am commander in peace
time only. Took over on that condition. I’m an administrator, not an experienced fighter. If our troops and the
enemy’s quarrel, it may mean war. General Gokhale is here. Patwardhan arrived during the night with one
thousand troops. He did not come here merely to celebrate Dussera.” Shrimant arose angrily.
“This is not the place to discuss business.” He waved the gentle Moro Diksheet out of the room and nervously
glanced at his Chamberlain.
“Let us go to the Little Audience Hall. God alone knows what the out come will be. I shall not allow a war
now!”
“There will be little choice, perhaps,” Vinayak Shastri spoke quietly.
“I don’t want to hear that!” Beads of sweat appeared on Shrimant’s face as he put on an organdie shirt and a
brocade coat. He adjusted his turban.
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“We’re not ready for war!” He added, “We’re simply celebrating Dussera,” and hurried ahead. Vinayak Shastri
was detained in the hall by his elder brother, an important merchant, head of the branch of the Bhiday family
living in the city. He was a tall man but slightly stooped. He plucked his brother’s sleeve.
“The whole city is in an uproar! Will there be war today? Tomorrow? People are negotiating for carts,
bullocks, horses—flight from Pune is in the air! But the Ruler is incapable of fighting a war!” Vinayak Shastri
avoided a reply by saying sadly,
“Your nephew, my son … he is very ill.” Bhiday Jahagirdar put his hand on Vinayak Shastri’s shoulder.
“Do not worry; God’s will is good. Does the boy’s mother know that he is ill?” Vinayak Shastri shook his head
and his brother said,
“Shall I go to her?”
“No, no! Let us attend to the Ruler now. Our freedom is on running feet today.”
“We cannot remain slaves of the Ruler’s caprices! Let us depose him and find a more capable leader.” Vinayak
Shastri did not reply, but said,
“My son and my country are both in jeopardy today. God must speak to us clearly.” General Gokhale, a stocky,
middle aged man joined them.
“If the English wish to avoid a fight, they’ll seem not to notice that our soldiers are too near, too many for a
festival. The English ranks are thin.”
*
The two men entered the hall, fast filling with nobles and jahagirdars. Alert, Shrimant sat on a large, low chair
at the far side of the room. His brilliant eyes darted from one man to another. He called out as Vinayak Shastri
entered,
“Oh-ho, master of the palace, honored Vinayak Shastri! Sit here in front of me.”
All eyes turned to gaze at the Chamberlain, who was much more than the Ruler’s palace master. He was
renowned throughout the kingdom for nobility of character, learning, understanding and piety. Shrimant rushed on
still speaking to Vinayak Shastri.
“You are the trustworthy man in this chamber. Will war now be a mere twist of the lion’s tail, or will it kill the
lion?” Vinayak Shastri, his eyes twinkling, formed his reply carefully.
“I’m not a military man, honored Ruler. Not a lion tamer, either.” Shrimant laughed lustily, but his merriment
subsided quickly as he became anxious.
“Don’t call them lions—though they call themselves that—British lions!” He became the suave diplomat.
“These White ones are our best friends! They bring us trade. Our former strength will return—because of them.
We were mistaken to have fought them, since we lost! And they won Bombay.” Quick, heavy steps were heard
outside, spurs clicking on the stone floor.
“Captain Ford!” the doorman announced. At the mention of Ford’s name the atmosphere of the Hall changed.
Each man withdrew within himself, intelligent faces became inscrutable masks.
*
A ruddy, pale-haired Englishman, dressed in a bright red British army uniform, entered hastily, making no
motion to remove either hat, as Englishmen do, or shoes, as Indians do. His features were coarse. His hands
fumbled with his sword which had become entwined in his flared coat. With a show of hearty hospitality, a
scarcely noticeable wariness in his voice, the Ruler cried,
“Oh-ho! Our best friend, Captain Ford! You are late, my friend!” Ford refused a seat but seized the occasion to
be bandy.
“I, too, have a bed! And a warmed one!” He winked to the men sitting there.
The nobles give him a cold stare. To them he was an offensive reminder of the arrogance of the enemy.
Ignoring the coolness in the room, Ford glanced at Vinayak Shastri with a meaningful smile, then addressed the
Ruler.
“Priests precede the military, in form if not in fact,” he said, then growing insolent, “Today, Sir, I represent not
your personal guard—captain of it as I am—but the Honourable East India Company and my Government in
London. The British army is not here to gain territory or fight an offensive war, but to protect business.” He
smiled again insinuatingly.
Vinayak Shastri had never before seen Ford so arrogant. With an undertone of insolence he stated his mission.
“The Honorable East India Company and my Government present an important document.” With a flourish he
drew a packet from his coat and handed it to Shrimant. The Ruler accepted it, making a courteous bow.
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“My good manners are not for you, my friend, but for Elphinstone,” he said, winking at Ford with feigned
intimacy. This sly reference to Stuart Elphinstone, the British representative living in Pune, and Ford’s superior,
lessened the tension in the room, and while the nobles were thus diverted, Shrimant opened the packet quietly. He
dropped the English version on the carpet and whisked open the Marathi-language translation. His eyes passed
over it rapidly, his expression giving no clue to the contents. He refolded the paper slowly and addressed Ford.
“Whatever may be in the mind of the honorable Elphinstone, we earnestly desire his esteemed presence at the
Dussera celebration this afternoon. You are Commander of my personal Guard. Urge acceptance upon him, and
order the Guard—get more soldiers from Moro Diksheet—to line the streets from Elphinstone’s Residence. I will
myself conduct him to the field.” He glanced at the document and added gravely,
“A reply will be transmitted within a few hours.”
*
As Ford left the room, the nobles relaxed, lulled by Shrimant’s artfulness. The Ruler’s High Priest, Chintamani
Shastri, a fat nervous man with a paunch, arose officiously to bow Ford out. Shrimant gave Chintamani Shastri a
scornful look.
“This is not the time for subservience.”
Confused, the High Priest sat down. Moro Diksheet leaned over to take the document Ford had brought.
Shrimant seized it and dropping it out of reach of anyone but himself glanced pleasantly round the Chamber, his
eyes returning to Elphinstone’s packet, loath to touch it, yet drawn to it irresistibly.
“We now close this morning’s audience,” he announced in a flat voice as though he had come to the end of his
adroitness.
The nobles rose, adjusting their turbans as an excuse to postpone departure. Unwilling to leave before the
contents of the document were disclosed, they yet saw no way to stay on and went out. Shrimant called out the
names of a few he wanted to remain, among them Vinayak Shastri and the High Priest. The doorman was sent
scurrying to call the others. When members of the inner circle of the government and important businessmen had
assembled, Shrimant looked into their faces.
“I doubt, gentlemen, that it was necessary to call you.” His former lightness and assurance were absent.
“Surely I can control the White lepers as I have done for years, but we have received an arrogant document
from Elphinstone. Our having so many soldiers here seems to indicate to them that war is imminent.” He achieved
a winsome smile. “Elphinstone wants to know why the army is here. What can I tell him?” He paused, then added,
“God knows what will happen!” Pátwardhan, one of the most powerful nobles, straightened up.
“If the document warranted calling us here, it’s worth reading it to us. Let’s hear it.”
Shrimant read it. Elphinstone demanded that the Ruler show cause why hostilities should not begin since
Shrimant’s government had not made trade safe, had not lived up to the numerous terms of the last treaty, and on
the pretext of the Dussera festival had called together an unwarranted number of soldiers. Did this mean war? The
British want peace …
“Peace!” shouted General Gokhale, a veteran of many campaigns. “Cursed hypocrites! Not peace!
Submission!” Shrimant folded the document, concluding,
“In short, they want to take over our government.”
“You knew all along they were only waiting for a provocation!” said Patwardhan.
He was in his late twenties, tall and well-built, and fair as an almond. The tops of his ears were heavy with
pearl ornaments.
“Why were the troops called from all parts of the kingdom if war was not to begin at once?”
Moro Diksheet moved uneasily. It was he as Commander of the Army who had called the forces to Pune.
Shrimant replied to Patwardhan.
“What’s done is done. We’ve always celebrated Dussera—we must carry it through with verve.”
“Elphinstone will not be put off,” Patwardhan broke into a shout. “We have called the army to fight! Dussera
celebration is, this year, in our minds, merely an excuse to assemble forces to begin a war in which we shall drive
these exploiters into the sea! I brought a thousand troops here for the opening battle and will bring eight thousand
more in a few days because we know that the White lepers will soon bring their army from Bombay! What I want
to know is, will Gokhale make decisions, or Shrimant? If Shrimant is the Commander, sounding the trumpet will
wait upon his whim, and we will find the enemy coming in by the back door of the Palace while our Ruler, in all
his trappings, is going through the main Gateway. Let us start the war today! Elphinstone is not a fool! He wants
the initiative.” Chintamani Shastri broke in.
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“Even a proud man has a soft spot. A well-placed gift, honors for Elphinstone today—these will have their
effect.” Shrimant, ignoring Chintamani Shastri, addressed Patwardhan.
“Shall I then surrender to the British this afternoon? Is that your desire? To give up our kingdom? Did our fore fathers die for this? If that is God’s will, that we should surrender and live in ignominy, Patwardhan, you may go
to Elphistone and surrender now! Let him put the manacles on your hands, not mine!”
Shrimant arose and strode toward the door. Vinayak Shastri reached it first and stood with his back to it,
holding out his joined palms to the Ruler.
“No, no! We do not give up our freedom! Shrimant, Ruler, in God’s name take your seat on the throne of Pune
Cushion! Your father and you yourself disgraced us by taking foreign aid in return for territory. It is your duty to
reclaim his name and your own!” The Chamberlain placed a hand on Shrimant’s shoulder and addressed those in
the room.
“Is this the destiny God intended for the Marathas who once ruled as far as the Hindu Kush? Answer me,
brothers; do we place our turbans on Shrimant’s feet or on the feet of the White-lepers?” Vinayak Shastri led
Shrimant to the throne of the Marathas.
“We must explain our armies’ presence to Elphinstone, but can we convince him?” asked General Gokhale,
ablest of Pune warriors, born into a priestly family as were most of those present. “Have we not exchanged
diplomatic promises with them before which neither they nor we expected to keep?” Patwardhan raised one hand
to interpose, good sense having prevailed in him.
“Our Ruler should himself bring Elphinstone on a royal elephant to the Dussera celebration. The following day
we can drive them out of Khadki and demolish them.”
“Agreed, agreed!” answered a chorus of voices.
One by one the men rose and went out. The High Priest: and Vinayak Shastri left together. Outside,
Chintamani Shastri: tilted his head toward the river where the Residency of Elphinstone stood.
“A magnificent gift must be presented. Shall it be a garland of flowers—pure gold, you know, not British
adulterated gold; a few diamonds? There is such a garland in the treasury. I saw it yesterday. It would be help ful
to friendship.”
“You are a better judge of those things than I am,” Vinayak Shastri replied as they parted.
*
Shrimant, as soon as he left the audience chamber, dispatched an aide to inform Elphinstone that he, the Ruler
of the Marathas, would make an official call; in fact he was already in the act of mounting Jaywant, his elephant.
An hour later, with royal dignity, Jaywant entered the driveway of the English Residency. Behind the
renaissance-style house, through the shrubbery, one could glimpse the wide and shallow Mula river.
Jaywant knelt at the foot of the low stone terrace. Shrimant dismounted from the silver howdah and entered the
Residency, followed by a gentleman-in-waiting. A butler received him rather unceremoniously and motioned him
to a chair. Unused to such discourtesy the Ruler’s anger began to mount, and as the minutes lengthened into half
an hour with no sign of Elphinstone, he speculated on how this insolence should be met. Had there been sufficient
forces in Pune he would have left peremptorily and ordered an immediate attack on Elphinstone’s house.
Shrimant glanced ruefully at the sandalwood casket which his gentleman held, and at that moment Mountstuart
Elphinstone entered at the far end of the room, nodded indifferently to the Ruler and sat down at a heavily carved
black-wood table. Elphinstone’s cravat was loose, as though he had purposely untied it to show that he owed no
civility to the Ruler of the Marathas. His long thin neck and cold blue eyes reminded Shrimant of a vulture. The
Ruler regretted having worn a gold brocaded coat, and having respectfully left his shoes outside. He even
regretted the whole of his life in which he had placated these White lepers. He wished that his ancestors, decades
ago, had expelled from the Maratha lands the first Englishman who had come there instead of being hospitable to
him. An old saw came to mind as he crossed the room,
“The crow a cat did house, and thence did die.”
But when he reached the table, Shrimant joined his palms and bowed. With the aplomb born of generations of
culture, Shrimant said smoothly,
“Will the representative of the White King across the seas honor us by being present at the celebration of
Dussera this afternoon? This year is to be unusually notable as it marks a turning point in the relations between us
and the English. I am calling landowners from far distant places to lay out new policies so that trade between
Pune and the English may prosper as it never has before.”
Shrimant took the casket from his gentleman-in-waiting, flipped off the cover, and presented the open box to
Elphinstone. A glorious sapphire more than an inch long, cut into an octahedron, sparkled in the sunshine
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streaming in the Residency’s windows. Elphinstone stood up stiffly with a slight movement of his lips—the most
he would allow himself by way of a smile. But he could not conceal his satisfaction when he gave the gem into
the hands of his aide.
Elphinstone was not convinced of the sincerity of Shrimant’s profession. Yet, were it entirely insincere,
Elphinstone was at that hour surrounded by thousands of Maratha soldiers, and he could do nothing. His own
camp at Khadki, on the opposite bank of the river, four miles north, could be annihilated in an hour by Shrimant’s
hordes. He had two other battalions of eight hundred soldiers each—English troops at Bombay across a seven
thousand foot high mountain range, and Indian troops at Sirur, twenty miles northeast of Pune. He did not dare to
move one soldier from Sirur to Khadki for fear Shrimant would fall upon them. Moreover, his Indian force was
not to be trusted for they were mercenary troops, rag-tag and bob-tail, who fought for whoever paid them most.
Knowing he was caught in this trap, Elphinstone managed to smile urbanely, and said he was honored by the
invitation to the Dussera celebration.
Shrimant understood it all, and breathing easily for the moment, departed.
*
Dussera was a spectacle such as only a king can present. The guests of Shrimant and his ministers, the nobility,
and the citizenry assembled south of Hirabagh, the Garden of Diamonds, where Shrimant had a summer palace.
Elphinstone sat alone with the Ruler of the Marathas in Jaywant’s silver howdah.
A plain between two streams was the exhibition field. The first event took place under an acacia tree close by
the guests of honor. Moro Diksheet placed Shrimant’s sword on a prepared dais underneath this tree. Gokhale,
representing the Ruler, stood before it while Chintamani Shastri dedicated the sword as had been done for untold
years. Then Gokhale held it aloft, dipping it to the east, north, west, and south, imploring God to give his ruler
victory in all corners of the earth. An ancient ceremony, Shrimant explained to Elphinstone, merely a formula.
Immediately after a salute of a hundred and one guns, there was a procession of hundreds of bullocks, the work
beasts of Pune, their horns and hoofs covered with gold and silver leaf, or painted shining red, and their necks
garlanded with marigold flowers and beads. Carriage-horses followed in well-polished harnesses. Decorated with
flowers and led by their drivers, they pulled freshly painted vehicles. Cavalrymen led their horses, ten thousand of
them with saddles and bridles freshly polished. There were wrestling bears and an elephant fight, jousting matches
between horsemen, and matches between wrestling champions. A parade of mounted guns was followed by target
shooting, and precision formations by a selected body of horsemen. In the lull which followed the crowds of
citizens began to grow restless, but since the guests of honor made no move to leave, they waited.
Suddenly there was a loud blast from trumpets in the distance and all heads turned toward the sound. The
pounding of thousands of horses hooves was heard from the direction of Parvati hill, a quarter mile away. From
around the spur of the Hill a mass of horses thundered at breakneck speed. Onward they came in solid formation.
Women screamed as the horses rushed straight toward the spectators.
The terrifying host came nearer and nearer, straight toward Shrimant’s elephant. Elphinstone grasped the
railing of the howdah and his face grew pale; his knuckles whitened as he clung to the howdah. Even the horses of
Shrimant’s Guard drew back, rearing and snorting. Then, without a perceptible signal, within twenty-five feet of
Jaywant, the whole onrushing battalion drew up sharply and instantaneously wheeled to the west.
“Good God!” exclaimed the terrified Englishman, fully aware of what would have happened if the spectacular
maneuver had failed. He released his clutch on the howdah as the horses galloped out of sight, and faced
Shrimant. In his terror he forgot to speak in Marathi and exclaimed in English,
“Devilish fine horsemanship!”
2
As the sun began to go down, Vinayak Shastri’s wife, Sarja Bai, prepared herself for the holy task of bringing
light to the darkening world. She bathed, dressed in a fresh magenta silken sari and combed her hair, fastening the
knot at the nape of her neck with the one gold hairpin which she allowed herself.
In the kitchen she took an ember from the fire and lighted the wicks of a finely chased brass lamp standing a
foot and a half high before the niche holding the images representing God’s characteristics, his incarnations. Sarja
Bai bowed, brought her palms together and whispered:
Light brings welfare;
It destroys Enmity, Evil, Darkness;
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Light destroys Misunderstanding.

She bowed again.
God, lead me from Darkness to Light,
From Falsehood to Truth,
From Death to Immortality.

She lighted a smaller lamp, and holding it reverently in both hands, mounted the stairs. On the top step she
paused, her look singling out each member of her family. She sighed with content, her heart encompassing them,
and her look rested on Ganapat, her eldest, home from his travels, too ill to do more than join his hands to honor
the light. She heard the enemy’s bugle in the distance, and her contentment was lost in sorrow. Then she checked
herself, smiled at her husband, thinking
“He does not mistrust God. Why should I?”
Her young children arose and bowed to the light. In unison with their father they said the words of salvation
which their mother had already repeated, closing with the petition:
God, lead me from Darkness to Light;
From Falsehood to Truth!

“Bapu, what does darkness mean?” Vinayak Shastri asked his ten year old son.
“Ignorance; without understanding, my father.”
“And light?”
“Knowledge.”
Ramkrishna, who was eight years old, leaned forward, his eyes bright. They were blue eyes like his father’s,
not brown like his mother’s. He smiled a clear, transparent smile.
“Will I understand things when I’m grown?” he asked in simple wonder.
“If you seek, you will comprehend,” Vinayak Shastri assured him.
While Sarja Bai served dinner she thought of nothing but her sick son. Ganapat’s body had never been strong
enough for his spirit. She had always thought he should not have spent as many hours with his teachers as his
father had allowed. She herself had done everything she could to make him robust. She had sought help from
doctors and old women. She had rubbed his body with tiger’s fat year after year, and had given him more goat’s
milk and dried dates, oranges and papaya than she gave to the others. She did not quite know how, but he had
grown up, finished his studies, and had gone with his father’s pupil-and-disciple, Anant Rao Dongre, on a long
journey to see the world. She had not approved, but as the entire family sided with Ganapat, she had been forced
to agree, and now this was the result. Who knew how ill he was! She looked longingly into his face and
murmured,
“Why did you stay away so long?” Anant Rao replied for him, addressing Vinayak Shastri.
“He became ill as we left Ujjain. We came to the Tapti river, and stayed one night with your friend there. The
river was in flood, there was no ferryboat, and Ganu was in so great a hurry that he refused to wait until the
current diminished. The horses swam and we walked through. The water was up to our armpits. A cold wind was
blowing. We had no dry clothes. A fever came on Ganu that evening, and his chest began to ache. You know, he
was always like that. After that he coughed more. I had wanted to come home months earlier, but he said, ‘Anant,
I shall have a short life; I must see Ujjam now.’ He was determined to go there.” Anant Rao paused for breath, and
went on more slowly.
“We saw the mark where the first meridian passes, and many wonderful things. When we heard that
Ahmednagar was lost to the White Ones, we started for home. Ganapat had agreed to rest at the Bhiday house, but
the pennant of the enemy was flying over the rampart. The foreigners were on guard and he refused to wait.
Honored master, I did not know what to do. Then the Bhidays, your cousins, told me to bring him here, and we
have come.” He turned up the palms of his hands disconsolately.
“You did well, my disciple! What had to be has come to pass. We are in God’s hands whatever may happen.”
After a time Ganapat fell asleep, and Vinayak Shastri drew Anant Rao aside.
“Tell us what you saw on this journey, and about our cousins.” Anant Rao, glad that he was not blamed for
Ganapat’s illness, began eagerly.
“Cousin Bhiday is in good health. He sent you his greetings.”
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“What is the state of the country you came through?”
“Everywhere they say the agents of Shrimant, our Ruler, ride until their horses fall under them, arousing the
people for war against the British. Thousands of soldiers are coming to Pune, filling back roads, skirting villages,
and no one informs the enemy. The British camped in Sirur, only twenty miles from here, and do not know what
is happening. No one tells them anything.” Anant Rao then asked about war preparations in Pune.
“Who is the favored general?”
“Moro Diksheet will surely be replaced by Gokhale. Plans are not complete, however.” At that moment Sarja
Bai called her husband’s attention to Ganapat.
“See his restlessness!”
The sick boy, groaning, called her name in his sleep. Each time he moved his mother crooned to him,
massaging his thin arms and legs with her supple hands.
Ramkrishna who had gone out, returned bringing his uncles and the family physician. Bhiday Jahagirdar bent
over the bed and smiled at his sick nephew. Balwant, the youngest of the Bhiday brothers, laughed merrily to
cheer up the boy.
“What’s this?” he said, his round, fat body shaking with good natured chuckles. The doctor, without needing
even to touch Ganapat, said,
“The white ones call this disease a ‘wasting’.”
Sarja Bai watched the men turn away, go into the next room, and as men do, begin to discuss politics and
soldiers and generals and freedom, and God’s ways. Disappointment at their seeming lack of interest in the sick
boy mounted in her, and she dropped on her heels beside her son. Ganpat smiled confidently.
“I’ll soon be well again, Ayee.”
How she loved it when he, of all her children, called her Ayee—Mother—in that intimate voice! Her tears
began to flow, and her other children clung to one another, staring. They had never seen their mother cry like this.
Sarja Bai looked up at Anant Rao. He smiled, but his eyes were wet. He laid a strong hand on her.
“Ayee”—he, too, called her mother. “You must not be frightened!” His voice was strong and sure; slowly his
strength and assurance flowed into her. “God knows,” he whispered. Then the voice of her husband was speaking
in her ear.
“What is this! Ganapat’s mother crying like a child!” She wiped her face on the edge of her sari, and arising,
went down the stairs to the kitchen, where she scolded the servant for nothing at all. The servant saw the look in
her face and said gently,
“Mistress, if it is to be, he will get well, and if it is not to be, God still lives.”
Sarja Bai smiled, ashamed of her weakness. She sent the woman with cups of hot milk to the men, saying to
herself with a resigned sigh,
“Let them talk about the British if it interests them so much!” The physician and her brothers-in-law went
away after a little time, and she was glad to see them go.
From his home the doctor sent packets of herbs with instructions for administering. Sarja Bai was surprised to
see them because he had said so little about Ganapat when he was there. At three o’clock in the morning she
nudged Vinayak Shastn’s arm.
“He’s burning with fever.” Vinayak Shastri stood over the boy anxiously.
“Shall we call the White doctor? The one who comes to the palace to Venu Bai Sahib?” his wife asked
doubtfully, even though she knew what he would say. And he said it.
“What have we to do with the White doctor? No White-One shall ever lay hands on my children! Let the
Ruler’s wife call anyone! Our doctor has given medication.” He turned away from the disappointment in her face.
So Sarja Bai began to understand that no one had any hope for Ganapat. She alone would not admit that he was
beyond help.
*
That afternoon during a moment when Ganapat slept she stood on the verandah and saw Dr. Coats, the English
doctor for the soldiers, go into the apartment of the senior wife of Shrimant. Without thinking, Sarja Bai started
down the stairs. She would ask this doctor to see her son because the man’s quiet ways and kind face had given
her confidence whenever she had seen him.
Midway she paused, remembering that her husband had forbidden her to bring Dr. Coats into the house. Then
she clenched her fists and went on to the Bai Saheb’s apartment.
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Dr. Coats came back with her and they stood over Ganapat’s bed. The youth began to cough. During the spasm
blood burst from his mouth. Sarja Bai shrieked and Tai, who was beside her, ran to call a servant. Ganapat fell
back on his pillow, gasping,
“Don’t worry, Ayee! It happens often and when it is over, I feel much better.”
“He is very ill,” said Dr. Coats as he and Sarja Bai left the room after he had examined the boy. Sarja Bai, her
eyes full of tears, looked up at the doctor.
“Can’t you help him? You help the Bai Sahib.”
“This is different.” Dr. Coat’s voice was gentle. “I keep her from being more ill than she is.”
“Then you cannot help my boy?”
“God sometimes sees fit to work miracles, but when a man’s time has come, it has come.”
“His time has come?”
“Perhaps.”
After Dr. Coats had gone Sarja Bai sent her servant to his house with a basket of fruit, but his visit remained a
secret between her and Ganapat and Tai.
*
During the rest of the day she was sorry that against her husband’s wishes she had called the White doctor—
who had done nothing! How could her son die? Anyone ought to know better than to speak of death loudly. Even
thinking of it might hasten it.
She lay down while Ganapat slept and her thoughts went round and round, coming at last to the Ruler’s
children, all of whom had died in infancy. She remembered Shrimant’s sorrow and that of his wives as one after
another the small corpses were taken from their arms.
And then her thoughts went to the White foreigners and their children. She remembered having asked her
husband one night if he judged the souls of these people to be one with God. He had not answered her and she had
said,
“Are you sleeping?” Then he had taken her hand in his affectionately and had told her not to try to talk
philosophy, adding,
“Don’t compare the foreigners with us. How can greedy men like them be at one with God?”
She had kept silent then, but she was not satisfied with his reply. He, the head of her house, an acknowledged
spiritual leader, had shown the seed of dispute with him in her, the other half of her pair, with whom he offered
the oblations to God.
She smiled. She, simple housekeeping Sarja, had found a weakness in him! She had been a little pleased to see
weakness in her husband and loved him the more.
3
The night of November fourth was clear and cool. The streets were empty of people; only dogs were about
night errands and cats darted between houses. Visitors from villages, wrapped in their garments, slept close to the
buildings.
“This is the time to attack, my friend!” Vinayak Shastri stood in General Gokhale’s residence. “Victory is in
the air!” Gokhale did not meet his eyes, but after a moment’s hesitation said,
“We wait for Patwardhan’s troops. We need reserves. The enemy will bring up mercenary troops from Sirur.
British soldiers are on the way from Bombay, but we’ve plenty of time. They have to cross the mountains. We
must make a surprise attack.” He paused and in a low voice added,
“I’ve never been afraid of defeat before.” Vinayak Shastri peered into Gokhale’s face.
“What do you fear? You have funds for the army.”
“Shrimant put fifty million rupees at my disposal, and I have twenty-six thousand men. But I can’t make a
surprise attack. Too many traitors—Moro Diksheet and Ford, you know.”
Vinayak Shastri's gaze wandered over the drawings of gods on the walls. Then he turned abruptly to Gokhale.
“Moro Diksheet is not a traitor although Ford is his friend! We all have had acquaintance among the enemy
ever since that Englishman, Mostyn, was sent here twenty years ago. You know that. Supposedly to further trade
with us but actually to weaken us from within, because they could not defeat us.”
“Their own General Wellington said you could not be defeated on the battlefield.”
“God’s guidance,” said Gokhale by way of explaining his ability, and went on. “Ford is shrewd; he will find
out from Moro when we plan to attack.”
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“Let’s go to Moro now. Why wait for Patwardhan’s troops to begin the war? They can be used in the next
battle.”
At Moro Diksheet's house they found him helping his aged father. Vinayak Shastri helped him and then they
joined Gokhale. The three sat down on thick mats on the floor. Moro Diksheet offered his visitors cardamom
seeds in a silver bowl. They split the white shells and tossed the fragrant black seeds into their mouths. Finally,
Diksheet asked why they had come. Vinayak Shastri said,
“We have come to learn what Ford will do when we go to battle. He has been paid handsomely to train
Shrimant’s personal battery. He is your sworn brother. Will he lead the battery against his own people as he once
agreed in writing to do?”
“Will he betray his salt?” Diksheet replied hotly. “We pay him.” Gokhale leaned forward.
“Not everyone is sure of you, Moro. You are the only one among us who has a White-One as a sworn brother.”
Diksheet went instantly to touch Gokhale’s feet, exclaiming,
“Allow me to lead the first charge! If I die, I die, but prove my loyalty I will!” Satisfied, Vinayak Shastri
pressed Moro Diksheet’s shoulders.
“God help you!’ he murmured and added, “But what will Ford do?”
“I will bring Ford to you. In your presence I will ask him what he will do.”
“Bring him to the shrine in front of the Great Gateway, now. Let him pledge his loyalty.”
*
At the foot of the rise of ground on which the Palace Rampart stood the shrine gleamed white in the brilliant
starlighted night. As Vinayak Shastri and Gokhale approached, the heavy scent of tuberoses and champa flowers
floated toward them. One tiny flame burning in the shrine threw shadows around its marble image. The two men
sat down on the stone steps and waited for Moro Diksheet and Ford.
After some time they came around the corner of the Rampart. Vinayak Shastri put the question
straightforwardly to Ford,
“Do you fight with your sworn brother, Diksheet, or do you fight with your blood brothers?”
Ford took out his snuffbox and Moro Diksheet watched each move of his hands and each flicker of his eyes.
Vinayak Shastri continued,
“You signed on your oath that you would fight with us anywhere, against anyone, and you have been paid huge
sums for training our troops. We expect you to keep your oath, but tonight we must know from your own lips
what you intend.”
“If you stand by our friendship, Ford,” urged Diksheet, “I promise you and your family safety and Dr. Coats as
well. We will do this if you trust yourself to us.”
“It is not ‘trusting yourself to us’,” interposed Gokhale. “You swore that you would fight with us. Do you keep
your oath or not?”
Ford did not speak, only opened and shut his snuff box. Vinayak Shastri suddenly realized that Ford was so
enamored of his popularity with both the Indians and the British that it might be beyond his ability to choose.
Among the Indians he was a curiosity, since Englishmen with whom Pune had speech were few. Among the
English his allure lay in his knowledge of the mysterious brown people for whose wealth he and his friends had
left England. Perhaps until now, thought Vinayak Shastri, Ford has lived with such headlessness that he has never
imagined he would ever have to choose.
Ford knew full well that he was considered a spy by Moro Diksheet’s friends. He snapped the small box shut,
saying instead,
“How can I desert my own people for … for …”
“Desert your own for what?” Vinayak Shastri demanded. Ford threw back his head, his eyes flashing.
“Should I, a Briton, be afraid of a damned heathen?” He turned quickly to get away, but Diksheet seized him
by the arm.
“Ford, after our long friendship you call me a heathen as your roughest soldiers do!” Ford laughed nervously.
“I was only quoting our soldiers.” Vinayak Shastri pressed him.
“So you choose your own?”
“At least let us both pledge to be neutral,” begged Diksheet. “Neither of us will take part in the fighting.”
“Neutral!” laughed Ford. “A Briton, neutral! God forbid!” He swelled out his chest. “If you should die, Moro, I
swear I will care for your family. Is that enough?” Moro Diksheet's face brightened, his own large goodness
clinging to the little goodness in Ford.
“I, too, swear to care or your family if you should die. Let us swear it before God.”
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“I’ll do anything you damn please!” With a flourish Ford dropped his snuffbox into his pocket.
“So you betray your salt!” said Vinayak Shastri. Moro Diksheet spoke sadly.
“Honored Shastri, witness this last act of our friendship before this war begins.”
Vinayak Shastri stepped to the door of the shrine, rang the bell, prostrated himself, and standing erect, joined
his palms. The others did likewise, even Ford. Gokhale addressed Ford and Diksheet.
“Say now what you have to say to each other.” Each pledged his word that he would care for the other’s family
if either should die.
*
When Ford had gone, Vinayak Shastri faced Diksheet.
“Since your sworn brother has made this choice, it behooves you to fight twice as bravely tomorrow to save
your reputation.” Moro Diksheet touched Vinayak Shastri’s feet and went away, his shoulders drooping. Watching
Diksheet sadly, Vinayak Shastri said,
“How strange of him to have had Ford for a friend.” Gokhale nodded.
“I’ve heard that when they were out on maneuvers Diksheet was injured. Ford called up a litter and had him
cared for by his own servant. Diksheet never forgot it. That’s how their friendship began, people say.”
General Gokhale and the Chamberlain turned toward the Palace Rampart where they met the drummer on his
way to announce the dawn of the fifth of November 1816. The great doors of the Rampart suddenly swung open.
Caparisoned trotting bullocks, their hooves dainty enough to be held in a lady’s hand, dashed out, drawing
covered carts with silken curtains. Down the ramp they went and turned toward Parvati Hill.
“The Bai Sahibs … the Ruler’s wives,” murmured an attendant. “Going to the temple. People say the war will
begin today.”
“Shrimant’s wives afraid!” Gokhale shook his head ruefully. “Not a good omen.”
Beyond the gateway, Pune city was wakening as she had awakened for a thousand years—smoke rising from
kitchen fires, women’s voices singing to the rhythm of the grinding-stones, creaking ropes letting buckets down
into wells. A herd of-buffaloes marched to the river for their morning roll in the water.
In the palace the royal treasure was gathered into a hall—silver and gold dishes for state dinners, Jaywant’s
silver howdah, the silver swing from the Bai Sahibs’ apartments, coffers of jewels and coins, chests of valuable
clothing, Shrimant’s library, and records of the Marathas. Vinayak Shastri checked the list a servant handed him,
then watched the doors and window-shutters being sealed. He hung all the keys on a silver chain around his waist
under his long coat.
At two o’clock in the afternoon Shrimant rode a galloping horse out of the gateway and took the road west. At
the foot of Parvati Hill his aides awaited him. As he dismounted, Gokhale, who had already arrived there, placed
his turban on the Ruler’s feet in a gesture of loyalty, formally requesting permission to begin the battle. Shrimant
gave it, concluding gravely,
“May the valor and merit of our first ruler save you all.”
The generals mounted their horses and rode away, Moro Diksheet leaping ahead of the others. Shrimant rode
up the broad steps, half a mile to the top of Parvati where his wives had taken shelter in the temple. Yes, he had
given the signal. Regretfully. He had known for years that he could not accomplish what his predecessors for
three generations had found impossible. No one could withstand the life-current which had brought over the seas
shoals of ferocious professional soldiers with unlimited supplies, who swept on regardless of Indian rules of war.
Driven mad by their lust for loot, destroying crops in the fields, Calcutta and Madras had fallen before them.
In the west Maratha forts protecting the harbors had been battered down with guns more powerful than the
Indians could construct. Shrimant, the Ruler, knew the weakness of his people before this onslaught, and by using
his wits he had saved what he could, backing up inch by inch, conceding the smallest bits of territory to postpone
the evil day. He had made promises to the enemy and withdrawn the promises, retired, advanced. As best he could
he had restrained his over-courageous generals who refused to acknowledge their helplessness.
Now they had badgered him into war, taunting him as a weakling and worse. He had been pushed into allow ing them to die rather than surrender Pune willingly.
Perhaps they were right. Even Vinayak Shastri thought it better to die than to give up. But was it so? Whatever,
the die was cast; he had sounded the trumpet.
*
Back in the Residency, Elphinstone burned the state papers telling of British intrigues, a record of twenty years
of cunning to conquer Pune without war. As Gokhale’s infantry surrounded the house, Elphinstone escaped
through a rear window. Fire set by the Marathas soon destroyed the building.
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On the plain near Parvati, Moro Diksheet took command of a body of horse and laid it at full speed
straightway toward Khadki. Waving his sword, he cheered his men into a mad gallop. As he came within range of
the English batteries, Ford opened heavy fire on the Marathas.
So Moro Diksheet fell, the first Pune warrior to give his life in the struggle. Plunging horses ground his body
into the dust. To this day it is not known whether Ford was aware that his friend died at his hand.
From Parvati Hill, Shrimant and his wives saw Diksheet fall and Gokhale follow with a charge of six thousand
horses, the Golden Banner of the Marathas flying at the battalion’s head. As they charged across the plain, the
staff of the banner snapped and as it fell to the ground, Gokhale’s horse was shot from under him. Shrimant’s eyes
overflowed with tears and he gasped in distress.
“God still lives!” his most beloved wife said to him softly.
The troops went on undaunted. The battle raged all afternoon, until General Apte and General Vinchorkar who
had replaced the unhorsed Gokhale who had managed to escape death, led the Marathas in the final push to the
village of Khadki and demolished it.
As darkness fell the Maratha generals, elated over their victory, drew off their soldiers. Two thousand wounded
and dead lay on the battlefield. The living, carrying torches, searched for the fallen. Moro Diksheet’s lieutenants
bore his crushed and shapeless body to the palace courtyard and Vinayak Shastri sent a messenger to the lost
leader’s family.
The dead general’s father and brothers came and the father put out his hand to lift the cloth from his son’s face,
but Vinayak Shastri held him back.
“Spare yourself, brother. It is over. He fought bravely and loyally. It is enough.” The old man said humbly,
“I thought that the high priest …”
“Chintamani Shastri? Of course, the high priest and none less than he should say the last prayers for this loyal
soldier,” Vinayak Shastri replied. A messenger was dispatched to bring Chintamani, but returned to report that in
front of the high priest’s house an Outlander woman sweeping the street, had said,
“He’s gone to his native village. I saw him leave, dressed in a Muslim woman’s cloak. It was a good disguise
because his paunch made him look pregnant!” The father looked at Vinayak Shastri expectantly.
“Would you …?”
“I will; it is I who am honored.”
Moro Diksheet’s brother took up the pot of coals for kindling the pyre, soldiers lifted up the bier, and the
procession moved out of the Rampart.
While those who had died in winning the day’s victory were being quietly cremated on the battlefield, in the
city musicians were leading the gala victory procession through the streets. To the rhythm of cymbals, men and
boys danced when the crowd paused before temples to give thanks to God. Effigies of Gokhale and Shrimant,
Apte and Vinchorkar and Diksheet were garlanded. Victorious Pune slept soundly that night.
In the Palace Rampart, Vinayak Shastri, having his bath after the funeral of Moro Diksheet, opened a window
and listened. It was again dawn. After the drum notes from atop the Gateway, a beggar outside lifted his voice and
sang:
There is no other shelter;
You alone are my helper;
So, out of mercy, O Lord of the Earth,
Protect me!
You are my Mother, my Father,
My Brother, my Wealth, my Learning—
Everything you are to me,
Lord of the Earth!

From a kitchen nearby came a woman’s high voice singing in accompaniment to her grinding stones,
‘O Lord! Woe is me!’ sang the Queen,
‘Today my kingdom falls! O Lord!’ …
BEFORE 1906
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263.12 An Account Of My Life And My Home-Making\fn{by Manntaraveetil Lakshmy Amma (before 1906- )} Kerala
State, India (F) 5
My ancestral home is in Vettatunad, in the Ponnani taluk of British Malabar. Though I was born in a
matrilineal family, the system followed in my family since old times may be said to be somewhat like
patrilineality. In our family, women live with their husbands, usually, and only those who are unfortunate to lose
them early return to live in their own home.\fn{ Note: The author seems very keen to indicate that her family does not practice
polyandry or widow-remarriage frowned upon by Nair reformism, which was committed to “sexual discipline” } Our taravad\fn{Joint
family, also indicative of a common homestead } is endowed with all the rank and honor that a Nair family could possibly
claim, and besides, we have properties that yield above 5000 rupees a year, after all expenses. By the grace of
God, our taravad is known in the locality never to have produced too many heirs with no virtue.
However, Nairs who do well enough to rise above poverty usually go crazy over jati-pride and rank, and
decide that they will have none but Brahmins and kings for sambandham.\fn{Note: Refers to the sanctioned sexual
relations among the matrilineal caste, which lingered well into the mid-twentieth century. In sambandham, the woman was not transferred
to the husband’s property/kin group, and the children of the union belonged to the mother’s family, even when women did live with their
husbands along with the children of the union. The woman often never left her natal home, nor did the husband gain full sexual or material
rights over her. As implied here, sambandham often implied hypergamy, [the act or practice of marrying a spouse of higher caste or status
than oneself:W]} All the men and women are toiling in right earnest to become ejamananmar\fn{Landlords} and
netyarammamar and kunhammamar\fn{Both titles indicate high status acquired through hypergamy, as wives of men of royal or
aristocratic lineages}, and making additions in deeds granting kanam, pattam or panayam\fn{All different sorts of
tenancies} to keezhdudiyanmar\fn{Under-tenants ] that indicates high rank and status—so that their positions as

aristocrats or landlords are assured.' I would like to reveal, sorrowfully or happily, that not even an infant in
our taravad has had the singular fortune of securing this easily attained and valuable source of wealth.
Besides, even the neighbors are aggrieved that merciless God has not blessed even a single lad in our family
with a job of at least a guard in the amsham\fn{Sub-division of a taluk}, which would have been quite enough for
him to be widely known as a lucky fellow! Furthermore, a scandal of a long duration that is still talked about is
that members of the Manntara family whisper two mantras into the ears of their infants right on the day they are
named: “reduce your expenses” and “increase your income”.
Moreover, disapprobation of us for being buffoons who unnecessarily pour out money like water to educate
our children, who would regardless have “to clear the wild growth, till the land and scrub the pots” is not
entirely absent. Whatever anyone might say, the women and men in our taravad have not yet abandoned the
habit of scrubbing pots, cutting bushes and ploughing the land once they become adults.
On reaching the age of sixty, it is common for senior men to give up tilling the land and hoeing the garden and to
live happily in their own homes with their wives. Those who do not have a wife would spend their time lounging in
the outhouses and dining at the taravad. It has also been decided that if there are women unfortunate enough not to
have husbands, the taravad should grant them a definite sum of money calculated to cover the expenses of clothing,
bathing oil, ornamentation and other personal needs. If women obtain any personal property from their husbands,
that accrues to the taravad after their deaths. After their studies are over the men are allowed to enter into
sambandham with a suitable woman of a well-disposed family of the same caste, with due respect to their own
wishes and the wishes of their parents and elders. They are assigned some lands from the taravad and a dwelling
place, and told to take a share of the income enough for their needs, entrusting the rest to the taravad. At any time,
a man well liked by most of the members of the taravad functions as general administrator, and the others live by
helping and obeying him. This is the system in our taravad.
Now, if I don’t say a little bit about the place where I live now, that is, my husband’s home, the readers
won’t be able to make sense when I talk about my everyday routine. But I shan’t take too long either.
My husband’s home is around six katams\fn{The equivalent of ten miles} north of our locality, in Ernad.
“Kottappurattu Kizhakkedattu” is their name. Their family and ours have been related to each other for a long
time. Though the two families are somewhat similar in rank, honor, wealth and in mode of management,
recently, some members have begun to get slightly crazy over English education and government jobs, and thus
there are one or two B.A. holders, who have got into suitable jobs. Some of the younger ones are also getting
higher education.
Seeing them do this, we too did likewise, sending two young ones from our family to study English. But
what happened was that Kuttikrishnan, the son of my elyamma\fn{Younger maternal aunt} fell ill soon after
passing the B.A. exam, and his younger brother, Sankarankutty, didn’t pass the Matriculation, even after four
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attempts. Therefore, our senior men-folk decided that it wouldn’t be safe to wander far beyond our ancestral
profession of farming, and the madness didn’t grow much worse.
The practice of introducing all children to letters at the age of five, and educating girls till the age of sixteen
and boys till they turn twenty has been the norm in our taravad since olden times. A scholarly and sensible
asan\fn{Teacher} is made to live with us for this purpose, and he is paid well.
My father too belonged to the above-mentioned Kizhakkedattu house. His name was Rarappunni Nair, and he
was well-liked and well known. But unfortunately, neither myself, my brother Appu nor sister Kalyanikutty could
enjoy his affections for very long; it is pointless to regret now. He passed away unexpectedly in the terrible
smallpox epidemic, which spread in the northern areas including Ernad and Valluvanad in 1059.\fn{1883-1884} He
was thirty-two at that time.
Some astrologers have said that his horoscope contained the dwitramshadyogam. Well, I have no clue
about what that is. It is world-famous that our Valiammaman\fn{Great-granduncle. In matrilineal families one’s
mother’s/grandmother’s brother, usually older brother, occupied the senior most position, and indeed had more control over one than
either the father or grandfather } who passed away in 1075\fn{ 1899-1900}, was a very famous master of astrology,
knowing all about the past, the present and the future. His sister, our muttassi\fn{Great-grandmother} who is still

with us, has told us many times that he would always say that he would die only after seeing a thousand full
moons, and it happened just like that—he passed away at the age of eighty-four. Until his death, he would stay
all prepared whenever there was a birth due in the family. Thus, on hearing the time at which my mother had
delivered her third child, he got up from his seat and, not uttering a word to anyone, walked some distance up
and down, his hand upon his head and sighing in between. I heard that he then retired to his room, saying:
“Sad indeed! What is fated cannot be stalled. Only the tall and healthy coconut tree will be struck by
lightning.”
Be that as it may, my father died the day after Kalyanikutty’s first birthday. I was five when acchan\fn
{Father} died and Appu, three. My mother was only twenty-seven. But as is the practice in our taravad, she did
not take another husband.
The scholar-Valiammaman, I mentioned earlier, was far fonder of my father than of any other person having a
sambandham in our family. He had a special soft spot for him. More so because mother is the daughter of his own
sister’s daughter. Because of all this, after the death of our father, he kept me and my brother Appu close to him,
and brought us up under his direct supervision. He was also particularly attentive to my mother’s needs and well
being.
My Valiammaman was the senior-most member in the taravad. In his youth, he had been very mindful of
learning. After being educated locally, he went away at the beginning of his youth without telling anyone,
traveling in distant lands for some ten or fifteen years, returning to become a great advaitin and an ascetic. Yet, as
is often seen among some of these types, he didn’t want solitude, didn’t cook for himself, didn’t practice bizarre
ascetic practices or meditation, and didn’t wear an ascetic’s garments. Common worldly people would not have
the kind of skill he had of being amiable to the world.
As I mentioned earlier, he usually sat in the upper-storey of the outhouse on the south side of the taravad.
Appu and I were his ever-present attendants. We also slept in his room at night. The grand old man would wake
unfailingly at four, at dawn. We would also be woken up then. Our faces washed, we would be made to repeat
the holy chants. We would also finish brushing our teeth and other ablutions before dawn. The teacher would
then come and call us to our lessons. We studied in the lower storey of that very outhouse, lessons going on till
about nine. Then Valiammaman would call us to bathe and pray. He didn’t fancy going out without us. After
prayers we would eat beside him, and then climb up to the upper storey of the outhouse. After lunch, the
teacher would call us again, and we would go downstairs to study.
Like this, we learnt to read and write quite well by the age of ten or twelve and gained some depth in Sanskrit
too. In mid-afternoon, Valiammaman himself would teach us a little bit of the kavyams, the natakams; he would
make us read Malayalam works like the Ramayanam, Bharatam, Bhagavatam Krishnagatha and so on, and
make us tell the meanings. He would read out sections which we could not manage with elegance and devotion,
and explain the meaning to us.
Though a great scholar in Sanskrit, he harbored great respect for and interest in Malayalam works. He found
the contempt displayed by some self-claimed Sanskrit pundits towards Malayalam works quite insufferable. He
thought Ezhuttachan’s\fn{Thunchaththu Ramanujan Ezhuthachan was an Indian poet from around the 16 th century. He is known as
“the father of the Malayalam language”—the principal language of the Indian state of Kerala:W } works to be most enlightening,
and Krishnagatha to be most entertaining. He would repeat at least ten times a day that “rooms without light,
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and minds without the Puranas are no good”. He was indeed the man who had seen the unseen sides of the arts
of curing children’s ailments and making antidotes for poisons. Many have been astounded by his tricks.
But for this, everything must be brought to him, under him, as he says. [Without this] even if the call came
from the palace of the Maharaja, he would not step out. He had said that an ascetic had taught these two subjects
to him. Though he tried to show us many of his special skills, it had only the effect of pouring water upon sand.
But even the simple things that he taught us stand us in good stead now.
I know not how to express my respect for and gratitude to him, now that I know through experience the
wisdom of the advice he gave me many times, that nothing is so important for a woman as the knowledge of cures
for children’s illnesses. Tears prick me, I shiver with feelings; they do not cease to stir me even today, as I
recollect the story of my childhood, which passed under the care and guidance of that great soul.
*
The days of my childhood passed thus, and were nearly over. My fortunes underwent a great change at my
eighteenth year. If the full fruition of a woman’s life lies in her obtaining a husband worthy of her in birth, form,
age, learning, wealth and so on, I have, indeed, reached the pinnacle of good fortune. For women who are
unfortunate by birth, what greater fortune can accrue, other than having someone to share with affection and trust
in all their thoughts and musings?
Suffice to say that from that day onwards, I attained the status of a home-maker. From then on, except for Onam
or any other special occasion, I don’t usually come to the home of my birth.
I’ve already described the ways in my husband’s taravad somewhat. He is the fifth among men there.\fn{I.e., fifth
oldest man in the taravad} At that time, he was twenty-seven years old. Though he isn’t very handsome—fair and
chubby like a poovan banana—he has a very pleasant face, medium complexion and a tall, strong, healthy body. He
had been studying for a B.A; but because of some incidental hitches, he couldn’t appear for the exam for some years,
and then the matter has lain like that ever since. But because of his remarkable intellect and diligence in reading
books, ordinary B.A holders daren’t say anything to him off-hand.
Though he holds the English in high regard for their industriousness, he does have some contempt for the crafty
tricks some of them play, and scorns some of our English-crazy young men who fall prey to these tricks and their
tomfoolery. For this reason, some such people aren’t shy of calling him “green-eyed” or “uncivilized”.
However, many cultured men well versed in English often visit us to listen to his sound and sober arguments
and enjoy his company, and stay on for a day or two. [He argues:]
“Is it not our foolishness that we imitate the Englishmen in certain matters in which differences in
situations and practices have been wrought by difference in community, religion and nationality? Is there a
single one among them who will imitate us in such things? We inhabit a country, which is a very hot part of
the world; it is bad for us to always wear hats and shirts like the white people who live in very cold areas.
Because white folk have only hats, shirts, socks, etc., and not clothes similar to ours, when they say
“dressing”, it refers to donning these garments. Since “dressing” seems to refer to wearing hats, shirts, etc.,
and not to our practice, even when we are well-dressed in our own manner, it is as if our clothes were not
clothes, and their garments alone would count as such. If this besotted condition which lets them get away
with such an interpretation is not idiocy, then what is it?
“In a land in which a great number of trees, plants and creepers provide us with leaves, flowers and roots that
nourish and strengthen our bodies, why waste money and energy to plant near the house, creepers and plants that
do not have any such use? Is it not more profitable and pleasurable to foster creepers like jasmines and flowering
plants like tulsi and rose, and plantains, brinjal plants, yams and other plants, and fruit-bearing creepers such as
bitter-gourd, snake-gourd, beans, pumpkin, etc., and trees like lemon, mango, pomegranate and so on, instead of
these?”
It is questions such as these that earn him the dislike of the sophisticated set. However, we live on one of the
agricultural properties owned by his taravad. Our house is a small one with a nalukettu\fn{Inner courtyard} and a
west-facing upper storey. The front compound is a rather spacious, even ground. It is a decent garden, filled with
coconut palms, mango trees, jackfruit trees, plants like plantain and brinjal and seasonal creepers like pumpkin,
and is always green and pretty with flowers and fruits of various sorts, with not a bit of land gone waste. Around it
there are fields rich in yield and sown three times a year.
The area of almost one or one and a half-square miles are under his supervision. He has also the necessary
labor and cattle and cows for its maintenance. Except for festive occasions like Onam and Vishu every day is a
working day. When I came here, a cook and a sweeper were the sole inhabitants. Once I came, I was given charge
of everything, the complete responsibility of domestic tasks, keeping things safe, locking up the valuables and so
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on. I could see that because he had to go out and concentrate on the farming, he was getting lax about other
things. So I had to be particularly alert about these.
Just my luck that in a short while, he began to be very pleased with my doings and ways, and trusted me well!
With this, I began to be even more vigilant about my tasks. Some four years passed thus, the tree of our
matrimony blossomed for the first time, and we had a little boy, the very essence of our mutual love. When he was
about three, merciful God once again caused a pleasing little vine to sprout, as the reflection of our affection for,
and trust in each other. The makam star in the coming month of Kumbham\fn{February-March} is her fifth birthday.
We live bathing all our five senses with ecstasy, at the sight of these two little ones.
*
Now, I shall stop after describing briefly my daily routine, which my dear friends may not savor much, though
it is extremely palatable to me.
My routine, which I got used to partly under my Valiammaman’s influence, and which I altered according to
my needs after my coming here, is like this: I wake up early at four, at dawn. At once, I ready the necessaries for
chewing betel leaves, place it on the betel plate, and come downstairs. Then I sweep the nalukettu, the eastern part
of the house, and the front veranda, and light a lamp towards the entrance of the nalukettu. Soon afterwards, I
wash my face and feet, and churn the curds singing my prayers in between. Then, I sweep the house, the front
compound, and plaster the verandas with cow-dung paste. After the curds are churned, I go to the kitchen, put out
last night’s pots and pans to be washed, sweep and plaster the floor. I wash one small pot by myself, and make some
gruel in it with pounded rice.
By then, it will be nearly six-thirty. By the time the gruel is done, he will be up and outside, gone off to send the
laborers to their work. He will then come into the nalukettu after his morning ablutions. There won’t be too many side
dishes to go with the gruel. I fry and store for five or six days whatever tasty tubers we have around the season—
plantains, jackfruit, yams. That will usually do. And then, maybe, two toasted pappadams and tender mango pickle. He
can’t do without freshly churned butter too. When he eats, he must have Kuttikrishnan and Kalyanikutty on his two
sides—otherwise he won't be at ease.
By the time he finishes the gruel and washes his hands, I will be upstairs, readying the betel leaves—I would keep
one in the hand, to be chewed then and the rest to be taken to the fields, I put in the madichellam\fn{Box, tied around the
waist}. After chewing betel-leaves, he takes his olakkuda,\fn{Cadjan-leaf umbrella} puts on his slippers and goes out. On
his way out of the nalukettu he never fails to throw back a quick glance. I don’t have to tell you that I’ve to stand in the
nalukettu, ready, so that the glance could be aimed only at my face.
By now, it would be almost seven or seven-thirty. Then my job is to chop everything necessary for lunch. The
side dishes are all prepared from whatever grows in our garden. Usually, there will be one sour side dish, and two
non-sour ones. There must be sambar and mulakushyam, or kalan, olan, mezhukupuratti.\fn{All typically Malayalee
dishes that go with rice } Chukkuvellam\fn{Spiced warm water} is a must too. I have to keep a special eye on these two.
Then, a measure of good, ripened rice, washed well, without stones and grains of paddy, cooked not too soft, not
too hard—just right—and that would be perfect! We can’t also do without pickles, freshly churned buttermilk and
cleaned salt. That’s the spread for lunch.
Once all the items for cooking lunch are ready, I go and take a bath and start to milk the cows. We always have
four or five cows to milk. Sometimes, there will be buffaloes to milk also. But that’s just too much to handle and so
the servant does it.
By then it would be nearly eleven o’clock. He will have returned from the fields by then. I will be present on
the veranda, ready with a mug of water to wash his feet, and betel leaves for him to chew. He rests a bit after
washing his feet, chewing the betel leaves, and brushing his teeth, and in between, he tells me all about the
servants that day, how many men, women and children were out that day, and how they were working. When he
is done with brushing his teeth, he goes for his bath, and in that time, I would have measured out the
valli\fn{Wages in kind} for the laborers, and left it in separate heaps on the floor of the front room. He doesn’t take
much time to bathe. When he returned, Kuttikrishnan and Kalyanikutty will be ready with fresh clothes,
bhasmanm\fn{Sacred ashes}, sandal paste and a mirror, and they will be hurrying him, drooling over the prospect
of lunch!
In the meanwhile I will have set out the plantain leaves\fn{ These were used as serving plates, and are still used in
ceremonial feasts} and the wooden seats in the nalukettu. The leaves should never be less than three! Though we
have a cook to serve the dishes, he and the children aren’t comfortable if they don’t get some tidbits from my
hands. That’s because, they claim, if the side dishes aren’t very tasty, it wouldn’t feel so bad if I served them!
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Ripe plantains are usually plentiful because we grow so many of them. However, he doesn’t like to have them
regularly for lunch. But on some summer days when I see that he is worn out a bit more from the sun, I place
two well-ripened, de-skinned padatti\fn{Ernadan plantains} upon his leaf just as he is about to finish lunch. There
is a look that he gives me then, all mixed with a smile. As that is such limitless reward to all my labours, I never
miss a single chance to reap that profit.
After lunch, he usually walks for about half an hour inside the nalukettu, repeating holy chants. I eat my lunch
in that interval. Then we go up to the talam\fn{A room that is open on one side at least } upstairs, chew betel leaves, and
rest awhile, lying down and enjoying Kuttikrishnan’s and Kalyanikutty’s jokes.
Then it will be nearly two. The children go off to the school, like they do in the mornings. He too will set off
for the fields with umbrella, betel leaves and slippers. I go with him some distance, and then come back to sit in
the talam to read the Puranas for a while, not letting slip what Valiyammaman had inculcated in me. The
Ramayanam and the Rhagavatam, I read every day.
On the days he doesn’t have to go to the fields, he joins me. Some days, he will be lost in devotion; that day
the Bhagavatam will be read. Sometimes it will be all reasoning, and that day the topic would most definitely
be the Ramayanam. And if erudition takes precedence on some days, those days will be for the Bharatam or the
Krishnagatha. But I brush the dust off the great ornaments bestowed to me by Valiammaman every day. He has
gained some understanding and being by nature very intelligent and endowed with taste, is able to grasp the
essence of poetry quite well.
After reading, preparations for dinner begin. I chop what is needed to be cooked for dinner, wipe and tidy up
things in the bedroom, clean all that needs cleaning, sweep and swab the floor, lay our the beds properly and open all
the windows, and go downstairs to see whether the nalukettu, the veranda and other rooms have been properly
swept. Then I ready the lamp to be lit in the evening, filling it with oil and making the wicks.
Afterwards, the cows that are to be milked in the evening are milked. I see whether the grass for the cows and the
calves has been readied, and get them tied properly after giving them gruel and oil cakes. Then it will be around five
thirty.
Again, as in the morning, I measure out the laborers’ wages and light the lamp after having a wash. He would
have returned from work by then. Except for Ekadashi and the new moon, he has an oil bath everyday. Let me
mention in between that during Ekadashi, he never fails to fast the whole day, keep awake at night, and read the
Bhagavatam. I go to wash myself only after getting together everything for the oil-bath in the bath house. He insists
on hot water for the oil-bath. Coming back from the fields, he washes his feet, changes his waistcloth, chews betel
leaves and walks for some time in the garden, asking the children about their lessons and teaching them a bit,
until the sweat dries. He then bathes, and spends some time reciting the sacred chants.
The time would be around eight o’clock. Then he has dinner, and walks for sometime afterwards, as he
does in the afternoon. I have my dinner in between. Then we go upstairs and spend our time in some literary
amusement, and go to bed by ten o’clock. I never sleep without him sleeping first.
This is what my homemaking is like.
272.144 The Cause Of a Lawsuit Between The Owl And The Kite: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant
(before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1\fn{ Alice Elizabeth Dracott (Simla Village
Tales: Or, Folktales from the Himalayas. London, John Murray, 1906) says in the preface to her anthology from which these tales were
abstracted: “All the tales were taken down in pencil, just as they were told, and as nearly as possible in the words of the narrators, who were
village women belonging to the agricultural class of Hindus in the Simla district.” Their varied length of narration, the fact that three people
were collecting them (the author, her husband and her sister, all of whom were fluent in Punjabi), and the variety of their subject matter and
expostulation, has led me to the conclusion that we have here to do with at the very least a large number of individual interviewed sources
(although to say more than this seems to be impossible, since, in conformity with many collections undertaken by Europeans at this time, it
was though unnecessary to credit any of these tales with the names of their individual informants). A.E.D. says further that her sister
“kindly undertook to complete, from the same sources where I had got them, my collection of folktales,” A.E.D. herself having been
“obliged to leave India suddenly owing to a nervous breakdown after the terrible earthquake which visited the Punjab in April 1905.” She is
not more specific, however; and in the apparently deliberate absence of more specific information—particularly when coupled with the
effusive praise she gives to the “beauty, wit and wisdom” of Himalayan folklore, delivered by “the honest rugged hill-folk of Northern
India” who “on cold winter nights … gather together to hear these oft-repeated tales—I have chosen to believe that the deliberate universal
omission of source credits was done at the request of the sources themselves for absolutely necessary reasons of privacy in a crowded
Indian village filled with largely illiterate people prone to use gossip as a weapon, and not some sort of predetermined racism on the part of
A.E.D., her husband, or her sister. “From their cradle under the shade of ancient deodars, beside the rocks, forests and streams of the
mighty Himalayan mountains, have I sought these tales to place them upon the great Bookshelf of the World” she concludes. All this has
led me to believe that each tale should be individually credited; and so I have done:H }
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The owl and the kite once went to law on these grounds.
The owl said that she was the oldest creature in the world, and that when the world was first made, she alone
existed.
The kite objected. He said that he flew in the air and lived in the trees.
To prove which was right they went to law, and the owl pleaded that, since there were no trees at the beginning
of the world, the kite was wrong in saying that he had lived in trees.
The Judge therefore decided in favor of the owl.
272.144b The Dead Man’s Ring: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
A young married woman one night listened to the jackals’ cry, and heard them say:
“Near the river lies a dead man; go and look on his finger and you will find a ring worth nine lakhs of rupees.”
She therefore rose and went to the riverside, not knowing that her husband secretly followed in her footsteps.
Arrived there, she found the dead man, but the ring was difficult to remove, so she drew it off with her teeth.
Her husband, who did not know she had understood and acted upon the cry of the jackals, was horrified, and
thought she was eating the flesh of the dead man; so he returned home, and when the morning came, took his wife
to her mother, and said:
“I have brought back your daughter, and refuse to live with her any longer, lest I come to some evil end.” He
gave no reason for having thus said, and returned to his home.
In the evening his wife sat sorrowfully in the garden of her father’s house, and the crows came to roost in the
peepul trees; and as they came, they said:
“In this place are buried four boxes containing hidden treasure: dig and find it, O my daughter.”
The young girl called her parents and told them the message of the crows. At first they laughed, but, after a
while, they dug as she directed, and found treasure which enriched the whole family.
The girl then explained the story of the dead man’s ring, and her husband gladly forgave her and received her
back.
272.145b The Real Mother: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
There was once a Rajah who had seven wives; six of these were rich and dwelt in his palace, but the seventh
was poor, and lived apart in a little mud hut by herself.
The Rajah had one great sorrow, and that was that he had no children. One day he went out to shikar\fn{Hunt}
and saw an old fakir lying fast asleep. He did not know that the fakir had been asleep for twelve years; so he
pressed his hands and feet, and the old man awoke. Seeing the Rajah sitting beside him, he thought he had been
attending him for twelve years, so he said:
“What is your wish, my son?” The Rajah said:
“I have no children. I want neither riches nor honor, but a son.” Then the old fakir gave him his staff, and said:
“Go to yonder mango tree and hit it twice, bring away any fruit which may fall to me.”
The first time the Rajah hit the tree only six mangoes fell, and the next time only one; these he carefully
carried to the old fakir, who told him to take them home, and give one each to the Ranis, and they would each
have a son.
So the Rajah returned to his palace, and gave them to his six Ranis, but quite forgot the poor Rani, who lived
apart by herself. The six Ranis did not believe what the old man said, so they just tasted the fruit and then threw it
away; but when the poor Rani heard what had happened, she told her servant to go and look in the drain for any
mangoes the others had thrown away, and bring them to her; so the servant brought them, and she carefully ate
every one. Three months afterwards she sent for an old nurse, or dhai, who told her that she would soon be a
mother.
The Rajah was passing by when he saw the old nurse coming out of the poor Rani’s hut, so he made enquiries;
and, when he heard the news, there were great rejoicings in the palace. This made the other six Ranis very angry
indeed, and they called the old dhai and told her that if, when the child was born, she would promise to kill it,
they would give her a great reward.
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When the day came the wicked old dhai who was in attendance on the Rani, said:
“Rani, I must blindfold your eyes.” The rani consented, and while thus blindfolded, became the mother of six
sons and one daughter.
As soon as they were born, the old dhai carried them outside and threw them into a hole in a potter’s field, and
there left them to die, while she told the Rani that she had given birth to a piece of iron! The poor Rani was
terribly disappointed, and so was the Rajah, but they submitted to what they thought was the will of God.
But the potter’s wife found the children, and as she was childless, she carried them home and looked well after
them, so that they all lived and grew. This came to the ears of the six Ranis, and they called the old dhai, and said:
“What is this we hear? You did not kill the children; they are alive and living in the house of the potter, but if
you listen to us and go and kill them, we shall give you all the jewels that we possess.”
So the wicked old woman made some sweet chappatis,\fn{Hand-cakes} and carried them to the well where the
children used to play every day. She found them there playing with their toy horse and toy parrot, cheap toys
made of clay by their foster-father, the potter, and they were soon tempted to eat her sweets. No sooner had they
done this, when all seven fell down and died.
The poor potter and his wife found them thus when they came to search for them some hours later; and,
although the woman wept, the man at once set out in search of the old fakir, and as soon as he found him he told
him what had happened. The old fakir cut his finger and drew some blood: this he gave to the potter, and said:
“Go quickly and sprinkle this on the children, and they will live.”
The potter did as he was told, and the children came to life again, and went to live with their foster-parents as
before. This also came to the ears of the six cruel Ranis, and they again called the old dhai and told her she must
make another attempt to kill the children.
This time she had some difficulty in persuading them to eat her sweets, for they remembered what had
happened before; but in the end she succeeded, and left them all lying dead on the ground as before. The poor
potter was quite broken-hearted, and again sought help of the old fakir. The old fakir said:
“Son, I cannot raise the children to life in the same way a second time, but bring them here to me.” So he
brought them, and the fakir said:
“Dig seven graves, and in the centre an eighth grave for me, and bury us all.”
This the potter did, and lo! after a time a mango tree sprang from the grave of each brother, a beautiful rose
from the grave of the sister, and a chumpa or very sweet-flowering tree from the grave of the old fakir.
*
One day the servants of the Rajah saw these trees, and, being struck with the beauty of the roses, went to
gather some; but as they stretched out their hands to do so, the bough raised itself beyond their reach and said:
“Brothers, may I let them gather roses?” And the brothers replied:
“Ask the old fakir.” So they asked him, and he said:
“None but thy mother may gather roses of thee.”
Much impressed by what had happened, the Rajah’s servants went and told him all they had heard and seen,
and forthwith he set out to see the trees. He too tried to gather flowers, but found he could not do so.
Then he remembered the old fakir and the seven mangoes, and sent at once for his six Ranis, to see if any of
them could gather the strange roses. Each tried in turn, and the tree said as before:
“Brothers, may I give roses to my mother?” The brothers replied:
“Ask the old fakir. But the answer was always the same:
“These are not to gather roses, they are for thy mother alone.”
On this the rajah sent for the poor, neglected Rani, who, as we know, was the real mother; and as soon as she
came, the rose branches spread themselves low on the ground, and she was soon covered with beautiful flowers.
When this happened the old fakir’s grave opened, and he came back to life, and brought the brothers and sisters
with him. He told the whole story of the six Ranis’ cruelty, and the old dhai’s wickedness to the Rajah, who
forthwith ordered them all to be killed, and lived happily ever after in his palace, with his seven children, and their
mother, the once poor, neglected Rani.
272.146 The Princess Soorthe: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) ½
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Two sisters, the daughters of a rajah, were betrothed to two princes, the eldest to a poor man with few
followers, the youngest to a rich man with many followers. About eight days before their marriage, the elder
called the younger and said:
“Sister, we shall not be long together, let me comb your hair for you beside the well.” But in her heart she was
jealous of her sister Soorthe, and had it in her mind to kill her, for she did not wish her to marry a rich man. Now
in the well were some frogs, so the elder sister said:
“Sister, do you see these frogs? The name of the rajah you are about to marry is Dhuddoo, or Frog, and you
think that he is a man, but he is, in reality, a frog.”
This so alarmed Soorthe that she wrote at once to the rajah to say she would not marry him, and he replied that
he accepted her letter and would marry elsewhere; but he was vexed at the letter, and took good care to come in a
grand procession which passed beneath the windows of the princess.
She did not know it was her former lover passing by, and asked which than in the procession was the rajah;
thus was it explained to her who he really was, and how her elder sister had deceived her, and as she caught sight
of him she foolishly thought he had come back for her; so she let herself down with ropes from her window: but
only to fall into the hands of some thieves, who took her away, and left her in the forest, where she was found by a
dhobie,\fn{Washerman} who sold her to a dancing girl.
This woman taught Soorthe to dance; and, hearing that a rajah in the vicinity was entertaining a guest, and
giving a feast and a nautch, the two set out.
This rajah was entertaining Soorthe’s father, although she did not know of it, and when he recognized his own
daughter, who had been brought up in strict purdah, dancing in public, like a common dancing girl, his wrath
knew no bounds.
He ordered her nose to be cut off forthwith, and had her turned out of the kingdom.
Thus do the innocent sometimes fall victims to the deceit of others, and thus do they follow in the footsteps of
evil associates.
272.147 The Snake’s Bride: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
There was once a Rajah, by name Bunsi Lall, who was charmed by a witch, turned into a snake, and lived
under ground, but he constantly wished to go above ground and see the world.
So one day he ran away and made himself a house above ground.
Now, at this time there was a girl living in that place who had a very cruel stepmother, and this woman made
her spend the whole day picking up sticks in the forest. It was there the snake met her, and was struck with her
beauty, and one day he said to her:
“Sukkia, child of Dukhia (or the one who gives you pain), will you marry me?”
But the girl was afraid, for who would marry a snake? She did not know that the snake was rajah Bunsi Lall,
and that he was only a snake by day, but resumed his human form at night, so she went and told her stepmother all
about it; and her stepmother, who did not care what became of the girl, said:
“Tell him you will marry him if he fills your house with silver.”
This the girl told him, and he readily agreed.
Next day, when her stepmother opened the door, she found her house filled with silver, and readily gave her
consent to the marriage; so Sukkia became the snake’s bride, and went to live in his house, where all was comfort
and happiness for her.
After some time her stepmother thought she would go and find out whether the girl was still living; and when
she arrived at the snake’s house, she found that, contrary to her expectations, Sukkia was both happy and
prosperous.
Now the stepmother knew the story of the enchantment of Rajah Bunsi Lall, and also that, if he revealed his
name, he would be obliged to return again to his former home under ground; and she advised Sukkia to beg him
to tell his name, and not to rest day or night until he had done so.
When night came, Sukkia asked her husband to tell her his name; but he implored her not to, as it would bring
bad luck to her, yet she persisted in asking, and would not be advised, though he turned himself into a snake and
fled before her till he reached the riverside, where he again begged her to desist; but the foolish girl would not
listen, till he called out:
“My name is Rajah Bunsi Lall.”
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And so saying he disappeared under the water, and she saw him no more. For days and days she wandered the
streets and bazaars calling, “Rajah Bunsi Lall, Rajah Bunsi Lall!” but he came not, and she was very unhappy.
In the meantime the snake had reached his own country, where arrangements were being made to marry him to
another girl; and when his servants came to draw water from the well, they met Sukkia and told her of it.
*
Now Sukkia still wore the ring which Rajah Bunsi Lall had given her, and she begged them to take it to him,
which they did; and when his eyes fell upon it he remembered Sukkia, and all she must have suffered because of
him, so he went back to the world determined to seek and find her, and then bring her to his own country.
Sukkia was delighted to meet him again. and gladly followed him; but the snake’s mother soon discovered her,
and made up her mind to kill her without delay, so she had a room prepared full of scorpions and snakes, and all
sorts of deadly creeping things, and invited Sukkia to sleep there.
This plot was discovered in time by Rajah Bunsi Lall; and he had the creatures all removed and the room
swept clean and whitewashed, thus Sukkia escaped; but only for a time, for the snake’s mother told her she was
clever, indeed so clever that a test would be given her to prove her cleverness, and if she failed to give proof of it,
she would be put to death.
The snake’s mother then brought a quantity of mustard seed and strewed it on the floor beside Sukkia, telling
her to divide it into equal lots and carefully count each seed.
The poor girl began to cry, for she felt this task to be beyond her power, and the snake said all the trouble had
been caused through asking his name, but he knew some little birds, who came when he called them by name, and
they very soon divided the mustard seed, so once again Sukkia escaped.
The next time she went out, it was to follow very miserably in the wedding pro cession of the snake; and his
mother had arranged that Sukkia should have torches to carry on her head and in her two hands, so that, when the
wind blew towards her, she would be burnt to death. All happened as arranged, but when Sukkia cried out, “I am
burning, I am burning!” Rajah Bunsi Lall heard her and quickly ran to her rescue.
Together they ran away and escaped to the upper world, and found their former home, where they lived
happily ever after.
272.148 The Power Of Fate: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 3
There was once a Rajah who had six daughters, none of whom were married, although all were grown up.
One day he called them to him, and asked each in turn whether she was satisfied with her lot in life and what
fate had given to her. Five of the daughters replied:
“Father, our fate is in your hands: you feed and clothe us, and all that is to be provided for our future you will
provide: we are well satisfied with our lot in life.” The youngest daughter alone kept silent, and this vexed her
father, who enquired why she made no reply.
“My fate is in no one’s hands,” she said; “and whatever is to be, will be, whether so willed by my father or
not.”
*
The rajah was now angrier than before, and ordered that she should be immediately put to death; but upon
second thoughts he decided to send her to a distant forest, and there leave her without food or water, so that she
might either be eaten by wild beasts at night, or else die of starvation.
So she was placed in a dooly\fn{Litter} and carried away. The dooly-bearers took her to a very dense jungle,
and at length arrived at a clear space, in the center of which stood a huge oak tree. Here they determined to leave
her, so they tied the dooly to the boughs of the tree, where it could swing above ground, and departed.
Now the Princess was very religious, so she spent her time in reading, and said her prayers five times a day,
believing that if it were her fate to die she would die, but if not, some help would be sent to her. In this way day
after day passed by without any relief, and the poor Princess was both hungry and cold, yet she continued to pray
each day, until, on the morning of the ninth day, Mahadeo,\fn{ God} who had heard her unceasing prayers, called
one of his messengers and said:
“Some one on the earth is in great pain and sorrow, and her prayers are ever knocking at my door; go thou to
seek who it is, and bring me word.”
So the messenger went forth, and found the poor Princess in her dooly on the tree, so he quickly brought back
the news to Mahadeo, who sent him back with food and water to her relief. After she had eaten and drunk, she
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washed the brass vessels in which her food had come, and continued to pray and give thanks to God. Now each
day fresh food and water was sent to her, and for her faith and goodness, Mahadeo determined to give her a
reward.
Looking out of her dooly one day, she noticed that the earth looked wet in a certain spot, so she dug there with
her nails, and found water; not only did she find water, but stones, which were all of solid gold and silver.
“My fate has indeed been good,” said the Princess, and she forthwith determined to build herself a palace on
that spot, and to surround it with a beautiful garden.
Next day she heard a woodman felling trees in the forest, and called loudly to him. The man was afraid, for it
was a lonesome spot, where he had never before heard the sound of a human voice, and he thought she must be a
spirit; but the Princess assured him that she too was human, and a king’s daughter, who had been banished, and
promised that if he would only bring her wood to build with, and workmen to make her house, she would pay him
in gold daily.
Pleased at his luck, the woodman lost no time in calling carpenters and masons, and before long a lovely
palace and garden were made in the once jungly spot, and here the princess with her servants lived a very happy
life together.
*
One day the king, her father, riding by that way, was greatly surprised when he saw what a beautiful house and
garden had been made in the midst of the jungle. He sent his servants to enquire whose it was, and to bring word
quickly concerning it.
The princess saw her father’s servants, and ordered that they should be kindly treated, and fed on the best of
food; so they returned well pleased, to tell the king that it was his long-lost daughter, whom he had thought was
dead, that owned the palace, and she had sent a message to ask him to come and see her.
The Rajah was indeed surprised, and hastened to find out for himself whether or not the news were true. When
the princess met him she reminded him of what she had said about fate, and her belief that what was to be, would
be in spite of all efforts to prevent it, so that the Rajah also was convinced that she was right.
After this her sisters came to visit her, and she gave them many beautiful and costly presents.
Not long afterwards the Rajah made up his mind to travel, and asked each of his five children what they would
like him to bring her on his return. They all wanted something different, and he had almost forgotten to ask his
youngest daughter what she wanted, as she already had all that heart could wish, but he felt ashamed to leave her
out, so he asked her also.
“I have all that I need, O my father, but if, in your travels, you come to a certain city where there is a little box
for sale, bring it to me.”
The Rajah soon bought his five daughters their presents, all but the little box, so when he arrived at the city his
youngest daughter had mentioned, he began to enquire if there was a little box for sale.
Now it was well known in that place that a certain bunniah\fn{Merchant} had in his safe keeping a magic box
which contained a fan, and the soul of a king’s son. If any one waved the fan forwards, the Prince would at once
appear, but waved backwards he would at once disappear.
When the people heard a rajah asking for a box, they thought that it was this magic box he meant, so they
directed him to the bunniah, who said he might have it for five hundred rupees. This seemed a large sum to pay
for so small, and, as it appeared to him, common a thing, yet, rather than return without it, the Rajah paid the price
and returned to his own country. His five daughters were delighted with their gifts, and he sent the box to the
youngest princess.
She soon opened it, took out the fan, and began to wave it. No sooner had she done so when a fine handsome
prince stood in her presence; but, when she waved in the opposite direction from herself, he disappeared.
Every morning the princess summoned the Prince with her fan, and during the day they spent many pleasant
hours together playing pacheesee:\fn{Oriental chess; W says it was invented in India “perhaps as early as 500AD” but that it has
world-wide variants under different names (Ludo in England, Parqués in Colombia, Parchí in Spain, and Parcheesi in my country:H } in
the evening she sent him away. The two were always happy together, and never weary of each other’s presence,
which, I am told, is a sign of the truest friendship.
The five sisters soon came to show their youngest sister their presents; and laughed when they saw a simple
little box, asking what made her choose such a plain common thing. Upon this the foolish girl told them the whole
secret of the box, and taking out the magic fan, waved it in their presence, and the Prince arrived as before.
This made the five elder sisters very angry and jealous; and while they sat together playing chess, they planned
mischief in their hearts; so that evening they got some glass, and pounded it into little bits, and this they spread
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upon the couch on which the prince was wont to take his midday rest. Next day, when he came, the bits of glass
hurt the poor prince cruelly but, being a guest, he made no remark, and in the evening departed to his home,
where, before long, he became very ill indeed.
The king, his father, summoned all the cleverest hakeems,\fn{Native physicians} to his son’s bedside; but they
could do nothing, and day by day the poor prince lay at the point of death. In vain the princess waved her fan; he
was too ill to respond, and the five cruel sisters rejoiced to think their plan had succeeded so well.
At last the youngest princess could bear her suspense no longer; so, calling her servants together, she told them
she was going by herself to a distant country on a pilgrimage, dressed like a fakir, and none must follow her. At
first her servants would not consent, and declared they would follow wherever she went, but after a time the
princess had her way, and set out on her journey.
*
She wandered many miles that day, and at evening, weary and footsore, sat down under a tree to rest. While
she sat there an eagle and a parrot began to talk in a neighboring branch.
“What news?” began the parrot.
“Have you not heard of the magic box, and the princess, and how her sisters placed broken glass on the couch
of the prince, and how even now he lies at the point of death?”
“This is indeed sad news; and is there no remedy for his illness?”
“The remedy is simple, if they but knew it. You have only to gather the refuse from an eagle’s nest, add water
to it, and apply it to the hurt, when, after three applications, the glass will come away, and the flesh speedily heal.”
This conversation was eagerly listened to by the princess; and afterwards she carefully gathered the refuse
beside the eagle’s nest, and again started with all haste on her journey.
Arrived at the town, she began to cry in the streets, “A hakeem, a hakeem!”, and was instantly summoned to
the king’s palace; for he had promised even to give up his kingdom to any one who would save his son. So the
princess in this disguise hastened into the king’s presence, and there arranged to treat the prince, on condition that
no other remedy should be tried by others at the same time.
At the first application of her remedy small pieces of glass were seen to drop out, at the second, still more, and,
at the last, all fell out, and not one was left! This gave the prince such relief that he opened his eyes and regained
consciousness, but did not recognize in the new hakeem, dressed as a fakir, his former friend, the princess.
At last he got well, and was able to leave his room, so the princess went to the Rajah, and begged permission to
return to her own country.
“Return to your country when I can give you land and riches and honor here! Why need you do that? Ask me
for anything, O wise hakeem, even for my throne and my kingdom, and you shall have it.”
“I desire nothing, O king,” returned the poor hakeem, “but would crave of you a few tokens in remembrance of
your son. A handkerchief, his sword, a ring from his finger, and his bow and arrows.”
“These gifts are too small a return for all you have done. You shall have them, and much more, if you will.”
But the hakeem refused, and, returning to her home with the tokens she had asked for, once more resumed the
dress of a princess, and, taking out her fan, began to wave it. Immediately the prince stood in her presence, but
she feigned anger with him.
“All these many days I have waved my fan, and you have not come! Why have you come today, O prince?”
Then the prince told her of all that had happened, of her sisters’ cruelty, of his dangerous illness, and of the
wonderful hakeem who had saved his life, and to whom he should ever be grateful.
The princess was glad indeed to hear all this from his own lips, and, bringing out each gift, laid it before his
astonished eyes, while she confessed that it was she herself who had tended him in his illness.
The prince was overcome with joy and gratitude, and asked her to become his wife; so they were married amid
great feastings and rejoicings, and lived happily ever after.
Such is the power of fate.\fn{Well, such is the power of love:H}
272.150 The Old Witch Who Lived In A Forest: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
There was once a Brahmin who had five daughters, and after their mother died, he married another woman
who was very unkind to them, and treated them cruelly, and starved them. So stingy was she that, upon one
occasion, she took a grain of linseed, divided it into five pieces, and gave a piece to each child.
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“Are you satisfied, sister?” they asked one another, and each replied, “I am satisfied,” except the youngest,
who said:
“I am hungry still.” Then the eldest, who had still a morsel of the linseed in her mouth, took it and gave it to
her little sister. Soon after their stepmother said to her husband:
“These children must be sent away, or else I will go.”
He did his best to dissuade her, but she insisted; so, taking the five girls, he went with them to the river, where
he suggested they should all cross over to the other side.
“Father, you go first, and we will follow you.”
“No, my children, you go first, and I will follow; but, if you should see this umbrella which I carry floating
upon the water, you will know that I am drowned and cannot come.”
So the children crossed over, and waited for him; but soon, to their grief, they saw the umbrella floating down
the stream, and then they knew that their father had been drowned. After this they wandered about for many days,
and passed through many cities.
At last they came to a house in the woods, where a woman was sitting. She seemed very pleased to meet them,
and invited them indoors; they went in, little knowing that she was a witch, and meant evil. Next day she told
them to go and fetch wood, but kept back the eldest to sweep the house, and to keep her company.
In the evening when the other sisters returned, they found their eldest sister was missing; and the witch, who
did not wish them to know that she had eaten the child, told them that she had run back to her parents. The next
day she did the same thing, and detained the second sister, and so on until only the youngest was left.
At last the old witch told her to stay at home that day to sweep the house, and look after it while she went out.
The child swept the room, and then, out of curiosity, opened a box which stood in the corner, and, to her horror,
she saw inside it the four heads of her sisters! They were all smiling, and she said:
“Why do you smile, O my sisters?”
“Because you will also come here today,” they replied. The poor child was much alarmed, and asked what she
could do to escape.
“Take all the things in this room, and tie them in a bundle, and as you run, throw them on the road. When the
old witch comes to look for you, she will see the things, and, while she is picking them up, you will have time to
escape.”
The child quickly did as the heads told her, tied the bundle, and ran away.
There was only a broom left in the room, and when the old witch returned she mounted upon it, and flew
through the air in hot pursuit. As she went along she found her things strewn on the road, and began picking them
up one after another. This gave the child time to run further and further away, until, at last, she came to a peepul
tree, and said,
“O tree, shelter me!”
And the tree opened, and she was hidden within it, all but her little finger, which remained outside, as the tree
closed. This the old witch saw and promptly bit off: while she ate it, she regretted more than once that such a
dainty morsel had escaped, but she knew there was no getting out the child; so she went away disappointed.
Now, soon after, a man came to cut down the tree, but the child cried from inside:
“Cut above, and cut below, but do not touch the middle, or you will cut me in half.”
The voice so amazed the man that he went and told the rajah about it; and forthwith the rajah came with all his
retinue, and heard the same thing; so they did as the voice advised, and, after carefully opening the tree, found the
child, a beautiful young girl, who sat with her hands folded within.
“Girl,” said the Rajah, “will you walk up to anybody here present to whose caste you belong?”
The girl came out and walked up to a Brahmin: this decided the question of her birth, and that she was fitted to
become the wife of a prince. So the rajah had her taken to his palace, where they were afterwards married with
great pomp, and lived happily ever after.
272.151 Kulloo, A Faithful Dog: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
A certain bunniah married a woman of his own caste, and set out to a distant city.
On the way he fell ill with a headache, so she sat by the wayside and pressed his head. While doing so a man
passed by, and asked for a little fire to light his cheelum for a smoke, but she replied:
“I cannot leave my husband, for I am holding his head while he sleeps.”
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“Put some clothes under his head, and he will sleep,” advised the stranger.
This she did, but, while giving the fire to the man, he seized her, and, placing her upon his horse, rode away.
When the bunniah awoke, it was to find himself all alone but for his faithful dog Kulloo.
“Master,” said Kulloo, “let us become fakirs, and beg from door to door.”
So they set out to beg, and one day came to the house of the robber who had stolen the bunniah’s wife; and she,
not recognizing her husband or his dog, gave them money and food. But the dog knew her, and that evening he
spoke to his master, and asked him if he too had seen his wife. The bunniah had not; and, guided by Kulloo, he set
out to find her.
When they arrived at the robber’s house, and made themselves known, the woman was greatly vexed, for the
robber was rich, and gave her a very comfortable home; but she pretended to be friendly and invited her husband
to dine there that night, telling him that, afterwards, when he had the chance, he could kill the robber.
When the bunniah had gone, she and the robber arranged a trap for him. It was a hole in the floor, very large
and deep, with spikes fixed in the sides of it, so that anybody who fell in might die. Over the hole they set a large
brass thalee, or plate, so that, while the bunniah leaned heavily upon it\fn{I.e., leaned upon it with his free elbow while
reclining upon it to eat his meal; for this would be at the time how almost everybody in India would normally eat:H } to eat his food,
both it and he would fall into the hole.
All happened as they anticipated; and when the poor bunniah found himself in a deep hole, full of spikes, he
thought his last hour had come. But faithful Kulloo came to his rescue, and, taking out the spikes with his teeth,
soon set his master free.
The bunniah then lost no time in seeking the robber, and found him lying fast asleep; so he killed him, and cut
off his head, then, taking his wife with him, left the place.
Kulloo followed closely, and licked up each drop of blood which fell from the robber’s head, lest it might leave
a trace of the deed, and get his master into trouble. He was a wise dog, and knew the woman was wicked, so she
hated him, and made up her mind that she would neither eat nor drink until he was dead.
The bunniah enquired why she would not touch any food, and she told him she would only do so if he killed
Kulloo. This the man refused to do; but, after a while, he consented.
Poor Kulloo, when he knew his last hour had come, besought his master to bury him care fully, and to see that
his head, which the bunniah meant to cut off, was buried with him, for a time was yet to come when he would
again save his master’s life.
After Kulloo was dead and buried the wicked woman was happy, and ate and drank as before; but, after a few
days, she went and gave notice at the Court that the bunniah was a cruel robber, who had killed her husband, and
stolen her away. The police seized him, and he was taken up for murder; but, just as the judge was about to
pronounce the sentence of death upon him, he remembered faithful Kulloo; and at the same moment the dog
appeared!
All were surprised when he stood before the Judge, and asked leave to speak.
He then told the whole story of the robber and the wicked woman; and thus, for a second time, saved his
master’s life, but, having said his say, poor Kulloo disappeared and was never seen again.
272.121 The Story Of Ghose: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1½
There was once a fiancée who had no children, so she made a great pet of a young squirrel, and fed it day after
day. One day it entered her head to deceive the rajah, so she told him that, before the end of the year, an heir
would be born in the palace.
On the appointed day she sent her own nurse (whom she had bribed) to tell the rajah that the child was born,
and was a daughter.
The old Brahmin of the palace hastened to see the young princess, who was, in reality, no child, but the tame
squirrel; so the rani persuaded him to go and tell the rajah that he was now the father of a most lovely daughter:
but the stars pointed out that he must not look on her face for twelve years, for, if she looked at him, he would die,
and, if he looked at her, she would die.
The poor rajah had no choice but to agree, and thus the rani kept up her deception for twelve years, and hid her
pet squirrel from everybody. At last, when the twelve years were over, she said one day to her husband:
“Do not look upon your daughter’s face till she is married, lest evil come upon her, but go you and make
arrangements to marry her to a prince of good family.”
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So they sent the old Brahmin to seek for a husband for her; and he went from place to place, until he came to a
city where there was a rajah who had seven sons, all of whom were married but the youngest, whose name was
Shahzadah; so the Brahmin chose him, and all was prepared for the marriage.
There was a great feast held, and great rejoicings daily took place in the palace. When at last the dooly came,
for the bride to be carried to her home, the rani hid the squirrel inside it, and nobody guessed that there was, in
reality, no bride.
On reaching his home the young bridegroom had the dooly placed at the door of his zenana,\fn{The place where
women were kept secluded from contact with the outside world:H } according to Oriental custom, so that none might see his
bride enter; and great indeed was his surprise, when he looked inside, to find nobody there but a squirrel.
For very shame he held his peace, and told nobody of it, but gave orders in the palace that he and his wife
would live apart by themselves; and she would be in such strict purdah, that even the women of the household
would not be allowed to visit her. This gave great offence to everybody; but they put it down to his jealousy,
owing to his wife’s great beauty, and obeyed. At last his other brother’s wife rebelled, and said:
“I refuse to do all the household work; your wife must also take her share in it.”
Shahzadah was now very sad, for he felt the time had come for his secret to be discovered, and he would
become the laughingstock of the whole palace. The squirrel, who was a great favorite of his, noticed his sadness,
and asked him the cause of it.
“Why are you sad, O prince?”
“I am sad because they say you must do some of the household work; and how are you to do it, being only a
squirrel?”
“What is it they want me to do?”
“To leepo.\fn{Plaster the floor}
“Well, tell them to do their own portion of the work, and leave me to do mine at my leisure.”
This was done, and at night the squirrel went and dipped her tail into the limewash and plaster, and soon had
the room better done than the other ranis. In the morning all the household were surprised to see the clever way in
which Shahzadah’s wife had done her work, and they said:
“No wonder you hide your wife, when she is so clever.”
The next day the task was to grind some corn, and again Shahzadah’s heart was heavy, for how could a squirrel
turn a heavy stone hand mill, and grind corn? But the squirrel said as before:
“Tell them to do their work, and to leave mine alone. I will do it when I have finished my bath.” When night
came, she went into the room, and with her sharp little teeth, kutter, kutter, kutter, soon reduced the corn to
powder.
Shahzadah was very pleased with her, and so were they all, and nothing more was said until the next day, when
the allotted task was to make a native dish called goolgoolahs. This is done by mixing goor\fn{Molasses} with
flour and water, and frying it in ghee,\fn{Clarified butter} like fritters.
The poor little squirrel was indeed at her wits’ end how to perform the task, for how could so small an animal
make so difficult a dish? She tried, and she tried, but failed each time in her attempts, until it was nearly morning.
Just then the God Mahadeo and his wife Parbatti were taking a walk in the dawning light of day. Parbatti saw
the poor little squirrel’s efforts, and said to Mahadeo:
“I will not rest content till you turn that small creature into a human being, so that she can perform her task.”
At first Mahadeo refused, but, after a time, he took out a knife, and, making a cut in his finger, took the blood
from it, and sprinkled it upon the squirrel, who forthwith turned into a most beautiful princess. Just then, as she
sat finishing her task, other members of the royal family awoke, and came in; they were greatly amazed at her
beauty, and led her by the hand to their own apartments.
Meantime, Shahzadah, her husband, was stricken with grief, thinking his poor little squirrel had been burnt to
death. He sought her everywhere, and when he could not find her, began to cry:
“O my Ghose, my Ghose, where are you?” The women standing there scolded him for this, and said:
“Why do you call your beautiful wife a young squirrel? She is not dead, but has at last been found by us, and is
with the other princesses in the palace.”
But Shahzadah, who knew nothing of what had happened, only wept the more, for he thought they were
making fun of him, so he went to his own room, where he flung himself on his couch, and continued to weep. At
last he looked up and saw, standing beside him, a beautiful girl, who said:
“Do not weep, O prince, for I am your squirrel.” Then she told him all that had happened.
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This was indeed good news, and it was not long before the grateful princess wrote to her foster-mother, who
had been so good and kind to her when she was only a helpless little creature, and invited her and her father the
rajah to come on a visit. This was the first time the rajah had seen or kissed his daughter, and he was indeed
pleased to find she was so beautiful. So there were great rejoicings in the palace, and they all lived happily ever
after.
272.154 The Vizier’s Son And The Rajah’s Son: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
The vizier’s and the rajah’s son were great friends, and always together. This made the rajah very jealous, and
he called an old woman whom he knew, and asked her to separate the two.
This was a difficult task, as they were such fast friends, but the old woman was anxious to gain a reward, and
said she would do it; so she called the vizier’s son, and when he asked her what she required, remained silent.
Then she called the rajah’s son, and did the same.
After she had gone, the two questioned each other as to what she had said, and neither would believe the other
when he declared she had said nothing at all; so they began to suspect one another of deceit, and quarreled. Thus
the old woman sowed dissension in their hearts, and after a time, instead of being friends, they became bitter
enemies.
The rajah’s son said he insisted on knowing what the old woman had said to the vizier’s son, and if he would
not tell it, he must be put to death at the hands of a sweeper, or, in India, low-caste man. The sweeper was just
about to do this cruel deed, when the Goddess Parvatti saw him, and implored of Mahadeo, her husband, to
intercede; so he sent a large stag to the jungle, and it stood near at hand.
When the sweeper saw it, he killed it instead with the bow and arrows, and, taking out its eyes, carried them to
the rajah, and said they were the eyes of the vizier’s son.
Thus the prince was appeased, and again ate, drank, and was merry, until one day, walking in the garden, he
saw an earthen vessel, and in it a lock of hair and a small lamp. This, he felt sure, had some signifi cance, so he
longed to ask the vizier’s son, who was clever, and would have told him all about it; but he remembered that the
vizier’s son was taken away and killed, and he himself had seen his eyes brought back in proof of the deed.
Nevertheless he wept day and night, and would not be comforted, so the rajah, his father, in great distress, sent
for the sweeper who had been told to kill the vizier’s son, and implored him to declare the truth concerning his
end. Then the man confessed everything, and went and searched for the lad, and brought him back. The two boys
became fast friends as before, and the rajah’s son enquired the meaning of the lock of woman’s hair and lamp.
“It means,” said the vizier’s son, “the name of a beautiful princess called ‘Princess of the Lamp,’ and she lives
in a distant country.”
So they set out to seek her, and soon found the palace in which she lived, and outside a girl making a wreath of
flowers for the princess. The rajah’s son begged the girl to let him make the hal,\fn{Wreath} and, in making it, he
placed a letter inside.
The princess was very angry when she found the letter, and made the girl tell her the truth; but she would not
receive the prince after what he had done, so he had to return to his own country: thus was he punished for his
cruelty to the vizier’s son.
272.155 The Raja’s Son And The Vizier’s Son: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
For a second time the friendship of the rajah’s son and the vizier’s son caused great jealousy, so a mischiefmaker was called, and he promised he would do all in his power to part them. Then he ordered a dooly and
followed them into the forest. At the first opportunity he called to the eldest, who was the vizier’s son, and
pretended to whisper in his ear.
The rajah’s son at once enquired what the man had said, and would not believe that it was nothing at all, so
once again in great anger he ordered his friend to be killed. But the Vizier’s son was very clever, and soon
persuaded the executioner to spare his life, for he told him the rajah’s son would very soon weary of being alone,
and would ask for him back; and if the executioner could not bring him, he would most probably suffer death
himself; thus he escaped, and went and hid himself.
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In the meantime the rajah’s son chanced to walk by the riverside, where he saw a very beautiful woman sitting
beside her husband. He admired the woman very much, and communicated his feelings in looks, though he dared
not do so in words.
The woman replied by first spreading a little green plaster on the ground, on which she placed a brass vessel,
or iota, and over that another or smaller iota, on the top of which was a looking-glass, with ashes spread upon it.
The Rajah’s son looked carefully at what she had done, but could not interpret its meaning, so he bitterly
regretted the death of his friend, who was noted for his cleverness, and went at once to the executioner to enquire
about him. The executioner owned that he had not killed the boy, and went and called him. Then the friends went
together to discover what the woman meant, nor was the vizier’s son long in finding the meaning.
“In a green spot lives Lota,\fn{ The name of her husband} and Gudba\fn{“Smaller vessel”} is the name of the city
where we live; the looking-glass means in a house which has many glasses in it; and the ashes mean, ‘May these
ashes be on your head if you fail to discover my meaning.’”
After this clue, it did not take the vizier’s son long to find out where the woman lived, and he put pegs into the
wall, one above the other, for his friend to climb up to her window. But before the Rajah's son could reach the top,
a kotwal\fn{Policeman} saw him, and took him away to the lock-up.
This was an unexpected turn of affairs, so the vizier’s son quickly dressed himself as a beautiful woman, and
asked to see his friend in the prison. He bribed the jailer to let him in, and, once there, made his friend put on his
clothes and escape, while he remained prisoner in his stead.
Next day the news went abroad that the kotwal had locked up both the rajah’s son and the vizier’s son in the
prison, and the rajah was very angry about it, and sent at once to find out the reason.
They determined to put the matter as to who was innocent and who was guilty to a test; so the kotwal had a pan
of boiling oil prepared, and said who ever plunged his hand into it, who was innocent of crime, would not be
burnt.
Each dipped his hand in turn, the rajah’s son, the vizier’s son, the woman, and the kotwal himself, but only the
kotwal had his hand badly burnt, so this ended the whole affair. The rajah’s son meantime had dressed himself as a
woman, and taken service in the house of the beautiful woman who was the wife of a sowcar.\fn{An Indian banker}
Nobody guessed who he was, until one day the sowcar himself admired him, and tried to be friends with him,
thinking he was only a pretty servant-girl; then the sowcar’s wife gave her pretended servant-girl a razor, and said
to keep it carefully till the next time the sowcar came to see her, and then to cut off his nose.
The rajah’s son, who was tired of acting the part of a servant-girl, was only too glad to do this; and the sowcar,
rather than let anybody know of his disgrace in having lost his nose, left the country, and thus his wife gained her
ends.
272.155 Bey Huslo: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla District,
Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
Bey Huslo was a very extravagant woman, who was always being found fault with by her husband, who held
up as her examples other women who were thrifty in their habits, and who saved money, and helped to make and
build up their husbands’ homes.
On hearing this Bey Huslo took a pickaxe, and began digging here and there like a mason. Her husband asked
what she was doing, and she replied:
“Trying to build you a house.”
He tried to explain that that was not literally meant, and explained again the duties of a wife.
“When a good wife falls short of supplies, she borrows two cuttorah’s full\fn{Two small earthen vessels full} of
flour from her neighbor, and thus saves herself the expense of buying any large quantity.”
That night Bey Huslo, who had taken this saying literally, borrowed two small earthen vessels, and, breaking
them into small pieces, put them on the fire to cook! Her husband heard the sound as they grated against the
cooking-pot, and asked what she was cooking that made such a noise; but he was very angry indeed when she told
him, and scolded her roundly.
He told her she was perfectly useless, and that, while he had to go about without clothes, other women were
able to spin and weave. She replied that if he would only give her some wool, she could do the same. The man
was delighted, and gave her some wool; so she took it to the pond, and told the frogs and toads to weave it into
cloth for her.
After some days her husband asked her if the cloth was ready, and she said:
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“I gave it to the frogs and toads to weave for me, and find they have not done so.” Then her husband was very
angry indeed, and said:
“Senseless one, have you ever heard of frogs and toads spinning cloth? Go out of my house this moment!”
And, with that, he turned her out, and she went and climbed up into a peepul tree.
Soon after some camels came that way, and, as they stretched out their necks and ate the branches, Bey Huslo
called out:
“Go away, I will not go with you; I will only go when my husband comes to fetch me.” But as the camels had
only come to eat, and not to fetch her, they made no reply, and went away. After this a dog began to bark at her,
but she said again:
“Go away, I will not go with you; I will only go with my husband.”
When night fell some thieves sat sharing their spoils under the tree, and Bey Huslo felt so frightened that she
fell off, and dropped in their midst. The thieves did not know what to make of it, and ran away, leaving their
stolen property behind. Bey Huslo soon gathered it up and returned to her husband.
“Here,” she said, “is more than enough for you and for me. We will now live at our ease, and I will have no
housekeeping to do, so that you can no longer call me a worthless wife.”
272.156 The Story Of Panch Mar Khan: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
There was once a weaver who had the habit of slapping his face to kill any flies that settled upon it; and it was
rumored that he killed five at every blow, so he got the name of Panch Mar Khan, which means “a killer of five.”
People did not know that this name applied to flies, but thought the weaver a brave, strong man, able to kill
five of his enemies at a blow, so that he gained a reputation for bravery.
One day the Rajah of that place heard some enemies were coming in force to attack his capital. All the fighting
men were required to go out and meet them on the morrow; so Panch Mar Khan received notice to be in readiness
also.
Now he had never touched a weapon in his life, and was horribly frightened at the very idea, so he made up his
mind to run away during the night. He saddled his donkey, and, taking two large millstones, set out on his
journey; but, as he was passing the enemy’s camp, and arrived at a hill just a little above it, the donkey began to
kick and to bray, and the two stones rolled down the hill into the enemy’s camp with a great noise.
They thought an army was after them, and became terror-stricken, so that in the darkness and panic which
ensued, many of them were killed. Panch Mar Khan was greatly delighted at his good luck, and, instead of
running away, returned to his own home. Next morning, when the soldiers came to call him out to fight the
enemy, he very proudly asked:
“What enemy? Did I not go out at night, and kill hundreds of our enemies and drive the rest away?”
True enough, there was now no camp to be seen, and several dead men were found on the spot; so Panch Mar
Khan’s reputation as a brave man spread far and wide, and he was handsomely rewarded by the rajah.
Some days after news came that a tiger was prowling about; and a brave man was required to go out that night
and kill it. Who was so brave as Panch Mar Khan! So he was deputed to go, but when he heard this he nearly died
of fright, and made up his mind that he would run away. So when darkness fell he crept out and caught his donkey
by the ear, and led it to its stable, and there tied it to a post, to wait till he was ready to get on its back; but when
he returned with a light, what was his surprise to find it was not his donkey, but the tiger that he had led by the ear
and tied to a post.
Such brave conduct from a mortal to a wild beast had so amazed the tiger, that it was too frightened to resist,
so there it remained till morning, and Panch Mar Khan was thought to be the bravest man alive!
Next morning he got up early, and went out into the field near his house, and there he suddenly came face to
face with the fierce eyes and grinning teeth of a jackal.
His other bravery was by mistake, but this was a reality, and so frightened was he, that he fell down and died
on the spot.
272.157 The Rabbit And The Barber: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
There was a rabbit who asked a barber to shave him; in doing so the barber cut off his ear.
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“Take my ear,” said the rabbit, “and I will take your razors.” A little further on he saw an old woman pulling
grass with her hands.
“Take this,” he said, giving her the razor, “and cut grass with it, and I will take your chudder.”\fn{A large, square
Indian shawl} When she asked him why, he replied:
“You have my razor and I have your chudder.” Then he went a little further and saw a ghee seller.
“Take my chudder and give me your ghee,” said the rabbit. So saying, he left the chudder and walked off with
the ghee. Not long after he met a woman, and told her to make him some goolgoolaha,\fn{Sweets made with
molasses} with the ghee. As soon as they were ready he picked them up and ran away. A little further on was a man
with a plough, a horse, and a bullock.
“Take these sweets,” said the rabbit, “and I will yoke your plough for you.” But, instead of doing this, he ran
away with the horse, and soon after met a marriage procession, in which the bridegroom was walking beside the
bride’s dooly.
“Get on my horse: why do you walk?” said the rabbit gaily. So the man got on, and the rabbit ran off with the
bride; but her husband ran after, and advised his wife to kill the rabbit.
When they got to a quiet place, and rested under a tree, she asked the rabbit to let her comb his hair; but as
soon as he put his head down, she gave him a severe knock on it, which stunned him, and then ran back to her
husband.
Thus ended the adventures of the rabbit.
272.157b Rupa And Bisuntha: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1½
There was once a woman who had no little children of her own; every day she used to watch the sparrows
building their nests, and bringing up their young, and it so happened that one day a mother bird died, leaving
several young ones. After a time a new mother bird was brought, and she was not at all good to the young
fledglings. The woman felt hurt for them, and said to her husband:
“If I had children of my own, and after a time I died, would you do as the birds have done, and let my children
be unkindly treated?” But the man replied:
“These are birds, and I am a man.”
After some years the woman had two sons, and when they had grown to be big boys, she died. Her husband
had forgotten her conversation about the birds, and he married another wife.
One day the eldest boy was playing with a ball, when it fell into his stepmother’s room. He asked if he might
fetch it; but when he went inside, she made it an occasion for all sorts of complaints against him to his father, so
his father turned him out of the house, and he went away with his little brother.
As they rested that night in the forest, the younger brother lay awake and over heard a conversation between
two Night Jars. They talked on many subjects. At length one of the birds remarked:
“How little do people guess that he who eats me will become a rajah, and he who eats you will become a prime
minister.”
On hearing this the youngest brother crept out of bed, and taking his gun, shot both birds and cooked them. He
ate the female himself, and kept the male for his brother. But while he slept, a venomous snake, which lived in the
tree, came down and bit him, so that he died as he slept.
In the morning his elder brother awoke, and found a meal prepared for him, so he ate the bird, and then tried to
wake his companion, but soon discovered that the boy was dead. This grieved him very much, and he wept
bitterly, and determined to wait till he could return and burn his brother in a way befitting to a good caste Hindu,
so he placed him in the branches of the tree and went his way.
The same day Mahadeo and Parvatti were passing that way, and Parvatti, who is ever described as a willful
Goddess, always wanting her own way, asked Mahadeo to see what was in the tree. They soon found the dead
boy; and Parvatti insisted that he should be made alive again, so Mahadeo sprinkled a few drops of blood upon
him, and he sat up alive and well.
Close to this place a rajah had just died, and his people placed his crown in the trunk of an elephant, leaving it
to him to place it upon the head of any man there; and that man would be their future king. The elephant looked
upon them all, and then, walking up to Rupa, placed the crown upon his head.
At first the people objected, because he was a stranger, and did not belong to their town, but after a while they
accepted him as their king, and thus the words of the bird were fulfilled.
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In the meantime, Bisuntha came to the same city, and begged a night’s shelter. The people were fully aware
that night after night a fierce man-eating tiger came to that town, and demanded a man to eat. They did not wish to
give one of the men belonging to the town, so Bisuntha, being a stranger, was selected for the tiger, and told to go
and sleep in the place where it was likely to come.
At night he lay awake thinking, and the tiger came; but Bisuntha had his sword beside him, so he promptly
killed the tiger, and placed its ears and whiskers in his pocket.
In the morning a sweeper came, thinking to find the stranger dead and his bones scattered about, but, instead,
he found the tiger dead, and the stranger lying fast asleep; so he resolved to take all the honor of killing the tiger
to himself, and went back to the city with the news that he had killed the tiger single-handed, and saved the man.
This story was believed, and the sweeper richly rewarded, but Bisuntha heard nothing.
Now there lived in that city a merchant who owned a ship and went to distant cities to trade, but sometimes the
ship stuck in the sandbanks, and could not be moved. At such times it was necessary to kill a man, and then the
sand was pleased at the sacrifice and let the ship go. It was always difficult to find a man for the purpose, and the
rajah was often asked to select one.
Bisuntha, at this time, had taken up service in the house of an oil merchant, and being a stranger, he was
selected for a second time, and sent by the rajah to accompany the merchant, at the risk of his life.
At the first sandbank, when the ship was in difficulties and could not be moved, the merchant told Bisuntha he
must prepare to die; but Bisuntha said:
“You desire your ship to move, whether I die or whether I do not. If I can make it move on for you, will you
spare my life?”
To this the merchant agreed; and Bisuntha cut his finger, and dropped a few drops of blood into the sea. As
soon as he did this the ship moved on, and so the merchant would not part with him, or kill him, but kept him
during the whole voyage, and brought him back to the town.
Rupa had half forgotten his brother all this while, but one day he was stricken with remorse, and determined to
find out what had happened after he had left the forest, with the intention of burning the remains of Bisuntha. In
order to get news of him, he sent out a notice that he would pay any one who would come daily and talk with him,
for he hoped in the course of conversation that some one would mention the circumstance of the boy who was
found dead in a tree in the forest.
At length Bisuntha himself came to hear what the rajah his brother was doing, so he disguised himself as a girl,
and went to the palace. When the rajah saw him he said:
“What have you to say, O my daughter?” Bisuntha said:
“Do you wish me to talk on general subjects or only of myself?”
“Of yourself,” said Rupa. So the lad began.
“There were once two brothers, whose names were Rupa and Bisuntha, and they had a stepmother.” Rupa’s
interest was now breathless, but after telling a small part of the story Bisuntha said he was tired, and would tell the
rest next day.
The next day he continued, and told how a snake had bitten Bisuntha, and how he had died in the forest, and
had been raised to life by Mahadeo and Parvatti. Rupa was now full of anxiety to know the rest, but Bisuntha said
he had forgotten it, so nothing could be done.
When he came again, he said he remembered that Bisuntha came to a certain town, where the rajah ordered
him to be given to a tiger; how he had escaped the tiger and all other dangers, and had in his pocket the proof.
Thus saying he took out the tiger’s ears and whiskers, and, as his eyes met his brother’s, they recognized each
other, and fell upon each other’s necks.\fn{ I.e., embraced each other. One does not come across this last phrase very much now;
but it used to be a favorite was of indicating manly affection in the 19th century:H }
272.158 Sheik Chilli : A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla District,
Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
The hero of this story was one day walking along with a vessel of oil upon his head. As he walked he kept
thinking of the future.
“I will sell the oil, and with the money I shall buy a goat, and then I shall sell the kids, and then I shall buy a
cow, and sell the milk, till I get a large sum of money; then I shall buy a pair of buffaloes, and a field, and plough
the field, and gain more money, and build myself a house, and marry a wife, and have many sons and daughters.
And when my wife comes to call me to dinner, I’ll say: ‘Dhur!\fn{Away} I’ll come when I think fit!’”
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And with that he held up his head suddenly, and away fell the chattie with the oil, and it was all spilt. This
upset Sheik Chili so much that he began to yell:
“I have lost my goats, I have lost my cows, I have lost my buffaloes, and my house, and my wife and
children.”
That such dire calamity should befall a man caused great pity, so the bystanders took Sheik Chilli to the raja,
who asked him how it had all happened. When he heard the story he laughed, and said:
“This boy has a good heart, let him be given a reward to compensate him for the loss of his oil.”
272.159 Sheik Chilli: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla District,
Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1½
Sheik Chilli was going to be married, so his mother said:
“My son, whatever your wife gives you to eat be content with your nemak panee,\fn{A note reads: literally salt and
water, but a native always speaks of his food as his “nemak panee”} and do not grumble, but eat uncomplaining.”
So when he was married, and his wife placed his food before him, he remembered his mother’s warning, and
kept repeating, “Nemak panee, nemak panee,” till his wife was disgusted, and taking him at his word gave him
salt and water to drink. During the night he felt very hungry, and asked her to give him some food, but she said:
“I am not going to get up and cook food for you at this hour of the night, but if you will go into a certain room,
you will find some honey in a jar on the shelf, eat a little of that.”
Sheik Chilli, in trying to reach the jar of honey, upset it, and it came pouring down upon him, while he kept
calling out, “Stop, stop, I’ve had enough,” till at last, surfeited with honey and smeared with it from head to foot,
he returned to his wife, and told her what had happened.
She advised him to go into the next room, where he would find some wool, and clean himself with it. He tried
to do this, but the wool stuck fast to the honey, and covered his body and his hands, so that he looked more like a
sheep than a man, and his wife told him that he had better go and sleep with the sheep until morning, when she
would prepare some warm water for him to have a wash.
*
That night some thieves came to steal the sheep, and in the darkness they felt each one to see which was fattest.
Sheik Chilli was fast asleep, and they thought he was a very fine sheep; so they put him into a bag and ran away,
taking him with them. When he awoke he kept calling out:
“Let me go, let me go.” This frightened the robbers, who had never heard a sheep call out before, and so they
put down the bag and out dropped Sheik Chilli. The robbers asked him who he was, and said:
“You must come with us now, for we are just going to rob the house of a very rich bunniah; while we gather
the spoils, you keep watch that he does not wake.”
Sheik Chili waited patiently till he thought the robbers were ready to run away; and then he dropped some hot
rice, that was in the cooking pot on the fire, upon the hand of the bunniah’s wife. She awoke with a scream, and
the robbers ran away. Then Sheik Chilli explained how he had saved the bunniah from great loss, and was
allowed to go free without any more questions being asked.
*
When he got outside he saw a camel laden with all sorts of treasure. The camel-driver had turned aside for a
minute or so, and Sheik Chilli could not see him, so he lead off the camel, made over its pack to his mother, and
let it walk away empty.
Next day there was a great fuss made, and the town-crier went round to say that a camel had strayed, and
certain valuable goods were lost. Sheik Chilli’s mother heard this, and knowing how simple her son was, she
feared he would tell every one where the things were, so she resolved to divert his mind, and that night cooked
some goolgoolahs,\fn{A very favorite native dish, like fritters} and flung them into the garden; then she woke her son
and told him it was “raining goolgoolahs from the sky!” The foolish fellow ran out and called to everybody:
“It is raining goolgoolahs! it is raining goolgoolahs!” Everybody thought him a fool, and said:
“It is that mad Sheik Chilli; who is going to listen to him?” Next day Sheik Chilli heard the town-crier calling
out about the camel, so he promptly said:
“My mother has the things; I myself brought the camel to her.” Then they all crowded to his mother’s door,
and she asked:
“On what day did you bring the camel, my son?”
“The day it rained goolgoolahs, mother.” So the people walked away disgusted, and said:
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“What fool's talk is this? Who ever heard of its raining goolgoolahs? The one statement is as false as the
other.”
*
After this his mother advised him to return to his wife, who must wonder what had become of him.
“And mind,” she said, “whatever your wife may say, you must agree, and say “‘Acchabat.’”\fn{Or “Quite right,”
as we English would say, “Good!” or “Very good news!”}
So he returned to his wife, and the first piece of news she gave him was that her mother had been put into
prison, to which he replied,
“Acchabat.”
On this his wife was exceedingly vexed, and turned him out of the house. He returned to his mother, who
asked him what had happened. She said:
“You are indeed a foolish boy, you should have said, ‘Ah ha! Ah ha! this is indeed sad news.’ I hope you will
remember next time what I have told you.” So Sheik Chilli went back to his wife, who greeted him with the news
that his mother-in-law had been released.
“Ah ha!” said Sheik Chili, “this is indeed sad news.” The mother-in-law, who overheard him, said:
“I have had enough of you: take your wife, and go and live in your own mother’s house.”
So she turned him out.
272.160 The Monkey, The Tiger, And The Princess: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )}
Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1½
Once upon a time there was a king who had seven sons, and he made up his mind that he would not let them
marry unless they married seven sisters, so he sent his Brahmin to seek a rajah who had seven daughters, and to
bring him word.
After a time the Brahmin succeeded, and found a rajah who had seven daughters; so arrangements were
speedily made for their marriage. When the time came for the seven princes to go and fetch their brides, the youngest said to his father:
“If we all go, who is to look after the house, and all your property? Let me remain behind, and when my
brothers return with their wives, they can bring my bride also.” His father thought this a very wise suggestion, so
they set out, leaving the youngest brother at home.
After the wedding festivities were over, the seven brides were carried along in doolies, with the six princes for
an escort, and they halted for the night near a tank\fn{ An artificially-made pond} in the forest, but did not know that
the place was full of tigers. At night the tigers formed a ring round the camp, and said they would eat every one in
it unless one of the princesses was given up to them.
None of the six princes would give up his wife. At last they decided to leave the seventh princess to the tigers.
When the procession arrived at the rajah's palace, the youngest prince wondered why only six doolies had
come, and asked what had become of his bride; but nobody would give him an answer. At last an old man told
him what had happened, and the young prince, who was very angry and disappointed with his brothers, at once set
out to seek his bride.
*
On the way he met a rat and a jackal, and they said:
“May we go with you?” The Prince consented, and the three set out together, and walked or rode till evening,
when they were overcome with fatigue and sat down to rest. The Prince fell asleep, but the jackal said to the rat:
“I am very hungry, what shall we do for food? Do you eat the prince’s clothes, and I will eat his horse.”
No sooner did they agree than they carried out their plan. The rat ate all the clothes worn by the prince, and the
jackal ate his horse, so that when he awoke it was to find himself alone in the forest, without either horse or
clothes. Just then a monkey came down from the tree, and asked him what was the matter.
“I have told my troubles to two animals before, and do not wish to be betrayed by a third,” said the Prince; to
which the monkey replied:
“A rat is a rat, and a jackal is a jackal, but I am a monkey; come with me and I will help you out of your
troubles.”
Then they went to the bazaar, where the monkey gave his friend the prince some money, and told him to buy
himself clothes. When he had bought the clothes, he gave him some more money and said to buy himself a sword
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and ornaments, and lastly to buy himself a horse, and the monkey advised that it should be a thin horse, fleet of
limb.
Then the two mounted the horse and rode into the forest, where they soon found the princess sitting tied up in a
den, with an old blind tiger in charge of her. The blind tiger held two strings; one was attached to the girl, and the
other to a large tiger who had gone out with the rest of the tigers, but who, at the slightest pull of the string, was
ready to return to give any assistance required of him.
The monkey whispered to the girl to try and free herself, and meantime, he began to sweep the room, and busy
himself, so that the old blind tiger might think the girl was busy at her household work. After a time the girl
managed to get away, and she fled with the prince, until the monkey thought they were at a safe distance; then he
turned round and dealt several blows to the old blind tiger, who, in her turn, pulled the string.
A great big tiger at once came to her assistance, and asked what had happened, but he was enraged to find that
the girl had gone, and beat the old tiger soundly, before setting off in hot pursuit. On the way he saw a man, who
was in reality the monkey in disguise, sitting beside a funeral pyre.
“What is this for?” asked the tiger.
“A certain tiger,” said the monkey, “has killed his mother to-day, and this is to burn her upon.”
The tiger felt remorse, for he had not meant to kill the old tiger, so he rushed back to the den, and this gave the
fugitives time to escape yet further; but when the tiger found his mother alive and well, he was so angry that he
dragged her out of the den by her feet and threw her on the ground.
Then he ran back to where the monkey was sitting and found him still busy with the funeral pyre, for he said
that an old woman had been dragged out by her feet that day, and she was even now being carried to be burnt.
The tiger was filled with remorse at what he had done, and for a second time ran back to the den. By this time
both the Prince and the Princess had escaped in safety, and the monkey joined them.
*
They were always good to him, but he pined for the woods and the forests; yet, whenever he asked to be
allowed to return, they would not allow it. So one day he determined to make the princess so angry that she would
herself turn him out.
He awaited his opportunity, and broke all the thread as she was spinning. The princess threw something heavy
at his head, and he feigned to fall down dead.
Great were the lamentations over the faithful monkey, and he was carried in solemn ceremony to be burnt, just
as though he were a rajah’s son; but the moment they laid him upon the fire, up he jumped, and ran off.
The princess scolded him for causing her such sorrow, but he explained tat since there was no other way of
getting back into the forest and regaining his liberty, he had thought this the best way.
Then they all came home, and let the monkey sport in the forest as before.
272.161 The Jackal And The Iguana: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
A jackal once made itself a throne of bones near the riverside, and levied toll on all the animals that came there
to drink water, making each say in turn these words:
Golden is your throne,
Silver is its plaster,
In your ears are golden earrings,
And you sit like a rajah.

This praise pleased the jackal, and he was puffed up with his own importance.
One day an iguana,\fn{A very large lizard, called by the natives go} came to the river, but when the jackal asked it to
repeat the words, it said:
“Let me drink first, for I am dying of thirst.” So he let it drink, and when it had finished, it said:
Bones are your throne,
With cow dung are they plastered,
In your ears are shoes,
And you sit like a jackal.
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This made the jackal wild with anger, so he ran after the go to kill it, and caught its tail in his teeth, just as the
go was getting into a hole.
“Hoo hoo,” said the jackal.
“Don’t say hoo, say ha,” called the go; so the jackal said “Ha!” and in order to say it, had to open his mouth,
so the go escaped!
272.162 The Story Of The Black Cow: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
There was a certain Brahmin whose wife died leaving him one little son.
For some time the two lived happily together, but at last the Brahmin married for a second time, and the
woman, who had a daughter of her own, was very unkind to her little stepson. Each day the two children went out
together to attend to the cattle, and at night they returned home to eat their food. But the cakes made by the
Brahmin’s wife for her stepson were of ashes, with just a little flour mixed in to give them the appearance of food,
that the Brahmin might not notice; and the child ate in silence, for he was afraid to complain, yet, when he was
alone in the forest he wept from hunger, and a black cow, one of the herd, saw this, and asked him what was the
matter.
The boy told her everything, and presently she beat her hoofs upon the ground. As she did so, sweets of all
kinds appeared, which the child ate greedily, and shared with his little sister, warning her the while not to mention
at home what the black cow had done, lest the stepmother should be angry.
The stepmother meanwhile wondered to see how well the boy looked, and she resolved to keep watch, for she
suspected that he drank the milk while tending her cows; so she told her little daughter to keep a good lookout on
all his doings, and to let her know. At last the girl confessed that they ate sweets every day, and the black cow
provided the feast.
That day when the Brahmin came home his wife begged him to sell the black cow, and said she would neither
sleep nor eat until this was done.
The poor boy was sad indeed when he heard this, and went at once to his favorite, where, throwing himself on
the black cow’s neck, he wept bitterly.
“Do not weep, my child, but get up on my back, and I will carry you to a place of safety where we can still be
together.”
So they escaped to a forest, and there lived in peace and security for many days.
*
Now, in the forest was a hole, which led to the home of the Great Snake, which, together with a bull, holds up
the universe. Into this hole the black cow poured five seers of milk daily to feed the snake. This pleased the snake
so much that he said one day:
“I must go up into the world and see for myself the creature who is so good to me and who sends me such
good milk to drink.”
When he came he saw the black cow grazing with the boy beside her. The cow asked no favors for herself, but
when the snake asked what she would like, she said she would like her son, as she called the Brahmin’s son, to be
clothed in gold from head to foot, and that all his body might shine as gold.
This wish the snake readily granted, but both cow and boy afterwards regretted their request, for they feared
robbers.
One day as the boy had his bath by the river, and combed his long locks of pure gold, some of his golden hair
fell into the water, and was swallowed by a fish. This fish was caught by a fisherman, and taken for sale to the
king’s palace. When they cut it open all present admired the lovely golden hair, and when the princess saw it, she
said she would never be happy again until she met the owner. The fisherman was asked where he caught the fish,
and people were dispatched in all directions in boats to search both far and wide.
At last a man in one of the boats espied in the distance a beautiful shining object taking a bath by the riverside.
Little by little the boat came closer and closer, until it was alongside; then the man called out and asked the bather
to come a little nearer.
At first the Brahmin’s son would not listen, but after a time he came up to the boat, when, to his surprise, he
was at once seized, tied up, and carried away.
*
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Arrived at the king’s palace he met the princess, who was very beautiful; and when he saw her he forgot
everything else, and thought only of her. After a short time they were married, and spent many happy days
together; but some one chanced to offer them a sweetmeat made of curds, such as the black cow often gave her
boy, and in a frenzy of remorse, the Brahmin’s son remembered his faithful friend and hastened to the place in the
distant forest where he had last seen her.
Arrived there he found only a few bones of dead cattle strewn about.
He was heartbroken at the sight, and gathered all the bones together into a funeral pyre, upon which he
declared he would lay down his own life; but just as he was about to do this who should appear but his old friend,
the black cow.
They were overjoyed to see each other, and she told him she had only kept the bones there to test his affection;
but now that she was satisfied that he had not forgotten her, the meeting was full of happiness and joy, so they
held a great feast for many days and then went their separate ways as before.
272.163 The Brahmin And The Wild Geese: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
There was once a Brahmin who had a large family, and was very poor. Every day he went out into the bazaar
to beg, but whether he begged for only an hour, or for the whole day, he seldom succeeded in getting a seer of
atta\fn{Two pounds of flour}
Now this made his wife very angry, for she thought that the longer he begged, the more he should gain. She
suspected that he sold what he was given, instead of bringing it home for his family, so she accused him and beat
him soundly.
The Brahmin was deeply vexed at her treatment, and determined to go to the river and there drown himself; yet
when he tried to do so, his courage failed, so he alternately threw himself into the water and then changed his
mind and came out again. His conduct attracted the attention of a couple of wild geese, who had their nest near by.
“I wonder what that man is doing; I think I will go and see,” said the gander; but his wife advised him not, “for
who knows the ways of human beings.” Yet he would not listen, and going up to the Brahmin, asked him the
reason of his strange conduct. The Brahmin told him everything, and when he had done the goose said:
“Shut your eyes till I tell you to open them.” The Brahmin did as he was told, and on opening his eyes, the
goose held out to him in its beak, a most valuable and beautiful ruby.
“Take this, my friend, and sell it to a rajah, and then your troubles will be all over.”
The Brahmin thanked him warmly, and went off with his treasure to the nearest State; there the rajah looked at
the ruby, but said he could not afford to buy so valuable a gem unless the Brahmin would accept for it seven mule
loads of money. This the Brahmin gladly consented to do, and returned to his home a rich man.
*
Some time after this, the poor rajah who had bought the ruby got leprosy, and called all the physicians he could
find to cure him. One of these said he would be cured if he ate the flesh of a wild goose, and applied its fat to his
hands.
That very day the Rajah sent for the Brahmin, and told him to go without delay and fetch him a wild goose,
when he would reward him greatly.
Now, the Brahmin loved money, and for his greed of gold, forgot all the kindness of the wild goose, and made
up his mind to secure it; so he went to the river as before, and began to try and drown himself.
The geese watched him with much concern, for they wondered what had caused this fresh trouble, after all that
had been done for him. Perhaps a thief had stolen the ruby. The old gander ran to enquire, but his wife warned
him not to go.
“What is the matter, O Brahmin?”
“Nothing, my friend, except that I wish to behold your face again.”
“Well, here I am.”
“Ah, not so far, my friend; come nearer that I may caress you,” cried the Brahmin. So the foolish bird came
nearer, and no sooner had he done so, than the Brahmin seized him and put him in a bag, with only his head out.
As they went along, the poor goose shed bitter tears of reproach, and each tear became a beautiful pearl. The
rajah’s son chanced to come that way, saw the pearls, and followed in their track, until he came to the spot where
the Brahmin sat.
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“What is in your bag?” he asked; “and why do pearls fall from it as you walk along?” The Brahmin denied that
he had anything in his bag, but the prince would not listen, and accused him of theft; so at length he
opened it, and displayed the wild goose.
The poor bird told the prince of all he had done for the Brahmin, and of the poor return and ingratitude he was
having now. This made the prince very angry, and he at once released the goose, who gladly flew away.
The Brahmin then went to the rajah, and told him what his son had done, and orders were at once given to
banish the prince from the kingdom.
*
Then the prince went to the river and told the wild goose of his banishment, and, out of gratitude, the goose
and his wife brought food and fruit daily, and placed it before him. This went on for some time, and then the geese
decided to find a wife for their visitor.
Now a lovely princess lived in a palace close to that place; and one night, while she slept, the two geese joined
wings under her bed, and carried her to the river. In the morning when she awoke she was surprised to find herself
in this lonely place.
But the prince met her and told her that he too was banished; and they became great friends and soon
afterwards were married. The wild geese gave them many beautiful and valuable gifts, and they went to live in the
former home of the princess.
272.164 The Four-gifted Princess: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
There was once a king, who was sitting with his wife before the fire when they heard a partridge call. The king
said:
“That sound comes from the left.” His wife said it came from the right, so they had a bet about it, and the rajah
said:
“If you are right you may have my kingdom, and I will cease to reign any longer.” So he went out, and found
that his wife was right.
This being the case, he began to make preparations to leave, and to make over his kingdom to her; but, as he
was about to do this, his servants, who knew of the bet, advised him not to be so foolish, but to take another wife,
and to do away with this one, rather than part with the kingdom. At first the king would not listen, but after a time
he agreed to leave the matter in their hands.
That night they waited till the poor rani lay asleep, and took her as she slept, placed her in a box, locked it up,
and threw it into a river.
*
An old fakir was in the habit of bathing in the river very early in the morning, and when he came he found the
box and opened it. The rani was unconscious, but not dead; so he carried her to his own home, and there looked
after her until she recovered.
Now the rani was about to present the kingdom with an heir, and was very miserable to find herself deserted
and in a strange home at such a time, so she cried bitterly, and three fairies were sent to her assistance.
Soon after this a little daughter was born to her, and when the child was a month old, the three fairies took their
leave, but, before going, each determined to leave a parting gift for the little princess.
The first said that whenever she placed her foot on a stone it would turn to either silver or gold. The second
said that whenever she laughed sweet scented flowers would fall from her lips. The third said that whenever she
cried pearls would fall from her eyes.
All these things came to pass, so in time they built a beautiful palace.
*
One day the rajah passed that way, and asked the Brahmin how he had built such a lovely palace in the place of
his old mud-hut. The old man told him how he had found the box, and all about the queen, his wife, whom he
thought was dead.
The rajah owned his sin, and implored forgiveness of his wife. At first she refused to forgive him, but after a
time she listened, and the rajah said that, if ever again he did anything to vex or hurt her, the old fakir might
punish him as he thought best.
Now the Indian people dread the punishment of a holy fakir; so the queen returned to her former palace, and
lived happily ever after.
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272.165 The Man Who Went To Seek His Fortune: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )}
Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
There was once a zemindar\fn{Landowner:H} who was very poor, and he had a brother who was very rich, but
the rich brother never helped him at all and often reproached him for his poverty.
One day the poor zemindar determined to go out into the wide world to seek his fortune, and not to return until
he had found it.
*
Having thus made up his mind he set out on his journey, and the first thing he came across was a king’s palace,
which was in the hands of carpenters and masons; but no sooner had they built it up on one side, than the other
side fell down, so that the place was at all times under repairs, and caused its owner much expense and anxiety.
As the zemindar stood watching the place, the king came out, and asked him who he was, and where he was
going; so he told him that it was to seek his fortune.
“Well, when you get to the place where you find it, will you think of me, and enquire the reason why my
palace is constantly falling down?” This the zemindar promised to do, and then continued on his journey.
The next place he arrived at was a river, and a turtle was on its bank. It asked him whither he was going, and
he said:
“To seek my fortune.”
“Friend, remember me when it is found, and say that the poor turtle, although it lives in water, suffers from a
severe burning sensation inwardly. Pray enquire the reason of this.” So the zemindar promised, and, as a reward,
the turtle bore him across the river on its back.
After another long journey, when he was both hungry and footsore, the zemindar spied in the distance a most
beautiful plum tree. It was the season for plums, so he determined to have a good feast of the fruit, and plucked
one of the largest and best, but it tasted so bitter that he quickly threw it away, and, turning to the tree in anger and
disappointment, cursed it.
“You are fair to look at, but otherwise good for nothing,” he cried bitterly.
“Alas!” replied the tree, “this is what all travelers say to me. Yet I cannot discover why my fruits are bitter.
Will you, O traveler, find out for me in your travels, and bring me word?”
After leaving the plum tree, the zemindar went into a thick jungle, and in the midst of it found an old fakir fast
asleep. He did not know that this holy man had slept for twelve years, and was just about to awake. While he
stood there the old fakir opened his eyes, and saw him.
“Son, you have looked after me while I was asleep; who are you and where are you going?”
“I am going to seek my fortune, for I am a poor man.”
“Go no further, but return the same way that you have come,” said the old fakir.
“Before I go, will you tell me, O holy fakir, why a certain rajah’s house is always falling down, though he is
constantly rebuilding it.”
“The rajah has a daughter who is grown up but unmarried; when she is married the trouble will cease.”
“A turtle is troubled with burning sensations inwardly, and would be glad to know the cause.”
“The turtle is full of wisdom, but selfishly keeps all its knowledge to itself. Let it tell half it knows to another,
and it will become quite well.”
“There is a beautiful plum tree whose fruits are bitter to the taste. What is the cause of this?”
“There is hidden treasure at the root of the tree, and when this is removed, the fruit will be sweet,” said the old
fakir. Then the zemindar thanked him, made a low salaam, and returned the same way he had come.
*
First he met the plum tree, and it at once enquired if he had found out why its fruit was bitter, and he told it the
reason.
“It is yours to remove that cause, my friend, so dig quickly, and see what there is at my roots.”
The zemindar did as he was bid, and found a box full of treasure—pearls, and gold, and rubies—so he tied
them in his blanket, and went on his way. At the river his friend the turtle awaited him eagerly; so the zemindar
explained everything, and the turtle said:
“I will impart half the knowledge to you as a reward; stoop down and listen.”
The man did as he was bid, and the creature imparted great wisdom to him in whispers. After this he met the
king, who said:
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“Well, traveler, what news? Have you found your fortune?”
“Yes, O king, and the cause of your trouble is, that, until your daughter is married, your house will continue to
fall down.”
“Will you marry her?” said the king. The zemindar gladly consented, and the marriage took place with great
pomp. After it he returned to his own home, and there his elder brother met him.
“You see, brother,” said the zemindar, “that you said it was my fate to have but a seer of atta\fn{Two pounds of
flour} a day, but I have found my good fortune at last.”
272.166 Three Wise Men And The King’s Daughter: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )}
Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
A king had a very beautiful daughter, and was anxious that she should marry some one who had made himself
famous in some particular way. Three men in the city came forward and begged the king for her hand in marriage.
“But what can you do?” asked the King.
“I can tell if a thing is lost, where to find it,” said the first, “and produce it if required.” The second said:
“I can make such wonderful horses out of wood, that they can rise to any height and go anywhere.” The third
said:
“I can shoot with my bow any living thing. The King was pleased, and went and told his daughter, asking her
to choose which she would have as a husband.
“I will tell you tomorrow,” said the girl.
*
The King agreed, but on the morrow she was nowhere to be found, and her father, much distressed, went to the
three wise men.
“Now,” said he to the first, “tell me where my daughter is.”
“She is with the fairies,” he replied, “and unless the one in charge of her is killed, she cannot return.”
Then the King turned to the other two men. To the horse-maker he said:
“Go and make me a horse.” And to the other:
“Take your bow and arrow, mount the horse, and go and shoot the fairy: bring my daughter back with you.”
*
Forthwith the men prepared: the horse was made, and mounted by the man with his bow and arrows, then they all
disappeared into the skies. There they found the King’s daughter guarded by a fairy.
The third man soon shot the fairy with his bow and arrow, and, lifting the princess upon his horse, returned
with her to her father.
Now each man felt that he had an equal claim upon her, and had earned her as his wife; so the king asked her
to decide.
“I will marry the man who shot the fairy,” said she, “and no other.”
This decision being final, they had a grand feast in celebration of her marriage.
*
Those who think they have the best claim, do not always attain their desires
272.167 Barbil’s Son: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla District,
Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
A rajah’s son once went to worship at a sacred stone; when there, he beheld a lovely young girl, so, falling on
his face before the stone, he said:
“If you will but give me this girl as my bride, I will give you my head as a sacrifice.”
His prayer was granted, and he married the girl.
For two months he was so happy that he never remembered his vow, but at the end of that time, a Brahmin
came and reminded him of it. So, after bidding his wife a loving farewell, he went sadly away, and, cutting off' his
head, placed it near the stone as a sacrifice.
*
Now his father, Barbil, missing him, came there to search, and was horrified to find his son’s dead body with
the head offered to the stone.
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“What is my life worth to me now? I will also sacrifice myself,” said he, and forth with he too cut off his own
head and placed it beside that of his son.
The bride, finding neither father nor husband return, went forth in search of them; and, seeing what had
happened, determined to add her own life to the sacrifice. She was just about to destroy herself when a voice near
by said:
“Daughter, do not hurt yourself. The heads alone are off, but if you take them and place them beside the
bodies, they will unite again.”
*
The delighted girl immediately did as she was directed, and the two heads were united to the bodies, so that
she once again saw her husband and father alive.
But no sooner did they begin to speak than she found that she had made a terrible mistake, for, in her eagerness
to restore the heads to their bodies again, she had not noticed that she had united her husband’s head to his father’s
body, and Barbil’s head to her husband’s body.
While the two men quarreled over this mistake, the poor girl, greatly distressed, appealed to the Gods to help
her. They bade her cease weeping.
“The head is the principal thing,” said they; “do not mind the body: if you were the daughter of a poor man and
married a prince, Barbil, having taken the form of the prince, is also of royal blood, so it matters not. Let him that
has the head of your husband be your husband again, and he who has the head of the King be the King.”
Thus they settled the matter, and returned home.
*
The head ruleth the body, and not the body the head!
272.167b The Tiger And The Rats: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
An old tiger became ill in the jungles, and, being unable to use his teeth, was much troubled by rats, who used
to come and eat his food before he had time to touch it. Nearly starved to death, he appealed to the fox, who said:
“Why do you not keep a cat? You will then soon be rid of your trouble.” The tiger thought this an excellent
idea, and immediately sent for a cat.
Now, the cat was a very cunning animal, and thought to herself, how nice it was to be in the service of the
tiger.
“But,” said she, “I will only drive away the rats, because, if I kill them, the tiger will have no further need of
me, and my employment will be gone.”
So she kept watching by the tiger all night and drove away the rats. One day she said to the tiger:
“Tonight, if you do not mind, I’d like to take a holiday, and would like you to take care of my kitten.”
“Very well,” said the tiger. So the cat brought the kitten, and, leaving it with the tiger, went away.
*
The kitten was a splendid ratter, and, not knowing why it had been put near the tiger, was surprised and
delighted to see the rats, which it speedily killed; and then arranged in a line to show its mother on her return in
the morning. But as soon as the cat saw them she grew very angry, and said:
“What have you done? You have taken away my employment.”
The poor little kitten said that it did not know that it was not to kill rats, and was very unhappy. Then the tiger
came forward, and dismissed them both, saying:
“I am now rid of the rats, and require your service no longer.”
So they went away crestfallen.
*
Thus do people often make a convenience of those who are their best friends!
272.169b The Legend Of Naldera Temple: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
At a little distance beyond Mushobra in the Simla district, stands an old, old temple of the Mongolian type,
around which hangs a quaint wooden fringe, which causes a strange rattling sound on a windy day. No priest lives
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within its sacred precincts, and the vicinity being the Viceroy’s summer camping ground, the presiding deo, or
deity, must often be disturbed by the light laughter and chatter of picnic parties from Simla.
Many years ago, before the present Rickshaw Road existed, a party of hillmen, gaily laughing and talking as
they swung along, carrying a dandy,\fn{A kind of litter} arrived at the place.
*
It was about 11 AM on a bright October morning, and the keen wit of the men as they exchanged repartee with
many bright-eyed Paharee maidens, seemed in keeping with the cool, crisp air and turquoise blue sky; but
suddenly a deep silence fell upon them.
They had come within sight of a number of enormous boulders which lay scattered, as though hurled by some
earthquake or invisible force along the precipitous mountain side.
Not a word escaped the lips of the four men till they had turned the corner which bounds Naldera Temple; then
they took out their cheelums and smoked while they told this tale:
*
“Years and years ago there stood in this place a beautiful and prosperous city, full of houses and people. The
present Temple stood in its midst, but the people were wicked and sinful, so one day the deo arose in great wrath
and hurled the entire city with its inhabitants down into the precipice, so that not one stone was left standing upon
another; and the gray rocks and solitary Temple alone remain to tell the tale of past splendor and prosperity.”
272.170 The Bunniah’s Wife And The Thief: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
A bunniah, or merchant, lying awake one night, saw a thief enter the room. So he whispered to his wife:
“Wife, wife, a thief is in the room; what are we to do?” Now his wife was a very clever woman, and she
replied:
“Why are you waking me? I was having such a fine dream.”
“What did you dream?” asked her husband.
“I dreamt that I had three fine sons, and they were named Mugwani, Hajee, and Chor.”\fn{ The last name means
“thief”}
“What silly names!” said the bunniah. “How could you call out to them?”
“By their names, of course,” replied she.
“But how could you call Chor? If it happened to be night, what would people think?”
“Why, I would call him like this, loud: ‘Chor!’ ‘Chor!’”
And she jumped up and ran out of the room, followed by her husband, the two calling “Chor! Chor!” as loudly
as they could.
The thief, thinking they were only pretending, remained silent under the bed, waiting for their return. They
soon came back with a number of friends, who caught the thief and took him away to prison.
272.170b Who Stole The Ruby?: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
A dying king called his three sons to him and gave each of them a ruby.
“Keep this,” said he, “in remembrance of your father.”
The three rubies were put into a box and locked up. Some time afterwards, on opening the box, only two rubies
were found in it, and the third one was missing. Now the three sons knew that had a thief been there, he would
have helped himself to all the stones, so they said within themselves:
“One of our friends has done this; let us go and tell the priest.” So they started off together, and on the way met
a man, who said:
“Friends, have you seen my camel?”
“Was it blind?” asked the eldest brother.
“Yes,” said the man.
“Had it no tail?” asked the second.
“You are right,” said the man.
“Was it carrying vinegar?” enquired the third.
“Yes,” replied the man. “Did you see it?”
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“No,” said the brothers; “we did not see it.”
“Very strange,” returned the man; “you know all about it, and yet you did not see it. I will also go to the priest
and tell him about you.”
So they went, and the man told the priest his story.
“How is it that you three know all about the camel, and yet you did not see it?” said the Priest.
“Well,” said the eldest, “I noticed that all the plants and shrubs on the way were eaten on one side only, so I
concluded that the animal who had eaten them must have been blind not to see the other side.”
“How did you know that it had no tail?”
“I saw the patch of mud where it sat down,” replied the second brother, “and there was an imprint of a body
but no tail.” The priest then asked the third boy how he knew that the camel carried vinegar.
“Because all along the road were wet patches which smelt of vinegar.”
These answers pleased the priest very much, and he gave a feast for the brothers. During the feast he sat down,
and, unknown to them, watched and listened to find out what they were talking about. The eldest said:
“This grain he has given us to eat was grown in a cemetery.” The second said:
“And this meat is not killed meat; it is some other flesh.” The youngest said:
“The priest himself is a villain.”
Then the priest ran out and caught the man who had sold him the grain.
“Tell me at once where you gathered this grain?” demanded he.
“From a cemetery,” confessed the man. After this the priest sought the butcher, and said:
“Where did you get that meat you sold me? Did you kill the sheep?” The butcher admitted that it was the flesh
of a goat which had dropped dead, and had not been killed.
*
Going back, the priest resolved to catch the boys in their own net, and he told them a story about two men and
a thief.
“Now,” said he, when he had finished, “which of the three do you prefer?”
The eldest boy said he liked one man, and the second the other, but the third preferred the thief!
“Well,” said the priest, “if you prefer the thief, you yourself must be a thief. Where is the third ruby?”
On this the boy confessed that he had stolen it; and, taking it out of his pocket, restored it to his brother. The
three went home together, and lived happily ever afterwards.
272.171 The Story Of Vickramadit: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1½
A king once asked his daughters to tell him the reason why they were so comfortable and always clothed in
fine raiment, with jewels to wear, and a palace to live in. They all said:
“It is because we are your daughters, O king!” But the youngest said:
“I am what I am through my favorable destiny, and not because I happen to be your daughter; if good fortune
be destined for us we shall have it under any circumstances.” At this the king was very angry, and said:
“Leave my palace at once, and see what your own luck will do for you; methinks your lucky stars will cease to
shine once you have left my palace.”
But in order to further humiliate her, he determined to get her married to the poorest man in his kingdom, and
one who was weak and sickly and about to die. He therefore sent his servants to bring the first sickly-looking
pauper they could find.
*
Now it so happened about this time that one Vickramadit, a holy mendicant, was lying outside the palace gates
stricken down with great suffering, and almost at the point of death; and they brought him as the most suitable
man for the young princess to marry.
The poor beggar Vickramadit was in reality a great king, who once reigned over the ancient and holy city of
Ujjain; but he had abdicated his throne in order to become a sanyasi, or begging fakir, and was then on a
pilgrimage to Kasi, the holy city of Benares, where he hoped to pass the rest of his days in prayer, and the deeds
of charity for which he was well known.
The sickness with which he was stricken down at the gates of the king’s palace was caused through his great
love of God’s creatures, and happened in this way. One day, as he was walking along footsore and tired, a snake
came up to him and said:
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“Can you give me some water to drink, for I am dying of thirst?” Vickramadit replied:
“I have no water in my gourd, having just drank it; but if you will promise not to harm me, you may creep
down my throat into my body, and there drink your fill and return satisfied.”
This the snake promised, but, instead of returning, it remained within him and refused to come back. All that
the beggar ate passed into the mouth of the snake; and in this way he soon found himself unable to travel, and
obliged to rest, suffering at the same time great agonies from starvation and thirst.
When the King’s servants found and brought him to the palace, the young princess was there and then forced
to marry Vickramadit, and expelled from the town with her beggar husband. Both king and queen expressed a
hope at parting that she would soon learn the lesson, that it was all due to them alone that she had fared so well
hitherto.
*
As Vickramadit could not travel very far owing to weakness, she took shelter in the first small hut she could
find, and there stayed, trying to alleviate his sufferings.
Now, near this hut was a mound of earth in which dwelt a snake. In the evenings, as is usual in India, the snake
came out of his hole and stood on the mound of earth, where he hissed violently. The snake which lived inside
Vickramadit heard the sound, and hissed in reply. Then they began a conversation. The snake on the mound said:
“You traitor! You were given permission to drink water; and this is how you treat the holy fakir, and break your
promise to return without doing him any harm! You shall now be given a certain seed to eat which will entirely
destroy your body, and you will die in agonies.” The other snake replied:
“You miser! You ‘dog in the manger,’ who live over a mound beneath which lies vast treasures and priceless
jewels! You know that you cannot use them yourself, and yet you will allow nobody else to touch them! Your end
will be that a woman will kill you by pouring boiling milk and butter over you.”
The young wife heard these two snakes denouncing each other, and determined to act upon what she had
overheard. When leaving her father’s house, she had managed to hide on her person a small pearl ring, and this
she now pawned for a small sum of money, and purchased milk and butter. Warming these to boiling point, she
went over at midday and poured them into the snake’s hole in the mound. She also sought the seed, which would
kill the snake her husband had swallowed, and gave it to him to eat.
Thus both snakes were killed, and all danger from them ceased to exist.
*
Vickramadit, after the destruction of the snake, improved rapidly, and soon regained his health and strength.
The young wife now turned her attention to the mound of earth, beneath which lay buried treasures.
She employed a few men to dig, and they soon unearthed several ghurras,\fn{Earthen vessels} full of priceless
gems. With these she went away, and very soon founded a great city, over which she made her lord king.
Thus Vickramadit once more reigned a king; and no queen was more famous than the young princess who had
been so cruelly cast adrift by her father.
*
The old father heard of this new king, and of all the riches and splendor of his court and queen; and he sent
men to enquire if it were true that his daughter was really as great as people reported. The men returned and said:
“O king, her riches, the magnificence of her Court and palace, surpass all we have heard; she is indeed a great
queen, and has founded a mighty city.” The king then owned his mistake, and said:
“My daughter was right when she said her greatness was due more to her individual luck than to the mere fact
that she happened to be born my daughter; for has she not, in spite of all my ill-treatment of her, risen to be queen,
not of a small kingdom such as mine, but of a world-renowned kingdom.”
*
Thy kismet\fn{Destiny} is thy fate; when that is good, then the most unfavorable circumstances, or the deepest
gloom, cannot prevent its asserting itself.
272.172 The Weaver: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla District,
Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 2
There was a weaver who was unmarried, and all that he could earn in a day, in exchange for the cloth he wove,
only amounted to two pounds of either rice or other grain.
One day he cooked some kitcherie,\fn{A dish made of rice and lentils cooked together with ghee, and then boiled} and,
placing it in a plate, left it to get cool, and went out to sell his cloth.
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While he was away a jackal came and ate up the kitcherie; and on his return he found the jackal, so he tied it
up and beat it severely. Then he cooked some bread, which he ate, and again beat the jackal. The poor creature
thought:
“Now my life will go, if this man keeps on beating me in this way.”
When the man next went out to dispose of his cloth, the jackal, tied up by itself, felt very lonely, especially as
it could hear its companions howling in the jungles; so it began to howl too, and, hearing it, one of its friends
came to see where it was, and finding it, said:
“Brother, what are you doing here?” The poor jackal, bruised all over and swollen with the beating it had
received, replied:
“Friend, a man has caught me, and takes the greatest care of me; see how fat I have grown with eating all the
hulwa-poories\fn{A native delicacy made with sugar}he gives me. If you will release me, I will tie you here, and you
will get a share of the good things.” So the two exchanged places, and the first jackal ran back gladly into the
jungles.
On the return of the weaver he, as usual, began to beat the poor creature, who then spoke, and said:
“Why are you beating me?” The weaver, surprised, replied:
“I have never heard this jackal speak before!”
“That one has gone, and he tied me here in his place, and told me I should get all sorts of good things to eat;
but if you will release me, I will arrange a marriage with a king’s daughter for you.”
“What!” said the man. “I am only a poor weaver, and can you really get me married to a king’s daughter?”
“Yes,” returned the jackal.
*
So the weaver released it, and turning itself into a Brahmin, it crossed the river and presented itself at the court
of a certain rajah, to whom it said:
“O king, I have found a rich weaver-caste rajah, who wishes your daughter’s hand in marriage.”
The rajah, much pleased, consented, and the Brahmin, on getting outside the palace, once more turned into a
jackal, and returned to the weaver.
“Follow me,” said he, “and I will take you to the king’s daughter.”
So the weaver took up his blanket, which was all he possessed.
On their way they met a dhobie, carrying his bundle of clothes. The jackal gave him a gold mohur, and told
him to spread all the clean clothes he possessed upon the trees around.

Further on they met a cotton-beater, or man who, in the East, beats cotton and prepares it to make up into
pillows and quilts; to him they also gave a gold mohur, and asked in return for several large balls of cotton. These
they carried on a large plate to the river; and the jackal, leaving the weaver, returned as a Brahmin to the rajah,
who had seen the dhobie’s clothes in the distance, and thought they were tents pitched by his daughter’s future
husband.
The jackal had told the weaver to watch, and, as soon as he saw him enter the palace, he was to take large
lumps of cotton and throw them one by one into the river, so that they might be seen floating down the stream.
“The Bridegroom,” explained the Brahmin, “has met with a terrible accident; all his possessions and his
followers are lost in the river, and only he and I remain, dressed in the clothes in which we stand.”
Then the rajah ordered his musicians and followers to come out, and go with horses in great pomp to bring the
weaver, who was forthwith married to the princess. After the marriage the Brahmin said:
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“This son-in-law of yours has lost all he had; what is the use of his returning to his country? Let him stay here
with you.”
To this the Rajah, who loved his daughter, gladly consented, and gave them a fine house and grounds.
*
Now the weaver, who was not accustomed to good society, or to living with those above his station in life,
made a salaam, or obeisance, such as a poor man is wont to do, to his wife every morning, and she began to
suspect that he had deceived her, and was not a real rajah. So she asked him one day to tell her the whole truth
about himself, and he did so.
“Well,” said she, “you have owned it to me, but do not let my father or mother know; for now that I am
married to you, things cannot be altered, and it is better that they should remain in ignorance; but whatever my
father may ask you to do, promise me that you will do it, always answering ‘Yes, I will,’ to anything he may
suggest.” To this the weaver agreed; and shortly afterwards the rajah called him and enquired if he was willing to
help him, and, as promised, the man replied,
“Yes, I will.” Then he went to his wife and told her, and she commended him.
Next day the King told him that two brothers, by name Darya and Barjo, threatened to fight and take his
kingdom from him, and he desired his son-in-law to go to the stables and select a horse on which to ride on the
morrow to battle.
In the stables was a horse that was standing on three legs.
“This,” thought the weaver, “will just suit me, for it seems lame and has only three legs to go on, and making
this an excuse, I’ll keep behind all the rest, and out of danger.”
Now this horse used to eat a quarter of a pound of opium daily, and could fly through the air, so that when the
Rajah heard of the selection he was very delighted, and said to himself:
“What a clever man this is, that he is able to discover which is the best horse!”
The day following he had the horse brought round, and mounted it in fear and trembling, having himself
securely tied on lest he should fall off, while, to weight himself equally, he fastened a small millstone on either
side.
As soon as the groom released the horse, it flew up into the air, then down again, and then up through the
branches of trees, which broke off and clung to the weaver’s arms and body, so that he presented a strange
spectacle. He was terrified, and kept on crying out:
“O Darya! Barjo! For your sakes have I come to my death.”
The two Princes, Darya and Baijo, seeing this strange horse flying through the air, and hearing their names
coming from a queer object all covered with branches of trees, were very much alarmed, and said:
“If more come like this, we shall indeed be lost; one is enough for us.” So they wrote to the King, and said:
“We have seen your warrior; stay in your country, and we will stay in ours: we cannot fight.”
And they sent him a peace-offering.
272.174 The Dog Who Was A Rajah: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
A daughter was once born to a Brahmin and his wife, and from the day of its birth a dog came daily and laid
down in the house. This made the mother say, in jest, when the child would not cease crying:
“Stop, or I shall give you to the dog.” And the Brahmin added:
“I will give her to the dog when she is grown up.” When the girl grew up, he said to the dog one day, in a fit of
temper:
“Here, take my daughter, and do as you wish with her.”
The mother now regretted her jest, which had suggested this idea to her husband, and said:
“Here, my child, take this handful of seeds, and, as you go, strew them along the road, so that I may know
where to find you.”
*
As the girl went along she scattered the seeds, and at last she arrived at a field in which was a small baoli.\fn
{Well} Here she sat down, and told the dog she was thirsty.
“Go and drink from the well,” said the dog.
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As she approached the dog followed her, and they saw a ladder leading to the bottom of the well, so that they
climbed down and came to a fine house with lovely gardens and flowers, and servants ready to receive them.
These belonged to the dog, who was in reality a rajah, and only assumed the shape of a dog when he left the well.
*
Some time after this the Brahmin expressed a wish to go and visit his daughter. So his wife told him to follow
the track of any freshly sprung-up little plants he might see.
He followed out her directions, and found the small trees led to the well; and as he felt thirsty, he looked in and
saw the ladder; so he descended by it, and found the dog had become a rajah. Going round the grounds with his
daughter, he noticed a house made of gold.
“What is this?” asked he.
“It is for you, my father.”
So he went in and found everything perfect, except that in one of the walls was a great crack.
“That crack,” explained the rajah, who had joined them, “was caused when you first drank water at the well;
and it will remain there until you undo the wrong you did your daughter in giving her to a dog, for you did not
then know who he really was. To undo the wrong you must serve me as my cowherd for twelve years, after which
time the crack in the wall will close up of its own accord.”
The Brahmin then went to his wife and told her all that had happened; and they returned together to the rajah,
whose cows he tended for twelve years, after which the crack in the golden wall came together of itself; and thus
the wrong was righted.
272.175 The Fourth Wife Is The Wisest: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1½
There was a bunniah who had an only son, who had married four wives; of these, three were fools, and only
one was wise.
For some reason the rajah of that country got angry with the bunniah, and said that he and all his family were
to go away, for he would not permit them to remain in his kingdom any longer; also, they were not to take away
any of their jewels or possessions with them, except such things as they were wearing at the time.
Hearing this, the youngest of the four wives asked if she might be allowed to bake some bread, to take for
them to eat on the journey. This was permitted, and, in kneading the flour, she dropped four very valuable and
beautiful rubies into it, and then having cooked the bread, showed it to the people as she left, and said:
“See, I take nothing with me except this bread.”
*
They journeyed far away into another country, and were very poor. Then the bunniah said to his youngest
daughter-in-law:
“Daughter, what are we to do to live? We have no money and no clothes.” She was silent for a long time, and
then said:
“We must sell our jewels, but in the meantime take this”—giving him one of the rubies—“and sell it.”
Now this ruby was worth a very great deal of money, and the bunniah took it gratefully, thinking all the time
what a wise girl his daughter-in-law was, to think of bringing it as she had done. He then went to a rich merchant,
who in reality was not a merchant at all, but a clever thief, and who, as soon as he set eyes on the ruby, knew it to
be a valuable one, and determined to have it.
“Go,” said he to one of his servants, “and bring me a basket full of money that I may pay for this valuable
stone;” and as the servant left, he turned to the bunniah, offering him a chair, and said:
“Sit down, friend.”
Now this chair was a specially prepared one, being kept by the thief as a trap for the unwary. The seat was of
raw cotton, under which was a great hole into which anybody who sat on the chair would fall. It was carefully
covered over with a piece of clean white cloth, so that nothing was noticed.
On it the poor bunniah sat, and as the soft cotton gave way under him, he found himself in the hole, over
which the thief carefully placed a great stone and left him, while he quietly pocketed the ruby.
*
As the bunniah did not return to his home for many days, his daughter-in-law called her husband, and gave him
the second ruby.
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“Go, seek thy father,” said she; “and if you find him, bring me back this ruby, and buy food and clothes with
one you will find with him.”
The young man searched high and low for his father, but, not finding him, he decided to sell his ruby, and by ill
chance went to the same merchant who had robbed the bunniah. The thief treated him in exactly the same way,
and, after having stolen the ruby, trapped him into the same hole as his father.
*
Finding that neither husband nor father returned, the woman sold her jewels, and bought clothes and food for
the rest of the family; but for herself she secretly bought the outfit of a policeman, or chowkidar, and resolved to
work in that capacity. So she presented herself at the king’s Court, and he, taking a fancy to the handsome face of
the young man (for she was disguised as such), gave her employment.
Living in the jungles near that place was a terrible rakhas,\fn{Evil spirit; this is elsewhere called a rakshasa} and that
night, while on duty, the new policeman was startled by a roar like that of a tiger; but as soon as the rakhas
perceived him, it assumed the form of a woman, and coming up, said weeping:
“The rajah has hanged my husband, and I wish to see him once more, but cannot reach because the gallows are
high.”
“Climb upon my back,” said the policeman. The woman did so, but as soon as she got near enough she began
to eat her supposed husband. On this the young policeman, drawing his sword, cut off the woman’s head, and as
she fell, being enchanted, she disappeared, but a silver anklet from one of her feet was left behind.
*
Next morning the policeman carried the anklet to the king, and told him what had happened, and how the
strange woman had disappeared as he struck her with his sword. The king was much pleased at the youth’s
bravery, and also with the silver anklet, which was full of precious stones of great value, and, turning to the
policeman, he said:
“Ask what you will, and I will give it to you, even if you ask my daughter in marriage.” The man replied:
“O king, I ask nothing; but grant me, I pray you, control over the entire bazaar, that I may kill, banish, hang, or
release, and do as I like with the people who dwell there.”
The King granted this request, and having discovered the thief in the supposed merchant, the policeman went
to him and boldly demanded the release of his father and son. But the thief denied all knowledge of the affair.
Then the young man entered the shop, and, lifting up the great stone, beheld the two unfortunate men, who
were nearly starved to death. Having released them, he took the thief to the King, and told him what had
happened. After they had hanged the wicked thief, the young policeman changed his clothes and appeared as a
woman.
The King was greatly surprised, but so pleased at all she had done, that he called her his “daughter,” and gave
her husband, father, and other relations money and goods, so that they lived in contentment for the rest of their
lives.
272.176 The Origin Of A River: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
There stands on the old Agra Bombay Road, between Goona in Central India and Jhansi, a small village beside
a stream, and this used to be a bathing stage for travelers in the old days, before railways were known in India.
In the village there once lived a man whose wife died, leaving an only daughter. The girl, as she grew to
womanhood, had a very bad time of it, as all the housework fell upon her shoulders. She had to cook her father’s
food and carry it to him in the fields; to draw water for the cattle and look after them, besides many other things
which took up her time and strength.
So she invoked the aid of the Gods.
Next time she went to draw water from the well, which was a very deep one, and required a long, long string
for the bucket, she looked in, and lo! the water had risen to the top, and was almost overflowing, so that there was
no need to draw any; and her father’s cattle stood round and drank their fill.
Then she filled her chattie with water, and enjoyed a bath in the sunshine.
After a time the water sank to its usual level. Thus far all was well, but her father noticed how quickly the
cattle had been watered, and how soon his daughter returned home: also he missed the long rope which she
always carried on her arm. He began to suspect that some unknown man, a stranger to himself, used to help her,
and determined to watch.
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A great fig tree grew beside the well; and one day he concealed himself in its branches.
As usual, his daughter came with the cattle, and all happened as before. He was struck with wonder and
amazement at what he saw.
Just as the girl was about to take her usual bath, she looked up and saw him. In a moment she felt that he had
suspected her of some evil.
“Father,” cried she, “why do you look with an evil eye on your child? Do you not believe that the Gods have
helped her?”
But before her father could reply, she sank down to the bottom of the well with the water and never rose again,
for the outraged Gods took her to themselves; and, in token of their displeasure, the well was cleft from top to
bottom, and hillocks formed on either side.
From this spot flows a tiny stream, which, if you follow it, becomes a mighty river.
272.177b The Story Of A Pearl: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
A poor workman and his wife were once almost starving. Every day the man gathered sticks and sold them,
while the woman remained at home.
“Wife,” said the man one day, “come, we will both go and gather wood for sale today, so that, if we earn
enough, we shall not eat rice only, but will buy a small fish, and eat that also.”
The woman agreed, and having sold their stock of firewood, they returned home with a fish for dinner.
On opening it, a small white bead, round and shining, fell upon the floor. The woman was attracted by its
brightness, and locked it up in a box.
*
Many days of poverty and hunger visited that household before the woman remembered the pretty stone found
in the fish; but at last she thought of it, and took it to a bunniah, who, as soon as he set eyes upon it, said:
“Give me that, and I will give you as much as you can carry away of ghee and food and oil, not only today, but
for many days, if you will come to my shop.”
The foolish woman parted with her treasure, not knowing that it was a pearl of great value, and returned home
laden with good things.
The bunniah chuckled with delight. He was crafty, like all bunniahs, and, you may depend, never kept his
promise: such was the foolishness of the woman, and such the cunning and greed of the man.
272.177c The Bunniah’s Ghost: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
Far away in a valley in the Himalayan mountains lies a little village, where once lived a good man who had his
home beside a field in which grew a beautiful mulberry tree—so big and so beautiful that it was the wonder of the
country round. Hundreds of people were wont to gather together beneath it, and the poor carried away basket
loads of its fruit. Thus it became a meeting place where a mela, or fair, was held when the fruit season was on.
Now the fame of it reached a certain rajah who had rented out the land, and one day he came with all his
retinue to see it.
“There is no such tree in the Royal Gardens,” said the Grand Vizier.
“It is not meet that a subject should possess what the rajah hath not,” added the Prime Minister.
The rajah replied not a word, for his heart was filled with envy; and that night, before going to bed, he gave
orders that, on a certain day, in the early dawn, before anybody was astir, a party of armed men should take their
axes to the village, and fell the mulberry tree even with the ground.
*
But ill dreams disturbed the rajah’s rest, and he could not sleep. Could it be fancy, or did he really see a strange
man standing before him? The strange man spoke:
“O king, live for ever! I am the spirit of a bunniah who died in yonder village many years ago.
“During my lifetime I defrauded the people. I gave them short measure and adulterated their food. When I died
and passed into the Land of Unhappy Spirits, the Gods, who are just, O king, decreed that I should give back what
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I had stolen. My soul therefore went into a mulberry tree, where year after year the people gather fruit, and regain
their losses.
“In one year more they will be repaid to the uttermost cowry; but you mean to destroy the tree and drive my
soul I know not whither. Wherefore have I come to plead with you to spare it this once, for when a year is past it
will die of itself and my soul find its way to that Land of Shadows which is the abode of the Gods—where it will
find peace.”
So the Rajah listened, and the strange man went away.
*
For one year longer the people sat as before under the cool shadow of the mulberry tree, and then it died. And
was that all?
No: when they cut it down there was found deep in the earth one living root, and that they left, for who can
destroy the soul?
The roots of charity are always green.
272.178 Bickermanji The Inquisitive: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village,
Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 2
There was a certain rajah whose name was Bickermanji. He was very inquisitive, and always wished to know
everything that was going on in his kingdom, and what his subjects were doing. At night he disguised himself in
common clothes and a blanket, and walked quietly in the streets and bazaars to spy on the people. Next day, when
complaints were brought to him of the doings of this or that person, he knew all about it.
In this way he observed that a certain woman, the wife of a sowcar, or bunniah, used to leave her home every
night, carrying a ghurra, or chattie, on her head and some food in her hand. Arrived at the river, she floated the
chattie, and sat upon it, thus getting a passage to the other side, where she visited a certain fakir. In the early
morning she returned, carrying the chattie full of water for the day’s use; and this being an everyday custom with
native women in the East, it was never suspected that she had spent nearly the whole night away from her home.
Bickermanji observed all this, and wondered to himself how the matter would end.
One day the woman’s husband, who had been away in another country, returned, so she had to attend to his
food, and could not get away as early as usual to carry dainty dishes to the fakir, who was very angry when she
arrived late, and made her excuses on account of her husband’s arrival.
“What do I care for your husband?” said the fakir. “Is he better than a holy mendicant? Go this moment and
bring me his head.”
This she did, much to the fakir’s surprise; but, instead of being pleased at her obedience to his wishes, he was
angry, and said:
“If you killed your husband, you will one day kill me also.”
*
So he drove her from his presence, and she returned to her own home, where, taking her husband’s head upon
her knee, she set up a great weeping and lamentation, which attracted all her neighbors and brought them together.
“My husband had only just returned from a journey, bringing money; and see, thieves have stolen his money,
and murdered him during the night.”
Her neighbors believed this, and prepared to carry her husband to the burning ghât, for he was a Hindu. While
they did this, the woman declared that she would follow, and perform the sacred rite of suttee, or being burnt upon
her husband’s funeral pyre. Although impressed by her supposed devotion to her husband, her friends wrote to
Bickermanji, and begged him to prevent her.
Bickermanji knew all that had really happened, and meant to show his own wisdom and the woman’s crime,
also to punish her as he thought best. So he promptly forbade the suttee.
The widow then wrote to Rajah Bickermanji’s stepmother, a very clever woman, and asked her to intercede,
that she might die with her husband. Then his stepmother said:
“My son, allow this suttee to take place, and within eight days I will give you my reasons.”
This aroused the curiosity of his nature, and, much against his will, he consented; so the woman had her own
way.
*
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He waited impatiently for the eight days to be over, and then went to his stepmother, who ordered a dooly, and,
taking with her a goat, asked him to accompany her to the nearest temple. Arrived there, she asked him to stand at
the door, and left the goat outside.
“If, when I come to the door, I say ‘kill’' you are to kill the goat, but if not, stand where you are,” were the old
woman’s instructions as she went to make her offering of fruit and flowers and sweets. Soon she returned, and
said:
“Kill.” So Bickermanji cut off the head of the goat.
“Sit upon the head, my son.” And he did as he was told, but no sooner had he done so, when the head rose up
into the air with him, away through space for hundreds of miles, until he came to a wall which surrounded a space
twelve miles square. In this was a garden and beautiful house; and after wandering some little time, Bickermanji
found water and food, a comfortable couch to lie upon, and a hookah, to smoke, but not a human being was
anywhere to be seen. This puzzled him, but as he was both hungry and tired, he made a good meal, smoked his
hookah, and laid down to sleep.
“If I sleep, I sleep, if I die, I die; a man can but die once.”
*
Now the place belonged to a purree,\fn{Winged fairy being} who used to come to it during the night, and remain
away all day. The servants came an hour or two beforehand just to see everything was comfortable; and when they
found Bickermanji lying fast asleep, they wished to kill him, but an old woman interceded on his behalf, so they
let him alone until the purree came.
Bickermanji was greatly surprised to see a strange winged being standing before him, and expected immediate
death; but the Strange One spoke kindly, and begged him not to fear, but to make the place his home for as long as
he liked. Each day passed by quietly, and in the pleasures and ease of his present existence, Bickermanji soon
forgot his kingdom, his wife, and his children. Before going away one morning the purree said:
“There are four rooms in this house which you must never open; I will point them out to you, but, for the rest,
you may use them as you will.”
This request at once excited Bickermanji’s old spirit of curiosity; and, as soon as he found himself alone, he
went quickly to the door of the first room and opened it. Within stood a horse, which turned gladly towards him,
and said:
“I have not seen the light of day, or had an hour’s freedom, ever since I was given to the fairy by Rajah Sudra.
If you will take me out, I will show you all the world, and even the secret place where the fairies dance.”
Bickermanji was delighted, and immediately led out the horse, which he saddled, mounted, and rode for a
wonderful and delightful ride.
In the evening the fairy, or purree, again warned him against opening any of the four forbidden doors; but the
very next day he opened the second one, and there found a large elephant chained up. The elephant complained
bitterly of its fate, and begged Bickermanji to pity it, and take it out, which, if he did, it would in return show him
much that was wonderful in the world; so Bickermanji again had a very interesting day.
On the morning following he opened the third door and found a camel inside. It too took him to all sorts of
new and interesting places which were the haunts of fairy beings.
*
Now only one door was left, and Bickermanji determined to open that also; and when he did, he beheld a
donkey, standing inside. The donkey complained just as the other animals had done, and begged for its release;
but as Bickermanji mounted it for his usual ride, he found himself back in his old kingdom.
“My back aches,” said the donkey; “leave me a while to rest, and go you, in the meantime, to the nearest
bazaar for food. When you return you will find me here.”
But when Bickermanji returned there was no donkey to be seen; so he tore his hair and wept bitterly, asking all
the passers-by if any of them had seen his ghuddee. Many of the inhabitants of the town recognized him, and said:
“Our Rajah has come back, and is asking for his ghuddee,” which, in Hindustani, means “throne” as well as
“donkey.”
At last his stepmother heard of his return, and sent for him. He told her that he would give anything to be able
to return to the place from which the donkey had brought him.
“Was it not I who sent you there,” she replied, “and could not I send you back again? What are you willing to
do in order to return? Are you willing to slay your own son to go?”
“Yes, I would even do that.”
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“Well, come with me as before to the temple, only, instead of a goat, take your son with you, and a sword.
When I say ‘kill’ you must kill, but not before.”
So the three went to the temple, and the stepmother stood in the doorway and cried “Kill”; but before the Rajah
could raise his sword she rushed forward and seized it.
“Stop! Do not kill your son. Do you remember the suttee, and how you judged her and wished to punish her
for killing her husband on account of a friend, and now you would kill your own son for the sake of pleasure! All
that has happened has been done to teach you a lesson; go you to your palace, and there reign with greater
wisdom than before.”
272.180 The Brahmin’s Daughter: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
A certain Brahmin’s wife had no affection for her seven stepdaughters, and persuaded their father to get rid of
them. So he invited the girls to come with him on a visit to their grandmother, but on the way he slipped away
quietly and left them eating plums in the jungle.
After a while they found themselves all alone, and as night fell were very frightened, and hid themselves in the
hollow of a large tree. Here a tiger found them and ate six, leaving only the youngest sister alive.
She hid in the tree for several days, and at last a rajah found her, and asked how she had got there. Then she
told him the whole story, and he felt pity for her and married her.
But she often wondered what had become of her father, and whether he was alive or dead; and when she
remembered the fate of her sisters, she secretly made up her mind to be revenged on her stepmother.
*
Then she called a crow, and asked it if it would go to her former home with a letter from her. In the letter she
told her father of her sisters’ fate and of her own good fortune.
The crow carried the news to her father, and, greatly surprised, he read the contents of his daughter’s letter to
his wife. The woman was mercenary as well as cruel, and advised him to lose no time in visiting her, and bringing
back all the money he could secure.
So the Brahmin went and spent eight or nine days in the palace. As he was preparing to return home, the girl
called him, and gave him a box containing a snake, a scorpion, and a wasp; and as it was securely locked, he had
no suspicion of its contents.
“Take this” she said, “and give it with the key to my mother; let her be alone in her room when she receives it,
so that she may enjoy my gifts by herself.”
Then she gave him another box full of clothes and jewels and money for himself.
*
After it long journey, the Brahmin arrived at his home, and said to his wife:
“This box is for me, and this one for you keep it carefully, and open it when you are alone; here is the key.”
So saying he went out, shut the door, and put on the chain. Soon the woman began to cry: “I’m bitten, I’m
bitten!” But he mistook it for “I’ve eaten, I’ve eaten!” meaning that he should come and share the feast. So he
replied:
“I’ve had my share, you eat what is your own share.”
When he opened the door, he found her dead, so he packed up his things and returned to his daughter, and lived
happily ever after.
272.181 Abul Hussain: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla District,
Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 2
There was a man called Abul Hussain who was once very rich, but had been so foolish in entertaining all his
friends that he lost all his money, and became very poor.
He and his old mother lived together, and sometimes, when he felt lonely, he would walk out and call in two or
three men, any passing strangers whom he chanced to meet, and ask them to come in and have a talk and smoke
with him. When they left his house, he never expected to see them again. On one occasion he accosted a man
dressed in plain clothes, who, with two others, was taking a stroll, and said:
“Friend, come in and have a chat with me.” The man—who was really the king—with his two followers, went
in; and, after they had talked some time and made merry over wine, Abul said:
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“I should like to exchange places with the king for just one day."
“Why?” asked the king.
“Because the priest who prays in the musjid here, and his four friends, are very wicked men, and I should like
to have them killed.”
The king, while talking, took out some powder which had the effect of putting a person to sleep, and secretly
dropped it into the wine Abul was drinking. Shortly afterwards Abul fell into a deep sleep. The king then said to
his servants:
“Remove this man and take him to my palace; change his clothes for some of mine, place him in my bed, and,
until I give further orders, recognize him as your king, and let him use as much money as he likes.”
The servants did as he told them, took up the sleeping man and put him to bed in the king’s palace.
*
Early next morning the servants came to wake Abul, and said:
“Will Your Majesty rise this morning?”
Abul rubbed his eyes and looked, and behold, he was in a king’s room and the king’s servant was addressing
him! He saw his clothes, and wondered who he was, and what had happened: then he turned to the man and said:
“Who am I?” The man replied:
“You are our king.”
“Am I?” returned the puzzled Abul, and, rising, he heard strains of music, and knew that the band was playing,
as it always does on the awaking of a King in the morning.
He washed and dressed and went with his vizier to hold court. While there, he said to his courtiers:
“There is a man living in a certain house, and his name is Abul, I want you to take to his mother a bag of a
thousand rupees. Also go to the musjid; catch the old priest, give him one hundred stripes, put him and his four
friends on donkeys, and drive them out of the city.”
All day Abul reigned as king, but when night came, the servants, who had been instructed what to do by the
real king, once more put sleeping powder into his wine, and while he slept removed him to his own home, and put
him into his own bed again.
*
When he awoke there in the morning he called to his servants, but no one answered, except his old mother,
who came and stood beside him.
“Why do you call your servants?” she asked.
“Because I am a king,” he replied. “Who are you?”
“I am your mother, my son. and think you must be dreaming. If the king hears about this he will be so angry
that perhaps he will have you killed. You are only the son of a poor man; and do not vex the king, for he has been
very good, and sent us a present of a thousand rupees yesterday.”
Abul, however, would not listen, but kept on insisting that he was king, so at last the king had him locked up in
prison, declaring that he must be mad. There he was kept until he ceased to say that he was king, and then he was
released.
*
On his return home, he once more invited some strange men, and, as before, the king was amongst them, and
again surreptitiously put the sleeping powder into Abul’s wine, and caused him to be removed and put into his
palace on his bed while he was unconscious.
Next morning on waking Abul felt sure that it must be a dream this time, and lie kept rubbing his eyes and
asking the servants who he was. The servants replied:
“Why, you are our king.” Abul was more than puzzled, and, pointing to his arms, which still bore the marks of
bruises from stripes received in prison, said:
“If I am really the king, why have I these bruises? I have been put in prison, and these are the marks where I
was beaten.” But the servant said:
“Your Majesty is dreaming; you are a king, and a very great king.”
On this Abul got up, and hearing the strains of music, he was so delighted at his lucky position that he began to
dance about the room, while the king, who was peeping from a doorway, stood and laughed so much that he was
almost choked. At last, being unable to restrain himself longer. he called out:
“O Abul, do you wish to kill me with laughter?” On this Abul discovered that the King had been playing a
practical joke on him, and he said:
“O King, you have given me much misery.”
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“Have I?” said the King. “Well, as much misery as I have given you, so much pleasure shall you now have;”
and he gave him a present of heaps of money and a beautiful wife, sending him away with the assurance that he
would never be poor any more.
*
Very soon Abul ran through all his money, and, hoping to get some more from the king, planned with his wife
to pay another visit to the palace. Then he went to the king and, crying and wringing his hands, said:
“O king, my wife is dead.”
The king, much shocked and grieved, gave him a than of cloth\fn{A length, which varied from five to twenty yards or
more} and a thousand rupees, and told him to go and bury his wife. In the meantime his wife had gone to the
queen’s apartments, and there, throwing herself on her face, she wept and said:
“O queen, my husband is dead, and I am most unhappy!” The queen, deeply grieved, gave her a thousand
rupees and a than of cloth, saying:
“Go, bury thy dead.”
Abul and his wife were now most happy, and set to work to make themselves clothes with the new cloth they
had received.
*
Now it happened that day that the king went to see his queen, and, finding her in tears, enquired the cause of
her grief.
“Abul’s wife has just been to say Abul is dead.”
“No,” said the king; “you mean that Abul has just been to say that his wife is dead.”
“No,” replied the queen, “Abul is dead.”
“Not at all,” returned the king; “Abul’s wife is dead,” and they fell out and quarreled about it. Then the king
said:
“Well, we’ll make a contract: if I am wrong, then I’ll give you a present of a garden.” And the queen said:
“Very well; and if I am mistaken, I will give you my picture gallery.”
On this the king and queen together went with a number of followers to the house of Abul.
When Abul and his wife saw them coming they were so frightened that they did not know what to do, and,
having no time to run away, they both got under the cloth they were sewing, and lay quite still as though they
were dead.
The king and queen coming up were surprised indeed to find that both were really dead; but the king,
remembering his promise to his wife, said:
“Now, if we only could find out who died first.” On this Abul crept out quietly, fell at the king’s feet, and cried:
“Your Majesty, I died first.” At the same time his wife crawled out and prostrated herself at the queen’s feet,
saying:
“Your Majesty, I died first.”
All the followers began to laugh, and so did the king, who asked Abul why he had done this thing. Abul then
confessed how he had squandered all the money which the king had given, and, not knowing how to get any
more, had determined to do what he had done.
The king, pleased at Abul’s cleverness, gave him houses and money, so that he never again suffered any want.
272.183 The Magician And The Merchant: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1½
One day a merchant, going for a stroll, came across a date tree; reaching up his hand, he plucked a date and
threw the stone away.
Now, near the spot where it fell there lived a wicked magician, who suddenly appeared before the frightened
merchant, and told him he was going to kill him.
“You have put out my son’s eye,” said he, “by throwing the stone into it, and now you shall pay for the deed
with your life.”
The poor merchant begged and implored for mercy, but the magician refused. At last the merchant asked that
he might be allowed to go home and settle his affairs, and distribute his goods amongst his family, after which he
promised to return. To this the magician consented, so the merchant departed, and spent a last happy year with his
wife and children. Then, after dividing his goods amongst them, bade them farewell, and with many tears, left
them, that he might return to the magician and fulfill his promise.
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Arrived at the spot, he saw an old man, who asked him why he came to such a place.
“A wicked magician lives here.” said he, “who kills people, or else changes them into animals or birds.”
“Alas!” cried the unfortunate merchant, “that is just what my fate will be, for I have come in fulfillment of a
promise to return after a year and be killed.”
Just then two other old men came, and, while the four were conversing together, the magician, sword in hand,
suddenly appeared and rushed at the merchant to kill him. On this the old man interceded, and said:
*
“O magician, if what I have suffered be more than you have suffered in the loss of your son’s eye, then indeed
give this man double punishment: let me, I beg you, tell my story.”
“Say on,” said the magician.
“Do you see this deer?” said the old man; “it is my wife. I was once married to a wife, but after a time I
wearied of her, and married another wife, who presented me with a son. I took both the woman and her child to
my first wife, and asked her to feed and take care of them; but she, being jealous, changed my wife into a cow,
and my son into a calf.
“After a year I returned and enquired after my wife and child. My first wife said:
“‘Your wife is dead, and for the last two days your child has been missing.’
“Now it happened at that time that I wanted to offer a sacrifice, and, asking for a suitable offering, my second
wife was brought to me. She fell at my feet, and looked so unhappy that I could not kill her, and sent her away.
Then my wife grew very angry, and insisted upon the sacrifice. At last I consented, and the poor cow was killed.
“Then I asked for another offering, and the calf was brought. It too looked at me with tearful eyes, and I had
not the heart to kill it, but gave it to a cowherd, and told him to bring it back to me after a year. He kept it with his
other cattle, and one day a young girl who saw it began to laugh and cry. On this the cowherd asked her reason for
such conduct, and she replied:
“‘That calf is not really what it appears to be, but is a young man, and his mother was the cow who was
sacrificed some time ago.’
“Then the cowherd ran to me and told me the girl’s story, and I went at once to her to ask whether it was really
true, and if she could not restore my son to his original shape again.
“‘Yes,’ she replied, on two conditions. One, that I may be allowed to marry your son, and the other, that I may
do as I please with your first wife.’
“To this I consented, so she took some water and sprinkled it upon the calf, which at once turned into my son
again. With some of the same water she sprinkled my wife, who there and then turned into a deer.
“Now, I might easily kill her if I liked; but, knowing that she is my wife, I take her with me wherever I go.”
Then the second old man said:
*
“Hear my story. I was one of three brothers. My father died, and we divided his clothes and money amongst us.
My eldest brother and I became merchants, but my third brother ran away, wasted and squandered his money, and
became a beggar. He returned home, and begged us to forgive him, which we did, and gave him one thousand
rupees to buy merchandise.
“We three then went across the seas to buy goods. On the seashore I saw a very beautiful woman, and asked
her if she would come across the sea with me. She consented; but when my brothers saw her they grew jealous,
and, as soon as the ship sailed, they took her and threw her into the sea, and me after her. But she, being an
Enchanted Being, rose to the surface of the water unhurt, and, taking me up, carried me to a place of safety on the
seashore.
“Then she said she was very angry with my brothers and meant to kill them both. I begged in vain that she
would spare them, so at last she consented to punish them in some other way instead of killing them.
“When next I visited at the house of my brothers, two dogs fell at my feet and cowered before me. Then the
woman told me that they were my brothers, and would remain dogs for twelve years, after which time they would
resume their natural shapes.” The third old man began to tell his story.
*
“I had the misfortune to marry a witch, who, soon after my marriage, turned me into a dog. I fled from the
house, and ate such scraps of food as were thrown away by the storekeepers in the market place.
“One day one of the men there took me home, but his daughter turned away her head each time she looked at
me. At last her father enquired her reason for doing this, and she replied: '
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“‘Father, that is not a dog, but a man whose wife is a witch, and it is she who has changed him into a dog. I
will restore him again to his former shape.’
“So she sprinkled water upon me, and I forthwith regained the shape of a man. I then asked her if I might not
punish my wife, and she gave me some water and told me to go and sprinkle it upon the wicked witch.
“I did this, and she became a donkey! Yet I keep her, and take care of her, and pray you, even as we had mercy,
to so have mercy upon this man.”
*
So the magician forgave the man, and let him go.
272.184 The Snake And The Frog: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
A raja had two sons. The eldest ascended the throne after his father's death, but fearing lest his brother might
interfere with him, he ordered him to be killed. The poor boy, hearing of this order, quietly left the house and
escaped into the jungles, where he saw a snake with a frog in its mouth which it was trying to swallow. As the
young rajah approached, he heard the frog say:
“Oh, if God would only send some one to rescue me from the snake, how thankful I should be.”
The rajah, full of pity, threw a stone at the snake, and it immediately released the frog, which hopped away.
The snake remained still, dazed by the hurt received by the stone. Now, the rajah felt sorry for it, and thought to
himself:
“I have taken away its natural food.” So, quickly cutting off a piece of his own flesh, he threw it to the snake,
saying:
“Here, take this instead.” The snake took it home, and when its wife saw it, she said:
“This is very good flesh; where did you get it?” The snake told her what had happened, and she said:
“Go back to that man and reward him for what he has done.” Then the snake assumed the form of a man, and,
going back to the rajah, said:
“I will be your servant, if you will take me.” The Rajah agreed, and his new servant followed him.
*
The frog, meantime, had also gone home and told his wife of the narrow escape he had from the snake, and
how a man had saved him from its very jaws.
“Go back,” said she, “and serve him, to prove your gratitude.” So he also took the form of a man and offered
himself as a servant to the rajah.
“Come,” said he, “and we three will live together.” Then they entered a city belonging to a great king, and the
three of them offered to work for him.
“But,” said the young rajah, “I will only work on condition that you pay me a thousand rupees a day.”
To this the king agreed, and they were employed by him. The young Rajah gave his own two followers one
hundred rupees a day; and, after putting aside one hundred for his own requirements, distributed the rest in
charity.
*
One day the King went to take a bath in the tank, or pond, and while bathing, his ring slipped off and fell into
the water. He therefore called the young rajah and said to him:
“Go and get my ring which is in that tank.” This made the youth very sad,
“For,” thought he, “how am I to get a ring from the bottom of a tank?” But his servant who had once been a
frog begged him not to be sad, and said:
“I will get it for you.” So, quickly taking his old form, he dived into the water and restored the ring to his
master, who took it to the King.
Some time after this the King’s daughter was bitten by a snake, and in great danger of death.
“Make my child well,” demanded the king of the young rajah. But this was hard to do, and the youth became
sadder than ever.
“Do not despair,” said his servant who had once been a snake, “but put me into the room where the child is, for
I understand the treatment for snakebite.”
As soon as this was done he sucked out all the poison, and the child recovered.
This so delighted the king that he called the young rajah and offered him his daughter in marriage as a reward.
So the marriage took place, and they lived happily ever afterwards.
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272.185b The Story Of Puran: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 2
There was once a shoemaker who had a vegetable garden in which grew a bed of brinjals.\fn{Egg-plant}
Unknown to him, a fairy used sometimes to come and walk there; and one day, while passing the brinjal bushes, a
thorn on them caught one of her wings and broke it, so that she was unable to fly, and had to remain where she
was.
Next time the shoemaker visited his garden he saw a beautiful woman in it; and, not knowing that she was a
fairy, asked her to tell him her name, and how she came there. Her only reply was:
“I am cold: give me a covering, I pray you.” Then he invited her to take shelter in his hut, and gave her a
lowie\fn{Warm covering} saying:
“Take this and stay as long as you like, and be my daughter.” The shoemaker had a kind heart. and was very
good to his adopted child, whom he named Loonar Chuinari.
*
Now a Rajah, by name Suliman. sometimes visited the shoemaker’s shop: and when he saw the fairy he fell in
love with her, and begged for her hand in marriage. The shoemaker consented, and after a time the marriage took
place: but Suliman had another wife at his palace, and a son whose name was Puran: and he was most anxious to
find out whether, when he grew up, this son would make a good ruler, so he sent for a Brahmin and enquired.
“Yes,” declared the Brahmin, “he will be a good ruler, but you must keep him locked up for twelve years in an
underground room.”
This was done, and at the time when Suliman met the fairy, the twelve years had nearly been completed; but
the boy refused to remain even a week longer, for he was weary of being locked up for so long. Even his own
mother could not influence him in the matter, and so he was released.
Now Puran was a very comely youth, and when he made his obeisance to his new stepmother, she was greatly
impressed with his handsome face, and thought to herself:
“Had I not been in such a hurry I might have married him instead of Suliman.”
The thought vexed her so much that she made up her mind to get Puran out of her sight by having him killed.
She told Suliman that his boy was wanting in respect towards her, and deserving of death. On hearing this,
Suliman had a bowl of boiling oil prepared, and, calling his son, said:
“My son, if this be indeed true about you, plunge your hand into this boiling oil: if you are innocent no harm
will come to you.”
Puran, without a sign of fear, did as his father bid him, and plunged in his hand, taking it out without a mark.
Then Suliman turned to his wife and said:
“See, the oil does not burn him.” But she replied angrily:
“Never mind, I am not content, and shall not rest day or night until you have his eyes put out, and both his
hands and his feet cut off, after which you must have him flung into a pit.”
Suliman, who was completely under the power of the fairy, at last consented to this, and gave the order; but
Puran’s own mother pleaded so earnestly that her boy’s eyes might be spared, that the servants felt sorry for her;
and, substituting the eyes of an animal, they left the young man’s eyes untouched. Then Puran was thrown into a
pit and there left.
*
A guru, who lived near that place used to send his followers daily to bring food and water for him, and one of
them, mistaking the dry pit for a well, let down his chattie for water. Whereupon Puran, whose hands and feet had
been restored by the Almighty, caught hold of the chattie and would not let it go. The guru called out:
“Let go, or I will bring my book of incantations and crush you into dust.”
“Try,” replied a voice from the bottom of the pit, “for I too can bring my books and crush you to dust.”
The guru was frightened, and, returning to the head guru, his master, told him what had happened. Then the
old guru said:
“It must be Puran; I will go and see.” So. taking with him a ball of raw cotton, he called out at the top of the
pit:
“Puran, is that you? If so, and you are an innocent man, I will let down a thread of raw cotton, and you will be
able to climb up by it, for it will not break if used by the innocent.”
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“Let it down,” replied Puran, and he climbed up safely. The guru looked at him as he stood up, and then
quietly returned to his own home.
*
There he met all his chelas,\fn{Pupils or followers} and sent them out to bring stores. There were one hundred and
thirty-five chelas, and before they left he warned them, saying:
“Go everywhere except to that magic country where those women live who practice witchcraft.”
But the men were curious, and, in spite of the warning, went to the witches’ country. The witches saw them
coming, and laughed gleefully.
“Let us play a trick on these young gurus,” they said, “and turn them all into young bulls.” This they did, and,
leading the creatures to their husbands, said:
“See what fine bulls we have brought in exchange for two and a half pounds of flour.” The husbands were very
pleased, and kept the bulls to carry loads.
*
Meanwhile the old guru waited for his followers, but as none of them appeared, he sought the aid of his books
and discovered what had happened. Then he pronounced his incantations and dried up all the water in the country,
with the exception of one well, near which he sat.
The witches soon found that they would die of thirst, so they came to the old man’s well, but they barely had
time to put down their chatties before he turned the lot of them into donkeys and let them graze. Very soon the
witches were missed by their husbands, who came to the old guru and asked if he could give any news.
“How can I tell,” said he, “when one hundred and thirty-five of my own gurus are lost and I cannot find them."
“But you can recall them, our Father,” said the men.
“That is what I mean to do;” and so saying, the guru took out his books and began to read. While he did this,
they saw in the distance a herd of one hundred and thirty-five bulls approaching, and each one carried a load of
wood or hay. They stood still before the old guru, who then restored them to their former shapes. Then the
witches’ husbands were amazed, and said:
“O guru! Can you not call our wives also?”
“Call them yourselves, my friends, as you have seen me call my men.”
But the men knew nothing of either witchcraft or incantations, so they besought the guru to help them. At last
he agreed, and asked for a thick, strong stick, which he gave into the hands of one of his chelas, and said:
“Go knock each of those donkeys a blow on the head with this.” The chela did as he was told, and the donkeys
resumed the shapes of women, all but five old ones which the guru said must remain donkeys by way of warning.
*
Then the guru sent his followers forth as before, and coming to the pit where Puran had been found, they saw a
dry stick standing near it.
“This will do for fire,” said they; but when they touched it a feeble voice was heard. So they reported the
matter to the old guru, and when he touched the stick it said,
“Guru Jee.”\fn{I.e., “Guru-ji”; or honored guru:H} On this he recognized Puran, who for years had waited beside the
well.
“Why did you not go home, my son?”
“Because you did not tell me,” said Puran, “so I waited here for your orders.” Then the guru held him tenderly
and washed the mud off him, and in many days he grew strong again.
“Now go home to your parents,” said the guru. But Puran said:
“No, I will remain with you.”
Thus in time he became a very highly respected guru.
272.187 Tabaristan: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla District,
Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
In the country called Tabaristan there lived a rich rajah, who gave a feast and invited a number of guests.
Amongst the guests came a stranger who partook of the good things distributed. The rajah, on seeing him,
enquired who he was.
“I am a stranger,” said he, “but am willing to serve you, as I have come from a very distant country.”
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The Rajah said he would keep him as a sort of chowkidar, to guard his house at night. So all night long the
stranger used to pace up and down the palace grounds keeping watch. One night the rajah came out and, seeing
him pacing up and down, asked him who he was.
“Why, I am he whom you engaged as a servant.” Hardly had he spoken when a loud cry echoed through the
grounds, and a voice said:
“I am going on, I am going on!”
“What is that?” asked the rajah.
“I do not know,” said the man, “but I hear it every night.”
“Go and find out,” returned the rajah. So the man turned to do his bidding.
*
Now the rajah was very curious, and, quickly wrapping himself in his coat, quietly followed his servant.
Outside the garden gate sat a figure covered and clothed in loose white garments. On approaching it the servant
said:
“Who are you?”
“I am Time,” replied the figure, “and hold the rajah’s life, which is now nearly over.”
“Cannot anything be done to spare it?” asked the man.
“Yes, it can be spared by the sacrifice of another, and that one must be your son.”
“I will give not only my son’s life, but the lives of all my family and my own,” replied the man; “but, if you
want only my son, you may have him.” Then he went and told his son, who said:
“Gladly will I give my life, for what is it in comparison with the life of a rajah? Come, father, take me soon
that I may die.” Then the man led his son to the veiled figure, and said:
“Here is my son; he is willing to die.” Taking a knife, he was about to plunge it into his child when the figure
cried:
“Enough! You have proved that you were willing not only to give your son, but your whole family, and the
Almighty is pleased to spare the rajah’s life for another seven years.”
*
Now the rajah, who had heard every word of the interview, quickly returned to the spot where he had first
heard the voice, and there awaited his servant’s return.
“Well, what was the sound?” asked he, when he saw him.
“A man and a woman had quarreled,” replied the servant, “but I have managed to reconcile them, and they
have promised not to quarrel for seven years.”
Then the rajah left him, and ordered him to appear at his Court the following day. Next day, when the Court
was full, the rajah addressed all his people, and said:
“I am resolved to give up my throne and all I possess to this man; for last night, unknown to me, he was
willing to give up, not only his son’s life but his own, and the lives of all his family, in order to save mine, and for
my sake.”
The poor servant was deeply touched and astonished at the turn matters had so unexpectedly taken, but the
rajah was firm in his resolve, and left his throne and his kingdom.
The servant then became rajah, and ruled wisely and well to the end of his days.
272.188b The Enchanted Bird, Music, And Stream: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )}
Simla Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 3½
There was once a Prince who used to amuse himself by dressing as a poor man, and going about amongst his
subjects without their finding out who he was. In this way he found out all that they did, and how they lived.
Once, while walking through a gully, he saw three sisters, and overheard their conversation. One said:
“If I could marry even a servant of the prince, how happy I should be! I should eat sweets and all sorts of nice
things all day long.” The other sister said:
“I’d rather marry his cook, for then I should get still better things.” But the third sister said:
“I’d like best to marry the prince himself, for then I’d get the best things of all to eat.”
The Prince went home, and next day, while holding court, gave an order that these three sisters should be
brought to him. The order was immediately carried out, and, as the three trembling girls stood before him, they
wondered much why they had been summoned.
“Now,” said he, “tell me what you three were talking about last night?”
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Terribly alarmed, the eldest confessed that she had said she would like to be the wife of one of the servants, so
as to get nice things to eat. The second said she had wished to be the wife of his cook. The third sister hesitated,
and then said timidly that she had dared to say she would like best to be the wife of the prince himself. On this the
prince said:
“You may have your wishes.” He then ordered the one to be married to one of his servants, and the other to his
cook; but the third he married himself.
*
Some time after this, a son was born; but his wife’s two sisters, who had begged to be present upon the
occasion, and who were very jealous of their sister’s position, quietly removed the baby, and put a dog’s puppy in
its place. The baby they put into a box and flung into the river.
Now the prince’s gardener found the box and opened it; and, when he saw what it contained, he was overjoyed,
and took the child to his wife, telling her that God had at last given her a son which he would keep and bring up as
his own son.
Meantime, the prince was very angry indeed, but forgave his wife at the request of her friends.
Some time after this another son was born, which the sisters changed for a kitten, and, putting the babe into a
box, threw it into the river as before; but again the gardener found the child and carried him to his wife.
Yet a third child was born to the princess, a little girl, which the two sisters changed for a rat. As before, they
placed the child in a box and threw it into the river; and yet a third time did the gardener rescue the babe, and take
it to grow up with its two brothers, his adopted boys.
*
By this time the prince was very angry with his wife, and turned her out of his house.
The gardener and his wife, who had loved their adopted children very dearly, died when the boys were about
eight or nine years of age. So the boys begged the prince to give them land of their own, on which to build or
cultivate; and he, remembering how fond his gardener had always been of them, granted their request, so they
lived there very happily with their little sister.
The brothers often went out hunting, and on one occasion, when they were out and their sister alone at home, a
very old woman came to her and begged for some water. She willingly gave it, and then asked the old woman
very kindly if she would not come in and rest.
“Come and see my house,” she said, “and tell me what you think of it.” The old woman said:
“You have everything very nice, but there are three things which you have not got.”
“And what are those?”
“You have no bird, no music, and no stream of water,” replied the old woman; “without these your house is
nothing.”
“Where am I to get them?”
“You must go to the West.” So saying, she went away and left the girl very sad, for she wished for the three
things without which her home was incomplete.
*
On the return of her brothers, they asked her why she looked so sad; and she told them of the old woman’s
visit, and what she had said.
“If that is all,” cried the eldest brother, “I will go and bring you all three things.” The sister at first cried very
much, and begged of him not to go, but at last she consented; and as he bade her good-bye, he gave her a string of
beads, saying:
“As long as I am well, these beads will be separate from each other; but should any misfortune overtake me, or
I should die, the beads will be no longer separate, but will be joined together.”
Then he mounted his horse and rode away.
*
On the way he met an old fakir. This old man’s face was covered with hair, so that he could not see, and he had
a very long gray beard. The boy looked at him, and said:
“Let me shave you, and you will be able to see better.” So the fakir allowed himself to be shaved, after which
he asked the youth where he was going, and on hearing, he advised him not to go.
“For,” said he, “many have already gone on that quest, but have never returned.”
Yet the boy persisted. So the old fakir gave him a ball, and said:
“Keep throwing this before you as you go. Stop where the ball stops, and heed no sounds or interruptions on
the way.”
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The ball went in the direction or a high mountain, and the boy followed; but in the mountain there were strange
hissing sounds and voices all around, which kept shouting to him, and asking who he was and where he came
from. He paid no heed to these, until suddenly there came a great clap of thunder, followed by an earthquake. This
so startled the boy that he looked round, and in a moment was turned into stone.
*
The poor little sister at home, discovering that she could no longer separate her beads, was grieved indeed,
knowing that some harm had befallen her brother; and she wept bitterly. On this her second brother said he would
go and seek him, and also find the three things she required for her house. His sister implored him not to leave
her, for he was all she had left; but he was determined, so she was obliged to reluctantly consent to his going.
Before leaving he gave her a flower, and said:
“Sister, as long as this flower keeps fresh, you will know that I am alive and well; but if it should close or fade,
you may feel sure that I too am dead.”
Then he mounted his steed and started on his journey.
*
Soon he met the old fakir, who warned him as he had warned his brother, saying:
“My son, so many have gone on this quest and have lost their lives; your own brother has lost his life, and yet
you wish to go. Turn back, I advise you.”
“No,” said the boy, “I am determined to find my brother, and also the bird, music, and stream of water.”
Then the fakir gave him also a ball of string, with the same directions which he had given his brother; and he
continued on his journey.
As he reached the hill, he too heard the same hissing, shouting, and cries to stop; but he heeded nothing, until
at last came the peal of thunder and earthquake, which so terrified him that he turned round to look, and he too
was turned into stone.
At home his poor sister saw her flower fade away and die, and then she knew that her other brother had also
come to an untimely end. So she arose and locked her door, and said:
“I will go myself and find my brothers.”
*
On her way she met the same old fakir, who accosted her, and asked her whither she was going. He was much
grieved when she told him her story, and said:
“Brave men have lost their lives, and you, a woman, without half their strength, are going. I pray you be
advised and return.”
“No, no,” she returned; “if men have lost their courage, I, a woman, shall not lose mine. I am very brave, and I
mean to go.”
So the fakir bade her God-speed very sadly, and gave her the same parting gift as he had given her brothers,
directing her what to do with it.
*
The first thing she did was to buy some cotton wool, and with it stop her ears, so that she could not hear a
sound; then she proceeded on her journey up the hill.
The same sounds followed her all the way, but she heard them not, nor did she hear the thunder or heed the
earthquake in her anxiety to find her brothers.
On and on went she, until she saw a cage hanging on a tree, and in it a bird. She took it with great joy, and
said:
“I have found my bird, and have only the music and water to get for my home to be perfect.” To her delight,
the bird heard, and replied:
“If you break off a branch of that tree and stick it into the ground, the breeze through its leaves will make the
sweetest music you have ever heard; and if you will take a little water from that enchanted stream yonder, and
pour it into your garden, it will never cease to flow. Thus you will have both music and stream.”
The girl did as the bird advised, and heard the sweetest melody in the branch of the tree. Then she filled a
vessel with water and prepared to return, but very sorrowfully, for she had found both her brothers turned into
stone. She told her trouble to the bird, who said:
“Sprinkle some of the water on the stones.”
This she did, and, to her great surprise, both the lads came to life. They were delighted to see her, and to know
that she had succeeded in finding the gifts they had failed to get; and the three returned home and lived very
happily together for some time.
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*
One day the two brothers thought they would like to go out hunting again.
Now they did not know that an order had been passed that nobody was to hunt in that forest except the prince,
and, while they were there, they came face to face with the prince himself. This alarmed them, and they tried to
hide themselves; but he called them, and enquired why they were hunting there against orders.
Then they explained that they were in ignorance of his orders when they came, and begged forgiveness. The
prince, pleased at their appearance, enquired what they were, and they said:
“The adopted sons of your gardener who died some time ago. Our own parents died when we were young.”
Then the prince invited them to his palace, but they said they could go nowhere without first telling their sister.
“Well, ask your sister,” said he, “and come tomorrow.”
On the third day they met the prince again, and he asked why they had not come; but they pleaded as an excuse
that they had forgotten to ask their sister. The prince then gave them a golden ball and said:
“When you see this, you will remember.”
That night as they were going to bed, the small golden ball rolled out on the floor, and seeing it, they
remembered, and told their sister of the prince’s invitation. She was very displeased with them for not having
complied with it earlier; and told them that they must go and see him the very next day.
On the morrow the two boys went to the palace, where the prince received them very kindly, and gave them all
sorts of good things to eat and drink, saying to himself:
“Had I had children, they would by this time be the same ages as these lads.”
*
One day, soon after this, the bird advised the sister of the boys to invite the prince to dinner.
“How can I entertain so grand a man?” said she.
“Make him a dish of kheer;\fn{Rice cooked with milk and sugar} and besides this, to please him, another dish of
pearls.”
“But where shall I get the pearls?”
“Send a man to dig beneath that tree, and you will find as many as you require,” replied the bird.
So the girl did as she was told, and sent a man to dig. He soon found a box full of pearls, and these she placed
in a very beautiful dish, and put it alongside the plate of kheer.
The prince accepted the invitation to dinner, and came to the house. After showing him all round, the girl led
him at last to the room in which she had prepared dinner; and as her bird was also there, she told it to make a
salaam to the prince, which it did. Then the first dish was uncovered, and the Prince knew that he could not eat it
as it was made of pearls; but the bird spoke up and said:
“O prince! Are you not yet able to understand the difference between pearls and dross? When your wife bore
your children, you believed them to be dogs, cats, or rats, and turned out your poor wife, who was in reality the
mother of these”—and she pointed to the two boys and their sister—“your own children, who were ex changed by
their wicked aunts for a dog, a cat, a rat, and you believed them.”
On hearing this, the prince was astounded; and then the bird told him exactly all that had taken place.
Delighted to be once more united to his children, he sought his poor wife, and, throwing himself at her feet,
besought her with tears to forgive him. This she very gladly did, and returned with him to the palace, where her
children received her; and they were all very happy ever after.
The two wicked sisters were killed by order of the prince.
272.192 The Dog Temple: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
About eleven miles from Raipur, near the village of Jagasar, is a temple built to the memory of a faithful dog
of the banjara species, and this is the story of how it came to be built.
Many years ago a Bunnia Naik, or headman of the clan of bunnias,\fn{Wandering traders} owed money to a
marwari,\fn{Money-lender} at Raipur. When pressed for payment, the bunnia, who was then standing near the
marwari’s shop, said:
“Here is my gold necklace, and here is my faithful dog: keep both till I return to my camping-ground near
Jagasar, and fetch you the money.”
The necklace and dog were then left as security, and the man went his way.
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That night the marwari’s shop was broken into by thieves, and many valuables stolen, among them the golden
necklace; but, before the thieves could get clear away with their stolen property, the dog got up and barked and
leaped about, and made so much noise that the marwari and his men got up, caught the thieves, and recovered the
property, which was of considerable worth.
*
The marwari was very pleased, and out of gratitude for what the dog had done, determined to cancel and
forgive the debt of his master, the bunnia. So he wrote a paper to cancel it, tied it to the dog’s neck and let it go,
saying:
“Carry the tidings to your owner.”
Early next morning the dog trotted off, and was nearing the camping-ground which was his home, when the
bunnia saw him, and, very displeased, he took a stick and struck the poor dog across the head, saying:
“You brute! you could not remain even twenty-four hours with the marwari, though my honor was at stake.”
The blow killed the dog on the spot, and as he fell, the bunnia noticed the slip of paper round his neck, and, on
reading it, found what joyful news his dog had brought to him. Not only was the debt forgiven, but the reason for
it was also stated on the paper.
*
The grief of the bunnia was great, for in spite of his hasty temper he loved his dog, as all bunnias do. He
repented his hasty act, and wept most bitterly over his favorite, vowing that he would try and expiate the deed by
building a temple to the faithful dog’s memory with the money he had recovered.
The small temple now standing on the spot where this took place testifies to the fulfillment of that vow, and a
small dog carved in stone indicates why the Dog Temple was built.
To this day it is deeply revered by all the villagers around, and the story of that faithful dog is often repeated to
show how intelligent and true a dog can be.
272.193 The Beautiful Milkmaid: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) -1
At a place called Durg, near Raipur in the Central Provinces of India, there once lived an old woman who had
a very beautiful daughter. The old woman was most unwilling that her daughter should go out into the streets, for
she said:
“You are so beautiful, my daughter, that I tremble lest anyone take you from me.” But the girl replied:
“Mother, I must go and earn our daily food. Let me, I pray you, sell milk and curds as usual: no harm will
come to me.”
*
The mother very reluctantly let her go; but that day a rajah happened to pass by and saw her. He noticed how
beautiful she was, and stopped his elephant to ask who she was. She told him that she was of humble origin, and
only a seller of milk and curds.
“Then,” said the rajah, “I shall buy all that you have.”
“Nay,” replied the girl; “surely what is mine is yours, and I offer everything in homage to you.”
When she persisted in refusing payment the rajah was angry, and ordered his attendants to scatter the curds,
and put the girl into prison for daring to go against his wishes. The order was obeyed, and the beautiful milkmaid
found herself a prisoner.
*
While in prison she prayed to her Gods for deliverance, and fashioning a parrot out of clay, breathed life into it
and told it to go quickly to her lover, a young man grazing his herds in the hills, and tell him what had happened.
The bird flew off and did as he was told; and the lover came down that night with all his clansmen, attacked
the rajah and killed him. Then he rescued the girl, who lived happily ever after as the wife of her brave deliverer.
272.194 A Legend Of Sardana: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla Village, Simla
District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 1
In a city called Sardana there once lived a man whose name was Simru. This man had great riches and lands,
and also owned a place of worship. He married a lady of Sardana, who was called Begum. After a few years of
married life Simru died, and his wealthy widow gave alms and much money to the poor.
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In the same city lived an oil dealer who also died, and the angels took him to Heaven and presented him before
the Almighty.
“Who have you brought?” asked the Creator. “This man’s days upon earth are not yet completed: take him
back before his body is buried, and let his spirit repossess his body; but in the city of Sardana you will find
another man of the same name: bring him to me.”
On leaving the Court of God, some former creditor of the oil dealer’s, who had preceded him into the Unseen,
recognized him, and laying hold of him, demanded the sum of five rupees which he had owed him during his
lifetime. The poor man being unable to pay this debt, the angels once more took him before the Almighty, who
asked why they had returned. The angels replied:
“O God, there is a man here to whom this oil dealer owes five rupees, and he will not let us return until the
debt is paid.” The Almighty enquired if this was true, and the oil dealer replied:
“Yes, but I am a poor man, and not able to repay it.” Then the Almighty said:
“In the city of Sardana lives a rich begum; do you know her?”
“Yes, O King.”
“Well, the begum’s treasury is here, and I will advance you five rupees out of it, if, when you return to earth,
you promise faithfully to give it back to the begum.”
*
So the oil dealer gratefully took the loan, paid his debt, and returned with the angels to earth, where he arrived
just too late to re-enter his body, which his friends had already taken away to prepare for burial. Watching his
opportunity, he waited till they were otherwise engaged, and at once re-entered it; but when he sat up, and began
to speak, his terrified friends and relations fled, thinking it was his ghost. On this the oil dealer called out:
“Do not fear, I am not a spirit; but God has released me, as my days upon earth are not yet fulfilled. The man
who ought to have died is Kungra, the vegetable man; go and see whether he is dead or alive.”
The friends, on going to the house of Kungra, found that he had just fallen from a wall and been killed on the
spot; all his relations were wailing and lamenting his sudden end.
Thus everybody knew that the words of the old oil dealer were correct. In the meantime, the oil dealer called
his son, and said:
“Son, when I went to Heaven I there met a man to whom I owed five rupees, and he caught me and would not
let me return before I paid it, so the Almighty advanced me the money from the begum’s treasury in Heaven, and
bade me give her back that amount on my return to earth. Therefore do I entreat you, my son, to come with me,
and together we will visit the begum, and give her five rupees.”
So they took the money and went to the begum’s house.
“Who are you?” asked she. The oil dealer then told her the whole story, ending with:
“And now I come to return you the five rupees.”
The begum was very pleased, and, taking the money, she called her servants and ordered a further sum of one
hundred rupees to be added to it. This money she spent on sweets, which were distributed amongst the poor.
*
Many years afterwards the good Begum of Sardana\fn{ Joanna Nobilis Sombre (c.1753-1836)} died, but her houses
and lands are still in existence; nor does anybody living in that town forget the story of the oilman who died and
lived again.
272.19b The Anar Pari, Or Pomegranate Fairy: A Folktale\fn{by an unnamed female informant (before 1906- )} Simla
Village, Simla District, Himachal Pradesh, India (F) 3
Once upon a time there was a king who had seven sons, all of whom were married but the youngest. One day
the queen-mother spoke to her youngest son, and said:
“Why are you not married? Do not the maidens of my Court please thee? Perhaps you want what you cannot
get, and that is perfection, unless, indeed, you go and seek and marry the Anar Pari, who is the fairest of all
fairies, and whose charms are traditional.”
The prince then and there registered a vow that he would not marry at all unless he found this pearl of great
price, and forthwith started on his quest for her. He put on his armor and five weapons of defense, mounted his
favorite steed, and set forth.
*
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He had proceeded a good distance when night fell, and he found himself in a forest near a small hut. Entering
it, he found it was occupied by a holy fakir. The fakir said:
“My son, why have you come here? Where are you going? And are you not afraid of the wild animals which
infest this forest?” The prince replied:
“Holy Father, I am going on a long journey to try and find the Pomegranate Fairy, so that I may wed her.”
“You are going a long way indeed,” replied the fakir; “but if you listen to what I tell you, your journey will not
be in vain.”
Next morning he called the young man, and told him that he was going to enchant him and turn him into a
parrot, so that he might fly to the island on which the fairy was imprisoned, and guarded day and night by seven
hundred dreadful dragons. He also told him that on the island he would find a pomegranate tree with three
pomegranates on it, of which he was to pluck and bring away the middle one, for in it dwelt the fairy he was so
anxious to find.
“But mind you,” said the fakir, “once you have plucked the pomegranate, you are not to wait an instant, or
even turn to look back when the dragons come after you, for, if you once look back, all your efforts will be in
vain, and you will be killed.”
Then the young prince was turned into a parrot and immediately flew off
*
He flew and flew and flew, till he had crossed seven seas; and in the midst of the seventh sea, he at last spied
an island in which was a most lovely garden, where grew an exquisite pomegranate tree, and on it three
pomegranates, the centre one most beautiful to behold. He plucked the fruit, and flew as fast as he could, but alas,
the dragon who guarded the tree saw him, and called to the other dragons, who, with wild yells and terrifying
noises, flew after him. The young Prince in his flight unfortunately looked back to see where they were, and was
immediately burnt to a cinder, and fell to the ground with the golden pomegranate which he had worked so hard to
obtain.
The dragons came up and took away the fruit, but left the burnt body of the bird upon the ground.
*
The fakir waited long for the return of the parrot, but as it did not come, he set out himself to find it. He was
able to cross in safety by making his body invisible, and when he came to the island, the first thing he saw was the
burnt body of the parrot lying in the garden. So he took it up, breathed once more the breath of life into it, and let
it go, saying:
“Try once more, my son, but remember that I said—‘look not back’—but fly to my hut for safety.”
Thus saying, he disappeared; and the parrot, watching its chance, very silently approached the tree a second
time, stole the fruit, and flew as fast as he could. The dragons pursued, but he reached the hut in safety; and the
old fakir did not lose a moment, but turned him into a small fly, and then secreted the pomegranate on his person,
and sat down. Almost immediately the dragons also arrived, and said:
“Where is the green parrot who stole the fruit?”
“Look and see,” said the old fakir. “I know not what you want; no green parrot is here, nor do I know where
the pomegranate is that he took away.”
Then he went on quietly counting his beads while the dragons searched everywhere; but at last, wearied out
and finding nothing, they went away, feeling very angry at the loss of their fairy.
As soon as they had gone, the fakir caused the prince to resume his original form, and, handing him the
pomegranate, said:
“Go back to your palace; and when you have got there, break the pomegranate, and out of it will step the most
beautiful woman you have ever seen; take her to be your wife, and may luck go with you.” The young prince then
mounted his steed, and thanked the old fakir for all his assistance.
*
As he neared his father’s palace he came to a well in a garden, and having tied his horse to a tree, he went and
rested beside the well, and looked at the pomegranate.
“I think I will break it now, and see if a fairy comes out, for if I wait to do so in my father’s house before all his
courtiers, suppose no fairy appeared, I should be ashamed to death.”
So saying, he broke it, and immediately a most lovely woman appeared, bright and dazzling as the sun itself.
As soon as he beheld her, he was so entranced that he fell into a swoon. Then the fairy lifted his head very gently,
and placing it on her knee, allowed him to sleep on.
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While he slept a young woman of low caste came to draw water. Seeing the beautiful fairy, she enquired of her
if the sleeping man was the king’s youngest son, and if she was the Anar Pari whom he had gone to seek. Hearing
that this was so, she was filled with envy, and planned in her mind how she might take the life of the fairy. So she
went up to her, and said:
“O fairy, you are most beautiful, but I would be beautiful too if I had on your clothes: come, let us exchange
our saris, and see how you look in my clothes.” The fairy did as she wished, and the young woman said:
“Look how beautiful I am; let us go to the well and behold our reflections in the water to see which is the most
beautiful.” The fairy bent forward to see herself, and, as she did so, the young woman pushed her so that she fell
into the well and sank into the water. Having done this, the wicked, young woman woke up the Prince, saying:
“Come, let us go to the king’s palace.”
The prince looked doubtfully at her, but, being still half asleep, and seeing that she wore the same dress as
Anar Pari had on, he assented, believing his passing doubt to be unreasonable.
*
His arrival at the palace was made an occasion for great rejoicings, and all were glad that he was at last happily
married.
The new Princess would never allow him to leave her, for she feared that he might return to the well; but one
day, unknown to her, he found his way there, and looking in, saw floating upon the water a most exquisite lotus
lily of pure white, the most perfect flower he had ever seen. He asked his servants to hook it out for him; but each
time they tried to do so, the flower disappeared beneath the water. At last he tried himself to get it, and succeeded
easily, for the lily floated towards the hook that he let down. The Prince took the flower home and looked after it
with the greatest care; but when his wife heard where it had come from, she went at night and, tearing it into
several pieces, flung it out of the window.
As the broken fragments of the lotus touched the earth, they turned into a bed of mint which grew luxuriantly.
Some of this mint was carried into the king’s kitchen, to be used for seasoning dishes; but as the cook began to fry
it, a voice was heard from the frying pan, saying:
“Here am I, the real princess, being fried to death, while the wicked woman who threw me into the well has
taken my place.”
The cook when he heard this was afraid, and threw the mint into the garden again. As soon as it touched the
ground it became a lovely creeper, which grew and grew until it gradually approached the bed-chamber of the
prince.
The false Princess when she saw it at once remembered how she had thrown the fragments of the lotus lily into
the garden, and, fearing lest this might be an offshoot from it, she ordered her gardener to uproot the creeper and
cut it down at once. The gardener did so, but as he was removing it, the one and only fruit on the tree fell to the
ground and rolled under a jasmine bush, where it remained in security.
The gardener’s daughter, who came every morning to gather flowers from this bush to weave into garlands,
accidentally noticed the fruit lying beneath it, picked it up, and carried it home. As she entered the gardener’s little
hut, the fruit fell to the ground and broke open, and out of it stepped the lovely Anar Pari.
The good people of the house were filled with wonder and admiration to see so peerless a being in their
humble cottage. They gave her shelter and fed her, the gardener’s daughter loving her as a sister, and the gardener
as a father. One day, as the gardener’s daughter sat weaving her garlands of jasmine for the king’s Court, the fairy
said:
“Please allow me to make one too; and when it is ready, take it and put it on the neck of the youngest prince.”
So she made it; and when two garlands were completed they were taken to the prince and princess.
*
The princess noticed that the prince’s garland was made in wonderful fashion, and enquired who had made it.
They told her that a very lovely woman living in the gardener’s hut had made it, and, suspecting at once that this
was Anar Pari come to life again, she thought of some plan by which she could destroy her.
The next day she feigned great illness and a very severe headache, which she declared nothing would cure but
the placing of a heart of a young and beautiful girl on her forehead. She therefore begged for the heart of the girl
who lived in the gardener’s hut, and orders were given for her execution.
The gardener and his daughter wept most bitterly, and the executioners were feign to spare the life of so lovely
a woman; yet they were obliged to fulfill their orders, so they led the girl to the place of execution. Before they
killed her she begged that her limbs might be scattered to the four winds, and her two eyes thrown upwards into
space.
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The executioners did as she desired, and her heart was sent to the wicked princess.
As soon as Anar Pari’s eyes were thrown into the air, they became a pair of love-birds and flew into the forest.
*
Many days after, the Prince went to hunt in the forest, and was resting himself under the trees when he heard
two love-birds talking in the branches, and one was telling the other the story of her life—how she was once Anar
Pari, a beautiful fairy, and how a wicked woman had enticed her away from the side of the prince while he slept,
and thrown her down a well, and how the woman was now reigning in her stead as princess at the palace. The
young prince was amazed to hear all this, and looking up, cried:
“I have at last found you. Come down and be my fairy princess once again.”
Then two laughing, loving eyes appeared, and presently they were set in the form of a woman, and the prince
once again beheld the world-renowned form of Anar Pari.
They went together to the palace, and there the prince ordered the false princess to be brought out, and told
everybody present the story of her wickedness. The sentence passed upon her was that she was to be buried alive
near the well; this was done, and to this day nobody dare go near it.
Then the prince married the fairy, and they lived happily ever afterwards; but the old gardener and his daughter
were not forgotten, and very often the beautiful princess sat with her friends, and the two girls weaved garlands
together, and spoke lovingly of the time when Anar Pari had dwelt in the old hut in the garden.
BEFORE 1907/1908/1910

263.17 Are Women Weak?\fn{by K. P. M. (before 1907- )} northern Kerela State, India (F) 3
The appellation abala is commonly applied to women. The dictionary also claims that Stree yoshid abala
yosha\fn{The various synonyms of “woman” in the Sanskrit lexicon, the Amarakosa}. However, is this link a coincidental one,
as in dhittham\fn{Elephant} or is it literal, as in the case of words like pankajam\fn{Lotus, literally “born from the mud”}
If we take the latter to be true then abala would surely mean “she who lacks strength”.
Then the question naturally arises about the comparison: lacking in strength compared to whom? It is generally
accepted that the comparison is with Man.
When we talk of strength, the primary reference is mainly to physical robustness. Some would consider the
vitality of the intelligence. Even when both these are acknowledged, our history and present experience reveal
that women are not lacking in strength compared to men.
One essential aspect needs to be considered here first. Is strength (irrespective of whether this refers to the
body or the mind) given at birth? Or, is it an accomplishment? If the comparison is to be made of inborn strength,
the mental and physical abilities of a boy and a girl must be tested and compared at their maturity, after bringing
them up in exactly the same way after birth, with equal amount and kind of nutrition, without allowing physical or
mental activity. If it is the acquired strength that is referred to, then the two children must be brought up mostly in
this way but with the same sort of education, in the same periods, and then their relative mental skills must be
ascertained and compared.
Even if we must attribute some significance to the fact that women do undergo some important experiences like
menstruation and pregnancy unlike men in their early youth, if obstacles like child marriage honored by some jatis
among the Hindus are removed, then it may well be claimed that almost up to the age of twenty, women are as
capable of education as men. If that education is uninterrupted and assiduously undertaken, women may obtain a fair
degree of erudition and mental development.
It is entirely inappropriate—and indeed a shame—that nothing of this sort is undertaken. Women are given off to
undeserving men at the age of ten or twelve as bonded slaves, and their mental and physical powers are left
uncultivated, through binding them to cooking jobs and other domestic chores that are easily done.
*
Now, it may be proved that women are not weaker than men by our present experience, without resorting to the
experiments just suggested. Let us first consider the aspect of physical strength.
Compare the daily routines of a common householder and a common housewife. The wife is already up many
hours before the man, and has embarked upon her self-mortification amidst fire on all four sides, and the sun
above (panchagni),\fn{Note: In the myths, great austerities are performed in the midst of the panchagni, fire on all four sides and
above} after finishing off the sweeping, plastering of floors with dung-paste and the washing of dishes. She is
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relieved of this at least partially for some rest, only well after breakfast, close to afternoon. Even that hour is filled
with many chores to be done. If the woman has a couple of children besides, one of them at her breast, one need
hardly describe her travails. Preparations for the evening’s fare will commence around two o’clock. Once begun,
this struggle with fire and water, quite like the drudgery of coolies in a steam engine, will go on till past eight
o’clock at night. Who performs such labor, which has to be carried on constantly, with no respite, come rain or
shine, three hundred and sixty-five days a year, and no holidays, but the abalas?
Let us now think of the laborers and the farmers. Among them, men do the work of tilling the field with
bullocks, hoeing, chopping wood, climbing coconut palms, and so on. Women, however, carry ashes, cow dung
and hides upon their heads, and mix it in the soil as manure, stand knee-deep in muddy and watery fields to pluck
and plant the saplings, do the weeding, harvest the grain and carry the stacks, thresh, winnow, fan and clean the
paddy, cut the grass and gather the straw to feed the cattle, pound the paddy, distil toddy and palm sugar, pound
coconut husk, decay it and twist the fiber into coir, weave the coconut leaves for thatches, weave many sorts of
mats and cloth, cut and dry coconut kernels and extract the oil, besides engaging in many other sorts of labor and
crafts. Careful reflection will make it obvious that it is the womenfolk who pursue most of our crafts.
Moreover, among the jatis\fn{Castes} below the Sudra category,\fn{ Artisans and laborers} such as the Mappila,\fn
{Muslims} Tiyya,\fn{Agricultural laborers, small cultivators, toddy tappers, and liquor businessmen } Kanakka,\fn{The hereditary
priests preaching and practicing astrology, astronomy and medicine in Tamil Nadu } Cheruma,\fn{Serfs; their name means “sons of the
soil”} Paraya,\fn{Another cast of agricultural workers, some of whose members beat drums at religious festivals } Nayadi,\fn
{Scavengars and beggars} and so on,\fn{I found all these descriptions in W:H } women do most of the mentally and
physically demanding work and over longer hours. I do believe that all impartial and alert observers will agree
with me on this point.
The arduous labor performed by the women of the Brahmins among the upper castes will astound the other
castes, and indeed, put them to shame. Among the Paradesi\fn{ I.e. mostly Tamil} Brahmins, a clerk or teacher
earning a pittance of ten or twelve rupees, will live in comfort anywhere—be it Cochin, Calicut or Quilon—with
his wife and children, he minding his work, and his wife, all the domestic work and the care of children. They
need no manservant, no maid.
Look at the situation in the homesteads of the Nambutiris\fn{ The Malayala Brahmins}, who are esteemed for their
wealth and noble birth. In many of these homes, which require one or two paras\fn{Six or 12 kilograms} of rice and
adequate quantities of side dishes to go along with for a meal, the entire burden of the cooking is borne by two or
three Antarjanams\fn{Malayala Brahmin women} all by themselves. What is more, even during feasting on occasions
like the Othoottu,\fn{Note: The traditional recitation of the Yajurveda by the Nambutiris, which lasts a whole month. During each day
of the Othoottu, feasts were prepared } these women gather some of their female relatives to prepare all the dishes quite
effortlessly. Even Valalan\fn{The name taken in the Mahabharatam by the Pandava Bhima, who disguised himself as a cook at the
court of Virata} himself would bow in assent if he saw these moon-faced maidens lift up huge brass vessels
brimming with hot cooked rice with their bangle-adorned, vine-like, delicate arms and coolly tilt them to drain off
the rice-gruel, in full view of their heartless men. Simply compare the fare prepared by the Mukkani Pattanmar of
the agrasala at Thiruvananthapuram,\fn{Note: The large kitchens at the Padmanabha Swamyi temple at Thiruvananthapuram
where large numbers of Brahmins were fed every day, the food being prepared by the Mukkani Pattanmar, a certain class of Tamil
Brahmins who wore their hair with the forelock } or the dishes cooked in the valiya adukkala of the Vaikam temple, where
the Muttassu Nambutiri and his assistants,\fn{ Note: Literally, the “big kitchen” at the Shiva temple at Vaikam, where the famous
Pratal Sadya (breakfast), a major offering, is prepared. The chief cook at Vaikam temple is traditionally a Nambutiri from the Muttassu
family, and he is assisted by Nairs from sixteen families (the Patinaranmar) } sweaty, smoke-smothered, teary-eyed and forever

blowing their noses, toil on dishes, eight out of ten of which are unfit to be placed upon the tongue, with those
cooked with nonchalant ease by these jewels of womanliness—the comparison itself will be rendered superfluous.
Though there are very many such instances to cite further, I leave them to the readers who may think of them by
themselves.
*
Let us now think of mental strength. She was in the midst of all possible worldly comforts, along with her
husband, the very Perfection of Virtue, who had broken the bow of Sriparameswara to win her hand. He was to be
crowned heir of the kingdom, and preparations were on for the event. Then, suddenly, he was summoned to his
father's presence, and on returning, he announced the following to her:\fn{ This is from Tunchattu Ramanujan
Ezhuttachan’s (an Indian poet from around the 16th century, the father of the Malalam language) Adhyaytma Ramayanam}
Know this, my father has given to me
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The kingdom of the Dandaka forest
Wherein is to lie my deeds of merit.
Beloved, live on without sorrow.
There will I pass, full fourteen years
To return, the harm dispersed.
Dissuade me not; cast no doubt
In my path; forsake your grief
Abide well, my mother by your side.

To a husband who took his leave so casually, so unexpectedly, she replied thus, without the slightest twitch of
emotion:
I will march ahead to the forest,
Noble One, you need only follow.
Know this, Noble Heart, our parting
Can never ever be worthy.

Is not the tenacity of mind shown by that radiant-faced woman who replied thus, truly matchless? On hearing
her, the husband began:
How do I take you to forests dense
Where beasts swarm, wild and strong,
Rakshasas who dine on human flesh?
The very sight strikes terror in all.
In women, 'tis said, fear abides most.
Sweet lass, the roots, the fruits,
Sour potions, will be your food.
No tasty food, drink so pure,
No sweet milk, in all the day.
The paths are rough; they go
High and low, darkly tunneled,
Strewn with thorns.
We know not our way, and
May not seek it through, for
No one treads in forests deep.
The biting cold, the aching bones,
Journeying on by foot alone,
Face-to face with Rakshasas.
Terrible this, you must know,
Hard to live and hard to bear.

Thus did he try to deter her, describing the horrors and unendurable trials of life in the jungles. However, she
responded, unswayed:
Can any other cause harm to me
When I dwell constantly by your side?
The roots, the fruits, the water,
What you leave upon your plate
Make for me ambrosia, Divine Nectar.
Thorns so sharp, stones so jagged
Turn petal-soft beneath my feet
When I walk with my husband.
Leave me not; I have no fear
Nor will I cause you any grief,
Husband of mine, fine lover.

Does not Sita’s unwavering mind astonish even great men?
Likewise, remember the great hardiness of mind exhibited by Panchali, the wife of the Pandavas, Damayanti,
the beloved consort of King Nala, and Savitri herself. Why go that far; since we have explicit examples in
Empress Victoria, who has protected us like a mother for more than sixty years, Rani Setu Parvati Bal of
Travancore and many others, additional instances are quite unnecessary.
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231.29 On The Use Of Footwear By Women In Ancient India\fn{by Jagadishwari Devi (before 1908- )} West
Bengal State? [Benares? (10/11/12:H], India (F) 1
When I was young I once visited Chandimandap\fn{ A place where Durga is worshipped} at the time of the Durga
Puja with my aunt. I saw that lying next to the priest there were an expensive sari, conch bangles, a small silver
seat and ring, a brass pot filled with curd, a mirror, a comb, alta,\fn{The red dye that was used to paint the feet } a small
box of sindoor, an umbrella, a bed, kharam,\fn{Wooden clogs} and shoes. I asked my aunt,
“Why have these things—a sari, bangles, shoes—been kept here?” She replied,
“These are for the Goddess.” I said,
“But the Goddess is a woman, if she can wear shoes, why can’t we?” My aunt shuddered and said,
“You foolish girl, she is a Goddess. The Gods can do what they like, but does that mean that human beings can
do the same things?” I wasn’t satisfied with this explanation.
Three years ago I went on a pilgrimage to Puri and Bhubaneswar, and at a famous temple in Bhubaneswar, I
saw a number of human figures carved out of stone. Some of them were of women, and their feet were shod in
footwear that resembled boots. I showed them to a holy man who had accompanied me.
“Look, the women are wearing shoes.” He said,
“In ancient times, such as in Satyayug, women were permitted to wear shoes, but with the onset of Kaliyug, it
has been forbidden.” I laughed and recited:
Gajashtemite jate shakabde krittibasasya
prasadam kurute raja shri lalatendu keshari.\fn{The inscription on the temple says that in the specified year Raja Lalatendukeshari ordered the
temple to be built to please Lord Shiva}

“Look, this verse is inscribed on the temple. It proves that the temple was built in 588 Shakabda (A.D. 666).
Had not Kaliyug started then?” My companion smiled and said,
“What’s the use of arguing? If you want to wear shoes, you are free to do so, I don’t mind.”
Perhaps because of this he bought me a pair of shoes when we reached Kurseong. There was no difficulty in
wearing them in the lonely mountain tops, but I feared that two months of use would make it a habit. After my
return to my crowded homeland I might become addicted, and want to wear it some day and be ostracized as a
result. So I did not wear them at all.
I read in our ancient texts that Padmini, the queen of the ill-fated king Jayachandra, made the philosopher and
poet Sriharsha put shoes on her feet.\fn{ Sriharsha, who is primarily known for his Naishadacharitam, was a court poet of the 12 th
century whose patron was King Jayachandra of Kanauj } In the description of Mahasweta’s hermitage in the Kadambari we
read:\fn{Mahasweta is one of the heroines of the prose romance, Kadambari, written by the poet Banabhatta, who lived in the 7 th
century}
Vishakhika shikharanibaddha narikelaphalabalkalamaya dhoutopadena yugalopetam … grham adraskshit .\fn{“Saw a
house in which there was a pole, tied to the top of which was a pair of sandals made of coconut fiber, properly washed” }

Some scholars interpret vishakhika as a long pole placed inside the house; others as a log of wood,
with or without branches. Whatever it might be, there are a pair of shoes tied to the top of it, made of the
fiber of the coconut, properly washed: in those days even recluses like Mahasweta wore shoes, now it is
forbidden even to women leading domestic lives. One does not know the reason for this. I think it is for
the same reason that European beauties leave the better part of their bosom uncovered that Indian women
have given up wearing shoes. Otherwise the pleasure gained by men at the sight of those dainty feet,
resembling young plants, adorned with silver ornaments, tinged with alta, would not have been achieved.
Neither would women have professed their subjection to their cream-like feet.
I do not know whether God will ever free women from their present fate, where they are merely
lifeless puppets, objects of household decoration.
263.11 Manly Duty\fn{by K. Lakshmy Amma (before 1910- )} Kerala State, India (F) 1½
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A number of articles propounding various sorts of duties like Wifely Duty, Womanly Duty, and so on, are
frequently seen these days; I have often wondered why nothing is being published on the Duty of Husbands, or
Manly Duty, likewise. Is it that only women are unmindful of their duties? On the other hand, is it that men have
no responsibilities?
Such qualms do arise. The responsibilities to be borne by men and women are almost equal. It cannot be said
that one party has more, or less, than the other does.
There is a Greek legend about the ancient times in which human beings had four arms, four legs and two faces.
The Gods, bitten with envy of these powerful creatures, split them in two, into Man and Woman. Although this
tale is not credible, the Hindu precept that “the wife is half the man” does pay some obeisance to it.
If this is so, no difference should be envisioned between Woman and Man. There is no doubt that if caring for
the husband is the duty of the wife, then caring for the wife is certainly the duty of the husband. Marriage
occupies a crucial place in human life.
Woman is not merely a child-producing machine. The worldly-wise are well aware that men are the source of
the suffering that women, by nature delicate and susceptible to the rigors of age, endure. The widower is free to
remarry, but not so the widow! The saying that the “sorrow of the loss of a wife is remedied by taking another”
reflects how shallow the emotional ties to a wife are.
If it were a woman who said this, it would be readily rejected as the fruit of ignorance. This is definitely a
man’s machination! It was also a man who declared that “Woman does not deserve freedom”. The Prime Minister
who said he had not even the time to see the Englishwoman who had gone to him to plead for female
representation in Parliament, he too, was a man. in this discussion, the comment made by the famous Mr. W. T.
Stead\fn{1849-1912, editor of the Pall Mall Gazette} is very interesting. He said that the ingratitude of the men of
England, who have forgotten their mothers in their various efforts to achieve power and freedom, is quite
astonishing.
Only gracious and gentle womenfolk will tolerate the great offences done to them by innumerable lawmakers.
The efforts of illustrious figures to promote widow remarriage are thwarted by the natural conservatism of many
who are said to be respectable members of the community! Marriage is generally looked upon as an auspicious
occasion for men. Conjugal bliss prompts Man to pursue various kinds of enterprise diligently. It also helps to
prevent him from wandering afar from morality.
About those servants of the world who proclaim marriage to be the root of sorrow, the least said, the better.
These friends are capable only of lamenting the negative sides of worldly affairs. The world can only grieve about
them; there is little to congratulate in their attitude.
We need not forget the blessings and virtues of marriage. All the joys of marriage emanate from the wife. [But]
if the wife must be sweet-tempered, the husband should also be amiable to her. As in Nature, in which all forces
act upon each other, so also amongst human beings, emotions act upon each other. Men should necessarily be
attentive towards women who respect their husbands and diligently serve them, no matter how much they may
suffer in their hands. There is little doubt that those who do not heed the light of this recognition are cads.
If that Great Soul who advised a virtuous woman “not to hurt one’s co-wife, even when hurt by her”\fn{ Note:
The reference is the advice given to Sakuntala by her foster-father, the sage Kanva, as she was about to start her journey to the abode of her
husband, King Dushyanta, in Kalidasa’s Sakuntalam} had also advised Man not to “hurt” one’s wife, then the sorrows of

Sakuntala would not have scorched the minds of readers. Is it because no one insists upon Manly Duty that
Mankind remains utterly ungrateful to Womankind, who toil all the time for the comfort of their husbands,
disregarding their own distress? Does anyone revere Ugratapas, the husband of Sheelavati?\fn{ Note: Ugratapas was a
highly revered elderly sage, but ugly, ill-tempered, diseased, nasty and debauched, and the husband of Sheelavati, young, beautiful and
virtuous. Her extreme devotion to such a husband was so strong that she lived at his feet, ate only the remnants of his meal, totally effaced
herself, and even carried him to the courtesan’s house as was his wish. This was held up often as a model for pativratayam, or wifely
devotion} Can Man expect lenience from Woman, without showing it to her? Is it not usually the case that the

husband who calls his wife “wicked” turns out to be the vile one?
Is it not proper that Man, who feels the need for freedom, should also feel it necessary to grant it to Woman?
Or, is Man’s freedom merely a means of bolstering the slavery of Woman?
It is well known that variations of human character are caused by social contact. We tend to imitate people with
whom we interact intimately. No matter how bad a woman’s character may be while she still lives with her
parents, it is not difficult for her to imitate her husband.
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The Woman’s mind is simple and placid. A talented English poet has compared the female mind with a clear
lake. Just as the lake turns turbulent and dirty when disturbed, amiable women will engender anguish and
frustration when their minds are agitated. It is Man’s inadequacy that brings about such a situation.
Rarely do we hear of men accused of adultery, but, the charge is frequently made against women. Adultery
implies the transgression of established laws. The evils of adultery could not have emerged in society if the
lawmakers had given some keen thought to the reason why women in their ignorance often violate the laws that
have all been framed by men.
Man's passion for self-gain is behind all such depravity. Therefore if women in any society turn subversive, we
ought to blame the men. The great curse of humanity is that men, who ought to be alert towards the moral
discipline of women in their capacity as fathers and husbands, are primarily interested in selfish gains. Therefore
those Great Souls who would sermonize about Womanly Duty are well-advised to honor their obligations
appropriately; if they do so, both parties will have no cause for complaint, and much to gain, besides.
BEFORE 1915

263.24 “Modern Women And Their Husbands”: A Rejoinder\fn{by Mrs. K. Kannan Menon (before 1915-“she died
quite young, in the 1920s”)} Thalassery, Kannur District, Kerala State, India (F) 2
It was while reading the essay with the above title in the past issue of the Mahilaratnam that I became
enlightened about the widespread existence of the eternal marital maladies described in it, even in this day and
age. Nevertheless, are all women infected by the evils portrayed in that article? May they be held responsible for
the situation?
The first charge raised by the author, M. Krishna Menon, against modernized young women is that “they have
begun to abandon social mores completely”. Among human beings, no one in their right senses will simply
abandon all social mores. They may give up older ones and adopt new practices. But this method is not limited to
young women. Such practice, adopted by young men and all other human beings in this world, is the way of the
world, even if not its justice. The further misdeeds detected by the author are that these women harbor deep
contempt and revulsion towards their husbands, and do not “respect” them.
Is this true? There has never been a time in which all young women hated their husbands. However, if some
women do, there may be good reasons for it.
In our midst, marriages are not usually conducted with the consent of women or in their interest. If the father
or the karanavanmar manages to catch hold of some chap somehow, then marriage will soon follow. Often one
does not even know whether the person one is supposed to wed is good-natured or otherwise, good-looking or
not, and so on. A woman’s duty is to be present at the fixed hour of marriage in the prearranged place, and then to
suffer all the harassment, privation and frustration caused by that husband.
Sometimes, a girl barely stepping into youth is married off to a middle-aged man, without a twinge of
reluctance. Often, the husband may be ignorant and unpolished, while the wife may be a woman of some
education. It will indeed be a great surprise if the wife does not feel repelled by his inferior company and talk.
The other thing is respect.
Now, everyone ought to realize that this is something that cannot be obtained through chiding, entreating, or at
a price. The sense of respect for another arises when one perceives in the other a valuable quality that one does
not possess, or one is incapable of possessing. This holds good for all, irrespective of sex. Few Indians do not
revere Sarojini Naidu or Mrs. Gandhi. If a person has an intrinsically venerable quality, no one will dishonor it.
Men who wake up in the morning to ferret out petty inconveniences, work themselves into a rage over them,
throw a few tantrums, depart for work, return at midnight, spending the evening in gambling or booze, are not at
all rare. Is it not useless for such men to tom-tom such complaints, and flash such passports like, “I am not being
respected; it doesn’t matter what I do—the Puranas instruct women that the husband is God incarnate for them,
even if he may be an insufferable grouch,” and so on?
Some qualities are acquired by each of us at birth as human beings. Intelligence is prominent among them.
Siblings, brothers and sisters born to the same parents, do not display equal levels of intelligence. Sometimes the
girls are found less intelligent than boys; sometimes, the reverse is the case. Mother Nature does not differentiate
between the sexes in this regard; she does not discriminate in favor of one over the other.
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However, the usual practice is to try to expand the minds of men through education; as for women’s minds,
they either remain in the same condition, or attain some development naturally. Irrespective of all the proofs of
success, or degrees a man may amass, it is quite unlikely that a naturally level-headed and intelligent woman will
respect him.
Likewise, a woman will not respect a man for his good looks or wealth alone. Steadfastness of mind and a
worthy character are what everyone admires. Husbands who lack such admirable qualities, but are dearly loved by
their wives, and husbands who are not loved with such earnestness, but still command the respect and devotion of
their wives, are quite commonplace. Marriage becomes beautiful and enjoyable when immaculate mutual love
and respect co-mingle in it. However, this is rarely the case. The goodness and badness of the partners normally
determine the amount of love and respect elicited.
Another of Mr. Menon’s declarations goes like this:
“The husband is God Manifest.”
He claims that this is laid down by the sastras.\fn{Scriptures:H} Does the author himself go by other such
sastras? The sastras propound the varnasramadharma. Should we not observe them? Since we are said to be
Sudras, are not the knowledge of letters forbidden to us?
Now let us see how much Godly Essence may be detected in the husband.
The Puranas and the Smritis have thought up thirty-three crores of Gods for the convenience of the
Malayalees, who have no rule or tie in marriage. If one marries a penniless God today, one may accept a well-todo God tomorrow. If that God proves sickly, one may seek a healthy God the next day. If that too reveals any flaw,
there is every provision to pursue another God who would fit the need. Convincing today’s women of the
principle which upholds that two people born of the same womb, growing up for some time under similar
conditions, will transmogrify suddenly, one into God and the other into an abala\fn{Weakling}, is quite a
formidable task. The author contends that “defying the wishes of the husband will bring forth the wrath of Gods.”
When God is Man, it cannot possibly be otherwise.
“Women should spend their youth subservient to husbands, in obedience to them.”
Indeed! What does this mean? Is it that at the end of youth, Man’s power over Woman will dissipate? Or, does
it mean that Woman will be liberated in this phase of the bondage she suffers as a wife?
Mr. Menon’s opinion is that that “any matter will shape up well only in the presence of a nayakan.”\fn{Male
leader} Will not a nayika\fn{Female leader} suffice? Madame Blavatsky who founded the new religion of
Theosophy, Annie Besant who is now the President of that Society, Mrs. Pankhurst and her daughters who have
fought valiantly for the entry of women into the English Parliament, Madame Krupp who heads the factory that
produces the huge German guns that have impeded the soldiers of England, France and Russia alike—all of them
are women. Even if delicate, who can establish that they all lack efficiency?
Matrimony is a crucial phase in human life. We know that it is not merely a human invention, as we see that
any living thing displays the eagerness to unite with its mate. Since the human being is endowed with special
intelligence, it demands certain specific qualities of its companion, and is either satisfied or dissatisfied at its
presence or absence in its mate. Women with caring and devoted husbands who support them by their labor are
not rare today. Such women serve their husbands with deep affection and devotion, are willing to launch into
anything for their sake, and recognize that making their husbands comfortable is their responsibility.
No woman is in need of the advice that she should heed and love her husband. This is the first lesson learnt by
the Womanly Heart from Nature. Every young girl at the threshold of youth begins to desire a bridegroom. Each
one shapes a Manly model according to her understanding and character, and then wishes to see it personified in
her husband. If these fantasies and desires come true, the woman rises to deserve the status of the wife, and fulfills
her responsibilities ably and well. If not, she will defile that worthy rank.
Just as there are lechers among men, there will be a few harlots among women. Their husbands, who lack the
mental strength to discipline them by stern words, should not proceed to decide that all women are similarly evilnatured or wanton. My only request is that such articles that vilify all women should not appear in this monthly,
which bears such an exquisite name.
263.27 Womanliness\fn{by Sarojini (before 1915- )} Kerala State, India (F) 3\fn{The editor of this volumes says that “this is
probably a pen name” of Mrs. K. Kannan Menon (263.24); but he nevertheless publishes it here as by a separate author, and I have retained
his original supposition:H}
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Everyone knows what Manliness is. However, even those who lecture or write about Womanliness do not seem
to have thought deeply about what Womanliness is. It is quite doubtful whether everyone will supply the same
answer if asked to make a list of the virtues that ought to grace a woman ideally. The author of the Nitisara jotted
down the list of Womanly virtues in the shloka that begins with Karyeshu mantri, Karaneshu dasi …\fn{Note:
According to Sarnghadhara’s version of this in Sarnghadhara Paddhati, the ideal wife was to be like a minister in practical affairs, like a
menial in service, like the goddess of Prosperity in appearance, like a mother in affection, and like a courtesan in bed } The sage

Kanva’s solemn reflections on the ideal attributes of the home-maker have been interred in the verse that begins
Bhaktya sevika poojyan …\fn{Note: He advises her to worship revered persons with devotion, to consider her co-wives to be sisters,
to be pleasant to her husband, even if he may not be so, to be merciful to servants and not to turn haughty in good fortune. He reminds her
that if the homemaker did not conform to this, she would be a pestilence }

The features found necessary by the one are not demanded by another. That “another” may requisition some
other traits in addition, or “by order”. If the ideal, genteel and virtuous wife (kuladharmapatni) must necessarily
resemble the Goddess of Prosperity in looks (rupeshu Lakshmi), then what are all the inauspicious creatures
(moodhevikal) to do, except nullify themselves through poison, or get married into ill-bred families?
Certainly, there would have been a point if it had been demanded that women should acquire all virtues
securable through human effort. If impossible cravings leave one frustrated, who is to be reproached, except one’s
own unjustified cupidity? If men do not have a steady opinion as to what merits are essential for the ideal woman,
how are women to know what they must get in order to gratify them?
Instability is, of course, another word for fickleness. Is fickleness a male quality or a female one? The Nitisara
provides excellent documentary evidence to show that though “fickle” the virgin’s mind is really set upon a single
wish. Men cannot argue that they demand too much. The father demands knowledge of the bridegroom, the
mother demands wealth, and the relatives demand high birth. The virgin demands only good looks.\fn{ Note: This
too refers to a Sanskrit shloka from the Nitisara, which specifies what specific qualities are demanded of the bridegroom by different
members of the bride’s party} And she is fixed on that. Yet ugly men are forever ready to enter the tournament to win

the hand of the bride! The Creator will have to embark upon fresh creation to shape men who will not bow low
before a high-hat of a Princess. It is quite doubtful whether there are any men who have not consulted the Rx\fn
{The medical symbol that indicates medical prescription } of Vidura’s antipyretic syrup (shadangu kashayam) that
prescribes “men who sing, and men who dance”.\fn{ In the story of Devayani in the Mahabharatam, in which Vidura talks of
women’s partiality towards men who dance and sing}
All the scholars adore this brew. On listening to the necessity of being rupeshu Lakshmi, one may feel like
decking up a bit. But the aphorism that “the beautiful wife is but an enemy” (bharyaa rupavati shatru) will be
displayed at once to turn that enthusiasm into annoyance.
There will also be counsel against the craving for jewelry. Then in the very same breath, the precept that there
can be no procreation without beautification will be quoted. Women and men need distinct precepts to guide
eating, sleeping, and so on and on. The wife must eat only after the husband eats. An early meal is prohibited even
if one may faint of hunger. On the heels of this will come the translation of the English proverb that promises
showers of gold from going to sleep early and rising early. Yet the shloka that warns the wife to sleep only after
her husband has slept will follow. In short, the ideal, genteel and virtuous wife is synonymous with she who
sleeps less.
Now let us leave the shloka-spinners for the Purana-seekers.
From reading the Puranas and the epics, it seems clear that their authors think that women should be eager to
stomach any torment and endure any sorrow, and carry on under any circumstance. Sita suffered for twelve years,
living in the forest with her husband. Then she suffered a year’s separation at Ravana’s abode. Soon after, she
publicly entered the fire to prove that her stay in Ravana’s house had not tarnished her. But even that proved
insufficient to alleviate the suspicions of her husband and the people, and she was abandoned, fully pregnant and
defenseless, in the forest. She, who should have given birth in the king’s palace, delivered in the hermitage of a
sage. The pain endured by a mother in bringing forth and raising a child, even with help from the husband and
relatives, is immense. Without anyone’s help, Sita gave birth to twins and nurtured them.
Chandramati was a queen. To fulfill an absurd promise made by her husband, she sold herself and her son.
Mother and son slaved in housework. She pounded paddy until her hands bled in the house of the Brahmin who
had bought her. Yet the benevolent master allowed her to catch a glance of her son, dead of a cobra’s bite in the
forest, only at midnight.
Savitri was a princess. She wed Satyavan in her heart. Satyavan had no money, no house to live anywhere in
the land. He had blind parents to care for in the forest. Despite all this, she took him as her husband in her heart,
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considering nothing but his virtue. The great sage Narada chided her, prophesying her widowhood, as Satyavan
would die young. Her father, too, tried to dissuade her. Savitri argued that the heart could not fall in love with two
people in one lifetime, and went ahead to marry him.
The day of Satyavan’s death drew close. The God of Death approached with his staff and rope. But the
radiance of Savitri’s chastity kept him at bay.
I will not elaborate further. Savitri propitiated the God of Death to win back Satyavan’s life, and many other
boons. She thus revealed to the world the power and the purity of love.
Sheelavati’s chastity and virtue are a cut above all this. That noble woman’s husband was Ugratapas, who
would never relent, even before the most devout, sustained attention and care. Besides, he was also an awful leper,
with fingers falling off to reveal worms and pus within, to the utter revulsion of the onlookers. But that chaste
wife would eat only his leftovers as if it were panchamrtam, and that too, only after reverently removing the
fallen finger from the plate.
*
Some such stars as these have risen and set in the world of Womankind. This continues to happen today. They,
however, dwindle and die, unnoticed by those who are eager only to espy ill-omened comets.
The authors of the Puranas have thought up stories with situations so horrific and difficult that the imagination
can be stretched no further, to offer examples of wifely chastity. What a terrible pity that the women of Kerala,
who are forever reading, learning and imbibing these examples and praising the women of the Puranas, have
earned nothing but the slander that the rule of chastity does not apply to them!\fn{ Note: Obviously refers to the
matrilineal marital arrangements, in which the tie of marriage was not considered to be necessarily binding for life, though the degree of
freedom allowed to the woman in choosing a partner or divorcing him, could vary very considerably. It also entailed that the children born
out of wedlock had little formal claims over the father’s wealth } Intelligent people should think over and decide whether they

did really earn this, or whether this was a bogus legacy foisted upon them by men.
Yet, despite knowing well of the existence of such Jewels of Womanliness in the Puranas, many are still eager
to proclaim in rhyming verse that women are frail (abala) and fickle (chapala). Even Sita’s husband has certified
that “he who heeds the word of a woman is a total fool”. Non-capricious men are ever-enthusiastic about pouring
scorn upon poor capricious women, and composing rhetorical verse on the possibility of the atti tree bursting into
bloom, the crow turning pearly, the fish growing legs, and the impossibility of stability in the womanly heart.
They would delight in delving into the meanings and establishing these as verily the Vedas. And of course, they
are fully enlightened as to what Manliness is!
Men will insist with utmost seriousness that Womanliness consists of putting up with the insults of men,
following their rules, bowing to them as though they were divinities, allowing them to do whatever they please,
and patiently lugging along the burdens they impose, even when left abject and friendless by them. Beauty is a
must, and besides the tresses must be long and wavy. The curls on the forehead must gently dance even when
there is no breeze to ruffle them. The eyes must be constantly animated, like the flutter of black-hued bees on a
white lotus. The body must be as delicate as young shoots tender enough to wither in the sun. The complexion
must be like either the bloom of the hibiscus, or the golden lemon. The waist must be so dainty that the onlooker
would fear that it might not withstand the strain of standing up straight. The backside must be heavy enough for
the ankle to make a dimple in fine sand while walking on it. If all this can be written down in rhyming verse, the
Great Poet, he who has described the City, the Ocean, the Mountain and the Seasons (Nagararnavashailatrtukaran Mahakavi) will be satisfied.
The playwright will not be averse to making the chivalrous hero pine away behind the trees, if blue blood can
be counted amongst his characteristics. If the pining comes before, and knowledge of the blue blood later, the
guiding precept “in doubtful cases, the state of the mind is the rule” is available always.
The novelists will be mollified with the B.A. exam, the blouse and the half- sari. They are not so insistent upon
blue blood. There are numerous precedents to draw upon—like the blindness and the deafness of love. Today we
see enough of the speeding up of the mail train so that the aristocratic girl may elope with the beggar, and its
derailing through the breaking of the shoe of the mount upon which the girl’s guardian was hurrying to seek them
out. All emanating from novelists who have fully grasped the Achilles’ heel of Love.
Let the poets and the playwrights describe Womanliness as lodged in all this. If poets, novelists and their
adoring and compliant readership fail to see that Womanliness does not abide in a body that melts like fresh butter
in the labor room of a noble mansion, in silk from China, upper-cloths from Kottar, or diplomas from universities,
at least other women ought to recognize it.
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Women are not in a position to ask men to stop insulting them; nor can they return the compliments. Let us
pray to God that men themselves develop the charity to stop the slurs, at least now. Human beings have some
distinct qualities that set them apart from animals. These constitute “humanness”. Though women and men ought
to have these equally, women have proved that they are not only equal, but also definitely superior to men in this
regard, through firm and just acts.
Love is a virtue that refines humanness. This character is not seen in men with the same intensity with which it
is seen in women. Even men will not venture to argue that they can rival women in affection for parents, siblings
and relatives. If one claims that the love for children is ten times stronger in mothers compared to fathers, it may
appear a bit rhetorical. “Twice” will settle any difference of opinion: only half of the father’s property has been
made available to the children through reform.\fn{ Note: This reference must be to the First Nair Regulation of 1912 of
Tranvacore, which decreed that half of a man’s property must go to his own children } But the whole of the mother’s property will
go to no one but the children, reform or no reform. On entering the husband-wife relationship, men’s hesitation
seems unremitting. The United Companies of Sanskrit Scholars have cast and amassed several cannons of highsounding verse to pulverize the forts that protect women, like the prescription of the five ashramas for men, and
none for women. Sri Rama and the common folk remained skeptical despite the fact that Sita was made to jump
into a pyre to prove that she had not been desecrated by her stay in Ravana’s dwelling. Urmila, however, had no
hesitation, though Lakshmana had stayed away for twelve years and indeed, had gone berserk all over
Surpanakha’s nose and other parts, like a tipsy toddy-tapper on a coconut tree. Sheelavati bore a leper on her
shoulders to a courtesan’s house to do his bidding. She performed excruciating austerities to see that the sun
would not rise up unless that mighty sorehead, who had died on the way, was given back to her. The so-very-nonfickle minds of men who put together the Regulation\fn{Note: A reference, again, to the First Nair Regulation, 1912, which
had the provision to prosecute a Nair woman if she accepted another man as husband while still being married to another. However, in the
discussion preceding the Second Nair Regulation of 1925, it was strongly argued that polygamy must also be ended. There was, indeed, an
influential group that argued in favor of a certain qualified sort of polygamy } that women should have but one husband, proved

too cowardly to also dictate that a man should have but one wife. Yet the high-sounding Sanskrit cannons are
directed at poor women alone.
To say that women are superior to men in their love for relatives may not convince the author of the
“Pancharantra of the Mother-in-Law”. The mantra to restore the peace of mind of the daughter-in-law
vanquished in the struggle with the mother-in-law goes thus:
Place the mother-in-law,
Upon the grinding-stone,
And then with another stone . . .
Narayana!

Mahakavi Valmiki has missed out on an important link in the Ramayanam. Our Sitadukham is of course the
result of an attempt at correction made by a Malayalee (male) expert in wranglings caused by mother-in-laws.
Who does not feel irked by mother-in-law, Kausalya, and the junior mothers-in-laws, who caused Sita such
misery? It is difficult not to admit that women too have some blame to bear as far as squabbles between sisters-inlaw are concerned. As with love, it can also be proved that women are a cut above men in virtues like compassion,
generosity, and so on. If there is something like mildness in the human heart, it certainly belongs to the Womanly
Heart.
The heart of ideal Men
Looks harder than the diamond,
Yet more delicate than the tender bud.
To think of it—who knows?

Even Mahakavi Bhavabhuti has no clue about the situation in Manly Hearts. Yet everyone finds the decree
about “Woman’s Heart” (streenamcha chittam)\fn{Being fickle} palatable.” Though the precept is that “Even the
Gods cannot know the hearts of women”,\fn{ Note: The well-known shloka that says that the leaping of the horse, the sounding of
thunder, the movement of women’s hearts, the direction of men’s fortunes, and the increase or decrease in rainfall remain unpredictable,
unknown even to the gods, and therefore to men } even the street brats are made to sing of their fickleness! Myth and

history reveal men fighting and losing their lives in their lust for women.
However, there is neither myth nor history to testify that women have at least bickered over men. Women must
remain so till the end of time. That is Womanliness.
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BEFORE THE 1920s

109.1 Four Friends: A Folktale\fn{told to a Brahman male by his aunt (before the 1920s- )} Karimpur Village, Mainpuri
District, Uttar Pradesh, India.(F) 2
There once were four friends—a shepherd, a carpenter, a Brahman, and a king. The four of them were very
close friends.
One time they went together to a foreign country. On their way, they came to the bank of a river where they
found a second Brahman searching for his water buffalo. The shepherd asked him,
“Why are you wandering about here?” The man replied,
“Because I am searching for my buffalo.” The shepherd then said,
“Oh please, teach me how to search for things.”
And so the shepherd stayed and took up the study of how to track lost objects.
Then there were only three friends. They continued to travel and soon arrived in a city where the son of a noble
family had died. A great crowd of people were gathered around him at the time. When the Brahman asked why
there was such a crowd a bystander replied,
“Our son has died and we wish to revive him.” The Brahman then said,
“I also wish to know how to give life to the dead. If you are kind enough to let me learn, I will stay here.” And
so he stayed in that place.
Now there remained only two friends. After a time, these two came to a village where some men were making
flying cots. The carpenter asked them what they were making and later requested that he be allowed to stay and
learn how to build these special beds.
*
Now the king was alone. He walked on and on until he reached an isolated forest. There he climbed a mango
tree. Near that tree lived a serpent who possessed a beautiful jeweled ring but who left home daily to feed. First
setting his jewel under the tree, the serpent would travel as far as one hundred sixty miles and still see by its light.
So the king decided to visit a craftsman and have his weapons converted into a tub and an iron chain. Taking
these objects he then climbed the tree near the serpent’s hole. Soon the snake arrived and left his jewel there as
usual. Then it went into the forest to search for food. When the serpent had gone, the king slowly slipped his
newly made tub over the jewel. That made the world grow dark and the serpent could no longer see by its glow.
So he returned home. Suspecting the jewel was covered by the tub, he beat his head against it again and again
until he finally died.
At this point, the king climbed down from the tree, lifted the tub, and put the magic ring on his finger. Soon
afterwards he dove into a nearby river. There he could see a splendid palace, and in it sat the beautiful daughter of
its king. This girl was very charming and she wore sixteen kinds of beautiful ornaments. The king immediately
fell in love with her. But the girl quickly told him,
“My father will soon come and he will bite you. You will die.” To this, the king replied,
“I have already killed your father.” Then one day he said to the girl,
“Let us go to a park and play dice.”
The princess agreed and they left for the park at once. While engrossed in their game, a prince on a hunting
expedition passed by. He, too, saw this beautiful girl. The couple quickly jumped in the river to hide, but one of
the princess’s slippers fell off in her haste. The prince picked up that shoe thinking,
“This slipper is very beautiful. Its owner must be even more beautiful.”
After this, the prince returned home where his father noticed that he was upset and sought the reason.. The
prince told him that he wished for the second slipper and for its owner. So his father sent for two ogresses. He
asked the first one what she could do and she replied,
“I can punch holes in the clouds.” The second one was then asked the same thing. She said,
“I can make holes in the clouds and also cover them with thatch.” So the prince’s father asked the second
ogress to find the owner of the slipper.
The ogress left immediately. She went straight to the river palace. There she knocked on the door saying,
“Oh dear daughter, please open the door. Your mausi\fn{Mother’s sister.} is standing here.” But the princess
replied,
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“I have no mausi. Where are you from?” To this the ogress replied,
“You are mistaken, dear daughter. You were very young when I left. I have been searching for you for a long
time and only today have I found you.”
So the ogress was let in and she stayed for awhile. The king then came to know that she was a fake and soon
told the princess,
“This woman is not your mausi. She has come to kill me. Please remember this: iif I die, do not burn my dead
body. Instead, please oil it, and then store it safely.” A few days later the mausi said,
“I have four laddus.”\fn{Sweets.} She then gave two to the king and the others to the princess. These were filled
with poison and as soon as the king ate them, he died. Then the ogress told the princess,
“Burn his body: otherwise it will rot.” To this the princess replied,
“I have obeyed each and every order you have given, but this I cannot do. I cannot burn the body of my dear
husband.” So she took off the ring that had the splendid jewel, and then put him in a box which she carefully
locked.
Next the ogress told the princess to bathe in the river Ganges. The ogress took the princess to the middle of the
swift current and after diving down very deeply she said to her,
“Take your ring off and throw it into the river. If not, I will kill you.”
So the princess took off the ring and, threw it into the water. Then the ogress took the princess to the palace of
the prince. But the princess insisted that for twelve years\fn{ A common period of penance or banishment in Indian tradition.}
she would have to distribute alms and do meritorious work. Only after that would she agree to marry a new man.
The prince agreed and soon had a separate palace built for the girl. He also provided servants to care for her.
She then began to distribute alms to the poor each day.
*
Twelve years passed.
Then the original Brahman friend, who had learned by now how to give life to the dead, arrived in the city
where the princess was distributing alms. The shepherd, who had now learned how to trace lost objects, also
found his way there. And so did the carpenter, who had learned to build flying cots.
The three men met and decided to search for their fourth friend, the king. The shepherd tried to trace his friend
as one would trace a lost object. But the king could not be found. Evening soon came and the three men decided
to have their supper before searching further. When they went to buy some food they were advised that there was
a Brahman princess in the city who distributed alms to the poor each day. If they went to her they could obtain
their supper free.
So the shepherd went to the palace and asked for alms. However, the guard said he could supply food to only
one person. The shepherd insisted that he had come with friends and that he wished alms for all four of them. So
the guard sent a message to the princess. She then asked to see the man. When the shepherd arrived she asked
why he sought alms for four instead of for one. He replied,
“We are three foreigners. Our fourth friend is missing and we are searching for him. We three shall eat our
portions and the fourth portion we shall save inside the earth.”
Then the shepherd returned to his friends with four food portions. They ate three shares, but buried the fourth.
The next day the friends continued their search with no success. That evening the Brahman went to obtain alms
again. He, too, was called before the princess because he asked for four portions. Giving the same reply as the
shepherd, this man also obtained four shares. After the three men had eaten, they again buried the fourth share.
On the third day, the carpenter went for alms. He, too, was called before the princess:
On that day she finally came to realize that the three men were looking for her dead husband, the king. So she
asked to see all of them. When they arrived she told them the whole story about how he had been killed by an
ogress.
The three friends next asked the princess to wait while they went to search for the magic ring. When they found
it in the Ganges, they proceeded to the door of the palace under the river. There they unlocked the box of the king
and restored him to life by calling to him with the magic words,
“Ram, Ram.”
The king awoke and complained that he had slept too long. His friends explained that they already knew his
story and then told him what had happened.
Finally the men took a flying cot and went that very night to fetch the princess. They flew with her on it to the
river palace. There they filled the cot with precious goods before returning to their separate homes.
The four men remained lifelong friends.
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109.3 The Farmer And The Barber: A Folktale\fn{told by an elderly Brahman housewife (before the 1920s- )} Karimpur
Village, Mainpuri District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 1
There once lived a farmer and a barber who were very good friends.
One day it became time for both of them to marry. It was customary in this area to go through a betrothal
ceremony. Afterwards the prospective bridegroom would pay a special visit to his fiancée’s home. When both
weddings had been arranged, the farmer thus said to his friend,
“Why don’t you go to the home of your bride-to-be and see what the girl is like.”
(Now the barber’s fiancée was rather homely, while the farmer’s fiancée was very beautiful.)
So the barber set off. When he arrived at his bride’s home he found his betrothed standing at the door buying
spinach from a passing merchant. Some hours later the barber was offered this spinach as the main dish of a
ceremonial meal. Needless to say, he was disappointed with the lack of more prestigious and festive foods.
The next day the barber decided to visit his farmer friend’s new in-laws. When he arrived he found that fiancée
standing on the doorstep as well. This girl, however, retreated into her house and hid as soon as she saw a friend
of the groom approaching. Furthermore, in this second house the barber was served delicious festival foods. He
kept quiet, but secretly he thought to himself,
“My bride is a bad woman because she fed me tasteless spinach. But my friend’s bride is good. She gave me
delicious foods like puris and kacauris.”
The barber was disturbed at his discovery and wished to hide these things from his farmer friend. So he said to
his friend,
“Listen! My bride is a fine woman. In my own in-laws’ house I ate puris and kacauris. But your new bride is
bad—at her place I was offered only spinach.” The farmer responded by thinking,
“My wife must be very bad!”
When it came time for the wedding, the farmer decided to cover his eyes. He asked his mother and father to
buy him four kinds of cloth and he blindfolded himself with these just before the consummation of the wedding
was celebrated. Indeed, he made this a condition of going through the ceremonies at all. The farmer remained
blindfolded through all the rituals. He also refused to eat anything but bread.
Now this farmer and the barber had established a habit of playing a gambling game in the farmer’s garden.
One day, soon after their weddings, they began to play again as usual. But the farmer’s new bride soon said to her
mother-in-law,
“Today, mother-in-law, I wish to see the garden!”
So the new bride hired a special palanquin and with much ceremony and pomp she was taken to see the garden.
When she found the two friends gambling she said to them,
“Oh! I wish to play this game too!”
At this very moment the barber had to leave in order to urinate. Meanwhile, the farmer was, of course, not
blindfolded. So upon seeing the face of such a lovely woman he was enchanted, and he invited her to come and sit
beside him. She then said,
“If you can find a way to send this barber off, I will agree to play a gambling game with you.”
So the farmer found a way to send the barber on a four-day trip. He then wagered his ring in a gambling game
with the girl. After a while she won the game and got up to go. The farmer invited her to return for another game
the next morning. The young girl replied,
“Either I or my sister will come.” The farmer insisted on her presence, however, saying,
“No, you must come.”
After she had left, the farmer rebound his eyes and went home to eat.
On the second day the young bride again arrived in order to play a gambling game with her husband. On
arriving she said,
“Let’s play again.”
The farmer agreed and this time he wagered his bracelet. The young girl also won the second game, and when
she left she took the bracelet with her.
In the same way the couple met again in the garden on the third day, This time the farmer wagered a garland.
The girl won this as well and left the garden carrying it with her.
On the fourth day the same events were repeated. This time the farmer wagered his necklace, and again the girl
won and took this away.
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The farmer continued to invite her to join him and the young girl began to go daily to the garden. Finally she
had won everything the farmer owned. When he had nothing left, he went home and said to his mother,
“Mother! Please prepare food for several days. I am going on a trip in order to look for something.”
The mother then took various things which her daughter-in-law had won from the farmer and put them inside a
special sweet. She made several of these sweets, called laddus, and told her son,
“The little laddus are for the barber and the bigger ones are for you.”
The barber and the farmer then left on their trip. Soon, however, the farmer turned to the barber and asked him
“Where is the village named Here and There?” The barber replied,
“Brother, don’t be silly. There is no village called Here and There.”
Then the two sat down to eat and the farmer broke open his laddus. In one he found the ring he had gambled.
In the second he found his necklace. In the third he found the garland, and in the fourth his bracelet.
The farmer was very astonished and he quickly ran back home. The barber begged him to stop but the farmer
would not stop. When he arrived home he found his wife dressed in torn clothes, baking bread. He at once began
to laugh and said to her,
“You have deceived me very successfully.” She replied,
“You made me very sad. You bound your eyes and ate only bread, refusing to even look at my face.”
In this way the farmer learned that his barber friend had lied to him.
Now he began to live happily with his wife.
109.4 A Jackal And A Fox: A Folktale\fn{told by the mother of a Brahman male (before the 1920s- )} Karimpur Village,
Mainpuri District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 1
One time, there lived a jackal and a fox. But soon the jackal forcibly took possession of the house of the fox
and sent her away. On being turned out, the fox went to the lion saying,
“Oh, you who are the greatest of us all. Oh, you who listens to any who wish to speak to you. Please be kind
enough to listen.” So the lion said,
“What do you wish to say?” The fox complained,
“My house has been forcibly taken over by a jackal who has turned me out.” The lion answered,
“OK, wait a little. Tomorrow I will decide what to do.”
The next day the fox again approached the lion and asked that he decide her case. The lion now agreed to go to
the house of the jackal. But the fox argued that they could not go as they were. Instead she asked that the lion tie
her up with a rope and then tie that around his own waist. The lion did as he was told.
Somehow the jackal came to know about these events. He then said to his wife,
“You must make the children weep bitterly. Afterwards, I will ask you, ‘Why are our children weeping?’ Then
you should say, ‘The unfresh flesh of the lion is already spoiling. The children want fresh lion flesh.’”
Soon the lion and the fox approached. The jackal gave the sign to his wife and she caused her children to weep
bitterly. As the lion came near, the jackal next asked his wife,
“Why are the children crying?” The wife replied,
“Don’t you know why? We only have spoiled lion flesh, but they want fresh flesh. Where am I to find some?”
To this the jackal responded,
“I made the fox, your mausi\fn{Mother’s sister}, agree to bring a lion here. She said she would bring the beast
even if she had to have herself tied to it. See, now the two are approaching.”
On hearing this conversation, the lion flew into a rage. He said to the fox,
“Oh, wretched animal, you have deceived me!”
Then he sprang high into the air and took off, dragging the fox behind him. The fox cried out as she was pulled
along,
“Oh! People who tell on others are pulled and dragged like me.”
She received so many injuries that she was soon half-dead.
This is how the cunning jackal was saved.
109.5 A Jackal And A Crocodile: A Folktale\fn{told by an unnamed Brahman housewife (before the 1920s- )} Karimpur
Village, Mainpuri District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 1
There once lived a jackal who was very fond of a certain kind of ripe plum that could be found in the forest.
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But then these plums became very scarce. The jackal began looking for other foods, and he noticed a farmer’s
fields on the other side of a small river. The farmer had sown melon and cucumber seeds, and these were just
beginning to ripen on the vines. So the jackal began to scheme about how he might cross the river in order to taste
this delicious harvest. Now it happened that a crocodile lived in this river, and so the jackal went to him and asked
very sweetly,
“Oh, mother’s brother. If you agree to take me across the river, I will find you a wife.” The crocodile agreed to
the jackal’s proposal and said,
“All right, please jump on my back.”
So the jackal jumped on the crocodile’s back and he soon found himself on the other side of the river.
Reaching the opposite bank, the two went together into the farmer’s field. The jackal took a huge melon and tore
it into small pieces. In this way he soon quenched both his hunger and his thirst.
But one melon was not neatly enough to satisfy the crocodile. When the jackal had finished eating, it said to
the crocodile,
“Oh, mother’s brother! Now I feel an urge to howl.”
The crocodile begged the jackal to wait to make this noise until he had also finished eating. But the jackal
replied,
“I cannot keep myself from howling any longer.”
The farmer who owned the field heard the racket in his garden. Grabbing his scarf, he ran to the garden to
chase the animals away, He first attacked the crocodile; meanwhile the jackal ran off very quickly. The farmer
was upset and said,
“Oh! That jackal has escaped! But I vow that I will punish him another way.”
While the farmer spoke to himself thus, the crocodile slipped back into the river.
Later the jackal returned to the riverbank and called to the crocodile again.
“Oh, mother’s brother! I am about to bring you a wife.”
In fact, the jackal had robbed a young girl of her head scarf. He had also brought with him the skeleton of a
dead buffalo. He covered those bones with the scarf and now he laid these out neatly on the bank of the river.
After doing this he approached the crocodile and said,
“Oh, mother’s brother! I have brought you a wife. She is there on the river bank. But she is very shy and will
not come over here by herself. You must go and fetch her. But please, please, take me back across the river first.”
The crocodile agreed and took the jackal back across the water. He then swam to the bank to fetch his wife.
The crocodile first called out,
“Please come here lovely lady! There is nothing to be ashamed of.”
But she did not respond and he thus approached a bit closer. Again he called out and asked her to come. But of
course the dead body of the bullock could not speak. At last the crocodile became very angry, and imagining that
the body was alive, he kicked it very hard. In fact he kicked so hard that he hurt his own leg. Then, discovering
his error, the crocodile said to himself,
“OK, Mr. Jackal! I will repay you for this some day!”
It was the jackal’s habit to come and drink water from the river at the roots of a particular banyan tree. One
day, while he was drinking, the angry crocodile approached and grabbed his leg. Knowing that he was caught, the
jackal quickly thought of a trick. He said to the crocodile,
“Oh! Look! I am standing here while you, you foolish one, are holding onto the root of a banyan tree with your
mouth.”
Believing the jackal, the crocodile let go with its mouth and instead grabbed the root of the tree. The jackal
immediately ran off saying,
“Just see if you can catch me now. You are a fool to hold onto the root of a tree rather than my leg.” The
crocodile was very ashamed and again thought to himself,
“All right! I will see to it that you are punished one day!”
Sometime later, the crocodile pretended to be dead and lay motionless in the sand. By this time he had
acquired a wife, and she now began to weep. When the jackal passed by he asked the woman,
“Why are you weeping, oh, my mother’s brother’s wife?” The woman replied,
“Oh, my! Your dear mother’s brother has just died!”
So the jackal approached the body and sniffed it carefully. He soon came to realize that the crocodile was only
pretending to be dead. So he thought of another trick. The jackal now turned and said to his mother’s brother’s
wife,
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“It is usual for a person to fart at the time of his death. Has my mother’s brother done this yet?” To this the
woman replied,
“No, not yet.”
Just then the crocodile somehow managed to fart. Then the jackal ran off saying,
“Oh, body lying in the sand! No one can rival you! Is it possible that anyone else who was dead could fart?”
At this the crocodile felt very ashamed.
Meanwhile the jackal ran off into the forest and escaped.
BEFORE 1921/1923/1924

263.30 Excerpt from Women And Freedom\fn{by B. Pachi Amma (before 1921- )} India (F) 2\fn{As with the item at
263.27, the editor says that “it is likely that this name was a pseudonym” for somebody else; but he nevertheless publishes it here as by a
separate author:H}
Good heavens! Many eyes will redden, many faces will be etched with deep frowns upon seeing these two
words written together! Many may decide to reject the article without reading it or indeed, fling down the
magazine in a huff. I would like humbly to request such readers to resort to such imprudent acts only after reading
the whole article.
The present inhabitants of Kerala are of different sorts. There is one group that hangs on obstinately to
the injunction “Woman deserves no freedom” (Na stree swatantryamarhati) and keep muttering under their
breath that “all of today’s women are hankering after freedom. This is the sign of Kaliyug. This is the
beginning of the end”, and so on. Another group claims that “women already possess virtuous freedom.
They should not be allowed any more. Today’s poisonous education makes them averse to marital ties. The
world is beginning to decay”. So goes their argument.
There are also some cultivated minds, which cherish pride in their nation and their community, and maintain
that women should be granted their just measure of liberty. Of these, the first two are not very different.
Reckoning that an outright and obstinate rejection of women’s liberty may impoverish their “modern”
credentials, they\fm{The members of the second group } merely reiterate their conservatism in different terms. Leave
this as it is. What position did the wise Indians of ancient times grant women? Will women be allowed
freedom? If yes, let us carefully consider the matters in which it may be permitted.
It is surely an unblemished truth that the ancient Indians were wiser. It may be readily proved that they allowed
women rightful freedom and worshipped them appropriately. Marriage is a rite of equal importance for Woman and
Man. Merely ponder what freedom our ancestors granted women in this matter. Gandharva vivaham\fn{Secret
marriage of lovers} and Swayamuaram\fn{Marriage of choice} were permitted in those times. This was not because our
ancestors were ignorant; rather, it stemmed from their superior intelligence. They understood well that in marriage
mutual compatibility and the consent of the bride and the groom matters most.
The secret of the durability of marital ties in those times lies precisely in this. The women of those days had the
right to divorce their husbands. Their advice was considered valuable. Their freedom of opinion was not curtailed.
Many even volunteered to fight in battles. Sriparameshwara’s androgynous form as Ardhanariswara, and the
eminence he granted to Ganga Devi are, of course, excellent illustrations of the high status enjoyed by women in
those times.
What about the condition of women in modern times? Describing it as despicable a thousand times over will
not suffice. Women are not allowed to express their opinions even in the weighty matter of marriage. In this affair,
they are little above lifeless objects of exchange. How pathetic! More than three-fourths of one’s life is to be spent
in matrimony. It is claimed, indeed, that women should not realize this, that they should not seek to make
matrimony comfortable!
In most communities in Kerala (no, really, in all communities) Custom dictates that women must have no
recourse but to wed the men chosen by their guardians. Even if the prospective husband is an ignorant boor, a
leper, a drunkard, or a philanderer, a Malayalee woman has no right to alter even an inch the decision taken by her
parents or elders. Worse, she cannot even voice her grievance (it may be admitted that there are refined persons
who would rebel against such control. But an opinion can be formed only through considering the state of the
majority).
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What further example will one need to make evident the lack of liberty of women in the present? Bhageeraty
Amma’s declaration in the first issue of the Mahila that wives do not possess even the minimal right to inquire
about their husbands’ destinations when they go out, is not an exaggeration at all. Among a hundred persons, at
least ninety-five or more insist that women have been created for working in the kitchen and reproduction, and
conduct their lives in the light of this notion, even in this twentieth century, nay, even in this month of March
1921, when the Sun of Progress is believed to have reached its apogee.
Given this, if the call for the right to liberty rings aloud within the world of the women of Kerala they have
certainly not striven for it. Why be astonished at this? Why be envious? Why be angry?
Men alone do not make a community. It can be formed only by women and men together. Thus it is definite
that when we speak of the prosperity of the community, we refer to the prosperity of both sexes. How can the
community prosper if men alone secure education and culture, and women carry on like poultry promised to the
oven, or, alternately, like yogis tending the sacred fire in sacrifices, or like cats that skulk around kitchens?
If the Westerners had hung fast to this particular mulishness characteristic of the people of Kerala, where
would be they now? Who took up most of the responsibilities left behind by men fighting the war?
Women.\fn{Note: The reference is to British women’s active role during World War I } If Kerala faces such an exigency—God
forbid—will our women be useful in any way? What will be their plight, when the guns start booming? Why
should this be so?
If their cowardice makes good-for-nothings out of them, who is responsible for that? Men, of course. If
women have become sluggish, it is because they have been shut up in kitchens. To cut it short, a fair share of
liberty must be bequeathed to womenfolk.
*
Now I have something to say about the term swatantryam.\fn{In strict terms, the word means “self-means for survival”,
though it is often used to mean “freedom” in a loose sense } In the earlier issue, Vatakkumkur Rajaraja Varma, a respected
friend,\fn{Note: Vatakkumkur Rajaraja Varma (1891-1970) was a much-revered Sanskrit scholar, poet and author } wrote:
“It is quite improper that women are interpreting the idea of swatantryam in an unacceptable way and
yearning for it.”
Indeed, it would be most improper if someone sought to misinterpret the concept and pursue distorted goals.
Indeed, I would go as far as to condemn such effort as a heinous act that must be averted at once. But my firm
belief is that not even one of my educated Malayalee sisters has taken, or will take, such a direction. The
respected Raja continues:
“Women have already gained enough of virtuous freedom by now. It is far better not to have the freedom to
wander alone in parks, visit theatres, dance, and become slaves to wage labor and paid employment, like the
white females.”
Here I am assailed by several doubts. First, I do not understand the meaning he ascribes to “virtuous
freedom”\fn{Satvika swatantryam} I also do not see what may constitute the lack of freedom. To turn the demand
for liberty advanced by the women of Kerala into the dancing, the strolling-in-parks and the theatre-attendance
of Western women, whose ideals of life are entirely unlike [ours], is definitely a foolhardy thing to do. I do not
think that any Malayalee sister who asks for liberty will desire all that. There are many able ladies in Kerala
today who have passed the higher examinations and struggle for the freedom of women. I have also come to
know with pride that many of them hail from my community.
We also know of the way of life of many such women. Yet none of them desire the above-mentioned
abandon. Do desist from assessing women by the same standards of change that seem to have guided today’s
men. According to the respected Raja’s designs, women ought to appease themselves with what he believes to
exist, that is, “virtuous freedom”, which is nothing other than the modern condition I described earlier. God alone
knows how many will consent to this.
Asking us to be wary of wage labor is certainly a bit of salutary advice. This only means that women should not
remain subject to status quo. More so because women today are slaves of wage labor; but in ordinary wage labor,
the wages are fixed. Here, the only difference is that this is not the case. Our sisters are mainly occupied with work
related to the kitchen. The wages are set by the husband’s munificence—no, indeed—by his benevolence.
Another statement made by the Raja appears quite opaque.
“The poisonous education prevalent today makes women abhor the ties of marriage, just like the men.”
One does not know whether this statement is true. I am willing to concede that the current system of education is
utterly defective. However, I do not agree that it makes women apathetic to wedlock. If they do indeed display
inhibition, some other reason must be sought. He states that marriage, once sublime and exalted in our lives, has
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become a bouncing ball providing ample entertainment for lawyers and judges in courts—he must be referring to the
rare samari cases,\fn{Note: This refers to cases to be tried without much formal procedure or delay. Samari originates from the English
word “summary”} or suits for divorce.
Actually, the Raja’s statement is evidence that upholds the necessity of giving women freedom and making men
more responsible and moral. For women file for maintenance because their husbands have not been caring, because
their husbands have heartlessly abandoned them. If women are filing for divorce, that is because they were given no
say in their marriages, and because the grooms’ eligibility was never seriously assessed. Therefore, if marriage has
become the bouncing ball of the judiciary, the fault does not lie with women.
All that has been said here about the Raja’s article is merely incidental; my article is not a rejoinder to it.
263.32 Malayalee Marriage Modified\fn{by K. Padmavaty Amma (before 1923- )} Kerala State, India (F) 3
The damsels, they run, they hide,
Seeing the man with beard all gray

In those days, it seems shaving was not as common as it is now. If it had been common, then Sheelavati’s
husband wouldn’t have been so aggrieved. Poor man—he ought to have lived in this twentieth century. Now, the
graying of the beard isn’t a problem at all. All you have to do is shave regularly. Finish it off before six o’clock in
the morning. Besides, if you are somewhat well off, then the graying of the beard, or the hair, or even the loss of
teeth—none of these will ever be a problem. In these days, there is no difficulty at all to get young “damsels”.
They won’t flee or hide; indeed, they will chase you at a frantic pace. How astonishing! Shaving will solve the
gray beard; what about the gray hair? Well, well, that’s nothing. Even young people have gray hair at times. The
teeth … what to do about that? No problem—spend a few rupees on first class false teeth! You have only to be
careful at night. Even young people who don’t have pretty enough teeth knock them off for better ones. Then
what’s the hitch about others whom God himself has favored?
In our midst, those who resemble Sheelavati’s husband are enjoying a lucky spell. People have lost all
compunction about sacrificing young and nubile girls to graybeards in their autumn years. If “the man be young
and the woman old” is changed to “the woman be young and the man be old”, will not the effect be the same? As
Damayanti remarks\fn{In the Nalacharitam} “will they ever feel a little of love, will they ever be at peace, is there a
greater disaster?”
But such deep thinking is of no use these days. The last census, it seems, shows us that there are more women
than men. And moreover, in reality do we not find many women who remain virgins right up to old age, never
becoming wives, in Malayalee families? In such a situation, will not the moustache receive an extra caress? Well,
there are other reasons also for extended virginity of Malayalee women (they are equally the reasons for the good
fortune enjoyed by Ugratapas and his breed).
A woman scholar has recommended that “women must be wedded to handsome, generous and brave young
men.” It is an open secret that if we proceed to look for “young men” of this sort to wed our girls, there will be no
end to our troubles. Among us—among the Hindus—there are few today who would have “secret marriages for
love” (gandharvam), or the “marriage of interiorities”, as in Indulekha.\fn{Note. Indulekha (1889) was O. Chandu
Menon’s well-known novel, one of the earliest in Malayalam, and it was a tale of romantic love between two modern-educated members of
a matrilineal family, in which the couple are said to have been married “in their hearts long before they were formally united in the marital
tie} Let that be so. Even if we proceed in the well-trodden way to arrange an ordinary alliance, the first question

asked by young men would be,
“How much will they pay?”
If he doesn’t ask this straight, it will be asked through some go-between. The sums demanded will vary
according to the financial situation of the parties involved. In the normal case, the list would be as below: For a
common country bumpkin (this eligibility is quite well known to the person himself), a sum ranging from about
two hundred to five hundred—may go up a bit according to paying capacity. This is the fourth quality. The third
quality—some bits of an English education and a job that fetches some ten or fifteen rupees monthly, the amount
will be four-figured. It’s enough to have a scent of English—there is no insistence on a proper knowledge of
English. But the fellow must be able to manage to read and write his address in English. He must always sign his
name in English. Shirt-Coat-Tie-Shoes must necessarily be used. These are all signs of English.
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Then we have the B.A. holders. They can be regarded as the second class. Though the salary they would get if
they aspired for employment in government is but a trifling sum, in marriage they are hard bargainers. It is
accepted practice that the bidding for them should start from a thousand upwards, and there are no upper limits.
There is a special sub-section to this class. Some bright young chaps who pass B.A. don’t even think of
higher education until they manage to corner a marriage alliance. Seeking an alliance is a sure sign of
hankering for higher education. The talk would then be over an agreement about a sum to cover the entire
expenses of a B.L. degree, or an M.A., B.L.
Not bad, is it? Is it not said, “the wife is half the man?” Whatever had been attained till then came about
through by one’s own exertions. Even the Puranas say that the rest is the burden of the wife! It won’t be too far
off the mark if one said that the education of such characters is a major way in which people’s money is
unfairly and unnecessarily drained into the coffers of the government.
This expense is largely useless; most of these chaps take off for Madras and Calcutta in the name of
education and have a jolly time there.
Now for the members of the first class. This class is constituted by those who have successfully surpassed all
the obstacles mentioned before to settle into departments as officers or become lawyers. Since they excel all the
others, their price, too, exceeds that of all the others. Ordinary folk needn’t even think of them. Their needs are
various. Some will be in debt; they need to clear up that. Others will have pledged joint-family properties, and
will want to recover them. Yet others want to take some legal measures and seek to cover those expenses. Some
others will want to please their fathers or maternal uncles and will require to pay a sum for that. For some the
same need will arise for the karanavanmar or senior male of the family. Not to say more, all the ways in which
money can be extracted with appropriate excuses will be resorted to.
To put it really flatly, today’s men have unanimously passed the rule that plenty of money should
necessarily be made through the marital alliance. So, if a petition for marriage is filed by those who need it,
the first matter taken up by them is that of the sum to be elicited. Once this section is elaborated to their
satisfaction, everything is settled. The more important elements like appearance, youth, family and character
can come up only afterwards.
And these may not be considered at all. For, as far as all that is demanded by the woman’s side is that the
man should know English (as per status), and all that is demanded by the man’s side is that some money
should be made (that too, as per status), and as far as the man and woman involved are concerned, these
remain the sole considerations, other things do not bother them.
Anyway, well and good if they manage to strike a deal through shrewd bargaining; the very same if they
split over the sum in question. This is the way in which all marriages are planned and conducted these days.
The major rituals of this modified marriage include making promissory notes, legal bonds, documents,
registration (I don’t know if there are more) and arguments over these, and mediation in these matters.
My dear sisters! I have not failed to think what the intention of men must be in instituting such a system (I say
that men instituted this because the insistence over the money is indeed theirs), and whom it benefits. You will be
able to see on your own after some thought that they have not established this system without good reasons.
What would you value more, something you buy at a price, or something that comes free? Which thing would
you keep with utmost attention and care? Will you not be especially partial to the bought thing, and stay vigilant
to keep it safe and sound?
This is what men are demanding from you. Some may say, “If men marry for money they will end up as slaves
to women.” These are but justifications aimed at pulling the wool over the eyes of guileless womenfolk. Just
think, who has the burden of taking care of the husband, if you buy him at a price? If you are not vigilant, your
fate will be like that of the Brahmin in the tale of the Brahmin and his servant. If the servant goes so does the
Brahmin’s nose! What a pain in the neck! Like the poor Brahmin who had to put up with the burden of seeing
that both the nose and the servant are not lost, the wife will have to bear the burden of seeing that the husband
and the money paid, both are not lost! If these are lost by any chance, still, the loss is to the wife!
If it is so very cumbersome to earn a first husband, do we need to labor on how difficult must it be to earn a
second one? However we may try, the charge would be, “It’s second-hand stuff, and that’s no good”. Like in
trying to sell off a bicycle. However good the bicycle may be, if someone has used it, its value shrinks.
Likewise a woman earns a first husband at considerable expense. Even if he, for some reason (quite possibly
out of his lechery or foolishness), goes after another wife, the loss and the pain are all the woman’s. If you ask if
women reap no benefit at all from this practice, I would—well—agree, and say yes. If women have wealth of
their own, or if their relatives are willing to spend liberally on them, they will have no reason to be disappointed.
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Only that they must be willing to spend enough money to secure a husband who would fit their specifications. In
other words, to pick a husband from the agriculturists, the easy-livers, the employed or the self-earning, according
to taste.
No one should protest that it is like cattle trading. Keen thought makes this appear pretty close to it, though. But
can’t we always opt not to state it so baldly? Anyway, women have a great deal to gain from private property. It’s
not enough that the taravad\fn{The extended community of a joint-family:H} has property. Private property is something
we can’t do without. For that would endow everyone with husbands.
Girls who have no wealth, that is, girls who have not the wherewithal to maintain a husband in style once they
have got him—their cause can only be thought as gone for good. It’s no use if these girls with no assets may have
other good points. Irrespective of whether your looks are wonderful or terrible, irrespective of whether you know
several languages and are well versed in music and the other arts, or whether you are an unlettered idiot, what
matters is whether you can make a down payment. If you can’t, then, hard luck!
Why are you sad? The scriptures say that one attains spiritual salvation and worldly happiness in the service of
one’s husband. Is this easily possible? Is it a simple affair? So, why mourn over spending some money in a matter
that would fetch you spiritual salvation and worldly happiness, that is, in the matter of attaining the status of a
wife?
Among the major gains cornered by men through this system, firstly comes the gain in wealth, secondly, the
gain of a wife, and thirdly, the special affection bestowed by such a wife: in case of ill-health, the special attention
of the wife and even her family is fully guaranteed. Fourthly, if by some good luck the wife dies or if she is
abandoned, one can once again go through the whole act and make even more money! These are the important
advantages to be secured.
Alas, how unfortunate that shallow-minded human beings, who alone have been blessed by God with the
special ability to discern the mutual obligations of men and women, and their tasks and duties in marriage, must
behave as the brutes in total disregard for good and evil!
Can the practices of a people that have received even a modicum of culture and knowledge be so depraved?
As long as each of you do not recognize your proper duties and discharge them well, will your community
prosper?
Or otherwise, if the Nairs had any love for their community, would they try to encourage such despicable
practices? It is not surprising if such practices were fostered by people who had no education and culture, with
no refinement of the intellect, and steeped in ignorance and darkness.
But now things seem different. These detestable practices are being encouraged by these very people who
claim to be sophisticated, and constantly put on airs as if they were striving to better the condition of the
community in all ways. Is this worthy, indeed, of people of this sort?
The statements that follow are from an article written by my dear friend Cheruvari Rugmini Amma in the
Lakshmibhayi. Since they pertain to a matter that we women need to pay close attention to, I do believe that it will
not be inappropriate to insert them here.
If you do not find a bridegroom whom you like and is worthy of you, then it is much better to live either in the
service of your parents who have cared for you and protected you from all difficulties, to earn divine blessings, or
educate yourselves as much as your intelligence and situation will permit, to gain appropriate employment. In this way,
to hang on to the foolish belief that wifehood alone encapsulates Womanly Duty, to bob about aimlessly in this Ocean
of Worldliness full of worry, disease and want, and thus destroy one’s life, in this universe that contains many different
paths to hither-worldly happiness and other-worldly salvation, is nothing less than a great crime.

Whatever be that, I would like to end this essay by placing before the people my humble opinion that it is
necessary that this new sort of modified marriage in our midst must be either proscribed, or subjected to timely
and suitable alterations.\fn{Note: Indeed, later in the mid-twentieth century, the “modification” of marriage among the matrilineal
social groups would be depicted by K. Saraswati Amma in her short stories, with a precision and clarity rarely matched, even in social
service research}

263.38 An Appeal To The Hindu Women Of Kerala\fn{by Vatakkecharuvil P. K. Kalyani (before 1924- )} Kerala
State, India (F) 1
The Satyagraha at Vaikam\fn{1924-25} is indeed a struggle for one of the fundamental rights of human beings,
the freedom of movement.\fn{Note: One of the important events in the anti-caste struggle in Kerala, specifically focused upon the
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issue of teendal, or distance pollution. The “unapprochability” was such that the lower castes were required to keep a certain distance
from caste Hindus. The Ezhavas, for instance, had to keep a distance of at least 16 feet, and the Pulays, a distance of 72 feet. The latter had
to proclaim their approach by loud shouts, lest their approach was not noticed by the upper castes. In Vaikam, the site of a major shrine to
Lord Siva in Travancore, as in many other temples, the avarna Hindus were not permitted to use the roads running around the temple, while
they were open to non-Hindus}

Much of the life-force of two or three hundred people has been expended in this cause here, in this short while.
We, who have only heard of mighty self-sacrifice in the stories of mythical figures such as Jesus Christ and
Prahaladan, now witness it at Vaikam.
Here we see martyrs who repose their faith in truth and morality, give no thought to adversity, and sacrifice the
whole of their vitality in the face of violence, needless obstinacy and terror. There is no doubt that our victory lies
in the future.
Dear sisters, what is our duty at this juncture? Is not freedom of movement essential for all? Large sections of
women suffer from the lack of this freedom; is it not the duty of others to remedy it? Our men-folk provide us
with models worthy of emulation in this matter. Is it not our duty to uproot the laws and customs that debilitate
the freedom of movement of human beings?
Mahatmaji’s faith tells that we must strive incessantly to fulfill our duties.
“Did not Bhama, the beloved of Krishna fight in battle, did not Subhadra drive the chariot, did not Victoria
rule this world?”—this is not the time to lean onto such examples. In truth, women have extended very little help
to the Vaikam Satyagraha. We have suffered no austerities for it. A helping hand, though a minor one, was
offered by our esteemed sisters from Mayyanad. Like in many other matters, their handfuls-of-rice collection has
been exemplary.
Among the volunteers here, there are more natives of Tamil Nadu compared to our own people. Mrs.
Ramaswamy Naicker shows herself as enthusiastic as Mr. Naicker in this. Her capacity for renunciation is
indeed admirable, a model for all of us. No matter how biting the rain or the cold, she is always beside us in our
endurance with infectious enthusiasm. Mrs. Channar, too, is practicing impeccable self-denial! She is presently
unwell.
We need fifteen people to conduct the Satyagraha each time at all the four gates of the temple. This must
include both avarnas and savarnas.\fn{Note: Avarnas are outside the caste system and thus in the context of early twentiethcentury Kerala, refer to the erstwhile untouchables including the castes like the Ezhavas and the others who prefer to be known as dalits
today; savarnas are castes within the caste system, above the so-called untouchables and arranged in a hierarchy of high and low }

No savarna woman has yet come forward to participate in the Satyagraha. Probably no one realizes how
ignominious this is.
Now we are observing the Satyagraha only at the western and the northern gates. If we are able to get
together ten people, we can save our face by organizing a Satyagraha exclusively of women at all four sides.
The higher the social status of the participants ready for self-sacrifice, the more effective will our action be.
Therefore a sizeable number of persons of high social standing, earned through education or otherwise, must
urgently come forward into the struggle.
Women are capable of bearing the entire financial burden of the Satyagraha. The Ezhava community has
opened a Satyagraha canteen through the handfuls-of-rice campaign. It was opened on the first of Karkatakam\fn{July-August}.
If a canteen is being run from the negligible amounts of grain collected by the Ezhava women, the other
expenses may be readily met by the collective efforts of other Hindu women. The residents of Mayyanad send us
a tidy sum by their handfuls-of-rice collections alone. With some active effort, we will be able to accomplish a
worthy deed easily, even if we limit ourselves to the natives of Travancore.
How Mahatmaji would rejoice, if he heard that the Hindu women of Kerala were piloting the Vaikam
Satyagraha with their “handfuls” of grain.
Therefore I exhort you to make intelligent use of this opportunity to work for a gloriously cause, this chance to
beget the purpose of life. I invite the attention of all sisters to this issue.
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† Temple Arivateshwara at Darasuram Kumbakonam (12th century), Thanjavur District, Tamil Nadu
State, India †

† Temple Bhadrachalam (17th century), Bhadradri District, Telegana State. (Bottom: Vishnu on Garuda.) †
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† The Ranakpur Jain Temple (constructed 1437-1458), Ranakpur, Pali District, Rajasthan State, India. †

† Another image of Vishnu, the All-Pervading, Granter of Immortality, Preserver of the Universe and
Protector of the World, Upholder of Dharma, He of The Thousand Names and the Ten Avatars, mounted on
the Eagle Garuda, the Bringer of Nectar to Earth from Heaven, the Founder of the Race of Birds †
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